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PREFACE

The era of modern Molecular Biophysics can be traced back 50 years to the
first meeting of the Biophysical Society in Columbus, Ohio (March, 1957). The
raison d’être of the society is to promote the application of the fundamental
principles of physics, thermodynamics, and kinetics to analysis of polymeric and
biological solutions, and more recently, of cells. The history of these fundamentals
date to the mid-to-late 1800s, especially the works of J. Willard Gibbs, and include
the concepts of chemical potential, Gibbs free energy, Gibbsian ensembles, and
the Gibbs phase rule. Elegant examples of early biophysical milestones began to
appear at the turn of the last century and include the demonstration of the Gibbs–
Donnan equilibrium across a semipermeable membrane, A. V. Hill’s analysis of
the equilibrium binding of oxygen to hemoglobin (the Hill plot), and the discovery
of the cooperativity of oxygen binding to hemoglobin by Adair (actually expressed
as the Adair equation). Our recognition of the primary, secondary, tertiary,
quaternary structures and physical properties of proteins (and other macromole-
cules) is based on techniques as diverse as osmotic pressure (Adair), analytical
ultracentrifugation (Svedberg and Pederson), electrophoresis (Tiselius), salting
out (Cohn), and hydrogen–deuterium exchange (Linderstrom-Lang). Onsager,
Kirkwood, and Flory applied statistical mechanics to characterize the solution
behavior and dielectric properties of polyelectrolytes, polymers, and long-chain
biomolecules. Scatchard analysis of ligand binding and Wyman linkage theory
have become staples in the arsenal of biophysical methods. And as legions of
biochemistry students have learned, the demonstration of the semiconservative
replication of DNA by Meselson and Stahl (The Most Beautiful Experiment
in Biology, see book by F. L. Holmes) was based on the ability of density gradient
equilibrium sedimentation (Vinograd) to resolve DNA molecules that were
differentially labeled with stable isotopes of nitrogen.
Students, teachers, and researchers in biophysics in the 1960s to 1980s were

introduced to the discipline’s general concepts, fundamental theory, and represen-
tative applications by a number of excellent textbooks. Early classics include
Biophysical Chemistry (1958) by John Edsall and Jeffries Wyman, Ultracentrifu-
gation in Biochemistry (1959) by Howard Schachman, Introduction to Statistical
Mechanics (1960) by Terrell Hill, Physical Chemistry of Macromolecules (1961)
by Charles Tanford, and Mathematical Theory of Sedimentation Analysis
(1962) by Hiroshi Fujita. These first generation works spawned a second wave:
Interacting Macromolecules (1970) by John Cann; Physical Biochemistry by
Kensal van Holde; Migration of Interacting Systems (1972) by Laurie Nichol
and Donald Winzor; Data Analysis in Biochemistry and Biophysics (1972) by

xix



Magar E. Magar; Physical Chemistry of Nucleic Acids (1974) by Victor Bloom-
field, Donald Crothers, and Ignacio Tinoco; Relaxation Kinetics (1976) by Claude
Bernasconi; Thermodynamics of the Polymerization of Protein (1975) by Fumio
Oosawa and Sho Asakura; Physical Chemistry (1978) by Tinoco, Kenneth Sauer,
and James Wang; Physical Chemistry (1979) by David Eisenberg and Crothers;
Biophysical Chemistry (1980) by Charles Cantor and Paul Schimmel; Random
Walks in Biology (1983) by Howard Berg; Proteins (1984) by Thomas Creighton;
The Physical Chemistry of Lipids (1986) by D. M. Small; and Binding and
Linkage by Wyman and Stanley Gill (1990). The ensuing decades have seen many
of these books go out of print, although a few have been released as new editions
[Proteins (1993) by Creighton; Random Walks in Biology (1993) by Berg; Princi-
ples of Physical Biochemistry (1998) by van Holde, Curtis Johnson, and Shing Ho;
Nucleic Acid Structures (2000) by Bloomfield, Crothers, and Tinoco] and a
number of third generation texts have been published, including Thermodynamic
Theory of Site-Specific Binding Processes in Biological Macromolecules (1995) by
Enrico Di Cera, Molecular Driving Forces, Statistical Thermodynamics in Chem-
istry and Biology (2003) by Ken Dill and Sarina Bromberg, Biological Physics
(2004) by Philip Nelson, and very recently Van der Waals Forces (2006) by Adrian
Parsegian.

To complement the evolution of available biophysical texts and to facilitate the
teaching of courses in biophysics at the undergraduate and graduate levels, the
Biophysics Society and other self-organizing groups have turned to new media to
sustain and enhance the education of tomorrow’s biophysicists. The Gibbs Society
of Biological Thermodynamics was established in 1987 to promote training of
biothermodynamicists (see http://mljohnson.pharm.virginia.edu/gibbs-society/
for details and a history). The Biophysical Society has continued to nurture new
Special Interest Groups to expand biophysical investigation to broader areas of
biology (see http://www.biophysics.org/meetings/subgroups.htm for links to these
subgroups). The creation (and unfortunate demise) of an online biophysics text
was an experiment that promoted web-based education; many chapters are still
available on the Biophysical Society web page under educational resources (http://
www.biophysics.org/education/). The American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB;
founded in 1960) and the Biophysical Society have established strong interdisci-
plinary bonds; notable areas of cross-fertilization include muscle, motility, ion
channels, and single molecule studies. To many investigators, attendance at both
meetings is a prerequisite for professional development. Two articles published in
the same issue of the Biophysical Journal in 1992, ‘‘Teaching molecular biophysics
at the graduate level’’ by Norma Allwell and Victor Bloomfield, and ‘‘Graduate
training in cellular biophysics’’ by Tom Pollard, explicitly describe the skill
sets and training required for investigators who study molecular and cellular
biophysics.

The past decade has witnessed the emergence of revolutionary, data-intensive
disciplines, including genome biology, proteomics, bioinformatics, and systems
biology, that have greatly expanded the scope of the problems we investigate. As a
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consequence, there has been a tremendous resurgence of interest in the application
of biophysical methods to investigate macromolecular structure and function in
the context of living cells. The classical methods used by physical and polymer
chemists to investigate macromolecular behavior and interactions are now being
applied to vastly larger data sets that encompass entire genomes worth of proteins.
Goals include the prediction of protein structure from first principles, the devel-
opment of gene and protein interaction maps, and the analysis of regulatory
networks within cells, tissues, and organ systems. Ultimate success in these
endeavors will require quantitative assessment of the mechanisms, energetics,
and kinetics that underlie these global phenomena.
Volume 84 of Methods in Cell Biology, Biophysical Tools in vitro, is devoted to

biophysical techniques and their applications to cellular biology. The volume
provides, in a single resource, access to a broad range of fundamental and
cutting-edge in vitro techniques in molecular biophysics and places a strong
emphasis on problem solving. Chapters include (1) the theory and measurement
of binding interactions by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), surface plasmon
resonance (SPR), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), spectroscopy, analyti-
cal ultracentrifugation (AUC), fluorescence anisotropy, and single molecule
approaches; (2) spectroscopic methods including absorbance, fluorescence, circu-
lar dichroism (CD), spin label electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and fluor-
escence correlation spectroscopy (FCS); (3) kinetic methods including stopped
flow, T-jump, P-jump, protein folding, and time-resolved RNA structural transi-
tions; (4) structural methods including cryo-electron microscopy, X-ray, neutron
scattering, and hydrodynamic shape modeling; (5) proteomic methods including
metabolomic analysis by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrom-
etry (MS); (6) thermodynamic approaches including binding theory, linkage
analysis, mutational analysis, and the properties of osmolytes and their impact
on macromolecules; (7) data analysis including statistics and nonlinear least
squares; and (8) modeling methods including dynamics of complex systems,
biomolecular electrostatics, conformational fluctuations, cytoskeletal protein in-
teractions with drugs, and cell motility. The chapters are methods oriented, often
tutorial and practical in terms of how to do it. Some also present a strong
emphasis on data analysis and computational approaches, because fitting of data
is typically the most difficult part of learning how to apply these methods. A few
cutting-edge chapters, to paraphrase Doug Rau, rely heavily on the intelligence
and the initiative of the reader.
The volume is directed toward the broad audience of cell biologists, biophysi-

cists, pharmacologists, and molecular biologists who make use of classical and
modern biophysical technologies or wish to expand their expertise to include such
approaches. The volume should also interest the biomedical and biotechnology
communities given the importance of biophysical characterization of drug formu-
lations prior to Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval. We emphasize
that this volume and its contents are dedicated to biophysical applications as they
are applied to problem solving. The vitality of any biological discipline depends
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upon its ability to reveal fundamental information, to discover new mechanisms,
and to apply new ideas and concepts to the challenges of understanding life,
behavior, our environment, and the treatment of disease. We trust that this
volume will serve the reader as a convenient, reliable compilation of biophysical
methods in vitro and their application to the solving of important biological
problems. Our hope is that this work will stimulate increased collaboration
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Abstract

Binding is at the center of all of biology with cellular events being mediated by a

huge array of highly orchestrated, coupled binding interactions. In order to

approach a detailed understanding of the molecular forces that drive these inter-

actions, it is essential to obtain thermodynamic information. A huge body of work

already exists that describes the concepts and mathematical tools that are at the

foundation of current thermodynamic techniques. The purpose of this chapter is to

aid the reader in understanding how to apply the available technologies in extracting

meaningful thermodynamic information for binding systems.

The certitude that everything has been written negates us or turns us into phantoms. . .
Jorge Luis Borges

In: The Library of Babel
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I. Introduction

Without binding, there is no biology. Whatever that goes on in cells involves an

intricate, highly orchestrated, series of binding interactions. These include protein–

protein, protein–DNA, protein–RNA interactions, as well as an incredible variety

of small molecule–macromolecule interactions. ‘‘Binding,’’ in its most general

sense, encompasses all such interactions. One might argue that a full understand-

ing of cell biology will only come when the entirety of all such binding interactions

is defined and quantified, allowing the ‘‘cell’’ to be represented as a complex

collection of tightly coupled rate and equilibrium equations (see Chapter 25 by

Schilstra et al., this volume). The day when such a collection of equations is

completed may or may not ever come. In the meantime, we can plod along by

studying the binding interactions of our favorite macromolecules isolated from

cells, gaining transient insight into the workings of parts of the cell, and hoping

that the pieces may someday add up to complete the puzzle.

The goals of any binding study were succinctly articulated by George Scatchard

(1949). These goals are to answer the questions: ‘‘Howmany? How tightly? Where?

Why?What of it?’’ That is to say, binding studies should elucidate the stoichiometry

and aYnity of the receptor–ligand interaction, should attempt to identify the

location of ligand binding on the receptor, should provide an understanding of

the molecular forces that drive the binding, and, finally, should explicitly link

binding to the functional response. These are ambitious goals.

The execution and analysis of binding experiments have evolved to sophisticated

levels over the last century. For quantitative binding studies, analytical methods are

needed that can determine the distribution of free and bound reactant concentra-

tions within a solution. These methods include all types of spectroscopy, calorimetry,

and more recently devised methods like surface plasmon resonance. Primary data

that emerges from whatever technique is used must then be analyzed by postulating

an appropriate and plausible reaction mechanism that describes the equilibrium

under study. This statement of the equilibrium reaction mechanism then dictates

the exact form of amathematical model (binding equation) that thenmust be ‘‘fit’’ to

the experimental data. Typically, this involves use of nonlinear least-squares fitting

routines with appropriate use of ancillary statistical methods to evaluate the good-

ness and significance of any fit. A schematic representation of the general strategy for

obtaining quantitative binding information is shown in Fig. 1.

Successful binding studies yield a number, the equilibrium binding constant,

which, in turn, provides entry into the world of thermodynamics. None of these

steps are easy and the overall process does not lend itself to simple protocols

that might be mindlessly applied to every type of binding problem. Each type of

reaction for which a binding constant is sought presents its own challenges and

problems at every stage in the process.

Better minds than ours have described the concepts and mathematical tools

that provide the underpinnings for understanding macromolecular binding inter-

actions. There is no point in recapitulating or simplifying the original presentations
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of such concepts. Rather than wasting further time on this chapter, the reader

would be better served to delve into some of the original, uncompromising,

discussions of binding. For example, there is no better starting place than

Chapter 11 in Edsall and Wyman’s classic Biophysical Chemistry, entitled ‘‘Some

General Aspects of Molecular Interactions.’’ Other primary sources include

Gregorio Weber’s Protein Interactions, Wyman and Gill’s Binding and Linkage,

Irving Klotz’s Ligand-Receptor Energetics: A Guide for the Perplexed, and Winzor

and Sawyer’s Quantitative Characterization of Ligand Binding. Chowdhry and

Harding have compiled a two-volume compendium of practical methods (with

protocols) for the study of protein–ligand interactions. Bibliographic details of

these publications are collected in an annotated ‘‘Suggested Reading’’ section at

the end of this chapter, separate from specific references that are cited. Any of these

will provide a better foundation in preparation for conducting a binding study

than could possibly be provided here.

If, against our advice, the reader chooses not to abandon us in order to delve

into the suggested reading, we will try to make a few points that will perhaps be of

interest. These will be somewhat random and intended to provide only a rough

guide to elements of binding studies.

II. Binding Constants Provide an Entry into Thermodynamics

Determination of a binding constant (Keq) is the first step in the determination

of a thermodynamic profile for a reaction of interest, as shown in the schematic

in Fig. 2.

Purify and characterize
reactants

Simulations Binding experiment

Equilibrium
model Interpretation

Binding
equations

Curve
fitting

Improved
experimental

design

Results

Select
method

Fig. 1 General approach for determining quantitative binding information.
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The binding free energy change, DG ¼ �RT ln Keq, can be calculated directly

once the binding constant is known. The sign and the magnitude of the free energy

change specify the exact amount of energy liberated or consumed in the binding

process. Free energy changes can be parsed into component enthalpy (DH) and

entropy (DS) values. Enthalpy values are best determined directly by calorimetry

but estimates of the van’t HoV enthalpy may be determined from the temperature

dependence of binding constants:

@ðln KeqÞ
@ð1=TÞ ¼ �DH

R

Entropy values may be calculated by diVerence once the free energy and en-

thalpy are known from the standard Gibbs equation, DG ¼ DH � TDS. If

the enthalpy varies with temperature, there will be a nonzero heat capacity change,

DCp ¼ dDH/dT. If this is the case, a more complicated expression for the free

energy results, as shown in Fig. 2.

What is the utility of these thermodynamic values? First, and most fundamen-

tally, the thermodynamic values allow one to calculate the distribution of free and

bound reactant concentrations over a wide temperature range. Such information is

crucial for correlating binding with function. Second, thermodynamic profiles may

be interpreted in terms of the molecular forces that drive the binding process

(Chaires, 1996, 1997, 2006; Haq, 2002; Haq and Ladbury, 2000; Haq et al., 2000;

Ren et al., 2000), providing fundamental insight into the reaction mechanism.

While such interpretations may amount to little more than informed speculation,

they are nonetheless useful. Finally, thermodynamic studies are proving valuable

in drug discovery, particularly in the optimization of lead compounds. The signs

and magnitudes of enthalpy and entropy values can be used to guide medicinal

Keq ΔCpΔH

ΔG = ΔHr − TΔSr + ΔCp[(T − T r)−TIn(T/Tr)]

ΔG = ΔH − TΔSΔG = − RTlnKeq

∂ΔH∂lnK

∂T −1 ∂T

Fig. 2 Binding parameters and the interrelationships in the characterization of a complete thermody-

namic profile.
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chemists in the quest for the optimization of aYnity and specificity of drug

candidates for their binding to their receptor (Ruben et al., 2006). One such

example of the importance of thermodynamic information was demonstrated

when attempting to understand the diVerent binding properties exhibited by

two closely related anthracycline antibiotics, doxorubicin and daunorubicin

(Chaires, 2003). These compounds diVer only in a single hydroxyl group at

position C-13 and appear crystallographically to form isostructural ligand–DNA

complexes. However, the determination of the complete thermodynamic profiles

for these compounds revealed a significant diVerence in their thermodynamics

of binding which translated into an order of magnitude tighter binding of

doxorubicin through diVerences in solvent and ion involvement in binding.

HIV-1 protease inhibitors are attractive targets for the design of AIDS thera-

peutics because of the essential role of HIV-1 protease in the maturation of

the virus. However, there has been a rapid appearance of viral resistance to these

drugs, and there is a current push for the design of a new generation of protease

inhibitors (Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2001). In order to move forward with

the design of more eVective inhibitors, it is important to understand the molecular

basis of inhibitor activity. To this end, Freire and coworkers have examined the

thermodynamics of a number of inhibitors in clinical use (Velazquez-Campoy

et al., 2001). The binding of the inhibitors was characterized by either a slightly

favorable or unfavorable enthalpy with binding being driven by a large favorable

binding entropy. The entropy was found to be a consequence of the burial of a large

hydrophobic surface upon binding and only a limited conformational entropy

penalty because of the design of inhibitors with limited flexibility preshaped to

the geometry of the binding site. In current drug design, shape complementarity and

conformational rigidity are optimized to improve binding aYnity and speci-

ficity. However, the appearance of viral resistance to HIV-1 protease inhibitors

highlights the problem with this strategy. Viral resistance is thought to arise from

amino acid mutations in the HIV-1 protease monomer that results in significantly

reduced aYnities toward the inhibitors but maintains suYcient aYnity for the

substrate. A strategy based on the design of rigid drug molecules is then problem-

atic because of the inability of the drug molecules to accommodate changes in the

target molecule. With this in mind, the Freire laboratory has developed a rapid

screening approach to identify enthalpically favorable lead compounds

(Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2000), which can then be entropically optimized during

the later stages of the drug design process (Ruben et al., 2006).

III. General Properties of Binding Isotherms

If (by whatever experimental method was chosen) an investigator was able to

obtain the amount of ligand bound to a receptor as a function of the free ligand

concentration, a binding isotherm could be constructed. Such primary data are

used to infer the correct binding model and are ultimately fit to such models to
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obtain binding constants. It is worthwhile to consider the general properties of

binding isotherms and ways of representing the binding data. We will do so

by simulations and illustrations of some simple cases. The simplest type of

binding is for one ligand (L) binding to a single site on a receptor (R) to form a

complex (RL):

Rþ L Ð RL

At equilibrium, the expression for the equilibrium constant (K) for this simple

reaction is:

K ¼ ½RL�
½L��½R�

Equilibrium concentrations are indicated by brackets. The fractional saturation

(y) is the amount bound relative to the total receptor concentration:

y ¼ RL

RLþR

For this simplest of binding reactions, the binding isotherm is then described by

the expression:

y ¼ KL

1þ KL
ð1Þ

This expression describes the shape of a rectangular hyperbola. We simulated

binding data by settingK¼ 106M�1 and varying L from 10�9 to 10�3M in 25 steps

equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. Figure 3 shows binding data represented in

three common ways.

Figure 3A shows a so-called direct plot in which the fractional saturation is

shown as a function of free ligand concentration. The points define a rectangular

hyperbola, as described by Eq. (1). The disadvantages of the plot are clear. Most of

the points are clustered near LFree ¼ 0 and it is impossible to see the full range of

the data. Simple algebraic rearrangement of Eq. (1) yields the renowned Scatchard

plot (Scatchard, 1949):

y
L
¼ Kðn� yÞ

where n is the number of binding sites (n ¼ 1 in this case) and all other symbols

have been defined above. Figure 3B shows the simulated data cast into this form.

The potential advantages of this representation are that the data are linearized,

yielding a plot with an intercept Kn and a slope �K, from which the binding

constant may be readily obtained. However, it is clear that the Scatchard plot

distorts the primary data in that the majority of points are clustered near the

intercepts to the x- and y-axes. (The transformation also distorts the error in the
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primary data and also violates fundamental assumptions used for least-squares

fitting.) Finally, Fig. 3C shows the data plotted in semilogarithmic form, as

y versus log L (Chaires, 2001). This representation is to be preferred. One can see

the whole range of the data, running from nanomolar to millimolar free ligand

concentrations. The saturation of the receptor site is clearly visible. In this repre-

sentation, half saturation (the ‘‘midpoint’’) occurs at the free ligand concentration

that is the reciprocal of the association equilibrium constant. Another notable

property of this representation is the span, the range in free ligand concentration

required to go from a fractional saturation of 0.1 to 0.9. The bar in Fig. 3C shows

this span to be �1.8 log10 units. This indicates the diYculty in any binding
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Fig. 3 Three common representations of binding data modeled for the interaction of a ligand and a

receptor with an aYnity of 106 M�1: (A) a direct plot of fractional saturation as a function of free ligand

concentration; (B) a Scatchard plot; and (C) a semilogarithmic plot of y versus log L. The binding

constant can be easily determined from the midpoint of the semilogarithmic plot. The bar shown in

Panel C represents the range in free ligand concentration required to go from 10% to 90% saturation of a

single binding site, a span of 1.8 log10 units. To cover this range in saturation requires at least a 100-fold

variation of free ligand concentration.
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experiment. In order to properly define a complete binding isotherm, one must

conduct titrations in such a way that free ligand concentrations are varied over

approximately a 100-fold range. That is a challenge.

The span provides an inviolate characterization of both the quality of a binding

isotherm and the underlying complexity of the binding mechanism. For a single

class of binding site with no cooperativity, the span will always be 1.8 (Klotz, 1997;

Weber, 1992; Wyman and Gill, 1990). Smaller or larger values unambiguously

indicate that the binding mechanism is not simple one-site binding. Values smal-

ler than 1.8 indicate multiple binding with positive cooperativity. Values larger

than 1.8 indicate multiple binding with either negative cooperativity or site

heterogeneity (multiple classes of sites with diVerent binding constants).

Figure 4 shows an example of the latter case. Data were again simulated to a

simple model with two binding sites on a receptor, with binding constants that

diVered by a factor of 10, K1 ¼ 106 and K2 ¼ 105 M�1:

y ¼ K1L

1þ K1L
þ K2L

1þ K2L

The direct plot (Fig. 4A) remains uninformative. The Scatchard plot (Fig. 4B)

now shows curvature, and the slope and intercept have lost their simple meaning.

The semilogarithmic plot (Fig. 4C) provides the best indication of the complexity

resulting from the additional site. The span clearly exceeds 1.8 and heterogeneity in

binding is clear.

IV. Thermodynamics from Thermal Denaturation Methods

Thermal denaturation is a commonly used tool to study the stability of a

complex and provides an alternate method of determining binding thermodynam-

ics through the linkage of binding and denaturation reactions. Consider the simple

case of the denaturation of a native, folded form of a receptor to its denatured,

unfolded form. Binding of a ligand to the native state will stabilize this form and

result in an increase in thermal stability. Conversely, if the ligand prefers to bind to

and stabilize the unfolded form, this will result in a decrease in the thermal stability

of the native form. Changes in thermal stability in this way reflect the operation of

Le Chatelier’s principle. In this example, the native-to-unfolded equilibrium is

perturbed by ligand binding to one of the forms. This results in the depletion of

one side of the equilibrium, which is compensated by a shift in the equilibrium

toward the depleted species.

A number of detailed theories have been developed for analyzing the eVects of
ligands on thermal denaturation curves. Schellman reported, as early as 1958, the

application of statistical mechanical theories to describe the eVect of ligand binding

on the helix-to-coil transition of synthetic polypeptides and the extension of these

principles to the denaturation of proteins (Schellman, 1958). The utility of thermal

denaturation methods was extended significantly by Brandts and Lin (1990)
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through the development of models that facilitated the quantitative determination

of binding constants of up to 1040 M�1 by diVerential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

The application of DSC in this manner provided a huge advantage over optical

equilibrium methods that require a fraction of the ligand (�10%) to remain in the

unbound state. To achieve this fraction of unbound ligand, it is necessary to work

at ligand concentrations approaching the reciprocal of the binding constant and

quickly becomes impractical for ultratight binding interactions. DSC requires

neither a ligand signal nor any fraction of unbound ligand. The methods discussed

above were applied to the study of protein–ligand interactions but are, in fact,

quite general in scope and can easily be applied to both protein and DNA systems

with only subtle changes in the models to account, for example, for the lattice
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properties of DNA. The most useful treatments to describe the melting of ligand–

DNA complexes were proposed by McGhee and Crothers (Chaires and Shi, 2006;

Crothers, 1971; McGhee, 1976; Spink and Wellman, 2001).

When characterizing a new binding system, a useful first approach could be to

determine a series of optical melting curves in the absence and presence of increas-

ing amounts of a ligand of interest. Such a family of curves is shown in Fig. 5 for

the binding of netropsin to poly(dA)-poly(dT). Sharp melting curves were ob-

served for poly(dA)-poly(dT) alone and in the presence of saturating concentra-

tions of netropsin; however, at intermediate concentrations of ligand, the curves

were multiphasic and therefore diYcult to analyze. By applying McGhee’s equa-

tion (McGhee, 1976) to the melting curves in the absence and presence of saturat-

ing amounts of netropsin, it is possible to determine the ligand binding constant.

The application of this equation requires the knowledge of melting temperatures in

the absence and presence of ligand, as well as the enthalpy of DNA melting.

Melting temperatures can be determined directly from the melting curves shown

in Fig. 5, but the enthalpy of DNA melting must be determined independently

either spectrophotometrically or calorimetrically. Ideally a model-independent

calorimetric determination would be preferred (see Chapter 5 by Spink, this

volume). However, even once the required parameters are known, it should

be noted that McGhee’s equation assumes a complete saturation of the DNA

duplex with no binding to single strands and yields a binding constant at the

melting temperature of the ligand–DNA complex in the case of netropsin binding
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Fig. 5 Melting curves for poly(dA)-poly(dT) [45 mM(bp)] in the presence of increasing concentrations

of the groove binder netropsin (from left to right, molar ratio added netropsin/bp ¼
0,0.08,0.14,0.18,0.28) (Chaires and Shi, 2006). The dotted lines are fits toMcGhee’s statisticalmechanical

algorithm.
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to poly(dA)-poly(dT) this is at 103.6 �C. In order to equate this to some relevant

temperature, it would be necessary to apply the van’t HoV equation and this

requires knowledge of the ligand binding enthalpy, so again we return to the need

for calorimetric studies. At this stage, the discussion has highlighted the need to

apply other methods to characterize this binding system. It is important to realize

that it is highly advantageous, and in most cases necessary, to apply multiple

methods to achieve the complete characterization of a binding interaction.

V. Completing the Thermodynamic Profile

DSC can be applied to determine the melting enthalpies of poly(dA)-poly(dT)

alone and in the presence of saturating amounts of netropsin from a direct

integration of the experimental thermograms shown in Fig. 6. However, it is

important to realize that the measurement of the enthalpy of melting of the

saturated DNA duplex involves both the melting of the ligand–DNA complex as

well as the melting of the DNA duplex to single strands, and it is necessary to apply

Hess’ law to determine the enthalpy of ligand binding (Chaires and Shi, 2006).

Armed with enthalpies of duplex melting and ligand binding (DHb ¼ �12.0 kcal/

mol), it is now possible to return to the optical melting curves and determine

a binding constant of 1.5 � 108 M�1 at the melting temperature of 103.6 �C,
which can then be extrapolated to a temperature of 20 �C using the van’t

HoV equation to yield a binding constant of 1.4 � 1010 M�1. At this point, the
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Fig. 6 DSC thermograms for poly(dA)-poly(dT) in the absence (peak 1) and presence (peak 2) of

saturating amounts of the groove binder netropsin (Chaires and Shi, 2006). Experiments were

conducted in BPE buVer at pH 7 at a polynucleotide concentration of 0.3 mM (bp). Integration of

the thermograms directly yields the enthalpy of melting of the duplex (þ10.6 kcal/mol) and the

duplex–ligand complex (þ13.6 kcal/mol).
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complete thermodynamic profile has been determined as DG20 ¼ �13.6 kcal/mol,

DHb ¼ �12.0 kcal/mol, and TDS ¼ �1.6 kcal/mol.

The approach just described requires the determination of a binding constant from

duplex melting under saturating ligand conditions and its extrapolation from the

melting temperature of the saturated complex to a far removed temperature of

interest. In the case of netropsin binding to poly(dA)-poly(dT), the van’t HoV
extrapolation assumes a zero enthalpy change over an 83.6 �C temperature range.

Such a large temperature extrapolation is unsatisfactory.Amore rigorous estimate of

the binding constant, as well as the binding site size, can bemadewith the application

of McGhee’s statistical mechanical algorithm (McGhee, 1976) to the complete set of

melting curves shown in Fig. 5. The solid lines in Fig. 5 best fits to the McGhee

algorithm yield a binding constant of 1.3� 1010 M�1 and a site size of 4 bp (Chaires

and Shi, 2006). Fortunately, this fitting agrees well with the binding constant

calculated by application of the van’t HoV equation but this is certainly not always

the case. A preferred approachmust in fact be to obtain the binding constant directly

at the temperature of interest by performing spectroscopic titrations or isothermal

titration calorimetry (ITC) studies.

VI. Thermodynamics in the Real World: Some Useful Strategies

By this point, we hope to have convinced you of the importance of determining a

complete set of thermodynamic parameters for a system of interest. Of course, this

can be, in many cases, easier said than done. Figure 7 provides an overview of

techniques that are commonly applied to thermodynamic measurements.

It is not our endeavor here to provide a commentary of all these techniques and

how each can be applied to make specific thermodynamic measurements. The

Absorbance
fluorescence

CD

Ethidium
displacement

Optical
meltingSPR Dialysis

ITC DSC

Keq dlnK/dT ΔH dΔH/dT ΔCp

Fig. 7 Common techniques applied to the determination of binding thermodynamics.
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reader has already been referred to a number of sources that will provide detailed

information on these techniques and the practicalities of making thermodynamic

measurements. Instead, the intent is to provide some comments concerning specific

binding systems where some properties of the system have required modifications

of these general techniques to obtain the desired thermodynamic measurements.

For example, what strategies can be applied to study poorly soluble ligands? What

approaches are appropriate for low-aYnity ligands? This following commentary

should provide some food for thought when attempting to apply the general

approaches to the practicalities of a system of interest.

Calorimetry is often considered to be the gold standard for measuring biomo-

lecular interactions. Since the development of nonlinear least-squares fitting meth-

ods by Wiseman et al. (1989), a complete thermodynamic profile can be easily

determined from a single ITC experiment (followed by appropriate control and

duplicate experiments). These approaches involve the application of models

to describe a number of binding events, including binding to single or multiple

sites, dissociation, and competitive binding. It is extremely beneficial to determine

a model-independent enthalpy value from the method of excess sites (Ren et al.,

2000) that can then be constrained in subsequent fitting. In order to apply ITC to

systems outside of the conventional 103–109 M�1 range of binding constants, it has

been necessary to be flexible in the application of the technique. A number of useful

approaches have now been developed to characterize binding of both high- and

low-aYnity systems (Sigurskjold, 2000; Turnbull and Daranas, 2003; Zhang and

Zhang, 1998). Recently, the excess sites approach has been successfully applied to

characterize the low-aYnity recognition of l-argininamide by a DNA aptamer

(Bishop et al., 2007). Binding was found to be highly selective but energetically

weak and as such presented a challenge for complete thermodynamic characteri-

zation. The ligand binding enthalpy was determined using a ‘‘reverse’’ model-free

ITC approach. The first report of a ‘‘model-free’’ ITC approach by Ren et al.

(2000) involved the titration of small aliquots of �1-mM ligand into an ITC cell

loaded with �1 ml of a 1-mM (bp) DNA solution. To deal with the low binding

aYnity of the argininamide–aptamer system, the locations of the ligand and

DNA were reversed such that the high concentration of ligand in the ITC cell

(1 ml of 3.0-mM l-argininamide) ensured that all aptamer was bound after each

injection (10-ml aliquots of 0.2-mM aptamer). In this way, a model-independent

binding enthalpy was determined to be �8.7 kcal/mol at 25 �C. Bishop and

coworkers exploited the significant diVerences in the circular dichroism (CD)

spectra of the DNA aptamer and the argininamide–aptamer complex to determine

the ligand binding aYnity. Constructing a semilogarithmic binding plot, as dis-

cussed earlier, and following the method of Qu and Chaires (2000), a ligand

binding aYnity was determined to be 5998 M�1, yielding a binding free energy

of �5.1 kcal/mol. Determination of the binding enthalpy and binding free

energy then allowed the calculation of the entropic contribution to binding as

TDS ¼ DH � DG ¼ �8.7 � (�5.1) ¼ �3.6 kcal/mol. The weak binding free energy

resulted from opposing enthalpic and entropic components. It is thought that a
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favorable binding enthalpy just outweighs an unfavorable entropic contribution to

binding resulting from ordering of the hairpin DNA aptamer structure to form a

well-ordered specific binding pocket in the presence of the argininamide ligand.

DSC, like ITC, provides a means to determine enthalpy values without recourse

to binding models. In the case of DSC, enthalpy values are evaluated from the

direct integration of the experimental Cp versus T scan. The enthalpy of binding is

measured directly by ITC, whereas the enthalpy of melting of a ligand–DNA

complex using DSC also includes the enthalpy of melting of the DNA to single

strands; and, therefore, the ligand binding enthalpy must be evaluated by applying

Hess’ law, as described earlier. A number of interesting small molecule ligands

have poor aqueous solubility, particularly at DSC concentrations, and it may be

undesirable or ineVective to introduce a small percentage of DMSO to help

solubilize the ligand. How can one proceed? Poor aqueous solubility was encoun-

tered for the natural product antibiotic echinomycin where the study of its DNA-

binding properties was hampered by an aqueous solubility limited to just 5 mM. To

facilitate the determination of a ligand-DNA binding enthalpy using DSC, Leng

et al. (2003) developed a ‘‘solid-shake’’ protocol. This method involved dissolving

solid echinomycin directly into a DNA solution in which the ligand had increased

solubility. Undissolved ligand was then removed by low-speed centrifugation

and the exact concentration of echinomycin determined spectrophotometrically.

Determination of the enthalpy of melting of these preformed ligand–DNA com-

plexes, along with the enthalpy of melting of DNA alone, then allowed calculation

of the ligand binding enthalpy using the application of Hess’ law as described

above. The complete thermodynamic cycle was obtained by applying additional

thermodynamic techniques in a manner similar to that described for the netropsin

study with a series of optical melting curves obtained at less than saturating ligand

conditions and analyzed using the McGhee algorithm (McGhee, 1976). The ability

to work with preformed ligand–DNA complexes makes DSC a useful method for

poorly soluble ligands, a property that would prohibit ITC studies or some

spectroscopic titrations.

VII. Ligand–Receptor Binding in the Absence of an Optical Signal

The previous discussion has highlighted the utility of calorimetric methods in the

study of receptor–ligand interactions. An additional advantage of these methods

lies in the fundamental property on which these techniques are based. Calorimetry

measures a universal signal, heat, which accompanies all interactions. Where a

convenient optical monitor is lacking in the receptor or ligand, spectroscopic

titrations are useless and calorimetry becomes a valuable technique to study the

binding of these ligands. However, calorimetry can become impractical in

cases when small heat changes are detected and high concentrations are required

for these studies. In these cases, surface plasmon resonance (Myszka, 2000) or

ethidium displacement assays could be useful methods.
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Le Pecq and Paoletti (1967) first proposed in 1969 a fluorescence assay based

on exploiting the change in fluorescence of ethidium upon binding to nucleic

acids. When ethidium intercalates into duplex DNA, the hydrophobic environ-

ment of the binding site serves to shield ethidium from fluorescence quenching

by solvent and a large fluorescence enhancement is observed. This property

can be exploited in many ways as a convenient assay to study many forms of

binding. In two reviews by Morgan et al. (1979a,b), a large number of examples

were given about the application of this assay to the study of DNA, RNA, and

DNA–protein interactions. Jenkins (1997) has since discussed the practical

aspects of the use of the ethidium displacement assay for studying drug–DNA

interactions.

The ethidium displacement assay has been employed in our laboratory in a

96-well format as a rapid initial screen of the binding selectivity of nonchromo-

phoric ligands (unpublished results). The results can then be used to guide more

rigorous and sample intensive biophysical studies such as ITC and DSC. In our

hands, binding aYnities of test ligands are assessed directly from changes in

fluorescence resulting from their ability to displace ethidium from a preformed

ethidium–DNA complex:

DNA � EBþ L Ð DNA � Lþ EB

The first generation of the assay has focused on characterizing the binding

selectivity of neomycin-based aminoglycoside ligands for duplex DNA, duplex

RNA, and DNA–RNA hybrid structures. The RNA-binding properties of

aminoglycosides have been extensively investigated (Walter et al., 1999), but it

has been shown more recently that these ligands show binding preferences for a

number of A-form nucleic acids, not just RNA (Arya et al., 2003). As part of an

ongoing synthetic strategy to design targeted aminoglycoside ligands, the ethidium

displacement assay has been employed as a rapid screen of the binding selectivity

of selected ligands. Results from the assay are shown in Fig. 8.

Of the four selected aminoglycoside ligands, neomycin sulfate, paromomycin

sulfate, and neomycin-free amine exhibited significant binding to poly(dG)-poly(dC),

poly(dA)-poly(dT), poly(rA)-poly(rU), and poly(dA)-poly(rU), with the strongest

binding observed for neomycin sulfate and neomycin free amine. Ribostamycin

sulfate was revealed to be a poor ligand candidate, displaying little binding to any

of the nucleic acid structures. Arya has previously demonstrated the preference of

neomycin-related ligands for A-form nucleic acid structures, of which poly(dG)-

poly(dC), poly(dA)-poly(dT), poly(rA)-poly(rU), and poly(dA)-poly(rU) have all

been reported to exhibit a high propensity to adopt A-form conformations (Arya

et al., 2003). Little binding was observed to the other four nucleic acid structures, all

B-form. The ethidium displacement assay was focused to include a limited number of

nucleic acid structures relevant to an investigation of aminoglycoside binding but can

be expanded and focused for the study of other binding systems.
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VIII. Toward High-Throughput Thermodynamics

In recent years, there has been an increasing push for high-throughput technol-

ogies. In an expanded format, the application of an ethidium displacement assay in

a 96-well format oVers just that. One might argue that the ethidium displacement

assay is an indirect measurement of binding aYnity. Research in our laboratory

has attempted to answer the high-throughput demand with the application of

other methods. In fact, the high-throughput methods discussed here are attempt-

ing to address Scatchard’s question ‘‘Where?’’ By developing methods that can

rapidly screen ligand binding against an array of structures and sequences, we

move closer to identifying the location of ligand binding on the receptor.
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Fig. 8 Sequence selectivity oV our aminoglycoside ligands as revealed by the ethidium displacement assay. Each

panel shows the relative binding of neomycin sulfate (black bars), paromomycin sulfate (white bars),

ribostamycin sulfate (hatched bars), and neomycin free amine (cross-hatched bars) to each of eight

nucleic acid structures as a function of increasing concentration of aminoglycoside ligand: panel A,

2 mM; panel B, 4 mM; and panel C, 8 mM.
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We have recently described a mixture melting assay (Shi and Chaires, 2006) in

which a mixture of four to five polynucleotide structures or sequences are melted

together in the presence of a test ligand. Under conditions of low lattice saturation,

when the binding ratio approaches zero, it is possible to observe binding selectivity

to a preferred site (Chaires, 1992; Muller and Crothers, 1975). This method is in its

infancy and currently only a handful of polynucleotide forms are included. How-

ever, with the expansion of the nucleic acid array and the ready availability of

multicell transports, this assay oVers rapid qualitative binding information that

can guide more detailed thermodynamic studies.

The relatively new method of competition dialysis can provide valid binding

constants for a test ligand against a vast array of potential nucleic acid targets.

Competition dialysis was first employed by Muller and Crothers (1975) as a method

to determine the base pair preference of a test ligand against two natural DNA

samples of diVering GC base pair content. This early application has now been

extended in our laboratory to include 46 diVerent nucleic acid sequences and struc-

tures (Chaires, 2002; Ragazzon et al., 2007; Ren and Chaires, 1999, 2001). Chaires

has shown that the method provides a rapid and rigorous determination of the

distribution of free and bound ligand against an array of binding targets; these values

can then be used to calculate an apparent binding constant, Kapp, which has been

shown to compare well with values ofK determined by more rigorous spectrophoto-

metric titrations (Chaires, 2005a,b). The utility of the competition dialysis assay was

illustrated early on by the application of our first-generation 13-structure assay to

study the binding preferences of NMMand coralyne (Ren andChaires, 1999; Fig. 9).

NMM was shown to bind with complete selectivity to the quadruplex structure

(50-T2G20T2)4. No detectable binding was observed to any of the other nucleic acid

forms (single-stranded DNA, duplex DNA, Z-DNA, duplex RNA, DNA–RNA

hybrid, and triplex DNA) included in the 13 structure, first-generation competition

dialysis assay. Results from the competition dialysis assay were in agreement with

observations from fluorescence studies of NMM binding to quadruplex DNA but

not to duplex forms (Arthanari et al., 1998). Coralyne was shown to interact with

almost all of the structures included in the competition dialysis assay with a pre-

ference for poly(dA)-[poly(dT)]2 triplex and, interestingly, exhibited strong bind-

ing to single-stranded poly(dA). Triplex selective binding was not unexpected as

this had been previously reported in the literature (Lee et al., 1993); however,

binding to poly(dA)was a previously unreported observation. Absorbance titration

experiments were undertaken to further investigate the binding to poly(dA) and

showed that coralyne binding was an order of magnitude stronger to poly(dA)

[(1.05� 0.1)� 105M�1] than to calf thymus duplex DNA [(1.25� 0.1)� 104M�1],

supporting the surprising competition dialysis result. In fact, subsequent reports

from the Hud laboratory have showed that coralyne binds to poly(dA) with a

stoichiometry of one coralyne to four adenine bases and promotes the formation

of an antiparallel homoadenine duplex secondary structure (Persil et al., 2004).

The characterization of this novel binding mode was a very encouraging result

from the first generation competition dialysis assay; and with the expansion of the
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assay, currently 46 structures, there exists even greater potential for the rapid

identification of novel ligand binding preferences.

IX. Summary

Thermodynamic parameters are essential to properly characterize a binding

interaction, provide a means toward understanding the molecular forces mediating

biological processes and ultimately can be utilized to drive the rational drug design

process. A vast array of techniques and approaches now exist that oVer an entry

into the world of thermodynamics, with an even greater number of articles and

reviews that present a commentary of the collective literature. In an eVort not to
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rehash principles and strategies that have already been adequately described else-

where, we have attempted to provide in this chapter some insights into particular

elements of conducting successful binding studies.
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Abstract

Assembly of transcriptional regulatory complexes often involves multiple binding

processes and these binding processes are frequently coupled to one another. Small

molecule binding can promote or inhibit DNA-binding or protein–protein interac-

tions. DNA binding may be coupled to protein association. Finally, proteins may

bind cooperatively to multiple sites in a transcriptional regulatory region. The level

of transcription initiation at a promoter reflects the assembly of regulatory
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complexes in a transcription control region. Quantitative mechanistic understanding

of regulatory complex assembly requires dissection of the assembly process into

its constituent interactions followed by measurements of linkage between the indi-

vidual binding processes. Methods and approaches to achieving this quantitative

understanding of transcription regulation are outlined in this chapter.

I. Introduction

EVorts to define the macromolecular participants in cellular processes have

revealed complex circuitry of interacting proteins at all levels of biology. The

transcription initiation process at a single control region can reflect binding of

several diVerent proteins to DNA sequences in this region to dictate the transcrip-

tion level. Moreover, the particular array of proteins that bind in one set of cellular

conditions may diVer significantly from those that bind under other conditions

(Marr et al., 2006). Such combinatorial control is exemplified by the Escherichia

coli gal regulatory system in which the three diVerent transcription patterns reflect

the specific arrangement of transcription factors at the transcription control region

(Fig. 1; Semsey et al., 2006). With the development of high-throughput methods

the rate of acquisition of qualitative information for these systems has increased

dramatically. While availability of this information is important because it defines
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Fig. 1 Combinatorial control of transcription initiation from the two promoters, P1 and P2 by the

proteins GalR (Galactose Repressor), HU (Prokaryotic Histone-like Protein), and CRP (Catabolite

Repressor Protein). The specific arrangement of GalR, HU, and CRP can lead to either repression of

initiation at both promoters, repression at only P1, or activation of transcription at P1 and repression at

P2 (Semsey et al., 2006).
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the players in a regulatory process, further elucidation of the mechanisms of

regulation requires detailed biochemical and biophysical analysis of these players.

In this chapter, a road map for performing such analyses is initially outlined. This

outline is followed by a review of quantitative analysis of two transcriptional

regulatory assemblies. The goals of the strategies described are to define the rules

that govern assembly of a transcription regulatory complex and to determine the

relationship of assembly to patterns and levels of transcription initiation.

II. Multiple Levels of Linkage in Transcription Regulation

Regulation of transcription initiation involves interactions between multiple

proteins with regulatory sites on the genome. Moreover, small molecule binding

or posttranslational modification can influence the assembly of these multiprotein–

DNA complexes (Fig. 2). Therefore, quantitative mechanistic understanding of

transcription regulation requires examination of these complexes at several levels.

First, the complexes must be dissected into their constitutive pairwise interactions

and the stoichiometry and energetics of each interaction should be characterized.

Once the individual contributing interactions are understood, it is possible to

investigate further how they are coupled or linked. By coupling we mean the

influence, either inhibitory or activating, of one interaction on another. Classic

examples of coupling or linkage in transcription regulation include the members of

the galactose/lactose (GalR/LacI) family of repressor proteins (Weickert and

Adhya, 1992). Sugar binding to these proteins modulates their site-specific binding

to their cognate operator sequences. Depending on the protein, small molecule

binding can result in relief of transcription repression by decreasing occupancy at

an operator sequence or can enhance repression or activation by increasing

occupancy. In eukaryotic systems, the nuclear receptors provide examples of

Linked equilibria in assembly of
transcription regulatory complexes

Small ligand binding and
DNA binding

Protein association and
DNA binding

Small ligand binding and
protein assembly

Fig. 2 Coupling of the individual pairwise interactions in assembly of a transcriptional regulatory

complex.
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proteins to which small ligands can bind to alter DNA binding and, ultimately,

transcription initiation. An illustration of linkage between small ligand and DNA

binding is shown in the thermodynamic cycle in Fig. 3. The two binding processes

can occur by two alternative pathways, ligand followed by DNA binding or DNA

followed by ligand binding. The equilibrium expressions corresponding to these

two pathways are shown in the following equations:

KLP ¼ ½L�½P�
½LP� ð1Þ

KPD ¼ ½P�½D�
½PD� ð2Þ

KLP=D ¼ ½LP�½D�
½LPD� ð3Þ

KPD=L ¼ ½PD�½L�
½LPD� ð4Þ

In this case, the expressions are presented in terms of dissociation and the con-

stants, K, are therefore equilibrium dissociation constants. Since the two pathways

start and end at the same state, the following holds true:

KLPKLP=D ¼ KPDKPD=L ð5Þ

Furthermore, if linkage, either positive or negative, exists in the system, the

following is also true:

KLP 6¼ KPD=L ð6Þ

LP + D

P + D + L

KLP

KPD

KPD/L

LPD
KLP/D

PD + L

Fig. 3 A thermodynamic cycle that illustrates linkage between DNA and small ligand binding by a

protein. P: protein, L: ligand, and D: DNA. Small ligand binding may precede DNA binding or vice

versa. If linkage exists, the equilibrium constant for one binding reaction depends on whether the second

has first occurred.
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KPD 6¼ KLP=D ð7Þ

In general, one is interested in determining what is referred to as the coupling

free energy in a system, or the amount by which the free energy of binding of one

molecule is aVected by first saturating the protein with the other. The free energy of

any binding interaction is calculated by using the following equation:

DG� ¼ RT lnKd ð8Þ

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and Kd is the

equilibrium dissociation constant for the process. The coupling free energy, DGc
�

for the binding reactions shown in Fig. 2, is calculated as follows:

DGc
� ¼ RT lnKLP � RT lnKPD=L ð9Þ

or

DGc
� ¼ RT lnKPD � RT lnKLP=D ð10Þ

The coupling free energymay be either greater or less than zero. If it is greater, the

coupling is negative or ligand binding is antagonistic toDNA binding; and if it is less

thanzero, the linkage ispositiveor ligandbindingpromotesDNAbinding.Finally, by

reciprocity, if ligandbinding is antagonistic toDNAbinding, thenDNAbindingmust

also be antagonistic to ligand binding.Knowledge of the coupling free energy enables

prediction of the extent to which small ligand binding to a transcriptional regulator

aVects its aYnity for DNA and thus its ability to alter transcription initiation.

In addition to the linkage between small ligand and DNA binding, several other

levels of linkage can exist in assembly of transcription regulatory complex. For

example, small ligand binding may be positively linked to self-association of the

regulatory protein (Eisenstein and Beckett, 1999). If, as is often the case,

the oligomeric species binds more tightly to a regulatory site on DNA than does

the monomer, then the positive linkage between small ligand binding and protein

self-association enhances DNA binding and, thus, the transcriptional readout

associated with the binding event. In addition to small ligands, posttranslational

modification can be positively linked to protein association and/or DNA binding

(Correia et al., 2001). Protein association may also be directly linked to DNA

binding. In this case, the DNA binding enhances self-association or is positively

coupled to self-association. Again, by reciprocity, protein self-association also

promotes DNA binding in these systems. In more complex systems, formation of

heterologous protein–protein interactions is linked to DNA binding. Small ligand

binding or posttranslational modification may also influence these assembly pro-

cesses. Control of heterologous protein–protein interactions is particularly impor-

tant for combinatorial control because the ability of, for example, a single protein

to participate in diVerent protein–protein interactions can enable it to bind to
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distinct DNA sequences at control regions of a number of genes. Thermodynamic

cycles analogous to that shown in Fig. 3 can be drawn for any of these other types

of linkage, and explicit outlining of the linkage is helpful in defining the equilibria

that must be measured in any system.

III. A Road Map for Quantitative Studies of Assembly of
Gene Regulatory Complexes

The final readout in any transcription regulatory system is the level of transcription

initiation, and this readout is directly correlated with the level of occupancy of

regulatory sites on the DNA by proteins. Quantitative understanding of the complex

assemblies that contribute to the regulation requires knowledge of all of the factors

that influence the occupancy of the regulatory sites. Sincemultiple individual binding

interactions feed into this occupancy, it is first critical to develop assays to measure

the individual interactions. Once these assays are developed, one is positioned to

measure pairwise coupling of the interactions (Fig. 4). For example, how does small

ligand binding influence self-association? Finally, once the pairwise coupling is

understood, one can build to higher order or multicomponent coupling (Fig. 2).

IV. Measurements of Binding Interactions in
Transcription Regulation

A. Determine the Assembly State of the Protein(s) of Interest

Prior to performing anymeasurements of the binding interactions of a regulatory

protein, it is critical to determine its assembly state in native buVer conditions

(Fig. 4). This is because interpretation of any pairwise binding measurement

Assembly of transcription regulatory complexes
quantitative analysis

Purified components

Protein assembly state

Small ligand
binding DNA binding

Protein assembly

Fig. 4 Outline for characterization of the pairwise interactions that may contribute to assembly of a

transcriptional regulatory complex. Details of the methods that may be used to measure each pairwise

interaction are provided in the text.
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requires knowledge of the protein oligomeric state. For example, binding measure-

ments may reveal a complex mechanism involving multiple binding steps and prior

knowledge of the assembly state of a protein places limits on the number of sites

that can exist.

Several methods exist for determination of assembly state, the simplest of which

is size exclusion chromatography (Winzor, 2003). One chromatographs the protein

in a size exclusion or gel filtration resin and relates the elution volume of the

protein of interest to standards of known Stokes radius. Assuming a spherical

shape, the native molecular weight can be calculated from the Stokes radius.

However, there are a few caveats associated with this experiment. First, although

the inherent assumption in this method is that the chromatography resin is inert or

noninteractive, the protein can interact with the size exclusion resin. This is usually

apparent from the shape of the elution profiles in which significant tailing of the

trailing edge occurs. The interaction can be decreased or eliminated by increasing

the salt concentration in the elution buVer. A second potential problem is that the

protein undergoes a relatively weak dynamic equilibrium between monomer and

higher order species. In this case, the apparent elution volume will depend on the

total protein concentration loaded onto the column with decreasing concentration

indicating a lower molecular weight. Finally, the calculation of native molecular

weight assumes a prior knowledge of shape, usually spherical, and this assumption

may not be correct.

Other methods for determining a protein’s assembly state include light scattering

and analytical ultracentrifugation, which is discussed in greater detail below.

B. Small Ligand Binding

Small ligand binding can regulate the aYnity of a transcriptional regulatory

protein for DNA. While the prokaryotic examples such as tryptophan and purine

repressors are more numerous, several eukaryotic regulatory transcription

proteins are also regulated by small ligands. The majority of these are members

of the nuclear hormone receptor family of transcriptional regulatory proteins

(Mangelsdorf et al., 1995). Measurement of small ligand binding to a regulatory

protein provides information about the binding mechanism and energetics of the

binding process. Mechanism refers to the number of ligands that bind and whether,

for multiple ligand binding, any cooperativity exists. Knowledge of the binding

energetics allows one to relate the probability of occupancy of the protein by ligand

to physiological concentrations of both the regulatory protein and small ligand.

There are many methods for measuring small ligand binding which range from the

low-tech equilibrium dialysis method to more sophisticated methods such as

isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).

In any experiment designed to measure ligand binding, the goal is to ascertain

the dependence of the fractional saturation of the binding site with ligand on the

total concentration, or chemical potential, of the ligand. If one considers the simple

equilibrium in which one ligand binds to a protein monomer, the relationship
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between the fractional saturation and free ligand concentration is derived as

follows:

Pþ L , PL ð11Þ

Kd ¼ ½P�½L�
½PL� ð12Þ

�Y ¼ ½PL�
½P�TOT

ð13Þ

½P�TOT ¼ ½PL� þ ½P� ð14Þ

�Y ¼ ½PL�
½PL� þ ½P� ð15Þ

½PL� ¼ ½P�½L�
Kd

ð16Þ

�Y ¼ ½P�½L�=Kd

½P�½L�=Kd þ ½P� ð17Þ

�Y ¼ ½L�
½L� þ Kd

ð18Þ

In order to be useful for measuring binding aYnity, an experimental method

must provide a signal that can be related to fractional saturation. Once the

fractional saturation is measured as a function of added ligand concentration,

the resulting data can be used to determine the equilibrium constant for the

binding interaction using, in the case of simple binding, Eq. (18).

1. Equilibrium Dialysis

Equilibrium dialysis is a relatively simple and elegant method for measuring

small ligand binding (Klotz, 1997). It simply requires a means of ligand detection,

usually involving quantitation of a spectroscopic or radioisotopic signal. The

protein is placed on one side of a dialysis compartment and the ligand on the

other. The system is allowed to reach equilibrium at the point where the free ligand

concentration is identical on each side of the semipermeable membrane. By quan-

titating the ligand concentration on each side of the membrane, one obtains

information about the total ligand concentration in the presence of protein and

the free ligand concentration. The bound ligand concentration is then calculated

by subtraction. If the protein concentration is known, the fractional saturation of
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protein with ligand can be directly calculated as a function of free ligand concen-

tration. This, of course, requires setting up several dialysis chambers, each at a

diVerent ligand concentration. As discussed below, the binding data can be anal-

yzed to obtain the equilibrium constant(s) and mechanism of binding.

2. Fluorescence

Fluorescence techniques are also useful in measurements of small ligand binding

(Eftink, 1997). The most common strategy is to monitor the change in the steady

state intrinsic protein fluorescence emission spectrum as the ligand is titrated into a

solution of the protein. The signal for the bound protein must, of course, diVer
from that of the unbound. The intensity of the signal may change, either increase

or decrease, or the maximum wavelength of fluorescence may shift upon ligand

binding. In either case, there must be a signal for the bound, FB, that is distinct

from that of the free protein, FF. Monitoring of the signal as a function of ligand

concentration added to a fluorescence cuvette provides fractional saturation versus

ligand concentration information according to the following expression:

�Y ¼ F � FF

FB � FF

ð19Þ

where F is the signal measured at any ligand concentration. This method is

relatively simple and requires specialized but not highly specialized equipment.

It does assume that the response of the fluorescence signal is linear with fractional

saturation, an assumption that can be tested (Bujalowski and Lohman, 1987).

3. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

ITC provides another means of measuring small ligand binding. The method is

powerful in that it yields not only the equilibrium constant for binding but also the

heat of binding and the stoichiometry (Ladbury, 2004). However, the instrumen-

tation is both more expensive and sophisticated than that required for the first two

methods. Moreover, material requirements for this measurement are significantly

greater than those for either of the previous two techniques. All that is required for

a protein–ligand interaction to be amenable to ITC measurement is a heat signal,

either absorption or release, upon binding. Moreover, if this signal is not observed

under one set of conditions of temperature, pH, or buVering agent, a change of

these conditions may yield a signal. As with any other binding method, the ligand

is injected into a solution of the protein and the heat evolved or taken up is

monitored as a function of ligand concentration until saturation is reached.

Chapter 4 by Freyer and Lewis, this volume, provides detailed information about

experimental design and data analysis in ITC measurements.
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C. Analysis of Binding Data

As indicated above, the goal in performing measurements of small ligand

binding to a protein is to determine the binding stoichiometry and the energetics

of the interaction. Regardless of the method used to perform the measurements,

the data must be subjected to analysis by nonlinear least squares (NLLS) methods

in order to obtain the desired information. By data we mean the fractional satura-

tion versus ligand concentration profile. The analysis involves testing of data

against diVerent binding models to obtain the parameters that best describe, or

best-fit, the binding data. By best-fit we mean the set of parameters, usually

equilibrium constant and stoichiometry, that minimize the sum of the squares of

the residuals. While an exhaustive description of NLLS methods is outside of the

scope of this chapter, excellent introductions to the approach are contained in

(Johnson and Faunt, 1992; Motulsky and Christopoulos, 2005) or readers may

refer to Chapter 1 by Garbett and Chaires, and Chapter 24 by Johnson, this

volume. In addition, there are many commercial software packages available for

this purpose. Indeed, the Origin software package is provided with ITC instrumen-

tation. A brief summary of the analysis procedure is as follows. One first chooses a

binding model. If, for example, initial analysis of the oligomeric state of the protein

indicates that the protein is monomeric, a simple model in which one ligand binds

per monomer is a good place to start. The mathematical form of this model, which

was presented above, is:

�Y ¼ Ka½L�
1þ Ka½L� ð20Þ

In this case, the expression is in terms of the equilibrium association constant for

the binding reaction. Using Eq. (20) and assuming a value of the equilibrium

association constant for the reaction of 1 � 106 M�1 the curve that one expects

to observe when [L] is plotted on a logarithmic scale is shown in Fig. 5. Curves of

the same shape are obtained for small ligand binding to a protein with multiple

identical sites, provided that each binding event is independent of all others. This is

where knowledge of the assembly state is helpful because it facilitates distinguishing

multiple site noncooperative binding from single-site binding. A more complicated

binding mechanismwould involve cooperative binding of, for example, two ligands

to two identical sites on a protein dimer. If the cooperativity is positive, then binding

of the first ligand promotes binding of the second. The fractional saturation in this

case is described by the following equation:

�Y ¼ 2k½L� þ k2kc½L�2
1þ 2k½L� þ k2kc½L�2

ð21Þ

where the lower case k is the microscopic equilibrium association constant for

binding of ligand to each site in the absence of binding to the other site and kc is the
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cooperativity constant. A curve showing the expected dependence of fractional

saturation on free ligand concentration for this case is shown in Fig. 5. In this case,

the cooperativity constant is assumed to be 100 and the binding constant for

binding to each of the sites in the absence of binding to the other site is assumed to

be 1� 105M�1. Inspection of the curves shown in Fig. 5 reveals that the dependence

of fractional saturation on free ligand concentration is significantly steeper for

cooperative binding than for noncooperative binding. In analysis of data using a

cooperative versus a noncooperative model, the quality of the fit would readily

indicate which model is correct. In practice, one usually starts data analysis by

assuming the simplest possible model. The data are analyzed by using this model

to obtain the most probable value of the equilibrium constant for binding. If, based

on standard criteria of a ‘‘good fit,’’ the data are not well described by a simple

model, then more complicated models are tested. These same NLLS methods

are applied to measurements of protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions

described below.

D. Tools for Measuring Protein–Protein Interactions

Protein–protein interactions are a common feature of transcription control

mechanisms. Protein–DNA complexes that contribute to transcription regulation

are frequently formed between a homooligomeric protein and the DNA site.

Additional higher order interactions of the oligomer with RNA polymerase and

other proteins occur in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The rationale for oligomer

binding to DNA is that association of the regulatory protein with multiple recogni-

tion sequences leads to tighter complexes. A second rationale is that use of
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Fig. 5 Fractional saturation versus free ligand concentration for simple binding (dashed curve) or

two-site cooperative binding (solid curve). The curves were generated by using Eqns. (20) and (21). The

equilibrium association was assumed to be 1 � 106 M�1 for simple binding. The intrinsic equilibrium

association constant for binding to each of the two sites was set at 1 � 105 M and the cooperativity

constant was 100 for cooperative binding.
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oligomeric proteins also provides another point of control in assembly of the

regulatory complex. In addition to homooligomeric protein–protein interactions,

heterooligomers play a role in transcription regulation. This forms the basis of com-

binatorial control, often discussed in the context of eukaryotes but also observed in

prokaryotes.

In studying the mechanism of transcription regulatory complex assembly, it is

important to determine the energetics of protein–protein interactions that contrib-

ute to a transcription regulatory response. Most importantly, it provides informa-

tion about the assembly state at any given total protein concentration. This is

necessary for interpretation of any other binding data obtained with the protein.

Again, as with small ligand binding, there are many methods for measuring

protein–protein interactions. Among these are fluorescence methods including

anisotropy and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and hydrodynamic

techniques including analytical ultracentrifugation and dynamic light scattering.

One can also use techniques such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and ITC to

measure these interactions.

1. Fluorescence Methods

Among the tools available for quantitative studies of protein–protein interac-

tions, fluorescence is one of the most versatile. An excellent review on the topic is

provided in Yan and Marriott (2003). Fluorescence approaches to measurements

of protein–protein interactions include FRET and fluorescence anisotropy. In

addition, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy is emerging as a powerful tech-

nique for this purpose.

FRET is a technique that takes advantage of the ability of one fluorescent

molecule, the donor, to, when in the excited state, transfer its energy to another

fluorophore, the acceptor. Provided that there is suYcient overlap between the

emission spectrum of a FRET donor and the excitation spectrum of the acceptor

and their orientation and distances are in the appropriate ranges, energy transfer

will occur. In measuring a protein–protein interaction, FRET may be useful

provided that the proteins can be labeled with the appropriate fluorophores and

the distance between the fluorophores in the oligomer is suYciently small to allow

energy transfer. In using this technique, one must find a suitable donor–acceptor

pair, and there is a large amount of literature on this topic provided by the

fluorophore manufacturers. In using FRET to measure protein dimerization,

one might start with a protein modified with the donor fluorophore and add the

binding partner modified with acceptor. If one monitors the donor fluorescence

emission versus concentration of added acceptor-labeled partner, the intensity of

the signal should decrease as the partner concentration is raised through regime

relevant to the protein–protein equilibrium. As the donor-modified partner

becomes saturated with the binding partner, the signal intensity should level oV.
The expression for the fractional saturation of donor-modified protein with

acceptor-modified protein is:
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�Y ¼ Iinit � I

Iinit � Ifin
ð22Þ

where Iinit is the initial value of the fluorescence before the binding partner is

added, Ifin is the final value of the fluorescence intensity corresponding to the

donor-bound protein when it is saturated with the acceptor-bound, and I is the

intensity of donor emission at any concentration of added acceptor-bound protein.

Provided that the reaction stoichiometry is simple 1:1, the data can be analyzed to

obtain the equilibrium constant for binding by using Eq. (18). Alternatively, one

can measure the change in the signal originating from the acceptor, which should

increase as the concentration of donor-modified partner is added and level oV once

saturation is achieved.

Fluorescence anisotropy provides another technique for measuring protein–

protein interactions. One must first label the protein of interest with a fluorophore.

Starting with this labeled protein, one adds unlabeled protein (either the same

protein or the distinct protein partner). As the total protein concentration is

increased through the range of the protein assembly process, the labeled protein

becomes part of a larger complex. The fluorescence anisotropy signal for the

protein monomer should be lower than that observed for it as a member of a

larger oligomer. This is because the rotational correlation time for the oligomer is

longer than for the monomer. An expression analogous to Eq. (22) is used to

calculate the fractional saturation of the original protein as the partner is added.

In this case, the end states are ADIM and AMON. Thus, if one measures the

anisotropy associated with the first protein as the concentration of the added

protein is increased, the curve should reflect fractional oligomerization versus

binding partner concentration. The success of both FRET and fluorescence an-

isotropy techniques depends on the success with which a protein can be labeled

without perturbing its function. In addition, it is diYcult to use either technique to

measure interactions more complex than that corresponding to dimerization.

2. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

If a heat signal, either exothermic or endothermic, is associated with formation

of a protein–protein interaction, ITC may be used to detect the binding process

(Velazquez-Campoy et al., 2004). There are basically two approaches to make

these measurements. The first involves titrating one binding partner into a solution

containing the second and measuring the heat associated with each injection.

In the second, a dilution method, the protein is diluted from a concentration at

which it is primarily dimer into buVer so that at its final concentration it is primarily

monomer. The method essentially measures the heat of dissociation of the dimer.

Obvious limitations of the method are that it is diYcult to measure protein

association beyond dimerization and only for systems that are characterized by an

enthalpy change. Another limitation of the method is that one must work
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with systems characterized by equilibrium constants in the high nanomolar to

millimolar range (see Chapter 4 by Freyer and Lewis, this volume, for an expanded

discussion).

3. Analytical Ultracentrifugation

Analytical ultracentrifugation provides very powerful tools for analysis of

the protein assembly reactions. The reader is referred to Chapter 6 by Cole et al.,

this volume, for a more detailed discussion of these techniques. Either equilibrium

or velocity centrifugation techniques may be used. Recent advances in both

the instruments used for these measurements and data analysis methods have

increased the range of protein assembly processes that are amenable to these

techniques.

The sedimentation equilibrium method has historically been the favored centri-

fugation method for measurements of protein homooligomerization (Laue, 1995).

The method involves subjecting a macromolecule to sedimentation at relatively

slow speeds. The macromolecule will respond to the centrifugal force by migrating

toward the bottom of the cell. However, eventually, at a particular speed, the

centrifugal force is balanced by the diVusive force of the macromolecule, equilibri-

um is reached, and no further migration of the macromolecule occurs. At this

point, the concentration gradient of the protein in the cell, which is measured

directly in the instrument by optical scanning along the cell length, exponentially

increases with radial position. For a single protein species, this is a single exponen-

tial, the shape and position of which depends on, among other things, the molecular

weight of the protein as follows:

CðrÞ ¼ dþ Coe
sðr2�r2

0
Þ=2 ð23Þ

where C(r) is the concentration at any radial position, d is the oVset of the data at

the lower asymptotic limit of concentration, Co is the concentration in absorbance

units at the reference radial position, r is the radial position, and r0 is the reference

position, usually the radial position for the first data point. The parameter s,
which one obtains from NLLS analysis of the data to this model, is the re-

duced molecular weight which is related to the molecular weight by the following

equation:

s ¼ Mð1� �vrÞ
RT

o2 ð24Þ

in whichM is the molecular weight, �v is the partial specific volume, r is the density

of the solvent, R is the gas constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, and o is the

angular velocity. The molecular weight, using Eq. (24), can be calculated from the

reduced molecular weight. For a protein monomer, this molecular weight should
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be close analytical molecular weight calculated from the sequence of the polypep-

tide chain. If the protein undergoes association to higher order species, the profiles

in scans of the cell will reflect the presence of species in addition to monomer. In

this case, the average molecular weight obtained from NLLS analysis of the data

using the single species model should be higher than that expected for themonomer.

Moreover, for a system in which there is an equilibrium between, for example, a

monomer and dimer, the measured scans will be the sum of two exponential

distributions, one for each species. The stoichiometry and energetics for self-

association of the protein can be obtained from NLLS analysis of the data using

models with diVerent stoichiometries. In order to do so, one must design the

sedimentation experiment to cover the range of protein concentration relevant to

the entire dissociation process. This is accomplished by centrifuging samples

prepared at a range of initial loading concentrations at multiple speeds (Roark,

1976). The data acquired for these multiple samples are subjected to global NLLS

analysis to obtain the model that best describes the data-monomer-dimer,

monomer-trimer, etc., and the equilibrium constants relevant to the process. One

of the most frequently used programs for analysis of these data is Nonlin (Johnson

et al., 1981). Jim Cole (2004) at the University of Connecticut has made a sedimen-

tation equilibrium analysis program, HeteroAnalysis, available as shareware. This

program can be used for analysis of both hetero- and homooligomerizing proteins.

SEDANAL, a program developed in the StaVord laboratory, can also be used for

these systems (StaVord, 2000; StaVord and Sherwood, 2004).

Recently sedimentation velocity is being used more frequently for protein asso-

ciation measurements. The basic velocity experiment diVers from sedimentation

equilibrium in that an initially homogeneous solution is subjected to centrifugation

at a relatively high rotor speed. As, for example, a single protein species migrates

in the centrifugal field a boundary forms and the velocity with which the boundary

moves provides information about the sedimentation coeYcient. Both the molec-

ular weight and the frictional coeYcient contribute to the magnitude of the

sedimentation coeYcient (Van Holde, Johnson & Ho):

s ¼ Mð1� �vrÞ
Nf

ð25Þ

where s is the sedimentation coeYcient, M is the molecular weight, �v is the partial
specific volume of the protein, r is the density of the solvent, N is Avogadro’s

number, and f is the frictional coeYcient. In addition to providing information

about shape and molecular weight, analysis of boundary shape and position is

powerful for obtaining information about sample heterogeneity.

Sedimentation velocity may also be used for measurement of protein homo- and

heterooligomerization. Several methods for analyzing sedimentation velocity data

to obtain this information are now available. The program SEDANAL (StaVord,
2000; StaVord and Sherwood, 2004) can be applied to analysis of both types of
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interacting systems. The Schuck laboratory at the National Institutes of Health has

developed the program SEDPHAT for the same purposes (Dam and Schuck, 2005;

Dam et al., 2005; Schuck, 1998). More complete discussions of analytical ultracen-

trifugation methods can be found in Chapter 6 by Laue et al., this volume.

In addition, Dr. Fleming has a chapter devoted to the application of sedimentation

equilibrium analysis to membrane proteins (Chapter 7 by Burgess et al., this

volume). All the analysis programs cited above are available as shareware.

E. Protein–DNA Interactions

The final pairwise interaction that must be considered in assembly of transcrip-

tion regulatory complexes is between protein and DNA. These interactions can

range from simple binding of a protein monomer to a single site on DNA to

binding of homo- or heterooligomeric proteins to multiple sites. The goal in

performing measurements of these interactions is, again, to determine the stoichio-

metries and energetics of the binding processes. While for the simple systems this is

straightforward, for more complex systems one has to address the question of

cooperativity in binding of multiple proteins to multiple sites on the DNA.

Protein–DNA interactions can be measured using any of a number of methods.

In nearly all cases, the method involves determination of fractional occupancy of

the site on the DNA by the protein as a function of protein concentration, as

opposed to measurement of the occupancy of the protein by the DNA site. Some

methods are macroscopic in approach and only allow measurement of average

level of occupancy of the DNA. These methods including ITC and fluorescence

anisotropy are better suited for simple, single-site binding of a protein to DNA.

Other methods including footprinting and gel mobility shift assays allow the

experimenter to obtain detailed thermodynamic information about binding of

proteins to multiple sites on DNA.

1. Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

ITC allows one to measure the fractional occupancy of the DNA by protein by

measuring the heat released or taken up as the protein is titrated into a solution of

DNA (Read and Jelesarov, 2001). Alternatively, one may titrate the protein into the

DNA.The current instrumentation is very sensitive and allowsmeasurements of heat

changes in the submicrocalorie range. The details of the experiment are straight-

forward in that one simply places the receptor (DNA or protein) into the sample cell

and titrates in theappropriatebindingpartner.Theheat associatedwitheach injection

is measured as a function of titrant concentration. Analysis of the data can yield the

stoichiometry of the binding reaction, the equilibrium constant governing the process

as well as the enthalpy of the reaction. Additional characterization of the binding

reaction including the linkage to ionorprotonbindingor release canalsobe obtained.

Thus, ITCprovidesanelegantandrelativelysimplemeansofobtaininga largeamount

of information about a binding system. The method does, however, have some
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limitations. First, relative to the other techniques that will be discussed below, a large

amount of material is required for ITC measurements. Second, while any of these

techniques requires relatively pure samples, the requirements for ITC are more strin-

gent.This isbecause theheatmeasurementonwhich this technique isbased is sensitive

to any and all reactions that take place in the solution. This becomes particularly

problematic when reactions such as protein self-association are coupled to the DNA

binding process. If this is the case, one can measure the self-association reaction

independently in order to deconvolute its contribution to the binding process from

that deriving from DNA binding alone. Third, many DNA binding reactions are

characterized by very large equilibrium association constants in the range of 109–1010

M�1 for simple binding, which may preclude measurements of an equilibrium con-

stant for the binding process. Finally, asmentioned above, while for complex binding

the ITC method yields information about stoichiometry and the average thermody-

namics of binding, no information about individual site occupancy can be obtained.

2. Fluorescence Approaches to Study of Protein–Nucleic Acid Binding

Fluorescence anisotropy provides another macroscopic method for measuring

protein–DNA interactions (Hill and Royer, 1997). In this method, one typically

prepares a DNA with a fluorescent label attached by synthetic methods. If one

measures steady state fluorescence emission anisotropy associated with the labeled

DNA as a function of protein concentration, an increase is observed as the

fractional occupancy of the DNA increases. This is due to the larger size of the

complex relative to the size of the free DNA. The increased size is accompanied by

an increased rotational correlation time, with an accompanying increase in

the anisotropy. As with using the method for measurement of protein–protein

interactions, the initial anisotropy signal is that corresponding to the free DNA;

and as the protein concentration increases, the signal gradually increases to that

associated with the fully bound DNA. At intermediate protein concentrations, the

signal reflects the weighted contributions of the free and bound species. Advan-

tages of this technique are severalfold. First, provided that the fluorescent probe

employed is characterized by a relatively high quantum yield, one can work with

very low DNA concentrations. This has the advantage that if this concentration is

much lower than the Kd for the interaction, then the total protein concentration

provides a reasonable measure of the free protein concentration, which simplifies

data analysis. The ability to work at very low DNA concentrations also ensures

that one is in the range appropriate for an equilibrium as opposed to a stoichio-

metric titration. In a stoichiometric titration, the DNA concentration is much

greater than the equilibrium dissociation constant for the binding process, in

which case all added proteins are bound by the DNA until saturation is reached.

Titrations performed under these conditions yield only information about the

number of protein molecules that bind to the DNA template or the stoichiometry.

Another advantage of this method is its simplicity. One places the labeled double-

stranded oligonucleotide in a cuvette and titrates in the protein. At each protein
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concentration, one measures the steady state anisotropy. Data analysis, for simple

1:1 binding system, is very straightforward. Potential disadvantages of the tech-

nique include the fact that oligonucleotides, which may not accurately mimic the

large DNAs to which proteins bind in the biological context, must be used for the

measurements. A second potential pitfall is that no anisotropy change may occur

upon protein binding. This may be due to rapid local motion of the fluorophore,

which leads to complete depolarization and loss of sensitivity to the motion of the

macromolecule. This problem is exacerbated when long hydrocarbon linkers

are used to attach the fluorophore to the DNA. The final shortcoming of the

technique is that it is, like ITC, macroscopic in scope and, therefore, not as useful

for determining individual site binding in multisite systems.

3. Footprinting and Electrophoretic Mobility Shift: Individual Site Binding Methods

Footprinting and electrophoretic mobility shift assays are very powerful techni-

ques for measuring site-specific binding of a protein to DNA (Galas and Schmitz,

1978;Garner andRevzin, 1981). In general, footprinting simply refers to amethod in

which one detects the resistance of a site on DNA to chemical or enzymatic cleav-

age as a result of being occupied by protein. Although DNaseI is the classic cleavage

reagent, other cleavage tools include restriction enzymes, hydroxyl radicals, and

metal cleavage reagents. The major advantage of footprinting over other techniques

is its ability toyield informationabout individual siteoccupancy.This is important for

the many systems in which a protein binds to multiple sites on DNA.

Although several reviews on footprinting techniques are available, the book

edited by Revzin (1993) provides comprehensive coverage of the topic. Briefly,

DNA is subjected to cleavage in the absence and presence of increasing concentra-

tions of the binding protein. Products are separated by electrophoresis on a DNA

sequencing gel and the gel is imaged using phosphorimaging technology. The

isotopic labeling of the DNA on one strand at one terminus with 32P enables this

imaging. Digitization of the image allows quantitation of the optical density in the

bands on the gel. As the protein concentration is increased, the DNA region that

constitutes the protein binding site becomes more protected from cleavage and,

therefore, bands corresponding to the binding site become fainter. Quantitation of

the density of bands generated from cleavage in the site as a function of protein

concentrations yields a binding curve. This binding curve can be analyzed by using

NLLS analysis to obtain the energetics of the interaction.

The application of footprinting to a multisite cooperative system can be illu-

strated by a simple two-site system (Brenowitz et al., 1986). In this system, case two

sites, 1 and 2, are characterized by diVerent aYnities for the protein that are

quantitatively represented by the equilibrium association constants k1 and k2.

Moreover, there is a favorable or cooperative interaction between two proteins

as they simultaneously bind to the two sites, which is represented by the equilibri-

um constant k12. The goal in performing DNA binding measurements is to

determine the equilibrium constants for binding of the protein to each site in the
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absence of binding to the other site as well as the constant for the cooperative

interaction between the two proteins (Fig. 6). This means that three equilibrium

constants, k1, k2, and k12, must be determined. One starts by measuring binding of

the protein to a DNA fragment that corresponds to the wild-type sequence con-

taining both intact binding sites. In such a measurement, one obtains information

about the protein concentration required to fill each of the sites in the presence of

binding to the other site. The relationship between the fractional saturation and

protein concentration for this DNA molecule is:

�Y ¼ ðk1 þ k2Þ½P� þ k1k2k12½P�2
1þ ðk1 þ k2Þ½P� þ k1k2k12½P�2

ð26Þ

However, analysis of the binding curves generated frommeasurements with only

this DNA does not allow one to obtain both intrinsic equilibrium constants

and the cooperativity constant. In order to deconvolute or tease apart these three

terms, independent information about the intrinsic aYnities of the protein for each

separate site must be obtained. This is achieved by creating mutations in the

original DNA sequence that eliminate binding to one or the other site. Such

mutants are referred to as reduced valency. Binding measurements performed on

each mutant template provides independent information about the intrinsic equi-

librium constant for binding to each site. The relationship of fractional saturation

to protein concentration for these templates (Fig. 6) is:

�Y 1 ¼ k1½P�
1þ k1½P� ð27Þ

�Y 2 ¼ k2½P�
1þ k2½P� ð28Þ

Reference
State

Site 1 Site 2

k1

k2

k1,k2,k12

Fig. 6 Cooperative binding of a protein to two sites onDNA. Binding of the protein to each of the two

sites in the absence of binding to the other is governed by k1 and k2 and the cooperativity constant is k12.
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If the data obtained from of the footprints on the wild-type template and the two

reduced valencies templates are globally analyzed, all three equilibrium constants

will be obtained.

Gel mobility shift or electrophoretic mobility shift assays have been used for

many years in both qualitative and quantitative measurements of DNA binding.

The method takes advantage of the diVerence in electrophoretic mobility of the

DNA in its free and bound states. If samples are prepared containing a constant

concentration of DNA and a range of protein concentrations, within the concen-

trations relevant to the equilibrium binding process, one can learn about the

mechanism and energetics of the binding process.

Application of the electrophoretic mobility shift assay to single-site binding is

very simple (Carey, 1991). The samples are prepared at a single DNA concentra-

tion and a range of protein concentrations and subjected to electrophoresis under

native conditions for separation of the protein–DNA complexes from the free

DNA. The resulting fraction bound or factional saturation can be quantitated by

imaging the gel and determining the amount of signal associated with the two

bands corresponding to free and bound DNA. Imaging usually relies on use of

radiolabeled DNA. The data are then plotted as fraction bound versus protein

concentration and can be analyzed using NLLS methods using a simple binding

expression to obtain the equilibrium constant for the process.

While gel mobility shift has not been used as much as footprinting for quantitative

measurements ofmultisite binding toDNA, it is valid for this application (Senear and

Brenowitz, 1991). The method relies on the distinct electrophoretic mobilities of

diVerentially liganded DNAs, which allows their separate quantitation. The method

allows for determination of macroscopic equilibrium constants even for complicated

systems. However, if one wishes to determine both intrinsic and cooperative equilib-

rium constants, only the simplest two-site system in which binding of the protein to

each site is identical can be fully determined. As with DNaseI footprinting, complete

resolution of the three terms requires the reduced valency approach that allows

independent determination of the intrinsic free energy for binding of the protein to

each site in the absence of binding to the second. The advantage of the gel mobility

shift assay over footprinting lies in its simplicity. The gel mobility shift assay yields a

binding curve in many fewer steps than does any footprinting technique.

V. Case Studies of Multiple Linked Equilibria in
Transcription Regulatory Systems

The power of the quantitative analysis described above is illustrated by the

results of application of these methods to assembly of two transcriptional regu-

latory complexes. The systems are the E. coli CytR-CRP and the progesterone

receptor, a nuclear hormone receptor, both of which involve binding of multiple

proteins to multiple sites on DNA. Small ligand binding is coupled to each
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assembly process and cooperativity in protein binding to the DNA also occurs in

both systems. Application of the approaches described above to these two systems

reveals that assembly of these regulatory complexes is governed by rules that are

considerably more intricate than initially anticipated. This intricacy is undoubtedly

important for modulation of biological control in these two systems.

A. CRP and CytR: Combinatorial Control of Transcription in E. coli

The two transcription factors, catabolite repressor protein, CRP, and the cyti-

dine repressor, CytR, act at several promoter regions in the E. coli genome. CRP is

a general transcription factor that acts at over 100 promoter regions in E. coli.

CytR and CRP combine to coordinate expression at nine unlinked transcription

units that code for the proteins and enzymes involved in nucleoside transport and

metabolism. Here discussion of the CytR–CRP system will be limited to regulation

of the deoP2 operon (Sogaard-Andersen and Valentin-Hansen, 1993). However,

while the same proteins participate in regulation at eight other regulatory regions,

variability in the levels of control is observed. The structure of the control region

for deoP2, which is shown in Fig. 7, contains two sites for binding of CRP and one

for CytR binding. Three distinct levels of transcription are observed in the system;

basal, activated, and repressed. The level in the absence of regulatory factors is

referred to as basal. When CRP-cAMP alone is bound at the deoP2 control region,

transcription initiation is activated fourfold relative to the basal level (Shin et al.,

2001). When CytR is bound with two CRP dimers, transcription initiation is

Activation

Repression

a-CTD a-NTD

a-CTD a-NTD

cAMP-
CRP

cAMP-
CRP

cAMP-
CRP

cAMP-
CRPCytR

deoP2−35 −10

−10 deoP2−35

b, b�,s

b, b�,s

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the arrangement of proteins at the deoP2 transcription regulatory region

that result in activation and repression of transcription. CytR is the cytidine repressor and CRP is

the catabolite repressor protein. In the activated complex, the CRP-cAMP dimers interact with the

C-terminal (CTD) and N-terminal domains of the a-subunit of RNA polymerase. The other polymerase

subunits are b0, b, and s. Additional details are provided in the text (Shin et al., 2001).
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repressed 100-fold. This repression depends on binding of the small ligand,

cytidine, to CytR.

The assembly of the transcription regulatory complex at deoP2 can be broken

down into multiple pairwise interactions. First, the small ligand, cytidine, binds to

the CytR protein to regulate its function. Second, CytR binds to the CytO sequence

on the DNA. CRP (CAP) binds to two diVerent sequences, CRP1 and CRP2.

In addition, the small molecule cAMP binds to CRP to regulate its binding to the

CRP sites. Higher order interactions include those between CRP and CytR bound

to DNA. Finally, as is often the case in cooperative DNA binding, the CRP and

CytR proteins may themselves interact in the absence of DNA.

1. Binding of the Small Ligand Cytidine

Binding of cytidine to CytR has been measured by using the nitrocellulose filter

binding assay (Barbier et al., 1997). In this measurement, the protein is mixed with

radiolabeled cytidine and the solution is filtered through a nitrocellulose membrane.

While protein adheres to the membrane, the free small molecule passes through.

However, if the small molecule is bound to protein, it is retained on the filter along

with the protein. By subjecting the filter to scintillation counting, one canmeasure the

amount of ligand bound to protein. Preparation of a number of samples at a single

proteinconcentrationanda rangeof total ligandconcentrationsallowsmeasurements

of the fractional saturationversus ligand concentration dependence that is required to

determine the mechanism and energetics of binding. Results of these measurements

indicate thatwhile two cytidinemolecules can bind to the dimericCytR, the binding is

characterized by negative cooperativity. That is, binding of the first ligand is antago-

nistic tobindingof the second.Moreover, the eVectof cytidinebindingon inductionof
transcription is associated with binding of the first cytidine molecule.

2. Cytidine Binding and Site-Specific DNA Binding of CytR to CytO

CytR binds to the CytO sequence of the deoP2 regulon, which lies between the

two CRP binding sites. Binding of CytR to this site is well-described as a simple

dimer binding to a single site. Since cytidine causes derepression at the deoP2

regulon, it might be expected to aVect the aYnity of CytR for CytO. However,

results of both gel mobility shift assays and DNaseI footprinting reveal that

binding of the small ligand has no eVect on binding of CytR to its operator

sequence (Barbier et al., 1997). The resolved free energy for DNA binding by

CytR obtained in the presence and absence of saturating concentrations of cytidine

are, within experimental error, identical. Therefore, unlike the classical allosteric

regulators including the lactose, tryptophan, and purine repressors, small ligand

binding to the cytidine repressor functions at a level distinct from a direct eVect on
DNA binding. This is despite the fact that CytR, PurR, and LacR are all members

of the same protein family.
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3. Protein–Protein Interactions in the CytR–CRP System

Activation of transcription initiation at deoP2 occurs in response to CRP

binding at the two sites, CRP1 and CRP2. The activator binds at each of these

sites with no cooperativity. As with all DNA binding by CRP, cAMP binding

influences the aYnity for DNA. While the linkage between cyclic nucleotide

binding and CRP aYnity for DNA is outside of the scope of this work, aYnity

of CRP for CRP1 and CRP2 of deoP2 is maximum at 100-mM nucleotide and

decreases as nucleotide concentration is either increased or decreased.

As indicated in Fig. 7, when CytR acts to repress transcription initiation at the

deoP2 promoter, it does so in concert with two CRP dimers. In order to investigate

the physical basis for the requirement of both proteins for repression in the system,

measurements of DNA binding by both proteins in the presence and absence of

the other have been performed. In these experiments, the CRP is bound to cAMP

and CytR is free of small nucleotide. These measurements indicate that CRP

and CytR interact cooperatively as they bind to DNA (Pedersen et al., 1991;

Perini et al., 1996).

4. Mechanism of Cytidine-Mediated Induction

In vivo an increase in cytidine concentration results in derepression at genes

controlled by CytR and CRP. As indicated above, cytidine binding to CytR has no

eVect on the aYnity of CytR for the deoP2 control region. Direct measurements of

the eVect of the nucleotide on DNA binding in the system reveal that cytidine

functions by reducing the cooperativity associated with binding of CRP and CytR

to deoP2 (Pedersen et al., 1991; Perini et al., 1996).

5. DNA as a Modulator of Transcription Regulation

Cooperativity in DNA binding is usually thought to reflect protein–protein

interactions. However, in the CytR–CRP system, measurement of the pairwise

protein–protein interactions by sedimentation equilibrium reveals that they are

very weak (Chahla et al., 2003). Moreover, cytidine binding does not aVect
the interaction of the free proteins. Therefore, the cooperative interaction between

the two proteins appears to reflect the DNA context in which it functions. The

exact structural basis of this contextual eVect is not known. However, it is impor-

tant in that it likely serves as the basis for diVerential control in the system.

As indicated in the introduction to this section on control at deoP2, the CytR–

CRP combination is responsible for control at many unlinked genes. The details of

the control vary among these regulons. It has been shown that binding of the

diVerent cytidine operators may exert diVerent allosteric eVects on CytR

(Tretyachenko-Ladokhina et al., 2006). These diVerent allosteric eVects may

influence the interaction of CytR with CRP to yield a range of regulatory eVects.
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B. The Progesterone Receptor: A Nuclear Hormone Receptor

Nuclear hormone receptors provide another example of a system in which

linkage of multiple pairwise interactions dictates levels of transcription initiation

at several genes. In response to binding of small molecule hormones, these proteins

can, in concert with other proteins, alter transcription initiation levels. Thus, in

dissecting the nuclear hormone receptor systems into the constituent interactions

significant for transcription regulation, one must consider the hormone–receptor

interaction,oligomerizationof thenuclear receptor, interactionofnuclear receptorwith

DNA, and the interaction of the nuclear receptor with transcription corepressors

and coactivators. The nuclear hormone receptor systems are considerably more com-

plex than the CytR-CRP system, and quantitative measurements of these systems are

more limited in scope.

Nuclear hormone receptors are members of a very large protein family that

exhibit a broad range of biochemical properties. This discussion is limited to the

progesterone receptor, which is a member of the steroid hormone family of

receptors (Leonhardt et al., 2003; Li and O’Malley, 2003). There are two isoforms

of progesterone receptor, PR-A and PR-B, which diVer in the lengths of their

N-terminal regions. The current understanding of these proteins is that, in the

absence of steroid hormone, they are complexed with chaperones including heat

shock protein (HSP90) (Fig. 8). Binding of steroid hormone induces dissociation of

PG

Cytoplasm

Nucleus

HSP90

p23 PR
p59

Coactivator

PR

PRE TATA

PR

Basal
transcription
machineryPRPR

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of progesterone (PG)-mediated activation of the progesterone receptor.

In the absence of hormone, the receptor is bound to the heat shock protein, HSP90, and the lipocalins,

p23 and p59. Passage of progesterone into the cytoplasm results in its binding to the receptor. This

causes release of the receptor from the HSP complex, dimerization and translocation of the receptor to

the nucleus where it binds to DNA. The receptor, in concert with coactivators, activates the basal

transcription machinery (Leonhardt et al., 2003).
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the receptor–chaperone protein complex, receptor dimerization, translocation to

the nucleus, and binding to the steroid responsive elements in the transcription

control regions of many genes. The receptors form complexes with other protein

complexes including coactivators and corepressors in these control regions and the

specific array of interactions determines transcription levels. In addition to the

hormone-responsive functions of progesterone receptor, activation can be initiated

by cell surface receptors that result in posttranslational modification of the

progesterone receptor. Thus, many layers of control exist for the progesterone

receptor. This discussion is limited to the progesterone receptor B and, specifically,

to self-assembly and its linkage to DNA binding. Results of recent quantitative

studies of this receptor, while limited in scope, reveal deviations from the accepted

paradigm for ligand-mediated activation.

1. Hormone Binding

Hormone binding by the progesterone receptor has been extensively studied.

Typically, the method of choice is charcoal absorption of radiolabeled hormone in

which the free ligand can be separated from the bound ligand by absorption to

charcoal. The soluble bound ligand is then separated from the free, charcoal-

bound ligand by centrifugation and subjected to scintillation counting for quanti-

tation. If the total ligand concentration is known, the free ligand concentration can

be calculated by subtracting the bound from the total ligand. Results of these

measurements indicate that thehormonebinds in thenanomolarrangeofconcentration

(Tetel et al., 1997).

2. Receptor Dimerization

Detailed studies of the dimerization properties of homogeneous preparations of

the intact progesterone receptor have been performed by sedimentation equilibrium

(Heneghan et al., 2005). Recall that the paradigm for ligand activation of nuclear

receptor function is that ligand binding results in dissociation of the receptor from

the chaperone, HSP90, dimerization, nuclear transport, and DNA binding. How-

ever, results of these dimerization measurements of progesterone-bound PR-B

reveal that the protein dimerizes in the micromolar range of concentration, which

is consistent with liganded receptor being primarily monomeric in vivo. Thus, these

results raise questions about the model for receptor function: in particular ligand-

linked dimerization and whether it is only the dimer that binds to progesterone

responsive elements (PREs) on the DNA.

3. DNA Binding by PR-B

The progesterone receptor binds specifically to sequences referred to as PREs.

Recently published results of DNaseI footprint titration measurements of PR-B

binding to PREs indicate that the mechanism of DNA binding by this steroid
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hormone receptor may deviate significantly from the currently accepted mecha-

nism (Heneghan et al., 2006). These studies were carried out using DNAmolecules

that carried either one palindromic PRE or two. Data obtained from binding

measurements performed on the single-site DNA indicate that the process is

well-described both by a mechanism involving stepwise binding of two PR-B

monomers and binding of the preformed dimer. Furthermore, the results also

indicate that in a stepwise binding mechanism, the cooperativity between mono-

mer binding is very low. Results of measurements obtained with the two-

palindrome DNA molecule indicate that there is a large, favorable inter-PRE

cooperativity in binding. Taken together, the results indicate that the DNA bind-

ing properties of PR-B deviate from simple binding of a preformed dimer to a

palindromic DNA sequence.

4. Biological Implications for Progesterone Receptor Signaling

As indicated in the introduction to this section on PR-B, assembly of the

receptor on transcriptional control regions involves not just the receptor but also

the multiprotein coactivator or corepressor complexes as well as the proteins that

form the transcription preinitiation complex. Results of sequence analysis of

transcriptional control regions at which PR functions reveal that while some do

contain palindromic PREs, others are characterized by a number of half-sites. The

results of biophysical studies suggest that PR may have a larger repertoire of

binding configurations available to it than previously thought. This larger reper-

toire may be important for modulating levels of transcriptional control at the large

number of genes at which the receptor functions.
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Abstract

The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor method has emerged as a very

flexible and powerful approach for detecting a wide diversity of biomolecular

interactions. SPRmonitors molecular interactions in real time and provides signifi-

cant advantages over optical or calorimetric methods for systems with strong

binding and low spectroscopic signals or reaction heats. The SPR method simulta-

neously provides kinetic and equilibrium characterization of the interactions of

biomolecules. Such information is essential for development of a full understanding
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of molecular recognition as well as for areas such as the design of receptor-targeted

therapeutics. This article presents basic, practical procedures for conducting SPR

experiments. Initial preparation of the SPR instrument, sensor chips, and samples

are described. This is followed by suggestions for experimental design, data analy-

sis, and presentation. Steady-state and kinetic studies of some small molecule–

DNA complexes are used to illustrate the capability of this technique. Examples

of the agreement between biosensor-SPR and solution studies are presented.

I. Introduction

Transcriptional activators and repressors bind to DNA; drugs form complexes

with membrane components and in cells they target sites on nucleic acids and

proteins; antibodies bind to proteins of disease organisms; and a host of other

biomolecular interactions are essential for organisms and their cells to function. To

understand the functional processes that drive biological systems, it is essential

to have detailed information on the array of biomolecular interactions that drive

and control cellular function. The binding aYnity (the equilibrium constant,K, and

Gibbs energy of binding, DG), stoichiometry (n, the number of compounds bound

to the biopolymer), cooperative eVects in binding, and binding kinetics (the rate

constants, k, that define the dynamics of the interaction) are the basic quantitative

characteristics of all biomolecular interactions. The more of these key parameters

that can be determined experimentally, the better will be our understanding of the

underlying interaction and how it aVects cellular functions.
Because of the varied properties of biological molecules and the changes in

properties that occur on complex formation, it is frequently diYcult to find a

method that can characterize the full array of interactions under an appropriate

variety of conditions. For complexes that involve very tight binding, it is necessary

to conduct experiments at very low concentrations, down to the nanomolar or

lower levels, that fall below the detection limit for many systems. In such cases,

radiolabels or fluorescent probes have been used for added sensitivity in detection.

Biosensors with surface plasmon resonance (SPR) detection provide an alternative

method, which responds to the refractive index or mass changes at the biospecific

sensor surface on complex formation (Jonsson et al., 1991; Karlsson et al., 1994;

Malmqvist and Granzow, 1994; Malmqvist and Karlsson, 1997; Myszka, 2000;

Nagata and Handa, 2000). Since the SPR signal responds directly to the amount of

bound compound in real time, as versus indirect signals at equilibrium for many

physical measurements, it provides a very powerful method to study biomolecular

interaction thermodynamics and kinetics (Karlsson and Larsson, 2004; Katsamba

et al., 2002a,b, 2006; Morton and Myszka, 1998; Myszka, 2000; Rich et al., 2002;

Svitel et al., 2003; Van Regenmortel, 2003). Use of the SPR response to monitor

biomolecular reactions also removes many diYculties with labeling or characterizing

the diverse properties of biomolecules.
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II. Rationale: Biomolecular Interactions with SPR Detection

The biosensor-SPR methods described in this chapter refer to Biacore instru-

ments (Biacore International AB), which have been most widely used in the SPR

analysis of biomolecular interactions (Rich and Myszka, 2005b). The description

will be divided into three primary areas that define the SPR experiment:

(i) instrument and sensor chip preparation; (ii) immobilization of one reaction

component on the sensor chip surface; and (iii) data collection and analysis. For

reaction of biomolecules, B1 and B2, to give a complex, the reaction is:

B1þ B2Ðka
kd

C KA ¼ ka

kd
ð1Þ

Figure 1 shows the basic components for biosensor-SPR analysis of this bimo-

lecular interaction with B1 in the flow solution and B2 immobilized. In this

example, B2 is linked to dextran in a hydrogel matrix, a typical method for Biacore

sensor chips. Reactant B1 is at a fixed concentration in the solution that flows over

the biospecific surface containing B2. A number of solutions with diVerent con-
centrations can be injected to cover a full binding profile. Detection of binding is

through a change in refractive index that is monitored in real time by a change in

the SPR resonance angle that occurs when the molecules form a complex on the

surface (Fig. 1). In a typical Biacore experiment, a four channel sensor chip is used

with one flow cell left blank as a control, while the remaining three cells have

reaction components immobilized (such as B2 and other target biomolecules).

Whether the experiment will have suYcient signal to noise for accurate data

analysis depends on two primary factors that are described in the following

sections: the moles of B2 immobilized and the mass of B1 bound (moles of

B1 bound � MW of B1) at any time point (since the SPR signal is related to the

refractive index change on binding). The molecular weight of binding molecule is

thus a key consideration in SPR-biosensor experiments.

Typical Biacore sensor chips, such as the one in Fig. 1, are derivatized with a

carboxymethyl-dextran (CM-dextran) hydrogel that provides many possibilities

for biomolecular immobilization (BIACORE, 1994a). The Biacore web site has

descriptions of a range of sensor chip surfaces and immobilization chemistries

(https://www.biacore.com/lifesciences/index.html), and it is generally possible to

find an appropriate surface and immobilization chemistry for any biological interac-

tion application. It is obviously essential that the immobilization method, of what-

ever type, not significantly perturb the binding interactions relative to what occurs in

free solution. Covalent coupling of molecules to the surface should use groups that

are well away from the binding site and that do not interfere with the interaction.

As shown in Fig. 1, when a solution of a reaction component is injected into the

Biacore flow system and passes over the sensor chip biospecific surface, complex
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formation occurs and is monitored in real time by a change in SPR angle. After a

selected time, reactant flow is replaced by buVer flow and dissociation of the

complex is monitored over time. The time course of the experiment shown in

Fig. 1 creates a sensorgram such as the one illustrated in Fig. 2. BuVer flow

establishes an initial baseline and injection of component B1 leads to the associa-

tion phase. As the association reaction continues, a steady-state plateau is eventu-

ally reached such that the rate of association equals the rate of dissociation of the

complex and no change of signal with time is observed. The time required for the

steady state to be reached depends on the reactant concentrations and reaction

kinetics. If the added molecule does not bind, the SPR angle change in the sample

and reference flow cells will be the same and a zero net response, which is indica-

tive of no binding, will be observed after subtraction. When binding does occur,

the added molecule is bound at the sensor surface and the SPR angle changes more

in the sample than in the reference cell to give the time course of the sensorgram

(Fig. 2). Since the amount of unbound compound in the flow solution is the same

Glass
Gold
layer

Light
source

Detector

Dextran
matrix

Flow

SPR angle

Prism

Sensor
chip

Reactant B1 in flow solution

Immobilized biomolecule B2

Flow

Fig. 1 The SPR signal and biosensor surfaces. The components of a biosensor-SPR experiment are

illustrated: the optical unit that generates and measures the SPR angle, the sensor chip with a gold layer,

the chip surface with immobilized matrix (dextran on this chip) and reaction component (B2 in this

experiment), and the flow control system and solution that provide the other reaction component(s),

such as B1. As more of the B1þB2 complex forms, the SPR angle changes as a function of time. Analysis

of the signal change with time can provide the kinetic constants for the reaction.
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in the sample and reference flow cells, it can be subtracted and only the bound

reactant generates an SPR signal. The concentration of unbound molecule is

constant and is fixed by the concentration in the flow solution.

Several sensorgrams can be obtained at diVerent concentrations of the injected
compound and they can be simultaneously fit (global fitting) to obtain the most

accurate kinetic (k) and equilibrium (K ) constants (Myszka, 1999a, 2000). As will

be described below, equilibrium constants can be determined independently from

ratios of rate constants or by fitting the steady-state response versus the concen-

tration of the binding molecule in the flow solution over a range of concentrations.

The SPR signal change is an excellent method to determine binding stoichiometry,

since the refractive index change in SPR experiments generates essentially the same

response for each bound molecule and depends on the molecular weight of the

binding molecules. The maximum signal increase in an SPR experiment thus

provides a direct determination of the stoichiometry, provided the amount of

immobilized biomolecule is known. For complexes that have quite slow dissocia-

tion rates, the biosensor surface can be regenerated before complete dissociation

by using a solution that causes rapid dissociation of the complex, but does not

significantly degrade the surface (Fig. 2). The angle change in Biacore instruments
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Fig. 2 An experimental sensorgram illustrating the steps in an SPR experiment. These steps include

buVer flow for baseline, followed by an association phase, then another buVer flow for dissociation

which is followed by injection of the regeneration solution to bring the surface back to the starting

conditions. The injections are repeated at a range of concentrations to generate a set of sensorgrams.
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is converted to resonance units (RU) and a 1000 RU response is equivalent to a

change in surface concentration of about 1 ng/mm2 of bound protein or DNA (the

relationship between RU and ng of material bound varies with the refractive index

of the bound molecule) (Davis and Wilson, 2000, 2001).

The equilibrium and kinetic constants that describe the reaction in Eq. (1) are

obtained by fitting the sensorgrams or steady-state RU versus concentration plots

to a 1:1 binding model. More elaborate binding models are necessary for more

complex interactions, and these models are the same for all types of binding

experiments and are not unique to SPR methods. It should be emphasized that

to obtain accurate kinetic information about a binding reaction, it is essential that

the kinetics for transfer of the binding molecule (diVusion through the hydrogel—

see below for better description) to the immobilized biomolecule (mass transfer) be

much faster than the binding reaction (Karlsson, 1999). When this is not true,

various alternatives to deal with the mass transfer problem are available and will

be described below. Annual surveys on methods, applications, and appropriate

experimental approaches using SPR by Myszka and colleagues provide many addi-

tional helpful suggestions on experimental protocols to obtain high quality biosensor

data (Myszka, 1999b; Rich and Myszka, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005a,b).

III. Materials and Methods

A. Instrument Preparation

It is recommended by Biacore to run Desorb weekly and Sanitize once a month

for maintaining the instrument. Desorb is a general method that uses a series of

solutions injected through the instrument internal flow system to remove any

absorbed compounds from previous experiments. Sanitize is a method to insure

that no microbial growth is present in the liquid injection and flow system. Before

beginning an experiment, it is very important to ensure that the instrument is

running properly. The goal is to determine if a stable baseline can be maintained

throughout a series of replicate buVer injections across a nonderivatized sensor

surface. A simple method for cleaning is described below. If the baseline is not

stable, for example, if the baseline drifts more than �1.0 RU/min, additional

cleanings may be needed.

1. Required Materials, Chemicals, and Solutions

� Maintenance chip with a glass flow cell surface

� CM5 chip

� Running buVer: HBS-EP buVer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl,

3 mM EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) polysorbate 20)

� 0.5% SDS (BIAdesorb solution 1)
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� 50 mM glycine pH 9.5 (BIAdesorb solution 2)

� 1% (v/v) acetic acid solution

� 0.2 M sodium bicarbonate solution

� 6 M guanidine HCl solution

� 10 mM HCl solution

2. Methods for Preliminary Cleaning and Checking Baseline

a. Set instrumment temperature to 25 �C
b. Dock a maintenance chip and Prime once with distilled water (Prime is a

method for priming the liquid system by flushing pumps, integrated m-fluidic car-

tridge (IFC) and autosampler withwater or buVer. This procedure is used at start up,
when the buVer is changed, and also to remove small air bubbles from the system).

c. Run Desorb.

d. After Desorb, Prime several times with warm water (50–60 �C).
e. Undock the maintenance chip and Dock a fresh research grade CM5 sensor

chip and Prime once with water.

f. Switch to running buVer and Prime several times.

g. Prepare aliquots of 200 ml running buVer into individual vials and runMethod 1

(below).

This method will collect a set of sensorgrams of replicated buVer injections

across an unmodified CM5 sensor chip. These sensorgrams should overlay after

double-referenced subtraction and this indicates a very stable system that is ready

for experiments. Methods are written as text files, and may be created or modified

with any text editor. The BIA software for instrument control converts the text file

to instrument commands (BIACORE, 1994b).

Method 1:

MAIN

RACK 1 thermo_c

RACK 2 thermo_a

FLOWCELL 1,2,3,4

LOOP BuVer STEP

APROG drug %sample2 %position2 %volume2 %conc2

ENDLOOP

APPEND Continue

END

DEFINE APROG buVer

PARAM %sample2 %position2 %volume2 %conc2

KEYWORD Concentration %Conc2
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CAPTION %conc2 %sample2 over (gradient surface)

FLOW 25

FLOWPATH 1,2,3,4

WAIT 5:00

KINJECT %position2 %volume2 180

EXTRACLEAN

EXTRACLEAN

WAIT 5:00

END

DEFINE LOOP BuVer

LPARAM %sample2 %position2 %volume2 %conc2

TIMES 1

Buffer r2a1 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a2 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a3 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a4 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a5 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a6 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a7 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a8 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a9 100 0.000u

Buffer r2a10 100 0.000u

END

3. Additional Cleaning Methods

After running the above method, if the baseline is not stable within�1.0 RU/min

(note: this specification may change as diVerent instruments become available), the

following methods, designed and provided by Biacore, may be used:

a. Super Clean (As Needed)
1. Insert a maintenance chip into the instrument and Dock.

2. Run Desorb using SDS and glycine.

3. Run the following method with warm (50–60 �C) filtered water as flowing

solution.

main

prime

prime
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unclog

rinse

flush

prime

prime

append standby

end

4. Run Desorb using 1% (v/v) acetic acid in place of SDS and glycine.

5. Prime the instrument to wash out the acetic acid residuals.

6. Run Desorb using 0.2 M sodium bicarbonate in place of SDS and glycine.

7. Prime the instrument to wash out the sodium bicarbonate residuals.

8. Run Desorb using 6 M guanidine HCl for the SDS (solution 1) and 10 mM

HCl for glycine (solution 2).

9. Prime the instrument a few times to thoroughly clean all residuals.

b. Super Desorb (Monthly)
1. Dock a maintenance chip and run Prime using 0.5% SDS.

2. Run Prime using 10 mM glycine, pH 9.5.

3. Run Prime at least three times using filtered water.

B. Sensor-Chip Surface Preparation

In general, there are two ways to capture biomolecules on the sensor chips:

covalent and noncovalent captures. Covalent capture will be illustrated with

streptavidin and this surface can then be used to immobilize biotin-labeled biomo-

lecules. Although other immobilization techniques are available, the biotin–

streptavidin coupling is popular in Biacore SPR experiments and it is particularly

useful for nucleic acids immobilization (Bates et al., 1995; BischoV et al., 1998;

Hendrix et al., 1997; Mazur et al., 2000; Nair et al., 2000; Nieba et al., 1997;

Rutigliano et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2000). The large aYnity constant for the

biotin–streptavidin complex results in a stable surface for binding studies under

physiological conditions. In the example below, immobilization of streptavidin

and biotin-labeled DNA will be described.

An important step in sensor chip immobilization is to decide how much biomol-

ecule to immobilize. For kinetic experiments, it is usually best to immobilize the

smallest amount of materials, while maintaining the necessary signal-to-noise

ratio, in order to minimize mass transport eVects. Mass transport eVects of ligand
to the surface will influence kinetic data when the rate of mass transport is slower

than or on the same time scale as the kinetics of the interaction (BIACORE, 1994c;

Karlsson, 1999; Myszka et al., 1998). Since a high concentration of surface binding
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sites rapidly consumes the ligand at the surface, the more material immobilized the

greater the contribution from mass transport. However, when the ligand is a small

molecule, it becomes necessary to increase the immobilized compound surface

density since the instrument response from small-molecule binding is low.

1. Immobilization of Streptavidin

For immobilizing biotin nucleic acids on a sensor chip, the sensor chip must be

modified to a streptavidin surface. Biacore oVers pre-made streptavidin sensor

chips (SA sensor chip) that are ready for immediate use. However, it is possible and

in some cases worthwhile to prepare streptavidin sensor chips (BIACORE, 1994c;

Hendrix et al., 1997) using standard (CM5) dextran surfaces or CM4 chips with

features such as a low density carboxyl surface. The low density carboxyl surface

uses dextran but has less negative charge and so may be advantageous when

investigating the interactions between highly charged biomolecules. The procedure

outlined below is used for immobilizing streptavidin on CM5 or CM4 sensor chips.

The Biacore website hasmany references that describe other methods to immobilize

biomolecules to diVerent sensor chip surfaces.

a. Required Materials, Chemicals, and Solutions
� A CM5 or CM4 sensor chip that has been at room temperature for at least

30 min

� HBS-EP buVer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA,

0.005% (v/v) polysorbate 20) (running buVer)

� 100 mM N-hydroxsuccinimide (NHS) freshly prepared in water

� 400 mM N-ethyl-N0-(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) freshly

prepared in water

� 10 mM acetate buVer pH �4.5 (immobilization buVer)

� 200–400 mg/ml streptavidin in immobilization buVer

� 1 M ethanolamine hydrochloride in water pH 8.5 (deactivation solution)

b. Procedures for Streptavidin Immobilization
1. Dock the CM4 or CM5 chip, Prime with running buVer. Start a sensorgram

in all flow cells with a flow rate of 5 ml/min.

2. With NHS (100 mM) in one vial and EDC (400 mM) in other, use the Dilute

command to make a 1:1 mixture of NHS/EDC.

3. Inject NHS/EDC for 10 min (50 ml) to activate the carboxymethyl surface to

reactive esters.

4. Using Manual Inject with a flow rate of 5 ml/min, load the loop with �100 ml
of streptavidin in the appropriate buVer and inject streptavidin over all flow cells.

Track the number of RUs immobilized which is available in real time readout and
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stop the injection after the desired level is reached (typically 2500–3000 RU for

CM5 chip and 1000–1500 RU for CM4 chip).

5. Inject ethanolamine hydrochloride for 10 min (50 ml) to deactivate any

remaining reactive esters.

6. Prime several times to ensure surface stability.

2. Immobilization of Nucleic Acids

Derivatized nucleic acids with biotin at either the 50 or 30 end are ready to be

immobilized on a streptavidin-coated sensor chip (SA Chip). This immobilization

method provides rapid kinetics and high aYnity binding of the nucleic acid to the

surface. Relatively short oligonucleotide hairpins (<50 bases) do not require high

salt for immobilization. A solution of �25 nM oligonucleotide (50-biotin nucleic

acid) in HBS-EP buVer is used when immobilizing nucleic acids less than 50 bases.

It may be necessary to increase the concentration when using larger nucleic acids.

A concentration that is too high, however, will make control over the amount of

nucleic acid immobilized very diYcult. Typically, an immobilization amount

of 300–450 RUs of hairpin nucleic acid (�20–30 bases in length) is immobilized

for running steady-state experiments and 100–150 RUs for kinetic experiments to

minimize mass transfer eVects.

a. Required Chemicals, Materials, and Solutions
� Streptavidin-coated sensor chip (SA chip or prepared as outlined above)

� HBS-EP buVer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA,

0.005% (v/v) polysorbate 20) (running buVer)

� Activation buVer (1 M NaCl, 50 mM NaOH)

� Biotin-labeled nucleic acid solutions (�25 nM of strand or hairpin dissolved

in HBS-EP buVer)

b. Immobilization of Nucleic Acids on a Streptavidin Surface (or on SA Chips)
If two or more diVerent nucleic acid hairpins are to be immobilized on diVerent

flow cells, there are two options for immobilization level: equal RU amount or

equal moles. For an equal RU amount, diVerent nucleic acid hairpins can be

immobilized with the same total response units (RU) on each flow cells. For

equal moles, the amount of nucleic acid to be immobilized is proportional to its

molecular weight. A higher level is required for a higher molecular weight hairpin

because the observed response per bound ligand (RUobs) is proportional to mass

bound (moles bound � MW). This option is useful to visualize and illustrate a

diVerence in stoichiometry.

1. Dock a streptavidin-coated chip, Prime a few times with HBS-EP buffer, and

start a sensorgram with a 20 ml/min flow rate.
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2. Inject activation buVer (1 M NaCl, 50 mM NaOH) for 1 min (20 ml) five to

seven times to remove any unbound streptavidin from the sensor chip.

3. Allow buVer to flow at least 5 min before immobilizing the nucleic acids.

4. Start a new sensorgram with a flow rate of 2 ml/min and select one desired

flow cell on which to immobilize the nucleic acid. Take care not to immobilize

nucleic acid on the flow cell chosen as the control flow cell. Generally, flow cell 1

(‘‘fc1’’) is used as a control and often left blank. It is often desirable to immobilize

diVerent nucleic acids on the remaining three flow cells. A nonbinding nucleic acid

may be immobilized on fc1 to provide a more similar control surface for

subtraction.

5. Wait a few minutes for the baseline to stabilize. Use Manual Inject, load the

injection loop with �100 ml of a 25 nM nucleic acid solution and inject over the

flow cell. Track the number of RUs immobilized and stop the injection after a

desired level is reached.

6. At the end of the injection and after the baseline has stabilized, use the

software crosshair to determine the RUs of nucleic acid immobilized and record

this amount. The amount of nucleic acid immobilized is required to determine the

theoretical moles of small molecule binding sites for the flow cell.

7. Repeat steps 4 to 6 for another flow cell (e.g., fc3 or fc4).

C. Sample Preparations

The solution of small molecule must be prepared in the same buVer used to

establish the baseline—the running buVer. If the small molecule is not very soluble

in buVer, it can be dissolved in water as a concentrated stock solution and diluted

in the running buVer. If the small molecule requires the presence of a small

amount of an organic solvent (e.g., <5% DMSO) to maintain solubility, the

same amount of this organic solvent should be in the running buVer to minimize

the refractive index diVerence.
Preliminary studies may be needed to obtain some information about the

compounds being studied such as solubility, stability, or an estimated binding

constant. Such information is useful in setting parameters for data collection.

Sample concentrations should vary over a wide range (at least 100-fold). In

general, the sample concentration range should vary from well below to well

above 1/Ka. If the Ka is unknown, a broad concentration range should be used in

a preliminary experiment to obtain an estimate of the Ka. Ideally, the order of

sample injection should be randomized. Injecting samples from low to high con-

centration is useful for eliminating artifacts in the data from adsorption or carry

over. It is also useful to inject the same concentration twice to check for reproduc-

ibility. For binding constants of 106–109 M�1, as observed with many small

molecules DNA complexes, small molecule concentrations from 0.01 nM to

10 mM in the flow solution allow accurate determination of binding constants.
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D. Data Collection and Processing

1. Data Collection

A sample method used to collect steady-state small molecule data on nucleic acid

surfaces is shown below. This method is set for a flow rate of 10 ml/min (FLOW 10)

over all flow cells (FLOWPATH 1,2,3,4). The samples are injected as written

(STEP) from low to high concentration. Note that before any analyte is injected,

buVer injections are done to enable double referencing. In addition, the volume of

analyte injected is set as a variable so that the least amount of volume required to

reach a steady state is used for each concentration. Much less time is required for

the association reactions at high concentrations of the injected compound. In this

sample method, the small molecule solution of Hoechst 33258 (or analyte) is

injected over immobilized DNA (or macromolecule). Note that with the steady-

state method, equilibrium, but not kinetics, constants can be obtained even when

mass transfer eVects dominate the observed kinetics. Much higher injection flow

rates are used when collecting kinetics data.

At the end of the compound solution injection, a regeneration step may be

necessary to remove any complex remaining on the surface. To subsequently

remove any regeneration buVer remaining after this step, two 1-min injections

of running buVer are used prior to the end of the cycle followed by a 5-min wait

with running buVer flowing. After the next cycle has begun, a 5-min waiting period

is set to ensure the baseline has stabilized before the next sample injection. When

working with small molecules (or small responses), it is essential that the baseline

does not drift significantly during the injection. To reduce carry overs (of sample

and regenerating solution), aMix command is added to rinse the injection tube and

the injection is conducted from low to high concentrations. If needed, multiple

injections of buVer at the end of the cycles are useful to check for carry over.

MAIN

RACK 1 thermo_c

RACK 2 thermo_a

FLOWCELL 1,2,3,4

DETECTION 2–1, 3–1, 4–1

LOOP Hoechst33258 STEP

APROG Flow10 %sample2 %position2 %volume2 %conc2

ENDLOOP

APPEND Continue

END

DEFINE APROG Flow10

PARAM %sample2 %position2 %volume2 %conc2

KEYWORD Conc %Conc2

CAPTION %conc2 %sample2 over AATT_TTAA_TATA (gradient surface)
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FLOW 10

FLOWPATH 1,2,3,4

WAIT 5:00

KINJECT %position2 %volume2 300

�0:20 RPOINT �b BASELINE

2:30 RPOINT %sample2

QUICKINJECT r2f3 10 ! 10 mM Glycine pH 2.5

EXTRACLEAN

MIX r2f7 300 ! buVer

QUICKINJECT r2f4 10 ! buVer

EXTRACLEAN

QUICKINJECT r2f5 10 ! buVer

EXTRACLEAN

WAIT 5:00

END

DEFINE LOOP Hoechst33258

LPARAM %sample2 %position2 %volume2 %conc2

TIMES 1

BuVer r2a1 200 0.0000u

BuVer r2a2 100 0.0000u

BuVer r2a3 50 0.0000u

BuVer r2a4 200 0.0000u

BuVer r2a5 100 0.0000u

BuVer r2a6 50 0.0000u

BuVer r2a7 200 0.0000u

BuVer r2a8 100 0.0000u

BuVer r2a9 50 0.0000u

BuVer ra10 200 0.0000u

BuVer r2b1 100 0.0000u

BuVer r2b2 50 0.0000u

BuVer r2b3 200 0.0000u

BuVer r2b4 100 0.0000u

BuVer r2b5 50 0.0000u

Hoechst33258 r2c1 200 0.0001u

Hoechst33258 r2c2 200 0.0002u

Hoechst33258 r2c3 200 0.0004u

Hoechst33258 r2c4 200 0.0006u
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Hoechst33258 r2c5 200 0.0008u

Hoechst33258 r2c6 200 0.0010u

Hoechst33258 r2c7 200 0.0020u

Hoechst33258 r2c8 200 0.0040u

Hoechst33258 r2c9 200 0.0060u

Hoechst33258 r2c10 100 0.0080u

Hoechst33258 r2d1 100 0.0100u

Hoechst33258 r2d2 100 0.0200u

Hoechst33258 r2d3 100 0.0400u

Hoechst33258 r2d4 100 0.0600u

Hoechst33258 r2d5 100 0.0800u

Hoechst33258 r2d6 100 0.1000u

Hoechst33258 r2d7 50 0.2000u

Hoechst33258 r2d8 50 0.4000u

Hoechst33258 r2d9 50 0.6000u

Hoechst33258 r2d10 50 0.8000u

BuVer r2f5 200 0.0000u

BuVer r2f5 100 0.0000u

BuVer r2f5 50 0.0000u

END

2. Data Processing

After the data has been collected, there are several processing steps that must be

performed before any quantitative information can be extracted. A number of

software programs are available for processing Biacore data, including BIAeva-

luation (Biacore, Inc.), Scrubber2, and CLAMP (Myszka and Morton, 1998).

The results can also be exported and presented in graphing software such as

KaleidaGraph for either PC or Macintosh computers (Mazur et al., 2000;

Wang et al., 2000). Zeroing on the y-axis (RU) and then x-axis (time) are the

first steps in data processing. Because the flow cell surfaces are not identical to each

other, the refractive index of each surface is diVerent causing the flow cells to

register at diVerent positions on the y-axis. Zeroing the data on the y-axis is

necessary to allow the responses of each flow cell to be compared. Generally the

average of a stable time region of the sensorgram, prior to sample injection, should

be selected and set to zero. Because the flow cells are aligned in series, sample is not

injected across the flow cells simultaneously. Zeroing on the x-axis aligns the

beginnings of the injections with respect to each other.
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The two data-processing steps outlined below help to minimize oVset artifacts and
also to correct for the bulk shift that results from slight diVerences in injection buVer
and running buVer. In the first step, the control flow cell (fc1) sensorgram is sub-

tracted from the reaction flow cell sensorgrams (i.e., fc2-fc1, fc3-fc1, and fc4-fc1).

This removes the bulk shift contribution to the change in RUs. The next step in

data processing is required to remove systematic deviations that are frequently

seen in the sensorgrams. In this step, the eVect of buVer injection on a reaction flow

cell is subtracted from the compound injections (diVerent concentrations) on the

same flow cell. These processes are referred to as ‘‘double referencing’’ (Myszka,

1999a), and remove the systematic drifts and shifts in baseline that are frequently

observed even in control cell-subtracted sensorgrams. In the data collection

method shown above, buVer injections are performed for each volume amount

used for sample injection. Typically, multiple buVer injections are performed and

averaged before subtraction. In double referencing, plots are made for each flow

cell separately overlaying the control flow cell-corrected sensorgrams from buVer
and all sample injections. The buVer sensorgram is then subtracted from the

sample sensorgrams. At this point, the data should be of optimum quality and

is ready for fitting to determine the thermodynamic and/or kinetic values that

characterize the reaction.

IV. Results and Data Analysis

Even when it is not possible to get kinetic constants, equilibrium constants can

be extracted from SPR data in a correctly performed experiment. The equilibrium

constant can be obtained from fitting steady-state data, or from kinetics. The

association equilibrium constant (KA) is the ratio of the observed association (ka)

and dissociation rate (kd) constants in Eq. (1). Comparing the KA value obtained

by diVerent methods can help to evaluate the models used to fit the data. Kinetic

constants, true ka and kd values, can be obtainedwhen the reaction is not dominated

by mass transfer.

Knowledge of the stoichiometry of the system is essential for obtaining correct

kinetic and binding constants as well as for obtaining a complete description of the

system being studied. Because the refractive index increments (RIIs) of small

molecules can be very diVerent from those of proteins and nucleic acids, it is

essential that such a diVerence be accounted for during data interpretation to

correctly determine stoichiometry, and subsequently kinetic and equilibrium con-

stants. The maximum Biacore instrument response for a 1:1 binding interaction

can be predicted with Eq. (2).

RUmax ¼ RUbiopolymer � MWcompound

MWbiopolymer

� �
� RII ð2Þ
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where RUmax is the response for binding of one molecule to the biopolymer;

RUbiopolymer is the amount of immobilized biopolymer, in response units; MW is

molecular weight of compound and biomolecule, respectively; and RII is the

refractive index increment ratio of compound to the immobilizing biopolymer

where:

RII ¼
ð@n=@CÞcompound

ð@n=@CÞbiopolymer

:

The RII value is close to one for proteins and DNA but can deviate considerably

from 1.0 for small molecules (Davis and Wilson, 2000). Reference for RII values

and methods for determination are given in Davis and Wilson (2000). One way to

determine the RII is by comparison of the predicted value from Eq. (2) to the

experimental observed value RUmax. Small molecules may have more than a single

binding site in biomolecular complexes. Nonspecific, secondary binding can occur

with cationic molecules and nucleic acids for example, and the RII ratio is critical

for accurate determination of stoichiometry.

A. Equilibrium Analysis

After double subtraction, the average of the data in the steady-state region of

each sensorgram (RUavg) can be converted to r (r ¼ RUavg/RUmax) and is plotted

as a function of analyte concentration. Equilibrium constants can be obtained by

fitting the results with either a single site model (Eq. (3) with K2 ¼ 0) or with the

two-site model in Eq. (3):

r ¼ K1 � Cfree þ 2� K1 � K2 � C2
free

1þ K1 � Cfree þ K1 � K2 � C2
free

� �
ð3Þ

where K1 and K2, the macroscopic thermodynamic binding constants, are the

variable parameters to fit; r is the moles of compound bound/mole DNA-

hairpin ¼ RUavg/RUmax; and Cfree is the concentration of the compound in the

flow solution. Although more complex models could be used in data fitting, it

is unlikely that a unique fit to the results would be obtained. In such complex

cases, other experimental methods should be used to fix some of the variables

before fitting the SPR results.

The monocationic Hoechst 33258 DNA minor groove binder has strong prefer-

ence for A/T rich sequences (Weisblum and Haenssler, 1974). Its DNA binding

aYnity has been studied with diVerent biophysical methods (Bontemps et al.,

1975). A crystallographic structure of the Hoechst 33258 bound to an –AATT–

site is available (Pjura et al., 1987; Quintana et al., 1991; Teng et al., 1988). Three

diVerent biotin-labeled DNA hairpin duplexes containing AATT, TTAA, TATA

sites (Fig. 3) were immobilized on a streptavidin chip (as described above) and
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diVerent concentrations of Hoechst 33258 (Fig. 3) were injected onto the surface.

Sensorgrams of binding of Hoechst 33258 to AATT and TTAA along with binding

plots are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The binding stoichiometry and aYnity for this

type of interaction are readily extracted. The binding stoichiometry can be

obtained from comparing the maximum response with the predicted response per

compound (Eq. (2)).

Because equal moles of DNA hairpins were immobilized, the diVerence in

maximum responses among the sets of sensorgrams is readily seen and directly

reflects the diVerence in binding stoichiometry (Figs. 4 and 5). Under these experi-

mental conditions, the Hoechst ligand binds with a 1:1 ratio to the AATT site

(Fig. 4) but with a 2:1 ratio to TTAA (Fig. 5) or TATA (not shown). Plotting the

data in Scatchard form can visually reveal considerable information about the

binding constants, stoichiometry of specific and nonspecific binding, and coopera-

tivity (Fig. 6). In this figure, the diVerences in binding constants, stoichiometry and

cooperativity for binding of a low molecular weight aromatic cation, Hoechst

33258, to two diVerent DNA hairpins, AATT and TTAA are illustrated.

The cooperative binding of two molecules of Hoechst 33258 to TTAA is clear.
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Fig. 3 Structure of Hoechst 33258, DB818, and 50-biotin-labeled DNA hairpins.
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Fig. 4 Sensorgrams for the interaction of Hoechst 33258 with the 50-biotin-labeled AATT DNA

(Fig. 3). The sensorgrams (left) were collected in 0.1 M NaCl, 0.01 M MES (2-(N-morpholino)ethane-

sulfonic acid), 0.001 M EDTA, pH 6.25. The individual sensorgrams represent responses at diVerent

Hoechst concentrations; the concentrations were from 0.1 nM (lowest sensorgram) to 0.8 mM (highest

sensorgram). Hoechst 33258 solutions were injected at a flow rate of 10 ml/min. The volume of Hoechst

33258 injected is set as a variable (see the method) so that the least amount of volume required to reach a

steady state is used for each concentration. Much less time is required for the association reactions at

high concentrations. Conversion of these sensorgrams to the binding isotherm (right) was done by

dividing the averaged plateau or steady-state responses by the predicted maximum response per ligand

(RUpred-max ¼ 35 in this case) as described in the text. The data were fitted (solid line) with a one-site

model, Eq. (3), to obtain an equilibrium binding constant of K ¼ 4.6 � 108 M�1. This value is in

excellent agreement with K values from solution studies (see text).
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Fig. 5 Sensorgrams for the interaction of Hoechst 33258 with 50-biotin-labeled TTAA DNA (Fig. 3).

The sensorgrams (left) were collected in the same buVer as shown in Fig. 4. The concentrations were from

1.0 nM (lowest sensorgram) to 0.4 mM (highest sensorgram). Hoechst 33258 solutions were injected at a

flow rate of 25 ml/min. Conversion of these sensorgrams to the binding isotherm (right) was done by

dividing the averaged plateau or steady-state responses by the predicted maximum response per ligand

(RUpred-max¼ 35 as in this case) as described in the text. The data were fitted with a two-sitemodel, Eq. (3),

to obtain macroscopic equilibrium binding constants of K1 ¼ 1.5 � 106 M–1 and K2 ¼ 3.7 � 108 M–1.
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The positive cooperativity in binding of Hoechst to TTAA can be easily seen from

a convex shape of the Scatchard plot (Fig. 6). (See the Chapter by Garbett and

Chaires for a more complete discussion of analysis of binding data.) A similar

trend was observed with the TATA hairpin. The binding constants of Hoechst

33258 to the TATA hairpin are K1 ¼ 6.6 � 106 M�1 and K2 ¼ 2.7 � 107 M�1. This

type of information is very diYcult to obtain by other methods. Many systems

involve specific binding at one or two sites followed by additional nonspecific

binding at higher concentration. The SPR result of Hoechst binding to the

AATT hairpin is in agreement with recent results from other methods

(Breusegem et al., 2002; Han et al., 2005; Kiser et al., 2005; Loontiens et al., 1990).

B. Kinetic Analysis

Kinetic analysis was performed by global fitting of SPR data with non-mass-

transport and mass transport kinetic binding models. In the non-mass-transport

1:1 binding model, Eqs. (4) and (5) are used for global fitting, while in a mass

transport limitation model, Eqs. (4–7) are used for global fitting:

Aþ B $ AB

½A�t¼0 ¼ 0; ½B�t¼0 ¼ RUmax; ½AB�t¼0 ¼ 0

Ka ¼ ½AB�
½A�½B� ð4Þ
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Fig. 6 Binding isotherms (A) and Scatchard plot (B) for the Hoechst 33258 complexes with the AATT

and TTAA hairpins. The results are from the sensorgrams in Figs. 4 and 5. The result with the

AATT hairpin is typical for AT specific minor groove agents and indicates one strong binding site.

The result with the TTAA hairpin is very unusual. Two molecules bind to this oligomer with positive

cooperativity. The lines in the figures were obtained by nonlinear least-squares fits of the data to one-

and two-site binding equations.
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d½AB�
dt

¼ ka½A�½B� � kd½AB� ð5Þ

d½A�
dt

¼ ktð½Abulk� � ½A�Þ � ðka½A�½B� � kd½AB�Þ ð6Þ

d½B�
dt

¼ �ka½A�½B� þ kd½AB� ð7Þ

where [A] and [Abulk] are the concentration of the compound at the sensor surface

and the in the bulk solution flow, respectively; [B] is the concentration of the

immobilized DNA; [AB] is the concentration of the complex; ka is the association

rate constant; kd is the dissociation rate constant, and kt is the mass transport

coeYcient, defined by Eq. (6).

The fitting can be performed with BIAevaluation software or with CLAMP

(Myszka and Morton, 1998) and should be preferentially done with a global

analysis method that includes fitting of association and dissociation phases of all

sensorgrams (Morton and Myszka, 1998). In cases where a steady-state plateau is

reached, the ratio of the rate constants (ka/kd) should be compared to the steady-

state KA value. An agreement between the two methods suggests that the binding

constant, KA, is correct but does not necessarily mean that the ka and kd values are

correct due to possible mass transfer eVects and possible correlation of the con-

stants. Some considerations for kinetic fitting have been previously outlined

(Nguyen et al., 2007). To illustrate a kinetic fit, the interaction between a DNA

minor groove binder and a DNA hairpin was studied. DB818, a DNA minor

groove binding agent (Fig. 3), forms a 1:1 complex in the duplex minor groove at

AATT site (Mallena et al., 2004). An SPR experiment for the interaction of DB818

with a DNA hairpin containing the –AATT– site (Fig. 3) was conducted at high

ionic strength (1 M NaCl) with flow rate of 50 ml/min.

From this experiment, the kinetic and steady-state analyses are obtained from

the same set of sensorgrams to illustrate the agreement of the binding constants

obtained from the two analysis methods. The high ionic strength in this experiment

with DB818 reduced Ka and ka to minimize the mass transfer eVects. Sensorgrams

for the interaction are shown in Fig. 7 and the results are analyzed by both steady-

state and kinetic methods (Table I). The sensorgrams increase in response as the

DB818 concentration is increased. Note that it takes longer to reach a steady-state

plateau at low concentration as expected for a bimolecular reaction. The smooth

lines in the figure are the best fit lines using global fitting with a single site kinetic

model with a mass transport term. The steady-state RU values for DB818/DNA

sensorgrams from the same experiment are converted to r and graphed directly

onto a direct plot in Fig. 7 with diVerent concentrations for fitting with Eq. (3) with

K2 ¼ 0. The binding constants obtained from steady-state and kinetic analyses are

in excellent agreement, and the results are summarized in Table I. The kinetic
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fitting results meet the criteria previously outlined (ka � RUmax/kt 	 5) (Karlsson,

1999). In addition, the half-life t½ from the dissociation phase of sensorgram is

close to the calculated half-life using the fitted value (t½ ¼ ln 2/kd) suggesting the

mass transport eVect is minimized (Nguyen et al., 2007).

V. Summary

The SPR-biosensor method is excellent for studying small molecule–

macromolecule interactions and in the short time that commercial instrument

have been available, it has assumed a major role in quantitative analysis of
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Fig. 7 Sensorgrams to evaluate the kinetics of the DB818–DNA interaction. The sensorgrams were

collected with a BIACORE 2000 with flow rate of 50 ml/min at 25 �C and immobilized AATT DNA

(Fig. 3) in 1.0 M NaCl, 0.01 M Tris, 0.001 M EDTA, pH 7.4. The concentrations in this experiment

from the bottom to the top sensorgrams are 0 (reference line), 1, 7.5, 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100 nM. The

kinetic analysis was performed by global fitting of the binding data with mass transport kinetic 1:1

binding models. Conversion of these sensorgrams to the binding isotherm (right) also was done by

dividing the averaged plateau or steady-state responses by the predicted maximum response per ligand.

The data were fitted with a one-site model, Eq. (3), to obtain an equilibrium binding constant of 3.6 �
107 M�1.

Table I
Summary of Biacore Kinetics and Steady-State (S.S.) Results of DB818 Binding to
DNA AATT Hairpin

Exp.

Flow rate

(ml/min)

RUmax

(RU)

ka
(M�1 s�1) kd (s

�1)

KA

(1/M) ka/kd

kt
[RU/(Ms)]

Chi2

(RU)2
ka �

RUmax/kt

Kinetics 50 20.6 2.9 � 106 0.065 4.5 � 107 4.3 � 107 0.287 1.4

S.S. 3.6 � 107 0.234

The results are obtained from steady-state and kinetic analysis of sensorgrams in Fig. 7. The steady-state

and kinetic analyses yield similar binding constants.
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biomolecular complexes. For strong binding complexes, which are generally ob-

served in biomolecular systems of interest, working at low concentration is re-

quired. However, many small molecules have optical properties that make low

concentration measurements a clear disadvantage. The SPR method is very useful

in such cases since it detects the mass change upon complex formation and can

operate at very low compound concentrations. In many cases, the binding kinetics

can be observed in real time and extracted from the sensorgrams. A number of

studies have now shown that SPR results are comparable to those from other

biophysical methods. Although this chapter has focused on small molecule–

biopolymer interactions, the methods described above, with minor modifications,

can be used to characterize biopolymer–biopolymer complexes.
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Abstract

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is now routinely used to directly charac-

terize the thermodynamics of biopolymer binding interactions and the kinetics of

enzyme-catalyzed reactions. This is the result of improvements in ITC instrumen-

tation and data analysis software. Modern ITC instruments make it possible to

measure heat eVects as small as 0.1 mcal (0.4 mJ), allowing the determination of

binding constants, K’s, as large as 108–109M�1. Modern ITC instruments make it

possible to measure heat rates as small as 0.1 mcal/sec, allowing for the precise

determination of reaction rates in the range of 10�12mol/sec. Values for Km and

kcat, in the ranges of 10�2–103 mM and 0.05–500 sec�1, respectively, can be deter-

mined by ITC. This chapter reviews the planning of an optimal ITC experiment for

either a binding or kinetic study, guides the reader through simulated sample

experiments, and reviews analysis of the data and the interpretation of the results.

I. Introduction

In biology, particularly in studies relating the structure of biopolymers to their

functions, two of the most important questions are (i) how tightly does a small

molecule bind to a specific interaction site and (ii) if the small molecule is a

substrate and is converted to a product, how fast does the reaction take place?

Perhaps the first question we need to ask here is why calorimetry? The calorime-

ter, in this case an isothermal titration calorimeter (ITC), can be considered a

universal detector. Almost any chemical reaction or physical change is accompa-

nied by a change in heat or enthalpy. A measure of the heat taken up from the

surroundings (for an endothermic process) or heat given up to the surroundings

(for an exothermic process) is simply equal to the amount of the reaction that has

occurred, n (in moles, mmoles, mmoles, nmoles, etc.) and the enthalpy change for

the reaction, DH (typically in kcal/mol or kJ/mol). A measure of the rate at which

heat is exchanged with the surroundings is simply equal to the rate of the reaction,

@n/@t (in moles/sec, mmoles/sec, mmoles/sec, nmoles/sec) and again the enthalpy

change, DH. A calorimeter is therefore an ideal instrument to measure either how

much of a reaction has taken place or the rate at which a reaction is occurring. In

contrast to optical methods, calorimetric measurements can be done with reactants

that are spectroscopically silent (a chromophore or fluorophore tag is not

required), can be done on opaque, turbid, or heterogeneous solutions (e.g., cell

suspensions), and can be done over a range of biologically relevant conditions

(temperature, salt pH, etc.). Although not a topic covered in this chapter, calori-

metric measurements have been used to follow the metabolism of cells or tissues in

culture over long periods of time and under varying conditions (e.g., anaerobic or

aerobic) (Bandman et al., 1975; Monti et al., 1986).
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Titration calorimetry was first described as a method for the simultaneous deter-

mination of Keq and DH about 40 years ago by Christensen and Izatt (Christensen

et al., 1966; Hansen et al., 1965). The method was originally applied to a variety of

weak acid–base equilibria and to metal ion complexation reactions (Christensen

et al., 1965, 1968; Eatough, 1970). These systems could be studied with the calori-

metric instrumentation available at the time which was limited to the determination

of equilibrium constant, Keq, values less than about 104–105 M�1 (Eatough et al.,

1985). The determination of larger association constants requires more dilute

solutions and the calorimeters of that day were simply not sensitive enough.

Beaudette and Langerman published one of the first calorimetric binding studies

of a biological system using a small volume isoperibol titration calorimeter

(Beaudette and Langerman, 1978). In 1979, Langerman and Biltonen published

a description of microcalorimeters for biological chemistry, including a discussion

of available instrumentation, applications, experimental design, and data analysis

and interpretation (Biltonen and Langerman, 1979; Langerman and Biltonen,

1979). This was really the beginning of the use of titration calorimetry to study

biological equilibria. It took another 10 years before the first commercially avail-

able titration calorimeter specifically designed for the study of biological systems

became available fromMicroCal (Wiseman et al., 1989). This first commercial ITC

was marketed as a device for ‘‘Determining K in Minutes’’ (Wiseman et al., 1989).

ITC is now routinely used to directly characterize the thermodynamics of bio-

polymer binding interactions (Freire et al., 1990). This is the result of improvements

in ITC instrumentation and data analysis software. Modern ITC instruments

make it possible to measure heat eVects as small as 0.1 mcal (0.4 mJ), allowing the

determination of binding constants, Ks, as large as 108–109 M�1.

Spink and Wadso (1976) published one of the first calorimetric studies of

enzyme activity. Improvements in modern microcalorimeters including higher

sensitivity, faster response, and the ability to make multiple additions of substrate

(or inhibitors) has brought us to the point where ITC is now also routinely used to

directly characterize the kinetic parameters (Km and kcat) for an enzyme (Todd and

Gomez, 2001; Williams and Toone, 1993). Kinetic studies take advantage of the

fact that the calorimetric signal (heat rate, e.g., mcal/sec) is a direct measure of the

reaction rate and the DH for the reaction. Modern ITC instruments make it

possible to measure heat rates as small as 0.1 mcal/sec, allowing for the precise

determination of reaction rates in the range of 10�12 mol/sec. Values for Km

and kcat, in the ranges of 10�2–103 mM and 0.05–500 sec�1, respectively, can be

determined by ITC.

Ladbury has published a series of annual reviews on ITC, describing the newest

applications and a year-to-year survey of the literature on ITC applications

(Ababou and Ladbury, 2006; CliV et al., 2004). In order to take full advantage

of the powerful ITC technique, the user must be able to design the optimum

experiment, understand the data analysis process, and appreciate the uncertainties

in the fitting parameters. ITC experiment design and data analysis have been the

subject of numerous papers (Bundle and Sigurskjold, 1994; Chaires, 2006; Fisher
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and Singh, 1995; Freiere, 2004; Indyk and Fisher, 1998; Lewis and Murphy, 2005).

This chapter reviews the planning of an optimal ITC experiment for either a

binding or kinetic study, guides the reader through simulated sample experiments,

and reviews analysis of the data and the interpretation of the results.

II. Calorimetry Theory and Operation

A. Heat Change Measurement and Theory

A calorimeter was one of the first scientific instruments reported in the early

literature. Shortly after Black (1803) had measured the heat capacity and latent

heat of water in the 1760s, Lavoisier designed an ice calorimeter and used this

instrument to measure the metabolic heat produced by a guinea pig confined in the

measurement chamber (1780s) (Lavoisier and Laplace, 1780; Fig. 1).

Thus, not only was a calorimeter the earliest scientific instrument but the first

calorimetric experiment was a biologically relevant measurement.

Sample heat source “guinea pig”

Calorimeter measuring cell

Heat sensing material

Adiabatic shield

Water

Melted ice 
collection bucket

Ic
eIc

e

Ic
e Ic

e

Fig. 1 Lavoisier ice calorimeter used to measure the metabolic heat produced by a guinea pig confined

in a measurement chamber. An external wooden layer surrounded a layer of ice that served as an

adiabatic shield. Another separate layer of ice directly surrounded the central chamber. The water

produced bymelting this layer was measured to calculate the metabolic heat produced by the guinea pig.
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Calorimetric measurements can be made in three diVerent ways and commercial

instruments are available which employ all three techniques. The three methods of

measurement are (i) temperature change (either adiabatic or isoperibol), (ii) power

compensation (often called isothermal), and (iii) heat conduction� (Hansen et al.,

1985). It is important from the standpoint of experiment design, data collection,

and data analysis to have a basic background in calorimeter design principles,

especially from the standpoint of knowing what the raw signal data represent.

In a temperature change instrument, the heat produced (or consumed) by

the reaction occurring in the calorimeter results in a change in temperature of the

calorimeter measuring cell. The raw calorimetric signal is simply the temperature of

the calorimeter cell as a function of time. With appropriate electrical or chemical

calibration, the energy equivalent of the adiabatic (or isoperibol) calorimeter

measuring cell can be determined. The measured temperature change is then

converted to a heat change by simply multiplying the energy equivalent of the

calorimeter, ec (in cal/�C), times the measured temperature change, DT in (�C).
In a power compensation instrument, the calorimeter measurement cell is con-

trolled at a constant temperature (isothermal). This is accomplished by means of

applying constant cooling to the cell and then using a temperature controller and

heater to keep the cell temperature constant. As a chemical reaction takes place,

any heat input from the chemical reaction is sensed and the power applied to the

control heater reduced so that again the temperature remains constant. The heating

power from the two sources, reaction and controlled heater, are obviously kept at a

constant level so that a heat input from the reaction is compensated by a drop in

the heat input from the controlled heater. The raw signal in the power compensa-

tion calorimeter is the power (mcal/sec or mJ/sec) applied to the control heater that

is required to keep the calorimeter cell from changing temperature as a function of

time. The heat change is then simply calculated by integrating the heater power

over the time (sec) of the measurement (or more specifically the time required

for the control heater power to return to a baseline value). A typical power

compensation ITC is shown schematically in Fig. 2.

In a heat conduction calorimeter, the calorimeter measurement cell is passively

maintained at a constant temperature by being coupled with heat flow sensors to a

heat sink that is actively controlled at a constant temperature. The raw signal in the

heat conduction calorimeter is typically a small voltage that is proportional to the

very small DT that is temporarily developed across the heat flow sensors as a result

of the heat produced by the chemical reaction. The Lavoisier calorimeter men-

tioned earlier was essentially a heat conduction calorimeter with the inner ice layer

being the heat flow sensor and the melted ice being the heat signal.

B. Variations in Ligand/Macromolecule Mixing Techniques

A calorimetric experiment is begun by initiating a reaction within the calorime-

ter measuring cell. Historically, there have been three ways in which reagents have

been brought together in the calorimeter. Other methods of initiating a reaction
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within the calorimeter have included temperature changes (either scanning T or a

jump in T ) and pressure changes (either scanning P or a jump in P). The three

methods for bringing reagents in contact with one another include batch, titration,

and flow methods (Hansen et al., 1985). Batch methods have varied from rotating

the whole calorimeter to mix the contents of two separate volumes in the batch cell,

breaking an ampoule again resulting in the mixing of the ampoule contents with

the contents of the rest of the calorimeter cell volume, and finally injecting a

volume element from outside the cell into the volume contained within the calo-

rimeter cell. Modern ITC instruments are often employed in a batch or a direct

injection mode (DIE) in which a single larger injection of a reagent solution is

made to start the experiment (e.g., kinetic measurements). More commonly,

modern ITC instruments are used in a titration mode in which a number of

incremental injections are made at time intervals in the course of a complete

titration experiment. (The slow time response of the currently available ITC

DT

Reference cell 

Constant power 
supplied to reference 
cell heater

Sample cell 

Syringe

Power  supplied to sample 
cell feedback heater 
proportional to ΔT

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
5.2

5.4

5.6

5.8

6.0

6.2

Time (min)

m
ca

l/s
ec

Output

Adiabatic shield

Fig. 2 Representative diagram of a typical power compensation ITC. Major features of this type of

instrument such as the reference and sample cells, syringe for adding titrant, and the adiabatic shield are

noted in the figure. This diagram shows an oversimplification of how the power applied by the

instrument to maintain constant temperature between the reference and sample cells is measured

resulting in the instrument signal.
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instruments is such that continuous titration experiments are not possible.) Flow

(and/or stopped flow) instruments having high enough sensitivity and fast enough

response for most biological/biochemical studies are not currently available.

Each of the calorimeter types has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms

of inherent sensitivity and time response. Adiabatic calorimeter designs are not

used in the current crop of instruments designed for the study of biological

systems. However, both power compensation and heat flow designs are in current

use for these applications.

C. Commercial Availability

‘‘State-of-the-art’’ ITC (and DSC) instruments from both MicroCalÒ (MA) and

Calorimetry Sciences CorporationÒ [CSC (UT)] use the power compensation

measurement method. CSC also produces isothermal calorimeters using the heat

conduction measurement technology that have higher sensitivity for slow reaction

(e.g., kinetic and decomposition measurements). Product information, applica-

tions, measurement specifications, data analysis procedures, and bibliographies

of recent calorimetric studies can be found at http://www.calscorp.com/index.html

(Calorimetry Sciences CorporationÒ) and http://www.microcal.com (MicroCalÒ).

III. Thermodynamic ITC Experiments

A. Preface and Review of Basic Thermodynamics

A typical binding interaction between a ligand and a receptor molecule is

illustrated in Fig. 3.

In biological terms, the ligand could be a substrate, inhibitor, drug, cofactor,

coenzyme, prosthetic group, metal ion, polypeptide, protein, oligonucleotide,

nucleic acid, or any one of a number of molecules thought (or known) to non-

covalently interact with a specific site of a second molecule (typically a protein or

nucleic acid). As noted in the figure, there are three species in equilibrium in

+

Ligand

Receptor Complex

Fig. 3 A simplified model of a typical receptor/ligand-binding interaction. The ligand in this repre-

sentation is shown to geometrically match the binding site on the receptor to indicate a specific binding

interaction.
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solution. They are the biopolymer with a vacant binding site, the free ligand, and

the complex. A fundamental understanding of the pictured interaction would

require at a minimum knowledge of the equilibrium constant for the binding

process, K, and the binding stoichiometry, n (how many ligands are there bound

to the macromolecule at saturation). A richer understanding of the ligand macro-

molecule interaction is established if the enthalpy (DH) and entropy (DS) change
contributions to the formation of the complex are known. The following equations

are provided as a brief review of the relevant thermodynamic relationships:

Keq ¼ ½Complex�
½Receptor� � ½Ligand�
� �

equilibrium

ð1Þ

DG� ¼ �RT ln Keq ð2Þ

DG ¼ DGo þ RT ln
½Complex�
½Receptor� � ½Ligand�
� �

actual

ð3Þ

DG ¼ DH � TDS ð4Þ

where Keq (K) is the equilibrium constant, [X] is the molar equilibrium (or actual)

concentration of species X, DG� is the standard Gibbs free energy change, R is the

universal gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, DG is the actual Gibbs free

energy change, DH is the enthalpy change, and DS is the entropy change for

complex formation. The unique advantage of the ITC experiment is that it is

possible in a single experiment, if done under optimum conditions, to obtain

accurate values for K (or DG), DH, �TDS, and n, where n is the stoichiometry of

the interaction (mol ligand/mol complex).

What do we mean by optimum conditions? The ITC experiment must be done

under conditions where the heat change is both measurable for each injection and

where the heat change varies for subsequent injections producing a curved ther-

mogram (a plot of heat change vs injection number, or mol ratio of ligand/

macromolecule). The first condition is obvious, the instrument is a calorimeter

and if there are insuYcient calories produced by the reaction, then the experiment

will be impossible. The second is more problematic since the curvature in the

thermogram is a function of the concentration of the macromolecule, [M], and

the equilibrium constant K. Figure 4 illustrates this point in that the two sets of

panels with identical Brandt’s ‘‘c’’ parameters (c¼ 10 in Fig. 4A and B, and c¼ 100

in Fig. 4C and D) (Wiseman et al., 1989) exhibit the same curvature. The Brandt’s

‘‘c’’ parameter is defined to be equal to the total macromolecule concentration
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multiplied by the equilibrium constant (c¼ [Mtot]�K). Each of the panels in Fig. 4

exhibits a thermogram with acceptable curvature for the nonlinear regression

analysis required to obtain an accurate value for K. However, the experiment

depicted in panel B does not produce enough heat (<0.5 mcal for the largest

heats), while the experiment depicted in panel C produces too much heat

(>8000 mcal for the largest heats) to yield data sets that are optimal for the

determination of the thermodynamic parameters K, DH, and n. Obviously, experi-

ments with reactions having a very large equilibrium constant (K > 108 M�1)

need to be done at low macromolecule concentrations to produce the required

curvature in the thermogram but at high enough concentrations to produce

measurable heats. The reverse is true for weak complexes (K < 104 M�1) in that

here the problem is to achieve macromolecule concentrations where the curvature

is appropriate but where the heats are not too large to be accurately measured.

There are several steps to running the ITC experiment. These are (i) planning the

experiment (e.g., simulations), (ii) preparing the ligand and macromolecule solu-

tions, (iii) collecting the raw ITC data, (iv) collecting the blank (ligand solution
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Fig. 4 Four plots demonstrating the relationship between curvature and experimental concentrations.

The two top panels (A and B) are simulated with a ‘‘c’’ parameter of 10, and the two bottom panels are

simulated with a ‘‘c’’ parameter of 100. Panels A and C represent a system with a fairly low K value of

1 � 104, while panels B and D represent a system with a more robust K value of 1 � 107.
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dilution), (v) correcting the raw ITC data, (vi) nonlinear regression of the corrected

titration data to provide estimates of the thermodynamic parameter values, and

(vii) interpretation of the model data. Each step will be discussed in turn below for

an example ITC experiment. In our discussions of running a typical ITC experiment,

we will use the binding of a hypothetical ligand, L, to a hypothetical protein, P.

The approximate thermodynamic parameters for the simulated system are

K � 1 � 105 M�1, DH � �10 kcal/mol, and with a stoichiometry of 1:1 at 25 �C.
(The data and analysis shown in subsequent sections have been simulated for clarity.)

B. Planning the Thermodynamic ITC Experiment

The first step in running the ITC experiment is to determine the concentrations

for the macromolecule and ligand solutions. If the objective of the ITC experiment

is only to determine the binding enthalpy change, DH, then the only consideration

is that the concentration of the ligand will be large enough that an accurately

measurable heat eVect, �10 mcal, will be observed and that the macromolecule

concentration will be in excess. In the case of our hypothetical system, these

conditions would be met with [L] ¼ 2 � 10�4 M, and [P] ¼ 1.7 � 10�4 M. With

an injection volume of 5 ml, the heat per injection would be given by Eq. (6), and

there would be no curvature in the thermogram:

Qinj ¼ ðDH � ½L� � VinjectionÞ ð5Þ

Qinj ¼ ð�10 kcal mol�1Þ � ð2� 10�4MÞ � ð5� 10�6Þ ð6Þ

If the concentrations of the ligand, [L], were increased to 5 � 10�3 M, the

thermogram would show curvature similar to that shown in the upper panel of

Fig. 4 (c ¼ 10) and an endpoint would be reached after 	20 (5 ml) injections. The
integrated heat values for the first injections would now be over �500 mcal.
Increasing the concentration of the protein, [P], to 1.7 � 10�3 M (c ¼ 100) and

the ligand concentration to 5 � 10�2 M or so would yield a thermogram showing

the same curvature as that shown in the lower panels of Fig. 4. In this last case, the

heat observed in the early injections would be too large, over �5000 mcal. Figure 5
shows simulated ITC data for an experiment done under the second set of conditions

(c ¼ 10) where both K and DH would be well determined.

C. Running the Thermodynamic ITC Experiment

1. Solution Preparation and Handling

Now that we know the desired concentrations for the macromolecule and the

ligand solutions, let us discuss solution preparation and handling. First, since the

final results of the ITC experiment depend on exact knowledge of the titrate and

titrant solution concentrations, it is imperative that the concentrations be made as
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accurately as possible. Perhaps the ITC solutions can be made by volumetric

dilution of stock solutions that were made up by weight. Whenever possible the

concentrations should be verified by another analytical procedure (e.g., absorbance,

kinetic activity, or other analysis).

It is extremely important that the two solutions be matched with regard to

composition, for example, pH, buVer, and salt concentration. If the two solutions

are not perfectly matched, there may be heat of mixing (or dilution) signals that

overwhelm the heat signals for the binding reaction. It is typical that the solution of

the macromolecule is exhaustively dialyzed against a large volume of the buVer.
The artifact heats of mixing can be minimized by using the dialysate from prepa-

ration of the macromolecule solution as the ‘‘solvent’’ for preparation of the ligand

solution.

2. Collecting the Raw ITC Data

ITC data collection involves proper identification of optimal experimental run

parameters (these should be roughly the same parameters used when simulating

data to determine optimal concentrations). The number of injections required for

an experiment varies. The number and volume of injections should be adjusted

depending on the region of the isotherm that requires the most resolution (using

the same concentrations, a titration programmed to deliver a larger number of
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Fig. 5 Simulated ITC Raw Data showing the instrument response for a power compensation ITC

instrument. The simulated data represent an exothermic reaction at concentrations producing a reason-

able amount of curvature. Above the simulated ‘‘experimental’’ data is a smaller data set representing a

typical ‘‘instrument blank.’’
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injections of a smaller volume will result in a better nonlinear regression fit since

there are more points included in the titration).

3. Correcting the Raw ITC Data

Obviously, the dialysis/dialysate approach will virtually eliminate the mixing or

dilution eVects for all solute species in common between the macromolecule and

ligand solutions. The exception is that the heat of dilution for the ligand itself must

be measured in a blank experiment. In this blank experiment, the ligand solution is

titrated into buVer in the sample cell. The heat of dilution of the macromolecule

should also be measured in a second blank experiment. This is done by simply

injecting buVer from the syringe into the macromolecule solution in the sample

cell. Usually the heat of dilution of the macromolecule measured in this way is

negligible. To be completely rigorous, a third blank experiment should also be

done. This buVer into buVer experiment may be thought of as an instrument blank.

The equation to correct the heat data for dilution eVects is

Qcorr ¼ Qmeas �Qdil;ligand �Qdil;macromolecule �Qblank ð7Þ

The blank corrections are for the same injection volumes as used in the collec-

tion of the actual titration data. In the case of the ligand/protein titration experi-

ment shown in Fig. 5, the only significant correction is for the dilution of the titrant

(the results of the ligand dilution blank experiment are also shown in Fig. 5).

Another complicating reaction encountered in many biological binding experi-

ments results from the release (or uptake) of protons as binding occurs. The

released protons are taken up by the buVer conjugate base. The correction for

this complicating reaction requires knowledge of the number of protons released

(or taken up) and the heat of ionization of the buVer. The equation to correct for

the ionization of the buVer is

Qcorr ¼ Qmeas � ðDHion � npÞ ð8Þ

where DHion is the heat of proton ionization for the buVer and np is the number of

protons released on binding 1 mol of ligand. Since np is typically unknown, this

correction would be accomplished by titrations done in two buVers with diVerent
heats of ionization. In this case, the complication actually yields additional

information regarding the binding reaction. This phenomenon also provides an

approach to manipulating the heat signal for a reaction that is accompanied by

proton release. By simply using a buVer with a large heat of ionization, the heat

signal can be enhanced. Alternatively, the use of a buVer with a small heat of

ionization (DHion � 0) could be used to minimize the ‘‘artifact signal.’’ To deter-

mine an optimal buVer for your system, the heats of ionization (or protonation) of

various buVer solutions can be found in references Christensen et al. (1976) and

Fasman (1976).
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Finally, since the generation of bubbles in the sample (or reference) solutions

during an ITC experiment will generate spurious heat signals, the solutions

should be degassed prior to filling the cell and injection syringe. The ITC

manufacturers provide vacuum degassing accessories for this purpose. Precau-

tions need to be taken to avoid boiling the solutions and changing the concentra-

tions. Also ITC manufacturers supply cell loading syringes and instructions

on cell filling that should be followed to avoid the problem of introducing

bubbles.

4. Example ITC Experiment

The example ITC experiment described is for the binding of our hypothetical

ligand, L, to our hypothetical protein, P, the same experiment that was shown in

Fig. 5. In the hypothetical experiment, both the ligand and protein were pur-

chased from commercial sources (e.g., Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and used

without further purification. The protein solution was prepared by dissolving a

weighed amount of the lyophilized powder in acetate buVer and then dialyzed for

16 h at 4 �C against 4 liter of acetate buVer using 3500 MWCO Spectrofluor

dialysis tubing. The ligand solution was prepared by dissolving a weighed

amount of the pure compound in the acetate buVer dialysate. The final concen-

trations for both the protein and ligand were determined by the appropriate

analytical procedure (e.g., a spectrophotometric assay). Both the titrate and

titrant solutions were degassed prior to loading the calorimeter cell and injection

syringe.

The ITC experiment was run at 25 �C and was set to deliver 25 (5 ml) injections at
300-sec intervals. The raw ITC data are shown in Fig. 5. Data are shown for one

titration experiment in which the ligand solution was added to the protein solution

in the cell, and one titrant dilution experiment in which the ligand solution was

added to buVer (dialysate) in the cell. The dilution of the titrant is slightly

endothermic and contributes less than þ0.6 mcal to the total heat observed for

the addition of 5 ml of ligand in the protein titration. The titrant dilution represents

less than 0.5% of the heat signal observed for the initial titrant additions. The

dilution experiment in which buVer was added to the protein solution in the cell is

not shown since the heat of dilution of the protein was even less significant than the

ligand dilution under the conditions of these experiments.

The dilution-corrected and integrated heat data are shown in Fig. 6. The

integrated heat data were fit with a one-site binding model using the Origin-7Ô
software provided with the MicroCal VP-ITC. The ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters resulting

from the nonlinear regression fit of these data are also shown in Fig. 6 along with

the fitted curve. The K and DH values determined in this experiment would be the

appropriate values for the experiment performed under the stated conditions of

temperatures, salt concentrations, buVer of choice, and at the specified pH. Amore

detailed discussion of the nonlinear regression fitting and data interpretation

follows.
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D. Analyzing Thermodynamic Data

In order to analyze ITC data for the relevant thermodynamic parameters, a

binding model must first be assumed [e.g., one-site (or n identical sites), two

independent sites, or sequential binding]. The analysis of the thermogram is a

curve fitting process in which a nonlinear regression procedure is used to fit a

model to the data. The model is a mathematical description of a physical, chemical,

or biological process that is taking place in the calorimeter and in which the

dependent variable (e.g., heat or heat rate) is defined as a function of the indepen-

dent variable (e.g., moles of titrant added) and one or more model parameters. In

the case of binding experiments, the model is formed from the equilibrium constant

and mass balance equations. Nonlinear regression is used along with the model

equations to determine the best values of the fitting parameters (e.g., K, DH,

and n). The goal is to model the experimental data within expected experimental

error, using the simplest model, and a model that makes sense in the light of what is
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Fig. 6 Simulated data set representing the integration of the raw data shown in Fig. 5. This data has

been corrected by subtraction of appropriate blank experiments and then fit with nonlinear regression.

The ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters are given in the box in the lower right-hand corner of the plot.
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already known about the system (e.g., stoichiometry). The model should help to

understand the actual chemistry, biology, or physics of the system being studied.

It is important to note that one of the authors of this chapter has often said ‘‘All

models are wrong, but some are useful.’’

The nonlinear regression analysis of ITC data is an iterative process. The first

step in the process is to make initial estimates for each of the parameters in the

model equation. Using these values, a fit or theoretical curve is generated and then

compared to the actual data curve. An error function is calculated that is the sum

of the squared deviations between the data and the model curve. An accepted

algorithm is then used to adjust the fit parameters to move the calculated curve

closer to the data points. This process is repeated over and over until the error

function is minimized or insignificantly changes with subsequent iterations. If the

error function cannot be minimized to an acceptable value, that is, an error square

sum that is consistent with the expected experimental error, then another model

must be tried. It is important to note here that ‘‘the best-fit’’ parameter values may

depend on the starting estimates chosen in the first step or on the stopping criteria

of the last step.

Figure 5 shows the raw ITC data for the hypothetical ligand protein titration,

while Fig. 6 shows the integrated heat data along with a nonlinear regression fit to

a one-site binding model. The line through the data points corresponds to the

theoretical heat produced for 1:1 complex formation between the ligand and

the protein and the best-fit values for the parameters K, DH, DS, and n are listed

in the box in the lower right corner of the plot. The nonlinear regression analysis

shown was performed using the simulated data in Fig. 5 and the one-site reaction

model in the Origin 7 ITC software package provided by the ITC manufacturer, in

this case MicroCal. Both Calorimetry Sciences and MicroCal provide for more

complex binding models in their software packages, for example, single set of

identical sites, two sets of independent sites, sequential and binding. They have

also made it possible for the experienced user to add models within limits (i.e., the

mathematics engine in Origin is unable to solve polynomials higher than third

degree). In order to better understand the nonlinear regression (or curve fitting)

analysis of ITC data, we will first discuss the ‘‘one-site’’ model in more detail.

The thermogram generated in the ITC experiment is a simple summation of all

of the heat-producing reactions that occur as an aliquot of titrant is added. The

initial heats are larger than the heats for subsequent additions since at the begin-

ning of the titration there is a large excess of empty or unpopulated binding sites.

Initial heats most typically are the result of complete reaction of the added ligand.

As the titration proceeds, less and less of the added ligand is bound and there are

three species existing in solution: free ligand, unoccupied binding sites, and the

ligand/protein complex. The heat produced in the ITC experiment is linearly

dependent on the DH or the reaction and nonlinearly dependent on the K.

The ITC thermogram for a generic binding process is modeled by Eqs. (9)

and (10) (Eatough et al., 1985; Freyer et al., 2006, 2007a,c; Lewis and Murphy,

2005).
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Yj ¼ ½L�Kj

1þ ½L�Kj

ð9Þ

Lt ¼ ½L� þ Pt

Xk
j¼1

ðnjYjÞ ð10Þ

Equations (9) and (10) describe the equilibrium and mass balance relationships

for the system being studied, whereYj is the fraction of site j occupied by ligand, Lt

is the total ligand concentration, [L] is the free ligand concentration, Pt is the total

macromolecule concentration, Kj is the binding constant of process j, and nj is the

total stoichiometric ratio for process j. Each of the equations is defined for all

potential binding sites, and solutions for any multiple site binding process can be

defined. Substituting (9) into (10) and expanding the polynomial in terms of the

indeterminant [L] results in a (k þ 1) degree polynomial. Thus, in order to

determine a solution for a one-site-independent binding process, roots of a second

degree polynomial must be found. Substitution of [L] into Eq. (9) allows the

fraction of binding site j that is occupied to be calculated.

Q ¼ PtV0

Xk
j¼1

njYjDHj

 !
ð11Þ

DQðiÞ ¼ QðiÞ �Qði � 1Þ ð12Þ

The total heat produced can be calculated from Eq. (11), where V0 is the initial

volume of the sample cell and DHj is the molar enthalpy change for process j. The

diVerential heat is defined by Eq. (12), where i represents the injection number.

Nonlinear regression was performed on the parameters K1, n1, and DH1 to obtain a

best fit to the experimental data shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The good news is that this

whole curve fitting process is transparent to the beginning or casual user of the ITC

technique. It is only when more complex models are required to fit the binding data

that the process becomes much more diYcult.

There are many nonlinear regression algorithms available but all result in almost

the same answer. In Fig. 7, we present a 3-D plot of the error square sum surface

that one would expect to get from a one-site analysis. The z-axis represents the

square of diVerence between experimental and theoretical points, the x-axis the log

of the equilibrium constant K, and the y-axis the value for DH. It is easy to see that

the minimum in the error function is at the bottom of the net. This best result is

unambiguous in that single values of K and DH are found that yield the smallest

error.
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There are several chapters in this volume that discuss ligand-binding reactions,

experimental techniques other than ITC, and data fitting in general. The informa-

tion in these chapters is complimentary to the discussions of ligand binding and

data fitting presented in this chapter. See for example, Chapter 1 by Garbett and

Chaires, Chapter 24 by Johnson, Chapter 23 by Tellinghuisen, and Chapter 3 by

Farial et al., this volume.

E. Models

The equilibrium constant and mass balance expressions for the one-site

(n identical sites), two-site (two independent sites), and sequential sites models

are defined diVerently as shown below:

One-set (or n identical sites):

K ¼ Y
ð1�YÞ�½L� ð13Þ

Two sets of independent sites:

K1 ¼ Y1

ð1�Y1Þ�½L� and K2 ¼ Y2

ð1�Y2Þ�½L� ð14Þ
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Fig. 7 Error square sum surface for a typical ‘‘one-site’’ nonlinear regression fit. ‘‘Best-fit’’ parameters

for a given nonlinear regression will lie in the minimum of the error surface. Searching along the

gridlines (2-D parabolas) would be useful in generating confidence intervals (see Chapter 24 by Johnson,

this volume).
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Sequential sites:

K1 ¼ ½PL�
½P�½L� ;K2 ¼ ½PL2�

½PL�½L� ; and K3 ¼ ½PL3�
½PL2�½L� ð15Þ

Lt ¼ ½L� þ ½PL� þ 2½PL2� þ 3½PL3� ð16Þ

Pt ¼ ½P� þ ½PL� þ ½PL2� þ ½PL3� ð17Þ

These models are addressed in the analysis software provided by CSCÒ

BindworksÔ and MicroCalÒ ITC OriginÔ. More complicated models, for exam-

ple, three independent sites or fraction-sites would require the user to write their

own analysis routines.

Theoretical ITC thermograms are shown in Fig. 8 for three diVerent systems in

which 2 mol of ligand are bound to two independent binding sites on the

macromolecule.

In the upper panel, the thermogram looks as if there might be either two

independent or two identical sites, each described by a similar value for K and

DH. In reality, we can only determine the weakest value for K and a single of DH
value for both sites (DH1 and DH2 must be equal) in this system. If we look at the

middle panel in the figure, we can see that again the total binding stoichiometry is

2:1, but the more tightly bound ligand also has the most exothermic enthalpy

change. In the lower panel, we show a simulation for two independent sites in

which the weaker binding process has the more exothermic DH.

Let us move on to a slightly more complicated three-site simulation as shown in

Fig. 9.

Although perhaps not immediately obvious, there are three diVerent binding
processes present in the data set shown. The highest aYnity process has the largest

exothermic DH, while the next two processes have overlapping K values and

decreasing values for their DH values. The line through the simulated data points

represents the nonlinear fit to the data. The best-fit values returned from the

nonlinear regression analysis were within experimental error of the values used

to generate the simulated data.

F. Error Analysis/Monte Carlo

The statistical significance of the best-fit parameters is always a matter of

concern. It is important to know that the model parameters reported are actually

meaningful. This becomes more of a concern as the models get more complicated

and the number of fitting parameters increases. One way in which the certainty of

the parameters can be tested is to perform aMonte Carlo analysis. In order to give

the reader confidence in the fitting of ITC data to yield a large number of
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thermodynamic parameters, we performed a Monte Carlo analysis on the

simulated three-sites data shown in Fig. 9. A Monte Carlo analysis is equivalent

to running a very large number of actual experiments and then comparing the
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Fig. 8 Representation of three possible experimental observations for a system where two ligand

molecules bind to a receptor molecule. In all three cases, the stoichiometry demonstrates that two

ligandmolecules are binding to the receptormolecule. The toppanel represents a systemwhere the enthalpy

change and binding aYnity for both ligands are close enough to be thermodynamically indistinguishable.

The middle panel represents a system where the binding site with higher aYnity is accompanied by a more

exothermic enthalpy change. The bottom panel represents a system where the higher binding aYnity site

demonstrates a less exothermic enthalpy change than the lower binding aYnity site.
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results of the fits from this large number of experiments. In our Monte Carlo

analysis of the three-sites data set, we ran the equivalent of 1000 ITC virtual

experiments. The Monte Carlo procedure involves several steps: (i) the generation

of a perfect data set (see Fig. 9), (ii) adding random (Gaussian) noise correlated to

instrumental error to the data, (iii) performing the three-sites nonlinear regression

on the noisy virtual data set, and (iv) repeating the virtual experiment 1000 times.

The noise level employed in this analysis was 
0.25 mcals, which is the expected

error in ITC measured heat values. This error was randomly Gaussian and added

to each point in the ‘‘perfect’’ data set. The 1000 sets of ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters were

placed into a statistical program and the distributions analyzed to determine

the statistical error of each parameter. Table I lists the values of Kj and DHj that

were used to generate the perfect data set (Fig. 9) and the values that were returned

from the Monte Carlo analysis described above.

Clearly, the three-sites model (and other complex models) can be applied to ITC

and the nonlinear regression can yield best-fit parameters with high levels of

certainty. There are a number of ways to view the parameter distributions from

a Monte Carlo analysis and in Fig. 10 we show a SaroV Plot in which the

listed parameter is changed over a range of values and the nonlinear regression

performed on the remaining parameters.

While it is obvious that some parameters are better determined than others

(e.g., K1, K2, DH1, DH2, and n3), and some are cross correlated, most show a

clearly defined minimum in the error function and thus are well determined,

although the error bars may not be symmetric. The cross correlation of parameters

can be visualized by plotting one parameter versus another as described by Correia

and Chaires (1994).
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Fig. 9 Asimulatedplot representinga systemwhere there are three ligandmoleculesbinding toa receptor

molecule. The highest aYnity binding site has the largest exothermic enthalpy change, while the binding

aYnity and enthalpy changes for binding ligands to the other two binding sites are indistinguishable.
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G. Summary

The ITC method for the simultaneous determination ofK and DH is certainly an

important technique for the characterization of biological binding interactions. The

emphasis of this chapter was to guide users new to the technique through the process

of performing an ITC experiment and to point out that care must be taken both in

the planning of the experiment and in the interpretation of the results. The conclu-

sions that can be drawn from the above discussions of the ITC-binding experiment,

the nonlinear fitting of ITC data, and data interpretation are listed below.

� It is important in planning the ITC-binding experiment that reasonable con-

centrations be chosen for the macromolecule and the ligand. This is most easily

done by simulating the thermogram with reasonable guesses for K and DH
(although the guess for DH is less critical).

� The linear parameters DH and n will be better determined than the nonlinear

parameter K.

� The best results will be obtained at 10/K � [M] � 100/K, and [L] � 20–50�[M],

subject to solubility and heat signal considerations.

� The best results will be obtained when the initial integrated heat(s) are larger

than 10 mcal.
� The number of points in the titration is not critical as long as the collection of

more points does not reduce the measured heat to the point where random error in

the @q values becomes significant.

� Fitting for the fewest number of parameters is always helpful in reducing the

uncertainty in the fitted parameters, for example, constrain n to fit for DH and K,

or constrain DH and n to fit for K.

� Titrant and titrate concentrations must be accurately known. (Nonintegral

values for n are often the result of concentration errors. Errors in titrate concen-

tration contribute directly to a similar systematic error in n. Errors in titrant

concentration or titrant delivery contribute directly to similar errors in DH.)

Table I
The Results of Monte Carlo Analysis of the Simulated ‘‘Three-Sites’’
Data Shown in Fig. 9

Parameter Model value Calculated value

K1 5.0 � 107 5.02 � 107 
 3.5 � 106

K2 1.0 � 106 1.008 � 106 
 7.9 � 104

K3 3.0 � 104 3.02 � 104 
 3.0 � 103

DH1 �10 kcal/mol �10 
 0.04 kcal/mol

DH2 �5 kcal/mol �5.0 
 0.05 kcal/mol

DH3 �2 kcal/mol �2.0 
 0.12 kcal/mol

Column 2 relates the ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters for fitting the simulated data, and

column 3 shows the result of the Monte Carlo analysis 1000 simulated experiment

average 
1 standard deviation.
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IV. Kinetic ITC Experiments

A. Reaction Rate Versus Heat Rate

A typical enzyme substrate interaction is illustrated in Fig. 11.

In biological terms, ligands of interest other than the normal substrate could be

inhibitors, cofactors, coenzymes, prosthetic groups, metal ions, or other small

molecules. However, since the point of these experiments is to probe the kinetics

and means by which substrate is converted to product, the typical experiment

involves enzyme, substrate, and possibly other reactants involved in the enzyme-

catalyzed reaction. One diVerence, in comparison to the binding experiments,
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is that the enzyme-catalyzed heats of reaction are usually much larger than the

heats observed for noncovalent binding interactions. A fundamental understand-

ing of the pictured reaction would require at a minimum knowledge of the

Michaelis constant, Km, and the turnover number, kcat. Again a richer understand-

ing of the enzyme-catalyzed reaction would be established if the substrate-binding

constant (not exactly the same as 1/Km), the enthalpy change, DH, for the reaction

(S!P), and anymechanistic information (e.g., hyperbolic vs sigmoidal dependence

on [S], response to various types of inhibitors, eVects of temperature, pH, or other

solution conditions) were known. The ITC experiment can provide information in

all of these areas. The following equations are provided as a review of the relevant

kinetic relationships:

E þ SÐk1
k�1

ES!k2 E þ P ð18Þ

Km ¼ ðk�1 þ k2Þ
k1

ð19Þ

Keq ¼ ½ES�
½E�½S� �

1

Km

ð20Þ

kcat ¼ vmax

½E�t
ð21Þ

v0 ¼ vmax

½S�
ðKm þ ½S�Þ ¼

kcat½E�t½S�
ðKm þ ½S�Þ ð22Þ

where k1, k�1, and k2 are the rate constants for the forward and reverse reactions in

the reaction scheme, Km is the Michaelis constant, K is the binding constant, kcat is

+

Substrate

+

Product

Enzyme EnzymeES-complex

Fig. 11 A simplified model of a typical enzyme/substrate interaction. The substrate in this represen-

tation is shown to geometrically match the active site of the enzyme to indicate a specific interaction. The

substrate is then converted to product leaving a regenerated enzyme.
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the turnover number, v0 is the initial velocity, vmax is the maximal velocity (when

[ES] ¼ [E]t), and [X] is the molar concentration of species X.

The reaction rate (e.g., v0 or vmax) is typically expressed in moles of product

formed per unit of time (or moles of substrate consumed per unit of time). The raw

calorimetric signal is expressed as a power (e.g., mcal/sec or mJ/sec). This heat rate is
simply equal to the reaction rate multiplied by the enthalpy change for the reaction

as shown in Eq. (23).

dQ
dt

¼ dn
dt

� DH ð23Þ

The raw calorimetric signal is thus a direct measure of the reaction rate making

the calorimeter an ideal instrument for kinetic studies. The enthalpy changes for

most enzyme-catalyzed reactions range from �10 to �100 kcal/mol, allowing

reaction rates from 10 to100 pmol/sec to be accurately measured.

Kinetic data for an enzyme-catalyzed reaction described by the Michaelis-

Menton rate equation are simulated in Fig. 12.

In these simulations, the total enzyme concentration, [E]t, is 5 � 10�6 M. Sub-

strate was added to produce the variable concentrations as listed on the x-axis. The

dependence of the reaction rate on Km or kcat is illustrated by holding one variable

constant (either Km or kcat) and plotting the rate curves for four diVerent values of
the other variable. In Fig. 12A, the kcat value is 80 sec�1 for all of the rate curves

shown and the values of Km appear on the plot. In Fig. 12B, the Km value

is 0.075 M�1 for all of the rate curves shown and the values of kcat used for the

four simulations are shown on the plot. It should be obvious that calorimetric
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Fig. 12 Representation of the eVect of Km and kcat on the hyperbolic curve shape of kinetic ITC data.

The data in panel A vary with respect to Km with a constant kcat value of 80 sec
�1. The data in panel

B vary with respect to kcat with a constant Km value of 0.075 M�1. The data in both panels were

simulated for an [E]t ¼ 5 mM.
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data (the rate curve) could easily be curve fit to yield the appropriate values for

both the nonlinear parameters Km and kcat and the linear parameters [E]t and DH.

The value given for [E]t illustrates the sensitivity of the ITC technique and is typical

for these types of experiments. The DH value is not listed as its influence on the raw

data is linear and the only concern here is that the heat rate would be detectable in

the ITC.

B. Planning the Experiment

As with the ITC-binding experiments described previously, there are several

steps to running an ITC kinetic experiment. These steps are (i) planning the

experiment, (ii) preparing the substrate and enzyme solutions, (iii) collecting the

raw ITC kinetic data, (iv) collecting the blank (substrate and protein dilutions),

(v) correcting the raw ITC data, and (vi) analysis of the corrected titration data to

provide estimates of the kinetic parameter values.

There are two diVerent ITC methods for performing an enzyme kinetic experi-

ment: [single injection (DIE) and multiple injections (or continuous)]. The first step

in planning either ITC kinetic experiment is to determine optimal concentrations

for the enzyme and substrate solutions. ITC kinetic experiments require a concen-

tration of substrate large enough to produce an accurately measurable heat rate

(>10 mcal/sec for single injection experiments and >2 mcal/sec for the initial

injections in a multiple injection experiment). The initial heat rate produced

per injection can be calculated using Eq. (23) and estimates the reaction rate and

the DH.

When performing a single injection ITC kinetic experiment, the substrate solu-

tion is injected into the cell containing the enzyme solution producing a heat

response which eventually returns to baseline after all of the substrate has reacted.

A second injection of substrate can be made to collect additional information

about the reaction (e.g., the presence or absence of product inhibition). Simulated

data for a single injection experiment are shown in Fig. 13.

The thermogram shown is for an experiment in which the enzyme concentration

in the ITC cell is 5 mM, DH ¼ �50 kcal/mol, Km ¼ 0.075 M�1, and kcat ¼ 80 sec�1.

The substrate solution concentration was 1 mM and the injected volume was

40 ml. The substrate was completely consumed after about 1500 sec. The analysis

of these data will be described in a later section. Figure 14 shows simulated data for

four diVerent experiments in which all of the parameters except DH are the same as

those for the data shown in Fig. 13.

Satisfactory data are obtained in the three simulations with the larger DH values.

In the case of the experiment with the lowest DH value (�5 kcal/mol), the enzyme

concentration or the amount of substrate would need to be increased to yield an

analyzable data set with an adequate initial heat rate (>10 mcal/sec).
The continuous method of ITC kinetic experimentation makes use of multiple

titrations that are spaced such that subsequent titrant additions are performed

when the heat rate has reached a steady state. It is important that each subsequent
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addition of substrate is made prior to significant reaction of the substrate. The

diVerence in the signal plateau between each injection is used to determine the

reaction rate at that step. This information is used to create a plot of the reaction

rate (in units of power) versus total substrate concentration. This plot can then be

fit to determine the kinetic parameters for the reaction. The analysis of the data

obtained with the continuous method assumes that there is no significant substrate

degradation during the time between injections. The main advantage of the
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Fig. 13 Simulation of a single injection kinetic ITC experiment. This simulation was for the following

parameters: kcat ¼ 80 sec�1, Km ¼ 0.075 M�1, DH ¼ �50 kcal/mol, and [E]t ¼ 4.5 mM.
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Fig. 14 Representation of the eVect of DH on the size of single injection curves. All of these curves

have the following parameters: kcat¼ 80 sec�1,Km¼ 0.075 M�1, and [E]t¼ 4.5 mM. The DH values vary

from 5 to 100 kcal/mol.
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continuous method over the single injection method is higher accuracy in deter-

mining kinetic parameters. The only disadvantage is that it is unable to determine

DHapp because the titration points do not allow for the complete reaction of the

substrate prior to adding more substrate. This can be overcome by performing a

single injection experiment to determine the DHapp.

Simulated data for a multiple injection experiment are shown in Fig. 15.

The thermogram shown is for an experiment in which the enzyme concentration

in the ITC cell is 5 mM, DH ¼ �50 kcal/mol, Km ¼ 0.075 M�1, and kcat ¼ 80 sec�1.

The substrate solution concentration was 1 mM and there were 30� 3 ml injections
performed at 100-sec intervals. The analysis of these data will be described in a

later section. Figure 16 shows simulated data for four diVerent experiments in

which all of the parameters except DH are the same as those for the data shown in

Fig. 15.

Satisfactory data are obtained in the two simulations with the larger DH values.

In the case of the experiments with the two lowestDH values (�5 and�25 kcal/mol),

the enzyme concentration or the amount of substrate would need to be increased

to yield an analyzable data set with an adequate initial heat rate (>2 mcal/sec).

C. Running the Kinetic ITC Experiment

1. Solution Preparation and Handling

Once the necessary concentrations have been estimated, the next step is to

prepare the ligand and macromolecule solutions. The solution preparation techni-

ques for both single injection and continuous kinetic experiments are identical.

As we discussed in the section on ITC-binding experiments, it is imperative that
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Fig. 15 Simulation of a multiple injection kinetic ITC experiment. This simulation was for the

following parameters: kcat ¼ 80 sec�1, Km ¼ 0.075 M�1, DH ¼ �50 kcal/mol, and [E]t ¼ 4.5 mM.
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accurate concentrations are known for both the substrate and the enzyme.

Concentration errors in either [S] or [E]t will result in incorrect values for DHapp,

Km, and kcat. These solutions should be prepared as accurately as possible, and

whenever possible the concentrations should be verified using an analytical proce-

dure (e.g., UV–VIS absorbance). In addition to extremely accurate knowledge of

the concentrations of both the substrate and the protein, it is also essential that

these two solutions are identical with respect to buVer composition (salt, pH, and

so on). The best solution to this problem is to exhaustively dialyze the macromole-

cule (e.g., dialyzing 1 ml of concentrated protein solution in two 1-liter changes of

buVer over the course of 48 h) and prepare the substrate solution in the resulting

dialysate (in the dialysis example above some of the second liter of buVer would
be saved to prepare substrate solutions). As discussed previously with the ITC-

binding experiments, both the protein and substrate solutions should be degassed

prior to filling the cell and the injection syringe. This serves to minimize the

generation of bubbles and an accompanying erroneous heat signal.

2. Collecting Raw ITC Data

The collection of raw data for ITC kinetic experiments is similar to the experi-

mental protocol for binding experiments. The main diVerence is the spacing

between injections. If performing a single injection experiment, the instrument is

programmed to perform one injection. If two injections are desired (to investigate

product inhibition for example), then the spacing between injections should be

quite large (e.g., 30 min) to allow ample time for the baseline to return to its

starting point. If the multiple injection method of kinetic analysis is used, the
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Fig. 16 Representation of the eVect of DH on the size of multiple injection titration curves. All of

these curves have the following parameters: kcat ¼ 80 sec�1, Km ¼ 0.075 M�1, and [E]t ¼ 4.5 mM.

The DH values vary from 5 to 100 kcal/mol.
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instrument should be programmed to perform as many injections as needed, and

the spacing between injections should be set such that the signal has achieved a

steady state maximum heat rate when the next injection takes place. This will likely

require the experimenter to watch the titration closely and tailor the spacing in

between injections to the specific reaction and concentrations being studied (an

injection interval of 100 sec was used in producing the data set shown in Fig. 15).

3. Correcting the Raw ITC Data

As discussed with ITC-binding experiments, performing exhaustive dialysis of

the protein and then preparing the substrate solution with the resulting dialysate

will reduce heats of dilution significantly. However, it is still important to correct

for the heats of dilution of the substrate and enzyme solutions. The first blank

experiment is performed by injection of the substrate solution into buVer. It is
important that the volume injected here is the same as the injection volume(s) used

in the kinetic experiment. To perform the blank experiment for the dilution of the

enzyme, buVer is injected into the protein solution at the same concentration used

in the kinetic experiment. A rigorous approach would also include a third blank

experiment where buVer is injected into buVer. All of these blank heat eVects would
be subtracted to yield the corrected heat (heat rate) of reaction.

D. Analyzing the Kinetic ITC Data

The ITC kinetic data are analyzed using nonlinear regression analysis techni-

ques. Commercial calorimeters come with the software (programs) that is required

for the analysis of ITC kinetic raw data. The analysis is transparent to the user who

only needs to determine which type of experiment to perform (single injection,

multiple injection, substrate only, substrate þ inhibitor, etc.) and to select the

appropriate analysis routine. The linear parameters are [E]t and DH, and the

nonlinear parameters are Km and kcat.

The analysis of single injection data (like that shown in Fig. 15) is based on

first estimating the molar enthalpy change for the conversion of substrate to

product. The value of the enthalpy change, DH, is determined by integration of

the thermogram and Eq. (24).

DH ¼

ð1

t¼0

dQ

dt
dt

½S�t¼0Vcell

ð24Þ

This equation describes the molar enthalpy change for the reaction, S!P, where

@Q/@t is the excess power or reaction heat rate, [S]t ¼ 0 is the concentration of

ligand at time zero, and Vcell is the volume of the calorimeter cell. The initial
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velocity (V0) can be estimated immediately after an injection of substrate. The

maximal velocity, Vmax, can be estimated immediately after an injection of enough

substrate to saturate the enzyme. Km can be estimated form ITC-binding data

under conditions where the substrate binds but is not converted to product

(titrations done in the presence of a noncompetitive inhibitor or in the absence

of a required reactant, cofactor, or coenzyme). The initial rate, obtained under

substrate saturating conditions, can be used with the total macromolecule concen-

tration to estimate kcat andKm for a system that followsMichaelis-Menton kinetics

(see Eq. 22). Figure 17 shows a fit of the data in Fig. 13, first converted to reaction

rate as a function of [S] and then fit to a Michaelis-Menton model.

In this case, the points shown represent data taken at equal intervals from

the continuous curve of the thermogram from a single injection of substrate. The

best-fit parameter values returned from the nonlinear regression (Km ¼ 0.077 M�1

and kcat ¼ 89 sec�1) are very close to the parameters that were used to generate the

simulated data set (Km ¼ 0.075 M�1 and kcat ¼ 80 sec�1).

The analysis methods for continuous ITC kinetic experiments are slightly diVer-
ent than those used for single injection kinetic experiments. Asmentioned previous-

ly, DH cannot be determined from a continuous experiment since the continuous

method does not allow for the complete reaction of substrate prior to starting

subsequent injections. If the DH value has been determined from a single injection

experiment, V0 can be calculated using the same equation used for the single

injection experiment. The advantage of the continuous experiment is that it

produces discrete values of V0 as a function of total substrate concentration for

well-determined values of the substrate concentration (i.e., the total substrate

concentration added to the solution is used instead of a single concentration of

substrate at time zero [S]t ¼ 0). This allows iteration on the rate equation with fixed
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Fig. 17 Representative fit of the simulated single injection data shown in Fig. 13. The data were fit with

nonlinear regression analysis resulting in ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters of kcat¼ 88.6 sec�1 andKm¼ 0.077 M�1.
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values for the substrate concentration leading to less statistical error in the best-fit

parameters for kcat andKm. Figure 18 shows a fit of the data in Fig. 15, first converted

to reaction rate as a function of [S] and then fit to a Michaelis-Menton model.

In this case, the points shown are for each of the 30 substrate injections. The

best-fit parameter values returned from the nonlinear regression (Km ¼ 0.072 M�1

and kcat ¼ 85 sec�1) are again very close to the parameters that were used to

generate the simulated data set (Km ¼ 0.075 M�1 and kcat ¼ 80 sec�1).

E. Models

The only model that is implemented in currently available software is for systems

that follow simple Michaelis–Menton kinetics (see Eq. 22). The canned programs

assume, for example, that there isnoproduct inhibition. Inprinciple, anadvanceduser

could write more complicated rate expressions and use a program like Mathematica

5.0Ô to perform the nonlinear regression (curve fit) of the experimental thermogram

to the more complex model. The calorimetric data are independent of the model and

a directmeasure of the reaction rate as a function of time, [S], [E]t, and any competing

reactions, for example, the influence of regulatory or inhibitory compounds.

F. Summary

ITC kinetic experiments take advantage of the fact that a calorimeter is a

universal detector (almost all chemical reactions are accompanied by a change in

heat). The recent literature has demonstrated the use of ITC in characterizing a

number of enzymes by determining kinetic (as well as thermodynamic) constants.

ITC experiments can be done on solutions that are either homogeneous or
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Fig. 18 Representative fit of the simulatedmultiple injection data shown inFig. 15. The datawere fitwith

nonlinear regression analysis resulting in ‘‘best-fit’’ parameters of kcat ¼ 71.3 sec�1 and Km ¼ 0.085 M�1.
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heterogeneous (e.g., cell suspensions), or are turbid or opaque. ITC is also sensitive

enough (noise levels >0.01 mcal/sec) that enzyme concentrations and volumes

required are similar to those needed for spectrophotometric analyses. There cur-

rently exists a database of ITC enzyme studies that can be used to design experi-

ments on as yet unstudied enzymes with minimal method development. The ITC

technique generates a complete reaction rate curve in a single experiment and the

values of [E]t, DH, Km, and kcat have been shown to be in good agreement with the

values for these parameters determined by other techniques.

The conclusions that can be drawn for the above discussions of the ITC kinetic

experiment, the nonlinear fitting of the ITC data, and data interpretation are listed

below.

� It is important in planning the ITC kinetic experiment that reasonable con-

centrations be chosen for the enzyme and the substrate. This may require a guess at

the Km, kcat, and DH values and/or one or more scoping experiments in which a

substrate is injected into an the enzyme solution to determine the approximate

initial heat rate and total heat of reaction.

� In a single injection experiment, theremust be enough enzymes in the calorimeter

cell to convert all of the substrate to product in a reasonable time (e.g., 30–60 min).

� Enzyme concentrations in the calorimeter cell in the range of 1 nM to 10 mM
are typical for these experiments.

� The substrate concentration (in the injection syringe) should be 103–104 more

concentrated than the enzyme, larger than the Km, and in excess of the enzyme.

� In single injection experiments, the injected volume should be in the range of

25–50 ml. In the continuous experiments, the injection volumes should be in the

range of 2–5 ml for each injection of the substrate solution.

� It is possible to perform a kinetic experiment by injection of the enzyme into a

limited amount of substrate in the calorimeter cell.

� The values for Km and kcat can be determined with reasonable accuracy in less

than 1 h in a single experiment

� The linear parameters [E]t and DH will be better determined than the nonline-

ar parameters Km and kcat.

The only limitation of the ITC technique at present is that modeling is limited to

systems obeying simple Michaelis–Menton kinetics. This is actually a limitation of

the currently available software in that the ITC will generate a complete reaction

rate curve for any system that produces a measurable heat.

V. Conclusions

Fundamental areas of biology, molecular biology, biochemistry, and biophysics

are dedicated to determining the relationships between the structure and function

of proteins and nucleic acids.
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Biologists need to better understand the recognition of small molecules for specific

interaction sites on larger molecules and the nature of the weak individual interac-

tions that can result in very high aYnity. Ray Salemme, chief scientific oYcer of 3-D

Pharmaceuticals, was quoted in a C&E News feature article as saying, ‘‘The initial

expectation of structure-based drug design, that you were going to be able to design

molecules and theywere going towork right out of the box,was unrealistic.Wedidn’t

understand the thermodynamics well enough’’ (Henry, 2001). The use of ITC meth-

ods to probe the energetics of biologically relevant binding interactions is somewhat

underappreciated (Chaires, 2006; Freyer et al., 2007c). ITC provides a universal

approach to determining the molecular nature of noncovalent interactions involved

in the binding of small molecules to biopolymers (and even biopolymers to other

biopolymers). In particular, ITC-binding experiments can yield a complete set of

thermodynamic parameters for complex formation in a single experiment

(Christensen et al., 1966; Doyle, 1997; Eatough et al., 1985; Wiseman et al., 1989).

The parsing of the Gibbs Free Energy change into the enthalpy and entropy con-

tributions can provide new insight into the molecular nature of the binding interac-

tion being studied (Freyer et al., 2007b; Ladbury, 1996), also see the Chapter 1 by

Garbett and Chaires, this volume. The energetic information is fundamental to not

only understanding naturally occurring binding interactions but is particularly useful

in drug discovery studies (Freyer et al., 2007a,c; Ladbury, 2001, 2004).

Biologists also need to better understand the catalytic activity of enzymes and

the aYnity of a substrate for a specific active site. The kinetic behavior of enzymes

(an obvious biopolymer function of interest) is important to not only understand-

ing biochemical pathways and catalytic mechanisms but is again a fruitful area for

drug discovery and development. The use of ITC methods to probe the kinetics of

enzymes is a rather recent development (Todd and Gomez, 2001) and actually a

rediscovery of some earlier work (Morin and Freire, 1991; Spink andWadso, 1976;

Watt, 1990; Williams and Toone, 1993). Again, ITC provides a universal approach

to determining the kinetic behavior of enzymes and can yield in a single experiment

a complete set of kinetic parameters for an enzyme-catalyzed reaction.

Hopefully, the information provided in this chapter will encourage researchers to

further explore the advantages of the ITC methods for their studies of biopolymer

interactions.
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Abstract

DiVerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has emerged as a powerful experimen-

tal technique for determining thermodynamic properties of biomacromolecules.

The ability to monitor unfolding or phase transitions in proteins, polynucleotides,

and lipid assemblies has not only provided data on thermodynamic stability for

these important molecules, but also made it possible to examine the details of

unfolding processes and to analyze the characteristics of intermediate states

involved in the melting of biopolymers. The recent improvements in DSC instru-

mentation and software have generated new opportunities for the study of the

eVects of structure and changes in environment on the behavior of proteins, nucleic

acids, and lipids. This review presents some of the details of application of DSC to

the examination of the unfolding of biomolecules. After a brief introduction to

DSC instrumentation used for the study of thermal transitions, the methods for

obtaining basic thermodynamic information from the DSC curve are presented.
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Then, using DNA unfolding as an example, methods for the analysis of the melting

transition are presented that allow deconvolution of the DSC curves to determine

more subtle characteristics of the intermediate states involved in unfolding. Two

types of transitions are presented for analysis, the first example being the unfolding

of two large synthetic polynucleotides, which display high cooperativity in the

melting process. The second example shows the application of DSC for the study

of the unfolding of a simple hairpin oligonucleotide. Details of the data analysis

are presented in a simple spreadsheet format.

I. Introduction

DiVerential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is an experimental technique that has

contributed significantly to understanding of the stability of biomacromolecules

and of macromolecular assemblies. Application of the methods of DSC to the

study of protein and nucleic acid unfolding has been exploited to provide not only

thermodynamic data for the denaturation transitions, but also a better under-

standing of the underlying complexity of the unfolding process (Chalikian et al.,

1999; Cooper and Johnson, 1994; Freire, 1994; Makhatadze and Privalov, 1995;

Plum and Breslauer, 1995). Investigations of phase transitions in lipid membranes

and model membrane systems have provided a direct way to map out the phase

behavior of binary and ternary lipid mixtures (Ali et al., 1989; Huang and Li, 1999;

Mason, 1998). In addition to stability studies, DSC has provided insight into the

interactions between biomacromolecules, such as protein–nucleic acid (Read and

Jelesarov, 2001), protein–lipid (McElhaney, 1986), or nucleic acid–lipid structures

(Lobo et al., 2002). Some of the subtleties of drug–DNA or drug–protein binding

have been described by looking into the details of the thermal behavior of

the complexes (Freyer et al., 2006; Haq et al., 2001). Much of the success of the

applications of DSC to the study of macromolecules has resulted from increase in

instrumental sensitivity, and the development of automation systems that allows

equilibration and scanning to proceed basically under total instrumental control.

These instrumental and computer software improvements allow studies on small

sample sizes and at low concentrations of protein or nucleic acid solutions or with

small quantities of lipid suspension. Thus, DSC has emerged as a powerful tool to

determine thermodynamic data, and to examine the solution or structural features

that aVect stability in macromolecular systems.

In examining the literature of DSC studies, it is clear that the majority of work in

the area is on proteins, and there are a number of excellent reviews relating to the

application of DSC to the problems of protein folding and stability (Freire, 1994,

1995; Lopez and Makhatadze, 2002; Makhatadze and Privalov, 1995). Investiga-

tions by DSC of lipid membrane assemblies, particularly concerning the charac-

terization of the phase behavior of mixtures, have also been subject to relatively

wide attention (Huang and Li, 1999; Mason, 1998). Perhaps, the least discussed

applications in the DSC field are studies of nucleic acid thermodynamics and the
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problems related to DNA or RNA stability (Chalikian et al., 1999; Tikhomirova

et al., 2004). For this reason, this chapter will consider some of the approaches and

problems associated with getting information about the thermal behavior of

nucleic acids using DSC. The chapter will be divided into four parts: (1) instru-

mentation for DSC, (2) experimental protocols and preliminary data treatment,

(3) modeling DNA unfolding, and (4) summary.

II. DSC Instrumentation

Thermal scanning of solutions of macromolecules leads to transitions from the

native state to intermediate, partially unfolded states, and finally to the completely

denatured state of the protein or nucleic acid polymer. In many cases, particularly

for protein unfolding, the thermally induced transition can approach a two-state

process between native and unfolded state. Nucleic acids, on the other hand, can

show high cooperativity with many domains melting in concert, or for smaller

DNA fragments can melt through sequential intermediate states. In order to study

these transitions, the instrument must have several important features. The calori-

metric measurement requires high sensitivity to the small energy changes asso-

ciated with the unfolding processes at low concentration. This high sensitivity is

accomplished through use of diVerential power compensation between a reference

and sample cell, and a carefully designed method to control temperature and scan

rate during the thermal experiment. A very general diagram of the basic compo-

nents of a high sensitivity DSC instrument is shown in Fig. 1, based on information

SH

Cell heater control

Shield

ComputerSHC CT

chch

f f

Fig. 1 General diagram for a diVerential scanning calorimeter. Cells (c) are located within a shield,

which is in contact with shield heaters (SH). Individual cell heaters (ch) control the temperature of the

sample and reference cells. Temperature sensors (T) are located on the cell surfaces, which determine if

there is a temperature diVerence between the two cells, and through computer control apply appropriate

compensating heat to the cells to keep temperature diVerence near zero. The compensating energy per

unit time is recorded as the calorimetric signal.
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from available commercial instruments. (The two prominent suppliers of calorim-

etry instrumentation are MicroCal, LLC, Northampton, MA, which makes the

VP-DSC microcalorimeter and an automated capillary DSC, and Calorimetric

Sciences Corporation, Provo, UT, which manufactures the Nano II and Nano III

series of sensitive DSC calorimeters) (see Plotnikov et al., 1997; Privalov et al.,

1995, for more detailed descriptions of the designs). The cells in these instruments

are either capillary or ‘‘inverted lollipop’’ design and have volumes from 0.15 to

0.8 ml of solution, depending on the instrument. The cells are surrounded by a

shield, which either controls the temperature of scanning (Privalov et al., 1995) or

is used to maintain the surrounding shield and the cells at the same temperature.

This latter condition corresponds to an adiabatic scan, meaning that no heat flows

from or to the cells from the surroundings during scanning the temperature of the

cells (Plotnikov et al., 1997). In the Nano DSC series, a computer controls the

temperature program that determines the scan rate and control of scan tempera-

ture of the shield during the run. The cells are in thermal contact with the shield

and thus increase in temperature as the shield increases. Temperature sensors

located between the sample and reference cells determine if there is a temperature

diVerence between the cells and if so, apply compensating power to the cells

through heaters located on the cell surfaces. The power compensation signal is

recorded as the calorimetric output. Because it is diYcult to exactly match the

thermal characteristics of the cells, the power compensation signal is adjusted

through computer control to account for cell mismatch, and this adjustment will

appear in the baseline of the calorimetric scan. The MicroCal VP-DSC design uses

the shield to produce adiabatic control and operates by putting primary heaters

on the cells to increase the temperature of the sample and reference. The shield

temperature is monitored relative to the cells, and heaters in the shield are adjusted

during the scan so that there is minimal temperature diVerence between the

shield and cells, and thus the experiment is run in essentially an adiabatic mode

with no heat transfer to the surroundings. In this instrument, down scanning is not

adiabatic because a temperature gradient is required to cool the cells. Again,

thermal sensors on the cells detect diVerences between the sample and reference

when a thermal event occurs within the sample, and power compensation is used to

keep the cells close to the same temperature during the scan. In order to account

for mismatch between the cells and thermal lags between shield and cells, heater

outputs are regulated by software control to maintain constant scan rate and

careful temperature control.

The reported performance specifications of the above two instruments are quite

similar. Both instruments have minimum thermal response times in the range of

5 sec, and baseline noise is 0.4 mcal/C for the Nano series and is 0.5 mcal/C for the

VP-DSC, when scanning at 1–1.5 �C/min. Baseline repeatability is determined by

doing multiple repeat scans on buVer samples, and yields standard deviations of

�1.2 and �0.4 mcal/C for the VP-DSC and Nano DSC, respectively. Sample scans

of a dilute protein solution of lysozyme (four scans with refill of the cells between

scans, and at 0.096 mg/ml protein) gave standard deviations of 0.025 mW over the
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temperature range 30–90 �C, scanned at 1 deg/min for the MicroCal VP-DSC.

Standard deviations for heating scans of lysozyme at 2.17 mg/ml for three

scans with refilling yielded 0.56 mW deviations over a range of 25–80 �C for

the Calorimetric Sciences Nano DSC instrument. Both of these instruments are

capable of absolute heat capacity determinations for dilute biopolymer solutions.

MicroCal has introduced an automated version of the VP-DSC (the VP-

CapillaryDSC)which has an autosampler attachment that provides for unattended

operation (Plotnikov et al., 2002). The instrument is suitable for use with a 96-well

sample plate, requiring about 0.3 ml of each sample to do complete scans at rates

up to 3 �C/min. The sampler uses a robotic syringe to provide cleaning solution

for the capillary cells and then to load sample from the covered well plate. The

instrument can run unattended 24 h/day, and thus even at a scan rate of 1 deg/min

can do 10–12 scans per day depending on the temperature range scanned. The

autosampler can be programmed to change the reference solution as well as

the sample. This kind of throughput now adds DSC to the techniques that can

be used for screening studies, as in drug-biopolymer screening or in formulation

studies, as well as in basic research in which the eVects of solution conditions are

important to study over a wide variety of conditions.

III. Experimental Protocols and Preliminary Data Treatment

The output data from a DSC experiment is the diVerential power response of the
heaters (mW or mcal/sec) that keep sample and reference cells at nearly the same

temperature. With concentration, cell volume, and scan rate normalization, these

outputs can be converted to cal/deg-mol or J/deg-mol. In order to get the best

repeatability of scanning, it is desirable to program the scans identically, including

baseline scans. The thermal history of the individual scans is important in deter-

mining the baseline response, which means that the equilibration prior to the run,

the scan itself, the cool-down of the calorimeter to the starting temperature, and

re-equilibration should all be identical from run to run. If the sample is changed, it

should be done during cool-down such as to minimally disturb the thermal

protocol that will be repeated.

In order to illustrate the problems of dealing with baselines and subtraction

of baseline from a scanning experiment, Fig. 2 shows the raw data for several

baseline scans of buVer versus buVer, as well as repeat scans of the thermal

unfolding transition for a 22-base DNA hairpin (Spink, 2005, unpublished data).

These scans show that there is a natural instrumental baseline for a particular set

of scan conditions that becomes quite reproducible after the first few instrumental

scans. If the sample is introduced during the cool-down of the last baseline scan, it

is presumed that the baseline will be the same for the sample measurement, and

an average of the baseline scans can be subtracted from the DNA experimental

curve. When this is done, the curves shown in Fig. 3 are generated. In principle,

the unfolding data in the lower curve of Fig. 3 represent the true heat capacity
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(the heat per mole required to raise the temperature one degree) of the DNA

sample with the pretransition baseline representing the change in heat capacity

of the hairpin form with temperature, and the excess heat capacity during unfold-

ing (the peak) providing a profile of the melting process to unfolded form. The

posttransition baseline represents the heat capacity of the unfolded form. In the

Hel2 case in Fig. 3, there is very little posttransitional data. For proteins, there is

often a substantial DCp for the unfolding, and the posttransition curve is quite

diVerent from the pretransition data (Freire, 1994). In the case of DNA samples

changes in the pre- and posttransitional baselines are diYcult to discern in a

normal scan, since it has been estimated that DCp is only around 100 cal/deg-mol

of base pairs (Holbrook et al., 1999). In order to see these transition diVerences,
higher concentrations of the DNA samples must be used.

The next step in the analysis of the DNA unfolding curve is to determine the

overall transition parameters, Tm, DH, and DS, and frequently the van’t HoV
enthalpy (DHvH) is determined for the unfolding process. If it is possible, the

heat capacity change can also be evaluated at this stage. The overall parameters

are determined in the region of unfolding where the excess heat capacity function is
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Fig. 2 Baseline scans and sample scan for a 22-base DNA hairpin, Hel2, in BPE buVer, consisting of

8 mM phosphate, 1 mMEDTA, and 16 mMNaþ at pH 7.0. The first two baseline scans of buVer versus

buVer are shown as dotted lines, and three subsequent baseline scans are superimposed as the dark black

line. The sample was loaded in the cell after the last baseline scan, and consists of a 0.057 mM solution of

the hairpin structure. The base sequence of Hel2, is: 50-GGTCACGACAGCTGTCGTGACC-30. The
data were obtained using a MicroCal VP-DSC instrument. Data from Spink (2005, unpublished work).
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evident, and are determined from the onset of the transition, T0, to the completion

of the unfolding at Tu (see Fig. 3). The calorimetric enthalpy, the energy of

unfolding of the DNA, is calculated from the area of the unfolding transition,

that is, from the integral of the excess heat capacity function:

DH ¼
ðTu

T0

CpðexÞdT ð1Þ

The usual procedure is to subtract a pretransition to posttransition baseline from

the overall curve to leave a profile of the unfolding relative to a zero baseline, as

shown in Fig. 3. The area is evaluated from the onset temperature to completion of

unfolding. The baseline used is either a linear or cubic fit to the pre- and post-

transitional regions. Figure 3 shows a cubic fit baseline to the original curve, and

the resulting subtracted curve, which can be used to evaluate the area, Tm, and

other overall parameters. It is generally good practice to try several baseline

procedures to get an idea of the uncertainties that the choice of baseline makes

in the results. For example, for the curve in Fig. 3, the integrated area averages
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Fig. 3 DSC scan of 22-base DNA hairpin, Hel2, in BPE buVer. Lower curve is the result of

subtraction of the average of the last three baselines from Fig. 2 from the sample curve in Fig. 2. The

dashed line is a cubic fit baseline to the pre- and posttransitional portion of the melting curve. The upper

curve is the resulting excess heat capacity after subtraction of the cubic fit baseline.
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111 � 4 kcal/mol, depending on the baseline procedure. OriginÔ software,

provided by MicroCal, Inc. as a part of their DSC data analysis package, oVers
several options for dealing with the baseline fitting.

Other transition parameters include Tm, which is the temperature of the maxi-

mum of the excess heat capacity curve. Some authors have used the temperature

of one-half melting, T½ to characterize the peak of the transition curve. For a two-

state transition, Tm and T½ are identical, however, for many DNA transitions,

particularly with oligomeric forms, there are intermediate states which can cause

T½ to diVer significantly from the maximum temperature in the curve (Freire,

1994). It is generally better to use Tm to define the temperature of the transition.

The overall entropy change for unfolding is defined by Eq. (2):

DS ¼
ðTu

T0

CpðexÞ
T

dT ð2Þ

For a well-defined two-state transition, since DG (¼DH –TDS) of unfolding is zero
at Tm, then the entropy change is simply: DS ¼ DH/Tm. But, in general and again

for many DNA transitions, simple two-state behavior is probably not a correct

interpretation of the unfolding, and Eq. (2) will give more accurate values of DS of

melting.

A final overall parameter that can be evaluated from the unfolding transition

curve is the van’t HoV enthalpy. This parameter is a general measure of the change

with temperature of the equilibrium constant for unfolding:

@ ln K

@T
¼ �DHvH

RT2
ð3Þ

A number of experimental techniques, which are sensitive to changes occurring

upon unfolding, can monitor this parameter. For example, DNA melting is often

followed from the changes in the UV absorption at 260 nm, and by appropriate

modeling of the unfolding transition the van’t HoV enthalpy can be evaluated.

From calorimetric data, the van’t HoV enthalpy is calculated directly from the

DSC curve using the following equation:

DHvH ¼ 4RT2
m

CpðmÞ
DHcal

ð4Þ

Here Cp(m) is the value of the excess heat capacity at the transition maximum. The

van’t HoV enthalpy can be helpful in deciding the general characteristics of the

unfolding transition relative to a simple two-state model. If the ratio DHvH/DHcal is

less than one, it is likely that there are intermediate states, while if the ratio

is greater than one, cooperative melting is indicated.
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Table I shows the data for the overall unfolding transition for Hel2, the 22-base

DNA hairpin used as an example above. A value for DCp is not included since it

could not be determined for this transition. The uncertainties listed are a result of

the inconsistencies in zeroing the baseline for determining areas. The conclusions

to be drawn from these numbers are several. First, looking at the ratio of van’t

HoV to calorimetric enthalpies, it is clear that the transition is not two-state, the

enthalpy ratio being significantly less than one. As has been observed in the

unfolding of a number of smaller oligomeric DNA structures, it is likely that

the melting occurs through intermediate states (Vallone et al., 1999). The value

of the calorimetric enthalpy is reasonable considering that there should be about

9–10 bp in this 22-base hairpin. Values of �10 kcal/mol bp have been observed for

other small DNA structures (Vallone and Benight, 2000). As mentioned above, it

has been diYcult to get values for the DCp of the unfolding transitions for DNA.

Some attempts have been made to measure DCp for oligomeric DNA from the

temperature dependence of the enthalpy of association of complementary strands

by using isothermal titration calorimetry (Holbrook et al., 1999; Tikhomirova

et al., 2004). Values determined by this approach fall in the range of 60–90 cal/

deg-mol of base pairs. Thus, one can estimate for about 10 bp in the Hel2 hairpin a

maximum of about 900 cal/deg-mol heat capacity change. If the enthalpy of melting

is calculated not at Tm (70 �C) but at 25 �C, there would be an increase of about

40 kcal/mol, certainly not an insignificant change. DH(25) ¼ DH(70) þ DCpdT ¼
DH(70) þ 900 � (�45) ¼ DH(70) � 40,500 cal/mol. The problem in using DSC to

measure these heat capacity eVects is that the excess heat capacity change during the
unfolding process is so large relative to the contribution to DCp of melting. For Hel2

the estimated contribution of DCp is about 60–90 cal/deg-mol in a total excess heat

capacityofabout1000 cal/deg-molbp,aquantitydiYcult, althoughnot impossible, to

measure.

While examining the calorimetric response to DNA melting, it is useful to

consider the case of cooperative melting, which is frequently observed in the

unfolding of high molecular weight DNA. Cooperativity implies that the melting

unit contains many residues that melt together, and is known especially in the

case of unfolding of a number of large, uniform DNAs, such as the synthetic

Table I
Overall Thermodynamic Data for Unfolding of DNA Examples

Hel2 p(dAdT) p(dGdC)

Tm (�C) 70.0 � 0.1 42.7 � 0.07 97.7 � 0.1

DH (kcal/mol) 111 � 4 8.62 � 0.2 11.34 � 0.2

DS (cal/deg-mol) 319 � 10 27.5 � 0.3 30.3 � 0.2

DHvH (kcal/mol) 77 � 2 708 � 8 405 � 2

DHvH/DH 0.69 82 36

Enthalpies and entropies for Hel2 are per 22-base hairpin, while for the synthetic polynucleotides are

per duplex base pair.
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polynucleotides (Chalikian et al., 1999). In cooperative transitions the van’t HoV
enthalpy, as determined from Eq. (4) or from UV-melting transitions, is generally

considerably greater than the calorimetric enthalpy. For example, Fig. 4 is a scan

for a mixture of synthetic poly(dAdT)�poly(dTdA) and poly(dGdC)�poly(dCdG)

whose sizes are 8778 and 920 bp, respectively (Spink et al., 2006). These transitions

are generally sharp, the width of the transitions only a few degrees. There is an

advantage to the sharpness because the evaluation of baseline and baseline extra-

polations are straightforward, which can reduce error in calculating the overall

thermodynamic properties of unfolding in these cases. The van’t HoV enthalpies

for the two transitions calculated from Eq. (4) are 708 and 405 kcal/mol for the

poly(dAdT) and the poly(dGdC) sequences, respectively, while the corresponding

calorimetric enthalpies are 8.62 and 11.34 kcal/mol of base pairs in the buVer
system used (Spink et al., 2006). Cooperative melting units of 82 and 36 bp,

respectively, result from the ratio of van’t HoV to calorimetric enthalpies. These

data are also summarized in Table I, and show the marked diVerences in the

unfolding properties of the large, synthetic DNA structures as compared with

the small, oligomeric Hel2 sample also shown in the table.

Long pieces of natural DNA, such as, from calf thymus, salmon sperm, or

some plasmid preparations generally show somewhat lower cooperativity, but
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Fig. 4 DSC scan of a mixture of poly(dAdT)�poly(dTdA) (low temperature peak) and poly(dGdC)�
poly(dCdG) (high temperature peak) in BPE buVer. Concentrations of the two samples were 0.28 mM

bp. Data were obtained using a MicroCal VP-Capillary DSC.
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are more complicated by the fact that many domains seem to melt independently

of others, and show detailed structure in the transitions (Volker et al., 1999). For

example, Fig. 5 is a high resolution DSC scan of a DNA plasmid (pBR322 of

4363 bp) along with the UV-melting profile for the same sample, presented in the

paper by Volker et al. (1999). These high resolution scans of a plasmid reveal the

complexity of many natural DNA structures, the data showing many overlap-

ping domains with their own cooperative behavior. The authors point out that

the cooperativity and melting temperature of a particular sequence depend not

only on the sequence, but also on the context of the bases that are undergoing

cooperative unfolding. Note also that there are diVerences in the number of
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Fig. 5 (A) High resolution optical melting curve for pBR322 plasmid DNA, measured at 270 nm in

75 mM sodium ion buVer, pH 6.8. (B) Corresponding high resolution DSC melting profile for pBR322

plasmid. Peaks identified in the calorimetric curve are numbered 1–14, with the corresponding optical

melting peaks labeled appropriately. There are two missing peaks (5 and 9) in the optical melting curve.

(Figure reprinted from Volker et al., 1999, reproduced by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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peaks in the calorimetric scan compared with the UV-melting curve. The calori-

metry picked up two more transitions in the unfolding of the plasmid than the

UV curve, indicating that unfolding monitored by UV absorption is not sensitive

to all base pair disruptions. It is also important to recognize that the relative sizes

of resolved transitions as measured by the two techniques can be quite diVerent,
since the processes being measured are based on diVerent physical properties of
the DNA.

IV. Modeling DNA Unfolding

There are few DNA samples that unfold according to a simple two-state

model, that is, from a simple duplex state to single-strand random coils. High

molecular weight synthetic polynucleotides generally show high cooperativity, as

mentioned above. Oligomeric DNA can unfold in an almost two-state process,

but pieces of DNA with even 12–40 bp indicate more complicated melting

behavior, often showing evidence of intermediate states. Thus, attempts to arrive

at general models of DNA unfolding have generated many papers that, while

consistent in the broader sense, are often tailored to the particular type of DNA

being studied. One unique aspect of the DSC calorimetric melting transition is

that there is information in the data about fundamental details of the unfolding

process. The important discovery by Freire and Biltonen (1978a) that the

statistical thermodynamic partition function for proteins or polynucleotides

can be obtained from thermal unfolding transitions has made it possible to

examine in more subtle detail the process of unfolding of these important

macromolecules. Deconvolution of DSC melting curves provides a direct way

of getting the partition function and then properties of any intermediate states,

should they exist. In the discussion below two examples of the analysis of DSC

behavior will be presented, one showing the general treatment of cooperative

DNA transitions, and the other will analyze the small oligomeric hairpin that we

have been using as an example above. The aim is to show cases of the extremes

in cooperativity, the first, an example of synthetic polynucleotides of uniform

base pair sequence, and the second, a small DNA structure that appears to melt

through an intermediate state when progressing from the duplex hairpin to a

single strand.

A. Freire–Biltonen Deconvolution

In the deconvolution method developed by Freire and Biltonen (1978a) for

the general case involving multiple intermediate states, the unfolding process is

considered to be as follows:

I0 $
K1

I1 $
K2

I2 . . .
:::

In�1 $
Kn

In ð5Þ
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The free energy of the initial state is taken as the reference state, so the individual

equilibrium constants are relative to I0:

Ki ¼ e�DGi=RT ; where DGi ¼ ðGi � G0Þ ð6Þ

The partition function for the system can be written:

Q ¼ 1þ
Xn�1

i¼1

e�DGi=RT þ e�DGn=RT ð7Þ

The fraction of a particular intermediate is then calculated from:

Fi ¼ e�DGi=RT

Q
ð8Þ

Thus, the fraction in the initial state is F0 ¼ 1/Q, and the summation terms include

all of the intermediate states. If the process is two-state, Fn¼ 1 – 1/Q¼Kn/(1þKn).

The important observation of Freire and Biltonen is that the partition function at

any temperature can be obtained directly from the calorimetric data:

QðTÞ ¼ exp

ðT
To

hDHi
RT2

dT

� �
ð9Þ

where hDHi is the average excess enthalpy, obtained from integration of the excess

heat capacity function determined from scanning calorimetry:

hHi ¼
ðT
To

½CpðexÞ � CpðoÞ�dT ð10Þ

Cp(ex) is the excess heat capacity over the temperature range of the unfolding

transition, and Cp(o) is the extrapolated baseline from the initial state over the

transition range. These latter two equations provide the link between the experimen-

tal excess heat capacity and the partition function, which allows fractions of interme-

diate states to be calculated, and thus the enthalpic contributions from the

intermediates become accessible:

hHi ¼
Xn
i¼0

DHi � Fi ð11Þ

DHi is the enthalpy diVerence between the initial state and the ith intermediate

state.
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Two of the important state fractions, F0 and Fn, are easily accessible from the

following relationships:

F0 ¼ 1

Q
ð12Þ

and

Fn ¼ exp �
ðTn

T

ðDHn � hDHiÞ
RT2

dT

� �
ð13Þ

Thus, from the cumulative enthalpy, hDHi, and the total enthalpy of the transition,

DHn, the fraction in the final state can be determined by integrating from Tn across

the melting curve. Then, since all the various fractions must add up to one, if there

are intermediate states their total fraction can be found from: S Fi ¼ 1 � F0 � Fn.

If there are no intermediate states, then F0 and Fn should add up to one, otherwise

there must be intermediate contributions to the unfolding process. The final

problem in the analysis of the scanning calorimetry signal is to deconvolute the

transition into the appropriate number of intermediate states. Freire and Biltonen

(1978a) developed a set of recursion relations that provide a way to get initial

estimates of the required parameters for the transitions. Keeping in mind that the

free energy of a given state is:

DGi ¼ DHi þ DCp;iðT � T0Þ � T DSi þ DCp;i ln
T

T0

� �� �
ð14Þ

where T0 is the reference temperature, in this case the initial state being the

reference state, it is apparent that three parameters are required in order to define

each state comprising the conversion from initial to final unfolded state. The

recursion relations provide access to DHi for each state and to the fraction of

each intermediate state as a function of temperature. Then through nonlinear least

squares fitting of DHi, DSi, and DCp,i to the excess heat capacity function, refined

values of the parameters for each state are obtained. Curve fitting can be analyzed

on the cumulative enthalpy or directly on the excess heat capacity:

hCpi ¼
Xn
i¼1

DHi

dFi

dT
þ
Xn
i¼1

FiDCp;i ð15Þ

The first term on the right determines the contribution from the excess enthalpy

terms, and the second term from the heat capacity eVects, which as mentioned

above are often diYcult to determine, and thus ignored. Next, we will examine two

cases of DNA unfolding which make use of some of the ideas presented above.
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B. Cooperative DNA Unfolding

The theories of unfolding of DNA are most often based on the breaking of base-

paired residues to form internal loops which can proliferate along the polynucleo-

tide chain, as pictured in Fig. 6. As temperature increases from that for the initial

state, I0, which is the reference state of complete base-paired duplex, loop regions

form as base-pairing breaks along the chain. These intermediates are partially

unfolded and partially duplex, but are not yet single-stranded random coils, the

final state of the melting process. The cooperativity of the unfolding depends on

the energetics and entropy eVects associated with the partially unfolded intermedi-

ates. As discussed earlier, the synthetic polynucleotide duplexes, poly(dAdT) or

poly(dGdC), show relatively high cooperativity and therefore the DSC transition

curve is sharp, meaning that the intermediate loop structures are similar in terms of

the energy and entropy associated with opening and closing of the loops.

Duplex plus loops

Duplex initial state

Totally melted random coils

Fig. 6 Diagram depicting progress of melting from the initial duplex DNA state, to intermediate

duplex—loops state, and the final state of single-strand random coils.
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It is possible to analyze the experimental unfolding transition of the synthetic

polynucleotides using the concepts developed by Freire and Biltonen (1978b,c).

In this situation, a useful way to deconvolute the thermal transitions is to deter-

mine the fraction of the duplex form remaining at any temperature and the fraction

converted to random coils. Then, since the sum of these fractions subtracted from

unity would give the fraction of the intermediate loop structures, it is possible to

determine the profile of melting of these combined duplex—loop configurations as

temperature changes. In the discussion below, an analysis of the melting of a

900 bp poly(dGdC) and a 9000 bp poly(dAdT) will be presented to illustrate the

power of DSC for the study of DNA unfolding.

The sample of duplex poly(dGdC) polynucleotide was prepared and analyzed by

Amersham Biosciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ. From sedimentation and spectral

data, the average molecular weight of the duplex strands is 6.0 � 105, which

means that the number of base pairs is about 920 (assuming a molecular weight

of 650 g/mol of base pairs). From the normalized DSC transition curve in BPE

buVer, as shown in Fig. 4, the cumulative enthalpy can be calculated from the

integral of the excess heat capacity curve with appropriate baseline subtractions

(Eq. 10). It is convenient to do the calculations in a spreadsheet program, either

manually or with script control. We use OriginÔ software, which provides conve-

nient calculation and plotting routines within the spreadsheet of data. Table II

summarizes guidelines for preparing such a spreadsheet for the general case of

melting with intermediate states. The normalized, baseline-corrected excess heat

capacity data are entered at each temperature, and then calculations and integra-

tions are performed within the spreadsheet. Because decisions must be made about

integration limits, it is useful to plot the data for each column of information to aid

in these data analysis decisions as one advances through the calculations. For the

large DNA structures, it is helpful to calculate the integrals per base pair, which

gives a partition function per base pair, q, that can then be related to the strand

partition function, Q, by the relationship Q ¼ qN, where N is the degree of

polymerization (Freire and Biltonen, 1978c). For polynucleotides, N is the number

of base pairs per average strand. From the discussion above recall that the fraction

of the initial state, F0, which is the fraction of pure duplex form, is simply 1/Q.

There will be duplex portions in the loop structures, but F0 is for the unmelted

initial duplex state. Similarly, the fraction of single strands with no loop structures,

that is, the completely melted state, can be obtained by integration of the heat

capacity function from high to low temperature in an analogous calculation. This

approach is equivalent to evaluating a partition function, z, with the reference state

changed from duplex state to melted single-strand state. The fraction in the melted

state, Fn, is determined from Eq. (13). Again the conversion from per base pair

requires raising the partition function for the new reference state to the Nth power

to get the total partition function, Z ¼ zN. Having both F0 and Fn, it is possible to

calculate the fraction of intermediate states, that is, to determine the fraction of

the total strands that have loop structures: Fi ¼ 1 – F0 � Fn. Figure 7 shows the

fractions calculated for the poly(dGdC) sample. Also shown is Fm, the overall
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fraction of base pairs that are disrupted, calculated from: Fm ¼ hDHi/DHn per

base pair.

Several features of the fractional behavior of the various states are apparent.

First, the fraction F0 for the totally duplex state drops to zero rapidly, essentially

reaching zero at about 96 �C with only about 10% of the base pairs disrupted.

Second, at 50% base pairs disrupted at 97.8 �C there are no single strands

formed. Single strand formation begins around 99.5 �C at which over 90% of

the base pairs are disrupted. Thus, there is about a 4 �C temperature range in

which all of the DNA exists as partially duplex and partially melted loop

structures. It is important to recognize that these calculated fractions come

directly from the calorimetric data because the partition function comes directly

Table II
Guide for Creating Spreadsheet of Calculations from DSC Data

Column

number Description

1 and 2 Raw calorimetric data. Col 1 is the temperature (K is useful for calculations);

Col 2 is the normalized excess heat capacity data (usually in cal/deg-mol).

3 Cumulative enthalpy, hDHi, which is the integral of the heat capacity data

(Col 2), integrated from the beginning of the data to the end; should look like a

sigmoid curve, leveling oV to the total enthalpy of the transition, DHn.

OriginÔ (software has an integration function which is suitable for these calculations.

4 hDHi/RT2: This column is Col 3 divided by RT2, preparing to integrate to obtain

the partition function; T is from Col 1 in Kelvin degrees.

5 Integral of Col 4 ¼ Ð
(hDHi/RT2)dT. Limits of integration are from the first

discernible deviation from the zero line (T0) and the upper limit is obtained from

the point where the data deviate from a linear extrapolation from the upper

portion of the curve.

6 and 7 Col 6 is the exponentiation of the data in Col 5 ¼ exp [
Ð
(hDHi/RT2)dT], which is

the partition function, Q, for the system. Col 7 is 1/Q ¼ F0, the fraction of the

molecules in the initial state, the duplex form. Note: if the partition function is

calculated per base pair, q, then an additional calculation is required to obtain

Q ¼ qN, where N is the average number of base pairs per DNA strand.

8 and 9 Col 8 is the cumulative enthalpy from high to low temperature ¼ (DHn � hDHi)
and Col 9 is that enthalpy divided by RT2.

10 This column is the integral of Col 9:
Ð
[(DHn � hDHi)/RT2]dT, the integration

limits determined as before from the deviation from linear extrapolations

from the pre- and posttransitional baselines.

11 Because of the way the OriginÔ software integrates, it is necessary to obtain the

maximum value in Col 10 and create a column that is [Max Value – (Col 10)].

This eVectively changes the integration limits from high to low temperature,

which is necessary to obtain the melting profile in reverse.

12 This column generates Fn, the fraction melted into the final state of single strands:

Fn ¼ exp (–Col 11). Note: as above, if the data are calculated from enthalpies

per base pair to get z, then an additional calculation of Z ¼ zN, is required,

and Fn ¼ 1/Z.

13 The fraction of intermediates, Fi ¼ 1 � F0 � Fn or 1 � Col 7 � Col 12.
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from the integrated calorimetric data. One outcome of this correlation of

the partition function to the thermal transition data is that the ratio of the

partition function of the final state to that of the initial state is the stability

constant, s, of the helix as defined per base pair. That is, s ¼ z/q. One can

perform a van’t HoV analysis to obtain the enthalpy for helix to single-strand

base pairs by plotting ln s versus 1/T, and the result of this analysis yields

the van’t HoV enthalpy, which should be equal to the integrated calorimetric

enthalpy of the transition, a result of the presumption that individual base pair

melting is a simple two-state process (Freire and Biltonen, 1978c). Figure 8

shows a van’t HoV plot for the poly(dGdC) transition, and from the slope of

the plot DHvH ¼ 11.35 kcal/mol bp, which is virtually identical to the integrated

calorimetric enthalpy reported earlier (see Table I). This agreement confirms that

the residue melting of the base pairs is a two-state process, regardless of whether

the duplex state is in completely base paired structures or in already partially

melted loop configurations.

For comparison, Fig. 9 shows fractional melting data for the cooperative

melting transition of poly(dAdT) consisting of 8778 bp. Note that in Fig. 4,

there is some asymmetry in the melting curve for this case, a result of a small

Fig. 7 Fractions of various DNA forms for poly(dGdC) transition in BPE buVer calculated from

analysis of the curve as described in the text. F0 is the fraction of totally duplex form, Fi is the fraction of

intermediate with duplex and loop structures present, Fn is the fraction in the single-strand state, and Fm

is the fraction of base pairs melted as determined from the cumulative enthalpy.
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contribution on the high temperature side of the transition. The origin of

this contribution for a pure synthetic polynucleotide such as poly(dAdT) is not

clear, but a number of similar preparations seem to show these eVects. The

asymmetry in the transitions reveals itself in the fraction plots of Fig. 9. The

intermediate duplex-loop structures persist to higher temperatures, and in this

case almost 98% of the base pairs are disrupted before separation to single strands

commences. The presence of the asymmetry means that the fractions calculated for

the high temperature single-strand state may be slightly inaccurate. But, the van’t

HoV enthalpy for the base pair melting in poly(dAdT) from the ln s versus 1/T plot

in Fig. 8 is 8.81 kcal/mol, compared with the integrated calorimetric enthalpy of

8.62 kcal/mol, still remarkably close given the asymmetry in the transition curve.

These analyses of cooperative transitions in DNA not only provide thermodynamic

data on the unfolding process, but also show the details of melting in terms of

the nature of intermediate duplex-loop structures. The total fraction of intermedi-

ate states can be calculated, but if desired, the size and number of intermediate

clusters of melted and unmelted states can be calculated directly from the residue

partition functions. See Freire and Biltonen (1978b,c) for details. Thus, from a

single calorimetric scan, a great deal of information about the characteristics of

cooperative melting can be obtained.

Fig. 8 van’t HoV plots for the melting transitions of poly(dGdC) (left curve) and for poly(dAdT)

(right curve). The value of s ¼ z/q is the stability constant for a base pair transition from the fully base-

paired condition to a disrupted base pair, the final state.
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The evaluation of errors in the deconvolution methods described above

has been summarized by Freire and Biltonen (1978a). Basically, the quality of

data obtained from the analysis of the thermal transitions depends on the

uncertainties in the experimental transition curves and on the assignment of

integration limits. For example, the errors in F0 depend mostly on the starting

temperature, T0, in the integration to get q from the experimental curve. Since

the melting curves are generally narrow in the case of cooperative transitions, it

is not diYcult to assign a baseline which can be extrapolated through the

transition region. This simplifies the determination of T0 for the low temperature

limit of the integration. Even with T0 chosen to be 20–30 �C below the peak

maximum introduces insignificant error in F0 and in the estimation of enthalpy

and entropy values from the curves. Introduction of random noise into the

calorimetric data also proves to cause little error in the results for simulated

curves. As much as a 30% of peak height random variation yielded about

3% error in calculation of F0 and the temperature of the maximum in the analysis

(Freire and Biltonen, 1978a). Thus, for cooperative transitions with reasonable

quality calorimetric data, one expects small errors as a result of the data analysis

process.

Fig. 9 Fractions of various DNA forms for poly(dAdT) transition in BPE buVer. F0 is the fraction of

totally duplex form, Fi is the fraction of intermediate with duplex and loop structures, Fn is the fraction

in the single-strand state, and Fm is the fraction of base pairs melted as determined from the cumulative

enthalpy.
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C. Melting Oligomeric Hairpins

The 22-base DNA hairpin structure, Hel2, melts very diVerently from the cases

involving cooperativity discussed above. The ratio of van’t HoV to calorimetric

enthalpy is less than one, implying that rather than melting in a simple two-state

transition, there are sequential intermediate states that appear between the base-

paired initial state hairpin and the final state of a single, 22-base strand. As will be

shown below, the thermal transition can be resolved to include a single intermedi-

ate, so that the melting sequence is a progression from hairpin, to partially melted

intermediate to single strand.

Hairpin ! Intermediate ! Singlestrand

Deconvolution in this case involves first determining Q, F0, and Fn from the

integrated excess heat capacity curve using Eqs. (8–13) as described earlier. The

total fraction of intermediates, SFi¼ 1 – F0 – Fn, is then calculated, and is shown in

Fig. 10. Normally, as pointed out by Freire and Biltonen (1978a), one can

Fig. 10 Fractions of various DNA forms in the melting of the hairpin, Hel2, a 22-base hairpin

structure. The upper left curve is the fraction in the initial duplex state, the upper right curve is

the fraction in the final single-strand state, and the small curve in the middle is the fraction of

intermediate form. Solid curve is calculated directly from the calorimetric data as described in the

text, and the dashed curve is calculated from the enthalpy and entropy data determined from analysis of

the melting curve.
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deconvolute intermediate states through a series of recursion formulae by defining

a new partition function that first factors out the contribution from the initial state.

This is accomplished by noting that the quantity hDHi/(1 � F0) for a two-state

transition is DHn, the total enthalpy for the transition, but for a multistate transi-

tion is a curve whose minimum value is the enthalpy diVerence between the initial

and first intermediate state, Dh1. Thus, a new average excess enthalpy can be

defined: hDH1i ¼ hDHi/(1 – F0) � Dh1, and a new partition function, Q1, which

is the function for all remaining states save the first:

Q1 ¼ exp

ðT
T0

hDH1i
RT2

dT

� �
ð16Þ

Then, at each temperature the absolute fraction of the molecules in the first

intermediate state can be calculated from:

F1 ¼ F0

Q0 � 1

Q1

ð17Þ

If there are additional intermediate states, this process can be recursively continued

until the entire transition curve is accounted for. In addition to Dhi, for each

intermediate state the entropy change, Dsi, can be obtained from Dhi/Tm,i, where

Tm,i is obtained from the point at which Fi ¼ F(i�1). It has been demonstrated that

these recursion methods work very well for simulated data, allowing resolution of

intermediate states that are only a few degrees separated from each other.

For the real thermal transition in the Hel2 hairpin, however, the recursive

approach is problematic for a couple of reasons. First, the fraction of intermediate

states never exceeds about 20%of the total, as shown inFig. 10.Thismeans that even

if the enthalpy change for the intermediate state were fairly large, the contribution

to the total enthalpy could be small and hard to detect by the recursive method.

In addition, it is apparent that even if we assume a single intermediate state, the

melting temperatures for the intermediate and final states are close together in mag-

nitude. Thismakes itmore diYcult for deconvolutionby the recursive approach.We

have attempted to resolve the intermediate and final states for this transition and

find that because the value of hDHi/(1 – F0) does not show a clear minimum value,

the intermediate state enthalpy (and thus new partition function) cannot be re-

solved. However, if we assume there is only one intermediate state, it is possible to

use nonlinear least squares fitting to the integrated average enthalpy hDHi to obtain
a set of parameters for the transition. This again results from the fact that the

calorimetric signal contains information related directly to the partition function:

hDHi ¼ DHi � Ki þ DHn � Ki � Kn

1þ Ki þ Ki � Kn

¼ DHi � Fi þ DHn � Fn ð18Þ
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Here, DHi is the enthalpy diVerence between the initial and intermediate state and

DHn the diVerence between the initial and final single-strand state, which is

the total integrated area of the transition. The Ks are the equilibrium constants

for the two transitions:

Ki ¼ exp �Dgi
RT

� �
¼ exp �Dhi

RT
þ Dsi

R

� �
ð19Þ

Kn ¼ exp �Dgn
RT

� �
¼ exp �Dhn

RT
þ Dsn

R

� �
ð20Þ

The Dh and Ds values are for the individual steps in the transition. Note that

Dhi ¼ DHi, the enthalpy change for the first step equals the enthalpy diVerence
between the initial and intermediate step, and that Dhiþ Dhn¼ DHn, the sum of the

enthalpies of the individual steps must add up to the total enthalpy for the

transition. The above treatment assumes no heat capacity change in the unfolding

process, so the Dhi and Dsi are assumed to be temperature independent. Using

Eq. (18) and the experimental hDHi for the fitting procedure was chosen for several

reasons. One could obtain entropy and enthalpy values for each step by fitting

directly on Q ¼ 1 þ Ki þ Ki � Kn or on F0 ¼ 1/Q, but the experimental Q requires

double integration of the heat capacity function, whereas hDHi is a single integra-

tion, and thus fewer errors accumulate in the experimental data. In addition, if one

were to fit to the excess heat capacity function directly, derivatives of Eq. (18) are

required and can lead to complex interdependence of the fitted parameters. Thus,

we chose to fit the experimental cumulative enthalpy to the calculated values using

Eq. (18), rather than fitting to the excess heat capacity function. Finally, con-

straints can be imposed on the parameters by the requirements that Dhi ¼ DHi and

that Dhi þ Dhn ¼ DHn. These constraints are helpful in the convergence of the

parameters on the best set of values.

Figure 11 shows the experimental and best fit curve for the cumulative enthalpy,

as well as the derivative of the fitted cumulative enthalpy compared with the

original excess heat capacity data. The resulting parameters describing these

curves are:

Dhi ¼ 56:9� 1:5 kcal=mol; Dsi ¼ 165� 5 cal=K-mol ð21Þ

Dhn ¼ 53:8� 1:4 kcal=mol; Dsn ¼ 157� 5 cal=K-mol ð22Þ

These numbers are a result of nonlinear least squares fitting, and are the

average of six trials with diVerent starting parameters that converged to minimize

the reduced chi-squared criterion using the Levenberg–Marquardt method.

(In some cases simplex optimization was used prior to the final minimization

with the Levenberg–Marquardt procedure.) The errors are estimated from the
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standard deviation of the six minimization trials in the curve fitting procedure that

lead to the smallest chi-squared. Many other trials were made that ended up with

chi-squared minimums much higher than the six trials included. These six minima

gave reduced chi-squared values of 610 � 30 (�103). Introduction of additional

random errors of up to 5% of the total enthalpy into the experimental cumulative

enthalpy increased the errors by a factor of three and the reduced

chi-squaredminimumwas increased by 40, leading to significantly lower confidence

in the parameters obtained.

An additional way to check the fitting results is to compare the calculated values

of the fractions of each of the components F0, Fi, and Fn calculated from the fitted

parameters, with the experimental values obtained from the calorimetric data. This

Fig. 11 Cumulative melting enthalpy for 22-base DNA hairpin as function of temperature (bottom).

Circles are experimental data, and solid curve is fitted curve with the enthalpy and entropy parameters

given in the text. The top curve is the experimental excess heat capacity curve (circles), and the derivative

of the fitted cumulative enthalpy from the bottom figure (solid curve).
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comparison helps to check on whether the assumption of a single intermediate

state applies to the hairpin melt. Recall that F0 ¼ 1/Q, Fi ¼ Ki/Q, Fn ¼ KiKn/Q; and

that Q ¼ 1 þ Ki þ Ki Kn is the partition function for the case involving a single

intermediate. Using the resolved parameters from above to calculate theK values, the

fractions can be compared with experimental values obtained from Eqs. (9) and (13)

for F0 and Fn, and the experimental value of Fi ¼ 1 – F0 � Fn. This comparison is

shown in Fig. 10, and in general, the results from calculation are consistent with

experimentally derived numbers. Because the experimental curve is a bit noisy on the

high temperature side, the agreement on the higher temperature edge of the fraction

curves is not as good. But, the consistency of the fraction values derived from

Dh and Ds parameters with the experimental curves lends confidence in the derived

thermodynamic values from the analysis using a single intermediate state.

This example of the analysis of the unfolding of the oligomeric hairpin illustrates

the power of DSC for obtaining thermodynamic information on small DNA

structures. While there are examples of a number of DNA oligomers that melt

via a simple two-state process, it is important to check for evidence of sequential

intermediates in cases for which the van’t HoV enthalpy is less than the calorimet-

ric value. As presented here, even rather short pieces of DNA can pass through

partially melted intermediate states.

V. Summary

The intent of this chapter has been to point out that DSC can provide not only

thermodynamic information regarding DNA unfolding, but can also establish

some of the details of the unfolding process, particularly with regard to the

presence of intermediate states. Since there are a wide variety of DNA forms

that can unfold diVerently, depending on size, base composition, and conforma-

tion, scanning calorimetry seems an ideal methodology to study thermally induced

unfolding. From simple two-state to multistate transitions with many intermedi-

ates, all are accessible to analysis. The fractions of each state present as a function

of temperature, and individual state thermodynamic properties are revealed by

appropriate analysis. Thus, a number of problems can be addressed by application

of DSC to DNA unfolding with particular interest in the distribution of inter-

mediates in the unfolding process. The way the fraction of intermediates changes

with solution conditions, base composition, and base sequence is accessible by

these techniques.

DiVerent DNA conformations respond in diVerent unfolding patterns on ther-

mal inducement and thus are amenable to the analyses presented earlier. Melting

patterns have not been thoroughly analyzed for a number of structures relating to

DNA unfolding, including triplex forms (Husler and Klump, 1995; Makube and

Klump, 2000; Spink and Chaires, 1999), telemeric and quadruplex forms (Kankia

and Marky, 2001; Li et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2002), and other oligomeric structures

(Owczarcy et al., 1999; Vallone et al., 1999). As the sensitivity and accuracy of
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measurement increases, DSC oVers many opportunities for research in biophysical

problem solving in these and many other areas.
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Abstract

Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) is a versatile and powerful method for the

quantitative analysis of macromolecules in solution. AUC has broad applications

for the study of biomacromolecules in a wide range of solvents and over a wide

range of solute concentrations. Three optical systems are available for the analyti-

cal ultracentrifuge (absorbance, interference, and fluorescence) that permit precise

and selective observation of sedimentation in real time. In particular, the fluores-

cence system provides a new way to extend the scope of AUC to probe the

behavior of biological molecules in complex mixtures and at high solute concen-

trations. In sedimentation velocity (SV), the movement of solutes in high centrifu-

gal fields is interpreted using hydrodynamic theory to define the size, shape, and

interactions of macromolecules. Sedimentation equilibrium (SE) is a thermody-

namic method where equilibrium concentration gradients at lower centrifugal

fields are analyzed to define molecule mass, assembly stoichiometry, association

constants, and solution nonideality. Using specialized sample cells and modern

analysis software, researchers can use SV to determine the homogeneity of a

sample and define whether it undergoes concentration-dependent association reac-

tions. Subsequently, more thorough model-dependent analysis of velocity and

equilibrium experiments can provide a detailed picture of the nature of the species

present in solution and their interactions.

I. Introduction

For over 75 years, analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) has proven to be a

powerful method for characterizing solutions of macromolecules and an indispens-

able tool for the quantitative analysis of macromolecular interactions (Cole and

Hansen, 1999; Hansen et al., 1994; Hensley, 1996; Howlett et al., 2006; Scott and

Schuck, 2005). Because it relies on the principle property of mass and the funda-

mental laws of gravitation, AUC has broad applicability and can be used to

analyze the solution behavior of a variety of molecules in a wide range of solvents
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and over a wide range of solute concentrations. In contrast to many commonly

used methods, during AUC, samples are characterized in their native state under

biologically relevant solution conditions. Because the experiments are performed

in free solution, there are no complications due to interactions with matrices or

surfaces. Because it is nondestructive, samples may be recovered for further tests

following AUC. For many questions, there is no satisfactory substitute method of

analysis.

Two complementary views of solution behavior are available from AUC.

Sedimentation velocity (SV) provides first-principle, hydrodynamic information

about the size and shape of molecules (Howlett et al., 2006; Laue and StaVord,
1999; Lebowitz et al., 2002). Sedimentation equilibrium (SE) provides first-

principle, thermodynamic information about the solution molar masses, stoichio-

metries, association constants, and solution nonideality (Howlett et al., 2006;

Laue, 1995). DiVerent experimental protocols are used to conduct these two

types of analyses. This chapter will cover the fundamentals of both velocity and

equilibrium AUC.

A. Types of Problems That Can be Addressed

AUC provides useful information on the size and shape of macromolecules

in solution with very few restrictions on the sample or the nature of the solvent.

The fundamental requirements for the sample are (1) that it has an optical property

that distinguishes it from other solution components, (2) that it sediments or floats

at a reasonable rate at an experimentally achievable gravitational field, and (3) that

it is chemically compatible with the sample cell. The fundamental solvent require-

ments are its chemical compatibility with the sample cell and its compatibility

with the optical systems. The range of molecular weights suitable for AUC

exceeds that of any other solution technique from a few hundred Daltons (e.g.,

peptides, dyes, oligosaccharides) to several hundred-million Daltons (e.g., viruses,

organelles).

DiVerent sorts of questions may be addressed by AUC depending on the purity

of the sample. Detailed analyses are possible for highly purified samples with only

a few discrete macromolecular components. Some of the thermodynamic para-

meters that can be measured by AUC include the molecular weight, association

state, and equilibrium constants for reversibly interacting systems. AUC can also

provide hydrodynamic shape information. For samples containing many compo-

nents, or containing aggregates or lower molecular weight contaminants, or high

concentration samples, size distributions and average quantities may be deter-

mined. While these results may be more qualitative than those from more purified

samples, the dependence of the distributions on macromolecular concentration,

ligand binding, pH, and solvent composition can provide unique insights into

macromolecular behavior.
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II. Basic Theory

Mass will redistribute in a gravitational field until the gravitational potential

energy exactly balances the chemical potential energy at each radial position. If we

monitor the rate at which boundaries of molecules move during this redistribution,

then we are conducting a SV experiment. If we determine the concentration

distribution after equilibrium is reached, then we are conducting an equilibrium

sedimentation experiment.

A. Sedimentation Velocity

We can understand a SV experiment by considering the forces acting on a

molecule during a SV experiment. The force on a particle due to the gravitational

field is just Mpo
2r, where Mp is the mass of the particle, o is the rotor speed in

radians per second (o ¼ 2p� rpm/60), and r is the distance from the center of the

rotor. A counterforce will be exerted on the particle by the mass of solvent, Ms,

displaced as the particle sediments, Mso
2r. The net force is (Mp � Ms)o

2r. The

mass of solvent displaced is just theMp times partial specific volume of the particle,

�n (cm3/g), times the density of the solvent, r (g/cm3). So the eVective or buoyant

mass of the particle isMb ¼ Mpð1� �nrÞ. The last force to consider is the frictional

force developed by the motion of the particle through the solvent, which is given by

fv, where f is the frictional coeYcient and v is the velocity. Balancing these forces,

we obtain the following relationship (see e.g., Fujita, 1975; Tanford, 1961;

Williams et al., 1958):

s � v

o2r
¼ Mb

f
ð1Þ

which is also a definition of the sedimentation coeYcient, s, as the ratio of the

velocity to the centrifugal field. In terms of molecular parameters, Eq. (1) indicates

that s is proportional to the buoyant molar mass, Mb, and inversely proportional

to the frictional coeYcient, f. DiVusion causes the sedimenting boundary to

spread with time. Hence by monitoring the motion and shape of a boundary, it

is possible to determine both the sedimentation coeYcient and the translational

diVusion coeYcient, D. From the Stokes–Einstein relationship, we know that

D ¼ RT/Naf, where R is the gas constant (erg/mol oK), T is the absolute tempera-

ture, and Na is the Avogadro’s number.

The time evolution of the radial concentration distribution during sedimentation

is given by the Lamm equation (see e.g., Fujita, 1975; Williams et al., 1958):

@c

@t
¼ D

�
@2c

@r2
þ 1

r

@c

@r

�
� so2

�
r
@c

@r
þ 2c

�
ð2Þ

where c is the weight concentration of macromolecules and t is time. The opti-

cal systems on the analytical ultracentrifuge supply the radial concentration
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distribution at time intervals during the course of an experiment, c(r, t), and the

instrument provides the rotor speed, o. The quantities sought in a velocity sedi-

mentation experiment are s and D. There are no exact solutions to the Lamm

equation: approximate (Behlke and Ristau, 1997; Philo, 1994) and numerical

(Demeler and Saber, 1998; Schuck, 1998; StaVord and Sherwood, 2004) solutions

form the basis of many SV analysis programs used to extract s and D from AUC

data. By taking the ratio s/D, the frictional contribution to these parameters is

removed and the result is proportional to the buoyant molar mass, Mb, through

the Svedberg equation

s

D
¼ Mb

RT
ð3Þ

Both the Lamm and Svedberg equations, as presented above, are starting points

for the equations that apply to real chemical systems. The equations for real

systems are presented below, along with the assumptions and simplifications

often used to extract information.

B. Sedimentation Equilibrium

When the centrifugal force is suYciently small, an equilibrium concentration

distribution of macromolecules is obtained throughout the cell where the flux due

to sedimentation is exactly balanced by the flux due to diVusion. The shape of this
concentration gradient can be derived using a variety of approaches (Fujita, 1975;

Tanford, 1961; Williams et al., 1958). For an ideal single noninteracting species,

the equilibrium radial concentration gradient, c(r), is given by:

cðrÞ ¼ c0 exp
Mbo2

RT

r2 � r20
2

� �� �
¼ c0 exp s

r2 � r20
2

� �� �
ð4Þ

where c0 is the concentration at an arbitrary reference distance r0. The term

Mbo
2/RT is often referred to as the reduced molecular weight, s. SE experiments

provide a very accurate way to determineM and consequently the oligomeric state

of biomolecules in solution. Deviations from the simple exponential behavior

described by Eq. (4) can result from the presence of either multiple noninteracting

or interacting macromolecular species or thermodynamic nonideality.

III. Dilute Solution Measurements

For dilute solutions containing a single macromolecular component, detailed

information is available from both SE and SV analysis (Cole and Hansen, 1999;

Hansen et al., 1994; Hensley, 1996; Howlett et al., 2006; Laue and StaVord,
1999; Lebowitz et al., 2002; Scott and Schuck, 2005). What constitutes a dilute
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solution depends somewhat on the nature of the macromolecule being studied and

the solvent it is in. For this review, we will consider a system dilute if there is not

significant hydrodynamic or thermodynamic nonideality (below), and if gradients

in the solvent component concentrations are small enough to be neglected in the

analysis. For globular proteins of moderate charge (z < �15) at physiological salt

concentrations, protein concentrations <2–3 mg/ml can be considered dilute. By

contrast, nucleic acids or polysaccharides may form highly nonideal solutions at

concentrations <0.1 mg/ml. It should be noted that only electrically neutral parti-

cles sediment. For proteins and nucleic acids in near physiological salt concentra-

tions (ionic strengths >100 mM), there are suYcient counter ions in the immediate

surroundings that the sedimentation coeYcient is relatively insensitive to salt

concentration. However, at lower ionic strengths (<10 mM), a greater region of

solution is required to produce a neutral particle that can sediment. That is, the

apparent radius of a protein or nucleic acid will increase at low ionic strength and,

consequently, the sedimentation coeYcient will decrease. The slowing of sedimen-

tation at low ionic strength is called the primary charge eVect (Fujita, 1975;

Williams et al., 1958).

Solvents that contain components at high concentrations that sediment

suYciently to form a significant gradient (e.g., 10% sucrose or 8 M urea) will

aVect sedimentation rates (Schuck, 2004). Even for dilute solutions, a series of

experiments should be conducted at diVerent macromolecular concentrations so

that the concentration dependence of s andDmay be determined. If these quantities

are invariant or weakly dependent on macromolecular concentration, then the

analysis below is appropriate. Under these conditions and using the analysis meth-

ods and computer programs listed below, s and D (henceM, through the Svedberg

equation) may be obtained with good accuracy (s to within 2%,D to within 5%, and

M to within 5%). Note that analysis using the Svedberg equation is only valid for a

single, noninteracting species, or a mixture of noninteracting species.

The frictional coeYcient obtained from sedimentation measurements is often

interpreted in terms of the molecular size and shape through the Stokes relationship:

f ¼ 6p�Rs ð5Þ

where � is the solution viscosity and RS is the Stokes radius, which contains con-

tributions from both molecular asymmetry and solvation (Williams et al., 1958).

In order to interpret RS in terms of molecular asymmetry, it is necessary to have a

good estimate of the solvation, usually expressed as the number of grams of solvent

bound per gram of macromolecule. Although estimates of the hydration (i.e.,

bound water) of macromolecules are available (Perkins, 2001), these values neglect

the amount of other solvent components that may be bound, and they do not

reflect the physical meaning of RS, which includes coupling of the macromolecular

flow with flows of other solvent components. If the macromolecule is ionic, then

flow-coupling with solvent ions will contribute significantly to RS. This is particu-

larly true at low ionic strengths where a large RS is required to maintain
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electroneutrality during sedimentation. Sometimes, the frictional parameters are

further interpreted using simple structural models consisting of ellipsoids of

revolution or cylinders to assess molecular asymmetry (Cantor and Schimmel,

1980; Tanford, 1961). Hydrodynamic properties can also be interpreted using

more complex structural models composed of assemblies of spherical beads

(Byron, 2000; Garcia De La Torre et al., 2000; Rai et al., 2005). It is important

to realize that there are pitfalls associated with interpreting s or RS in terms of

molecular dimensions determined by application of these models (see Chapter 12

by Byron, this volume). That said, changes in Rs (e.g., with addition of a ligand)

usually reflect changes in molecular size. Using the technique of diVerence sedi-

mentation, changes in Rs of only a few Angstroms may be detected (Richards and

Schachman, 1957). Furthermore, the concentration dependence of the sedimenta-

tion coeYcient can be useful in assessing the relative asymmetry of diVerent
molecules (Hattan et al., 2001).

For a sample containing only one type of molecule, a useful quantity to report is

the standard sedimentation coeYcient, so20,w. This quantity is obtained by extra-

polating sedimentation coeYcients determined at finite concentrations to zero

concentration (i.e., so ¼ limc!0 s), then adjusting so for the solvent density and

viscosity to the density and viscosity of water at 20 oC. Values of so20,w are useful

(e.g., 30 or 50 S ribosomal subunits) since they are a primary quantity. Thus, any

diVerences in so20,w, for example, due to changes in pH, reflect diVerences in the

molecule.

One common application of AUC to dilute solutions is to determine the

sedimentation coeYcient distribution of macromolecules [e.g., g(s*) or c(s)].

Analysis methods and programs for obtaining g(s*) and c(s) are described later.

For solutions containing a single component, the abundance and sedimentation

coeYcients of irreversible aggregates or of degradation products may be deter-

mined. Often a simple relationship between s and M may be used to identify

particular peaks as belonging to certain oligomers (e.g., dimer, trimer, etc.) or

certain fragments of the monomer. Sedimentation coeYcient distributions are used

widely in the pharmaceutical industry to assess the stability of protein formula-

tions and to characterize preparations of inherently heterogeneous samples (e.g.,

vaccines based on bacterial cell wall preparations).

IV. Concentrated and Complex Solutions

If a solution contains a single macromolecular component at high concentration,

then one may use SE analysis to extract thermodynamic information. In particular,

the concentration dependence of the apparent molecular weight, Mapp, divided

into the actual molecular weight (i.e., M/Mapp) yields the activity coeYcient, g.
The product of the activity coeYcient and weight concentration yields the chemical

activity (or apparent concentration). For an ideal solution, g¼ 1, and the apparent

concentration equals the actual concentration. For amacromolecule that undergoes
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self-association, g will be <1, whereas g will be >1 for a macromolecule that repels

itself (e.g., due to excluded volume or charge–charge repulsion). While a more

quantitative description of a macromolecule’s behavior may be desired (e.g., what

is the association stoichiometry and strength), formany questions simply knowing a

macromolecule’s qualitative behavior may be suYcient. More quantitative analysis

at high concentration is best performed using SE (Harding et al., 1992; Jiménez

et al., 2007; Roark and Yphantis, 1969).

The sedimentation coeYcient depends on the total macromolecular concen-

tration. In the simplest analysis, the viscosity of solutions increases with increasing

concentration (above); hence the observed sedimentation coeYcient decreases.

However, any specific interactions betweenmolecular species alsomust be considered

(Fujita, 1975).

The availability of a fluorescence detector for the XLI analytical ultracentrifuge

(AU-FDS, Aviv Biomedical, Lakewood, NJ) allows the rigor and power of AUC

to be applied to complex, concentrated solutions such as cell lysates, serum,

cerebral spinal fluid, urine, and cell culture media. As currently used, AUC is

applied primarily to dilute solutions. For dilute solutions, so20,w and Do
20,w are

considered to be properties of a molecule. In fact, however, s and D are system

properties whose values depend on the concentrations of all other components in

the solution. Thus, the interpretation of the data for many of the most interesting

applications of the AU-FDS will require more detailed analysis than is available

currently. Even now, however, phenomenological analysis of sedimentation data

from complex, concentrated solutions will provide useful insights into the solution

behavior of appropriately labeled molecules. For example, a mass-action associa-

tion between components A* and B, where A* is the only labeled component, will

lead to an apparent increased sedimentation coeYcient of A over what would be

expected simply on the basis of the viscosity (Kroe, 2005).

V. Instrumentation and Optical Systems

The analytical ultracentrifuge is similar to a high-speed preparative centrifuge in

that a spinning rotor provides a gravitational field large enough tomakemolecular-

sized particles sediment. What distinguishes the Beckman Coulter (Fullerton, CA)

XLI analytical ultracentrifuge from a high-speed preparative centrifuge is the

specialized rotors, sample holders and optical systems that permit the observation

of samples during sedimentation. To view the sample, the analytical rotor has holes

through it to hold sample containers commonly called cells. Each cell contains a

centerpiece, with chambers (called channels) to hold the liquid samples. The center-

piece, in turn, is sealed between windows to permit the passage of light through the

channels, thus allowing the cell contents to be viewed. Centerpieces are made out of

a variety of tough, inert materials such as epoxy, anodized aluminum, or titanium.

For biological materials, the epoxy-based centerpieces are used most frequently.
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The epoxy contains a small amount of either charcoal or aluminum powder filler

(�5 wt.%) for improved thermal conductance. With very few exceptions, either

centerpiece type may be used. Depending on the type of experiment that will be

performed, centerpieces are available that can hold several samples each. Rotors for

the XLI are available that hold either four or eight cells, hence many samples may

be analyzed at once.

The fundamental measurements in AUC are radial concentration distributions.

These concentration distributions, called ‘‘scans,’’ are acquired at intervals ranging

fromminutes (for velocity sedimentation) to hours (for equilibrium sedimentation).

As the rotor spins, each cell passes through the optical paths of detectors capable

of measuring the concentration of molecules at closely spaced radial intervals in

the cell. There are three commercially available optical detectors for the XLI to

measure the concentration distributions: an absorbance spectrophotometer and

Rayleigh interferometer from Beckman Coulter and the fluorescence detector from

Aviv Biomedical. All subsequent analysis of sedimentation data relies on the

quantity and quality of data available from these detectors. A comparison of the

capabilities of the three optical systems is provided in Table I. As can be seen from

these data, the three optical systems are complementary. Each optical system has

its strengths and weaknesses (Table II). A more detailed comparison of the

absorbance and interference optical systems is available (Laue, 1996). A summary

of the properties of each optical system is presented below. In addition to these

real-time optical systems for SE experiments, tracer sedimentation methods have

been described where the concentration gradients of labeled molecules are deter-

mined following centrifugation using a microfractionator (Howlett et al., 2006;

Rivas and Minton, 2003).

Table I
Capabilities of Optical Systems

Absorbance Interference Fluorescence

Sensitivitya 0.1 OD 0.1 mg/ml 100 pM

Rangeb 2–3 logs 3–4 logs 6–8 logs

Precisionc Good Excellent Good

aThe sensitivity is the minimum amount of signal needed to obtain good results. For the interference

optical system, the signal is relatively insensitive to the type of biological material, so that a 1 mg/ml

sample results in a displacement of�3.25 fringes. Sensitivity of the fluorescence system is for fluorescein

(molar extinction coeYcient �65,000 at 488 nm, quantum yield �0.9).
bThe range refers to the concentration range accessible by the optical system.
cThe precision of the optical system is estimated by comparing the signal-to-noise ratio. For the

absorbance and fluorescence detectors, this ratio is �100 (e.g., the uncertainty in a 1 OD reading is

about 0.01 OD, and the uncertainty in a fluorescence intensity reading is about 1% of the signal). For the

current interference optical system, this ratio is closer to 1000.
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A. Absorbance

Absorbance is the most frequently used detector for the analytical ultracentri-

fuge (Laue, 1996). This optical system is the easiest to use and operates as a standard

double-beam spectrophotometer. Under conditions where the Beer–Lambert

law holds, the absorbance signal is directly proportional to solute concentration:

A ¼ ecl, where e is the solute’s weight extinction coeYcient, c is the weight concen-

tration, and l is the sample path length (1.2 cm for standard centerpieces). The

rated precision of the absorbance system is �0.01 OD although it is usually better

than this. The noise is primarily stochastic. Hence, the noise appears as a high-

frequency ‘‘fuzz’’ around the signal. The scans typically contain little systematic

noise that is either radially independent (e.g., the entire scan is shifted up or down)

or time independent (e.g., a feature, suchas a scratch, that does notmove from scan to

scan). As described later, the other optical systems will have very diVerent noise
characteristics.

Although the absorbance optics are useable over a wavelength range from 190 to

800 nm, limited light intensity may restrict the useable range for two reasons. First,

many standard biological solvent components absorb strongly at short wave-

lengths (e.g., disulfides, carbonyl oxygens, nitrogenous compounds, some deter-

gents), so that solvent components should be selected with care when data

collection at short wavelengths is desired. A simple rule of thumb is that the solvent

Table II
Strengths and Weaknesses of Optical Systems

Characteristic Absorbance Interference Fluorescence

Radial resolutiona 20–50 10 20–50

Scan timeb 60–300 1–10 60–90

When to usec � Selectivity � Solvent absorbs light � Selectivity

� Sensitivity � Solute does not absorb light � Sensitivity

� Nondialyzable

components

� Accuracy needed � Small sample

quantities

� Short solution columns � Nondialyzable

components

aApproximate spacing (in microns) between data points such that each measurement can be consid-

ered an independent estimate of the concentration.
bThe minimum time (in seconds) required to complete one radial scan. The time listed for the

fluorescence system is the time needed to scan all of the samples (Laue, 2006).
cSelectivity refers to the absorbance and fluorescence systems’ ability to discriminate between

components based on their spectral properties. Since the Rayleigh interference optics relies on diVer-

ences in the refractive index of the sample and reference solutions, it provides no selectivity. By contrast,

the interference optics do not require that samples have an appropriate chromophore, and may be used

so long as the solvent does not absorb light at�670 nm. The interference optics require that samples are

at dialysis equilibriumwith the reference solution; hence, they should not be used for samples containing

nondialyzable components (e.g., detergents). The greater radial resolution of the interference optics

allows them to be used with the eight-channel ‘‘short-column’’ centerpieces (Yphantis, 1960).
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absorbance at the desired operating wavelength should be less than �0.5 OD,

using water as the reference. Second, output from the Xe light source is blue-rich

and ‘‘spiky,’’ with the maximum output at 230 nm and very low red light output.

If there is uncertainty about what wavelength to use, one can perform a wave-

length scan using the XLI. It is best to view these data as both intensities and

absorbances to ensure the data will have a good signal-to-noise ratio (Laue, 1996).

When preparing samples for the absorbance system, it is best if they have an

absorbance between 0.2 and 1.0 OD. If you are interested in gathering data over a

wide concentration range, you may want to scan diVerent samples at diVerent
wavelengths. While this is permitted, the XLI wavelength selector is notoriously

imprecise (�3 nm) at setting the monochromator back to the same wavelength.

Consequently, if your experimental protocol involves scanning samples at diVerent
wavelengths, you should make sure the wavelengths used are in ‘‘flat’’ portions of

the sample’s absorbance spectrum, at peaks and valleys, and not in spectral regions

where the absorbance is changing rapidly with wavelength. Otherwise, absorbance

readings will not be reproducible from scan to scan. While some analysis programs

(e.g., ULTRASCAN) have built in routines to adjust data for these variations, it is

best to avoid the problem.

Of the three optical systems, the absorbance system requires the longest to

complete a scan. For SE, long scan times are not a problem. However, for SV

experiments, the long scan times may limit the amount of data that can be acquired

over the course of an experiment. In particular, at rotor speeds above 6000 rpm,

the repetition rate of the pulsed Xe lamp (100 Hz) limits the data acquisition rate.

Consequently, absorbance protocols for velocity experiments typically use a fairly

coarse radial step size (0.003 cm) with no data averaging. Improvements in the

absorbance system are being developed to overcome the scan speed limitation, as

well as the poor precision of the wavelength selection mechanism.

When used in a traditional double beam mode (each sample having a

corresponding reference solution), up to three (four-hole rotor) or seven (eight-

hole rotor) samples may be analyzed. It is also possible to the use intensity data for

SV analysis (Kar et al., 2000), thus doubling the number of samples per experi-

ment. You should make sure the material in the sample and reference channels

have approximately the same absorbance reading, and that the absorbance is not

too high (<0.5 OD). Otherwise, the automatic gain control logic of the XLA may

result in low intensity readings from the sample channel, or it may change the gain

settings from one scan to the next, resulting in unusable data.

B. Interference

The signal from the Rayleigh interference optical system consists of equally

spaced horizontal fringes whose vertical displacement, DY, is directly proportional
to the optical path diVerence between light beams passing through the sample and

reference solutions. Any refractive index diVerence, Dn, between the two solutions

contributes to the optical path length so that DY¼ Dnl/l, where l is the optical path
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length and l is the wavelength of the light source (Richards and Schachman, 1959;

Yphantis, 1964). For a nondialyzable solution component, the refractive index

diVerence is proportional to the refractive index increment: Dn ¼ c(dn/dc) and the

extinction coeYcient e is replaced by

e !
�
dn

dc

�
M

l
ð6Þ

For proteins, dn/dc is relatively independent of composition with an average

value of 0.186 ml/g (Huglin, 1972). For the XLA, l ¼ �670 nm and the sample

path length is 1.2 cm, so that a 1 mg/ml sample results in a fringe displacement of

�3.25 fringes (Laue, 1996).

Because the signal from interference optical system does not rely on a chromo-

phore, colorless compounds (e.g., polysaccharides and lipids) may be characterized

by AUC. Indeed, any material having a refractive index diVerent from the refer-

ence will contribute to the signal. This is both a useful characteristic and poses

possible problems if a sample contains a nondialyzable substance (e.g., detergents,

lipid micelles). Thus, while the molecular weights and partial specific volumes of

detergents may be characterized using the interference optics (Reynolds and

McCaslin, 1985), samples containing detergents are best studied using either

absorbance or fluorescence optics.

Unlike the absorbance system, the interference signal has very little stochastic

noise. However, since any path length diVerence between the sample and reference

beams contributes to the fringe displacement, even tiny optical imperfections (dust,

oil, dirt, scratches on the lenses and mirrors) are visible in the signal. Consequently,

there is significant time-independent systematic noise. Furthermore, the conver-

sion of the interference image to fringe displacement measurements uses a Fourier

analysis to determine the fractional fringe displacement (DeRosier et al., 1972) for

which the first radial position is arbitrarily assigned a zero fringe displacement.

Since the fringes cannot be traced through certain image features (e.g., menisci),

fringe displacement data also contain radially independent systematic noise. Both

types of systematic noise must be removed prior to data analysis (Fujita, 1975;

Schuck and Demeler, 1999; StaVord, 1992).
The precision and accuracy of the interference optical system places a premium

on the optical components. Any variation in the window or centerpiece flatness

>0.01 l will cause a vertical shift in the image. A severe enough wedge (>30 l) will
result in severe degradation or even loss of the image as the entire diVraction
envelope can be displaced from the camera sensor. Stress on the optical compo-

nents also may lead to refractive index changes. For this reason, sapphire windows

must be used with the interference optical system. Also, in order to achieve the full

accuracy of the interference optics, careful alignment and focusing are necessary

(Richards et al., 1971; Yphantis, 1964). It is not that the interference optics are

particularly fussy with respect to focusing. However, they oVer precision and
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accuracy well beyond the other optical systems, hence, require that more attention

be paid to focus and alignment. Once properly aligned and focused, they remain

stable. Changes that will require realignment are few (e.g., new light source

mounting, new drive motor). Refocusing should be done if there is a switch from

12- to 3-mm cell path length centerpieces and high-accuracy work is desired.

C. Fluorescence

The fluorescence optical system is the most recent addition to the XLI. The

AU-FDS (Aviv Biomedical) may be added to an existing XLI and is based on

previously described prototypes (Laue, 2006; MacGregor et al., 2004). Although

the fluorescence optics are not as well characterized as the absorbance and

interference systems, some features are known that impact experiment designs.

A laser light source must be used in order to achieve suYcient radial resolution

(�20–50 mm). Currently, the AU-FDS laser provides excitation at 488 nm. It is

likely that more excitation wavelengths will become available as solid state lasers

that meet the size and power dissipation requirements become available. Because a

488-nm source is used, the fluorescence system ordinarily is used with extrinsically

labeled compounds. Suitable labels include fluorescein, BODIPY, NBD, green

fluorescent protein (GFP), and the many derivatives of these labels used for

fluorescence microscopy. Information about specific labels and the chemistries

available for attaching them to biomolecules may be found on the web

(see http://probes.invitrogen.com/handbook/). In our experience, Alexa488 is an

excellent choice due to its large extinction coeYcient (�80,000), insensitivity to pH,

resistance to photobleaching, and because of the many coupling chemistries

for covalently attaching the dye to specific functional groups on proteins and

nucleic acids. The many variants of GFP may be used to generate transcriptionally

labeled material for the AU-FDS. Due to the extraordinary sensitivity and selec-

tivity of fluorescence detection, it is possible to characterize the sedimentation

behavior of GFP-labeled proteins in cell lysates without further purification

(Kroe, 2005).

The emitted light passes through a pair of long-pass (>505 nm) dichroic filters.

This choice of filters captures the maximum amount of emitted light, providing

good sensitivity, but oVers no opportunity to select a label by its emission

characteristics. Thus, there is currently no simple way to use multiple labels in

the AU-FDS (e.g., for fluorescence resonance energy transfer).

The noise characteristics of the fluorescence detector are a combination of the

high-frequency stochastic noise found in the absorbance detector with the low-

frequency systematic noise observed with the interference optics. The similarity of

fluorescence noise to absorbance noise stems from their mutual reliance on mea-

suring light intensities and their use of similar photo detectors. Our experience is

that the stochastic noise on an intensity reading is about 1% of the value. This

observation holds over a wide range of sample concentrations and detector gain

settings. The systematic noise tends to be time independent and arises from two
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sources. First, fluorescent material may stick to the windows, particularly in places

where there once was an air–liquid boundary. Hence, there can be regions where

label stuck to the window while the cell was being handled (e.g., filled, put in the

rotor). The severity of this problem depends strongly on the nature of the sample,

with some proteins exhibiting little sticking while other proteins and other materi-

als (especially lipids) leave an uneven coating over most of the window. While most

analysis programs remove time-invariant noise, the resultant loss of materials to

surfaces will aVect the concentration of the labeled material (discussed later). The

second source of time-invariant noise is background fluorescence from cell com-

ponents (particularly epoxy centerpieces). This source of noise tends to be of lower

magnitude and more uniform than that from adsorbed label and also is removed

during data analysis. Sources of radially independent noise include variation in the

source intensity and variation in detector sensitivity. In our experience, both of

these noise sources are small.

The conversion from fluorescence intensity to concentration is not trivial. So long

as the signal is directly proportional to concentration, one can determine the sedi-

mentation coeYcient, diVusion coeYcient, and molecular weight without needing to

convert the data. Likewise, there are many qualitative observations (e.g., the sedi-

mentation coeYcient increases or decreases in response to some stimulus) that require

only relative knowledge of the concentration. For these purposes data collected

using theAU-FDSmay be handled in the samemanner as absorbance or interference

data. However, if one wishes to obtain concentration-dependent data (e.g., an

association constant or nonideality coeYcient), fluorescence detection poses some

diYculties.

The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the concentration, F ¼ Io Qec,
where e is the extinction coeYcient (either molar or weight, depending on the

concentration units used for c), Q is the quantum yield (the fraction of photons

absorbed that result in a fluorescence signal), and Io is the incident intensity of the

excitation beam. While E is relatively constant, Q is sensitive to the peculiarities of

the immediate surroundings of the dye (e.g., local dielectric constant, polarizability,

and any dipole moments) and to the specific solution conditions (e.g., how many

and how uniform are the labels attached to the molecule of interest, are quenchers

present). This means that it is more diYcult to relate the fluorescence intensity to

concentration than it is the absorbance or fringe displacement. Comparison of

fluorescence intensities to standards is one way to do this, and special calibration

centerpieces are available that hold several standards (Spin Analytical, NH).

Even using standards is not without problems (MacGregor et al., 2004).

Collisional quenching decreases Q, hence decreases the fluorescence intensity.

Removing quenchers uniformly (both sample to sample and radially) is essential

for good sensitivity and good reproducibility. While most common biological

solvents do not contain quenching agents, some reagents (e.g., cesium ions, acetate

ions, heavy metals, iodide, acrylamide) should be avoided (see http://probes.

invitrogen.com/handbook/). The most common quencher is molecular oxygen,

which should be removed from samples by a nitrogen sparge or placing the samples
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under vacuum for a few minutes. It has been our limited experience that biological

samples (e.g., serum, cell lysates) do not contain large quantities of quenchers.

One of the most common applications of AUC is the detection and characteriza-

tion of molecular interactions. While it is straightforward to detect binding as

changes in the sedimentation coeYcient or changes in apparent molecular weight,

determining an accurate association constant may be diYcult. Specifically, if a

label’s local surroundings change on association (e.g., with respect to polarizability,

dipole moments, etc.), the quantum yield may be aVected, and the fluorescence

intensity will not be linear with concentration. At present, only one analysis

program (SEDANAL) is equipped to handle changes in the quantum yield upon

molecular association. If one simply wants to get a ballpark idea of the association

constant, the wide dynamic range of the AU-FDS system typically allows a com-

plete titration curve (SW vs c) to be obtained. The midpoint of the transition of the

curve provides an estimate of the binding energy (as ln c), and it may be possible to

fit the titration curve to more sophisticated models (Correia, 2000; Schuck, 2003).

While the fluorescence optics may be used over a very broad concentration

range, special care must be exercised when using samples containing very low

concentrations (<10 nM) or high concentrations (>5 mM) of labeled material.

For low concentrations, loss of material to surfaces can be a problem. Proteins,

lipids, nucleic acids, and polysaccharides can be ‘‘sticky’’ and form a monolayer

(or thicker layer) on surfaces in contact with the solution. At low concentrations,

the stuck material may be a significant fraction of the total material put in the

sample cell. The degree of ‘‘stickiness’’ varies from substance to substance. For the

AUC sample holders, there are three surfaces to consider: the walls of the center-

piece, the cell windows, and the air–liquid meniscus. The simplest way to minimize

these eVects is to include some nonlabeled ‘‘carrier’’ protein in the sample buVer.
Low concentration (0.1 mg/ml) ovalbumin, serum albumin, and kappa casein have

all been used as carrier proteins. It is worthwhile to try more than one type of

carrier protein to make sure the carrier protein does not interact with the labeled

material.

The confocal design of the AU-FDS allows the detector to provide usable data

at fairly high concentrations of dye (MacGregor et al., 2004). Nonetheless, absor-

bance of the excitation beam by dye molecules not in the observation volume will

reduce Io (inner filter eVect) and lead to a nonlinear relationship between the

concentration and fluorescence intensity. A similar problem will occur if the

emitted light is absorbed by the fluorophore. The easiest fix for this is to reduce

the concentration of the dye, either by diluting labeled material with unlabeled

material or by decreasing the number of labels per molecule.

D. High Concentrations and High Concentration Gradients

It is sometimes desirable to characterize high concentration samples using AUC.

The signal for both the absorbance and interference optics is dependent on the

optical path length. Decreasing the sample path length is the best way to extend
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their concentration range to high concentrations. Special 3-mm thick centerpieces

(and the adapters to use themwith standardwindows and cell housings) are available

(Spin Analytical; Beckman Coulter) for this purpose. If accurate concentration-

dependent parameters (equilibrium constants, nonideality coeYcients) are sought,

consideration must be given to the optical focus when using these centerpieces,

particularly when high concentration gradients are present (Yphantis, 1964).

Although the interference (Richards et al., 1971; Yphantis, 1964) and fluorescence

(http://rasmb.bbri.org/rasmb/AOS) systemsmay be refocused, no procedure exists to

refocus the absorbance optics.

Snell’s law says that light will bend from a region of lower refractive index into a

region of higher refractive index. The concentration gradients developed during

sedimentation also are refractive index gradients that may aVect any of the op-

tical systems. The collimated light used in the absorbance and interference optical

systems will be bent toward the base of the cell (for a sedimenting boundary, but

toward the meniscus for a floating boundary). Ordinarily, the imaging optics will

correct this distortion and bring the deviated light back to the correct radial position.

However, if the gradient is steep enough and the optics improperly focused, the

correction may not be entirely accurate (Yphantis, 1964). If the gradient is steep

enough, light even may be deviated entirely out of the optical path. A simple test for

the absorbance system is to scan the cell at a nonabsorbing wavelength (e.g., 320 nm

for a protein solution). This scan should be a flat line at 0 OD. If a too-steep gradient

is present, this scan will have a ‘‘bump’’ in it centered at the boundary position. The

height of the bump will diminish as the boundary spreads (Dhami et al., 1995; Laue,

1996). The only way to obtain accurate data is to reduce the steepness of the

gradient. In some cases, this may be done by sedimenting at lower rotor speeds to

let diVusion spread the boundary, or just using data later in the run for analysis when
the boundary has spread.

VI. Sample Requirements

Often, the first question that we face when planning an AUC experiment is ‘‘do

we have enough material?’’ The sample requirements for AUC typically lie some-

where between crystallography/NMR and biochemical assays, but they can vary

greatly depending on the nature of the experiment, the optical detection system,

and the extinction coeYcient. The sample volumes required for AUC analysis are

quite low. SV experiments are generally performed using two-sector cells that

require 420 ml/sample, but for the fluorescence detection system cells with volumes

of 60 ml/sample are available (Spin Analytical). Typical SE experiments are

performed in six-sector centerpieces that require 110 ml/channel; however, short-
column measurements require lower volumes. In particular, the eight-channel

centerpieces only use 15 ml/channel. For lower molecular weight solutes, it is

often useful to perform SE measurements using longer columns (4–5 mm) in

two-sector cells.
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The choice of sample concentrations can be challenging and involves balanc-

ing the biological and biochemical relevance, sensitivity and linearity of the

AUC detection optics, and limitations imposed by the physical chemistry of

the macromolecules being investigated. One usually attempts to investigate

proteins near their physiologically relevant concentrations. In many cases, how-

ever, these concentrations are not known and one simply wants to establish

whether a sample is homogeneous, define the dominant association state, and

possibly obtain some shape information. Here, the concentration range will be

dictated by the optimal conditions for the AUC measurements. The low concen-

tration limit for an AUC measurement is limited by the sensitivity of the

detection system and the optical properties of the sample. The highest accessible

concentrations are determined by the linearity of optical system, optical artifacts

that occur at high concentration gradients and by thermodynamic and hydrody-

namic nonideality, which become more pronounced at higher concentrations.

Typical rms noise levels for the absorption system are �0.005 OD, and for the

interference system the noise is �0.01 fringes. Thus, reasonable signal-to-noise

levels require a minimum sample concentration corresponding to �0.1 OD or

0.2 fringes. For a typical protein with a specific absorbance near 1 (mg/ml)�1 cm�1,

0.1 OD corresponds to a concentration of�0.08 mg/ml (note that the usual center-

piece optical path is 1.2 cm). For the interference system, 0.2 fringes correspond to

about 0.06 mg/ml, and the sensitivity interference optics are roughly comparable to

that of the of the absorbance system operating at 280 nm. However, using the

absorption optics, higher sensitivity measurements can be achieved at shorter

wavelengths. In the XLI, it is useful to work at 229–230 nm where the flash lamp

has a strong output, and the protein absorbance is approximately five- to sevenfold

higher than at 280 nm. Reasonably good signal-to-noise can be obtained at this

wavelength with protein concentrations as low as 10–15 mg/ml.

In experiments designed to measure the equilibrium constants for reversible

associating systems, the concentration ranges must be chosen such that each of

the species that participates in the equilibrium is present at an appreciable concen-

tration. Thus, precise determination ofKd values for high aYnity reactions requires

low sample concentrations, which may lie below the detection limits discussed

earlier. On the other end of the scale, weak interactions require high concentrations

where nonideality and optical artifacts can become problematic. The best way to

choose sample concentrations and other experimental conditions, and to determine

whether the equilibrium constants are even experimentally accessible for a given

system, is by simulation. Synthetic data are generated using the appropriate

molecular parameters, experimental conditions and estimated equilibrium con-

stants. Noise is added to the data to simulate the optical system being used. The

data are then fit to determine whether the correct equilibrium constants can be

recovered with reasonable confidence. Simulation routines are implemented

in many AUC analysis software packages such as HETEROANALYSIS,

SEDANAL, SEDFIT/SEDPHAT, and ULTRASCAN.
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VII. Sample Preparation

The admonition from the late Efraim Racker ‘‘Don’t waste clean thinking on

dirty enzymes’’ (Schatz, 1996) applies well to AUC. Rather than trying to interpret

complicated and ambiguous AUC data obtained using impure or heterogeneous

samples, we find that the time is much better spent on improved purification

protocols. In practice, proteins should be at least 95% pure by SDS–polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis and the mass spectrum should correspond to a single species

consistent with the predicted molecular weight. Many proteins tend to form irre-

versible aggregates during purification or storage. Gel filtration is a good last

purification step to remove such aggregates as well as low molecular weight con-

taminants that may not be resolved on polyacrylamide gels. Some proteins can

aggregate with time or upon freeze/thaw cycles, so that it may be necessary to run a

gel filtration column immediately before AUC analysis. Aggregation or proteolytic

degradation can also occur during long SE experiments. These problems can be

diagnosed by analysis of the sample after the AUC experiment. We have also

encountered sticky samples that bind to the windows or centerpiece. This loss of

soluble material can be assessed bymeasuring the OD at low speed (3000 rpm) after

loading the sample.

Samples should be equilibrated into the experimental buVer such that the

composition of the reference and sample solutions is identical. This can be accom-

plished by conventional gel filtration, as mentioned earlier, small volume gel

filtration spin columns or by dialysis. BuVer matching is most critical when using

interference optics, where any mismatch of salts or other buVer components

contributes to the fringe displacement. Most of the commonly used buVer compo-

nents are compatible with AUC experiments. As described earlier, the major issues

to keep in mind are ionic strength, absorbance (when using absorbance detection),

viscosity, and generation of density gradients (Schuck, 2004). The salt concentra-

tion should be at least 20–50 mM to shield electrostatic interactions that contribute

to thermodynamic nonideality. For absorbance measurements, the OD of the

buVer at the detection wavelength should be minimized. Reductants such as

mercaptoethanol and dithiothreitol absorb at 280 nm upon oxidation; however,

TCEP [Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phoshine] is essentially transparent at this wavelength.

At shorter wavelengths, for example, 230 nm, many buVer constituents absorb and

a buVer versus water spectrum should be recorded. Highly viscous buVers slow

sedimentation in SV experiments and extend the time to achieve equilibrium in SE

and should be avoided. Finally, density and viscosity gradients produced at high

solute concentrations should be taken into account for SV experiments (Schuck,

2004).

Two critical parameters for interpretation of AUC experiments are r and �n.
Typically, r is calculated from the composition using SEDNTERP (Laue et al.,

1992) or measured using a high-precision density meter (automated instru-

ments are available from Anton-Paar). For proteins lacking prosthetic groups or
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posttranslational modification, �n is commonly calculated from the amino acid

composition (Laue et al., 1992). However, these calculated values should be used

with caution. Some buVer components are either excluded (e.g., glycerol) or

concentrated (e.g., guanidine HCl) at the protein hydration layer, which aVects �n
(TimasheV, 2002). The eVects of glycerol (Gekko and TimasheV, 1981), salts and
amino acids (Arakawa and TimasheV, 1985), and guanidine HCl (Lee and

TimasheV, 1974a,b), and urea (Prakash and TimasheV, 1985) on �n have been

tabulated. �n can also be aVected by changes in the water density in the hydration

layer and by changes in protein packing density, and in some cases the origin of an

anomalous value of �nmay not be apparent from the protein structure (Philo et al.,

2004). Thus, in some circumstances, it may be necessary to measure partial specific

volumes experimentally. Ideally, �n can be obtained from the variation in solvent

density with protein concentration using a high-precision density meter. In this

regard, Eisenberg (2000) suggests replacing the buoyancy term used in AUC

experiments Mð1� �nrÞ by the more thermodynamically rigorous density incre-

ment ð@r=@c2Þp;m where c2 is the protein concentration and the subscript m indicates

a constant chemical potential of all other solute components. Alternatively, in the

Edelstein–Schachman method, �n is calculated from the linear change in the buoy-

ant molecular weight in SE experiments performed in buVers where the density is

increased by adding D2O (Edelstein and Schachman, 1973).

VIII. Sedimentation Velocity

A. Instrument Operation and Data Collection

SV experiments are carried out in two-channel cells with sector-shaped compart-

ments (Fig. 1) in order to prevent convection, which would occur if the cell walls

were not parallel to radial lines. The usual protocol in our laboratories is to run

three sample concentrations spanning at least an order of magnitude, for example,

0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 mg/ml.

For SV experiments using absorbance optics, the cells are assembled using

standard double-sector centerpieces and quartz windows. The cells are filled with

430 ml of buVer in the reference sector and 420 ml of sample solution in the sample

sector. The XLA (or XLI) monochromator may not reproducibly return to the

same wavelength if scans are performed at multiple wavelengths. Because of this

potential problem, we choose to limit SV experiments to using a single wavelength

and choose concentrations of the sample that will yield ODs of 1.2, 0.4, and 0.1 at

the selected wavelength. The rotor, with the cells and a correctly weighted coun-

terbalance, is loaded into the centrifuge and the vacuum system is started. At this

point the speed is set to ‘‘zero’’ and the run is started, though the rotor will be

stationary. This procedure will turn on the diVusion pump and allow the vacuum

to drop below 100 mm, at which point the temperature reading will accurately

reflect the rotor temperature. Once the rotor temperature has reached the set point,
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we allow the rotor to equilibrate for an additional hour before starting the run.

This, in turn, will minimize the eVects of convection due to temperature gradients.

The protocol for SV experiments using interference optics is somewhat diVerent
due to the fact that interference data will reflect any refractive index diVerences
between the sample and reference sectors including diVerences in the buVer
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Fig. 1 Basic AUC experiments. Simulations are for a protein of 50 kDa with a sedimentation

coeYcient of 4 S. (A) SV experiment. Velocity sedimentation is usually performed using a two-sector

cell and scans are recorded at fixed intervals during the run. The simulation is for a rotor speed of

50,000 rpm and scans are displayed at 20-min intervals. (B) SE experiment. Equilibrium measurements

usually employ a six-sector cell with three loading concentrations. The equilibrium concentration

gradients are simulated for four rotor speeds ranging between 12,000 and 32,000 rpm, corresponding

to values of s ranging from �0.8 to �6 cm�2. The 32,000 rpm scan is truncated at the base.
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gradient if the column heights are mismatched. In order to eliminate this possible

problem, we use double-sector synthetic boundary, capillary-type centerpieces.

The cells are assembled using sapphire windows because this optical system is

focused only for this type of window, and the interference fringe pattern tends to

blur at higher speeds if quartz windows are used. In addition, we perform a test run

of the cells filled with water in order to preset the scan configurations for each cell

and to perform a radial calibration. This test run will also allow checking of the

cells for leaks, thus preventing the possible loss of sample material. It will also

make it possible to start collecting data during the actual run as soon as the rotor

reaches speed. Once the test run is finished the cells are removed from the rotor, the

water is aspirated from the cells, and the assembled cells are dried in a vacuum

chamber. One can also now replace the interference counterbalance with a fourth

cell containing an additional sample dilution since the radial calibration has

already been performed. For the actual run, each synthetic boundary cell is loaded

with 430 ml of buVer in the reference sector and 420 ml of sample solution in the

sample sector. The cells are placed in the rotor and the rotor is placed in the

chamber along with the monochromator/laser assembly. The rotor is accelerated

to �12,000 rpm and the interference fringe pattern, for each cell, is checked to

confirm that the excess buVer has transferred over to the sample sector from the

reference side. At this point the rotor is stopped, removed from the centrifuge, and

then gently inverted to thoroughly mix the contents of each cell. Now, the rotor is

placed back in the centrifuge and the temperature is equilibrated as previously

described. A typical concentration series for four cells would be 1.5, 0.9, 0.3, and

0.1 mg/ml. Sample dilutions may be made immediately prior to the SV run unless

it is suspected that slowly reversible reactions are taking place. In that case,

dilutions are made and then suYcient time allowed for complete equilibration at

the experimental temperature.

The instrument operating parameters include the temperature, the rotor speed,

time after speed is reached before the first scan is taken, the time interval between

scans, and how many scans are to be acquired. For SV analysis, there should be no

delay before data are acquired. Likewise, there is no reason to wait between scans,

so there should be no interval between scans. These two parameters (scan delay

and scan interval) should be set to zero in the method for either the Beckman

Coulter ProteomeLab or the Aviv-AOS software to maximize the number of data

sets available for analysis.

The listed operating temperature range of the XLI is 0–40 oC. However, exces-

sive oil vapor at operating temperatures above 35 oC and diYculty maintaining

temperatures below 4 oC limit the useful temperature range. Replacing the oil

diVusion pump with a turbomolecular pump allows operation to 40 oC and

reduces optical fouling. A kit for upgrading the XLI vacuum system is being

developed (Beckman Coulter). Most experiments are conducted at 20 oC, thus

simplifying correction of the sedimentation and diVusion coeYcients to standard

conditions. For a SV experiment, one wants to make sure the samples have

stabilized at the desired temperature prior to rotor acceleration. For this reason,
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many people allow the system to stabilize at temperature for an hour or so

before acceleration. For high accuracy work, it is desirable to calibrate the XLI

temperature sensor (Liu and StaVord, 1995).
Choosing the correct rotor speed for a SV experiment depends what you want to

know about your sample, what the expected component size distribution is, and

which optical systems will be used. These considerations lead to competing needs.

The resolution of solution components is proportional too2, indicating you should

use the highest rotor speed possible, especially if you are trying to determine how

many components there are in a solution. Thus, for samples with s< 10 S (the units

of s are Svedbergs (S) with 1 S ¼ 10�13 s), it makes sense to use the highest rotor

speeds (55,000–60,000 rpm). However, with modern global analysis software, it is

also beneficial to obtain a large number of scans. Thus, lower rotor speeds are

required if components of interest are very large with large sedimentation coeY-
cients. Also, the absorbance optics have long scan times and when scanning multi-

ple samples andwavelengths it may be useful to reduce rotor speeds. Although there

is no simple formula for optimizing the rotor speed, we can use the definition of the

sedimentation coeYcient [Eq. (2)] to determine reasonable rotor speeds. It should

take a boundary at least 2 h to sediment the full length of the cell (1.5 cm maxi-

mum), to ensure suYcient scans will be acquired. Based on this criterion, the

maximum recommended rotor speeds for various sedimentation coeYcients are

presented in Table III. In addition, when using the absorbance system, it is necessary

to consider the longer scan times and adjust the rotor speed so that at least 30–40

scans are recorded during the movement of the boundary across the cell.

Table III
Maximum Rotor Speeds for Sedimentation Velocity Experiments

Sa Mapp
b rpmc

10 200,000 55,000

15 400,000 50,000

30 1,000,000 30,000

90 5,000,000 20,000

270 25,000,000 10,000

aMaximum allowed rotor speed may be used for solutions where all components have sedimentation

coeYcients <10 S. However, acquiring absorbance data at multiple wavelengths will greatly increase

scan times, thus decreasing the number of scans acquired at a particular wavelength over the course of

an experiment. For experiments requiring multi-wavelength scanning, one may wish to spin at a lower

rotor speed.
bThese are only approximate values estimated for spherical proteins. If the molecules are asymmetric

or a highly solvated, then a higher molecular weight will correspond to a given sedimentation coeYcient.
cAbout 2 h of data acquisition will be available at the listed rotor speed. Be sure the maximum speed

rating for the centerpiece is not exceeded. For example, the Epon-based centerpieces from Beckman

Coulter have a maximum speed rating of 44,000 rpm, whereas the Spin Analytical Epon centerpieces are

rated to 60,000 rpm.
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B. Data Analysis

Methods for analysis of SV experiments have evolved rapidly in recent years and

many alternative approaches and software packages are available. Here, we will

outline an approach that we have found useful in the initial stages of analyzing an

unknown system. At the early stages, it is useful to examine the data using methods

that require the fewest assumptions about the nature of the system being investi-

gated. Simply put, the goal of these ‘‘model-free’’ approaches is to determine how

many species are present and whether they interact. Later, this information can be

used to construct models and obtain starting parameters for more detailed

analyses.

In the ‘‘dc/dt’’ method, a closely spaced group of SV scans are subtracted in pairs

to approximate the time derivative of the data and thereby determine how much

material is sedimenting at various rates (StaVord, 1992). This subtraction removes

the systematic noise in the data, which is particularly useful for interference data.

The radial variable is then transformed to an apparent sedimentation coeYcient

(s*) and the data are averaged among several pairs to enhance the signal-to-noise

ratio. Finally, a data transformation yields the apparent sedimentation coeYcient

distribution function g(s*). These algorithms have been implemented in several

software packages: we find that DCDTþ is particularly easy to use and convenient.

The g(s*) distributions resemble chromatographs and can be visually examined to

determine whether the sample appears pure (one peak) or heterogeneous (multiple

peaks or shoulders). It is important to inspect the distributions at multiple loading

concentrations to check for reversible interactions. A shift in peak position to

higher s* with increasing concentration is evidence for mass-action equilibrium

where the species interact the timescale of sedimentation. In this case, the peak

represents a ‘‘reaction boundary’’ and cannot be treated as a species. Alternatively,

the peak positions may remain constant or shift only slightly, but the relative area

of the higher s* feature may increase with loading concentration. This behavior is

diagnostic for slowly reversible interactions and it is important to fully equilibrate

such samples prior to AUC analysis. For homogeneous species or mixtures of

noninteracting species, the width of each peak is related to D, and one can fit the

distribution to obtain D and thus the molecular mass of each component. This

fitting process can also be useful to determine whether the peak is truly homoge-

neous. Recent advances have improved the fitting function (Philo, 2000b) and

extended the scan range (Philo, 2006) that can be used in this analysis.

The main advantage of the dc/dt method is simplicity. No models are assumed

in the analysis. Also, the subtraction and averaging result in noise reduction,

allowing lower sample concentrations. The chief disadvantages are the limitations

in the number of scans to avoid distortion of the peak shape and the diVusional
broadening of the peaks that can hide heterogeneity. Also, it is diYcult to cover

a large range of sedimentation coeYcients using this approach, and the method

does not work well with low molecular weight solutes (molar masses <10 kDa or

s < 2 S).
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Alternatively, in the c(s) method implemented in the programs SEDFIT and

SEDPHAT, the sedimentation coeYcient distribution function is obtained from a

direct fit to the data (Dam and Schuck, 2004; Schuck, 2000). Here, we describe the

most basic implementation of the c(s) method. First, the program creates a grid of

sedimentation coeYcients covering the expected range of interest. By assuming a

constant shape and consequently an equal frictional ratio (f/f0), for all species,

a scaling relationship is created between s and D. The program then simulates the

sedimentation boundaries for each point using a numerical solution of the Lamm

equation. Finally, the data are fit to a sum of these Lamm solutions using a least-

squares fitting procedure to define the concentration of each species in the grid.

During this process, the systematic noise of the baseline (time-invariant noise) and

the vertical displacements (jitter and integral fringe jumps) are removed by treating

them as additional linear fitting parameters. The resulting c(s) function is often

quite ‘‘spiky,’’ and a regularization procedure is performed to produce a smoother

distribution function. Like the g(s*) distribution, the c(s) distribution can be

visually interpreted by looking at how many peaks are present and how they

depend on loading concentration. For the c(s) models, one can also check

whether the model of a sum of noninteracting species provides a good fit to the

experimental data. A poor fit can indicate reversible interactions. Although the c(s)

distribution can be converted to a distribution of molar masses [c(M) distribution],

the derived masses will only be accurate if there is one dominant species present or

if all the species have equal frictional ratios. More complex analysis procedures

that do not assume a single value of f/f0 are also implemented in SEDFIT and

SEDPHAT.

The main advantages of the c(s) method are the excellent resolution and sensitiv-

ity. In contrast to the dc/dt method, there is no restriction on the number of scans

that can be included in the analysis, and the diVusional broadening is deconvoluted
from the c(s) distribution based on the scaling relationship between s and D. The

c(s) method is thus very useful for characterizing homogeneity and quantitating

impurities and aggregates. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it

assumes a noninteracting mixture and particular care must be exercised in the

analysis of self- or hetero-associating systems where the resulting distributions are

developed from an incorrect model. Nonetheless, for a system undergoing rapid

association and dissociation, the distributions are reminiscent of those expected by

limiting models (Gilbert and Jenkins, 1956), and useful semi-quantitative informa-

tion may be extracted (Dam and Schuck, 2005; Dam et al., 2005). For interacting

systems undergoing reactions on the timescale of the SV experiment, peaks in the

c(s) distribution may not correspond to true molecular species (Dam et al., 2005).

Provided that the c(s) distribution is a good fit to the data, it is always feasible to

extract thermodynamic parameters from the data by integration of the distribution

and analyzing the dependence of weight-average sedimentation coeYcients on the

loading concentrations (Correia, 2000; Correia et al., 2005; Schuck, 2003). The only

requirement for this analysis to be accurate is that all association reactions are at

equilibrium prior to the start of sedimentation. This criterion may be met by
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incubating the sample dilutions for a suYcient amount of time (e.g., overnight) at

the sedimentation temperature prior to sedimentation.

The van Holde–Weischet approach (van Holde and Weischet, 1978) is also used

for the initial, qualitative analysis of SV experiments. Because sedimentation is

proportional to the first power of timewhereas diVusion is proportional to the square
root of time, graphic extrapolation of the boundary to infinite time yields an

integral sedimentation coeYcient distribution, G(s) in which the diVusional contri-
bution has been removed. This method is implemented in ULTRASCAN, SEDFIT,

and the Beckman Coulter software. Recent advances have extended this method for

the analysis of highly heterogeneous systems (Demeler and van Holde, 2004).

Although the information obtained from the model-free approaches may be

enough to answer the relevant questions about the macromolecular system being

studied, we often find it useful to analyze the system using model-dependent

procedures. For analysis of mixtures, the goal is usually to obtain the concentra-

tion, sedimentation coeYcient, and mass of each species. These parameters are

recovered with greater precision by using a fitting model of a mixture of several

discrete species rather than continuous distribution approaches. The available soft-

ware uses either approximate (SVEDBERG, LAMM) or numerical (SEDANAL,

SEDFIT/SEDPHAT,ULTRASCAN) solutions to the Lamm equation to fit data as

a superposition of noninteracting species. We often find it useful to improve the

precision of the fitted parameters by globally analyze data sets obtained at several

loading concentrations using SEDANAL or SEDPHAT. The absence of systematic

deviations in global fit also confirms that there are no mass-action reactions over

the concentration range examined. For systems that contain amixture ofwell-defined

discrete species and poorly resolved aggregates or lowmolecular weight impurities, it

can be useful to fit the data to a hybrid c(s)-discrete species model in SEDPHAT

where the poorly resolved material is accounted for in the continuous distribution.

Analysis of reversible interactions by SV is a complex problem (Dam and

Schuck, 2005; Dam et al., 2005; Rivas et al., 1999; Schuck, 2003; StaVord, 2000;
StaVord and Sherwood, 2004). However, SV may be the only feasible approach for

systems that are intrinsically unstable or that do not come to equilibrium in SE

experiments. For interacting systems, the boundaries do not generally correspond

to discrete species. Because the concentrations are changing throughout the cell

during sedimentation, particularly where there are boundaries, the species compo-

sition is continuously varying due to the mass-action equilibria. Consequently, the

apparent sedimentation coeYcients and boundary shapes are complex functions of

the sedimentation coeYcients of the species participating in the equilibrium, their

concentrations, and the equilibrium and kinetic constants governing their interac-

tions (Cann, 1970; Dam and Schuck, 2005; Gilbert and Jenkins, 1956). As alluded

to above, the traditional approach to analyzing interacting systems by SV is

to measure weight-average sedimentation coeYcients as a function of loading

concentrations (Correia, 2000; Correia et al., 2005; Schachman, 1959; Schuck,

2003). An advantage of this method is that the weight-average sedimentation

coeYcient is a thermodynamically valid parameter that is determined the sample
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composition in the plateau and is independent of the kinetics of the interactions,

provided that the sample is at equilibrium prior to sedimentation. Examples of this

approach can be found in studies of Cytomegalovirus protease dimerization (Cole,

1996) and the complex association reactions of tubulin (Correia, 2000; Sontag

et al., 2004) and HIV rev (Surendran et al., 2004). Interacting systems can also be

characterized by calculation of g(s*) distributions using the time-derivative meth-

od (StaVord, 2000). More recently, direct boundary fitting methods for interacting

systems have been implemented in SEDANAL, SEDPHAT, and ULTRASCAN.

When compared, this approach gives comparable results to those obtained using

weight-average analysis (Sontag et al., 2004). Some recent examples of direct

boundary analysis to define the energetics of associating systems can be found in

Connaghan-Jones et al. (2006), Correia et al. (2005), Dam et al. (2005), Gelinas

et al. (2004), and Snyder et al. (2004).

IX. Sedimentation Equilibrium

The big advantage of SE is that it removes all hydrodynamic eVects, so that

purely thermodynamic analysis is possible. The requirements for sample purity

and homogeneity are much stricter for SE measurements that for velocity experi-

ments. In the latter case, the boundaries associated with each species separate

during the sedimentation run so that it is possible to isolate contaminants from

the species of interest. In contrast, diVerent species are incompletely fractionated in

an SE gradient. Furthermore, as shown below, fitting SE concentration gradients

requires deconvolution of multiple exponential functions, which is a challenging

mathematical operation that becomes increasingly diYcult with larger number of

species.

A. Instrument Operation and Data Collection

There are three commercially available centerpiece styles that are commonly

used when conducting SE experiments. The choice of which style to use will be

determined by the information that is being sought. The short-column centerpiece

has eight channels that can hold four sample-reference pairs. Each channel

requires only 15 ml of solution resulting in a column height of 700–800 mm and

will typically reach equilibrium within an hour or two (Yphantis, 1960). This type

of centerpiece is useful for conducting a rapid survey over a wide range of

concentrations and/or conditions (Laue, 1992). The standard long-column center-

piece has six channels, which can hold three sample-reference pairs (Fig. 1B). Each

of these channels requires �120 ml of solution, which will result in a column height

of�3 mm. Long-column experiments are useful for accurately determining molec-

ular weights, self-associations, hetero-associations, and so on, by direct fitting of

data from multiple concentrations (or multiple mixing ratios) at multiple speeds

using global, model-dependent, and nonlinear least squares analysis.
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A version of the six-channel centerpieces is available that, along with a custom

cell housing, allows the cells to be loaded and unloaded without disassembly

(Ansevin et al., 1970). These ‘‘external loading’’ cells are particularly useful with

the interference optics because they facilitate blank subtraction. Prior to acquiring

blanks, each cell must be ‘‘aged’’ in order to bring the cell, centerpiece, and

windows into a mechanically stable configuration. First assemble the external

loading cell according to specifications (typically sealed at between 120 and

140 inch-pounds of torque). Fill each of the reference sectors with 150 ml of

water and each sample sector with 140 ml of water, and seal the filling holes with

a gasket and screw. Centrifuge the cells at the maximum speed that will be used

during the experiment for at least 1 h. Stop the run, remove the cells, and retorque

them to specifications. Place the cells back in the rotor and centrifuge them at the

same speed as before for another hour. Repeat this at least one more time for a

total of three acceleration/deceleration cycles. In our experience, three or four

cycles are suYcient to bring the cell into a stable state. To acquire the blank, the

cells are filled with water and run at the same temperature and rotor speeds as will

be used during the experiment. At each rotor speed, scans are acquired every 5 min

or so until no changes in the fringe patterns are apparent. After the blanks have

been acquired the water is removed, the cells dried, and the samples loaded. The

‘‘blank’’ scans are subtracted from the data scans to remove the systematic noise.

Because they do not need disassembly, the blank correction from external loader

cells (above) can result in tenfold lower noise (Ansevin et al., 1970). Specialized

methods for washing the external loading cells without disassembly have been

described (Ansevin et al., 1970). An automated cell washer recently became avail-

able (Spin Analytical). Also, Beckman Coulter produces centerpieces that facilitate

cell cleaning by incorporating two holes per sector.

In order to characterize a system over a wide concentration range, diVerent
sample loading concentrations must be used. It is recommended that 1:1, 1:3, and

1:9 dilutions be used with the six-channel cells, and 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, and 1:8 dilutions

be used in the eight-channel cells. Cells are loaded so that the highest concentration

sample will be closest to the rotor center, and the most dilute sample will be toward

the rotor’s edge. This way, advantage will be taken of the gravitational field to

concentrate the more dilute samples while minimizing the concentration gradients

in the highest concentration sample. A layer of dense, colorless fluid should be used

to create an artificial base of each sample. This layer allows data acquisition at the

highest concentration region with less interference from reflections from the cen-

terpiece base. The recommended fluid is FC-43 (3 M, Inc., MN). For two- and

six-channel centerpieces, 10 ml of FC-43 is used whereas 5 ml is used for eight-

channel centerpieces. It has been found that certain proteins (e.g., tubulin) will

denature and aggregate at the interface between the aqueous solution and the

FC-43. Thus, while it is generally inert, it is worthwhile checking to make sure

that FC-43 is compatible with the solution components.

Other than the cells that are employed, there is no change in the instrumentation

from SV for SE experiments. However, the operating parameters are diVerent.
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Unlike SV, it is usually not critical to allow temperature equilibration prior to

starting the rotor spinning. It is important to collect data at multiple loading

concentrations and rotor speeds to assess if the sample is homogeneous, if mass-

action-driven self-association is occurring, or if thermodynamic nonideality is

significant. The complete data set can be used subsequently in global curve fitting

programs to obtain the most precise parameters from the data. Many researchers

perform SE experiments using rotor speeds that are too low (e.g., the 12,000 rpm

trace in Fig.1B). For a typical experiment using the standard 3 mm column heights,

we recommend choosing the lowest speed such that s � 2 cm�2 for the monomer

(e.g., the 18,000 rpm trace in Fig. 1B). Assuming a typical protein �n � 0.74 cm3/g,

this speed can be estimated as

rpm � 4� 106

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

Mp

s
ð7Þ

There are times when you may want to start a protocol at a rotor speed, which

produces s < 2 cm�2 (e.g., for systems exhibiting large stoichiometries or for

longer solution columns). A typical experimental protocol will produce data at

three or four rotor speeds using 1.2- to 1.5-fold intervals between speeds, with the

highest rotor speed yielding s as high as 10–15 cm�2. In combination with

the recommended cell loading described earlier, this protocol will produce data

over a very broad concentration range that will enhance the reliability of the

analysis. The experimental protocol must go from lowest to highest rotor speed.

If a lower rotor speed is used after a higher one, the system will not reach

equilibrium in a reasonable time (Roark, 1976).

B. Monitoring Approach to Equilibrium

The time to achieve equilibrium is dependent on a number of experimental

factors, including the mass and shape of the particle, the solvent viscosity, and the

distance between the meniscus and the base (column height). In particular, the

equilibrium time is proportional to the square of column height. Although

theoretical expressions are available for the simplest systems (van Holde and

Baldwin, 1958), the actual time to equilibrium may be extended by slow associa-

tion and dissociation rates and other factors. Thus, the approach to equilibrium

is often monitored experimentally by taking the diVerence between successive

scans and looking for the absence of systematic deviations. A better procedure is

to use WINMATCH or the Match utility in HETEROANALYSIS. These pro-

grams do least-squares comparison of the scans allowing for displacements in the

vertical and horizontal directions. The rms deviations decrease as a function of

time until at equilibrium they reach a constant level corresponding to the noise

level in the data. Although the equilibrium method in the Beckman Coulter XLI
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control software allows one to insert a delay prior to recording data, we recom-

mend collecting data immediately at regular 15–30 min intervals to monitor the

approach to equilibrium. When using the absorbance system, we typically record

scans using a coarse point spacing of 0.003 cm with only one reading/point to

monitor the approach to equilibrium. Once equilibrium is achieved, the sample

is then scanned using the maximal point spacing of 0.001 cm with about

10 readings/point. Slow aggregation can cause a loss of material in successive

scans and prevent achievement of equilibrium. Other potential problems in equilib-

rium experiments can include sample hydrolysis or denaturation. In some cases,

problematic samples can be stabilized by altering the buVer composition, tem-

perature, or changing the protein construct. However, it may be necessary to

reduce the column height to achieve rapid equilibrium or use more rapid techniques

such as SV.

C. Data Analysis

There are several ways to analyze SE data. The old fashioned method calculates

s as the slope of a graph of ln c versus r2/2 (i.e., s ¼ dlnc/dr2/2). While this method

is no longer widely used, it highlights a problem that must be addressed by all

analysis methods, namely that one must have an accurate estimate of the concen-

tration. It is tempting to substitute the absorbance, fringe displacement, or

fluorescence intensity signal since each of these is proportional to the concentra-

tion. Before they can be used, however, it is necessary to adjust the signal to be zero

at zero concentration. This adjustment is accomplished by subtracting a baseline

oVset. For absorbance data, one can determine the oVset experimentally by

increasing the rotor speed to�40,000 rpm at the end of the run to pellet the solutes

and then measuring the residual absorbance in the solution column. Alternatively,

the oVsets may be treated as fitting parameters in nonlinear least squares analysis

software. With interference data, the oVsets must be treated as fitting parameters.

Data analysis can be divided into two general methods—molecular weight mo-

ment determination and nonlinear least squares fitting. Both of these methods are

useful, depending on what information is sought. Molecular weight moments can

be determined directly from the data using the ratio of the diVerent concentration
moments (Harding et al., 1992; Roark and Yphantis, 1969; StaVord, 1980).

For example, at any point in the sample, the weight-average molecular weight

(as sW) is the local concentration slope, dc(r)/dr2/2, divided by the local concentra-

tion, sW(r) ¼ (dc(r)/dr2/2c(r)). Because the determination of c(r) is subject to

uncertainty due to the baseline oVset, the z-average, calculated as the ratio of the

curvature of the data to the slope, [sZ(r) ¼ (d2c(r)/dr2/dc(r)/dr2)] is particularly

useful since it does not require knowledge of the concentration. No model needs to

be specified for these calculations, so they are particularly useful for the analysis of
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complex systems. Graphs of sW(r) or sZ(r) as a function of c(r) or r can provide

useful diagnostics about interacting systems (Roark and Yphantis, 1969). In par-

ticular, overlapping curves of sW(r) versus c(r) for samples at diVerent loading
concentrations and analyzed at diVerent rotor speeds are thermodynamic proof

that the system is homogeneous and undergoes reversible mass-action association.

Programs are available specifically for calculating molecular weight moments

(Table IV).

Nonlinear least squares analysis of sedimentation data has been performed for

over 40 years (Johnson et al., 1981; Yphantis, 1964). Most nonlinear least squares

fitting programs directly fit the experimental data to particular models, such as

a single ideal species:

Sðr; lÞ ¼ dl þ elc0 exp
Mbo2

RT

r2 � r20
2

� �� �
ð8Þ

where S(r, l) is the signal (absorbance, fringe displacement, fluorescence) at radius

r and wavelength l, dl is the wavelength-dependent baseline oVset, and el is the
extinction coeYcient. Modern SE analysis software data can incorporate data

obtained at multiple rotor speeds using multiple signals for global analysis

(Table IV). Notice that s (or Mbo
2/RT) is the exponent of the fitting function.

As s gets smaller and smaller, S(r, l) approaches a straight line. For values of

s< 2 cm�2 or so, the correlation between c0 and d for individual data sets becomes

so great that fitted values of s tend to be unreliable (e.g., the trace at 12,000 rpm in

Fig. 1B). Therefore, we recommend using rotors speeds such that s 	 2 cm�2 and,

for absorbance data, fixing the baseline oVsets using values of d obtained from

scans acquired after pelleting the material at the end of the run. More complex

models are required for analyzing data for associating systems and for systems

exhibiting thermodynamic nonideality (Johnson et al., 1981). The newer analysis

packages are capable of analyzing heteroassociation reactions involving two or

more components. These models involve a large number of adjustable parameters,

and it is often necessary to constrain the fitting process by incorporating multiple

signals (Cole, 2004; Howlett et al., 2006) and by invoking mass-conservation

algorithms (Philo, 2000a; Vistica et al., 2004).

It should be stressed that SE does not have the resolving power of SV, and

reliable analysis of SE data by nonlinear least squares fitting methods requires pure

samples free of aggregated material or contaminants. Depending on the size of the

aggregates, it may be possible to pellet them while still analyzing the remaining

sample. However, the presence of aggregates or contaminants will lead to incon-

sistencies in the data analysis. Thus, it is critical to characterize samples by SV

prior to SE experiments. In some cases, contaminants or aggregates identified by

the SV measurements can be removed by preparative gel filtration prior to SE

analysis.
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Table IV
AUC Analysis Programs and Utilities

Method Application Sourcea References

SV

Time derivative (dc/dt) DCDTþ 1 (Philo, 2006; Philo, 2000b;

Stafford, 1992)

c(s) SEDFIT 2 (Dam and Schuck, 2004;

Schuck, 2000)

Van Holde–Weischet ULTRASCAN 3 (Demeler, 2005; Demeler and

van Holde, 2004; van Holde

and Weischet, 1978)

SEDFIT 2

Discrete species:

Approximate

Lamm solution

SVEDBERG

LAMM

1, 4

4

(Philo, 1997; Philo, 1994)

(Behlke and Ristau, 1997)

Discrete species:

Numerical

Lamm solution

SEDFIT

ULTRASCAN

2

3

(Schuck, 1998)

(Demeler, 2005)

Global analysis of

interacting systems

SEDANAL 4 (Stafford and Sherwood, 2004)

SEDPHAT 2 (Schuck, 2003)

Hydrodynamic modeling HYDRO, HYDROPRO 5 (Garcia De La Torre et al., 2000)

ATOB 4 (Byron, 1997)

SOMO 6 (Rai et al., 2005)

SE

Test for equilibrium WINMATCH 7, 4

HETEROANALYSIS 7, 4 (Cole, 2004)

Nonlinear least squaresb WINNONLIN

HETEROANALYSIS

ULTRASPIN

7, 4

7, 4

8

(Johnson et al., 1981)

(Cole, 2004)

Molecular weight

moment analysis

SEDANAL 4 (Roark and Yphantis, 1969;

Stafford and Sherwood, 2004)

ULTRASPIN 8

MSTAR 4 (Harding et al., 1992)

Utilities

Data acquisition AOS 4

Real-time display

and analysis

SEDVIEW 4

SEDFIT 2

Graphics XLGRAPH 1, 4

Calculations SEDNTERP

ULTRASCAN

1, 4

3

(Laue et al., 1992)

(Demeler, 2005)

aWebsites where software can be downloaded:

1. http://www.jphilo.mailway.com

2. http://analyticalultracentrifugation.com

3. http://www.cauma.uthscsa.edu

4. http://www.rasmb.bbri.org/rasmb

5. http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol

6. http://somo.uthscsa.edu

7. http://biotech.uconn.edu/auf/

8. http://ultraspin.mrc-cpe.cam.ac.uk
bThe programs listed are specifically designed for analysis of SE data. Several general AUC analysis

programs (SEDANAL, SEDPHAT, ULTRASCAN) can also be used for nonlinear least squares fitting

of SE data.
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X. Discussion and Summary

AUC is a versatile and rigorous technique for characterizing the molecular mass,

shape, and interactions of biological molecules in solution. In particular, the size

distribution analysis available with SV is more flexible, is applicable to more

chemical systems, spans amuch wider range of sizes, and provides higher resolution

than size exclusion chromatography. The hydrodynamic information availablewith

SV is complemented by thermodynamic analysis by SE. The availability of interfer-

ence (refractive), absorbance, and fluorescence detectors makes AUC applicable to

a wide variety of questions in cell biology. In particular, the fluorescence system

provides a new way to extend the scope of AUC to probe the behavior of biological

molecules under physiological conditions.

New sample

Assess homogeneity by SV
3 loading concentrations spanning ~10-fold range

Analyze results using dc /dt and continuous distribution methods

Assess self-association 
Overplot normalized distributions

Examine concentration dependence

Interacting system
Propose reaction scheme

Analyze association by SE
Collect data at multiple concentrations and rotor speeds

Globally analyze data to define reaction scheme and energetics

Analyze association by SV 
Prepare samples at appropriate concentrations

Globally fit SV profiles OR
Fit sw vs concentration

Clean up sample
Gel filtration

Modify purification protocol

Noninteraction system
Analyze velocity data to define s, D and M

If stable, measure M by SE
Determine oligomeric state and shape parameters

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Is the sample homogeneous?

Concentration-dependent self-association?

Is the sample stable?

Fig. 2 Typical workflow for an AUC analysis of an unknown sample. For details see the text.
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As we have described earlier, modern AUC users can choose from a broad array

of experimental techniques and data analysis methods, and it can be diYcult to

decide how to best apply AUC methods when confronted with a new sample.

Although the best strategy will depend considerably on the nature of the sample

and the kinds of questions that need to be answered, Fig. 2 shows a typical

workflow that we use for characterizing a new sample by AUC. It is strongly

recommended that new samples are first analyzed by SV at several concentrations.

These measurements are crucial for deciding whether the sample is homogeneous

and suitable for more detailed analysis. The SV data should first be analyzed using

model-free methods: we typically examine g(s*) and c(s) distributions. If contami-

nants or aggregates are present that diVer appreciably in size from the molecule of

interest, the sample can often be purified by preparative gel filtration. In fact, we

typically gel filter sample prior to AUC analysis. It should also be noted that

although dynamic light scattering (DLS) lacks the resolving power of AUC, it is a

fast and sensitive method to determine whether aggregates are present, and we

often use DLS as a quality-control step prior to AUC.

The next step is to determine whether the sample undergoes reversible, mass-

action association. A convenient method is to superimpose normalized g(s*)

distributions obtained at diVerent concentrations: reversible association will shift

the distributions to higher s* with increasing concentration, whereas hydrodynam-

ic nonideality will shift the distributions to lower s*. For a noninteracting system,

the SV data can be analyzed to obtain s and D for the species of interest and the

data can be interpreted to obtain the molar mass and shape parameters. It should

be stressed that this analysis cannot be done for an interacting system: here, more

sophisticated analysis is required to measure the sedimentation coeYcients of the

interacting species and to define the kinetics and thermodynamics of the interac-

tion. If the system is stable, the interaction can be characterized by SE. Similarly,

for a stable noninteracting system, reliable measurement of the molar mass and

stoichiometry can be obtained by SE.

Throughout this review, we have described a large number of data analysis

packages available for both SV and SE. Table IV lists the Web sites where this

software may be obtained along with references describing the analysis algorithms

and their applications. Table IV also includes a number of utility programs that

perform useful calculations or graphics. It should also be mentioned that the

Reversible Associations in Structural and Molecular Biology (RASMB) group

alsomaintains an e-mail list-server that facilitates communication among researchers

interested in AUC (http://www.bbri.org/RASMB/rasmb.html). The RASMB also

maintains a software archive where many of the programs can be obtained.
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Abstract

Regulated molecular interactions are essential for cellular function and viability,

and both homo- and hetero-interactions between all types of biomolecules play

important cellular roles. This chapter focuses on interactions between membrane

proteins. Knowing both the stoichiometries and stabilities of these interactions in

hydrophobic environments is a prerequisite for understanding how this class of

proteins regulates cellular activities in membranes. Using examples from the

authors’ work, this chapter highlights the application of analytical ultracentrifuga-

tion methods in the determination of these parameters for integral membrane

proteins. Both theoretical and practical aspects of carrying out these experiments

are discussed.

I. Introduction

As the number of high-resolution structures of membrane proteins continues to

rise, it is increasingly appreciated that integral membrane proteins associate with

defined stoichiometries and orientations. In some structures it is easy to rationalize

why certain membrane proteins are oligomeric: the potassium channel of the

KscA protein is formed only when four identical transmembrane helical subunits

self-associate to create a passageway for the ion (Doyle et al., 1998). In other cases,

the underlying functional and physical basis for the oligomeric complex is not

as easily understood from the structure. In contrast to KcsA, each monomer of the

outer membrane protein F (OmpF) trimer has a pore through which ions can pass;

trimerization of OmpFmonomers brings them into contact with each other but does

not create the physical channel. The underlying physical rationale for trimerization

of OmpF is therefore not fully explained by the structural studies alone.

Thermodynamic measurements carried out in solution provide complementary

information about the molecular interactions observed in structures. In particular,

sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) is an extremely use-

ful and accurate method for confirming or invalidating stoichiometries observed in

crystal structures (Burrows et al., 1994).Moreover, if a system is reversibly associating

in solution, these experiments can additionally provide access to key thermodynamic

parameters for the reaction, such as the equilibrium constant; knowing this value, the

oligomeric species distribution can be predicted over wide ranges of concentrations,

and the biological significance of oligomeric species can be better understood.

Solution studies whose principal aim is to determine the mass or stoichiometry

of a protein complex have historically been challenging to carry out on membrane

proteins because they reside in vivo in the anisotropic, chemically heterogeneous

environment of the biological lipid bilayer. Solution studies in vitro require manip-

ulation of purified membrane protein samples, and solubility of integral membrane

proteins requires that they be handled in the presence of a hydrophobic cosolvent.
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In the vast majority of structural studies, this cosolvent is provided by detergent

micelles, which introduces complexity into the analysis as this detergent binding

contributes to the overall mass of a membrane protein complex and must be taken

into account in order to separate the mass contributions of the protein from those

of the bound detergent. Any bound lipid that may copurify with a membrane

protein will also contribute to its molecular weight. In addition to the contribution

of bound detergents and/or lipids to the mass of a membrane protein complex, they

aVect the shape of the overall complex. Therefore, any experimental method that is

fundamentally dependent on transport (e.g., dynamic light scattering, gel filtration

chromatography, sedimentation velocity) can be diYcult to interpret because the

shape contributions of the protein and the bound cosolvent can be diYcult to

separate from one another (see Chapter 12 by Byron, this volume). In this chapter

we will discuss some of the strategies that can be used to overcome some of

these technical barriers in analyzing membrane protein complexes dispersed in

detergent micelle solutions to determine their molecular weights, interactions, and

stoichiometries.

II. Rationale

A. Why Use AUC?

AUC, and in particular sedimentation equilibrium, is an extremely useful meth-

od for determining molecular weights of complexes in detergent micelle solutions.

The principal advantage of sedimentation equilibrium is that it provides a direct

measure of mass. This is in stark contrast to spectroscopic methods, such as

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), which also have been used to

evaluate membrane protein interactions. In FRET studies, the experimental quan-

tity that can be obtained is the mole ratio of a particular interaction: the titration

curve for a monomer–dimer reaction would appear identical to that for a dimer–

tetramer reaction. Furthermore, the absence of an interaction would be experi-

mentally observed as a lack of resonance energy transfer in a FRET experiment.

Since there are many spectroscopic reasons why donor fluorophores might not

eYciently transfer their energy to acceptor fluorophores, a lack of FRET is

essentially a negative and noninterpretable result. In contrast, a lack of interac-

tions (or change in molecular weight) in a sedimentation equilibrium experiment

would result in a direct measurement of either the nonassociating monomeric or

the nondissociating dimeric molecular weight.

B. General Considerations for Sedimentation Equilibrium Experiments of Membrane Proteins

The general considerations for both sedimentation equilibrium and sedimenta-

tion velocity experiments are described in detail in an accompanying chapter of this

series (Chapter 6 by Cole et al., this volume). The mechanics of carrying out
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experiments with membrane protein samples will be the same as described for

soluble proteins in their chapter. One practical diVerence is that membrane protein

samples in detergent solutions can be trickier to pipet into the ultracentrifugation

cells as the surface tension of these solutions is lower due to the detergent content.1

In addition to solubilizing membrane proteins, detergent solutions can also solu-

bilize residual proteins in ultracentrifugation cells that are routinely used for

soluble proteins, and it may be prudent to set up cells with detergent-only solutions

overnight prior to an experiment in order to ‘‘wash’’ them. As is the case for

soluble proteins, the purity of a membrane protein preparation is a key aspect of

obtaining the best data possible, and any contaminating material can profoundly

complicate the data analysis.

There are also considerations of the detection system to be used in an experi-

ment. For the analysis of membrane protein distributions, we have exclusively used

the absorbance optics of the Optima XL-A and XL-I ultracentrifuges to monitor

the protein’s radial distribution. We use absorbance optics because the detergents

we employ do not absorb light at the wavelengths used to monitor the protein

concentration, and therefore their distribution can be isolated from that of other

components. While in principle the interference optics system could also be used to

observe the protein distribution, the interference signal will contain contributions

from both the protein and the bound detergent. Moreover, interference optics will

detect any and all diVerences in the refractive indices between a reference and a

sample chamber and may also contain a signal from free detergent. To avoid this,

all buVer components should be in dialysis equilibrium with each other; however,

this condition can be diYcult to attain for membrane protein samples dispersed in

detergent micelle solutions because detergent concentrations above the critical

micelle concentration (cmc) do not always equilibrate across a dialysis membrane.

In addition, for thermodynamic studies in which a membrane protein equilibrium

constant is the desired information, it is essential to know the detergent concentra-

tion accurately, and measuring detergent concentrations following dialysis is not

easily accomplished. Therefore, as an alternative to dialysis for our experiments,

we have used a ‘‘column exchange’’ method to establish the solution detergent

concentration (described in Section III).

In contrast to experiments with solubilized membrane proteins, interference

optics is actually preferable in experiments where the detergent itself is being

1 This is especially true for loading the two-sector cells where an air lock can cause the solution to

spill over onto the outside of the cell. With both two- and six-sector cells we have found it to be better to

place the pipet tip at the bottom of the cell and slowly raise it as the cell fills. In addition, when loading

large volumes into two-sector cells, we have found that loading is much easier and more reliable if the

entire volume can be injected into the cell at once, and we discovered that using a P1000 pipetman and

‘‘piggybacking’’ a long (round, not flat) gel-loading tip onto the end of the 1ml blue tip allows the entire

volume to be dispersed in one step. Alternatively, BeckmanCoulter, Inc. also manufactures long plastic

loading needles that work well for fully loading cells in one step.
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characterized. When scanned against a reference sector containing only buVer,
detergent micelles are easily visualized by the interference optical system whereas

most detergents are not easily detected using absorbance optics. As will be dis-

cussed below, when working with a new detergent or in a new buVer, we use

interference optics in experiments designed to empirically confirm the buVer
conditions required to match the eVective density of the detergent micelle.

C. Special Considerations for Sedimentation Equilibrium Experiments in the
Presence of Detergent Micelles

1. Buoyant Molecular Weight

To understand and ultimately account for the contributions from the bound

detergent, it is important to recognize that the fundamental experimental quantity

determined in a sedimentation equilibrium experiment is the buoyant molecular

weight (Casassa and Eisenberg, 1964) defined as

Mpð1� f0rÞ ð1Þ

where Mp is the molecular weight of only the protein portion of the sedimenting

particle and excludes the molecular weight of the bound detergent, lipid, and/or

water; the quantity ð1� f0rÞ is the buoyancy term; f0 is the eVective partial specific
volume (ml g�1) of the protein moiety in the sedimenting particle and takes into

account the contributions of the bound detergent, lipid, and water; and r is the

solvent density. The buoyant molecular weight can be rewritten as a sum of each of

the components, and the generalized form of the equation is (Reynolds and

Tanford, 1976)

Mpð1� f0rÞ ¼ Mpð1� �vprÞ þ
X

niMið1� �virÞ ð2Þ

where Mi and �vi are the molecular weights and partial specific volumes (ml g�1) of

the ith component, and ni is the number of molecules of any ith component

bound to the protein. Any bound components––lipids, detergent molecules,

water molecules––will contribute to the buoyant molecular weight, and each of

the contributions can be explicitly stated in a specific form of Eq. (2) that can be

written as follows:

Mpð1� f0rÞ ¼ Mpð1� �vprÞ þ nLipidMLipidð1� �vLipidrÞ
þ nDetMDetð1� �vDetrÞ þ nH2OMH2Oð1� �vH2OrÞ

ð3Þ

where the subscripts Lipid, Det, and H2O indicate the contributions from the

bound lipid, detergent, and water molecules, respectively. This equation is also
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often written in the following manner:

Mpð1� f0rÞ ¼ Mp½ð1� �vprÞ þ dLipidð1� �vLipidrÞ
þ dDetð1� �vDetrÞ þ dH2Oð1� �vH2OrÞ�

ð4Þ

where di represents the amount bound of the ith component in grams per gram of

protein. Equations (3) and (4) can be simplified if we assume that the number of

bound lipids (nLipid) is small in a purified-membrane-protein preparation solubi-

lized in detergent micelles at concentrations above their cmc. In this case the

buoyant contribution of lipids will be much smaller than the contributions from

the bound detergent and can be ignored. This assumption is further justified by the

fact that many lipids have partial specific volume values that are close to unity

(Durshlag, 1986), which means that the product of �vLipidr will also be unity as

most buVer densities equal �1.0 g ml�1. This has the consequence of bringing the

buoyancy factor ð1� �vLipidrÞ down to a very small number that is essentially equal

to zero and thus leads to a negligibly small contribution from bound lipids. This

latter argument can also be made for the contribution of water to the buoyant

molecular weight as long as the sedimentation equilibrium experiment is carried

out in an aqueous solution lacking density additives. Eqs. (3) and (4) can thus

usually be simplified in practice to Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively:

Mpð1� f0rÞ ¼ Mpð1� �vprÞ þ nDetMDetð1� �vDetrÞ ð5Þ
and

Mpð1� f0rÞ ¼ Mp½ð1� �vprÞ þ dDetð1� �vDetrÞ� ð6Þ

The principle remaining contribution that must be accounted for is the contribu-

tion of the bound detergent, dDetð1� �vDetrÞ, to the buoyant mass of the complex.

2. Experimental Strategies to Account for Bound Cosolvent

There are three main strategies that have been used to account for the contribu-

tion of the bound detergent or lipid to the buoyant molecular weight. The choice of

which strategy to use will depend on the scientific question to be addressed and on

the chemical nature of the detergent micelles or lipids that must be used to

solubilize the purified membrane protein. These three strategies are (i) measure-

ment and use of the density increment; (ii) explicit accounting for the bound

detergent; and (iii) density matching the detergent with the solvent.

a. Density Increment
The density-increment method is especially useful when a membrane protein is

dispersed in a chemically heterogeneous detergent/lipid environment. This can

occur when a protein copurifies with a significant amount of bound lipid or

when the detergent environment that must be used to preserve the protein integrity
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cannot be density matched using the methods described below. In sedimentation

equilibrium experiments, the density increment is defined as the change in solution

density as a function of changing the protein concentration at constant chemical

potential (Casassa and Eisenberg, 1964):

@r
@c2

� �
m
¼ ð1� f0rÞ ð7Þ

where c2 is the weight concentration of the protein alone andf0 is the eVective partial
specific volume of the protein in the protein–detergent complex. Note that the

right side of equation (7) contains the term (1–f0r), which is equal to the buoyancy

factor in equation (1). Since the density increment equals the change in solution

density as a function of protein concentration (@r/@c2), it is in principle an experimen-

tally accessible quantity and can be measured using a high-precision density meter.

The chemical potential subscript, m, indicates that the protein must be at dialysis

equilibrium with all other components; strict adherence to constant chemical

potential can in practice be tricky depending on the cmc of the detergent. Neverthe-

less, even when constant chemical potential cannot be completely ensured, the

density-increment approach appears to return molecular weight values that are

sensible.

This strategy of accounting for the contribution of the bound cosolvent to mem-

brane proteins has been used extensively byButler and coworkerswithmany complex

samples (Butler and Kuhlbrandt, 1988; Butler et al., 2004; Konig et al., 1997). In a

typical experiment there are two density measurements: (i) the solvent density in the

absence of protein (where the solvent contains the appropriate concentration of

detergent micelles) and (ii) the density of a protein–detergent (and/or lipid) complex

at a known concentration of protein. These two density points are then plotted as a

function of protein concentration, fitted to a line, and the slope used as the buoyancy

term in converting the experimental buoyant molecular weight into an expression for

themolecular weight of the protein alone.Membrane protein complexes with density

increments ranging from �0.14 to 0.734 mL g�1 have been analyzed using this

method (Butler and Kuhlbrandt, 1988; Butler et al., 2004; Konig et al., 1997), and it

is particularly suited for the determination of the molecular weight of membrane

protein complexes with many constituents.

b. Explicitly Accounting for the Bound Detergent
A second strategy that can be used to account for the contributions of the bound

detergent is to explicitly include it; the mathematical expression for this is illu-

strated by equation (5) above and requires knowledge of two parameters: (i) the

number of detergent and/or lipid molecules that are bound and (ii) the partial

specific volumes of each of these species. It is usually the case that this second

parameter is much better known than the first as the partial specific volumes for a

wide variety of detergents and lipids have been measured and tabulated (Durshlag,

1986). In contrast, the knowledge of the number of bound detergents for a
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particularmembrane protein complex is generally less well known, although leMaire

and colleagues have measured detergent binding for a number of proteins and

describe protocols tomake this measurement using radiolabeled detergent molecules

(le Maire et al., 1983, 2000). However, since radiolabeled detergent samples are

not generally available, measuring the amount of bound detergent and using this

method of disentangling the contributions of the bound detergent from that of the

protein is not widely used.

c. The Density-Matching Strategy
‘‘Density matching’’ is a third strategy that can be used to interpret the experi-

mental buoyant molecular weight in terms of the protein distribution alone. We

have favored this approach because the principle goal of many of our experiments

has been to determine equilibrium constants for membrane protein interactions;

for this we need to know the protein mass as a function of concentration. Since

protein complexes of diVerent molecular weights may also bind diVerent amounts

of detergent, there are too many parameters to be determined if we must also take

into account the detergent binding of each oligomeric complex. The ‘‘density-

matching’’ strategy avoids this complication by minimizing the eVective contribu-
tion of the bound detergent on all protein oligomeric states, and the membrane

protein–detergent complex can be analyzed and interpreted just as one would do

for a soluble protein in an aqueous buVer.
In the ‘‘density-matching’’ strategy, the experimental conditions are adjusted

such that the solvent density is equal to the eVective density of the bound detergent

molecules in the protein-detergent complex (Reynolds and Tanford, 1976). Math-

ematically, this is expressed as the condition where r ¼ 1=�vDet. When this is the

case, the buoyancy term from the detergent contribution in equation (5) will be a

very small number and essentially equal to zero:

ð1 ¼ �vDetrÞ ffi 1 ¼ �vDet

1

�vDet

2
4

3
5

2
4

3
5¼ ð1� 1Þ ¼ 0 ð8Þ

When density matching is achieved, the eVective contribution of the bound

detergent to the experimentally observed buoyant molecular weight essentially

becomes zero no matter how many detergents are bound, and the detergent is

essentially invisible to the centrifugal field generated by the rotational force. The

data can then be analyzed in the standard way and interpreted in terms of the

protein mass alone.

The ‘‘density-matching’’ strategy works in this straightforward way only when

the solvent density is adjusted by using heavy water, and both 2H2O and
2H2

18O have been successfully employed. The addition of other cosolvents that

increase the solvent density, such as sucrose, aVect the chemical potential of water

and lead to preferential binding and/or exclusion of water or the additional
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cosolvent at the surface of the protein; in this case their contributions to

the buoyant molecular weight must be taken into account by the addition of the

appropriate terms in equation (2). In other words, cosolvents that increase the

solvent density may in fact match the density of the bound detergent, but they

simultaneously introduce a mass uncertainty from their own binding and from the

preferential binding of water (Reynolds and Tanford, 1976).

This problem is largely overcome by matching the solvent density with that of

heavy water; however, the need to use heavy water means that the chemical

nature of detergents that can be used with this strategy is limited. The density of

pure 2H2O is 1.1 gml�1; therefore, the partial specific volumeof the detergentmust be

between that of water and 2H2O, for example, greater than 0.9 and less than unity.

Unfortunately, this eliminates a simple evaluation of membrane protein complexes

in the frequently employed detergents dodecylmaltoside and b-octylglucoside,
since the densities of these detergents are 1.21 and 1.15 g ml�1, respectively

(Reynolds and McCaslin, 1985; Suarez et al., 1984). Even the use of 2H2
18O

cannot facilitate density matching of these detergents, although Ferguson-Miller

and colleagues have shown that careful experiments coupled with a significant

density extrapolation can facilitate a mass determination of membrane protein

complexes in this detergent (Suarez et al., 1984). It is also notable that the bile salt

detergents have eVective densities around �1.3 g ml�1 and cannot be used at all in

density-matching experiments (Reynolds andMcCaslin, 1985). Nevertheless, there

are several detergents that can be density matched with 2H2O, and these have been

extremely useful in evaluating membrane protein interactions. In our early work

we used the neutrally buoyant pentaoxyethylene octyl ether (C8E5) detergent

(�v ¼ 0:993ml g�1(Ludwig et al., 1982)) to analyze the energetics of the dimeriza-

tion of the glycophorin A (GpA) transmembrane helix (Doura and Fleming, 2004;

Doura et al., 2004; Fleming, 1998, 2000, 2002; Fleming and Engelman, 2001;

Fleming et al., 1997; Stanley and Fleming, 2005) and the human erbB transmem-

brane domains (Stanley and Fleming, 2005). We and others have also used the

zwittergent 3-(N,N-dimethylmyristyl-ammonio)propanesulfonate, C14SB, and we

have used this detergent in our more recent work on transmembrane b-barrels that
will be discussed in this chapter (Ebie and Fleming, 2007; Fleming et al., 2004;

Gratkowski et al., 2001; Howard et al., 2002; Kobus and Fleming, 2005;

Kochendoerfer et al., 1999; Li et al., 2004; Pinto et al., 1997; Stanley et al., 2006, 2007).

C14SB is significantly less expensive than C8E5, and it preserves the native

structure and function of our transmembrane b-barrel outer membrane phospho-

lipase A (OMPLA) (Ann Marie Stanley and Karen G. Fleming, unpublished

observation). In 20 mM Tris buVer with 200 mM KCl, the density of C14SB

was matched by 13% 2H2O. In addition, DeGrado and coworkers have

employed dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) detergent micelles for several studies

exploring both natural and designed transmembrane helix–helix interactions

(Kochendoerfer et al., 1999; Li et al., 2004). DPC requires 52.5% 2H2O to match

its density in 50 mM Tris–HCl buVer with 100 mM NaCl (Kochendoerfer

et al., 1999).
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III. Materials and Methods

A. Expression and Purification of Membrane Proteins Used in This Study

1. Expression and Purification of OMPLA

The cloning, expression, and purification of OMPLA is described in detail in

Stanley et al. (2006). Briefly, the amino acid sequence encoding the mature

OMPLA protein was cloned into a pet11A-T7 expression vector. HMS174(DE3)

cells harboring the expression vector were grown to midlogarithmic phase, and

expression of OMPLA was induced for three hours by the addition of 1 mM

isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Cells were harvested, lysed by

French press, and inclusion bodies were isolated by centrifugation. OMPLA was

refolded, as described by Dekker et al. (1997), except that C14SB was substituted

for C12SB in all steps. Immediately prior to each sedimentation equilibrium

experiment, OMPLA was exchanged into the desired detergent concentration.

Instead of dialysis, we have found that the easiest way to do this was to bind the

protein to a Q-sepharose column followed by washing the column with five column

volumes of the desired detergent concentration in the presence of buVer and then

to elute the protein in a single step with 600 mM KCl in the same detergent

concentration and buVer. We typically carried out experiments in a final concen-

tration of 200 mM KCl and could therefore dilute the high eluant in 600 mM KCl

with the appropriate solution to obtain the desired final concentrations of
2H2O and C14SB. Since the volumes required for sedimentation equilibrium are

relatively small, we carried out this final column exchange step using small (0.5 ml–

1 ml) bed volumes of the ion exchange resin and manually collected the eluant

samples by counting drops (typically 13–18 drops per fraction) to avoid dilution of

the eluted, detergent equilibrated samples.

2. Preparation of OMPLA Q94A

A single-point mutant of OMPLA, Q94A, was generated using standard molec-

ular biology techniques. This protein was expressed and purified using the protocol

for the wild-type protein. Before any experimentation, OMPLAQ94A was applied

to a Q-sepharose column and eluted in column buVer with 600 mM KCl. The

extinction coeYcient used for both the WT and Q94A sequence variant was

90,444 M�1 cm�1 (Dekker et al., 1995).

3. Preparation of OmpF Samples

a. Expression and Purification of OmpF
The coding sequence for the mature Escherichia coli OmpF protein was ampli-

fied via PCR from the E. coli strain DH5a. To express the protein into inclusion

bodies, PCR primers were designed to replace the signal sequence with a start

codon (forward: 50-G GCA GTA CAT ATG GCA GAA ATC TAT AAC AAA

GAT GGC-30; reverse: 50-CG GGA TCC TTA CAA CTG GTA AAC GAT ACC
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CAC AG-30). The insert was cut and ligated into a pET11a expression vector

(Novagen). This vector was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) cells and the

nucleotide sequence was confirmed by DNA sequencing. Mature OmpF was

purified from inclusion bodies using a published procedure (Dekker et al., 1995).

Washed inclusion body pellets were stored at �20 �C until further use.

Inclusion body pellets of OmpF were resuspended in unfolding buVer (20 mM

sodium phosphate, 8 M urea, pH 7.3). According to the folding conditions de-

scribed by Surrey et al. (1996), OmpF (13.4 mM, final concentration) was added to

the folding buVer (3.7 mM dodecylmaltoside, 3.7 mM dimyristoylphosphatidyl-

choline (DMPC), 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.5) and incubated overnight at

room temperature with gentle stirring. To exchange DMPC for detergent, C14SB

was added to the folding conditions (20 mM, final concentration). OmpF was then

applied to a UNO Q-1 column (BioRad), washed with column buVer (5 mM C14,

20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3), and eluted in column buVer with 300 mM KCl. Thin-

layer chromatography confirmed that DMPC was no longer associated with the

protein (data not shown). To remove unfolded protein not inserted into micelles,

OmpF was incubated overnight at 37 �C in 0.02 mg/ml trypsin, followed by

overnight dialysis against 300 mM KCl, 0.4 mM C14, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3.

If necessary, protein was concentrated on a Q-Sepharose column (Pharmacia) and

eluted in column buVer with 1 M KCl.

The OmpF protein concentration was determined by absorbance at 280 nm

using the extinction coeYcient calculated by SEDNTERP (Laue et al., 1992),

54,200 M�1 cm�1. To determine the extinction coeYcient of OmpF at 230 nm,

protein absorbance was measured at both 230 and 280 nm and the average of the

230/280 ratio of six diVerent samples was calculated to be 5.0. Therefore, the

extinction coeYcient used for OmpF at 230 nm was 271,000 M�1 cm�1.

b. Vesicle Preparation for OmpF Folding
DMPC (Avanti Polar Lipids) dissolved in chloroform was placed under a gentle

stream of N2 gas and freeze-dried overnight to remove any residual chloroform. To

hydrate the lipid, DMPC was resuspended in phosphate buVer (20 mM sodium

phosphate, pH 6.5) to a final DMPC concentration of 14.75 mM and incubated at

room temperature for at least 30 minutes with occasional vortexing. Unilamellar

vesicles were prepared either by extrusion or sonication (Surrey et al., 1996). For

extrusion, hydrated DMPC was put through three freeze–thaw cycles in dry ice

and 40 �Cwater baths, followed by extrusion through a 0.1 mMfilter 11 times using

the Avanti mini-extruder. Sonicated vesicles were prepared using a Branson Digi-

tal Sonifier for 50 minutes on a 50% duty cycle.

B. Determination of the Density-Matching Point for C14SB

A first step for all of these experiments was to determine the concentration of
2H2O, which is required to density match the C14SB detergent micelles in the

background of our other buVer components. To accomplish this, we carried out
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sedimentation equilibrium experiments on 30 mM solutions of C14SB in 20 mM

Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, and 200 mM KCl prepared in aqueous solutions containing
2H2O at 0%, 10%, 20%, and 30%. Reference samples contained all buVer compo-

nents (including 2H2O) but no detergent micelles. We used external loading 6-sector

cells equipped with sapphire windows [(Ansevin et al., 1970); also see Chapter 6 by

Cole et al., this volume] and collected interference buVer blanks on all cells prior to

analyzing the detergent micelle samples; these scans were subsequently subtracted

from the data scans and account for any radially independent, time-independent

noise or slope in the interferograms. The sample volumes were 110 ml. We then

removed the buVer from the sample side and loaded the detergent micelle solution.

The interference optical system of a Beckman Optima XL-I was used to detect the

distribution of micelles as a function of radius. We collected data at 50,000 rpm

every 15 minutes and used the Windows version of Match to determine the time to

equilibrium, which was generally less than 4 hours. We chose 50,000 rpm because

this speed was faster than any of the speeds we anticipated using for our protein

samples. Since detergents are more compressible than proteins, there is the formal

possibility that any particular detergent would exhibit pressure eVects; these would
be reflected in a density gradient at high centrifugal forces. We reasoned that the

absence of a density gradient at speeds much higher than what we would use for

sedimentation equilibrium experiments would ensure its absence in our subsequent

protein experiments at lower speeds. Over the course of the past 12 years of experi-

ments, the author has never observed a pressure dependence with any protein or

detergent sample; nevertheless, when initiating experiments with a new detergent it is

prudent to check for an obvious presence of this in detergent samples. These

detergent matching experiments were carried out at 25 �C because we anticipated

using this temperature for the subsequent protein samples.We have not explored the

temperature dependence of the match point for any of the detergents we have

studied; however, we would recommend that an investigator determine the match

point at the temperature of interest as it might be diVerent.
Determination of the amount of 2H2O required to match the density of the

detergent micelles requires analysis of the radial distributions of the detergent-only

samples, and the shapes of the radial distributions for micelles in these density-

matching experiments deserve comment. For detergents whose partial specific

volumes fall between 0.9 and 1.0 ml g�1, the eVective molecular weights will be

fairly low at the speeds attainable in the Beckman AUC instrument. The shapes of

the experimentally obtained distributions are therefore extremely shallow expo-

nentials and are in fact well described by the equation for a line. The slope of the

line indicates relative densities of the micelles and the solution: if the detergent

micelles are more dense than the solution, the slope will be positive; if the micelles

are less dense than the solution, the slope will be negative (i.e., the micelles float);

and at the isopycnic point, the slope is zero. Determination of the matching
2H2O concentration is therefore a simple matter of plotting the slope of the micelle

distribution as a function of percent 2H2O and finding the point where the slope

equals zero.
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C. Sedimentation Equilibrium Experiments on Membrane Protein Samples Dispersed in C14SB

1. Sedimentation Equilibrium Conditions for OMPLA

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed at 25 �C using a Beckman

XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge. Samples were prepared in 100 mM KCl, 20 mM

Tris–HCl, pH 8.3, 13% 2H2O (the matching amount of 2H2O). Initial protein

concentrations corresponded to 0.9, 0.6, and 0.3 absorbance units at A280, and the

rotor speeds were 16,300, 20,000, and 24,500 revolutions per minute. In contrast to

our earlier work on the dimeric GpA helix, we discovered in our early experiments

that OMPLA has a modest propensity for self-association, and we therefore carried

out the majority of our experiments in 5 mMC14SB. Increasing the concentration of

detergent led to dilution of OMPLA in the detergent micelle phase and promoted

dissociation of the OMPLA dimer. This detergent dependence made it impossible

to determine interaction energetics as a function of detergent concentration since

we could not simultaneously observe the OMPLA monomer and dimer at high

detergent concentrations; under these conditions, only the monomer was populated.

2. Sedimentation Equilibrium Conditions for OmpF

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments on OmpF were performed at 25 �C
using a Beckman XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge. Samples were prepared in either

100 or 200 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3, 13% 2H2O. Because of OmpF’s

pronounced trimeric stability, we collected sedimentation equilibrium data on

OmpF at several diVerent detergent micelle concentrations (5, 12, and 30 mM).

To increase the probability of observing OmpF monomers and/or dimers, we also

collected the data by monitoring the OmpF absorbance at 230 nm, which allowed

us to observe a dilute protein solution. At each detergent concentration, we

collected four speeds (9,000, 11,000, 13,500, and 16,300 rpm) and set up three

initial protein concentrations corresponding to A230 values of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9; 12

equilibrium data sets were therefore collected in total.

Notably, the speeds used in the OmpF and OMPLA sedimentation equilibrium

experiments diVer. This is because the rotor speed should be chosen to optimize

the exponential shape of the experimental data. As a rule of thumb, the lowest

speed is chosen so that the eVective molecular weight (s) at that speed equals

approximately unity, where the eVective molecular weight is defined according to

Yphantis (1964):

s ¼ Mð1� �vrÞo2

RT
ð9Þ

where o is the rotor speed in radians per second, R is the universal gas constant

(8.314472 J mol�1 K�1), and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. Since the mass

of the OmpF trimer is much larger than that of OMPLA, sedimentation equilibri-

um speeds are therefore lower for this protein. Subsequent speeds were chosen such
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that the speed factor between any two speeds equals approximately 1.5; the speed

factor is defined as

Speed Factor ¼ o2 for Speed2

o2 for Speed1
ð10Þ

Since the data will subsequently be globally fit to determine whether or not the

macromolecules are reversibly self-associating, these speed choices ensure that the

radial distributions of the protein will be significantly diVerent from each other.

3. General Data Fitting Strategy

Typically, we collect three rotor speeds with three initial protein concentrations.

This setup results in nine distinct radial distributions of the protein. Before analysis,

each data set needs to be trimmed to extract the regions of the exponential distribu-

tions to be used for analysis, to remove the optical noise between the sectors in the

cell, and to delete any bad points. The analyzable regions of the distributions start at

a radial position just greater than that of the meniscus. Since the absorbance optical

system is not linear with concentration above 1.2 on our instrument, we trim the data

to end at an absorbance value no greater than this, and in cases where the concen-

tration gradient at the bottom of the data set was high, the data were trimmed to

lower maximum absorbance values. The freely available software program Winree-

dit is easy to use and can be employed in an iterative manner to trim data appropri-

ately; data trimming can also be accomplished in the Sedanal preprocessor;

alternatively, it can be carried out manually using almost any spreadsheet or data

analysis program since the sedimentation equilibrium files are just ASCII text files.

Importantly, the original files should always be backed up as the user may need to go

back and reedit them at a future time.

Once data are trimmed, we globally fit each detergent concentration with either

the Windows or the Mac OS9 version of NONLIN (Johnson et al., 1981) by

nonlinear least-squares curve fitting. The goal of the fitting process is to find the

simplest model that describes the data: each set of data was initially fitted using a

single ideal species model followed by fitting using equations describing increas-

ingly complex reversible association schemes. The monomeric mass and partial

specific volume of each of the proteins were calculated using the program

SEDNTERP (Laue et al., 1992) and the amino acid sequences as input. These

values were held constant during fitting to self-association models.

D. Sedimentation Velocity Experiments on OmpF

For sedimentation velocity experiments, the absorbance optics were employed,

and intensity scans were collected for protein in three diVerent C14SB concentra-

tions (5, 30, and 60 mM). The collection of intensity scans as opposed to default

absorbance scans oVered several advantages: First, it doubled the amount of data
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that could be collected in the same time interval since both the reference and

sample sectors of the cells could be loaded with samples; for example, we collected

6 data sets in 3 two-sector cells in a single experiment. Second, this data collection

method oVered an increase of
ffiffiffi
2

p
in the signal-to-noise ratio of each collected data

set because the reference intensity data were not subtracted from the sample data.

We processed and analyzed the data using SedAnal (StaVord and Sherwood,

2004), which can directly read the intensity scans and can correct for any time-

independent oVsets in the preprocessing step. Within SedAnal, the time-derivative

method was used to determine the apparent sedimentation coeYcient distribution,

and the weight average sedimentation coeYcient (sw) for each data set were

calculated by integration over the range of this distribution. All buVers contained
300 mM KCl and 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3. Note that there is no need or

advantage to density match the detergent in sedimentation velocity experiments.

The protein shape, bound water, and bound detergent will all contribute to the

sedimentation coeYcient. Moreover, because the sedimentation coeYcient con-

tains information about mass that is coupled to the frictional coeYcient of the

sedimenting particle, there is no way to deconvolute these factors.

E. Viscosity Measurements

The viscosities of buVers used in AUC experiments were determined on a

Brookfield HA Model DV-III viscometer. The temperature was held at 25 �C
with a water cooler (VWR). Two buVer samples were made for each detergent

concentration, one with and the other without 2 mM EDTA. Three separate

measurements were taken at 75, 150, and 250 rpm for each buVer. The presence

or absence of 2 mM EDTA had no eVect on the viscosity (data not shown).

Therefore, the viscosity of the buVer at each detergent concentration was deter-

mined as the average of six diVerent measurements, for example, readings of buVer
with and without 2 mM EDTA at three diVerent speeds.

F. Density Measurements

BuVers used in the SV experiments were filtered (0.22 mm pore) and degassed

before their density was measured at 25 �C using an Anton Paar DMA 5000

density meter.

IV. Results

A. Analysis of OMPLA Dimerization Energetics

OMPLA is an outer membrane phospholipase enzyme found in gram-negative

bacteria; it becomes activated when these organisms experience stress, and activity

requires dimerization of the enzyme as well as calcium binding. The crystal
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structures of OMPLA show that complete active sites and calcium binding sites are

formed at the interface of the two monomers, explaining why dimerization is a

prerequisite for enzyme activity. To understand the molecular basis of OMPLA

activation, it is necessary to know how energetically favorable dimerization is as

well as how the free energy of dimerization is aVected by substrate binding and

calcium binding. We therefore used sedimentation equilibrium to address this

question (Stanley et al., 2006, 2007), and we will use the example of OMPLA

dimerization to illustrate in this chapter how a researcher would determine whether

or not a system is reversibly associating in solution or alternatively is a mixture of

irreversible aggregates. This distinction is important because the stoichiometry of

the oligomeric species can be determined in both situations; however, the extrac-

tion of the equilibrium constant and an extrapolation of the population distribu-

tion over a wide concentration range can be carried out only when the system is

reversibly associating on the timescale of the sedimentation equilibrium

experiment.

We investigated the interaction energetics of OMPLA under four conditions:

(1) in the absence of any cofactors; (2) in the presence of 20 mM CaCl2; (3) in the

presence of covalently bound substrate analog; and (4) in the presence of both

covalently bound substrate analog and 20 mM CaCl2 (Stanley et al., 2006).

The sedimentation equilibrium conditions––speeds, temperature, and detergent

concentration––were identical for each of these samples; the only diVerences
were the presence or absence of noncleavable substrate analog and calcium.

Derivatization of OMPLAwith the fatty acyl chain substrate analogue is described

in detail in Stanley et al. (2006, 2007) and will not be further discussed here. For

the purposes of illustrating how the analysis is carried out in this chapter, we will

consider the sedimentation equilibrium profiles of OMPLA under conditions

(1) and (4) from above.

1. OMPLA is Monomeric in the Absence of Cofactors

We first evaluated OMPLA in 5 mM C14SB in buVered solution with 20 mM

EDTA. The extracted data sets were globally analyzed using the model for a

single ideal species in which the molecular weight was a global fitting parameter

that was allowed to float in the combined fit of all nine data sets. Under

these buVer conditions, this mathematical model provided a good description

of the OMPLA radial distributions as evidenced by a square root of the variance

value on the order of the noise (�0.005 for our instrument) and residuals that

were randomly distributed and centered on zero. A single data set from this

global fit is shown in Fig. 1 where the residual distribution can be observed. The

resultant molecular weight from this fit was within 5% of that predicted for

monomeric OMPLA based on the amino acid sequence, and we therefore con-

cluded that OMPLA was 100% monomeric at these concentrations and under

these buVer conditions.
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2. OMPLA Participates in a Reversible Monomer–Dimer Equilibrium Reaction When Modified
with Decylsulfonylfluoride but Not When Modified with Perfluorinated Octylsulfonylfluoride

The second condition that we consider in this chapter is OMPLA modified with

an acyl chain analogue and in the presence of CaCl2. To explore the dependence of

OMPLA dimerization on its substrate, we modified OMPLA with substrates

composed of diVerent acyl chain lengths and diVerent chemical compositions

(Stanley et al., 2007). In this chapter, we will consider the data collected in the

presence of two diVerent substrates: (1) decylsulfonylfluoride (DSF), a 10-carbon

acyl chain; and (2) perfluorinated octylsulfonylfluoride (pOSF), an 8-carbon acyl

chain in which all hydrogen atoms have been replaced by fluorine atoms.

The setup for sedimentation equilibrium experiments of these samples was

identical to that described for OMPLA in the absence of any cofactors. The data

at the same three rotor speeds were collected on samples at initial protein concen-

trations corresponding to A280 values of 0.9, 0.6, and 0.3. The extracted data files

were globally analyzed as before; however, the initial single ideal species fit

returned values greater than that expected for a population composed entirely of

Fig. 1 Single-species fit of outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) in the absence of substrate

and CaCl2. A representative sedimentation equilibrium scan collected at 20,000 rpm is shown. The open

circles in the lower panel show the data, and the line represents the fit to a single-species equation. The

open circles in the upper panel represent the residuals of the fit, which are the diVerences between the fit

and the data at each point.
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monomer (data not shown).We therefore fit the data to models describing multiple

species in solution (e.g., monomer–dimer, monomer–trimer, monomer–tetramer).

For these fits, we fix the value of sigma to that calculated for the monomer, and we

allow the equilibrium constant for a particular monomer to vary in the global fit.

The monomer–dimer fits are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the protein modified with

DSF and pOSF, respectively. While the radial profiles in the bottom panels of

these two figures are not obviously diVerent, the ability of a global monomer–

dimer fit to describe the data is markedly better for the DSF sample in Fig. 2 than it

is for the pOSF sample in Fig. 3. The key comparative parameter is the distribution

of the residuals. Since the residuals in Fig. 3 are nonrandom, wemust conclude that

the global monomer–dimer fit does not describe the data; this means that the

equilibrium constant returned in that ‘‘fit’’ is not a valid description of the reaction
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Fig. 2 Global fit analysis of outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) in the presence of CaCl2
andmodified with decylsulfonylfluoride (DSF). The open circles in the lower panel are the data collected

at three diVerent concentrations (high to low from left to right) and at three diVerent speeds (16,300,

20,000, and 24,500 rpm, more shallow to less shallow exponential for each concentration). The lines in

the lower panel represent the global and simultaneous fit to all the data. The open circles in the upper

panels represent the residuals of each fit. These are all randomly distributed around zero, suggesting that

the monomer–dimer equation with a single equilibrium constant is a good description of the data.
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and that pOSF stimulates aggregation––not reversible self-association––of

OMPLA. Another possible conclusion is that the monomer–dimer model is not a

correct description of the populated species when modified by pOSF. On the

contrary, the residuals in Fig. 2 are randomly distributed in all data sets, suggesting

that a single equilibrium constant can describe the reaction independent of the

rotor speed and initial protein concentration; this means that the monomer and

dimer are reversibly associating on the timescale of the experiment and that the

fitted equilibrium constant is a measure of the thermodynamic activity of the

solution. Notably, it is the power of the global fit that allows us to draw this

conclusion. When analyzed individually, the monomer–dimer model (reversible
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Fig. 3 Global fit analysis of outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) in the presence of CaCl2
and modified with perfluorinated octylsulfonylfluoride (pOSF). The open circles in the lower panel are

the data collected at three diVerent concentrations (high to low from left to right) and at three diVerent

speeds (16,300, 20,000, and 24,500 rpm, more shallow to less shallow exponential for each concentra-

tion). The lines in the lower panel represent the global and simultaneous fit to all the data. The open

circles in the upper panels represent the residuals of each fit. In contrast to Fig. 2, the residuals in this

figure are not randomly distributed around zero, suggesting that the monomer–dimer equation with a

single equilibrium constant is not a good description of the data, which means that the monomer and

dimer species are not reversibly associating on the timescale of the experiment and that no conclusions

can be drawn about the thermodynamics of self-association.
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or irreversible) is a good fit of any single data set, and if we had only collected

sedimentation equilibrium data at a single concentration and speed, we would not

have been able to globally fit the data to test whether a protein sample contained

irreversible aggregates or was participating in a reversible self-association reaction.

B. Analysis of OmpF Trimer Stability in C14SB

We also carried out experiments to determine the thermodynamic stability of the

OmpF trimer in C14SB detergent micelles. The experimental setup was similar to

that used in the OMPLA experiments; however, the rotor speeds were slower

because of the higher molecular weight as described in Section III. Since OmpF

was also much more stable than OMPLA, we made two modifications to our

experiments in order to try and populate monomer and/or dimers of OmpF with

the goal of thermodynamically describing the assembly of the OmpF trimer: (1)We

monitored the protein concentration at an absorbance wavelength of 230 nm

instead of 280 nm. In general, proteins have a larger extinction coeYcient at

230 nm, which allows one to experimentally access lower protein concentrations.

As discussed in Chapter 6 by Cole et al., this volume, it is a simple matter to change

the detection wavelength on the Beckman Optima ultracentrifuges. (2) A second

diVerence in the OmpF experiments is that we carried out sedimentation equilibri-

um experiments in several diVerent detergent micelle concentrations. For each

detergent concentration, we set up three initial protein concentrations and collect-

ed several speeds. Since integral membrane proteins are partitioned into the

micellar phase of an aqueous solution, increasing the detergent concentration

leads to dilution of the membrane protein within that phase, and we reasoned

that increasing the detergent concentration would populate OmpF monomers

and/or dimers if the concentration went below the dissociation constant. We

previously showed using the GpA helix–helix dimer that a reversible membrane

protein interaction responds to the aqueous detergent concentration in a predict-

able way if the solution is behaving ideally (Fleming, 2002; Fleming et al., 2004),

and changing the detergent concentration would further allow us to test this for

OmpF.

We globally fit OmpF sedimentation equilibrium data collected for each deter-

gent concentration (5, 12, or 30 mM) at four diVerent speeds (9000, 11,000, 13,500,
and 16,300 rpm) and three diVerent initial protein concentrations. A representative

data set from the global fit is shown in Fig. 4A and illustrates the good single ideal

species fit. This fit returned a molecular weight of 105,000 � 1,000 Da, which is

6 � 1% lower than the calculated molecular weight for a trimer (111,000 Da) and

just below the limit for the expected molecular weight accuracy of sedimentation

equilibrium (�5%). There are two interpretations of these initial sedimentation

equilibrium fits. First, OmpF is completely trimeric under these conditions and

that the calculated molecular weight is slightly inaccurate. If so, we speculate that

this inaccuracy arises from uncertainties in our calculation of the partial specific

volume of the OmpF trimer, which we assume is an additive function of the partial
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specific volumes for each of the OmpF monomers; alternatively, there could be a

slight change in the density of the detergent once it is bound to OmpF. It is well

known (for a �v ¼ 0:75ml g�1) that each 1% error in the partial specific volume

propagates to a 3% error in the buoyant molecular weight; therefore, even a small

deviation of this value from the calculated one can lead to an uncertainty in data

interpretation. In principle, it is possible to experimentally determine the partial

specific volume of a soluble protein from density measurements, but this would not

work as well for a membrane protein since the density measurement would contain

contributions from the bound detergent as well as the protein. A second interpre-

tation for the slight decrease in the experimentally observed molecular weight of

the OmpF trimer may be that the trimer exists in an equilibrium species of lower

molecular weight. One of the advantages of sedimentation equilibrium is that it can

be sensitive to components present at levels of only 5–10%. While we anticipated

that the OmpF trimer would be quite stable, we were also interested to know

whether we could experimentally access a reversible equilibrium between

OmpF trimers and monomers or dimers.

Fig. 4 Outer membrane protein F (OmpF) is a single-species trimer. A representative sedimentation

equilibrium scan collected at 13,500 rpm of OmpF (11.1 mM, initial concentration) in 12 mM C14SB,

100 mMKCl, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.3. Both (A) and (B) show the same data fit with diVerent models.

The bottom panels show the observed absorbance (open circles) as a function of radius. The solid line

shows the respective fits and the residuals of each fit are displayed in the top panels. (A) Data fit with a

single-ideal-species model. The residuals (top panel) fall randomly and tightly about the fit, suggesting

that the single-ideal-species model describes the data well. (B) Data fit with a reversibly associating

monomer–trimer model. The relative contributions to the fit (solid line) by the monomer and trimer

species present are shown by the dotted line (monomer) and dashed line (trimer). The residuals

(top panel) of this fit show a curved trend and are greater in magnitude than the residuals of the

single-ideal-species model and demonstrate that the monomer–trimer model does not describe the data

better than the single-ideal-species model.
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To test this hypothesis we fit the data with models that account for multiple

species. The possibility of a population of only monomers and/or dimers was

eliminated because the results of a single ideal species fit demonstrated that the

eVective molecular weight was significantly higher than that expected for an OmpF

dimer. We therefore fit the data to three other models representing association

between (1) monomers and trimers, (2) monomers and tetramers, and (3) mono-

mers, dimers, and trimers. Global fits produced with multiple-species models did

not significantly decrease the square root of variance over the single-ideal-species

model (data not shown). The relative quality of the fits with diVerent models is

further evident when fitting individual data sets (Fig. 4). The residuals of multiple-

species models fits (Fig. 4B) either did not change from or were less random than

residuals of a single-species fit (Fig. 4A). Comparing the residuals of the individual

data sets and the square root of variance of the global fits reveals that the multiple-

species models do not fit the data better than the single-ideal-species model. We

therefore concluded that the sedimentation equilibrium data are best described by

a single-species trimer.

C. Sedimentation Velocity Experiments on OmpF

To obtain independent experimental data for the single-species trimer model of

OmpF, we carried out sedimentation velocity experiments. Because of the manner

in which the data are analyzed, sedimentation velocity methods facilitate experi-

ments at lower protein concentrations, which should further populate OmpF

monomers and/or dimers if they are in fact in a reversible equilibrium with the

OmpF trimer observed in the sedimentation equilibrium experiments. Since OmpF

dimers have been observed at lower protein concentrations (Watanabe and

Inoko, 2005), we postulated that sedimentation velocity experiments might allow

observation of OmpF dissociation.

Furthermore, StaVord has shown that sw is a measure of the thermodynamic

activity of a macromolecule in solution (StaVord, 2000). For self-associating

soluble proteins, sw will decrease with decreasing protein concentration if the

protein dissociates. A plot of sw versus the protein concentration can be fit with

an equation describing a binding isotherm to determine the association constant

for the equilibrium reaction (Correia, 2000). However, it is essential to recognize

that the concentration scales for soluble and membrane proteins should be funda-

mentally diVerent for this type of analysis. In contrast to soluble proteins, the mass

action behavior of membrane proteins will not depend on the aqueous concentra-

tion but rather will depend on the protein:detergent mole ratio (referred to as the

mole fraction protein) as the concentration unit. This is extensively discussed by

Fleming and has its origins in the fact that folded membrane proteins do not

partition into an aqueous environment (Fleming, 2002).

Analysis of any one of the sets of sedimentation velocity scans revealed a single

peak in the apparent sw distribution. This is illustrated by the data in Fig. 5.

Because of the mass and shape contribution of bound detergent molecules,
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the theoretical sedimentation coeYcient for a membrane protein cannot be calcu-

lated from either its composition or its crystal structure; this means that the single

experimental peak can be interpreted as a single species or as the reaction bound-

ary of multiple species in equilibrium. To distinguish between these single- and

multiple-species models, we carried out sedimentation velocity experiments as a

function of the mole fraction protein concentration. We varied both the aqueous

protein and detergent concentrations to obtain several diVerent protein mole

fractions. Like the representative data in Fig. 5, each of these could be fit to a

single sedimentation coeYcient. The sw values observed in our experiments ranged

from 5.3 to 5.8 S (Fig. 6A). Notably, these values are consistent with previously

published sedimentation coeYcients of the OmpF trimer in other lipidic environ-

ments, such as in lipopolysaccharide (s¼5.0 S) (Holzenburg et al., 1989), in

octylglucopyranoside micelles (s¼6.2 S, 6.4 S, and 6.6 S) (Lustig et al., 2000;

Markovic-Housley and Garavito, 1986), and in sodium dodecylsulfate micelles

(s¼6.0 S) (Markovic-Housley and Garavito, 1986). However, a plot of the ob-

served sw values as a function of mole fraction protein does in fact reveal a trend

that has a shape similar to a binding isotherm: sw decreases with lower mole

fraction protein (Fig. 6A). The trend may illustrate the eVect of increasing buVer

Fig. 5 Sedimentation velocity profile of outer membrane protein F (OmpF). Analysis of a represen-

tative sedimentation velocity scan of 11.1 mM OmpF in 60 mM C14SB. The bottom panel displays the

apparent sedimentation coeYcient distribution, g(s*) versus s* (open circles), which was calculated from

the time derivative of the raw data. The error bars from this calculation were no larger than the markers

used here and were therefore left out for greater graphical clarity. The single peak produced by this

analysis reflects either a single species or the weight average of several species in equilibrium with each

other. The mean of a Gaussian fit (black line) defines the weight average sedimentation coeYcient (sw).

The top panel displays the residuals of the fit, which are small and random, demonstrating a good fit.
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density or viscosity at high detergent concentrations on the sedimentation coeY-
cient of a single-species. Alternatively, the decrease in sw might indicate the

presence of multiple species undergoing more dissociation at greater detergent

concentrations.

To determine if the variation of the sw resulted from dissociation, we used the

OMPLA sequence variant Q94A as a control for sedimentation velocity

Fig. 6 Outer membrane protein F (OmpF) behaves as a single species despite the hyperbolic shape of

the sedimentation coeYcient concentration dependence. Results of sedimentation velocity experiments

with (A) OmpF and (B) outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) Q94A at various C14SB con-

centrations: 5 mM (triangles), 30 mM (circles), and 60 mM (squares). The apparent sw is plotted as a

function of mole fraction protein. (C) The values of sw were normalized with respect to the largest sw for

each protein. The normalized sw for OmpF (closed markers) and OMPLA Q94A (open markers) are

plotted as a function of mole fraction protein.
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experiments. Under the same experimental conditions used for OmpF, it is known

that wild-type OMPLA (Stanley et al., 2006) and the sequence variant Q94A are

monomeric. In the sedimentation velocity experiments with the OMPLA variant

Q94A, we also observed a distribution (sw¼2.0 – 2.4 S). In Fig. 6B, sw is plotted as a

function of mole fraction protein and demonstrates that the sw of OMPLA Q94A

decreased as a function of mole fraction protein, similar to the trend observed

for OmpF.

The diVerences in the absolute values of sw obtained for OmpF (sw¼5.3 – 5.8 S)

and OMPLA Q94A (sw¼2.0 – 2.4 S) are not surprising because of the diVerence in
molecular weight of the OmpF trimer (111,000 Da) and the OMPLA Q94A

monomer (31,000 Da). To compare the trends in the distribution of sw, the values

were normalized to the highest observed for each protein. The normalized sw
values were then plotted as a function of mole fraction protein (Fig. 6C). The

trend observed for the OmpF trimer in Fig. 6C overlays that of OMPLA Q94A, a

completely monomeric protein. This result indicates that the detergent dependence

of sw observed in OmpF cannot be explained by the dissociation of the OmpF

trimer into monomers in dilute conditions; rather these data support the conclu-

sions drawn from the sedimentation equilibrium data: OmpF is a single-species

trimer.

The variation in sw for a single species was unexpected, so we explored the

probability that the variation resulted from changes in bulk solvent properties.

Sedimentation velocity experiments quantify the hydrodynamic properties of

macromolecules, so changes in the buVer viscosity or density at high detergent

concentrations could contribute to the observed behavior of both OmpF and

OMPLA. To determine whether bulk solvent properties aVect the sw distribution,

we measured the viscosity and density of all buVers in the absence of protein. We

found that the viscosity and density of the buVers do not change over the detergent

concentrations used nor do they vary significantly from the calculated values of the

buVer without detergent (Fig. 7). Therefore, changes in bulk solvent properties do

not likely account for variation in the measured sw.

Apart from bulk solvent properties, sw is also sensitive to the size and shape of

the macromolecule. The number of detergent molecules bound to the protein may

aVect both the size and the shape of a detergent–protein complex. For example,

Watanabe and Inoko observed through small angle light scattering that the OmpF

dimer–micelle complex and the trimer–micelle complex are of the same size. They

concluded that the variation in the amount of detergent bound accounted for the

diVerence in size between the dimer and the trimer (Watanabe and Inoko, 2005).

Similarly, the number of detergents bound to OmpF may have varied between our

experiments. If the number of detergent molecules varied with the detergent

concentration (the only parameter that changed between sedimentation velocity

experiments), then sw would also vary with detergent concentration and account

for the observed trend. However, the number of detergent molecules that solvate a

given membrane protein is generally not known; neither can it be concluded

whether that number varies at diVerent detergent concentrations. Although the
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structure of the protein–detergent micelle complex is not yet understood, we have

shown that for b-barrel membrane proteins, the change in sw with mole fraction

protein is not necessarily a reflection of the law of mass action or an indication of

the dissociation of oligomers. Sedimentation-velocity studies of detergent-solvated

membrane proteins should be interpreted carefully.

V. Discussion

Knowledge of the thermodynamic stabilities of several membrane proteins

makes it possible to rank a set of proteins by their interaction energies. This is

illustrated by Fig. 8 in which relative oligomeric populations of several membrane

proteins, OmpF, GpA (Fleming et al., 2004), and OMPLA, with and without

eVector molecules (Stanley et al., 2006) are plotted as a function of mole fraction

protein. ‘‘Mole fraction protein’’ was chosen as the quantity for the abscissa for

Fig. 7 Viscosity and density of buVers do not change with detergent concentration. (A) The buVer

viscosity is plotted as a function of C14SB detergent concentration. The error bars represent the

standard deviation of six independent measurements. (B) The buVer density of two independent

measurements at each detergent concentration is plotted as a function of C14SB concentration. The

viscosity and density of the buVers in the absence of detergent were determined in SEDNTERP

(Laue et al., 1992) and are shown in both panels as a dashed horizontal line.
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this comparison as this concentration scale represents the distributions of the

membrane proteins within the micellar phase (Fleming, 2002). Mole fraction

protein is defined as the ratio of the aqueous molar concentrations of protein to

micellar detergent. The mole fraction scale normalizes the observed equilibrium

constant to the detergent micelle concentration used in any particular experiment

and allows a direct comparison of membrane protein populations even if the data

were collected in diVerent detergent concentrations. Underlying the mole fraction

representation of the data is the assumption that the membrane protein is behaving

ideally within the micellar phase, and it is important to recognize that this condi-

tion has been experimentally demonstrated only for the GpA helix dimer (Fleming

et al., 2004); it is an assumed behavior for the other proteins on this graph. The thin

lines in Fig. 8 show the predicted change in fraction oligomer as a function of mole

fraction protein and were calculated from the dissociation constants of the

observed oligomeric populations (thick portion of the lines) as measured by

sedimentation equilibrium experiments (Fleming et al., 2004; Kobus and

Fleming, 2005; Stanley et al., 2006). OmpF was detected as a single-species trimer

over the experimentally accessible mole fraction protein, and we therefore calcu-

lated an estimate of upper limit for the dissociation constant. Assuming a cooper-

ative trimer-to-monomer dissociation scheme, we forced the fraction oligomer to

decrease from the lowest experimentally observed mole fraction protein. The

theoretical curve for OmpF represents the upper limit to the mole fraction

Fig. 8 A comparison of the oligomer populations for several membrane proteins. The fraction

oligomers of OmpF, GpA, outer membrane phospholipase A (OMPLA) with eVector molecules (*)

(purple), and OMPLAwithout eVector molecules are plotted as a function of mole fraction protein. The

thick portions of the curve represent the observed oligomeric populations from which the standard-state

free energies were calculated (Fleming et al., 2004; Stanley et al., 2006). No monomeric species for

OmpF nor oligomeric species for OMPLA without eVector molecules (Stanley et al., 2006)

were observed and therefore the dashed curves represent limits to the free energy of association.

Under all observed conditions, both GpA and OMPLA self-association is much weaker than OmpF

self-association.
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concentration that would dissociate an OmpF trimer; in reality, the OmpF trimer

may be more stable than the distribution shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, there was no

dimeric population observed for OMPLA without eVector molecules (Stanley

et al., 2006); thus, the reported value for the free energy of association of

OMPLA is also a limit and reflects the most favorable self-association that might

exist. To date, these curves define the limits of the free energy of association for

b-barrel membrane proteins.

An estimate of the increased stability of the OmpF trimer over the other

membrane proteins can also be expressed numerically by calculating the free

energy from the association constants that the curves in Fig. 8 represent. For

OmpF, the sedimentation equilibrium data suggest that the highest limit of the

standard-state free energy of association is �26 kcal mol�2. The standard-state

free energy of association observed for GpA is �5.7 kcal mol�1 (Fleming et al.,

2004), for OMPLA with eVector molecules is �4.2 kcal mol�1, and for OMPLA

without eVector molecules is �1.05 kcal mol�1 (Stanley et al., 2006). These ther-

modynamic values illustrate the wide range of stabilities that can be encoded in

membrane proteins, and it will be interesting in the future to compare these to the

stabilities of additional membrane proteins.

VI. Summary

AUC is a powerful method that can be used to derive quantitative descriptions

of membrane protein complexes dispersed in detergent micelle solutions. Using the

density-matching method, the molecular weights of membrane proteins can be

unequivocally determined, and global analysis of sedimentation equilibrium data

can reveal whether membrane proteins are reversibly associating in detergent

micelle solutions. When reversible association is established, the equilibrium con-

stant can be extracted, and this quantity can be used to predict the species

population over a wide range of protein concentrations. Knowing the thermody-

namic stability of membrane proteins in the same detergent micelle environment

allows a comparison of the population distributions and provides a basis for

understanding how the sequences and the structures of membrane proteins encode

their stabilities and functions.
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Abstract

Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy are the heart of life science laboratory

techniques. These two spectroscopic tools are sensitive, are easy to use, and

can provide a wide range of information. The goal of this chapter is to familiarize

the reader with some basic principles and applications of absorption and

steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy. Selected applications are illustrated with

examples.

I. Introduction

This chapter is written for the novice and is intended to introduce some basic

concepts of absorption and steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy. Both types of

spectroscopy are widely used in biological research; just a few of the multitude of

applications are discussed here. For additional information, one of the many

excellent books and monographs should be consulted. A few leading sources are

listed under Suggested Reading.

II. Absorption Spectroscopy

Absorption spectroscopy, also referred to as UV-Visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy,

is one of the simplest techniques of optical spectroscopy. The technique is most

frequently employed in life science laboratories as a method to determine concen-

tration or to monitor changes in states (such as DNA melting) or chromophore

environment (such as receptor binding).

Absorption spectroscopy can be used to evaluate molecules that undergo elec-

tronic transitions excited by ultraviolet (UV) and visible light (�190–800 nm).

Biologically relevant chromophores in this region include the peptide bond

(�210 nm), nucleic acid bases (�250–260 nm), aromatic amino acid side chains

(�260–280 nm), heme (�400 and 600 nm), and flavin (�450 nm).

The basic principle behind absorption spectroscopy is that light is absorbed

by a molecule when the energy of the light matches the energy diVerence bet-

ween two electronic states. In a typical absorption spectrophotometer, a solution

of the chromophore of interest is placed between the light source and a detector.

The sample is illuminated, and the intensity of the light at each wavelength is

measured before (I0) and after (I) it passes through the solution. The spectro-

photometermeasures the light absorbedby the solution,which is expressed as percent

transmittance (I/I0) or more frequently as absorbance (the negative log of trans-

mittance).The term‘‘opticaldensity’’ (O.D.) isanolderexpressionthat is synonymous

to absorbance. The amount of light absorbed by a sample is proportional to the

concentration of the substance based on the Beer–Lambert law:
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log
I0

I

� �
l
¼ Al ¼ el � c� l

where I0 is the intensity of light of wavelength l incident on the sample, I is the

intensity of light of wavelength l transmitted through the sample, Al is

the absorbance at wavelength l, el is the absorption coeYcient at wavelength l, c
is the concentration of the chromophore, and l is the path length.

The absorbance of a molecule at a particular wavelength (Al) is therefore a

function of the concentration of the molecule (c), the path length of the cell

containing the solution (l, units in cm), and the absorption coeYcient (e), which
is also known by the older term ‘‘extinction coeYcient.’’ The absorption coeYcient

can be loosely described as the eYciency by which the electron moves from the

ground state to the excited state. It is a property of the structure of the molecule

and can be influenced by the environment of the molecule in solution. Highly

eYcient transitions will have large absorption coeYcients. When the concentration

of a substance is measured in moles/liter, the term molar absorptivity is used (units

in M�1cm�1). Absorption coeYcients of proteins are frequently expressed in terms

of mass rather than moles [e.g., (mg/ml)�1cm�1].

The detection limits of absorption spectroscopy are generally a function of the

absorption coeYcient, since a fixed path, usually 1.0 cm, is defined by the cuvette

used to measure the spectrum in a spectrophotometer (although cuvettes with

smaller paths are also available). Thus, molecules with high absorption coeYcients

will be detectable at lower concentrations.

A. Absorption Spectrophotometers

A UV-Vis spectrophotometer is a device that measures the amount of light

absorbed by the chromophore as a function of the wavelength of the electromag-

netic radiation. Conventional spectrophotometers consist of the following: a light

source (deuterium lamp for the UV region: 190–350 nm and tungsten lamp for

the wavelength region above 350 nm); a collimator, for focusing the beam of

light; a monochromator, for wavelength selection; a sample compartment; and a

detector. Conventional spectrophotometers have been largely replaced by diode

array spectrophotometers, which have an advantage of speed over the former.

A diode array spectrophotometer uses reverse optics, that is, the polychromatic

light passes through the sample first and is then dispersed onto the diode array.

The array comprises a series of photodiode detectors juxtaposed on a silicon

chip, with each diode designed to measure a finite but narrow band of the

spectrum. Thus, the entire spectrum can be collected in a matter of seconds.

The short exposure to the incident light can also minimize photodecomposition

of samples.
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B. Measuring Absorption Spectrum

It is very simple to measure an absorption spectrum with just a few precautions

to be considered. Each spectrophotometer has a sensitivity range also known as the

photometric range. The photometric range is the linear range of the instrument.

Absorbance values must be kept within this range for the data to be valid. It is

good to keep in mind that the absorption value provided by the instrument is a

logarithmic ratio: an absorbance of 1.0 unit means that 10% of the incident light

has been absorbed by the sample, while a sample that has an absorbance of

2.0 units absorbs 99% of the incident light. The photometric precision and

accuracy should also be noted.

Spectra in the UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum (190–350 nm) are

obtained in quartz cuvettes, which are available in many diVerent sizes. Glass or

plastic cuvettes can be used for measurements in the visible region. When more

than one cuvette is used in an absorption measurement, the cuvettes should be

‘‘matched (i.e., have the same optical properties).’’ Cuvettes should not be handled

by touching the polished walls. The tips of Pasteur pipettes are sharp enough to

scratch cuvettes; these pipettes should be briefly fire polished before using them

with the cuvettes.

A ‘‘blank’’ is recorded first, which is a spectrum of all of the solution components

except the substance(s) of interest. BuVer components may contain impurities or

may absorb in the same region as the substance of interest. Therefore, it is wise to

take a spectrum of the buVer using a blank of distilled water to make sure that no

strongly absorbing components interfere with the spectral region of interest.

A spectrophotometer fails to distinguish between absorption and scattering. The

scattering of light by a turbid solution will also be read as absorbance by the

instrument. It is possible to obtain true absorption spectra of chromophores within

turbid samples using instruments that possess specialized accessories for the task

(such as a diVuse reflectance accessory). Manipulation of the data from an unmod-

ified spectrophotometer can also be attempted. Taking the second derivative of the

spectrum may eliminate the contribution of scatter to the spectrum, particularly

for samples with narrow absorption bands (Castanho et al., 1997). If turbidity is

not an intrinsic property of the sample, then the best approach is to clarify the

solution prior to the spectral measurement. If the sample is intrinsically turbid,

micelles for example, use of a spectrophotometer that places the cuvette very close

to the photomultiplier tube is advised to reduce scattering eVects.
It is essential that the beam passes entirely through the solution and not through

cuvette walls or air above the liquid. Self-masking cuvettes have black walls to

prevent the beam from passing through the sides of the cuvette. They are more

expensive than plain cuvettes, but the investment is worthwhile if highly accurate

measurements are required. The volume of liquid in a cuvette must be enough to

cover the entire aperture of the cell holder. A dental or mechanic’s mirror is a

convenient tool for checking the level of the sample once the cuvette is on the

instrument.
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When cold samples are measured, the cuvette should be checked for condensa-

tion. Condensation on the windows of a cuvette will also result in inaccurate

absorption spectral data, and it should be removed by a gentle wipe with a tissue.

If the experiment has to be performed at low temperature, then a continuous flow

of dry nitrogen or argon gas can prevent condensation and minimize the error in

measurement.

C. Common Applications

1. Concentration Determination

This is a direct application of the Beer–Lambert law. If the absorption coeYcient

for a molecule is known, then the concentration of the molecule in solution can be

obtained by taking an absorption spectrum of the solution and solving the

equation:

c ¼ el � l

Al

If a literature value for the absorption coeYcient is used, it is important to know

the buVer concentration, concentration of any additives, and the pH of the

solution. DiVerences in solution variables can aVect an absorption coeYcient.

An absorption coeYcient is always reported with the wavelength and the solvent/

buVer solution. For instance, the two commonly used absorption coeYcients for

measurement of concentration of anticancer drug paclitaxel for laboratory pur-

poses are e228 nm, ethanol ¼ 2.79 � 104 M�1 cm�1, e273 nm, DMSO ¼ 1.70 � 103 M�1

cm�1 (Li et al., 2000; Wani et al., 1971). Absorption coeYcients for many proteins,

nucleotides, and other biomolecules are compiled by Fasman (1989).

In the absence of a literature value, an absorption coeYcient for a biological

molecule can be experimentally determined or estimated by calculation. A detailed

procedure for determining absorption coeYcients for proteins, experimentally and

computationally, can be found in Pace et al. (1995). Comparison of calculation

methods for absorption coeYcients for DNA can be found in Kallansrud and

Ward (1996). It should be noted that absorption coeYcients for proteins and

nucleic acid polymers may be reported using diVerent terminology. Absorption

coeYcients for proteins are frequently encountered as percent solution absorp-

tion coeYcients (epercent), which has units of (g/100 ml)�1cm�1. Absorption coeY-
cients for DNA and RNA are frequently expressed as (g/L)�1cm�1. Absorption

coeYcient data for nucleic acid polymers are also expressed in terms of O.D. units

at 260 nm. (1 O.D. unit is equivalent to an absorbance of 1.0.) For example, an

O.D. unit of 1 at 260 nm for dsDNA corresponds to a concentration of 50 mg/ml

(Fasman, 1989).

Absorption coeYcients for small molecules can be determined experimentally,

and it is convenient to know an absorption coeYcient for a frequently used small
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molecule. The procedure is based on measurement of the absorbance and deter-

mining the absorption coeYcient from the Beer–Lambert law. A solution of the

ligand at a known concentration is subjected to serial dilutions until the absor-

ption spectrum of the molecule falls in the linear range of the instrument. The

concentration of this solution is calculated based on the dilution factor, and the

absorption coeYcient for the substance is calculated from the Beer–Lambert

relationship: el ¼ c � l/Al.

The most critical aspect of this procedure is that the concentration of the original

stock solution must be very accurate and the subsequent dilutions must be care-

fully performed. For this purpose, highly pure, dry solid is carefully weighed and

dissolved completely in a known volume of buVer or solvent. It is a good practice

to use an analytical balance to determine the mass of solvent added. For pure

solvents, the volume of the solvent can be determined precisely by dividing

the mass of the solvent by the density of the solvent. Measuring the dilution factors

by mass as well as volume is also prudent, since an error in pipetting or in the

pipette calibration can be detected and corrected from the mass measurements.

2. Ligand–Receptor Interactions

Absorption spectra can be sensitive to the environment of the chromophore, and

this sensitivity may be exploited to evaluate ligand–receptor interactions, particu-

larly when the ligand absorbs light in a region of the spectrum that is diVerent from
that of the receptor. Environmental conditions that aVect the ionization state of a

chromophore can result in large changes in the absorption maximum and molar

absorptivity. For example, the absorption spectrum of tyrosine at pH above and

below the pKa of the phenol is shown in Fig. 1. Ionization of the phenol results in

18 nm shift in the lowest energy absorption maximum and an increase in the molar

absorptivity.

The shifts in absorption bands are described by various terms. A shift in an

absorption band to longer wavelength is a shift to lower energy, and is also called a

red shift or a bathochromic shift. A shift in an absorption band to shorter wave-

length is a shift to higher energy, and is also called a blue shift or a hypsochromic

shift. Wavelength shifts may or may not be accompanied by changes in intensity.

If the intensity of a band increases, such as in DNA melting, the increase is called

a hyperchromic shift. If the intensity of an absorption band decreases, it is a

hypochromic shift.

Small changes in absorption spectra are most easily observed by diVerence
spectroscopy. An absorption spectrum of the unperturbed chromophore, such as

a ligand in the absence of the receptor, is recorded. The absorption spectrum of an

identical concentration of the ligand in the presence of the receptor is then

recorded, and the first (unperturbed) spectrum is subtracted from the second

(perturbed) spectrum to yield the diVerence spectrum. Such measurements can be

repeated with varying concentrations of one of the components until saturation in
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the signal change is reached. These data can then be used to construct a binding

curve (Connors, 1987).

DiVerence spectra can be generated computationally by subtracting digitized

spectra from one another. Alternatively, diVerence spectra may be directly

recorded using tandem absorption cuvettes. These cuvettes contain a partition

that divides the sample compartment precisely in half but is shorter than the

exterior walls of the cuvette. Identical volumes of ligand and receptor are placed

in each compartment of the cuvette and the instrument is blanked with this cell.

The contents of the cuvette are then mixed by stoppering and inverting the cuvette.

The resulting solution has half the initial concentration of each component

distributed over twice the path length. If there is no interaction between the

components, the spectrum of the mixed components is identical to that of

the unmixed sample. Since the instrument is blanked with the unmixed sample,

the spectrum will be identical to the baseline.

If an interaction between the components aVects the absorption spectrum of one

or more components, a diVerence spectrum will be observed. Figure 2 shows a

diVerence spectrum for binding of thiocolchicine to tubulin. Thiocolchicine pos-

sesses an absorption band with a maximum of �380 nm. Tubulin binding yields a

diVerence spectrum that resembles a sine curve in the lower energy region of the

spectrum. The positive lobe at longer wavelength coupled with a negative lobe at
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Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of l-tyrosine below and above the pKa. The absorption maximum shifts

from 275 nm in acidic to 294 nm in basic medium with a concomitant increase in the absorption

intensity.
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shorter wavelength indicates that tubulin binding induces a bathochromic shift

in the thiocolchicine absorption maximum. A negative lobe at the higher wave-

length side of the curve and a positive lobe at the lower wavelength side of

the curve would indicate that a hypsochromic shift in the absorption maximum

occurred.

The tandem cell method is a particularly convenient way to measure the kinetics

of a reaction or a ligand–receptor association. An example of a chemical reaction

between an aldehyde and a hydrazine to form a hydrazone is shown in Fig. 3. The

absorption maximum of the hydrazone is at longer wavelength than the absorption

maximum of the hydrazine, which is reflected in the shape of the diVerence
spectrum.

The arrows in Fig. 3 identify isosbestic points. An isosbestic point is the wave-

length at which two components have identical absorptivities. The existence of an

isosbestic point in a mixture is normally an indication of a two-state transition,

such as one reactant to a single product, as shown in Fig. 3, or one type of receptor

binding site for a ligand. It is possible that other species are present in solution that

may have no absorption at the wavelength of the isosbestic point. The lack of an

isosbestic point, however, indicates that a more complicated situation exists. For

example, Fig. 4 shows the same hydrazone formation reaction performed at

higher concentrations. Under these conditions, product formation is followed by
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Fig. 2 DiVerence spectrum for binding of thiocolchicine to tubulin in PME buVer (0.1 M PIPES,

1 mM MgSO4, 2 mM EGTA, pH 6.90). The binding results in the red shift of the thiocolchicine band.
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precipitation, which scatters the visible light and increases the apparent baseline.

The sharp isosbestic points observed in Fig. 3 are indiscernible in Fig. 4.

3. Turbidity Measurements

Figure 4 illustrates another function of an absorption spectrophotometer, which is

to indirectly detect light scattering. Particles in a solution will scatter light in a

manner dependent on the size of the particle and the wavelength of the light. The

wavelength dependence of the turbidity of a solution of biological macromolecules

can be used to estimate the size and shape of the macromolecule (Camerini-Otero

and Day, 1978). Since turbidity is directly proportional to absorbance, measure-

ments performed on the absorption spectrophotometer can provide information

about molecular weight and dimensions and the concentrations of particles or

macromolecules in the solution. For example, bacteria scatter light as if they were

small particles, and suspensions of bacteria at suYcient concentration will appear

turbid (Koch, 1968). Measurement of turbidity (apparent absorption) is common

laboratory practice to monitor bacterial growth and estimate bacteria concentration

(Murray et al., 1979). Reactions that proceed with protein aggregation or polymer
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Fig. 3 DiVerence spectrum for hydrazone formation reaction as a function of time. Coumarin

hydrazine (65 mM) and salicyladehyde (650 mM) in 0.1 M phosphate buVer at pH 7.0 were placed

in separate compartments of a tandem cell. A baseline was collected. The reaction was initiated by

stoppering the cuvette and mixing the contents by inversion. The absorption spectrum of the mixed

solutions was collected at 60-sec time intervals. The arrows on the graph identify the isosbestic points,

indicating the two-state transition in the formation of the hydrazone from the aldehyde and hydrazine.
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formation may be monitored by measuring turbidity changes (Findeis, 2000; Jobling

et al., 2001; Kanzaki et al., 2006). For example, the cytoskeletal protein tubulin

polymerizes to form tubular structures known as microtubules, resulting in a milky

white appearance of a previously clear protein solution. The extent of light scattering,

measured as apparent absorption in the region of 350–400 nm, is directly propor-

tional to the mass of polymerized protein. This property has been used to determine

the extent and rate of polymerization of the protein under various conditions

(Berne, 1974; Gaskin et al., 1974; Hall and Minton, 2005).

D. Microplate Reader Spectrophotometers

The use of plate readers for measuring optical properties of multiple samples is

increasingly common in life science. Microtiter plates are commonly available in

6-, 12-, 24-, 48-, 96-, 384-, and 1536-well formats, and a majority of the commercial
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Fig. 4 DiVerence spectrum for hydrazone formation reaction as a function of time. Solutions of

coumarin hydrazine (200 mM) and salicyladehyde (2 mM) in 0.1 M phosphate buVer at pH 7.0 were

treated as described in Fig. 3. Comparing the spectra to those in Fig. 3, note the lack of isosbestic points

and the increase in scatter observed at longer wavelength. The hydrazone precipitates out of solution

during the reaction.
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instruments will read 96- and 384-well plates. The instrumental specifications vary

with manufacturer and model, so it is necessary to consult the manufacturer’s

specifications to determine the capabilities of a particular instrument. Many

instruments use filters rather than monochromators, which limit applications

(e.g., reading at fixed wavelengths rather than collection of the entire spectrum).

The low wavelength limit of many instruments is �320 nm, so protein and nucleic

acid signals cannot be monitored. A significant diVerence between absorption data

collected in plates compared to those collected in a standard spectrophotometer is

that the path length in the plate is a function of the sample volume, while the path

length when measured in spectrophotometer is physically defined by the dimen-

sions of the cuvette regardless of the sample volume. Since the absorbance of a

solution is a function of the path length, it is necessary to use identical sample

volumes in each well in a plate and/or know how the plate reader responds to

samples of varying volumes. There are commercially available plate readers that

can correct the output data for variations in sample volume.

The most common application using microtiter plates are assays involving mul-

tiple samples of similar composition and identical volumes, such as colorimetric

assays for cytotoxicity or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) using

alkaline phosphatase-conjugated secondary antibodies. Many protocols that

require absorption measurements on multiple samples are much easier to

perform using plate readers than conventional spectrophotometers. However, min-

iaturization of absorption assays to 1536-well plates or low volume 384-well plates is

not necessarily straightforward. The short optical path and variations in that path

due to the meniscus become important factors in such assays (Zuck et al., 2005).

III. Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of the most widely used optical techniques in

biochemistry and cell biology. Highly sensitive and tremendously versatile, fluo-

rescence spectroscopy can be found in virtually all areas of life science research.

The common instruments encountered in life science laboratories are steady-state

spectrofluorimeter and fluorescence plate reader. This chapter will be limited to the

types of information available from the basic versions of these instruments. Even

with these limitations, the coverage here is far from comprehensive. The reader is

referred to the Suggested Reading and References section for leading sources to

more specific and detailed information.

A. Introduction to Fluorescence

Absorption of a photon of appropriate energy causes an electronic transition

from ground state to an excited state. Once a molecule is in an electronically

excited state, the energy must eventually be dissipated for the molecule to return
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to its ground state. These processes are frequently illustrated by a Jablonski

diagram (Fig. 5).

The absorption of a photon occurs very quickly (�10–15 sec) from the lowest

vibrational level of the ground state (S0) to higher electronic and vibrational states

(e.g., S1, S2). The electron relaxes quickly from higher energy states (�10–10 to

10–12 sec) to the lowest vibrational level of the first excited state (S1). This is

known as internal conversion. In the absence of photochemical reactions, there

are two general paths for loss of excited state energy: radiative and nonradiative.

Loss of energy in a radiative pathway involves release of a photon (Fig. 5).

When the photon comes from the first excited singlet state to the ground state,

the light released is fluorescence. An electron can also undergo intersystem cross-

ing, that is, move to an excited triplet state from the excited singlet state (not shown

in Fig. 5). The return of the electron from this triplet state to the ground state

may be accompanied by release of a photon. This emission is referred to as

phosphorescence and will not be discussed in this chapter.

Excited state energy may also be dissipated by nonradiative paths (without

emission of a photon) through mechanisms such as release of heat, interact-

ions with solvent molecules, collisions with other molecules, or resonance energy

transfer to another chromophore.

S0

S1

Absorption

S2

Fluorescence

Internal 
conversion

hnA hnA
hnF

Fig. 5 Simplified Jablonski diagram depicting the excitation of an electron by absorption of a photon

(hnA) to higher electronic states S1 or S2. The electron returns to the ground electronic state, S0, from

the lowest vibrational state of S1. Fluorescence is observed with the release of photon (hnF). The
dotted and solid arrows in the diagram represent nonradiative and radiative electronic transitions,

respectively.
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B. Fluorophores

A fluorophore may be endogenous to the biological system, such as an aromatic

amino acid residue in a protein. Endogenous or intrinsic fluorophores frequently

absorb and emit in the UV region. Visible region fluorophores are generally

exogenous, and may be introduced to a biological system through the use of

fluorescently labeled antibodies, chemical labeling, or expression of green fluores-

cent protein or one of its variants. Exogenous or extrinsic fluorophores can be

designed to absorb and emit virtually any frequency of light, including near

infrared radiation. Detailed information on the use of the exogenous fluorophores

in life science laboratories can be found in Mason (1993). Both endogenous and

exogenous fluorophores may be characterized by the following experimental

observables.

1. Excitation and Emission Spectra

An emission spectrum is a plot of number of photons emitted at a particular

wavelength when the molecule is irradiated at a single wavelength in an absorption

band. In general, the shape of an emission spectrum is a mirror image of the

absorption spectrum. Absorption of a photon primarily occurs from the lowest

vibrational level of the ground state to multiple vibrational levels within the excited

state. Vibrational relaxation of the excited state results in the emitted photon

originating from the lowest vibrational level of the excited state. Emission of a

photon returns the fluorophore to various vibrational levels within the ground

state. The vibrational energy levels of the ground and excited state are about

equally spaced, therefore, the absorption and emission spectra appear to be

reflected through a mirror plane.

An excitation spectrum is also a plot of the number of photons emitted at a

particular wavelength; however, in this case, the emission wavelength is held

constant and the excitation wavelength is varied. The shape of an excitation

spectrum of a molecule is generally the same as its absorption spectrum.

Normally, the shape of an excitation or emission spectrum is constant regardless

of excitation wavelength, although the overall intensity will vary depending on the

absorption coeYcient at the excitation wavelength.

2. Stokes’ Shift

The emission maximum of a fluorophore is observed at a lower energy (longer

wavelength) than the absorption maximum (Fig. 6).

This is a consequence of the loss of vibrational energy in the excited state before

emission of the photon (Fig. 5). The energy diVerence between the absorption

maximum (nA) and the emission maximum (nF) is the Stokes’ shift. The Stokes’

shift is expressed in wavenumbers (cm�1). The magnitude of the Stokes’ shift of a

fluorophore is a function of its molecular structure and, for many fluorophores,
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the nature of its surroundings. Environmental eVects on the Stokes’ shift of a fluor-

ophore can be useful to probe some aspects of biological systems (see Section III.H).

3. Fluorescence Lifetime

The lifetime of a fluorophore is the average time the molecule spends in the

excited state. Loss of excited state energy is due to radiative and nonradiative

processes. Therefore, lifetime (t) is the inverse of the sum of the rate constant for

radiative emission (fluorescence, kr) and the rate constants for all nonradiative

dissipation of excited state energy (knr):

t ¼ 1

kr þ knr

The lifetime of a single electronic transition is characterized by a single exponential

decay of fluorescence and is the time required for the fraction of the population of

molecules in the excited state to decrease by a factor of 1/e, or �37%:
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Fig. 6 Absorption and emission spectrum of 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (ANS) in dimethyl

sulfoxide.
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FðtÞ ¼ F0e
�t=t

In the above equation, t is the time, t is the fluorescence lifetime, F0 is the initial

fluorescence at t ¼ 0. Fluorescence lifetimes are measured by either pulse fluoro-

metry or phase-modulated fluorometry, both of which are beyond the scope of this

chapter. It may be noted that the fluorescence lifetime is not directly aVected by the

energy or intensity of the light emitted. Thus, fluorophores that have similar

spectral characteristics can be distinguished if their lifetimes are diVerent. Discrim-

ination between fluorescence lifetimes is the basis for the technique known as

fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM; see Quantifying Protein Activity

Using FRET and FLIM Microscopy by Pralle and Kalab in Volume 2 of this

series, in press).

4. Quantum Yield

The quantum yield (f) of a fluorophore is the ratio of the number of photons

emitted as fluorescence to the number of photons absorbed by the molecule:

f ¼ photons emitted

photons absorbed

The quantum yield can also be expressed in terms of the fluorescence lifetime:

f ¼ kr

kr þ knr
¼ krt

A fluorophore with a quantum yield of 1.0 emits all absorbed photons as

fluorescence. Relative ‘‘brightness’’ of fluorophores can be assessed by multiplying

the absorption coeYcient at the excitation wavelength by the fluorescence quan-

tum yield (Waggoner, 1995). A comparison of a molecule’s fluorescence intensity

with the emission intensity of a fluorophore whose quantum yield is available in the

literature is another common way to express relative quantum yield. Lists of

standard fluorophores with their quantum yields can be found in a number of

sources (Crosby and Demas, 1971; Lakowicz, 2006; Valeur, 2002).

5. Fluorescence Anisotropy

Fluorophores absorb photons that have their electric dipoles aligned parallel to

the transition moment of the fluorophore. When freely diVusing fluorophores are

excited with polarized light, the emitted light will normally be depolarized as a

result of rotational diVusion during the lifetime of the excited state. The extent of

depolarization is assessed by determining the intensity of light emitted parallel (Ik)
and perpendicular (I?) to the excitation light. The fluorescence anisotropy (r) is

calculated from these measurements by the following equation:
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r ¼ Ik � I⊥

Ik þ 2I⊥

Applications of anisotropy measurements include determination of equilibrium

binding constants for ligand–receptor interactions, particularly if the fluorescence

of the ligand is monitored. This topic is further elaborated in Chapter 9 by LiCata,

this volume.

C. Fluorescence Instrumentation

Two types of instruments frequently available in life science laboratories are

fluorescence spectrophotometers and fluorescence plate readers. Fluorescence

spectrophotometers have some resemblance to absorption spectrophotometers:

both have light sources and accessories to control the energy of light incident on

the sample, which is typically in a quartz cuvette. In an absorption spectropho-

tometer, the detector is in a straight path to the light source, but in a fluores-

cence spectrophotometer, the detector is at a right angle to the light source.

Fluorescence spectrophotometers usually have two monochromators, hence

the wavelength of light that hits the sample and the detector can be modulated

independently. These instruments can collect two types of spectra: excitation

spectra and emission spectra. Emission spectra are the more common. The sample

is irradiated with light of a particular energy, selected with the excitation

monochromator. The light emitted from the sample passes through the emission

monochromator, which is usually scanned over a range suYcient to collect data

from the entire emission band.

Some fluorescence instruments and many fluorescence plate readers use filters

rather than monochromators for wavelength selection. Such instruments are suit-

able for measurements in which relative fluorescence intensities are measured (such

as fluorescence-based ELISAs), but are not useful when changes in the energy

(wavelength) of emission are to be observed.

Fluorescence plate readers vary from simple steady-state units to sophisticated

systems capable of measuring fluorescence polarization, fluorescence lifetime, and

time-resolved fluorescence. For steady-state measurements, important informa-

tion includes: light source, wavelength range, whether monochromators or filters

are used, availability of temperature control, and types of plates accepted. As in

absorption spectrophotometers, it is important to know the optical specifications

for the instrumentation. The linear (or dynamic) range of the instrument is

particularly important to note, as measurements outside the linear range of the

instrument are a frequently encountered error.
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D. Absorption Versus Fluorescence

The absorption intensity of a molecule in solution will be the same regardless of

the absorption spectrophotometer used. The same cannot be said for fluorescence

intensity of the same solution. Absorption intensity is defined as the ratio of

photons transmitted per photons absorbed, whereas fluorescence intensity is pro-

portional to photons emitted. The number of photons emitted will depend on the

number of photons incident on the sample, which will depend on instrumental

parameters such as lamp intensity and slit width. With the exception of quantum

yield measurements, fluorescence spectra are not ratioed, so the absolute value of

fluorescence intensity from the same sample is not necessarily constant from day

to day even on the same instrument under the same experimental conditions.

Fluorescence spectra are therefore shown with arbitrary units in the legend on

the y-axis, although other identifying legends may be employed (number of

photons, fluorescence intensity, etc.).

Unlike absorption spectrum, the intensity of fluorescence is largely influenced by

the temperature. Fluorescence quantum yields are sensitive to temperature because

the processes by which excited state energy is dissipated (vibrations, collisions)

are aVected by temperature to a greater extent than the process by which the

excited state is formed. Therefore, the solution in the cell compartment should be

controlled at a constant temperature, even when the spectra are obtained at ‘‘room

temperature.’’

E. Measuring Emission and Excitation Spectra

It is always a good idea to take an absorption spectrum of the sample that will be

examined by fluorescence spectroscopy prior to recording fluorescence spectra.

1. Collecting Emission Spectra

The most common steady-state fluorescence spectrum is the emission spectrum.

To collect the spectrum, a cuvette containing the fluorophore is placed in the

instrument and the solution is equilibrated to the desired temperature. The excita-

tion monochromator is adjusted to the wavelength chosen for excitation. This is

frequently the absorption maximum for the fluorophore, but another wavelength

within the absorption band may also be chosen. The emission monochromator is

set to collect a range of wavelengths. The lower limit should be a value greater than

the excitation wavelength to avoid collecting stray excitation light. The upper limit

should be at a wavelength beyond the end of the emission band. This latter value is

determined empirically.

An initial scan of the emission spectrum is performed, and the wavelength of

the maximum emission intensity is noted. The intensity should be compared to the
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acceptable range provided with the instrument documentation. The intensity of the

emission can be adjusted by methods described in the instrument documentation,

which frequently consists of increasing or decreasing the slits on the excitation or

emission monochromator until a suitable value is achieved. The sample is scanned

again using the adjusted slits and wavelength limits.

A blank spectrum of the solution components without the fluorophore must also

be collected using the same parameters employed for the emission spectrum. The

blank emission spectrum is subtracted from the sample emission spectrum to yield

the emission spectrum of the fluorophore.

Emission spectra may be corrected for fluctuations in the emission intensity due

to features of emission monochromator and emission photomultiplier tube. Many

modern instruments have correction factors available in the software. If all

comparisons are going to be performed on the same instrument, it is normally

not necessary to correct the emission spectrum.

2. Collecting Excitation Spectra

The procedure for collecting an excitation spectrum is similar to the procedure

for collecting emission spectra, except that the emission wavelength is held con-

stant and the excitation wavelength region is scanned. A major diVerence is that

excitation spectra must be corrected to be meaningful because the intensity of

light from the excitation source varies with wavelength. The standard method

for correcting excitation spectra is to use a quantum counter in a reference

channel. The specific procedure for a particular instrument should be found in

the instrument manual.

F. Common Experimental Problems and Their Solutions

Most steady-state fluorescence experiments are straightforward to perform.

There are, however, some trivial sources of error that are frequently encountered

by amateur researchers. ‘‘Trivial’’ is used in the sense of simple, not unimportant.

1. Inner Filter EVect

Emission spectra are collected assuming that the same intensity of light hits the

front and the back of the sample (Fig. 7A).When the sample absorbs the excitation

light strongly, the intensity of light diminishes as it passes through the cell.

The emission intensity emanating from the back of the cell is less than that

emanating from the front of the cell (Fig. 7B). Therefore, the overall emission

intensity will be lower in a sample with higher absorption at the excitation wave-

length. If the absorption of the sample is 0.05 units or less over the eVective path of

the sample cell, then no inner filter eVect is observed. If the absorption of the

sample is >0.05, then a linear relationship between concentration of fluorophore

and emission intensity cannot be assumed.
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Two ways of managing the inner filter eVect are avoiding it or correcting for it.

If possible, avoiding an inner filter eVect is the better choice. A simple way to

decrease the light absorbed by the sample is to move the excitation wavelength to a

region of the band with lower molar absorptivity. If this procedure is not feasible,

the eVective path can be decreased by using smaller dimension cells. Dual path

length cells (e.g., 2 mm � 10 mm) can be oriented such that the excitation

light passes through the shorter dimension (Fig. 7C). The inner filter eVect in a

2-mm � 10-mm-cell will be at least fivefold less than that of the same solution in

the standard 10-mm � 10-mm-cell. These cells have an added advantage that less

sample is required to collect the data.

Correction for an inner filter eVect can be done using the equation:

Fcorr ffi Fobsantilog
Aex þ Aem

2

� �

where Aex and Aem are the absorbance of the sample at excitation and emission

wavelengths, respectively. Fobs is the observed fluorescence intensity and Fcorr is the

fluorescence intensity after correcting for the inner filter eVect (Fig. 8). The equa-
tion should be applied with care. The eVective path length depends on the place-

ment of the sample compartment in the instrument, and it is not always half the

length of the cuvette. The eVective path length of the cuvette can be determined

empirically. Samples containing a standard fluorophore are prepared and their

emission intensities are recorded. The data are manipulated using the inner

filter eVect equation mentioned above, except that the denominator is varied

until a straight line is obtained. The path that provides the best fit to the data is

then used in correction for the inner filter eVect in the experimental data of interest.

hu hu hu

A B C

Fig. 7 Fluorescence of a sample is observed at right angle to the excitation. (A) The excitation at the

front and back of the cuvette is same, so no inner filter eVect is observed. (B) For a concentrated

solution, the excitation of the sample in the cuvette is not uniform and hence lesser amount of emission

is observed. Inner filter correction needs to be performed for this sample. (C) The cuvette has a smaller

excitation path (2 mm) and the emission path is 10 mm. The use of this dual path length cuvette

decreases the inner filter eVect.
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2. Secondary Absorption EVect

A secondary absorption eVect occurs when a component in the sample absorbs

the emission light. This is less frequently encountered, and typically occurs when

more than one chromophore is in the sample. The secondary absorption eVect will
depend on the concentration of the species, absorption coeYcient of the acceptor

(A), and quantum yield of the donor (D). The absorption spectrum of the sample

should be examined to ensure that there is little to no absorptivity in the spectral

region in which the emission data are collected. There is no satisfactory way to

correct emission spectra for secondary absorption eVects, so they should be

avoided. Secondary absorption eVects can often be eliminated by sample dilution.

3. Photobleaching

Molecules in the excited state can also undergo photochemical reactions. If these

reactions lead to products with diVerent emissive properties, the emission intensity

in the sample will appear to decrease over time. For most fluorophores, this

process is irreversible. Photobleaching has been used in fluorescence microscopy

as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). In in vitro assays, however,

photobleaching is normally undesirable. Photobleaching is decreased by limiting
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Fig. 8 The fluorescence intensity of aqueous solution of N-acetyl-l-tryptophanamide (NATA)

deviates from linearity with increase in concentration (o). After correction for the inner filter eVect,

the emission intensity displays a linear trend (�). The samples were excited at 290 nm and fluorescence

intensity was recorded at 360 nm.
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the amount of time a fluorophore is exposed to excitation energy. Many instru-

ments have some mechanism to block the light from the excitation source when

spectra are not being actively collected. Even kinetic data may be collected with

minimal bleaching if the instrument is capable of closing the excitation shutter

between data points. If supplies and instrumentation permit, the eVect of bleaching
on a sample can be minimized by employing relatively large volumes in the cuvette

and stirring the cuvette during data acquisition. (Many instruments have magnetic

cell stirrers included or as optional accessories.)

4. Light Scattering

The presence of particles and bubbles may result in the scattering of light; these

should be removed from a sample whenever possible. A Raman band from the

solvent may be observed in an emission scan. In biological systems, most com-

monly employed solvent is water and the Raman signal is observed 3600 cm�1

lower in energy than the excitation wavelength. Therefore, for an excitation

wavelength of 280 nm, the Raman peak will be observed at 311 nm. When the

sample fluorescence is intense, the contribution of the Raman band is negligible.

Identifying a peak as a scatter rather than a fluorescence peak can be accomplished

by changing the excitation wavelength and rescanning the solution. If the peak is

fluorescence, the emission intensity of the peak should change, but the wavelength of

the emission maximum will not. If it is a scatter peak, the emission maximum will

change as the excitation wavelength changes, and the intensity of the peak will

remain approximately the same. For example, the water Raman peak will move

from 311 to 362 nm if the excitation wavelength is changed from 280 to 320 nm.

G. Fluorescence Quenching

When the fluorescence intensity of a fluorophore is decreased by its interaction

with its environment, the fluorescence is said to be ‘‘quenched.’’ Collisional

encounters with other molecules in solution that result in deactivation of the

excited state result in collisional quenching. Contact between the fluorophore

and the quencher is required for collisional quenching to occur, therefore, mea-

surements of collisional quenching can be useful for determining the accessibility

of a fluorophore on a biological macromolecule (France and Grossman, 2000).

There are two common types of collisional quenching: dynamic quenching and

static quenching. In the former, the quencher collides with the fluorophore in

its excited state, dissipating its energy without release of a photon. Dynamic

quenching of fluorescence is described by the Stern–Volmer equation:

F0

F
¼ 1þ kqt0½Q� ¼ 1þ KD½Q�

where F0 and F are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of

quencher, respectively. kq is the bimolecular quenching constant, t0 is the lifetime
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of fluorophore in the absence of quencher, [Q] is the concentration of the quencher,

and KD is the Stern–Volmer constant for dynamic quenching.

A plot of F0/F against [Q] gives KD as the slope. A linear Stern–Volmer plot is

usually indicative of a single class of fluorophores, all equally accessible to the

quencher.

In static quenching, a nonfluorescent complex is formed between the fluorophore

and the quencher. The quenching equation then becomes:

F0

F
¼ 1þ KS½Q�

where Ks is the association constant for the formation of the complex in static

quenching.

Note that the form of the two equations is the same. In order to determine

whether a process is due to static or dynamic quenching, additional experiments

must be performed. One simple method is to repeat the quenching experiment at

higher temperature. The slope of the plot F/F0 versus [Q] should increase if the

process is dynamic quenching and decrease if the loss of fluorescence is due to a

static quenching mechanism.

H. Environmental EVects on Fluorescence

The distribution of electron density in each electronic state is defined by the

molecular structure. If the distribution of electron density in the ground and excited

states is very similar, the transition dipole, which describes the diVerence in electron
density distribution, will be small. Absorption and emission spectra of fluorophores

with this characteristic will be little aVected by environment; that is, the absorption

and emission maxima will be similar whether the fluorophore is in an aqueous

environment or in an apolar pocket of a protein. These are called environmentally

insensitive fluorophores. Environmentally insensitive probes are particularly useful

in imaging. By contrast, when the diVerence in electron density distribution is

pronounced, the absorption and emission spectra can be severely aVected by the

molecule’s milieu. These are referred to as environmentally sensitive fluorophores.

Fluorophores that are environmentally sensitive can also be used for imaging but

are frequently used as sensors or to monitor ligand–receptor interactions.

Many of the environmentally sensitive fluorophores used as biological

probes have an excited state that is more polar than the ground state. The eVect
of changing the polarity of the environment for such a probe is illustrated in Fig. 9.

An apolar environment will stabilize the ground state but destabilize the excited

state. The energy diVerence between the two states will increase as the polarity of

the solvent decreases. Thus, the absorption and emission maxima will shift to

shorter wavelength (higher energy). A more polar environment will stabilize
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the excited state and destabilize the ground state, and thus the absorption and

emission maxima will shift to longer wavelength (lower energy).

The nature of the environment of a fluorophore in a biological system can

therefore be assessed by examining the Stokes’ shift of the fluorophore as a

function of solvent and comparing those data to the Stokes’ shift of the fluoro-

phore in the biological system. Details on this type of experiment can be found in

Lakowicz (2006).

The quantum yield of environmentally sensitive fluorophores also may be

aVected by the environment. The relationship between environment and quan-

tum yield is less defined than the relationship between fluorophore environment

and Stokes’ shift. Many of the environmentally sensitive fluorophores routinely

used in biological systems undergo an increase in quantum yield when the

polarity of the environment is decreased. Since receptor sites are typically less

polar than the medium on the exterior of the binding site, the increase in fluo-

rescence intensity can be used to quantitatively assess ligand–receptor interac-

tions (Li et al., 2000). A few examples of environmentally sensitive fluorophores

are shown in Fig. 10.

Some environmentally sensitive probes have structural features that will be

aVected in a specific way by the environment, and therefore such molecules can

be used as sensors. For example, molecules that possess ionizable groups that

strongly aVect the fluorescence have many biological applications as pH sensors.

Fluorophores can also be designed to detect specific entities such as biologically

S0

Absorption

S1

S2

Internal 
conversion

Solvent relaxation

Apolar

Polar

Fluorescence

mE > mG

Fig. 9 Jablonski diagram depicting the influence of solvent on fluorescence of the fluorophore. In this

representation, the dipole moment of the fluorophore in excited state is greater than the ground state

(mE > mG), and hence a polar environment stabilizes the excited state better.
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important cations (Ca2þ, Mg2þ, and Zn2þ), reactive oxygen species, and inorganic

anions and biological events such as changes in membrane potential (Altschuh

et al., 2006; Katerinopoulos and Foukaraki, 2002).

I. Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET or simply referred to as RET)

occurs when a molecule in its excited state transfers energy to another molecule

through dipole–dipole interactions, without the appearance of a photon (Fig. 11).

The transfer is highly dependent on the distance between the D and A species. The

eYciency of energy transfer (E) is described by the following equation:

E ¼ 1þ R

R0

� �6
" #�1

where R is the distance between the D and A and R0 is the Förster distance, which

is the distance at which energy transfer is 50% eYcient. The sharp dependence of

RET eYciency on distance means that energy transfer between D and A will be

observed only when the pair is within a limited range of distances. Figure 12

illustrates the relationship between R0 and RET eYciency. A D–A pair with

a Förster distance of 20 Å will undergo transfer with 15% eYciency at 27 Å and

HO O

O

O O

OH

Fluorescein

Coumarin

H2N

NH2

NH2

H2N

H
N

O

4�,6-diamindino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)

+

+

Fig. 10 Some examples of environment sensitive fluorophores. Fluorescein emission is pH dependent,

40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) emission intensity increases upon binding to DNA, Coumarin

emission intensity increases in apolar environment with a concomitant shift in the emission maximum

to lower energy.
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85% eYciency at 15 Å; thus, in order for energy transfer to be readily observed,

the D and A need to be within about 12 Å of one another. The dynamic range is

larger when the Förster distance is larger: a D–A pair with a Förster distance of

60 Å will undergo transfer with 15% eYciency at 80 Å and 85% eYciency at 45 Å.

A good rule of thumb is that the D–A distance (R) should be within a factor of

2 of R0 for reliable distance measurements (Lakowicz, 2006).

The Förster distance is characteristic of the particular D–A pair. Some examples

of organic molecule D–A pairs are listed in Table I. It should be noted that the

A need not be a fluorescent molecule. The trinitrophenyl (TNP) group frequently

appended to nucleotides is one example of a nonemissive A. A number of variants

of green fluorescent protein are also available for RET experiments (Pollok and

Heim, 1999; Shaner et al., 2005). In principle, the range of distances detectable

between two species can be tuned by changing the nature of the D or A.

The Förster distance is calculated from the spectral properties of theD and the A.

One form of the equation, used when wavelength is expressed in nanometers, is:

R0 ¼ 0:211½k2��4QDJðlÞ�1=6

where QD is the quantum yield of the D. J(l) is the overlap integral, which

measures the degree of spectral overlap between the D emission spectrum and

the A absorption spectrum (Lakowicz, 2006). Good overlap between D and

A spectra and a high quantum yield for the D produce larger R0 values. The

other two terms are the refractive index of the medium (�) and a factor describing

the orientation of the D and A dipoles (k2). Since neither of these is normally

known, particularly in a complex biological system, standard values of 1.4 and 2/3,

respectively, are used.

S2

S1

S0

hnA
hnF

Absorption Fluorescence

D 1−10 nm A

S0�

S1�

S2�

R
esonance energy transfer

Fig. 11 Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET or RET) between a donor (D) and acceptor

(A). The dipole–dipole interaction of the electron in the D excited state with the A, results in

A excitation.
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Table I
Calculated R0 Values for RET for Some Organic Donor-Acceptor Pairs

Donor

R0 (Å)

Acceptor

References

Excitation

(nm)

Emission

(nm)

Excitation

(nm)

Emission

(nm)

Naphthalene 280 340 22 DANSYL 340 520 Waggoner, 1995

BODIPY 505 512 57 BODIPY 505 512 Karolin et al., 1994

CF 495 517 51 Texas red 595 615 Wu and Brand, 1994

EDANS 336 470 33 Dabcyla 472 – Matayoshi et al., 1990

FITC 494 518 54 EITC 524 548 Wu and Brand, 1994

FITC 494 518 49–54 TMR 555 580 Wu and Brand, 1994

CY3 548 562 40 CY5 650 670–700 Massey et al., 2006

Fluorescein 495 517 56 CY3 548 560 Norman et al., 2000

NBD-DMPE 340 520 59–61 Rh-DMPE 570 610 Loura et al., 2001

aDabcyl is a nonfluorescent acceptor and the transfer is also referred to as ‘‘Dark transfer.’’ It has the advantage of

eliminating the background fluorescence resulting from direct acceptor excitation.

CF, carboxyfluorescein, succinimidyl ester; Dabcyl, 4-((4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)azo)benzoic acid; DANSYL,

5-dimethylamino naphthalene-1-(N-(5-aminopentyl)) sulfonamide; EDANS, N-(aminoethyl)-5-naphthylamine-1-sulfonic

acid; EITC, eosin-5-isothiocyanate; FITC, fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate; NBD, 7-nitro-benz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl;

NBD-DMPE, N-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl)-dimyristoylphosphatidylethanolamine; Rh-DMPE, N-(lissamineÔ-

rhodamine B)-dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine.
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Fig. 12 The eYciency of resonance energy transfer is determined by the distance between the D–A

pair. The figure represents D–A pair Förster distance, R0, of: 20 Å (—), 40 Å(. . .), 60 Å(– –), and

80 Å (– �� –).
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The dependence of the energy transfer eYciency on the negative sixth power of

distance provides a sensitive method to measure molecular and atomic distance

relations at nanometer level. This is the reason that the technique is at times

referred to as a spectroscopic ruler. RET therefore can be used in structural

studies, such as to determine distances between two fluorophores on a biological

macromolecule. RET is frequently used as a tool rather than a method for

measuring distances. The appearance or disappearance of RET can signal a

biochemical event. Virtually any assay that involves association or dissociation

of molecular species may be adaptable to monitor RET. For example, protease

activity can be measured by monitoring the disappearance of RET that

accompanies cleavage of a peptide substrate labeled with a D at one terminus

and an A at the other end (Giepmans et al., 2006; Stockholm et al., 2005). Other

examples of RET-based molecular assays include nucleic acid hybridization reac-

tions, detection of single nucleotide polymorphism, studies of membrane micro-

domains, immunoassays, and ligand–receptor associations. RET technology has

been expanded into chromatographic assays, electrophoresis, microscopy, and

flow cytometry to understand intermolecular and intercellular interactions

(Altschuh et al., 2006; Asseline et al., 2006; Croney et al., 2003; Giepmans et al.,

2006; Khanna and Ullman, 1980; Loura et al., 2001; Matayoshi et al., 1990; Pollok

and Heim, 1999; Selvin, 2000; Silvius and Nabi, 2006; Wu and Brand, 1994).

IV. Summary

Absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy have a huge number of applications

in biological research. Many of the techniques are simple to perform and require

only basic instrumentation. In this chapter, the fundamental processes that occur

in absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy have been touched upon. A very small

fraction of the life science applications of steady-state absorption and fluores-

cence techniques have been noted. Descriptions of some of the most basic experi-

mental techniques (and common ways that these techniques can go awry) will

hopefully provide the reader with a good start toward collecting meaningful data

with steady-state spectrophotometers and plate readers.
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Abstract

The use of fluorescence anisotropy to monitor protein–DNA interactions has

been on the rise since its introduction by Heyduk and Lee in 1990. As a solution-

based, true-equilibrium, real-time method, it has several advantages (and a few
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disadvantages) relative to the more classical methods of filter binding and the

electrophoretic mobility shift assay (gel shift). This chapter discusses the basis

for monitoring protein–DNA interactions using fluorescence anisotropy, as well

as the advantages and disadvantages of the method, but the bulk of the chapter is

devoted to experimental tips and guidance meant to augment existing reviews of

the method. The focus is on the current primary use of the method: direct mea-

surement of binding isotherms for protein–DNA interactions in vitro. A short

summary of emerging applications of the method is also included.

I. Introduction and General Background

Since its introduction in 1990, the use of fluorescence anisotropy as a method

for monitoring protein–DNA interactions (Heyduk and Lee, 1990) has been

steadily on the rise. As a real-time, solution-based assay, it has several advantages

over its closest ‘‘competitors’’: filter binding (Riggs et al., 1970) and the electro-

phoretic mobility shift assay (Fried and Crothers, 1981; Garner and Revzin, 1981).

The methodology has been reviewed several times, both in the context of general

overviews of fluorescence-based methods (Brown and Royer, 1997; Eftink, 1997;

Hill and Royer, 1997) and as the sole focus of particular reviews (Chin et al., 2004;

Heyduk et al., 1996; Jameson and Sawyer, 1995; Lundblad et al., 1996). The latter

four, more specific reviews contain a wealth of practical information on experi-

mental design, and the reader interested in utilizing this technique is advised to

consult these four reviews. The method is also the subject of three US patents

(Royer, 1995, 1998, 2001). The present review largely seeks to augment and expand

on the practical information in the four method-specific reviews noted above,

adding new insights, advice, and guidance obtained from our laboratory’s use of

the technique over a number of years. Overlap with previous reviews, except where

necessary to avoid large gaps in coherence, is avoided as much as possible.

A. Fluorescence Anisotropy in a Nutshell

The chapter by Shanker and Bane in this volume provides an excellent overview

of the fundamentals of fluorophore excitation and emission. For fluorescence

anisotropy, the two key fundamental properties to keep in mind are (1) that

fluorescent molecules have both an excitation and an emission dipole and

(2) that there is a short time delay between absorbance of the exciting photon

and release of the fluorescent photon (the fluorescent lifetime).

The excitation dipole of the molecule dictates that, for any solution of fluoro-

phores, polarized light will excite only those molecules in the solution that are in

the proper orientation, that is, those fluorophores that just happen to be oriented so

that their excitation dipole aligns with the polarized incident light. Since illumination

is constant in fluorescence anisotropy, fluorophores in the solution will continuously

be tumbling into and out of alignment with the polarized incident light.
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Similar to the excitation dipole, the emission dipole of a fluorophore determines

the polarity of the light released by that fluorophore. Imagine a solution of

randomly diVusing and tumbling fluorophores that is suddenly immobilized.

Now shine plane polarized light through this immobilized collection of fluoro-

phores. As noted above, only those fluorophores that have their excitation dipoles

aligned with the polarized incident light will absorb that light, and this will be a

small subset of the total population. Since these fluorophores are immobilized, all

of the light emitted by the subpopulation of excited fluorophores will also be

coherently polarized. The angular relationship between the emission and excitation

dipoles of the molecule will also determine the angular relationship between the

polarization of the emitted light and the polarization of the incident light.

Now, instead of shining light on an immobilized collection of fluorophores,

consider the more typical experimental situation: shining polarized light on a

normal liquid solution of fluorophores. Here is where the time delay between

excitation and emission becomes important. The exact time delay between excita-

tion and emission follows an exponential decay law, and the average time delay is

denoted by the fluorescence lifetime for that fluorophore (see also Shanker and

Bane, this volume). Fluorescent lifetimes for common biochemical fluorophores

are typically in the 1–25 nsec time range.

If an excited fluorophore molecule tumbles (rotationally diVuses) within its

fluorescent lifetime, then the polarization of its emitted light will be determined

by its new position. If a whole population of fluorophores randomizes within the

fluorescent lifetime, the emitted light will become completely depolarized, because

the positions of all the emission dipoles will have eVectively been randomized.

The foundation for using fluorescence anisotropy to monitor molecular inter-

actions is based on the fact that larger molecules tumble more slowly (and thus

retain more emission polarization), while smaller molecules tumble more quickly

(and thus depolarize the emission more eVectively). A small stretch of fluorescently

labeled DNA will tumble (and spin on its axis) faster when alone in solution than

when bound to a protein. Figure 1 summarizes this eVect in cartoon form. Thus,

the increase in anisotropy due to slower rotational diVusion of the protein–DNA

complex relative to the free DNA is the dependent signal that translates directly

into the fraction of DNA bound in this technique.

B. Anisotropy and Polarization

In biochemistry, the methods of ‘‘fluorescence anisotropy’’ and ‘‘fluorescence

polarization’’ are often considered equivalent, and the terms are frequently used

interchangeably. Spectroscopically, they do diVer slightly, although they aremathe-

matically easily interconvertable. Just the words anisotropy and polarization have

diVerent meanings. Anisotropy is a more general term for directional dependence

of a physical property. For example, a piece of plywood is anisotropic, since its

strength is diVerent along the grain versus against the grain. Polarization

(when not being used in a political/ideological context) is most commonly used
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to describe a particular property of light waves or other electromagnetic waves.

Polarization is the degree of uniformity of direction of the perpendicular transverse

oscillation of a collection of light waves relative to their direction of travel.

However, since a plane polarized light wave is, by definition, also anisotropic,

the terms have long been used interchangeably.

Quantitatively, polarization, denoted P, is measured as

P ¼ ðIk � I⊥Þ
ðIk þ I⊥Þ ð1Þ

while anisotropy, denoted A, is measured as

A ¼ ðIk � I⊥Þ
ðIk þ 2I⊥Þ ð2Þ

the only diVerence being the doubling of the perpendicular intensity in the

denominator for anisotropy. Polarization and anisotropy can be interconverted

using

1

P

� �
� 1

3

� �� ��1

¼ 3A

2
ð3Þ

Most commercial fluorometers available today provide anisotropy (A) directly,

whereas in the past it was common to findmanufacturer-specific use of eitherA orP.

For further discussion of polarization versus anisotropy, see Cantor and Schimmel

(1980).

Low
anisotropy 

High
anisotropy 

Slow
rotation

Fast
rotation

Polarized
light

Fluorophore
emission

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the eVect of rotational diVusion rate (tumbling and spinning on axis)

on the anisotropy of emitted light from fluorescently labeled DNA. Both the free DNA and the

complex-bound DNA are illuminated by polarized light. Since the DNA in the complex tumbles

more slowly, a larger proportion of its emitted light remains polarized or anisotropic.
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II. Advantages and Disadvantages of Anisotropy in
Monitoring DNA Binding

The inherent advantages and disadvantages of monitoring protein–DNA inter-

actions by fluorescence anisotropy have been extensively discussed in diVerent
reviews and several original research papers (see especially Heyduk et al., 1996,

and Lundblad et al., 1996). The main advantage of the technique is the fact that it is

a solution-based equilibrium technique. This allows one to make measurements

without fear that the detection technique is altering the reaction equilibrium.

Furthermore, it allows one to alter solution conditions for measurements quite

easily without fear of altering the direct relationship between the signal provided by

the detection method and the progress of the reaction. Separation methods, such as

filter binding (Riggs et al., 1970) or electrophoretic mobility shift assays (Fried and

Crothers, 1981; Garner and Revzin, 1981), can easily perturb the reaction equili-

brium. The separation process itself pulls reactants (DNA and protein) away from

products (complex). This creates concentration gradients for each component, and

so each subenvironment (i.e., region of specific concentrations of all reactants and

products) during the separation will be thermodynamically pushed toward its own

equilibrium, unless such rearrangement can be fully quenched during the separation

process. The result is that the fractions of each component seen separated on the

final gel, or retained on the filter, may not be the same as the fractions of each

component in the original equilibrium mixture. In fact, some researchers prefer to

refer to these assays as ‘‘nonequilibrium’’ methods in general (Hey et al., 2001).

A further problem with separation-based assays arises if one changes solution

conditions in the sample mixture (salt, temperature, pH, osmolytes, etc.). One must

then perform controls to ensure that such changes have not perturbed the separa-

tion method itself. For example, varying the amount of salt or adding an osmolyte

to a protein-DNA reaction can directly alter the eYciency with which the protein–

DNA complex sticks to a nitrocellulose filter or enters a gel. If one changes the

reaction conditions in fluorescence anisotropy, one may alter the value for the

absolute anisotropy, but one will not alter the fact that the normalized change in

anisotropy (DA) will still scale directly with fractional saturation ( �Y ).

Other advantages of fluorescence anisotropy include the following: (1) The fact

that it is a real-time assay. One does not wait for a gel to run or radioactivity on

filters to be counted to obtain the result. (2) The data produced are almost always of

much higher precision (much lower random data scatter) than those typically

obtained via filter binding or electrophoretic mobility shift assays. This allows

discrimination among reactions of very similar aYnity. Figures 2 and 3 show the

clean, clear resolution among binding reactions that diVer from one another by less

than 0.5 kcal/mole. The technique can easily and reproducibly resolve between

binding reactions that diVer from one another by <10% (e.g., a binding curve

with a 9 nM Kd is distinct from one with a 10 nM Kd; see Datta et al., 2006, for

examples). Much current biophysical research on protein–DNA interactions is
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focused on how solvent components (ions, protons, osmolytes, water activity, etc.)

act to regulate these interactions. Because of its precision and its reliability across a

wide range of solution conditions, fluorescence anisotropy is an extremely well-

suited method for studying such aspects of protein–DNA interactions. (3) The

titration process can readily be automated.

One of the main disadvantages of the technique stems from the instrumental

constraints. Fluorescence anisotropy is infrequently used to measure binding con-

stants that are tighter than 1 nM, simply because the anisotropy signal from<1 nM

concentration of most fluorophores dips below the detection limit for most com-

mercial fluorometers. This problem is discussed further below in the ‘‘Equipment’’

section.

III. Equipment

The experimental setup for measurement of fluorescence anisotropy involves

significant loss of light intensity at numerous points along the optical path.

Incident light first passes through a monochromator to select the incident
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Fig. 2 The temperature dependence of ROX-labeled single-stranded DNA (63-mer) binding to

Klentaq DNA polymerase, illustrating the ability to resolve binding reactions with very similar

aYnities. Equilibrium titrations are shown at 25 �C (�), 35 �C (▪), 45 �C (^), and 55 �C (▲). All

titrations were performed in 10 mM Tris, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM KCl, at pH 7.9. Increasing temperature

decreases the binding aYnity of Klentaq polymerase to single-strandedDNA. At 25 �C, theKd is 33.6 nM

(DG ¼ �10.2 kcal/mole). At 35 �C, the Kd is 47.6 nM (DG ¼ �10.3 kcal/mole). At 45 �C, the Kd is

77.6 nM (DG ¼ �10.3 kcal/mole). At 55
�
C, the Kd is 97.0 nM (DG ¼ �10.5 kcal/mole). (Wowor and

LiCata, unpublished data).
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wavelength(s) (even at the selected wavelength, 30% losses in intensity are not

uncommon in a standard monochromator). The incident light then passes through

the vertical polarizer. Figure 4 shows a potential arrangement of polarizers in a

fluorometer measuring anisotropy. Just as with polarized sunglasses, the loss in

intensity through a polarizer is tremendous as all incident light except that in the

vertical plane is filtered out by the polarizer. As the light passes through the

sample, only those fluorophores with properly aligned absorbance dipoles will

absorb the vertically polarized light. This is a very small fraction of the total

fluorophore population at any ‘‘steady state’’ instant. Only those fluorophores

that absorb can fluoresce, so the total outgoing fluorescence intensity will be

significantly lower than if all the fluorophores in the solution had absorbed.

Finally, as the light leaves the sample it must pass through another polarizer and

usually another monochromator. This loss of intensity at so many steps can mean

that, in some cases, a fluorophore that might have a steady state emission intensity

of several million photons per second in a particular machine can display a steady

state anisotropic emission intensity in either the vertical or horizontal detection
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Fig. 3 The eVects of EDTA on the binding of Klentaq DNA polymerase to primed-template DNA

(13/20-mer DNA). As with Fig. 2, the data illustrate the high precision possible when monitoring

binding with fluorescence anisotropy. Equilibrium titrations are shown in the absence of EDTA (�)
and in the presence of 5 mM EDTA (▪), 10 mM EDTA (^), and 20 mM EDTA (▲). EDTA, a metal

chelator, decreases the aYnity of Klentaq polymerase to DNA. In the absence of EDTA, the Kd is

7.5 nM (DG¼�11.1 kcal/mole). In 5 mMEDTA, theKd is 18.0 nM (DG¼�10.6 kcal/mole). In 10 mM

EDTA, the Kd is 41.3 nM (DG ¼ �10.1 kcal/mole). In 20 mM EDTA, the Kd is 89.9 nM (DG ¼
�9.6 kcal/mole). All titrations were performed at 25 �C in 10 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl, at pH 7.9.

(Wowor and LiCata, unpublished data).
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mode [Ijj and I? in Eq. (2), respectively] of only a few thousand photons per second.

Thus, common biological fluorophores such as fluorescein- or rhodamine-based

dyes, which might give strong standard fluorescence signals at 1 nM concentration,

may give no discernable signal at all once the polarizers are placed in the light path.

For this reason, photon-counting fluorometers are the instrument of choice for

fluorescence anisotropy relative to analogue fluorometers, due to their enhanced

sensitivity to low intensity emission. A machine called the Beacon 2000, designed

specifically for this application (fluorescence anisotropic measurements), is also

available from Invitrogen. The major modifications in the Beacon 2000, relative to

most other commercially available instruments, are as follows: (1) the use of thin-

film polarizers and (2) the use of filters instead of monochromators. These changes

significantly improve light throughput and allow many common fluorophores to

be used at concentrations approaching 10 pM. Standard fluorometers can also be

straightforwardly similarly modified but are typically sold with monochromators

and more precise Glan-Thompson polarizers. Some machines simultaneously

detect vertical and horizontal emission by placing fixed emission polarizers

on two sides of the sample. Since these polarizers never move, lower precision

polarizers (usually with higher light throughput) can be used and still retain

reproducibility. In machines where horizontal and vertical emission are

measured by rotating a single polarizer lens, high optical precision/performance

(and typically much larger light loss) is usually necessary for high measurement

reproducibility. Some researchers have also replaced standard light sources with

lasers, laser diodes, or LEDs for higher intensity and which, in the case of laser

sources, emit polarized light, thus eliminating the need for an excitation polarizer

(Lakowicz et al., 1999; Royer, 2001).

Excitation
polarizer

Vertically
polarized

light

Sample
cell

Emission
polarizer

Detector

Incident
monochromatic

light

Switches between
vertical and
horizontal

polarization

Fig. 4 Schematic of the sample compartment and polarizers in a fluorometer measuring anisotropy.

The excitation polarizer remains at vertical at all times, while the emission polarizer switches between

vertical and horizontal in order tomeasure Ijj and Ij, respectively. Anisotropy is calculated (automatically

in most instruments) using Eq. (2) in the text.
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IV. Experimental Design and Performance

Since the DNA is much more easily fluorescently labeled, the usual titration

mode for a fluorescence anisotropy experiment is to titrate protein into a solution

of labeled DNA. Also, generally, the DNA fragment is smaller than the protein,

and thus one will see a larger relative change in rotational diVusion (and hence

anisotropy) for the DNA when it forms a complex. The DNA concentration in

many published studies is near 1 nM (often the lowest usable concentration, as

discussed above), and titrations are performed by adding protein to a partially

filled cuvette containing the DNA solution. After each incremental addition of

protein, the solution is allowed to stir for several minutes, and then the fluores-

cence anisotropy is measured. A good plot of anisotropy (A) versus protein

concentration has a clear plateau at high protein concentration and contains

several points below the Kd value for the reaction. The following sections contain

a variety of advice on the individual steps in the experimental procedure.

A. Reagents

The DNA should be as clean as possible. Commercially obtained DNA

oligomers should be HPLC or PAGE purified. Generally, it is good to try to

label the DNA at a point farthest from the anticipated protein-binding site, to

avoid protein interactions with the fluorophore. Most commercial DNA oligomer

synthesis companies will attach a fluorophore onto either end of an oligomer, and

many fluorophores can be attached in the middle of an oligomer. The reviews

by Heyduk et al. (1996) and by Waggoner (1995) contain instructions and

further references for in-house attachment of diVerent fluorophores to DNA, if

commercial preparation is undesirable or unavailable.

A number of diVerent fluorophores have been successfully used. Fluorescein-

based dyes remain the popular favorite. Rhodamine-X (ROX), introduced for use

in this application by Beechem and associates (Perez-Howard, 1995), has the

advantage of displaying a lower tendency to interact directly with the protein.

Figure 5 shows the structure of rhodamine-X and its excitation and emission

spectra. The complication of protein–fluorophore interactions has been observed

for several systems with fluorescein-labeled DNA (see Section IV.G below).

Rusinova et al. (2002) describe the use of newer Alexa and Oregon Green fluoro-

phores as fluorescent labels in fluorescent anisotropy. Their publication also

contains an excellent discussion of the requirements for determining the suitability

of a fluorophore for use in the method.

Filtering the reagents is generally a good idea, as light scattering can be a

significant problem in fluorescent anisotropy. The baseline fluorescence before

and after filtration should be checked, however, as we have found that filtration

of some fluorophores actually causes problems in some fluorometric assays. A few

control experiments usually quickly help determine an acceptable filter and
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filtration protocol. Also, as with any fluorophore, fluorescently labeled DNA

should be kept away from bright light as much as possible, both during storage

and during titration.

It is important that the DNA not be too large, otherwise binding of the protein

will not alter its rotational diVusion enough to produce an observable change in the

anisotropy signal. Several reviews quote 40 bp as an upper limit on the size of the

DNA, but our laboratory has used oligomers in the 70 bp range without problems.

Heyduk et al. (1996) predict that oligomers up to �105 Da (about 140 bp) should

work based on estimated rotational diVusion rates.

Since most fluorescence anisotropy titrations used to examine protein–DNA

interactions involve titrating protein into DNA, it is best if the DNA concentration

is far below the Kd value (however, sometimes the detection limit of the fluorometer

precludes this). If the DNA concentration is kept far below the Kd value, then even
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Fig. 5 The structure of ROX shown attached to the a phosphate at the 50 end of a DNA oligomer

(top panel). The bottom panel shows the excitation and emission spectra of the fluorophore.
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significant errors in the DNA concentration will not propagate into the final data.

Any error in the protein concentration, however, will be directly reflected in the Kd

value, since the protein concentration comprises the x-axis of the titration. For this

reason we typically determine our protein concentrations by two diVerent methods

[in our laboratory we use absorbance at 280 nm and the Bradford assay (Bradford,

1976)].

Many enzyme solutions, on long-term storage, especially frozen, will accumulate

insoluble particulates, often invisible to the naked eye, but which can significantly

interfere with both standard fluorescence measurements and fluorescence aniso-

tropy measurements. A 5-min, full-speed spin in a standard microfuge will usually

clear such particulates. The enzyme concentration must be redetermined after such

treatment, but often, the enzyme concentration before and after such particulate

clearance does not even measurably change.

B. Polarizer Calibration and G-Factor

If the fluorometer being used requires calibration of the polarizers, one should

determine the frequency of calibration that works best for one’s own machine. The

fluorometer manual often provides no guidance on this. For our fluorometer,

weekly calibration seems to work best. For many years, nondairy coVee creamer

has been used by researchers in the fluorescence and light scattering community as

a ‘‘perfect scatterer.’’ We prefer an in-house, freshly made glycogen solution, as it

seems to provide higher reproducibility of results. A 0.1 g/ml stock solution is

added dropwise to a buVer-filled cuvette, with both polarizers set at vertical until

we obtain a strong scattering signal from the fluorometer (1.5–2 million photons

per second). The polarizers can then be aligned using the procedures specific to

each machine.

In some fluorometers a G-factor must be measured and used. For an isotropic or

‘‘perfect’’ scatterer such as glycogen or coVee creamer, the emitted light should be

equivalent regardless of whether the emission polarizer is in the vertical or the

horizontal position. If this is true for a fluorometer, then the G-factor is 1.0, and

need not be included in any calculations of anisotropy. For many fluorometers

manufactured within the past decade, the G-factor is 1.0. If, however, these values

are not equivalent for a particular machine, the G-factor simply corrects the

vertical and horizontal emission values such that they are equivalent for isotropic

scatter. It is usually measured with horizontally polarized excitation (?) and

calculated as the ratio of Ik/I⊥ (Lakowicz, 1999; Lakowicz et al., 1999). When

required it enters into the calculation of A as follows:

A ¼ ðIk � GI⊥Þ
ðIk þ 2GI⊥Þ ð4Þ
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C. Sample Compartment Control

Temperature control is extremely crucial during fluorescence anisotropy experi-

ments. Even at ‘‘room temperature,’’ it is diYcult to obtain high quality data

without a circulating water bath or Peltier control of the cuvette temperature.

We have even noted decay of data quality when the circulation rate of the water

bath decreases because of neglected maintenance.

The sample should be constantly stirred during the experiment (both during and

between measurements) although, for most of our in-lab systems, we have noted

that turning oV the stirrer during the actual measurement (but after the sample has

fully mixed for each titrant addition) does not alter the measured anisotropy.

D. Excitation and Emission Parameters

Because so much of both the incident and emitted light is lost in an anisotropy

measurement, the setup of the excitation and emission parameters requires some

caution and iterative empirical testing. If monochromators are used, the band pass

should be opened as widely as possible, to capture as much of the excitation and

emission peaks as possible, without risking overlap of the two. Since most steady

state fluorescence signals are so strong, the use of band pass widths <1 nm are

typical in normal fluorescence measurements, but for anisotropy this is not

the case. For example, with rhodamine-X, the excitation peak is at 583 and the

emission peak is at 605 nm (see Fig. 5), and we use an 8 nm band pass width

around each peak maximum. Similar considerations should be used if choosing

band pass filters: letting through as much light as possible without cross contam-

inating the excitation and emission signals.

Again, because the signal is so low, integration times should be maximized.

Instead of the typical 0.1–1 sec integration times used with steady state

fluorescence, we use 10 sec integration times with a minimum of five averaged

measurements to obtain maximal precision under low signal conditions.

An odd, but experimentally necessary element in fluorescence anisotropy

measurements in protein–DNA interactions is the need for an exceedingly long

‘‘wait time’’ after each addition of protein for the anisotropy signal to stabilize. For

protein–DNA interactions with nanomolar Kd’s the actual time till equilibrium

will generally be less than a second. It is typical, however, to wait 4–10 min after

each addition of protein before the next anisotropy measurement is taken to

achieve maximal precision and stability of the measurement (in our laboratory,

8 min is used). This might be either a mixing eVect or a temperature eVect. Even in

a well-stirred cuvette there is only a slow approach to absolute homogeneity of

mixing. Evidence for such an eVect can be seen if one adds titrant to the top of the

solution in the cuvette versus inserting the pipette farther into the cuvette and

adding titrant near the bottom. Additionally, since precise temperature control is

so tightly linked to signal precision in anisotropy, adding even small amounts of

titrant to the cuvette may necessitate a slow return to the set temperature. Similar
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‘‘solution settling’’ eVects are seen in dynamic light scattering measurements, and

since any stray light scattering will interfere with anisotropy measurements, the

exact mechanism for this eVect in fluorescence anisotropy may be similar. One can

empirically determine the best ‘‘wait’’ time for one’s own system, but virtually all

published studies simply use a consistent wait time of at least 4 min (Boyer et al.,

2000; Heyduk et al., 1996).

E. Data Collection

For any ligand-binding titration, one wants to achieve maximal consistency of

spacing of data along the y-axis. It is naturally much easier to achieve equal

spacing along the independent axis, since one knows how much protein one is

adding at each step. However, uniform spacing along the dependent axis is more

crucial for successful data analysis. A typical total anisotropy change (DAT) for a

protein–DNA interaction might be in the range of 0.1–0.15. One typically wants

15–20 points spanning that range for a single-site binding isotherm. More points

may be necessary for more complex multisite binding situations, where subtle

curve shape changes need to be accurately quantitated. Because y-axis spacing is

more important to data analysis, the amount of protein added to the cuvette will

typically increase as the titration continues. One must plan for this, sometimes by

using two or more ‘‘stock’’ titrant concentrations.

On the x-axis, it is important that some points must be below the Kd value,

otherwise one is determining aKd value using data that does not even overlap theKd.

Although this is certainly possible, it significantly reduces the reliability of the Kd

determination. Since one generally does not know the actual Kd value when starting

a titration, this frequently means that ‘‘one’’ titration will actually involve collecting

an iterative set of titrations until a data set is obtained that includes about 3–5 data

points below the Kd value and about 4 points on the plateau.

In our laboratory the titration is performed in a 4-ml cuvette, starting with 3 ml

of labeled DNA in buVer, and then adding protein until the reaction plateaus or

until the capacity of the cuvette is reached. One has to correct the protein concen-

tration at each point by the dilution factor. Generally, however, one does not have

to worry about dilution eVects on the fluorophore. An alternate strategy is also

commonly used, where one removes volume from the cuvette as the titration

proceeds, in order to avoid an overfilled cuvette. With this procedure, however, it

is easier to dilute the fluorophore to the point where it might become problematic.

One diagnostic for such a problem is obtaining a sloped plateau region. A simple

background titration (with buVer but no protein) will confirm whether a sloped

plateau is a fluorophore dilution problem. If fluorophore dilution seems to be the

source of the problem, it can be corrected by simultaneously adding fluorophore

with each protein addition so that the fluorophore concentration remains constant.

A positively sloped plateau may, however, be indicative of higher order oligomeri-

zation or aggregation, while a negatively sloped plateau may be indicative of a

contaminating nuclease activity.
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F. Data Analysis

We typically normalize all data prior to analysis. This makes it more

straightforward to simultaneously graph and compare isotherms from diVerent
conditions, where the DAT might change slightly. Large changes in DAT, however,

should not be ignored, as they can be diagnostic of linked processes such as

oligomerization of the DNA or protein or large conformational changes. So, for

example, one might examine a protein–DNA interaction over an 800 mM salt

range and observe a range of DAT values between 0.1 and 0.15. If one observes

large changes in DAT as one changes solution conditions, one should suspect a

linked reaction.

Most published studies fit the resultant isotherm (DA versus [protein]) to the full

quadratic expansion of the binding polynomial derived for total concentrations of

reactants:

DA ¼ DAT

2DT

ðET þDT þ KdÞ � ½ðET þDT þ KdÞ2 � 4ETDT�1=2
n o

ð5Þ

where DA is the change in anisotropy, DAT is the total anisotropy change, ET is the

total polymerase concentration at each point in the titration, DT is the total DNA

concentration, and Kd is the dissociation constant (this is a slight rearrangement of

the equation as used by Heyduk and Lee).

In many protein-DNA binding titrations, however, the concentration of the

DNA is far below the Kd value for the reaction. If this is the case, it is easier to

use the binding polynomial derived for free reactant concentrations, and assume

that Efree ¼ Etotal

DA ¼ DATðE=KdÞ
ð1þ E=KdÞ

� �
ð6Þ

where DA is the change in fluorescence anisotropy, DAT is the total change in

anisotropy, E is the total polymerase concentration at each point in the titration,

and Kd is the dissociation constant for polymerase-DNA binding. If the [DNA] is

10� lower than the Kd value, the error incurred by using this equation and making

this approximation is 10%. If the [DNA] is 100� below the Kd value, the incurred

error is 1%, and so on. One advantage of using Eq. (6) is that it is easily modified to

include a Hill coeYcient to test for cooperative/multisite binding:

DA ¼ DATðEnH=K nH
d Þ

ð1þ EnH=K nH
d Þ

� �
ð7Þ

where nH is the fitted Hill coeYcient. It is also easily modified for competitive

binding.
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A particular hazard of using Eq. (5) is its too frequent use to obtainKd values for

a binding reaction under stoichiometric binding conditions. If the concentrations

of both reagents (protein and DNA) are far above the Kd value for their associa-

tion, the binding is stoichiometric. When Eq. (5) is used to analyze stoichiometric

binding curves, both DT and Kd are allowed to vary during the nonlinear regres-

sion, and the binding stoichiometry is determined as the ratio of the fitted DT and

the known DT (see Fig. 6). While determining the stoichiometry of the reaction, as

in Fig. 6, is an important control, theKd values obtained from fits to stoichiometric

data are frequently unreliable. This is because even small errors in the concentra-

tions of the reactants (DT and ET) are propagated into large errors on Kd. For

example, if the concentrations of reactants are in the 10 mm range, and the true Kd

is in the nanomolar range, and the error on determining the protein concentration

is a standard �10%, then the error on the fitted Kd is not �10% of the Kd, it is

�10% of the protein concentration. So one might obtain a fitted Kd of 10 nM, but

the true error on that value is � several micromolar. Error in the DNA concentra-

tion propagates into the Kd in the same manner. Variants of Eq. (5) are frequently

used to obtain Kd values under stoichiometric titration conditions in titration

calorimetry. Such Kd values must be eyed with extreme caution in that technique

as well. Under conditions where the reactant concentrations are near the Kd value,

or more typically where the concentration of one reactant is below theKd value and

the other is titrated through the Kd value, Eq. (5) is perfectly applicable. This
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Fig. 6 Determination of binding stoichiometry of Klentaq polymerase to double-stranded DNA

(63/63-mer). The titration was performed at 25 �C in 10 mM Tris, 5 mM MgCl2, and 75 mM KCl at

pH 7.9. The DNA concentration used in the titration was 20 mM (½DNA� 	 Kd ). The binding constant

for Klentaq polymerase binding to 63/63-mer under ‘‘equilibrium titration’’ conditions is 29.2� 1.8 nM.

The data were fit to Eq. (5) in the text. The ratio of bound Klentaq polymerase to the 63/63-mer double

stranded DNA is 1.2 (Wowor and LiCata, unpublished data).
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section has discussed only the most straightforward approaches for analyzing

single-site or simple multisite isotherms. For a detailed discussion of more complex

analyses, the reader is directed to reviews such as those by Lohman and Bujalowski

(1991) and by Bujalowski (2006).

G. Other Controls

Ideally, there should be no change in steady state fluorescence when the labeled

DNA binds protein. This is easy to test and aVords assurance that one is monitor-

ing DNA-protein binding and not protein–dye interactions. Changes in steady

state fluorescence could be either due to protein–dye interactions or due to propa-

gated conformational changes in the DNA on binding. One does not want to be in

the situation of studying binding to the fluorophore instead of binding to the

DNA. One way to troubleshoot this possibility is to label the DNA with diVerent
dyes. Often a fluorophore can be found that shows an anisotropy change on

complex formation but does not show a steady state fluorescence change. Alter-

nately, if the same DNA labeled with several chemically diVerent fluorophores
yield the same results (i.e., the same Kd), it is highly likely that one is observing

protein–DNA interactions and not protein–dye interactions.

We have found that the storage life of fluorescently labeled DNA oligomers can

vary from several months to several years. The most reliable diagnostic of a

problem with a stock of labeled DNA is a change in the initial fluorescence

anisotropy (before addition of any protein). If the initial anisotropy changes by

more than about 20% from when the labeled DNA was first used, it probably

should be discarded.

Another useful control, but one often not mentioned in published studies, is a

test of the ability of unlabeled DNA to compete eVectively with the fluorescently

labeled DNA. This test can be performed as a stoichiometric titration or an

equilibrium titration. In the stoichiometric competition, labeled DNA is supple-

mented by exactly the same concentration of unlabeled DNA, and then this

mixture is titrated with protein. If the protein binds both DNAs, the apparent

stoichiometric breakpoint will exactly double. See Datta and LiCata (2003) for an

example of this control. This unlabeled DNA competition control can also be

performed as an equilibrium titration. Figure 7 shows an example where unlabeled

DNA is titrated into an equilibrium of labeled DNA þ protein that is at its

Kd value. The fitted KI for the unlabeled DNA should be similar to the previously

determined Kd for the labeled DNA. There are numerous published studies where

these simple unlabeled DNA competition controls are either not performed or not

mentioned. One risks studying the binding of protein to the fluorophore instead

of the DNA in such cases. For example, in the case of the DNA polymerases

studied in our laboratory, fluorescein-labeled DNA is not equivalently displaced

by unlabeled DNA, whereas ROX-labeled DNA is (Datta and LiCata, 2003).
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H. Competition Experiments

A natural extension of the unlabeled DNA competition controls described

above is the ability to use the fluorescence anisotropy assay in competitive mode

to measure the Kd’s of a series of unlabeled DNA oligomers for a protein. In this

application, the cuvette initially contains 1 nM labeled DNA, plus protein either at

its Kd value (50% saturation) or just at saturation ( �Y 
 0:95). The unlabeled

competitor DNA is then titrated into the cuvette. Additional protein and 1 nM

labeled pt-DNA are included in each titrant addition so that their concentrations

remain constant at all times. The anisotropy will decrease as the unlabeled DNA

competes with labeled DNA to bind the protein. Figure 7 also shows an example of

such competitive binding experiments, where labeled DNA is displaced by an

unlabeled oligomer with a diVerent sequence or structure. The method of analysis

depends on the exact procedure used (i.e., whether protein was at the Kd value

or near saturation with the labeled DNA, whether labeled DNA and protein

concentrations maintained constant, and so on.). Discussions of experimental
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Fig. 7 Fluorescently labeled primed-template DNA (a 13/20-mer labeled with ROX) being displaced

from Klentaq DNA polymerase by identical, but unlabeled, primer-template DNA (circles) and an

unlabeled hairpin DNA structure (squares). The competition titrations were performed at 25 �C in

10 mM Tris and 5 mM MgCl2 at pH 7.9. The DNA sequences of the primer-template DNA (pt-DNA)

and the hairpin DNA (hp-DNA) are very similar. The cuvette initially contained 1-nM-labeled primer-

templateDNA (13/20-merDNA) plusKlentaq polymerase at theKd . The unlabeled competitorDNAwas

then titrated into the cuvette. AdditionalKlentaq polymerase and 1-nM-labeled primer-templateDNAare

included in each addition so that their concentrations remain constant throughout the titration. KI values

obtained from fits of the data are 17.5 nM (DG¼�10.6 kcal/mole) for the unlabeled primed-template and

29.1 nM (DG ¼ �10.25 kcal/mole) for the hairpin DNA (Wowor and LiCata, unpublished data).
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design and analysis of competitive binding experiments can be found in Zetner

(1973) and Jezewska and Bujalowski (1996).

V. Other Applications of Fluorescence Anisotropy to
the Study of Protein–DNA Interactions

Several groups have reported the use of fluorescence anisotropy in a high

throughput mode for use in drug screening by adapting the method for use in

fluorescent plate readers (Burke et al., 2003; Parker et al., 2000; Rishi et al., 2005;

Wang et al., 2004). DNA as well as other small, fluorescently labeled ligands have

been used as the anisotropic probe in such assays.

Time-resolved anisotropy has also been used, mostly by Millar and associates

(Bailey et al., 2001; Guest et al., 1991; Millar, 2000) to study protein–DNA

interactions. In this application, decay of the anisotropy is monitored versus

time after a single pulse of polarized light, similar to the way one might perform

a fluorescence lifetime experiment. Deviations from a single exponential decay can

be indicative of multiple binding modes. Resolution of the number of diVerent
anisotropic decays observed, and their relative fractions of the total decay, can

provide information on the relative populations of the diVerent binding modes or

mixed conformer subpopulations. This potentially promising application is only

beginning to see widespread use.

A relatively new application of fluorescence anisotropy to ligand binding is its

adaptation into solid phase assays (McCauley et al., 2003). Since DNA or RNA

that is immobilized at one end can still rotate and pivot, one can still obtain an

increase in anisotropy signal if a protein binds to the immobilized nucleic acid. This

new adaptation is already seeing widespread application.
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Abstract

Circular dichroism (CD) is an excellent method for the study of the confor-

mations adopted by proteins and nucleic acids in solution. Although not able to

provide the beautifully detailed residue-specific information available from nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) and X-ray crystallography, CD measurements have

two major advantages: they can be made on small amounts of material in

physiological buVers and they provide one of the best methods for monitoring

any structural alterations that might result from changes in environmental con-

ditions, such as pH, temperature, and ionic strength. This chapter describes the

important basic steps involved in obtaining reliable CD spectra: careful instru-

ment and sample preparation, the selection of appropriate parameters for data

collection, and methods for subsequent data processing. The principal features of

protein and nucleic acid CD spectra are then described, and the main applications

of CD are discussed. These include: methods for analyzing CD data to estimate

the secondary structure composition of proteins, methods for following the un-

folding of proteins as a function of temperature or added chemical denaturants,

the study of the eVects of mutations on protein structure and stability, and

methods for studying macromolecule–ligand and macromolecule–macromolecule

interactions.

I. Introduction

Circular dichroism (CD), the diVerential absorption of left- and right-handed

circularly polarized light, is a spectroscopic property uniquely sensitive to the

conformation of molecules, and so has been very widely used in the study of

biomolecules. CD often provides important information about the function and

conformation of biomolecules that is not directly available from more conven-

tional spectroscopic techniques, such as fluorescence and absorbance. The experi-

mentally measured parameter in CD is the diVerence in absorbance for left- and

right-handed circularly polarized light, DA (¼AL � AR). Because CD is an absorp-

tion phenomenon, the chromophores that contribute to the CD spectrum are

exactly the same as those contributing to a conventional absorption spectrum. In

order to show a CD signal, a chromophore must be either inherently chiral

(asymmetric) or must be located in an asymmetric environment. Chromophores

that contribute to protein CD (see below) are generally achiral because they have a

plane of symmetry. It is the interaction between the chromophores in the chiral

field of the protein that introduces the perturbations leading to optical activity

(Sreerama and Woody, 2004a).

The near-UV CD bands of proteins (310–255 nm) derive from Trp, Tyr, Phe,

and cystine (Note: cysteine does not absorb in this region) and reflect the
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tertiary, and occasionally quaternary, structure of the protein. Although several

amino acid side chains (notably Tyr, Trp, Phe, His, and Met) absorb light

strongly in the far-UV region of the spectrum (below 250 nm), the most impor-

tant contributor here is the peptide bond (amide chromophore), with n ! p*
and p ! p* transitions at �220 and �190 nm, respectively. The far-UV CD

bands of proteins reflect the secondary structure of the protein (a-helix, b-sheet,
b-turn, and unordered content). In the case of nucleic acids and oligonucleo-

tides, the aromatic bases are the principal chromophores, with absorption

beginning at around 300 nm and extending far into the vacuum UV region.

The electronic transitions of the ether and hydroxyl groups of the sugars begin

at 200 nm, but their intensity is much weaker than that of the bases, and the

electronic transitions of the phosphate groups begin further still into the vacuum

UV (Johnson, 1996a).

Although CD spectroscopy generally provides only low-resolution structural

information, it does have two major advantages. First, it is extremely sensitive

to changes in conformation, whatever their origin, and second, an extremely

wide range of solvent conditions is accessible to study with relatively small

amounts of material. The principal applications of CD spectroscopy in the study

of biomolecules are

a. The estimation of protein secondary structure content from far-UV CD

spectra

b. The detection of conformational changes in proteins and nucleic acids

brought about by changes in pH, salt concentration, and added cosolvents (simple

alcohols, tri-fluoroethanol, and so on), and the structural analysis of recombinant

native proteins and their mutants

c. Monitoring protein or nucleic acid unfolding brought about by changes

in temperature or by the addition of chemical denaturants (such as urea and

guanidine hydrochloride)

d. Monitoring protein–ligand, protein–nucleic acid, and protein–protein

interactions

e. Studying (in favorable cases) the kinetics of macromolecule–macromolecule,

macromolecule–ligand interactions (particularly slow dissociation processes), and

the kinetics of protein folding reactions. The general principles of the most com-

mon kinetic methods are discussed in Chapter 15 by Eccleston et al., this volume

and will not be considered in detail here

There are numerous excellent reviews that describe the basic principles of

CD spectroscopy and its applications in the study of diVerent biomolecules

(Bishop and Chaires, 2002; Gray, 1996; Greenfield, 1996, 2004; Johnson, 1985,

1988, 1990, 1996a; Kelly et al., 2005; Strickland, 1974; Venyaminov and Yang,

1996; Woody, 1985, 1995, 1996; Woody and Dunker, 1996; Yang et al., 1986).
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II. Instrumentation and Sample Preparation

A. Instrumentation

CD instruments are commercially available from several sources: Jasco Inc.

(http://www.jascoinc.com/), Aviv Biomedical Inc. (http://www.avivbiomedical.com/),

OLIS Inc. (http://www.olisweb.com/), and Applied Photophysics (http://www.

photophysics.com/). A Peltier system for temperature control and thermal ramp-

ing is an invaluable accessory, particularly for studies of the thermal unfolding of

proteins and nucleic acids. The only other significant requirement is for a set of

high-quality quartz cuvettes with good far-UV transmission (either rectangular or

cylindrical) with path lengths ranging from 0.1 to 10 mm. Self-masking (black-

walled) micro- or semimicro cuvettes with 10 mm path length are particularly useful

for near-UV CD measurements with small volumes (�0.25 ml). Cuvettes are

obtainable from several suppliers (e.g., Hellma; http://www.hellma-worldwide.de/).

Cuvettes with path lengths of less than 1 mm should always be calibrated. This is

easily done by using the cuvette to record a conventional absorption spectrum of

any solution with accurately known absorbance, or as described by Johnson

(1996b). Cuvettes may have some intrinsic strain that can give significant CD

artifacts, and although moderate strain can be tolerated, it is probably sensible

to eliminate any possible strain eVects by always orienting the cuvette the same way

in the instrument. Cuvettes should always be cleaned immediately after use in

order to avoid the buildup of hard-to-remove protein deposits. This can be done

using a preparation such as Hellmanex II cuvette cleaning solution. After cleaning,

the cuvettes should be rinsed extensively with distilled water, then ethanol, and

dried using an air pump or by evaporation. Cuvettes should be stored in the cases

generally provided by the manufactures. All standard reagents used should be of

the highest purity available. It is particularly important that any organic solvents

used should be of spectroscopic purity and should be checked for the absence of

absorbing impurities.

B. Instrument Care and Calibration

The CD instrument should always be purged with high-purity, oxygen-free,

nitrogen (generally run at �3–5 l/min) for at least 20 min before starting the light

source and throughout the measurements. If oxygen is present, it may be converted

to ozone by the far-UV light from the high-intensity arc, and ozone will

damage the expensive optical surfaces. Higher nitrogen flow rates will generally

be necessary for measurements made at very short wavelengths.

The calibration of the instrument should be checked periodically. Although

several CD standards are available, the one used most frequently is d10 camphor

sulfonic acid (d10-CSA). The exact concentration (C) of a solution of d10-CSA

in water (at �2.5 mM) should be determined from an absorption spectrum

(using e285 ¼ 34.5 M�1 cm�1) and not by weight because the solid is hygroscopic.
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The diVerential absorption (DA) recorded at 290.5 nm in a 10 mm path length

cuvette should be CDeM,290.5 (or 32,980CDeM,290.5 millidegrees—see Section IV.A.),

where DM,290.5 ¼ 2.36 M�1 cm�1 (Johnson, 1990). If the intensity is not within

1% of the expected value, the user should refer to the manufacturer’s handbook

for details of the appropriate adjustment procedure. It is also advisable to check

the wavelength calibration of the instrument and its general transmission perfor-

mance in the far-UV from time to time. Because d10-CSA has a second CD band

at 192.5 nm (DeM,192.5 ¼ �4.72 M�1 cm�1), one can check the far-UV perfor-

mance by recording the spectrum of the standard d10-CSA solution using a

1 mm path length cuvette. If the (absolute) value of the ratio of the intensities

of the two d10-CSA peaks is significantly less than 1.95, then the machine is no

longer performing correctly; this is probably due to the age of the lamp and/or

degradation of the mirrors, most probably the first mirror after the light source.

This measurement also provides a useful check on the wavelength calibration of

the instrument, although this can also simply be done by scanning with a holmium

oxide filter in the light path and monitoring the voltage on the instrument’s

photomultiplier.

C. Sample Preparation

All samples should, of course, be of the highest possible purity. Misleading

results can be obtained even with relatively low levels of impurities if these have

strong CD signals. For example, the weak near-UV signals of proteins can be

swamped by the strong signals from relatively small levels of contaminating nucleic

acids. One major problem in CDmeasurements is that the signals become seriously

distorted if too little light reaches the photomultiplier and, in practical terms, this

means that one cannot make reliable measurements on samples with an absor-

bance (sample plus solvent) much greater than about 1. The absorption spectrum

of the sample should always be checked to see if and where this absorbance limit is

going to be exceeded. In far-UV measurements the absorbance of the sample itself

is generally rather small, and the major problems arise from absorption by buVer
components, almost all of which will limit far-UV penetration to some extent.

The majority of simple buVer components will generally permit CD measurements

to below 200 nm (see Johnson, 1996b). However, high concentrations of chloride

and (especially) nitrate (use perchlorate or fluoride salts where possible), certain

solvents (dioxane, DMSO), high concentrations (>25 mM) of some biolog-

ical buVers (Hepes, Pipes, Mes), high concentrations (>0.25 mM) of common

chelators (EGTA/EDTA), and high concentrations (>1 mM) of reducing agents

(dithiothreitol and 2-mercaptoethanol) should be avoided whenever possible. It is

also worth noting that distilled water stored in a polyethylene bottle will generally

develop poor far-UV transparency owing to the presence of eluted polymer addi-

tives. The CD spectra of membrane proteins are often recorded in detergent

solubilized form in order to avoid artifacts arising from diVerential light scattering
and absorption flattening (Fasman, 1996).
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The far-UV CD spectra of proteins (260–178 nm) are intense, and relatively

small amounts of material are required to record them. Because all peptide bonds

contribute to the observed spectrum, the amount of material required (measured in

mg/ml) is eVectively the same for any protein. Measurements are almost invariably

made in short path length cuvettes in order to reduce absorption by buVer com-

ponents (see above). Typical quantities are 200 ml of a 0.1–0.15 mg/ml solution

when using 1-mm path length cuvette or 30 ml of a 1.0–1.5 mg/ml solution when

using a 0.1-mm (demountable) cuvette. The latter is preferable for good far-UV

penetration, but the material is not generally recoverable.

The near-UV CD spectra of proteins are generally more than an order of

magnitude weaker than the far-UV CD spectra. Recording them therefore requires

more concentrated material and/or longer optical path lengths. Spectra are usually

recorded under conditions similar to those used for measuring a conventional

absorption spectrum, for example, use a 10-mm path length cuvette and aim for

a peak absorbance in the range 0.7–1.0 (The optimal absorbance for best signal to

noise ratio (S/N) in a CDmeasurement is, in fact, 0.869—see Johnson, 1996b). Less

concentrated solutions may be used if the CD signals are intense and more con-

centrated samples may, of course, be examined using short path length cuvettes

when necessary. The near-UV CD spectra of nucleic acids, which are significantly

stronger than those of proteins, should also be recorded with a peak absorption in

the range 0.7–1.0.

D. Determination of Sample Concentration

Accurate sample concentrations are absolutely essential for the analysis of far-

UV CD spectra for secondary structure content and whenever one wishes to make

meaningful comparisons between diVerent protein or nucleic acid samples.

Lowry’s or Bradford’s analyses for proteins are not suYciently accurate for use

with CD measurements unless they have been very carefully calibrated for the

protein under investigation using concentrations determined with a more direct

method, such as quantitative amino acid analysis. We routinely determine protein

and nucleic acid concentrations using absorption spectroscopy. When the extinc-

tion coeYcient is known, the concentration can be calculated with considerable

accuracy. The absorption spectrum should ideally be recorded with temperature

control and careful attention should be given to correct baseline subtraction,

especially when buVers containing reducing agents are being used. Highly scatter-

ing samples should always be clarified by low-speed centrifugation or filtration

prior to concentration determination. If the spectrum still shows significant

light scattering, that is, significant background absorption above �315 nm, a

correction must be applied. In most cases, it is reasonable to assume that the

scattering is Rayleigh in nature and that the absorbance due to scatter is then

proportional to ln (where the exponent n is generally close to 4). The light scattering
contribution to be subtracted at 280 nm, for example, would then be (A350 nm) (350/

280)4 ¼ 2.442 � A350 nm. A more elaborate method, easily implemented in a
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spreadsheet program, is to plot ln(Al) against ln(l) for l > 315 nm and perform a

least-squares fit to the straight line. This method has the advantage that significant

deviations from linearity may indicate the presence of contaminants rather than

light scattering, and the actual value of the wavelength exponent (n) can be calculat-

ed.The scattering contribution for the full wavelength range can thenbe constructed

and subtracted from the measured spectrum.

Although it is possible to calculate the extinction coeYcient of a protein with

reasonable accuracy from its aromatic amino acid content (Gill and von Hippel,

1989; Pace et al., 1995), it is, of course, much more reliable to measure it. This is

best done using the Edelhoch method (see Pace et al., 1995). Make identical

dilutions of the protein stock in the experimental buVer and in the same buVer
containing 6 M guanidine hydrochloride and record absorption spectra with

appropriate buVer subtraction. Correct for light scattering if necessary and

measure the absorbance at the chosen wavelength. Then, for example, the extinc-

tion coeYcient at 280 nm is calculated from the amino acid composition as (Pace

et al., 1995):

e280;buffer ¼ ðA280;bufferÞðe280;GuHClÞ
ðA280;GuHClÞ ð1Þ

where e280;GuHclðM�1 cm�1Þ ¼ ð#TrpÞð5685Þ þ ð#TyrÞð1285Þ
þ ð#cystineÞð125Þ ð2Þ

Whatever method of concentration determination is used, it is probably wise in any

subsequent analyses to assume that it might be in error by up to 5%.

III. Data Collection

Having chosen the appropriate sample concentration and cuvette path length

for the measurement (see Section II.C), the user will need to select suitable

instrument settings. In addition to choosing the appropriate wavelength range

for the measurement, it will generally be necessary to select scanning speed,

instrumental time constant (or response time), spectral band width, and number

of scans to be averaged. Consideration should also be given to the selection of an

appropriate temperature for the measurement.

A. Wavelength Range

Far-UV spectra of proteins should generally be scanned from 260 nm to the

lowest attainable wavelength. This low-wavelength limit will depend largely on

the composition of the buVer being used (see Section II.C). Near-UV spectra are
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routinely scanned over the range 340–255 nm for proteins and from 340 nm to the

lowest attainable wavelength for nucleic acids.

B. Scanning Speed and Time Constant (or Response Time)

In the case of analogue instruments, the product of the scanning speed

(nm min�1) and the time constant (sec) should be less than 20 nm min�1 sec.

If the instrument uses a response time (equal to three time constants), then

the product of scanning speed and response time should be less than 60 nm min�1

sec (Johnson, 1996b). If significantly higher values are used, there will be potentially

serious errors in both the positions and intensities of the observed CD bands.

Several good general discussions of the potential sources of errors in CD measure-

ments have been published (Hennessey and Johnson, 1982; Johnson, 1996b;

Kelly et al., 2005; Manning, 1989). The S/N of a CD measurement is proportional

to the square root of the number of scans and to the square root of the time

constant. Good S/N ratios can therefore be achieved either by averaging multiple

fast scans recorded with a short time constant or by recording a small number of

slow scans with a long time constant. The choice is largely one of personal

preference.

C. Spectral Bandwidth

The spectral bandwidth is generally set to 1 nm, but it may occasionally be

necessary to use lower values in order to resolve fine structure in near-UV spectra

of proteins. Increasing the spectral bandwidth will reduce the noise by increasing

light throughput, but it should always be 2 nm or less in order to avoid distorting

the spectrum.

D. Temperature Control

It is good practice to always record CD spectra with temperature control. This is

particularly important for the far-UV CD spectra of proteins, which often show

quite pronounced temperature dependence, even outside the range of any ther-

mally induced unfolding of the protein (see Section V.C.2). These small changes in

the signal from the folded protein with temperature reflect a true change in confor-

mation and are not simply due to changes in the optical properties of a helix or

strand. The changes, which are often linear with temperature, are probably

due to fraying of the ends of a helix or to changes in helix–helix interactions

(Greenfield, 2004).

Having set the parameters described above, it is advisable to run a single scan in

order to check that the selection is appropriate. CD spectra will be seriously

distorted if the photomultiplier voltage rises above a certain limit, generally of

the order of 600 V. The low-wavelength limit selected for far-UV spectra should

be reset to a higher value if this photomultiplier voltage limit is exceeded. If the
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voltage is too high in the near-UV region, either the sample concentration or the

cuvette path length should be reduced. The near-UV CD spectra of proteins

generally have no significant intensity in the 315–340-nm region. If there is a

significant signal in this region (often becoming increasingly negative toward

lower wavelengths), this may indicate that there is a disulfide contribution to the

spectrum (see Section IV.B.1). The upper wavelength limit for the scan should then

be extended (400 nm is generally suYcient in most cases) in order to allow for

correct baseline alignment (see Section IV.A).

The full measurement should then be made with enough repeat scans to increase

the S/N ratio to acceptable levels. If necessary, for example in performing a

titration, make the required additions to the cuvette and repeat the measurement.

Making additions (especially to short path length cuvettes) poses several problems.

The small volume sample has to be mixed thoroughly, either by inversion or using

a long thin pipette tip. This should be done with great care in order to minimize the

almost inevitable small loss of solution that will occur during these manipulations.

Another frequently encountered problem, especially with dilute protein samples,

is that material is lost through absorption onto cuvette walls and pipette tips.

In practice, there is little to be done about this, but it is advisable to check for the

problem by performing a ‘‘dummy’’ titration in which one simply adds buVer to
the sample to check for intensity changes that cannot be accounted for solely by

dilution. Finally, since additions may increase the total absorption, it is always

worth estimating (or better measuring) what the final absorbance will be before

beginning an experiment in which additions are to be made.

The final step is to record the baseline using the same cuvette, buVer, and
instrument settings. Strictly speaking, the baseline should be recorded using a

buVer containing something that has the same normal absorption as the sample

but no CD signal (Johnson, 1996b). However, this is seldom done and is unlikely

to be a major problem except with very weak signals. One should not be tempted to

reduce the number of scans used to record the baseline, since any noise in the

baseline scan will simply be added to the sample scan in subsequent numerical

processing.

IV. Data Processing and Spectral Characteristics

A. Data Processing

The first step is to subtract the baseline scan from the sample scan. All spectra

should have been collected with a starting wavelength (260 nm for far-UV spectra;

340 nm for near-UV spectra—see Section III) that gives at least 15–20 nm at the

start of the scan where there should be no signal. After baseline subtraction this

region should be, and generally is, flat, but the signal may not be zero. The slow

vertical drift in signal that is common to CD spectrometers is usually the cause of

this problem. The solution is to average the apparent signal over the first 15–20 nm

of the spectrum and subtract this average value from the whole of the curve.
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The spectrum should be converted to the desired units. In the case of proteins,

the observed CD signal, S in millidegrees (Note: 1 millidegree ¼ 32,980 � DA), is
generally converted to either the molar CD extinction coeYcient (DeM) or to the

mean residue CD extinction coeYcient (DeMRW) using:

DeM ¼ S

32; 980� CM � L
or

DeMRW ¼ S �MRW

32; 980� Cmg=ml � L
ðunits : M�1cm�1Þ

ð3Þ

where L is the path length (in cm), CM is the molar concentration, Cmg/ml is the

concentration in mg/ml, and MRW is the mean residue weight (molecular weight

divided by the number of residues). Although large globular proteins generally

have a mean residue weight of approximately 111, the actual value must always be

calculated in order to avoid potentially large errors in the calculated intensities.

Calculating far-UV intensities is almost invariably done on a per residue basis in

order to facilitate comparison between proteins and peptides with diVerent mole-

cular weights. Near-UV CD intensities should generally be reported on a molar

rather than a per-residue basis because only four of the amino acid side chains

contribute to the CD signals in this region (see Section IV.B.1). In the case of

nucleic acids, the CD intensities can be calculated using the base, base pair, or

molar concentrations.

CD intensities are also sometimes reported as molar ellipticity ([y]M) or mean

residue ellipticity ([y]mrw), which may be directly calculated as:

½y�M ¼ S

10� CM � L
or

½y�mrw ¼ S �MRW

10� Cmg=ml � L
ðunits : degrees� cm2dmol�1Þ

ð4Þ

[y] and De values may be interconverted using the relationship [y] ¼ 3298De.

B. Spectral Characteristics

1. Near-UV Spectra of Proteins

Near-UV CD bands from individual residues in a protein may be either positive

or negative and may vary dramatically in intensity, with residues that are immo-

bilized and/or have coupled-oscillator interactions with neighboring aromatic

residues producing the strongest signals. There is therefore little correlation be-

tween the number of aromatic residues and the aromatic CD intensity, and the

near-UV CD spectrum of a protein does not generally allow one to say anything

explicit about its tertiary structure. Knowledge of the position and intensity of CD

bands expected for a particular chromophore is helpful in understanding the

observed near-UV CD spectrum of a protein and the principal characteristics of
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the four chromophores are therefore summarized below (Strickland, 1974; Woody

and Dunker, 1996):

� Phenylalanine has sharp fine structure in the range 255–270 nm with peaks

generally observed close to 262 and 268 nm (DeM � 0.3 M�1 cm�1).

� Tyrosine generally has a maximum in the range 275–282 (DeM� 2 M�1 cm�1),

possibly with a shoulder some 6 nm to the red.1

� Tryptophan often shows fine structure above 280 nm in the form of two 1Lb

bands [one at 288 to 293 and one some 7 nm to the blue, with the same sign

(DeM � 5 M�1 cm�1)] and a 1La band (around 265 nm) with little fine structure

(DeM � 2.5 M�1 cm�1).

� Cystine CD begins at long wavelength (>320 nm) and shows one or two broad

peaks above 240 nm (DeM � 1 M�1 cm�1); the long-wavelength peak is frequently

negative.

Some of these features are illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows near-UVCD spectra

of Drosophila calmodulin and its complex with a 25-residue peptide (IKKN-

FAKSKWKQAFNATAVVRHMRK) corresponding to the target sequence

from CaM-dependent kinase I (Clapperton et al., 2002). This calmodulin contains

nine phenylalanines (giving the sharp bands at 262 and 268 nm in panel A), a single

tyrosine in the C-terminal domain (giving the broad band around 275 nm in panel

A that changes sign on calcium binding), and no tryptophans. Complex formation

with the target peptide introduces a single tryptophan (and two further phenyla-

lanines). Panel B shows that the free peptide, which is mobile and unstructured, has

only a very weak CD signal but that immobilization in the complex generates the

intense peaks characteristic of tryptophan.

2. Far-UV Spectra of Proteins

Far-UV CD spectra of proteins depend on secondary structure content and

simple inspection of a spectrum will generally reveal information about the struc-

tural class of the protein. The characteristic features of the spectra of diVerent
protein classes may be summarized as follows (Venyaminov and Yang, 1996):

� All-a proteins showan intense negative bandwith twopeaks (at 208 and 222 nm)

and a strong positive band (at 191–193 nm). The intensities of these bands reflect

a-helical content. Demrw values for a totally helical protein would be of the order

of �11 M�1 cm�1 (at 208 and 222 nm) and þ21 M�1 cm�1 (at 191–193 nm).

� The spectra of regular all-b proteins are significantly weaker than those of

all-a proteins. These spectra usually have a negative band (at 210–225 nm, Demrw:

�1 to �3.5 M�1 cm�1) and a stronger positive band (at 190–200 nm, Demrw:

2–6 M�1 cm�1).

1 Shifted to the red means shifted to longer wavelengths; shifted to the blue means shifted to shorter

wavelengths.
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� Unordered peptides and denatured proteins have a strong negative band

(at 195–200 nm, Demrw: �4 to �8 M�1 cm�1) and a much weaker band (which

can be either positive or negative) between 215 and 230 nm (Demrw: þ0.5 to

�2.5 M�1 cm�1).
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Fig. 1 Typical near-UV CD spectra. (A) Near-UV CD spectra of calcium-free (a) and calcium-

saturated (b) Drosophila calmodulin. The nine phenylalanines in this protein produce the sharp bands

at 262 and 268 nm; the single tyrosine in the C-terminal domain produces the broad band around

275 nm. Note that calcium binding reverses the sign of the tyrosine band. (B) Near-UV CD spectra of

calcium-saturated Drosophila calmodulin (a) and the target peptide from CaM-dependent kinase I (b).

The spectrum of the 1:1 complex (c) is clearly not equal to the sum of the component spectra and the

diVerence spectrum [c � (a þ b)] shows the characteristic features of tryptophan CD (see text and

Clapperton et al., 2002).
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� a þ b and a/b proteins almost always have spectra dominated by the a-helical
component and therefore often show bands at 222, 208, and 190–195 nm. In some

cases, there may be a single broad minimum between 210 and 220 nm because of

overlapping a-helical and b-sheet contributions.

Some of these features are illustrated inFig. 2, which shows the far-UVCD spectra

of myoglobin (4mbn.pdb), prealbumin (2pab.pdb), and acid denatured staphylo-

coccal nuclease at pH 6.2 (6 �C). These spectra and those of many other proteins

are available on the Internet (at http://lamar.colostate.edu/�sreeram/CDPro/).

3. Nucleic Acids

Because the aromatic bases themselves are planar, they do not possess any

intrinsic CD signals; it is the presence of the sugars that creates the asymmetry

which leads to the small CD signals of the monomeric nucleotides. Likewise, the

stacking of the bases in the diVerent polymeric forms results in the close contact

and electronic interactions that produce the intense CD signals of the nucleic acids

and oligonucleotides. CD is sensitive to secondary structure because the precise

nature of these interactions determines the shape of the spectrum. The principal

conformational forms of the nucleic acids are the A- and B-forms. In neutral

aqueous buVers at moderate salt concentrations, DNA is usually in the B-form,

while RNA adopts the A-form. These conformations have characteristic CD

spectra that depend on base composition and somewhat on sugar type (Johnson,

1996a). Variation in spectral shape with base composition is, of course,
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Fig. 2 Typical far-UV CD spectra far-UV CD spectra of (a) myoglobin (All-a: 4mbn.pdb);

(b) prealbumin (All-b: 2pab.pdb), and (c) acid denatured staphylococcal nuclease at pH 6.2 and 6 �C
(unordered). These spectra are available on the Internet (at http://lamar.colostate.edu/�sreeram/

CDPro/).
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significantly more important with short oligonucleotides. For this reason, CD is

usually used empirically in the study of nucleic acid conformation by comparing an

experimentally measured spectrum to that of a nucleic acid of known structure

(Bishop and Chaires, 2002; Johnson, 1996a).

V. Applications

A. Secondary Structure Content of Proteins

The estimation of protein secondary structure content from far-UV CD

spectra is one of the most widely used applications of CD. If the chiroptical

properties of the diVerent secondary structure elements are assumed to be additive

then the measured far-UV CD spectrum of a protein at any wavelength (l) can be

expressed as:

SðlÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

fiSiðlÞ ð5Þ

where S(l) is the observed mean residue CD, fi is the fraction of the ith conforma-

tion, and Si(l) is the reference CD signal for the ith conformation. If the reference

spectra are known, then the fis can be solved from a series of simultaneous

equations (one for each l) by a least-squares method. The original approach to

this problem used synthetic polypeptides as model compounds to provide reference

spectra for the a-helix, b-form, and unordered form (Greenfield and Fasman,

1969). The approach was later extended by Brahms and Brahms (1980) to include

a reference for b-turns. An alternative approach is to compute the appropriate

reference spectra from the spectra of proteins of known secondary structure using

Eq. (5). Saxena and Wetlaufer (1971) used spectra of just three proteins to derive

reference spectra for a-helix, b-form, and unordered form. The same reference

spectra were subsequently derived from 5 proteins (Chen et al., 1972) and then

8 proteins (Chen et al., 1974). Chang et al. (1978) used 15 proteins and added a

general term for b-turn. In addition to the assumption of additivity [see Eq. (5)],

these methods depend on four other major assumptions (Sreerama et al., 2000):

(1) that the eVect of tertiary structure on CD is negligible, (2) that the ensemble-

averaged solution structure is equivalent to the X-ray structure, (3) that the

contributions from nonpeptide chromophores do not influence the analysis, and

(4) that the geometric variability of secondary structures need not be explicitly

considered. Although assumptions (1) and (2) are probably valid, assumptions

(3) and (4) are probably invalid in many cases (Sreerama et al., 2000). For example,

several recent experiments, particularly those using site-directed mutagenesis, have

shown that aromatic residues can make surprisingly large contributions to the

far-UV CD spectra of some proteins and this obviously has serious implications

for secondary structure estimation (see Woody and Dunker (1996) and references
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therein). Assumption (4) is even more likely to be incorrect because it is highly

unlikely that the secondary structure of a protein will be ideal. Thus, for example, a

single reference spectrum for the a-helix cannot account for variable contributions
from regular helices, 310-helices, and distorted helices, and the question of chain-

length dependence of the a-helix intensity (see Chen et al., 1974) is generally not

explicitly considered. Likewise, a single reference spectrum for the b-form cannot

account for variable contributions from parallel and antiparallel forms, sheet

width, and chain-length dependence of the CD signal, and the fact that this form

is often twisted and nonplanar, with a degree of twisting that varies from protein to

protein.

Two approaches designed to circumvent the problem of defining suitable refer-

ence spectra were introduced in 1981. Provencher and Glöckner (1981) developed a

program (CONTIN), which uses ridge regression analysis to fit the spectrum of the

unknown directly by a linear combination of the spectra of proteins with known

structure. In this program, the contribution of each reference spectrum is kept small

unless it contributes to a good fit to the raw data. In the second approach, intro-

duced by Hennessey and Johnson (1981), singular value decomposition (SVD) was

applied to extract orthogonal basis curves from a set of spectra of proteins with

known structure. The deconvoluted basis curves, each of which has a unique shape,

can be associated with a known mixture of secondary structures and can therefore

be used to analyze the conformation of an unknown sample. Convex constraint

analysis (CCA) has also been used to extract basis spectra (Perczel et al., 1991).

The reference or basis curves obtained from linear regression, SVD or CCA, will

depend strongly on the proteins included in the data set, and an inadequate

representation of the spectrum of the unknown will result in a failed analysis

(Sreerama and Woody, 2004a). For this reason, most of the methods currently

employed achieve greater flexibility by using some form of selection process to

create several diVerent subsets of reference spectra in an attempt to include

proteins that are important for the analysis and exclude those that have an adverse

eVect. This approach, known as variable selection, is implemented in diVerent ways
by diVerent programs.

The basic method (implemented in VARSLC; Manavalan and Johnson, 1987)

combines variable selection with SVD in the following way. Starting from a large

database of reference proteins, the program sequentially eliminates one or more

spectra to create a large series of new databases. SVD is used on these reduced data

sets to evaluate the unknown conformation; all the results are then examined and

those fulfilling certain selection criteria (see Sreerama and Woody, 2004a) for a

good fit are averaged. The two other approaches for introducing variable selection

with SVD are known as the minimal basis and locally linearized approaches. In the

minimal basis approach (CDSSTR; Johnson, 1999), small subsets of reference

spectra are randomly selected to create the minimal basis set. This creates a large

number of diVerent combinations and the process is stopped when an accept-

able number of valid solutions has been obtained. In the locally linearized

approach, spectra are systematically removed from the reference set on the basis
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of their similarity to the analyzed spectrum, with the least similar reference spectra

being removed first. Local linearization is employed in SELCON (Sreerama and

Woody, 1993), which uses a modification of the variable selection method called

the self-consistent method. The program includes the spectrum of the unknown in

the database and makes an initial guess of the structure. The database is decom-

posed using SVD and the unknown is analyzed. The solution replaces the initial

guess and the process is repeated until the results are self-consistent. Variable

selection has also been explicitly introduced into CONTIN by Sreerama and

Woody (2000b) in the locally linearized implementation known as CONTIN/LL.

Finally, neural networks are programs that are used to detect patterns in data, and

two such programs have been described for the analysis of far-UV CD data of

proteins (K2D; Andrade et al., 1993 and CDNN; Böhm et al., 1992), but these do

not include variable selection.

The various methods available have been extensively discussed in the literature

(Greenfield, 1996, 2004; Johnson, 1990; Sreerama and Woody, 1993, 1994,

2000a,b, 2004a; van Stokkum et al., 1990; Venyaminov and Yang, 1996) and

Greenfield (2004) has made useful recommendations for selecting the program

that is most appropriate for a particular purpose. Two important points are worth

remembering (Manavalan and Johnson, 1987; Venyaminov and Yang, 1996): these

are that CD analysis methods cannot recognize a failed analysis and that the

solution selected by a particular program may not necessarily be the best of

those examined.

Three very popular programs (SELCON, CDSSTR, and CONTIN/LL)

provided with several reference sets with diVerent wavelength ranges are available

on the Internet (at http://lamar.colostate.edu/�sreeram/CDPro/) with the CDPro

software package (a more extensive list of Web sites where CD analysis programs

are available is given in Greenfield, 2004). The question of whether it is appropriate

to use the standard soluble protein reference data sets for analyzing the CD spectra

of membrane proteins has been addressed by Wallace et al. (2003) and Sreerama

and Woody (2004b). The latter authors have shown that the data sets available

with the CDPro package do perform reasonably well and that this performance is

improved still further by including membrane proteins in the reference set. Finally,

methods available for obtaining additional structural information by calculating

the number of secondary structure segments in a protein and identifying its

tertiary structure class have been described (see Sreerama and Woody, 2004a and

references therein).

B. Detecting Altered Conformation

1. Solution Conditions

The stability of any particular secondary structure element in a protein or

nucleic acid will depend on several diVerent factors. For example, the stability of

an a-helix is determined by the number and strength of interhelical hydrogen
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bonds, by interactions (potentially either stabilizing or destabilizing) between

ionized side chains, and by interactions with other secondary structural elements

in the protein. These factors, and therefore the protein’s structure, are often

influenced by changes in solution conditions. For example, changes in the pH

and ionic strength of the solution will generally aVect interactions between charged

side chains in proteins, and this can lead to significant changes in secondary and/or

tertiary structure. Such changes are readily studied using CD. For example, CD

has been extensively used in the study of conformational transitions in peptides

(see Fig. 3) and in studies of the a-helix to b-sheet conversion in recombinant prion

proteins induced by the addition of low concentrations of denaturants and/or salt

at low pH (Morillas et al., 2001; Swietnicki et al., 2000).

Alcohols with low-dielectric constants, such as trifluoroethanol (TFE) and

hexafluoroisopropanol, are often used to promote the formation of stable con-

formations in peptides that are unstructured in aqueous solution. There may also

be a significant eVect of even relatively simple alcohols on the structure of a protein

(GriYn et al., 1986). The low-dielectric constant of these structure-inducing cosol-

vents is thought to resemble that of the interior of a protein. Although this low-

dielectric environment presumably strengthens favorable electrostatic interactions,
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Fig. 3 pH-induced conformational transitions. The short peptide LKLKKLLKLLKKLLKLG was

designed to form a perfect amphipathic helix. However, at low pH it is unordered (curve a), probably

because of charge repulsion between the lysines. Neutralization of the lysines at high pH permits

formation of the a-helix (curve b) and the unordered to a-helical transition is readily monitored using

CD (inset) (Schilstra, M. J., unpublished observations).
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this particular eVect may be partially oVset by increased counterion binding. The

major eVect is generally attributed to weaker hydrogen bonding of the amide

protons to the solvent with concomitant strengthening of intramolecular hydrogen

bonds and stabilization of the helix.

The eVects of high temperature will be discussed further in Section V.C.2. CD

spectra can, when necessary, be recorded at temperatures below zero by using

suitable water–alcohol or water–glycerol mixtures. It is essential in such studies to

check for any direct eVect of the solvent itself on the conformation of the protein.

This is done by measuring the CD spectrum in the solvent at room temperature and

comparing it with the spectrum measured in an aqueous buVer at this temperature.

2. Changes Accompanying Complex Formation

Protein–protein and protein–nucleic acid interactions are often accompanied by

changes in the intrinsic CD of one or both of the components owing to changes in

secondary structure (Greenfield and Fowler, 2002) and/or the environment of

aromatic groups (Clapperton et al., 2002). Such changes may also be caused by

the binding of small ligands, such as drugs and metal ions (Martin and Bayley,

1986), to macromolecules, and in certain cases the ligand itself may change its

optical activity or become optically active. Because CD is a quantitative technique,

these changes can be used to determine equilibrium dissociation constants for

complex formation (see Section V.D). The source of the change in CD is immate-

rial for this application. Even when it is not possible to use these changes to

determine dissociation constants they do provide unequivocal evidence that two

species interact, and frequently provide useful information about the nature of the

interaction. For example, stoichiometric titrations of calmodulin with metal ions,

in which the signal from tyrosine-138 in the C-terminal domain (see Fig. 1A) is

monitored, can be used to establish the preference of diVerent metals for binding to

the individual calmodulin domains (see Fig. 4).

3. Structural Analysis of Recombinant Native Proteins and Their Mutants

When a wild-type protein is produced using recombinant DNA technology, it is

important to demonstrate that it has the same overall structure as a protein isolated

by traditional methods. This is especially important if inclusion body formation

necessitated the addition of denaturation and refolding steps to the isolation

procedure. Comparison of the near- and far-UVCD spectra is ideal for this purpose.

When working with mutant proteins, it is, of course, a good practice to test for

any eVect of the mutation on the general conformation of the protein and, here

again, CD provides a convenient means of doing this with the limited amounts of

material that are sometimes available. A significant diVerence in shape between the

far-UV CD spectra of the wild-type and mutant proteins can be an indication that

the mutation has produced some change in the secondary structure. However, this

may not be true if the mutation involves the introduction or replacement of an
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aromatic residue (Tyr or Trp) because these residues may, in certain cases, con-

tribute significantly to the far-UV spectrum (see Section V.A). A change in shape

may also occur if the mutation destabilizes the protein to such an extent that it

exists as a mixture of folded (with wild-type conformation) and unfolded forms

under the conditions of the measurement. This is a distinct possibility with small

proteins, which frequently have relatively low free energies for unfolding and are

therefore only just stable at room temperature (see Section V.C.2). When a

diVerence in shape is observed, especially if the mutant looks to be less well folded,

it is useful to repeat the measurements at a lower temperature, where the protein

would be expected to be more stable (see Section V.C.2). If the diVerence
between the wild-type and mutant spectra is smaller at the lower temperature,

then it is highly likely that the mutation has had a significant destabilizing eVect
and the stability properties should be fully characterized using one of the methods

described in Section V.C.

Changes in the near-UV region of the spectrum may indicate that the mutation

has caused a change in tertiary structure but could again result from destabiliza-

tion of the protein. In addition, it is important to remember that significant

changes may often derive from rather subtle changes in the environment of one

or more of the aromatic residues that are not necessarily associated with any major

structural change. Mutations that involve the introduction or removal of tyrosine

or tryptophan would, of course, be expected to change the spectrum and serial
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Fig. 4 Binding of metal ions to calmodulin. Binding of calcium (a) and terbium (b) to Drosophila

calmodulin monitored using tyrosine CD (see Fig. 1A). Calmodulin is a two-domain protein with a total

of four metal ion-binding sites, two in each domain. Because this particular calmodulin contains a single

tyrosine located in the C-terminal domain these stoichiometric titrations show that calcium binds

preferentially to the C-terminal tyrosine-containing domain (>75% saturation at [Ca]/[CaM] ¼ 2),

while terbium (a calcium analogue) binds preferentially to the N-terminal domain (<25% saturation

at [Tb]/[CaM] ¼ 2) (Martin, S. R., unpublished observations).
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replacement of aromatic residues by site-directed mutagenesis can be used to

investigate the contributions of individual aromatic residues to the near-UV CD

spectra of proteins (Craig et al., 1989).

It is generally wise to be suspicious if the wild-type and mutant spectra diVer in
intensity but not in shape. If the spectra can be superimposed by applying a simple

multiplication factor, then there has most probably been an error in concent-

ration determination (see Section II.D), particularly if the same factor serves to

superimpose both the near- and far-UV spectra.

C. CD in the Study of Protein Stability

Unfolding of macromolecules is generally studied by using an optical method

(absorbance, fluorescence, or CD) or by using diVerential scanning calorimetry

(DSC). CD is very widely employed in the study of protein stability because

unfolding is almost invariably accompanied by major changes in both the near-

and far-UV CD spectra. The unfolding mechanism for many small globular

proteins is essentially a two-state process, where only the native or folded (N)

and denatured or unfolded (D) states are significantly populated at equilibrium

(see Chapter 11 by Street et al., this volume). Conformational stability is defined in

terms of the free energy of unfolding:

DG� ¼ �RT lnK ð6Þ

where K is the unfolding constant (¼ [D]/[N]),2R is the universal gas constant, and

T is the absolute temperature.

The free energy of unfolding is determined by monitoring an appropriate CD

signal as a function of the concentration of a chemical denaturant (urea or

guanidine hydrochloride) or as a function of temperature. Because the object is

to measure thermodynamic parameters, the unfolding must be reversible and this

must be confirmed by demonstrating that the signal of the native protein is

recovered on lowering the temperature or on removing the denaturant. It is also

essential that equilibrium is reached at each point in the unfolding curve.

In general, the nearer the midpoint of the transition the longer will be the time

taken to reach equilibrium.

1. Chemical Denaturation

Chemical denaturation experiments are generally performed in one of two ways:

(1) by measuring the CD of a large number of individually prepared samples, each

with a diVerent concentration of denaturant but the same concentration of protein;

2 The unfolding constant can equally well be defined as K ¼ [N]/[D] (see Chapter 11 by Street et al.,

this volume). With the definition adopted here positive DG� values correspond to lower free energies for

N than for D.
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or (2) by titrating a solution of protein with concentrated denaturant containing

protein at the same concentration. The second approach can, of course, only be

used when the unfolding is reversible. When the unfolding is reversible, the

titration can also be performed in the reverse direction; that is, adding protein in

buVer to protein in concentrated denaturant. In most cases, one only requires

values of CD intensity at a single wavelength for the analysis. To allow proper

baseline alignment at higher wavelength, these values should be taken from full

wavelength scans whenever the signal is weak. When the signal is strong, the

baseline alignment problems should be minimal and observation at a single wave-

length may be adequate. For far-UV titrations, it may be helpful to use a solution

at the normal concentration for a far-UV measurement (i.e., 0.1–0.15 mg/ml) but

use a longer path length cuvette. This restricts the accessible lower wavelength

range, but normally permits measurements in the region of interest (generally

220 nm).

With both of the approaches described above, one obtains the variation of the

CD signal with denaturant concentration. It is quite common to observe that

the CD signal of the native and denatured forms shows some dependence on

denaturant concentration, [x], outside the region of the unfolding transition. The

variation of the CD signal, Y, with [x] must therefore be described by:

Y ¼ ðYN;H2O þ bN½x�ÞfN þ ðYD;H2O þ bD½x�ÞfD ð7Þ

where YN,H2O
and bN are the intercept and slope of the pretransition baseline,

YD,H2O
and bD are the intercept and slope of the posttransition baseline, and fN

and fD are the fractions of protein present in the native and denatured forms,

respectively. The dependence of the free energy of unfolding on [x] is most often

described using the linear extrapolation model,

DG�ðxÞ ¼ DG�
H2O þm½x� ð8Þ

where DG�
H2O is the free energy of unfolding in the absence of denaturant and m

describes the dependence on the denaturant concentration. Other extrapolation

models may be used (see Chapter 11 by Street et al., this volume) but they will

not be described here. For simple two-state unfolding K ¼ [D]/[N] ¼ fD/fN.

Substituting fN ¼ 1/(1 þ K) and fD ¼ K/(1 þ K) in Eq. (7) with K expressed as

exp(�DGo(x)/RT) and DGo(x) from Eq. (8) gives:

Y ¼ ðYN;H2O þ bN½x�Þ þ ðYD;H2O þ bD½x�Þe�ðDG�H2Oþm½x�Þ=RT

1þ e
�ðDG�

H2O
þm½x�Þ=RT ð9Þ

Fitting Eq. (9) using standard nonlinear least-squares methods (see Chapter 24

by Johnson, this volume, for details of these methods) should yield DG�
H2O and
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the m value.3 Guanidine hydrochloride is a more powerful denaturant than urea

because it has a larger m value for any particular protein. [Myers et al. (1995) have

provided a useful compilation of m values for a large number of proteins.]

2. Thermal Unfolding

In thermal unfolding experiments, the CD signal at a single wavelength is

recorded while the temperature is slowly increased (preferably at no more than

1 o/min). This is generally done using a Peltier unit or a programmable water bath.

In either case it is advisable to check the actual temperature profile of the device by

measuring the temperature in the cuvette using an immersible electronic probe.

BuVers with high thermal coeYcients (e.g., Tris) should be avoided if possible in

order to avoid large changes in pH as the temperature is increased.

The CD signal of the folded and unfolded forms will generally show some

dependence on temperature so that there will be pre and posttransition slopes, as

with chemical denaturation. The variation of the CD signal, S, with temperature

must therefore be described by:

Y ¼ ðYN þ bNTÞfN þ ðYD þ bDTÞfD ð10Þ

where YN (YD) and bN(bD) denote the slopes and intercepts of the pre- and

posttransition slopes. The variation of DG� with temperature is described by the

modified Gibbs–Helmholtz equation (Becktel and Schellman, 1987):

DG�ðTÞ ¼ DHTm
1� T

Tm

� �
þ DCp ðT � TmÞ � T ln

T

Tm

� �� �
ð11Þ

where Tm and DHTm
are the midpoint melting temperature and the enthalpy at Tm

respectively, and DCp is the diVerence in heat capacity between the folded and

unfolded protein (see Robertson and Murphy, 1997).

Substituting fN ¼ 1/(1 þ K) and fD ¼ K/(1 þ K) in Eq. (10) with K expressed as

exp(�DGo(T)/RT) and DGo(T) from Eq. (11) gives:

Y ¼ ðYN þ bNTÞ þ ðYD þ bDTÞe�ðDHTm ð1�ðT=TmÞÞþDCpfðT�TmÞ�T lnðT=TmÞgÞ=RT

1þ e�ðDHTm ð1�ðT=TmÞÞþDCpfðT�TmÞ�T lnðT=TmÞgÞ=RT ð12Þ

Although it is theoretically possible to fit the CD data to this equation using

nonlinear least-squares methods, there is generally not enough information to

3 An alternative approach that should avoid possible errors in writing the code for Eq. (9) is to fit

Eq. (7) directly with fN and fD calculated in separate steps, i.e., fN ¼ 1/(1 + K) and fD ¼ K/(1 + K), with

K expressed as exp(�DG�(x)/RT) and DG�(x) from Eq. (8).
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determine DCp accurately (because it is the second derivative of DG� with respect to

temperature). Greenfield (2004) has noted that trying to include the DCp term can,

in fact, actually worsen the agreement between Tm values determined by CD and

DSC. It is therefore common practice to set DCp equal to zero in the analysis. If

DCp can be determined using another method, such as DSC, then DHTm and Tm

can be used to calculate DG at any temperature using the modified Gibbs–

Helmholtz equation [Eq. (11)]. The variation of the free energy for unfolding of

proteins with temperature has several interesting features (Fig. 5). DG� will not

vary linearly with temperature because the DCp term is large and positive for

protein unfolding (Robertson and Murphy, 1997). In addition to the well-

characterized high temperature unfolding (midpoint ¼ Tm, where DG� ¼ 0),

there will also be a temperature of maximum stability, below which the protein

will again become less stable (curves b and c). In certain cases, the free energy for

unfolding will become small enough at low temperatures for one to observe the

phenomenon of cold-induced denaturation (curve c), which is easily monitored by

using CD (Chen and Schellman, 1989). Another feature illustrated in Fig. 5 is that

proteins with a high Tm for high-temperature unfolding do not necessarily have

high overall stability at room temperature (compare curves a and b). Hence, the

relative stability of two diVerent proteins at ambient temperatures cannot be

estimated solely from Tm measurements; a full analysis yielding DHTm
and DCp

values is required for this [using Eq. (11)].

As noted above, any full thermodynamic analysis is only valid if the unfolding is

reversible. Nevertheless, even when the unfolding is irreversible (usually because
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the protein aggregates at elevated temperatures), the methods described in this

section can still give useful information about relative stabilities. However, this is

true only if the same unfolding behavior is obtained with diVerent rates of heating,
showing that the results are not being perturbed by the kinetics of aggregation.

3. Unfolding Intermediates

The two-state nature of the unfolding process can often be confirmed by moni-

toring the unfolding using diVerent probes. If the unfolding is truly two-state, then
the transition should be identical whether monitored by near-UV CD (reporting

on tertiary structure) or far-UV CD (reporting on secondary structure). Under

some conditions (generally mildly denaturing conditions such as low pH) some

proteins, for example a-lactalbumin (Kuwajima, 1996), form an intermediate

molten globule state that is neither fully folded nor fully unfolded (see Arai and

Kuwajima (2000) for a review of the role of the molten globule state in protein

folding). This intermediate state retains most of the native secondary structure and

generally has a native-like far-UV CD spectrum, but has a highly fluid tertiary

structure and therefore has a near-UV CD spectrum characteristic of the fully

unfolded form.

Some proteins, particularly those containing more than a single domain, may

not unfold in a single transition. In such cases, the data can be fit to a model in

which it is assumed that the unfolding is represented by the sum of two or more

independent transitions. The equation used to fit the data is then the appropriate

sum of those for the individual transitions given above (see, for example, Masino

et al., 2000).

D. Determination of Equilibrium Dissociation Constants

1. Direct Methods

As noted in Section V.B.2, the interaction of a macromolecule with another

macromolecule or small molecule is often associated with a change in the CD

signal of one or both of the components. Although not generally the method of

choice owing to its relatively poor S/N ratio, these changes can sometimes be used

to determine equilibrium dissociation constants. While a detailed discussion of the

methods available for characterizing such interactions is beyond the scope of this

chapter [see Greenfield, 1975, 2004 for general reviews], it is appropriate to make

some remarks here. We will do this with reference to the simplest possible binding

model, formation of a 1:1 complex according to the following scheme.

Aþ B , AB with Kd ¼ ½A�½B�
½AB� ð13Þ

The primary requirement for a direct titration, as with any spectroscopic method,

is that the sum of the spectra of the components (A and B) should be diVerent from
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that of the complex (AB) at some wavelength (i.e., DeA þ DeB 6¼ DeAB). If this

requirement is fulfilled, then a titration of A with B (or B with A; see below) can, in

suitable cases, allow determination of the equilibrium dissociation constant, Kd.

The observed CD signal for any mixture of A and B is given by:

Signal ¼ ½A�DeA þ ½B�DeB½B� þ ½AB�DeAB ð14Þ

Eliminating [A] and [B] using the mass balance relationships ([A] ¼ AT � [AB]

and [B] ¼ BT – [AB]) and substituting the following expression for [AB]

½AB� ¼
ð½AT� þ ½BT� þ KdÞ �

�
ð½AT� þ ½LT� þ KdÞ2 � 4½AT�½BT�

�0:5

2
ð15Þ

gives

Signal ¼ DeAAT þ DeBBT þ DeAB � DeA � DeBð Þ
ðAT þ BT þ KdÞ �

�
ðAT þ BT þ KdÞ2 � 4ATBT

�0:5

2

0
B@

1
CA ð16Þ

where AT and BT are the total concentrations of A and B. Because De(A) and De(B)
can be measured separately, there are only two unknowns in this equation, the

Kd and De(AB). Several important factors must be considered in designing the

experiment.

1. Titration mode: The titration can, of course, be performed by adding A to

B or by adding B to A. The choice may, of course, be dictated by availability

and/or solubility of one of the components. If both components have a CD signal,

then the component being added should have the weaker signal of the two as this

permits more accurate determination of the end point. For example, in studies of

protein–nucleic acid interactions, the signal from the protein will generally be

much weaker than that of the nucleic acid, and the titration is best performed by

adding the protein to the nucleic acid (Gray, 1996). The other factor to be

considered here is that the total absorbance at the observation wavelength (see

below) must be kept below 1.2.

2. Choice of wavelength: In the simplest cases, the wavelength selected is where

the signal change is largest. However, two factors may dictate otherwise. First,

particularly in far-UVmeasurements, it may be advisable to sacrifice amplitude for

improved S/N ratio at another (longer) wavelength. Second, in experiments with

strongly absorbing samples moving away from the absorption maximum will

permit higher concentrations to be used.

3. Concentration range. It is clear from inspection of Eq. (16) that a successful

analysis requires that the variation of the CD signal with concentration accurately

defines both Kd and De(AB). In addition, it must be possible to demonstrate that it
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is indeed a 1:1 complex that is being formed. Consider for example, a titration of

A with B performed at a constant concentration of A (¼AT) by ‘‘spiking’’ the stock

solution of B with A (at AT). One needs to select an appropriate value for AT and

estimate what final concentration of B (¼BT(Final)) will be required. The following

discussion is based on the assumption that a preliminary examination has allowed

an approximate value of the dissociation constant to be determined. The estimate

of BT(Final) is easy to deal with since De(AB) can clearly only be determined

accurately if a large fraction of A (ideally >0.8) is saturated with B at the end of

the titration. Fractional saturation of A (¼ fA) is related to the concentration of

unbound B by the relationship fA ¼ [B]/(Kd þ [B]); therefore [B] at the end of the

titration should be >5 � Kd. The minimum total concentration of B required is

then calculated as BT(Final) ¼ (0.8 � AT þ 5 � Kd). The experiment should be

designed with this minimum concentration in mind, but in practice, it is, of course,

best to reach the highest final concentration possible. This is especially true if one is

not using ‘‘spiking’’, as dilution during the titration can lead to the appearance of a

false plateau and the titration can be ended prematurely.

The choice of an appropriate value of AT can be illustrated by inspection of

Fig. 6. This figure shows fA as a function of the BT/AT ratio for a system with

Kd¼ 1 mMand diVerent values of AT. In the ideal case (Curve a, AT ¼ 2� Kd), the

Kd and the De(AB) values will be well defined and the shape of the binding curve
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Fig. 6 Titration saturation curves. Observed fractional saturation for a titration of A with B in which

a simple 1:1 complex (AB) is formed (see text). The fractional saturation of A (defined as fA ¼ [AB]/AT)

is plotted as a function of the BT/AT ratio for a system with Kd ¼ 1 mM and diVerent values of AT:

(a) AT ¼ 2 mM (2 � Kd), (b) AT ¼ 25 mM (25 � Kd), and (c) AT ¼ 0.2 mM (0.2 � Kd). Note: AT and

BT indicate total concentrations of A and B (see text for further details).
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will clearly be consistent with 1:1 stoichiometry. If AT is too high, one observes what

is essentially a stoichiometric titration with a very sharp transition at the 1:1 point

(Curve b, AT¼ 25�Kd) and theKd cannot be accurately determined because there

will be no point during the titration where A, B, and AB coexist at significant levels.

In practical terms, this means that CDmeasurements require that AT< 5–10�Kd,

depending on the S/N. It should be noted, however, that titrations performed at

high concentrations are useful for demonstrating 1:1 stoichiometry. If AT is too

low, then the binding curve will be very flat (Curve c, AT ¼ 0.2 � Kd) and even if

De(AB) can be determined it will not be possible to verify that the stoichiometry

is 1:1. In practical terms, this means that CD measurements should ideally be

performed with AT> 0.5�Kd. Although this range of useful AT values is relatively

narrow, the availability of cuvettes with diVerent path lengths means that a large

range of Kd values can, at least in principle, be determined using CD methods.

2. Indirect Methods

This section contains a brief survey of the methods that can be used when there is

no suitable signal change accompanying the interaction.

When a ligand binds to a protein only (or preferentially) when it is in the native-

folded form, then the protein will be more stable in the presence of the ligand. This

is because the native and denatured forms are in equilibrium; complex formation

removes some of the native form and some of the denatured protein must refold to

maintain the equilibrium. The increase in stability in the presence of the ligand can

be used to determine the equilibrium dissociation constant. In the case of thermal

unfolding experiments, the eVect of ligand on the midpoint for unfolding can be

used. If the eVect of ligand binding on the enthalpy for unfolding is small, then

(Schellman, 1975):

DTm ¼ TmT	
mR

DHTm	
ln 1þ ½L�

Kd

� �
ð17Þ

where DTm is the change in the midpoint of the unfolding curve, T	
m and Tm are the

midpoint values in the presence and absence of ligand, DHT	
m
is the enthalpy of

unfolding in the presence of the ligand at T	
m, and [L] is the free ligand concentra-

tion. A disadvantage of this approach is that one gets an estimate of the Kd at an

elevated temperature. A more detailed evaluation of this approach has been

described recently by Mayhood and Windsor (2005).

The change in stability of a protein to chemical denaturation can be used in the

same way by measuring the free energies of unfolding in the presence and absence

of the ligand (Pace and McGrath, 1980). The relevant equation here is:

DGL � DG ¼ RT ln 1þ ½L�
Kd

� �
ð18Þ

where DGL and DG are the free energies of unfolding in the presence and absence of

the ligand, respectively. When the interaction involves charged species, these

experiments are better performed with urea rather than guanidine hydrochloride
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because of the high ionic strength of the latter. If the interaction does not have

simple 1:1 stoichiometry, then the expressions are more complicated (see, for

example, Masino et al., 2000). It should be emphasized that this type of experiment

is useful even if precise constants cannot be determined because a change in

stability is an unequivocal demonstration that an interaction does exist.

Another method that can sometimes be used to determine a dissociation con-

stant for a ligand that binds with no observable signal change is to use a displace-

ment (or competition) assay in which the optically ‘‘silent’’ ligand is used to

displace a ligand that does give a signal. One major advantage of this approach

is that it depends on the diVerence in aYnity between the two ligands, and not on

the absolute values of the aYnities. It is therefore possible to use this approach to

study very high-aYnity interactions (Martin and Bayley, 2002).

VI. Summary

In summary, we hope to have shown that CD remains an excellent technique for

studying the structures of proteins and nucleic acids in solution. CDmeasurements

allow one to quickly determine if a protein is folded and, if so, to characterize its

secondary structure content. Such measurements therefore enable one to compare

the structures of diVerent mutants of a protein, and of diVerent samples of a

protein obtained from diVerent species or using diVerent expression systems. The

great sensitivity of CD to changes in conformation also makes it an excellent

technique for studying the eVects of changes in environmental conditions (such

as pH, temperature, and ionic strength), for determining protein stability using

either chemical or thermal denaturation studies, and (in appropriate cases) for

determining equilibrium dissociation constants. One final remark is worth making.

A recent review (Kelly et al., 2005) emphasized the unfortunate fact that CD

measurements are often severely compromised by inappropriate experimental

design or by a lack of attention to important key aspects of instrument calibration

and sample characterization. We hope that this chapter shows how reliable CD

data can be obtained, analyzed, and understood.
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Abstract

Measurements of protein folding and thermodynamic stability provide insight

into the forces and energetics that determine structure, and can inform on protein

domain organization, interdomain interactions, and eVects of mutations on struc-

ture. This chapter describes methods, theory, and data analysis for the most

accessible means to determine the thermodynamics of protein folding: chemical

denaturation. Topics include overall features of the folding reaction, advances in

instrumentation, optimization of reagent purity, mechanistic models for analysis,

and statistical and structural interpretation of fitted thermodynamic parameters.

Examples in which stability measurements have provided insight into structure and

function will be taken from studies in the author’s laboratory on the Notch

signaling pathway. It is hoped that this chapter will enable molecular, cell, and

structural biologists to make precise measurements of protein stability, and will

also provide a strong foundation for biophysics students who wish to undertake

experimental studies of protein folding.

I. Introduction

A major focus of modern molecular and cell biology is understanding the

functional and structural properties of proteins that shape the cell, relay signals

between the cell and its surroundings, and control dynamics of cell physiology

and behavior. The majority of the proteins fulfilling these functions in eukaryotes

can be divided, at least conceptually, into multiple folded domains, often separated

by natively disordered regions (Romero et al., 2004). In many cases, these domains

act as independent units, both in a structural and a functional sense. In other cases,

these domains interact with one another structurally and functionally. Dividing

large, multidomain proteins into smaller, structurally autonomous units can

provide functional insight, and is often an important step in obtaining high levels

of pure protein needed for structural analysis.

Unfortunately, it is not always obvious from analysis of primary sequence where

structural domains begin and end, and whether a protein segment will fold into a

stable tertiary structure or will be natively disordered under physiological condi-

tions. Sequence similarity among homologous proteins is often decreased at

domain boundaries; conversely, sequences outside of typical ‘‘structural’’ domains

often contribute to structural integrity and improve behavior in solution. Although

high-resolution structure determination unambiguously defines domain bound-

aries, such analysis is often very time- and eVort-intensive, and may require the

screening of a large number of constructs that diVer in the position of their termini.

Moreover, high-resolution structure determination is neither feasible nor routine

for the majority of cell biologists interested in addressing functional questions.

Measurement of protein stability is a much easier way to obtain information on

domain boundaries, and provides a simple means to test whether a segment excised
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from a larger polypeptide can fold into a rigid, well-defined structure. Stability

studies can identify elements outside of regions of high sequence similarity that are

critical for obtaining large quantities of well-behaved material for high-resolution

structural determination. Even when the stabilities, structures, and functional

contributions of ‘‘individual domains’’ of a large multidomain protein cannot be

separated from each other, studying the properties (and aberrances) of the parts can

provide key insights into the often complex relationship between structure and

function.

Stability studies also provide a direct means to analyze the eVects of sequence
substitutions on stability. Such information helps to define the physicochemical

interactions that stabilize a folded structure, and often provides insight into

evolutionary relationships among protein sequences. In addition, stability studies

provide insight into the molecular basis underlying functional deficiencies resulting

from sequence substitutions.

II. Rationale

This chapter is meant to make methods for studying protein stability and folding

accessible to cell biologists as well as biophysicists. There are a number of diVerent
methods used for such studies, including thermal scanning calorimetry, high-

pressure denaturation studies, and hydrogen-exchange methods monitored by

high-resolution NMR spectroscopy (Grimsley et al., 2003; Pace and Scholtz,

1997; Privalov, 1979; Royer, 2002). Although all of these methods provide insight

into protein folding and stability, they require specialized instrumentation, and in

some cases, a high level of expertise and eVort. Here we focus on ‘‘chemical

denaturation’’ (the isothermal disruption of protein structure using agents like

urea and guanidine), because sophisticated instrumentation is not required,

because data analysis is straightforward, and because high-precision numerical

estimates of protein stability can easily be obtained. In addition, chemical dena-

turation is the most common method for determining folding energies. Finally,

equilibrium chemical denaturation studies are key to interpreting most studies of

protein folding kinetics, which rely on denaturants to produce rapid, synchronous

population shifts.

It is hoped that this chapter will serve two purposes. The first is to guide mole-

cular and cell biologists in determining free energies of protein folding using

chemical denaturation. Examples will show how measurements of protein folding

energetics can inform on the eVects of sequence substitutions on protein structure

and stability, and on domain–boundaries and domain–domain interactions in

large, complex proteins that are often of interest to cell and structural biologists

alike.

The second purpose of this chapter is to review chemical denaturation methods

for biophysicists. A similar methods paper written 20 years ago by Pace (1986) was

one of the most influential, enjoyable, and useful papers that one of us (DB) read as
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a beginning graduate student many years ago. Although this paper remains a

classic, much has changed in the areas of instrumentation, data acquisition, and

data analysis. In addition, a large increase in the number of proteins for which

folding energies are now available has led to advances in understanding the

mechanisms of protein folding and denaturation. This chapter will incorporate

these advances, and will attempt to identify some of the potential pitfalls

associated with modern methods of acquisition and analysis of chemical denatur-

ation data. This chapter will also investigate the eYcacies of various protocols

intended to purify denaturant solutions for spectroscopic studies of unfolding,

including some adaptations we have found to be eVective in our own laboratory. It

is our hope that this chapter will provide a useful starting point for both students

and established biophysicists wishing to investigate issues connected to protein

folding energetics. Readers in this group should also see two recent chapters

detailing methods to determine thermodynamic stabilities of proteins by Scholtz,

Pace, and coworkers (Grimsley et al., 2003; Pace and Scholtz, 1997).

III. Methods

A. General Features of Chemical Denaturation

The chemical denaturation experiment is simple both in its design and in the

appearance of the data. A structure-sensitive probe [usually spectroscopic, such as

fluorescence or circular dichroism (CD; see Chapter 10 by Martin and Schilstra,

this volume for a more detailed discussion), although probes of hydrodynamic

properties are also satisfactory] is selected that can distinguish the native (folded)

and denatured (less folded) conformational ensembles. Then a series of samples are

prepared that contain varying amounts of denaturant (typically urea or guanidine

hydrochloride), but have the same protein concentration, and the probe is used to

determine the amount of structure in each sample at a fixed temperature.

By plotting the degree of structure as a function of molar denaturant concentra-

tion, a sigmoidal plot is obtained for most single-domain proteins (Fig. 1A). Such

plots can be conceptually broken into three regions. At low denaturant concentra-

tion, where the native structure persists, there is little (or sometimes no) change in

the structural variable being monitored. This region will be referred to as a native

baseline (labeled ‘‘N’’ in Fig. 1A). As denaturant concentration increases, the flat

or linearly varying native baseline gives way to a steep ‘‘transition’’ region, where

the native and denatured forms coexist in measurable proportions (labeled ‘‘N þ
D’’ in Fig. 1A). Thermodynamic parameters relating to protein stability depend

critically on this region—the baselines do not directly contain information on the

position of equilibrium (although they are essential for interpreting the transition,

see below). Determination of thermodynamic quantities outside of this region

necessarily involves extrapolation, which can magnify the uncertainties in these

quantities. As denaturant concentration increases further, the transition region
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gives way to a second baseline region, in which there is a vast excess of denatured

protein, with an undetectable amount of native protein (labeled ‘‘D’’ in Fig. 1A).

Like the native baseline region, there is often a modest, linear change in the

structural variable in the denatured baseline region.
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Fig. 1 Chemical denaturationof a single-domainmonomeric protein. (A)Urea-inducedunfoldingof the

ankyrin domain of the Drosophila Notch receptor, monitored by CD at 222 nm. A transition region

(denoted N þ D) separates the native and denatured baseline regions (shaded areas; boundaries between

these regions are somewhat arbitrary). Dashed and dotted lines show linear fits to native and denatured

baselines, respectively. The solid line shows the results of nonlinear least-squares fitting of the linear free

energy relation [Eq. (9)] to the CD data. Measurements were made on a 5 mM protein sample containing

25 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, 14 �C. (B) Folding free energy estimates using fitted baseline values

[Eq. (4)], inside the transition region (filled circles) and in the baseline regions (Xs). The solid line results

from a linear fit to free energy estimates from the transition region. In this case, the line closely approxi-

mates that derived from a nonlinear least-squares fit to the entire transition [dashed line, corresponding to

the fitted curve in (A)]. Note that estimates ofDG�
from the baseline regions are highly scattered;moreover,

equilibrium constants calculated using Eq. (4) for roughly half of the baseline points had negative values,

confirming that such estimates are meaningless in the baseline regions.
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Although equilibration of native and denatured proteins is only directly

observed in the transition region,1 all three regions are critically important for

determining thermodynamic parameters for protein stability. This is because the

spectroscopic signal used to monitor the position of equilibrium in the transition

region must be compared to the signals expected for native and denatured protein

to convert the spectroscopic signal to equilibrium populations. These limiting

values, which are defined in the native and denatured baseline regions, must be

extrapolated into the transition region to account for the variation in these signals

with denaturant. Thus, a good rule of thumb is to make a similar number of

measurements in each of the three regions. Because the transition region is typical-

ly limited to a narrow range of denaturant concentration, and because the modest

baseline slopes often require a broad range of denaturant concentration to be

accurately determined, a diVerent density of points (in terms of denaturant con-

centration step sizes) in these three regions is sometimes required, with a higher

density in the transition region than in the baseline regions.

B. Equilibration and Reversibility

Of central importance in determining thermodynamic quantities for protein

folding is that chemical equilibrium be achieved andmaintained through the course

ofmeasurement. To achieve equilibrium, two conditionsmust bemet. First, enough

timemust pass aftermixing the protein (either denatured or native) with denaturant

for the reaction to reach its endpoint, that is, the rates (but not the rate constants!)

for folding and unfolding balance. Second, unfolding must be reversible. The most

common cause of irreversible unfolding is aggregation in the denatured state, a

problem that is often more severe at high temperatures and protein concentrations

(increased aggregation at higher temperatures often results in lower reversibility in

thermal denaturation compared to chemical denaturation).

Reversibility can be checked by a series of experiments in which denaturant

concentration is changed rapidly (refolding by dilution of denaturant with buVer,
unfolding by addition of denaturant), and the progress of the reaction is monitored

spectroscopically as a function of time. If the reaction is reversible, progress curves

should come to the same final value regardless of the starting conditions, that is,

regardless of whether reaction started from native or denaturedmaterial (Chen et al.,

1989). Although a qualitative comparison of stabilitiesmay bemade for proteins that

fail to come to equilibrium, results will always have a time dependence that is not a

characteristic of system at true chemical equilibrium: reversible thermodynamic

parameters can only be quantified for a system in reversible equilibrium.

1 Amide hydrogen-deuterium exchange provides an exception to this, being sensitive to the very low

concentrations of denatured material populated within the native baseline region (Englander et al.,

2002; Li and Woodward, 1999). Thus, this method can be used to obtain thermodynamic properties

outside the transition region, although considerably more material, instrumentation, expertise, and

eVort must be applied than for the bulk methods described here.
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Equilibration times can also be checked by monitoring reaction progress as

described above. As a loose guideline, samples should be equilibrated for five or

more halftimes. For reversible first-order folding reactions, rates are slowest near

the denaturant concentration midpoint (referred to asCm) for the unfolding transi-

tion. Thus, unfolding and refolding to the midpoint provides the most conservative

estimate of equilibration time. Equilibration times often show a large temperature

dependence, being longest at low temperatures. Equilibration times also vary from

protein to protein, ranging from a second or less, tomanyminutes (see Junker et al.,

2006 for an example of an extraordinarily slowly equilibrating folding reaction).

The halftime can be estimated by fitting a first-order rate constant to a kinetic

progress curve using the following three-parameter equation:

Y ðtÞ ¼ Y1 þ DY � e�kappt ð1Þ
where Y1 is the (equilibrium) signal at long times, DY is the diVerence between the

starting and equilibrium signal, kapp is the apparent rate constant for the observed

folding step, and t is time. The halftime is obtained through the formula

t1=2 ¼ 0:693=kapp.

C. Automated Titrations

One of the most important advances in measuring protein stability by chemical

denaturation in the last decade has been the availability of automatic, real-time

titrators that can interface with CD and fluorescence spectrometers. These devices

are sold as accessories from some spectrometer manufacturers. One particularly

reliable package that includes instrumentation and computer-controlled software

is bundled with Aviv spectrometers (Lakewood, NJ). The Aviv titration system has

provided highly reliable titration curves in our laboratory with a minimum of

sample waste. All titrations in this chapter were collected with an Aviv automated

titrator. These devices use a pair of motor-driven or pneumatically controlled

syringes to change the denaturant concentration of a protein sample in the spec-

troscopy cell, allowing an entire denaturation experiment to be collected without

manual intervention and from only two protein samples. Typically, a buVered
protein solution is placed in the cell, and is fitted with two narrow-diameter pieces

of tubing, each connected to a pump syringe. Following signal measurement, a

small amount of the starting material is removed from the cuvette with one syringe,

and is replaced with an equal volume of denaturant (typically containing protein at

the same concentration as is in the cuvette2) from the other syringe. After an

2 Although protein can be omitted from the titrating solution and the data can be scaled to account

for the dilution that results, there are two major disadvantages to this approach. First, dilution of

protein degrades signal-to-noise in the denatured baseline, resulting in an increased error in the fitted

thermodynamic parameters (in fact, the assumption of uniform error required for least-squares fitting

no longer holds). Second, on scaling, nonzero spectroscopic baseline signals (resulting from photomul-

tiplier oVsets, buVer impurities, or strain in the cell wall) will be stretched nonlinearly through the course

of titration, will distort the titration curve, and will produce systematic errors in the fitted parameters.
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appropriate equilibration time, in which the sample is magnetically stirred to

ensure mixing, the spectroscopic signal is recorded, and the process is repeated.

The entire titration schedule is programmed in advance to give the desired density

of measurements in the transition and baseline regions.

Automatic titrators result in greater pipetting accuracy and greater mechanical

stability than are accessible frommanual titration, resulting in higher signal-to-noise.

In addition, automatic titrations require less material than do manual titrations.

Further, automatic titrators greatly decrease the time expended in preparing and

changing samples, resulting in higher throughput (for rapidly equilibrating samples).

However, for samples with long equilibration times, automatic titration becomes

impractical because equilibrium must be reestablished after each injection, resulting

in very lengthy titrations.

D. Modeling the Unfolding Reaction

The thermodynamic quantities obtained from chemical denaturation experi-

ments describe energies of reaction. Thus, estimating such energies requires a

model for the reaction mechanism. Once a mechanism is specified, thus defining

relevant equilibrium constant(s), the extent of reaction in the transition region can

be evaluated from the progress of the observed signal from the native baseline

toward the denatured baseline. The simplest model is one in which monomeric

native and denatured forms of the protein (N and D, respectively) convert directly,

without highly populated intermediates:

D Ð N ð2aÞ

Keq ¼ ½N�
½D� ð2bÞ

This simple scheme, which is referred to as ‘‘equilibrium two-state,’’ does not

imply that there are only two specific conformations. Rather, N and D can be

regarded as separate ensembles of structures, one largely folded, the other largely

unfolded. The two-state scheme simply requires that conversion between these two

ensembles is substantially slower than conversion within each ensemble. For an

excellent description of ensembles and how they influence protein folding, see

Hilser et al. (2006). Note also that the equilibrium two-state scheme does not

preclude transient kinetic intermediates, as long as such intermediates are high in

energy compared to either N or D (Sanchez and Kiefhaber, 2003a,b).

Although Eq. (2a) does not apply to all proteins, particularly those with multiple

structural domains, the scheme does a surprisingly good job describing the folding

transitions of many single-domain globular proteins. The free energy of protein

folding at each denaturant concentration through the transition can then be

described using the standard relationship:
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DG� ¼ �RT ln Keq ð3Þ
where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol�1 K�1) and T is temperature on

the Kelvin scale. Here DG� is the free energy of change when one mole of D folds to

N, at a constant concentration of one molar each of N and D, assuming an ideally

dilute solution (i.e., activity coeYcients for N and D of one). Although at these

high concentrations the activity coeYcients of N and D would likely be very

diVerent from one,3 the unimolecular nature of Scheme (2) and the associated

equilibrium constant [Eq. (2b)] results in equivalent reaction free energies if lower

standard state concentrations (such as micromolar) of N and D are chosen.

The ‘‘direction’’ of reaction defined in Scheme (2) diVers from that in many

published studies and from the historical development of protein folding, which

treated the reaction as a disruption of folded structure isolated from biological

materials (i.e., from N to D). While the direction of the reaction is arbitrary for

reactions in reversible equilibrium, it determines the sign of the reaction free

energy. With the direction of the reaction adopted here (Scheme 2), negative DG�

values correspond to lower free energies for N than for D. A negative reaction

energy in going from D to N is consistent with energy landscape descriptions of

protein folding that have emerged in the last decade.

For some proteins, unfolding transitions are more complicated than as in

Fig. 1A. In such cases, models must be expanded to include additional species.

In rare instances, these species are clearly resolved between separate transitions (as

for integer repeat insertions into the Notch ankyrin domain; Tripp and Barrick,

2006). More often, however, the population of additional intermediate species has

a more subtle eVect, increasing the breadth of the transition without resolving into

two separate transitions.

E. Calculating Folding Energies Within Transition Regions

As described in Section III.A , Methods, with knowledge of baseline spectro-

scopic signals, relative concentrations of N and D, and thus the equilibrium

constant, can be determined within the transition region. This can be achieved

with the formula:

Keq ¼ ½N�
½D� ¼

Yobs � YD

YN � Yobs

ð4Þ

where Yobs is the observed spectroscopic signal, and YN and YD are signals of pure

N and D, determined from extrapolation of the linear baselines into the transition

region. The numerator on the right-hand side is simply a measure of the extent that

the observed signal deviates from the denatured baseline, and is thus proportional

to the amount of protein that is not in the denatured state (N, according to the two-

state model). The denominator references this to the corresponding deviation from

3 Moreover, obtaining concentrations of large macromolecules of 1 M would be impossible.
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the native baseline, and represents the amount of material that is not native

(i.e., D). In Fig. 1B, Eq. (4) has been applied to the unfolding data in the transition

region of Fig. 1A to estimate free energies of folding (circles).

Consideration of Eq. (4) makes clear the reason that Keq (and DG�) can only be

evaluated in the transition: only in this region is Yobs significantly diVerent from
both YN and YD. Outside the transition region, either the numerator (at high

denaturant concentrations) or the denominator (at low denaturant concentrations)

is dominated by the noise associated with the spectroscopic measurement, and

have no information about the concentration of N and D, respectively. Figure 1B

shows the (inappropriate) use of Eq. (4) to estimate equilibrium constants outside

the transition (Xs), demonstrating the inability of the baseline regions to report on

energetics with any precision.

Although free energies in the transition region estimated from Eq. (4) are valid

from a thermodynamic perspective, they have several practical shortcomings.

First, they are free energies of folding in high concentrations of denaturant,

which limits their physiological relevance. Second, regardless of protein stability

under defined conditions, folding energies from the transition region will all be

within the same range of �1 kcal mol�1. Thus, such transition free energies do not

directly allow comparison of the stabilities of diVerent proteins. While it is possible

to get some sense of the stability from the concentration midpoint of the transition,

midpoint comparisons between proteins can be complicated by diVering slopes in

the transition region. Instead, what is needed is an analytical expression that can be

used to evaluate protein stabilities at a common denaturant concentration. The

most popular (and physiologically relevant) denaturant concentration is zero

molar. The free energy of folding in the absence of denaturant (referred to as

DG�
H2O) is simply the y-intercept in Fig. 1B.

F. Modeling the EVects of Denaturant on Folding Energies

Several relations have been proposed to describe the variation in folding free

energies with denaturant concentration (Pace, 1986; Schellman, 2006). The most

commonly used of these is one in which the folding free energy varies linearly with

denaturant concentration (Greene and Pace, 1974):

DG�ðxÞ ¼ DG�
H2O þm½x� ð5Þ

Here [x] is the molar denaturant concentration, DG�
H2O is the y-intercept mentioned

above, and m is a proportionality constant related to the steepness of the transi-

tion. Physical interpretations of the m-value will be discussed below (Section B,

Discussion).

Based on the free energies determined from the transition region in Fig. 1B, the

linear dependence in Eq. (5) seems quite reasonable. However, determination of

DG�
H2O as a y-intercept from DG� values in the transition region involves a long

extrapolation, and small errors in quantifying the slope of the transition can be
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magnified through this extrapolation. A more serious error in DG�
H2O may arise if

DG� varies nonlinearly with denaturant. Although values within the transition

appear to be linear, any well-behaved function is approximately linear over a

narrow range, and the transition is indeed narrow.

One detraction from the linear expression [Eq. (5)] is that it is not easily justified

based on simple chemical principles; rather, it is postulated as a phenomenological

expression. Although the implications of linearity on underlying thermodynamics

and mechanism have been extensively discussed (e.g., see Schellman, 1978), no

simple mechanistic explanation for linearity has been provided. A linear relation-

ship would be more likely between the chemical potential of denaturant, which is

approximately logarithmic in denaturant molarity, and the free energy of folding.

Indeed, a logarithmic relationship is often observed between the concentrations of

small molecules and free energies of macromolecular conformational transitions

(Wyman, 1964).

One such relationship has been arrived at by treating the denaturant–protein

interaction using mass action. In this treatment, it is assumed that denaturant

molecules can bind to specific sites on the native and denatured proteins. The eVect
of denaturants on the conformational transition then results from a diVerence in

the number of binding sites (Dn) in N and D, a diVerence in aYnities, or both. In

this treatment, the free energy of binding varies with the log of the ratio of the

binding polynomials. Under the rather extreme assumption that all sites have

identical aYnities, the expression for the denaturant dependence of the folding

free energy simplifies to:

DG�ðxÞ ¼ DG�
H2O � DnRT lnð1þ k½x�Þ ð6Þ

where k is a microscopic (i.e., single-site) binding constant. This relationship has

been in the literature (Aune and Tanford, 1969; Schellman, 1955) longer than the

linear relation [Eq. (5)]. Although this logarithmic relationship might seem incom-

patible with chemical denaturation data owing to the apparent linear (rather than

logarithmic) variation in transition free energies with denaturant (Fig. 1B), Eq. (6)

is compatible with apparent linearity as long as denaturant interactions are weak

but numerous (i.e., small k, large Dn). One disadvantage of the binding model

[Eq. (6)], particularly in the weak-binding (i.e., linear) limit, is that the denaturant

dependence is controlled by two parameters (Dn and k), rather than one [m, Eq. (5)],

and these parameters are highly correlated. Another disadvantage of the binding

model is the assumption that the denaturant eVect can be described through

mass action (rather than by altering the structure of water or its activity). The

diYculties in using mass-action concepts in solutions in which the denaturant

concentration approaches that of the solvent have been discussed extensively

by Schellman (Schellman, 1990). An additional shortcoming of the binding

model is the unlikely simplification that there is only one type of (thermodynamic)

site (see Schellman, 1994 for a detailed discussion of the implications of
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this approximation). Although modeling binding site diversity is straightforward,

it necessarily introduces additional parameters.

More rigorous thermodynamic approaches have come from measurements of

preferential interaction coeYcients and preferential hydration studies (Courtenay

et al., 2000; Parsegian et al., 1995; Schellman, 2002; TimasheV, 1998). While such

studies are of great interest to protein physical chemists, the measurements asso-

ciated with this type of analysis often require high-precision measurements of

refractive index and vapor pressure, limiting their use to nonspecialists. Other

noteworthy additions to theories of chemical denaturation include treatment of

exchange reactions of denaturant with water through mass action (Schellman,

1990), and accounting for excluded volume eVects between the denaturant and

protein (which is roughly linear in denaturant concentration, but usually favors the

native state; Schellman, 2003).

In between the entirely phenomenological linear relation and the highly

approximate binding model are solvent transfer models [Tanford, 1970; see Pace,

1986 for a discussion]. These models are based on measurement of free energies of

transfer of the 20 amino acids and backbone mimics from water into denaturant,

and are approximately linear in denaturant concentration. Solvent transfer models

have recently been applied with considerable success to analyze the eVects of

stabilizing osmolytes such as trimethylamine-N-oxide (TMAO) on protein stability

(Wang and Bolen, 1997).

Several studies have tested which of the diVerent analytical equations above best
describes the denaturant dependence of DG� outside of the folding transition. One

test, described in Pace’s review (Pace, 1986), compares values of DG�
H2O obtained

using diVerent denaturants. This parameter should be independent of the denatur-

ant used to bring about a transition. Values of DG�
H2O estimated from diVerent

denaturants using the linear relation [Eq. (5)] agree within error, whereas discre-

pancies have been noted with the binding model [Eq. (6)].

Other tests supporting the linear relationship involve combining chemical dena-

turation with other independent means of modulating the free energy of unfolding.

Santoro and Bolen (1988) found DG�
H2O values obtained from the linear relation-

ship to complete a closed thermodynamic cycle when combined with changes in pH

(which can be treated in a thermodynamically rigorous way using potentiometric

methods), demonstrating the path independence expected of a thermodynamic

state function (Bolen and Santoro, 1988). Other studies have combined chemical

denaturation with temperature variation (which can be modeled using thermody-

namic relationships that take into account heat capacity changes between N and D)

and have provided support for extrapolation using the linear equation (Agashe and

Udgaonkar, 1995; Santoro and Bolen, 1992; Swint and Robertson, 1993; Zweifel

and Barrick, 2002). Insight into denaturant mechanisms has also been provided by

calorimetric measurement of heats of denaturant interactions (Makhatadze and

Privalov, 1992; Zou et al., 1998).

Thus, although the linear relationship is based neither on mechanistic nor

solution thermodynamic relationships, it has received more experimental support
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than other relationships (also see Gupta and Ahmad, 1999). Combined with its

simplicity and common use, it will likely be the method of choice for most

studies of protein stability, and will be treated exclusively in the remainder of

this chapter.

G. Analyzing Denaturation Curves to Extract Thermodynamic Parameters

Eqs. (3–5) provide a simple multistep procedure to estimate the two thermody-

namic parameters (DG�
H2O and m-value) associated with a denaturation transition.

First, baseline regions are selected, fitted with straight lines, and are extrapolated

into the transition. These extrapolated baseline signals are then combined with

signals in the transition to yield equilibrium constants using Eq. (4), which are

converted to free energies using Eq. (3). Finally, these transition free energies are

fitted by Eq. (5) using a second round of linear regression (solid line, Fig. 1B) to

determine DG�
H2O (the y-intercept) and the m-value (the slope). Although concep-

tually simple, there are a number of drawbacks to this method. First, selection of

which measurements are part of the baseline and which are part of the transition is

rather subjective. There is a tradeoV between taking points far from the midpoint

that have large errors (Xs, Fig. 1B) and omitting points near the ends of the

transition that could help define the m-value (and thus the intercept, DG�
H2O).

Finally, both the transformations from Eqs. (3) and (4) distort errors, greatly

compromising the ability of least-squares methods to accurately determine fitted

parameters.

These drawbacks can all be avoided by using nonlinear least-squares fitting

directly to the data (Johnson, 1992). Details of nonlinear least-squares fitting can

be found in this volume (see Chapter 24 by Johnson, this volume). Numerous

programs implement nonlinear least-squares fitting routines, including Kaleida-

Graph (Synergy Software), ProFit (Quantum Soft), Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.),

and also the free statistics package R (http://www.r-project.org/). Santoro and

Bolen (1988) presented one of the first examples of fitting chemical denaturation

data with Eq. (9) by nonlinear least-squares.

Direct fitting requires an analytical expression relating the observed signal to the

population-weighted averages of the signals of all species present. For a two-state

mechanism:

Yobs ¼ fN � YN þ fD � YD ð7Þ

where fN and fD are the fraction of native and denatured protein, and sum to one.4

4 Summation of fN and fD to one is another expression of the two-state model. To account for

additional species, Eq. (7) is modified to include analogous terms for each distinct species.
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Expressing these fractions explicitly in terms of N and D allows Eq. (7) to be

expressed in terms of the folding free energy:

Yobs ¼ ½N�
½N� þ ½D� � YN þ ½D�

½N� þ ½D� � YD

¼ Keq

1þKeq

� YN þ 1

1þKeq

� YD

¼ YNe
�DG�

=RT

1þ e�DG�=RT þ YD

1þ e�DG�=RT

¼ YD þ YNe
�DG�

=RT

1þ e�DG�=RT

ð8Þ

Denaturant dependence of Eq. (8) is introduced via the folding free energy using

the linear model [Eq. (8); although, any other analytical relation can be used] and

via the baselines, as simple linear dependences:

Yobs ¼ YD;H2O þ bD½x� þ ðYN;H2O þ bN½x�Þe�ðDG�
H2O

þm½x�Þ=RT

1þ e�ðDG�
H2O

þm½x�Þ=RT ð9Þ

where bD and bN are slopes of the denatured and native baseline signals with

denaturant, and YD;H2O and YN;H2O are denatured and native baseline values in

the absence of denaturant. In total, Eq. (9) has six adjustable parameters that must

be fitted. Though this may seem a large number of parameters to fit from a single

unfolding transition, as long as the two baselines and the transition region are

adequately sampled, each of these parameters can be fitted with high confidence.

Although the multistep fitting procedure outlined above appears to only involve

two-parameter fits, three separate fits are required to obtain free energies, bringing

the total to six parameters.

Equation (9) can be used to demonstrate the eVects of the two thermodynamic

parameters for folding (DG�
H2O and the m-value) on unfolding transitions. As

expected from Eq. (5), variation in DG�
H2O shifts the midpoint of the transition,

but has no eVect on the shape (Fig. 2A). Changes in shape result from changes in the

m-value, with larger m-values corresponding to steeper slopes [greater sensitivity to

denaturant; Eq. (5)]. However, if DG�
H2O remains constant, changes in the m-value

result in variation in the midpoint of the transition (Fig. 2B).5 To hold the transition

midpoint constant, DG�
H2O must increase in proportion to the m-value (Fig. 2C).

Since one of the major goals of analyzing chemical denaturation experiments is to

determine the thermodynamic parameters for folding (DG�
H2O and them-value), it is

important to determine the uncertainties associated with these parameters. Many of

the software packages listed above report ‘‘errors,’’ and oVer various levels of

explanation of what these quantities represent. Such values are typically determined

5 This is because at the transition midpoint, DG�
= 0, and thus from Eq. (5), DG�

H2O
¼ m[Cm], where

Cm is the denaturant concentration at the transition midpoint.
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Fig. 2 Sensitivity of denaturation curves to underlying thermodynamic parameters. Chemical dena-

turation curves were generated assuming a linear dependence of free energy on denaturant concentra-

tion [Eq. (9)]. (A) Decreasing the value of DG�
H2O (�2.5, �4, and �5.5 kcal mol�1 in dotted, solid, and

dashed lines, respectively) with constant m-value (2 kcal mol�1 M�1) shifts the transition midpoint to

higher values, but leaves the shape unchanged. (B) Increasing them-value (1, 2, and 5 kcal mol�1 M�1 in

dotted, solid, and dashed lines, respectively) with a constant value of DG�
H2O (set to �4 kcal mol�1)

increases the slope of the transition, but also decreases the transition midpoint. (C) Increasing the m-

value as in (B) with proportionate decreases in DG�
H2O (�2,�4, and�10 kcal mol�1) fixes the transition

midpoints, emphasizing the changes in slope.
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by asking how much the parameters can be perturbed from their optimized values

while maintaining the goodness of fit above some threshold. Although such ‘‘fitting

errors’’ provide a feel for how well a particular data set constrains the adjustable

parameters, they are blind to experiment-to-experiment variations that may result

from preparation of solutions, protein samples, pipetting, and slow instrument drift.

In our opinion, the best way to determine the accuracy of the fitted parameters is to

perform multiple separate chemical denaturation experiments, fit parameters for

each data set separately, and compare the results.

H. Spectroscopic Tests of the Two-State Model

The use of Eqs. (2–9) assumes that only two thermodynamically distinct states

are populated at all denaturant concentrations. As noted above, equilibrium inter-

mediates can be significantly populated in the transition region without producing

two clearly resolved unfolding steps. One way to test the two-state model using

simple chemical denaturation methods is to compare unfolding transitions moni-

tored by independent spectroscopic signals. If the transition is two-state, the same

thermodynamic parameters should be obtained regardless of the signal. This test is

most stringent when at least one of the spectroscopic measurements is specific to a

local region of themacromolecule such as fluorescence of a single tryptophan. If the

spectroscopicmeasurements are both global in nature (e.g., far-UVCDand peptide

infrared spectroscopy), both measurements will likely produce the same transition

regardless of the number of states involved. One complementary pair of measure-

ments is far- and near-UV CD, which probe secondary structure and tertiary

structure surrounding aromatic side chains. This pair of probes has identified

molten globule intermediates in the unfolding of several proteins (Kuwajima,

1989). It is important to note that although deviation of independent spectroscopic

probes (and fitted thermodynamic parameters) is suYcient to invalidate the

two-state mechanism, coincidence of independent probes does not prove a two-

state mechanism. Rather, such coincidence is supportive of such a mechanism, and

can be strengthened by other tests (e.g., thermal and kinetic).

IV. Materials

An advantage of chemical denaturation as a means to determine protein stability

is that it is both conceptually and experimentally simple, requiring little more than

a sensitive optical detection system (preferably thermostatted), some inexpensive

denaturant, and some accurate pipettes (a collection of gas-tight Hamilton syrin-

ges are preferable, although as described above, an automated titrator interfaced

with the optical system greatly decreases the eVort involved, and increases the

precision of the data). However, some simple precautions should be taken to

ensure that the data and resulting stability estimates are of high quality.
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A. Preparation of Denaturant Solutions

There are two issues related to the use of denaturants that must be considered.

First, the most common denaturants, urea and guanidine hydrochloride, have

carbonyl moieties. As a result, they have high absorbance in the far-UV. Although

this is not an issue when monitoring unfolding transitions by tryptophan fluores-

cence (e.g., the absorbance of 6 M urea in a 1 cm cuvette is negligible above 250 nm;

Fig. 3A), it presents a challenge when monitoring transitions through secondary

structure loss by CD. At 220 nm, where a-helical structure is detected, a 6 M urea

solution has an absorbance between 0.5 and 1.0 in a 1 cm cuvette (Fig. 3A), depend-

ing on how the solution is prepared (see below). This high absorbance tends to

degrade signal-to-noise at high denaturant concentrations, and limits the concentra-

tion of protein that can be used in chemical denaturation experiments.

A second issue related to the use of denaturants is that commercial preparations

of denaturants often contain significant amounts of impurities. Urea often con-

tains trace metal ions and cyanates (Pace, 1986). Such contaminants increase the

absorbance of urea solutions, further complicating spectroscopic measurements in

the far-UV. Cyanates are particularly problematic because they covalently

modify lysine side chains, and are formed (along with ammonia) from urea via a

decomposition reaction.

Fortunately, these impurities can be removed from urea solutions with little

eVort. Published procedures for purification of urea solutions include treatment

with deionizing resin [e.g., AG 501-X8 (D); Biorad], treatment with activated

charcoal, and recrystallization (Prakash et al., 1981). Of these, the first two are

the least time-consuming, and both decrease significantly the background absor-

bance of urea solutions in the far-UV (by as much as 40% at 220 nm; Fig. 3A).

Because deionizing resin produces a larger decrease in absorbance than charcoal,

and treatment with charcoal provides no added benefit to resin-treated urea, we

simply treat urea solutions with resin for 1 h. Following treatment with deionizing

resin, we carry out all titrations within 24 h to avoid cyanate buildup.6 Alterna-

tively, deionized urea stock solutions can be stored frozen at �80 �C without

significant degradation. When deionization is used to prepare urea for protein

denaturation studies, it is important to add buVer and salt components after

deionization, to avoid depletion by the resin.

Owing to its high pKa, guanidine dissociates to a salt in aqueous solution. As a

result, treatment with deionizing resin is not an appropriate means of purification.

Although in principle, activated charcoal could be used to absorb nonionic organic

impurities, we find such treatment to increase absorbance in the far-UV. Although

crystallization would also seem a fairly straightforward means to remove impu-

rities, we have not found published protocols (Nozaki, 1972) to lead to significant

decreases in absorbance in the far-UV region (Fig. 3B).

6 Although cyanate concentration will eventually be reformed through equilibrium with urea, the

reaction is quite slow, taking several days to reestablish, and lies far in the direction of urea (Hagel et al.,

1971).
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Fig. 3 EVects of deionizing resin on far-UV absorbance of urea. (A) By exposing 6.0 M urea solutions

to deionizing resin (dotted curve with Xs), absorbance can be significantly lowered at wavelengths

used to detect protein secondary structure by CD spectroscopy (230 nm and below; compare to

untreated curve, solid line). Reduced absorbance in this region can also be achieved by treating with

activated charcoal (dot-dashed curve with triangles), although this decrease is less pronounced than that

produced by treatment with deionizing resin, and provides no added reduction in absorbance in

combinationwith deionizing resin (circles). The inset shows the absorbance diVerence between untreated

and deionized urea solutions at 1.0 M concentration. For these spectra, ultrapure urea was obtained

from Amresco, deionizing resin [5%, w/v AG 501-X8 (D)] was obtained from Biorad, and activated

charcoal was obtained from Sigma. Solutions were prepared using distilled, deionized water (ddH2O),

and were stirred with 5% (w/v) added resin or activated charcoal for 1 h, and were filtered through

0.22 mm filters. (B) By comparison, recrystallization of guanidine HCl (Nozaki, 1972) does not signifi-

cantly decrease absorbance in this wavelength range (compare starting solution, black with solid circles,

to the three curves, each the result of a separate recrystallization trial). For crystallization, ultrapure

guanidine HCl from Invitrogen was dissolved in 50% (w/v) ddH2O, was heated to 40 �C, and water was

removed by rotary evaporation until the precipitation point was reached. Trace precipitate was removed

by adding ddH2O dropwise, and crystals were allowed to form at room temperature and at 4 �C for a few

days. Mother liquor was removed by vacuum filtration. Crystals were then dissolved to 0.5 M (using

refractometry to determine concentration) for spectral acquisition.
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As can be seen from comparing the absorbance spectra in Fig. 3, guanidine HCl

and (deionized) urea solutions have similar absorbances at 220 nm, contributing

about 0.1 AU M�1 cm�1. Thus, better signal-to-noise ratios might be expected

from guanidine titrations in the far-UV since guanidine is a stronger denaturant on

a molar basis than urea. However, titration with guanidine salts have the added

complication that the ionic strength of the solution becomes variable. This must be

kept in mind in studies of electrostatic interactions in proteins. For proteins with

high unfolding midpoints, long-range coulombic interactions should be eVectively
screened through the entire transition, which simplifies the transition but may

result in errors in extrapolation to water, if the background ionic strength is low

(Santoro and Bolen, 1992).

B. Determination of Concentrations of Denaturant Solutions

Because denaturants are often hygroscopic, determination of denaturant con-

centrations by weight can be inaccurate. Moreover, treatment with deionizing resin

may alter the concentration of urea solutions. Thus, concentrations of urea and

guanidine solutions are best determined using refractometry. Following dissolu-

tion (and deionization for urea), the refractive index of concentrated denaturant

solutions can be measured with high precision using a bench-top refractometer.

Refractive index readings are then converted to molar denaturant concentrations

using third-order polynomial approximations (Gordon, 1966; Nozaki, 1972).7 For

denaturant solutions to which salts and buVer components have been added, the

refractive index increment between the solutions with and without denaturant

should be used in the polynomial equations.

The ability to accurately measure denaturant concentrations in solution refracto-

metrically allows the concentration of denaturant to be confirmed at the end of a

titration. This is particularly important during automated titration experiments,

where small pipetting errors are diYcult to detect and can be compounded through

thecourseof theexperiment.Toavoid sucherrors,weroutinely compare the refractive

indexof thematerial in the cuvetteat theendofautomated titration to the targetvalue.

V. Discussion

The methods and technical details given above are intended to provide an ade-

quate background for researchers at all levels to generate high-quality chemical

denaturation curves, quantitatively evaluate the thermodynamic parameters

associated with protein folding, and avoid common pitfalls and systematic errors.

In the following section, we will discuss structural interpretations of folding free

energies and m-values, application of such methods to learning about domain

7 For urea, concentration in moles per liter is given as: [urea] = 117.66Dn þ 29.753Dn2 þ 185.56Dn3,
where Dn is the refractive index increment over buVer. For guanidine hydrochloride, concentration in

moles per liter is given as [guanidine�HCl] = 57.147Dn þ 38.68Dn2 � 91.60Dn3.
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boundaries, interdomain interaction, and the eVects of point substitutions on struc-

tural integrity. Examples of these applications will be selected from our own research

on protein domains involved in the Notch signaling pathway. However, before

turning to these applications, we will discuss some important but subtle issues that

can aVect the precision with which thermodynamic parameters can be estimated.

A. Baselines, Parameter Correlation, and Influence on Stability Estimates

As mentioned in Methods, although the thermodynamic parameters describing

protein folding from chemical denaturation (DG�
H2O and m-value) are directly deter-

mined by the transition region, the native and denatured baselines also play a critical

role indetermining these parameters.Denaturedbaselines can typically be adequately

determined by exposure to high concentrations of denaturant (guanidine hydro-

chloride, a strong denaturant, is sometimes preferable for proteins of high stability).

Forextremelystableproteins (those fromhyperthermophilesorresulting fromprotein

design), the denatured baseline can be better defined by increasing the temperature of

the titration.

In contrast, the native baseline can be more diYcult to resolve, depending on the

stability of the protein. To illustrate how the length of the native baseline influences

fitted DG�
H2O and m-values, we have simulated chemical denaturation curves

and varied the position of the transition by incrementing DG�
H2O, while holding

the m-value constant at a value typical for globular proteins. Points were sampled

at a uniform interval from curves generated using Eq. (9). Errors in the spectro-

scopic signal (Yobs) were randomly selected from a Gaussian distribution with a

standard deviation of 1% of the total unfolding amplitude (YN;H2O � YD;H2O ¼ 1).

Examples at moderate and low stability are shown in Fig. 4A. DG�
H2O and

m-values were fitted along with the four baseline parameters using Eq. (9), and

the process was repeated 100 times with new random errors at each value of

DG�
H2O. The standard deviation of DG�

H2O is roughly constant for proteins of

moderate stability (DG�
H2O < �2:0 kcal mol�1, Cm > 0.75 M), but for marginally

stable proteins (DG�
H2O > �1:5 kcal mol�1, Cm > 0.6 M) the standard deviation

of DG�
H2O rises sharply (Fig. 4B). Fittedm-values also show a larger spread at lower

denaturant concentration, although the spread develops less abruptly, beginning at

higher denaturant concentrations (Fig. 4C). This increased uncertainty is related to

the short, poorly defined native baselines for marginally stable proteins.

Additional insight into the origin and magnitude of errors in DG�
H2O andm-values

can be seen by examining the correlations between parameters. For stable

proteins,8 there is a strong, roughly linear negative correlation between individual

fitted values of DG�
H2O and m-value, as expected for a fitted slope and intercept

(Fig. 5A). Because the native baseline is well determined for stable proteins, there

is essentially no correlation between fitted values of DG�
H2O and YN;H2O, with the

latter being determined with high relative precision (Fig. 5B). In contrast, for

8 Note that in Fig. 4, more negative fitted DG�
H2O

values are plotted to the right, to reflect a greater

Cm (and stability).
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Fig. 4 Relationship between the transition midpoint and uncertainties in fitted thermodynamic para-

meters. Denaturation transitions generated using the linear model [Eq. (9)] were subjected to random

errors (see text) at diVerent values of DG�
H2O. The other five parameters in Eq. (9) were kept constant at

the following values:m¼ 2.8 kcal mol�1 M�1,YN;H2O ¼ 1:0, bN¼ 0.0, YD;H2O ¼ 0:0, bD¼ 0.0. (A) Two

transitions with random errors, with DG�
H2O values of �5.0 (circles) and �1.0 kcal mol�1 (squares).

(B and C) Distribution of fitted DG�
H2O and m-values as a function of transition midpoint (Cm, and also

DG�
H2O, upper scale). To better compare the spread in the fitted parameters at diVerent midpoints,

diVerences between fitted and actual values are shown (dX ¼ Xactual � Xfitted). The solid line shows

mean diVerences. Error bars show root-mean-square deviations of fitted parameters from the actual

value.
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marginally stable proteins, although there is still a modest correlation between

DG�
H2O and m-value (Fig. 5C), it is overwhelmed by a strong, positive nonlinear

correlation between DG�
H2O and YN;H2O (Fig. 5D), which results from a lack of

information on the native baseline. For data sets where YN;H2O is overestimated,

the unfolding transition appears be advanced past the true equilibrium position,

increasing the fitted value of DG�
H2O (to a more positive value, i.e., lower stability).

For data sets whereYN;H2O is underestimated, the unfolding transition appears be lag

behind the true equilibrium position, decreasing the fitted value of DG�
H2O.

These simulations demonstrate two points. First, for proteins of high stability,

fitted DG�
H2O and m-values from individual transitions are highly correlated

(Fig. 5A). At high stability, this correlation accounts for nearly all of the variation

in these two parameters (hence the high correlation coeYcient), demonstrating

that a much more precise measure of DG�
H2O and m-values can be obtained

from averaging parameters from independent transitions. Second, resolving the

native baseline is very important for determining DG�
H2O. The importance of

the native baseline for quantifying thermal unfolding transitions has been similarly

emphasized by Pielak and coworkers (Allen and Pielak, 1998).

For proteins of low stability, where DG�
H2O is highly correlated with YN;H2O

(Fig. 5D), a large uncertainty in YN;H2O produces a large uncertainty in DG�
H2O.

Because of this tight correlation, constraining the value of YN;H2O using indepen-

dent information would greatly decrease the uncertainty in DG�
H2O. In Fig. 5D for

example, although values of DG�
H2O are spread from�0.5 to�1.5 kcal mol�1, prior

knowledge of aYN;H2O value of 1.0 would restrict DG�
H2O to a much narrower range

of values (�0.85 to �1.15 kcal mol�1). One means by which independent informa-

tion on native baseline signals has been obtained is by adding stabilizing agents.

One of the more popular of these stabilizing ‘‘osmolytes’’ is TMAO, which has

been shown to promote folding through poor solvation of the exposed backbone of

the denatured state (Wang and Bolen, 1997). Bolen and coworkers have combined

urea denaturation from partly structured proteins with TMAO titration to drive

folding (Baskakov and Bolen, 1998). These authors have shown that a combined

analysis using these two separate partial transitions yields much more accurate

estimates of DG�
H2O than does analysis of the urea transitions alone (Wu and Bolen,

2006). In our studies of fragments of the Notch ankyrin domain, we have simulta-

neously analyzed the eVects of urea and TMAO in a mixed cosolvent system to

quantify the stability of marginally stable constructs (Mello and Barrick, 2003).

We find that to good approximation, the eVects of these two solvents can be treated

as independent and additive, using a version of Eq. (5) with separate linear terms

for urea and TMAO (with m-values of opposite sign).

B. The Physical Interpretation of m-Values

Aside from providing a means to compare free energies of folding in the absence

of denaturant, the m-value has a clear connection to the steepness of the unfolding

transition (Fig. 2B). In this regard, the m-value is loosely analogous to the Hill

coeYcient and ligand binding cooperativity. Indeed, m-values are often regarded
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as a measure of the cooperativity of equilibrium folding transitions. However,

there is an important diVerence between the m-value and the Hill coeYcient. While

diVerent values for Hill coeYcients can be interpreted in terms of diVerences in

strength of coupling between sites on a macromolecule, the two-state mechanism

[Eq. (2)] demands that all parts of the protein be coupled in folding. Once the two-

state mechanism is invoked, the issue of cooperativity is settled: the transition is

fully cooperative, regardless of the slope. Thus, the size of the m-value is not

a measure of the degree to which diVerent parts of the protein couple. Instead

the m-value measures the interaction strength, in terms of free energy, of the

denaturant with the native versus denatured state of the protein.

For a particular denaturant, diVerent proteins can have significantly diVerent
m-values. Thus, the strength of denaturant interaction must vary from protein to

protein. Although the binding model [Eq. (6)] can in principle provide mechanistic

insight into this variation (number of binding sites, binding constant, or both), the

shortcomings of this model (in particular, the strong correlation of these two

parameters) limit such an approach. A significant advance in understanding this

variation was made by Myers et al. in a correlative study of m-values for a large

number of proteins that appear to undergo two-state transitions. These authors

found a strong positive linear correlation between m-values for urea- and

guanidine-induced denaturation and the amount of solvent exposure in the unfold-

ing reaction (Myers et al., 1995). This observation is consistent with a nonspecific

interaction of denaturant with newly exposed sites (both nonpolar and polar, see

Nozaki andTanford, 1963, 1970, Robinson and Jencks, 1965, Schellman, 1955, and

Scholtz et al., 1995) that result from unfolding. The relationship between m-values

and the amount of surface area exposed on unfolding has been used to interpret the

sensitivity of the former to point substitution, pH variation, and salt sensitivity

(Pace et al., 1992; Pradeep and Udgaonkar, 2004; Shortle and Meeker, 1986).

The correlation between m-value and exposed surface area has important prac-

tical implications. Since estimates of surface area exposure on unfolding are very

strongly correlated with protein size, the surface area correlation tom-value results

in a similar correlation between polypeptide length and m-value. Although esti-

mating surface area exposure on unfolding requires knowledge of the three-

dimensional structure, chain length does not. Thus, the m-value of a protein can

be estimated from primary sequence (or more precisely, from chain length).

This calculatedm-value can then be compared to the experimental value as a loose

check of the folding mechanism. If partly folded intermediates are populated during

unfolding, themeasuredm-valuewill be lower than the calculated value. If instead the

native protein is oligomerized in the native state, the measuredm-value will be higher

than the calculated value. In this regard, this test is similar to a calorimetric test of

the two-state mechanism in which the van’t HoV enthalpy of unfolding, determined

from the slope of a temperature melt, is compared with a calorimetric measurement

of the enthalpy obtained as the heat of reaction (Privalov, 1979).

Owing to the imperfect correlation between m-values and chain length seen by

Myers et al., the above check is not sensitive to low populations of intermediates or
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weak association that would change m-values by 10–20%. Rather, close agreement

between the measured and calculated m-values can be regarded as supportive of

a two-state mechanism, whereas large (�50%) deviations can be regarded as

indicative of a breakdown in the two-state mechanism [Eq. (2)]. As with other

tests of the two-state mechanism, results from the m-value comparison described

here are strengthened when they are combined with the results of other tests like

the spectroscopic test described above.

C. Identification of Domain Boundaries

As described in the Introduction, functional domains in proteins are often

embedded within larger polypeptide chains, and are frequently flanked by linker

sequences that are of high flexibility. In such cases, the boundaries of embedded

structural domains cannot always be determined from primary sequence. Protein

stability measurements can provide a simple means to assess domain boundaries.

In one example, urea denaturation of overlapping constructs of diVerent lengths
was used to define the boundaries of an ankyrin domain from the Notch trans-

membrane receptor (Zweifel and Barrick, 2001b). Analysis of primary sequence

identified six tandem ankyrin repeats [33-residue imperfect sequence repeats (Bork,

1993) that form a linear array of antiparallel helix bundles] in a region of the

receptor known to be important for a number of genetic and biochemical interac-

tions. Comparison of the stability of a construct containing these six repeats with a

construct with an additional 33 C-terminal residues showed the additional

C-terminal sequence to greatly increase stability (decreasing folding free energy

by 4 kcal/mol), suggesting this extra segment to be an important part of the

ankyrin domain (Fig. 6B). Moreover, the m-value was around 35%larger with

the C-terminal segment, indicating that this segment couples a substantially larger

region of the chain to the folding transition. In contrast, there was little eVect from
deleting the sixth repeat, and in particular, the m-value was unchanged (Fig. 6B).

This observation suggests that in the absence of the C-terminal stabilizing segment,

the sixth ankyrin repeat is unfolded, a model supported by spectroscopic and

hydrodynamic comparisons (Zweifel and Barrick, 2001a) and mutational studies

(TOS, C. Bradley, and DB, unpublished). Once the stabilizing eVects of the

additional C-terminal segment were recognized, diVraction-quality crystals of

constructs including this segment were readily obtained, and revealed that this

C-terminal region adopts an ankyrin repeat structure (Fig. 6A), despite significant

sequence diVerences from the consensus.

D. Assessing the EVects of Missense Mutations on Structure and Stability

Molecular genetic studies often connect phenotypic variation with specific

missense mutations in coding sequences. One particularly informative class

of missense mutations involves structurally conservative amino acid substitutions.

For such substitutions, phenotypic variation often results from perturbation of
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Fig. 6 Mapping the domain boundaries and eVects of point substitutions on the Notch ankyrin

domain with urea denaturation. (A) Ribbon diagram of the Notch ankyrin domain (chain A of 1o8t.

pdb; Zweifel et al., 2003), with repeats six and seven colored in grey and black, respectively.

(B) Inclusion of a 33-residue segment C-terminal to the sixth ankyrin repeat (circles, solid line) greatly

stabilizes the domain and increases the steepness compared to the six-repeat construct (Zweifel and

Barrick, 2001b; open triangles, dotted line). In contrast, deletion of the sixth repeat in the absence of this

C-terminal segment does not significantly alter the transition (squares, dashed line). (C) Point substitu-

tions within the Notch ankyrin domain that perturb signaling separate into two classes. Surface

substitutions (closed squares, open triangles) have stability similar to wild type (open circles), whereas

core substitutions (open squares, closed triangles) are strongly destabilized (Zweifel et al., 2003).

Panel B is adapted from (Zweifel and Barrick, 2001b), panel C is adapted from (Zweifel et al., 2003),

with permission from the publishers.
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specific interactions with individual binding partners. Such substitutions provide a

rough map of surface binding sites. Alternatively, point substitutions may prevent

folding across the entire domain, indirectly disrupting interactions with all binding

partners. These two classes of point substitutions can be distinguished by measur-

ing protein stability, as structurally conservative substitutions often have little or

no eVect on folding transitions, whereas disruptive substitutions have greatly

destabilized transitions.

Point substitutions in the Notch ankyrin domain have been identified from

clinical studies of human diseases, and from targeted substitutions designed to

perturb Notch signaling. We have examined the eVects of four such substitutions

on the structural integrity of the Notch ankyrin domain using urea denaturation

(Fig. 6C). We find two of the four substitutions to be structurally conservative,

producing little change in the overall unfolding transition. Thus, the phenotypes

produced by these substitutions are likely a result of the loss of specific interactions

between the Notch ankyrin domain and partner proteins. In contrast, two sets of

substitutions designed to modify the ankyrin consensus sequence greatly destabi-

lize the entire domain, resulting in what appears to be the second half of an

unfolding transition (Fig. 6C). Although the thermodynamic unfolding parameters

of these proteins cannot be quantified with high precision because native baselines

are not well defined, it seems likely that the functional consequences of these

substitutions arise from the inability of these variants to fold to the native state.

E. Identification of Interdomain Interactions

For proteins in which multiple sequence domains are encoded in a single

polypeptide chain, adjacent domains may be independent of one another, in

which case the covalent linker between the domains has no eVect on stability.

Alternatively, adjacent domains may stabilize each other. Protein stability mea-

surements provide a convenient means to probe interdomain interaction. Such

interactions, which are likely to have a specific structural origin, may have impor-

tant functional consequences wherein activities are a property of the tandem

domain pair (or potentially of a higher order array) rather than of isolated

domains.

One example where protein stability measurements uncovered interaction

between adjacent sequence modules is in the Notch-binding domain of the Deltex

protein (Zweifel et al., 2005). This domain contains two adjacent WWE modules.

WWE modules are 	80-residue sequence motifs that are often found in single

copy, and when two modules are found, they are sometimes separated by long

polypeptide chains. Thus, primary sequence comparisons do not provide a com-

pelling argument for the independence (vs autonomy) of the twoWWEmodules of

Deltex. Urea denaturation of the Deltex WWE tandem shows a single transition,

rather than two independent transitions (Fig. 7A; Zweifel et al., 2005). Although

this could result from two independent domains that have similar midpoints, the

steepness of the transition argues for one large transition. The fitted m-value,
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which is identical when determined by CD and tryptophan fluorescence, is twice

that predicted for a single WWEmodule, suggesting that the WWE pair comprises

the cooperative unit. This high denaturant sensitivity is consistent with the X-ray

structure of the Deltex WWE pair, which shows a very large and intricately packed

interface between the two domains (Fig. 7B; Zweifel et al., 2005). Interestingly,

coupling of the two WWE modules can be lost in large part by deleting a short

C-terminal segment that appears to act as a clasp between the two modules

(Zweifel et al., 2005; Fig. 7).

VI. Summary

In addition to providing quantitative data for understanding the forces and

energetics that determine protein structure and dynamics, experimental studies of

protein folding can provide valuable information regarding the organization of

domains and the interactions between domains in large, multidomain proteins.

In addition, studies of protein stability can provide information on the underlying

structural and mechanistic eVects of point substitutions. The experimental meth-

ods, basic theory, and analytical approaches described above should be suYcient

to enable molecular, cell, and structural biologists to quantify the thermodynamics

of protein folding to gain insight into the structure of proteins of interest.

Fig. 7 Probing intermodule interactions in the Deltex tandemWWE domain using urea denaturation.

(A) Urea denaturation of the tandem WWE domain of Drosophila Deltex shows a single, steep

transition (m-value ¼ 2.04 kcal mol�1 M�1; open circles), suggesting the two modules to be thermody-

namically coupled. Deletion of a C-terminal segment results in a shallow transition (m-value¼ 0.99 kcal

mol�1 M�1; Xs), suggesting the two modules have become uncoupled. By replacing a 12-residue

C-terminal segment that continues a b-sheet with the N-terminal module, the transition is sharpened

(open triangles), suggesting this conserved segment to be important for coupling the modules (Zweifel

et al., 2005). (B) The two WWE modules of the Drosophila Deltex protein (in light and dark shading;

Zweifeletal.,2005). Side chains involved in contacts betweenmodules are shown as sticks. Adapted from

(Zweifel et al., 2005), with permission from the publisher. (See Plate no. 1 in the Color Plate Section.)
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Abstract

Hydrodynamic bead modeling (HBM) is the representation of a macromolecule

by an assembly of spheres (or beads) for which measurable hydrodynamic (and

related) parameters are then computed in order to understand better the macro-

molecular solution conformation. An example-based account is given of the main

stages in HBM of rigid macromolecules, namely: model construction, model

visualization, accounting for hydration, and hydrodynamic calculations. DiVerent
types of models are appropriate for diVerent macromolecules, according to their

composition, to what is known about the molecule or according to the types of

experimental data that the model should reproduce. Accordingly, the construction

of models based on atomic coordinates as well as much lower resolution data (e.g.,

electron microscopy images) is described. Similarly, several programs for hydro-

dynamic calculations are summarized, some generating the most basic set of

solution parameters (e.g., sedimentation and translational diVusion coeYcients,

intrinsic viscosity, radius of gyration, and Stokes radius) while others extend to

data determined by nuclear magnetic resonance, fluorescence anisotropy, and

electric birefringence methods. An insight into the topic of hydrodynamic hydra-

tion is given, together with some practical suggestions for its satisfactory treatment

in the modeling context. All programs reviewed are freely available.

I. Introduction

Structural biology aims to obtain the high-resolution coordinates for all

biological macromolecules and their complexes, as a basis for understanding

their function. However, many entire classes of molecules (e.g., multidomain and

modular proteins) continue to evade study at this resolution. In addition, the

ternar y conform ations ( Nakasa ko et al. , 2001; Trewhe lla et al. , 1988; Ves tergaard

et al. , 2005 ) and quaterna ry struc tures (Sv ergun et al. , 1997, 2000 ) ado pted by

biomacromolecules in the crystalline state can be quite diVerent from those ob-

served in solution. In such cases hydrodynamic modeling oVers a way of obtaining
structural data for systems in solution, albeit at a lower resolution.

This chapter will primarily focus on hydrodynamic bead modeling (hereafter

HBM—the method most commonly used to compute hydrodynamic parameters.

Reference will be made, however, to related methods including ellipsoidal and

finite element modeling. HBM is the representation of a macromolecule by an
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assembly of spheres (or beads) for which hydrodynamic (and related) parameters

are then computed. The model that successfully reproduces experimentally deter-

mined parameters [such as the sedimentation (s), and diVusion (Dt) coeYcients, the

primary hydrodynamic parameters against which HBMs are often assessed] is not

a unique structure for the macromolecule; instead, it represents one plausible

solution conformation: there will be other HBMs, perhaps with quite diVerent
arrangements of constituent beads, that can give rise to exactly the same hydrody-

namic profile. In fact, HBM is most eVective when undertaken in conjunction

with other methods, the most common of which is the modeling of data from

small-angle X-ray or neutron scattering.

HBM is of particular utility when a molecule does not crystallize and has a mass

in excess of the upper limit for detailed structural study via nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (about 50 kDa). The following types of questions

can be answered with HBM: Is the solution conformation of a macromolecule or its

noncovalent complex consistent with measured hydrodynamic data? Is a low-

resolution structure (emanating perhaps from an electron micrograph) consistent

with a measured s and Dt? How well does a high-resolution homology model

reproduce hydrodynamic parameters? What is the shape of a particular large

macromolecular complex?

The structure of this chapter is as follows:

Background to HBM—setting the scene—is this the right type of modeling for

your system?

Model construction—how to build an HBM–freely available programs are

described.

Model visualization—once you have constructed your model, you will want to

see it.

Hydration—how do you deal with the hydrodynamic hydration?

Hydrodynamic calculations—now you have a hydrated HBM, you can compute

its hydrodynamic profile.

Advanced hydrodynamic calculations—for more serious applications.

Throughout this chapter, lysozyme will be used as an example because it is small,

extremely well characterized and is used as an example by some of the groups

providing the freely available HBM software reviewed herein. The pdb file from

which the models are constructed is 6lyz.pdb, downloadable from, for example,

http://leonar do.fcu. um.es/m acromol /programs /hydropr o/hydro pro.htm .

II. Background to HBM

The sedimentation coeYcient of a macromolecule describes its frictional behav-

ior and, as a consequence, its shape in solution. From the following well-known

relationship
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s ¼ Mð1� �vrÞ
NA f

ð1Þ

where M is the molecular mass (g/mol), �v the partial specific volume (ml/g), r
the solvent density (g/ml), NA Avogadro’s number (6.02214 � 1023 mol�1), the

frictional coeYcient f (g/sec) can be derived. The frictional coeYcient of a sphere

with volume equal to the macromolecule is f0. The diVerence between the two, or

rather their ratio, reveals a measure of molecular elongation (and/or hydration) and

was used, before the advent of HBM, as an indicator of solution shape, albeit at

ultralow resolution. f/f0 is still a useful parameter since it is not always possible to

propose a beadmodel for a macromolecule, yet one seeks to characterize its shape in

some way (see e.g., Garnier et al., 2002; Kar et al., 1997, 2001; StaVor d et al., 1995;
Toedt et al., 1999; Waxman et al., 1993). Apart from describing some form of simple

elongation, f/f0 can also be interpreted in terms of prolate or oblate ellipsoids, since a

given axial ratio will result in a corresponding f/f0 (see e.g., Zarutskie et al., 1999).

In HBM the molecule is represented as a collection of hard spheres. For the

calculation of the sedimentation coeYcient, the spheres are frictional elements for

which hydrodynamic interaction tensors may be calculated on the basis of their

Cartesian coordinates and radii, given the mass- and partial-specific volume of the

macromolecule and the temperature, density, and viscosity of the solvent in which

it is suspended.

HBM is possible because of decades of theoretical and computational develop-

ment by Kirkwood, Riseman, Bloomfield, Garcı́a de la Torre, collaborators, and

coworkers. The body of relevant literature is extensive, and its review is outwith the

remit of this chapter. Instead, the reader is directed toward two excellent reviews of

this topic ( Carrasco an d Garcı́a de la Tor re, 1999; Garcı́a de la Torre and

Bloo mfield, 1981 ). In brief thou gh, given the Cartesian co ordinat es and radii of

beads in an HBM, it is possible to compute the frictional force exerted on the

solvent by each bead, based on Stokes’s law and on the hydrodynamic interaction

tensors (Tij) between beads i and j in the HBM. This is the frictional force

experienced by bead i due to its movement through a solvent, perturbed by the

other beads (j) in the HBM. The resulting set of N linear equations is used to build

a 3N � 3N supermatrix (where N is the number of beads in the HBM) that is then

inverted to obtain the translational, rotational, and roto-translational coupling

frictional tensors. Via a series of subsequent partitionings, inversions, and other

calculations, the observable translational and rotational properties [and the intrin-

sic viscosity (�)] of the HBM are then computed. The required computer time for

the hydrodynamic calculations is proportional toN3. For pairs of beads with equal

radius, Tij is compu ted using the Rotne–P rager– Yamak awa (RPY) ( Rotne and

Prager, 1969; Yam akawa, 1970 ) mod ification to the Osee n tensor (Osee n, 1927 )

that accounts for the non-point-like nature of the beads and allows for bead

overlapping. When beads i and j have diVerent radii, Tij is given by a further

modified form of the RPY tensor ( Garcı́a de la Tor re and Bloomfiel d, 19 81 ); but
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there is no exact tensor to describe the hydrodynamic interaction between

overlapping beads of diVering radii. In this case, an ad hoc expression [derived

by Zipper and Durchs ch lag (1997, 1998) an d imple mented in program s from

the Garcı́a de la Torre group] may be used that provides a satisfactory correction.

However, this ‘‘patch’’ should only be used occasionally and overlapping beads of

diV ering size sho uld be avo ided whenev er possibl e (Garcı́a de la Tor re et a l.,

2000a ).

In some papers on HBM theory and applications mention is made of a ‘‘volume

correction.’’ This correction was devised by Garcı́a de la Torre and coworkers for

the rotational friction tensor and the intrinsic viscosity. Accordingly, it is not

strictly relevant to HBM of the sedimentation and diVusion coeYcients, but an

awareness of its existence is important.

The most familiar HBMs are those in which the molecular volume is filled with

beads. But there are other types of HBMs (and indeed hydrodynamic models not

involving be ads). Thes e are very well reviewed by Garcı́a de la Tor re e t al. (2000a ).

Of particular mention are shell models, first proposed in the late 1960s by

Bloomfiel d et al. (e.g., 1967) wherein the molec ular surface is reproduced by a

shell of very small beads. Atoms (either in the macromolecule or in the solvent

trapped within it) not exposed to bulk solvent do not contribute to the frictional

properties of a particle. Therefore, the hydrodynamic properties of a macromole-

cule can be computed from a shell model alone. This approach was taken further

by Teller et al. (1979) who used shell modeli ng to calcul ate f from the atomi c

coordinat es of eight pro teins. More recen tly, Garcı́a de la Torre et al. (2000a )

developed this method so that in the modeling process the shell bead size is

extrapolated to zero and the hydrodynamic (and other) parameters calculated

approach those for a particle with a smooth surface. Shell modelling accuracy

depends on the ratio of shell bead size to the average particle size. Large molecules

can thus be safely modelled with shells of larger beads. Shell modeling is not

appropriate for the computation of parameters that depend on the distribution

of mass within the particle, for example the small-angle X-ray or neutron-

scattering curve (and the associated radius of gyration, Rg), though some shell-

modeling program s [e.g., HYD ROPRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2000a )] compute

these properties en route from a filling model to the shell model.

Beads are not the only elements with which a macromolecule may be con-

structed. Its surface can instead be decomposed into flat plates whose hydrody-

namic (and electrostatic) properties can be computed with finite boundary element

(BE) modeli ng techn iques. For exampl e, Alliso n (1999) and , more recent ly, Arag on

(2004) have repres ented macrom olecul es with arrays of fla t tri angular plates. In

common with shell modeling, hydrodynamic parameters are calculated for several

resolutions of the model and then extrapolated to infinity. Calculations are per-

formed under two sets of microhydrodynamic conditions: ‘‘stick’’ (the normal

boundary condition applied in HBM wherein at the particle–fluid interface the

velocity of fluid is the same as that of the particle) and ‘‘slip’’ [only the normal
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components of the fluid and particle velocity match at the interface—slip condi-

tions describe better the rotational diVusion of some small (e.g., simple aromatic)

molecules for which hydrogen bonding with the (e.g., organic) solvent is minimal].

BE modeling successfully reproduces with high accuracy the transport properties

of e llipsoids , cylind ers, and toroids (All ison, 1999 ) and has been applied to describe

the hydrodynamics (and electrophoresis) of small and large pieces of DNA and

capp ed cyli nders ( Allis on, 2001 ). While the FORTRAN code for Dr Alliso n’s BE

programs is not freely available, he collaborates with those wishing to undertake

the considerable computations required.

A by-no-means-comprehensive list of the parameters generated for HBMs of

rigid macrom olecul es by seven diV erent pro grams is given in Table I so that the

reader can choose which software is more suited to the problem in hand.

The following sections describe the main stages of modeling: model construc-

tion, model visualization, and hydrodynamic calculations. Each section includes

summaries of some of the freely available software. The coverage is not exhaus-

tive—there are other programs available, but this chapter has focused on those

most familiar to the author, those most prevalent in the literature, and those most

relevant to the readership of this text. The summaries are precisely that and users

are strongly advised to read the papers and manuals that pertain to the software

before and during their use. Note that certain programs, particularly those written

in FORTRAN, are very sensitive to the formatting of the input files. The files

should generally be in text only format (probably compatible with MS-DOS), and

the user should pay attention to the spacings between data in the files, since

FORTRAN programs sometimes expect data to follow particular number width

and decimal place formats.

III. Model Construction

While it is in principle possible to compute hydrodynamic parameters from

atomic coordinates directly, either by parameterizing the atoms or by long molec-

ular dy namics simulat ions ( Smit h and van Gunst eren, 1994; Venable and Pastor,

1988 ) the computa tion time to do so is hug e. Instead, it is more e Y cient to conden se
these coordinates to a lower resolution HBM for which hydrodynamic (and other)

parameters can be more rapidly computed. This is particularly important if some

type of rigid body modeling is being undertaken. There are a number of freely

available HBM construction programs. Some of these are described and evaluated

in Secti on III.

A. AtoB

AtoB is FORTRAN source code that, once compiled, generates a program to

construct HBMs either from atomic resolution coordinates or de novo, via a series

of user-co ded instruc tions in the input file ( Byron , 1997 ) (Tabl e II). A very detai led
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Table I
Solution Parameters Generated by 7 Hydrodynamic Computation Programs

Parameter Definition

Programs(s)

that compute parameter

Dt Translational diVusion coeYcient a , b , c, d , e, f, g

Rt
S Translational Stokes radius a , b , d , e, g

Rg Radius of gyration a , b , c , d , e, g

V Anhydrous volume a, b , d, e

Dr Rotational di Vusion coeYcient a , b , c, d , e, f, g

t1–5 Relaxation times a , b , c, d , e, f, g

th Harmonic mean relaxation time a , b , c, d , e, f, g

[� ] Intrinsic viscosity (with various corrections) a , b , c , e, d , g

s Sedimentation coeYcient a , b , d , e, g

Dmax Maximum dimension of the molecule a, b , c, d, e

Distance

distribution

Analogous to the p(r) function generated by

indirect Fourier transform of small-angle X-ray

or neutron scattering data

a, b , d, e

Scattering

form factor

Angular dependence of small-angle scattering a, b , d, e

Dr
II =D

r
⊥ Anisotropy of rotational diVusion c, f

D1–3 Eigenvalues of rotational di Vusion a , c , d , e

U Covolume a , c, d

ured Reduced covolume c

n Viscosity increment c

P Translational friction ratio c

t1–5/t0 Ratios of relaxation times 1–5 with that

of equivalent sphere

c

th/t 0 Relaxation harmonic ratio c

tini/t0 Initial relaxation time ratio (fluorescence,

NMR, birefringence)

c

tmean/t0 Mean relaxation time ratio (fluorescence,

NMR, birefringence)

c

G Reduced radius of gyration function c

F Flory viscosity function c

P0 Flory P 0 function 
c

b Scheraga–Mandelkern function c

R Wales–van Holde function c

C Psi function c

P Harding pi function (reduced covolume þ
viscosity increment)

c

Ktr1–5 Ktr functions 1–5 
c

Ktrh Ktr harmonic function c

Ktrini Ktr initial function (fluorescence,

NMR, birefringence)

c

Ktrmean Ktr mean function (fluorescence,

NMR, birefringence)

c

C1–5 Psi translation þ rotation functions 1–5 c

Ch Psi harmonic function c

(continues)
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accou nt of its utility is given by Byr on (2000) . When suppli ed wi th atomic coordi-

nates, AtoB determines the spatial extremes of the molecule and encloses it in a

cuboid of those dimensions. The cuboid is subdivided into cubes of user-specified

dimension (the nominal resolution of the resultant HBM), and a sphere of radius

Table I (continued)

Parameter Definition

Programs(s)

that compute parameter

Cini Psi initial function (fluorescence, NMR,

and birefringence)

c

Cmean Psi mean function (fluorescence, NMR,

and birefringence)

c

L1–5 Lambda rotation þ viscosity functions 1–5 c

Lh Lambda harmonic function c

Lini Lambda initial function (fluorescence, NMR,

and birefringence)

c

Lmean Lambda mean function (fluorescence,

NMR, and birefringence)

c

H H ratio (Dmax/Rg) 
c

T1, T 2 NMR relaxation times f

T1/ T2 Ratio of NMR relaxation times f

r Relative deviation of T1/T2 with respect to the

average over the number of residues in a protein

f

SA Surface area g

ft Translational frictional coeYcient g

fr Global rotational frictional coeY cient g

f kr Rotational frictional coeYcient (k ¼ x, y,

and z components)

g

Dk
r Rotational diVusion coeYcient (k ¼ x, y,

and z components)

g

R
r;k
S Rotational Stokes radius (k ¼ x, y,

and z components)

g

CR Center of resistance g

CM Center of mass g

CD Center of diVusion g

CV Center of viscosity g

RE Einstein’s radius (with various corrections) g

a, b , c Maximum extensions along x , y, and z g

a/ c, a/ b, b/ c, Axial ratios g

aHYDRO.
bHYDROPRO.
cSOLPRO.
dHYDROSUB.
eHYDROMIC.
fHYDRONMR.
gSUPCW/SUPCWIN.
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proportional to the cube root of the mass contained within that cube is positioned

at its center of gravity. AtoB also allows the user to generate de novo HMBs based

on the shape of a macromolecule observed, for example on an electron micrograph.

When an HBM is constructed by filling the molecular volume with beads, the

beads have to overlap in order to reproduce the molecular volume by the sum of

their respective volumes. The validity of hydrodynamic computation for bead

models with overlapping beads of equal and unequal sizes was discussed above.

To reiterate, exact hydrodynamic parameters can be computed for an HBM

comprising overlapping beads only if they are of equal radius. This means that if

the mixed bead radii option is selected in program AtoB, the hydrodynamic

calculations for that HBM will be incorrect; the fixed bead radius option should

instead be used. Part of AtoB (generation of HBMs from atomic coordinates and

overlap removal) is also implemented within the program SOMO (see below).

Example 1: Generation of lysozyme bead model from 6lyz.pdb with AtoB

(Byro n, 1997 ).

1. Down load AtoB and exampl e files from http://w ww.r asmb.bb ri.org/ rasmb/

ms_dos /atob-byron/ .

2. Compile the program (e.g., with F77 compiler) on preferred platform (e.g., PC,

Mac, Linux, and UNIX).

3. Download pdb file (e.g., 6lyz.pdb). Cut and paste coordinate lines into

example input file (e.g., ex.atfix, downloaded from the AtoB site) and edit header

lines accordingly.

4. Here, a low-resolution bead model is generated (with a resolution of 10 Å) in

order to demonstrate the utility of AtoB for reducing large coordinate files to more

compact bead models [remember that this function can be accomplished within

SOMO (Rai et al. , 2005 ) (Sectio n III.D )].

Example 1a.
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5. Run executable via a run script [such as that available from the AtoB site

(‘‘run’’)] such that names of input file and output file are requested and the

program is executed.

Example 1b.

Table II
Summar y Description of AtoB (Byron, 1997, 2000)

Web site http://rasmb.bbri.org/rasmb/ms_dos/atob-byron/

Summary of

method

2 modes: (i) generation of HBM from atomic coordinates (ii) de novo HBM

generation.

Good for Reducing the number of beads in a model; modeling DNA/RNA as well as (glyco)

proteins; creating low-resolutionHBMs de novo (i.e., without atomic coordinates).

Limitations Hydration via uniform expansion; models do not reproduce intrinsic viscosity and

rotational diVusion as well as higher resolution models. Requires all non-H atoms

for high-resolution model construction.

Input For high resolution: atomic coordinates (of all non-H atoms or just a-carbons).
For de novo low-resolution: �v, bead coordinates and radii, instructions for

manipulations of primary bead model.

Output For high resolution: �v, d (hydration), mass, X-ray and neutron scattering lengths, bead

coordinates and radii. For de novo low-resolution: coordinates and radii of final

bead model.

Operating

system(s)

Any: program is downloaded as FORTRAN code that must be compiled to

generate the executable.

Language FORTRAN

Example model Fig. 1
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6. This will generat e the final bead coordinat e file (called 6lyz.ou t, in this

example).

7. The mo del c an be visual ized in a num ber of ways. Figure 1 was generat ed

using VisualBeads ( http: //leonar do.fcu.u m.es/macro mol/progra ms/vis ualbeads 0b/

visualbeads. htm ) and a vrml view er.

8. VisualBeads generat es .vrml files from two main input files (color s.txt an d

coorconn.t xt), easily generat ed in a text editor to incorpo rate the bead coordinat es

and radii (from AtoB) and colors (chosen by the user) .

9. The resultant .vrml file can then be read by freely available viewers such as

Fr ee WR L ( http://freewrl.sourceforge.net/) o r C or to na ( http://www.parallelgraphics.

com/products/cortona/).

Exa mple 2: Genera tion of de novo be ad model with AtoB (Byr on, 1997 ).

A model used previous ly ( Byron, 2000 ) as an exampl e of de novo model buildi ng

with AtoB is reprised here.

1. Down load AtoB and exampl e files from http://w ww.r asmb.bb ri.org/ rasmb/

ms_dos /atob-byron/ .

2. Comp ile the program (e.g ., with F77 compil er) on preferred platf orm

(e.g., PC, M ac, Linux, and UNIX) .

Fig. 1 Bead model of lysozyme generated with AtoB ( Byron, 1997) as described in Example 1. The

coordinates of the model were converted to .vrml format with the program VisualBeads ( Section IV.B);

the final model was visualized using the program FreeWRL ( Section IV.B).
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3. Generate input file, such as the following:

Example 2a.

4. Run executable via a run script [such as that available from the AtoB site

(‘‘run’’)] such that names of input file and output file are requested and the

program is executed.
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Example 2b.

5. Visuali ze the model ( Fig. 2), as for Exa mple 1.

B. PDB2AT, PDB2AM and MAP2GRID

Atomic coordinate structures can also be condensed to HMBs using the running

mean, cubic grid, or he xagonal grid approa ches espo used by Zip per an d

Durchs chlag (1997, 2000) . In fact the cubic grid approach is eq uivalent to that

used by AtoB ( Byron , 1997 ) abo ve, wher eas the hexagon al grid, while based on

the same philosophy, is more appropriate for molecules with a natural hexagonal

symmetry ( Zipp er and Durchs chlag, 2000 ). The running mean method generates a
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reduced model by proceeding along the peptide chain, determining the center of

gravity for every N residues, and placing a sphere of appropriate radius (in propor-

tion with the cube root of the mass of the N residues) at that position. As with the

cubic and hexagonal grid methods (and AtoB) the user can opt to assign all the

spheres identical radii. By comparison of experimental data with hydrodynamic

values computed for a series of proteins via the three approaches, the authors have

shown that these methods yield HBMs for which satisfactory hydrodynamic calcula-

tions can be made. The authors have noted however that the use of too large a

reduction factor with the running mean method distorts the original protein structure

more than the cubic or hexagonal grid methods. They also recommend replacement

of unequally sized spheres with those of an equal size in order to avoid inaccuracies in

subsequent hydrodynamic computations (see discussion in Section II). This, howev-

er, results in distortions of models computed with the grid methods! So the user has to

exercise judgment in each case. Several versions of Zipper and Durchschlag’s ‘‘in-

house’’ programs for generating HMBs via the running mean, cubic grid, and

hexagonal grid methods are available on request from the authors. For example,

the programs PDB2AT and PDB2AM generate HBMs from atoms/atomic groups or

amino acid residues, respectively, while program MAP2GRID encodes the cubic grid

and hexagonal grid algorithms (Table III, Fi g. 3 ).

C. MA KEPIX B (and HYDROPIX )

MAK EPIXB (Garcı́a de la Torre, 2001 ) generat es a file de scribing a solid ,

geomet rical shap e that is then convert ed to a shell-bead model by the related

program HYDRO PIX [( Garcı́a de la Torre, 2001 ), an analogue of HYD RO

Fig. 2 Bead model generated de novo with AtoB (Byron, 1997) as described in Example 2. The

coordinates of the model were converted to .vrml format with the program VisualBeads (Section IV.B);

the final model was visualized using the program FreeWRL (Section IV.B).
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(Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 1994 )] that also compu tes hydrod ynamic and relat ed

properties for the model. In order to describe the geometrical shape (e.g., an ellipse,

a toroid an icosahedron), the user must be able to represent its spatial limits in a

few lines of FORTRAN code within one of the two required input files. The user

also provides the program with the x, y, and z dimensions of the cuboid that most

eYciently contains the shape in question and the dimension of the volume element

of which the cuboid is comprised. MAKEPIXB then scans the volume elements

Table III
Summary Description of PDB2AT, PDB2AM and MAP2GRID
(Zipper and Durchschlag, 1997, 2000 )

Web site None

Summary of method Reduction of atomic coordinate structures via running mean,

cubic grid or hexagonal grid method.

Good for Smaller proteins for which the running mean method may be used

with a small-to-moderate reduction factor, without distortion

of the structure.

Limitations When a large reduction factor is used, cubic or hexagonal grid results in

less distortion to the original structure (compared with running mean).

Models of a quality similar to those generated by the running mean

approach can be obtained provided beads of unequal size are

located at centers of gravity; location of beads on lattice

points yields less satisfactory results, irrespective of whether the

beads are of equal or unequal size. For proteins with pronounced

cubic or hexagonal symmetry, the cubic grid or hexagonal grid

algorithms are preferable.

Input Atomic coordinates, reduction factor

Output Bead model

Operating system(s) Unknown

Language Unknown

Example model Fig. 3

Fig. 3 Bead models generated from 6lyz.pdb by the (A) running mean (program PDB2AM), (B) cubic

grid (program MAP2GRID), and (C) hexagonal grid (program MAP2GRID) algorithms (Zipper and

Durchschlag, 1997, 2000). These models were kindly provided by the program authors.
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(called pixels by the author), assigning them a binary digit 1 if they are within the

shape, 0 otherwise. The output file (a .pxb file) is in binary format and can be read

by HYDROPIX. The program also generates an ASCII file of the Cartesian

coordinates of the shape that can be read by molecular graphics programs such as

RasM ol ( Sayle an d M ilner-Whi te, 1995 ) (http://w ww.openr asmol .org/ ). HYDRO -

PIX translates the pixbits to a three-dimensional array of (overlapping) spheres that

serves as the primary hydrodynamic model from which a shell model and its

corresponding hydrodynamic (and related) properties are calculated, as with

HYD ROPRO (Se ction VI. B) (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 200 0a ) (Table IV ; Fig. 4).

D. SOMO and ASAB1

SOMO ( Rai et al. , 2005 ) gene rates medium -resoluti on HBMs from the atomic

coo rdinates of protein s by placi ng a bead of volume equal to the sum of the

constituent atom volumes at the center of mass (CM) of the main-chain segment of

each residue and a second bead at a defined position for the side-chain segment

dep ending on its chemi cal ch aracteris tic ( Table V ). The volume s of the bead s are

Table IV
Summar y Description of MAKEPIXB (& HYDROPIX) (Garcı́a de la Torre, 2001)

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/hydropix/hydropix.htm

Summary of method Macromolecule is represented by a regular geometrical shape

(or an assembly of shapes). MAKEPIXB determines volume elements

that comprise the shape and encodes them in a compact format

readable by related program HYDROPIX.

Good for Macromolecules that can be or have to be satisfactorily represented by

geometrical shapes (e.g., ellipsoids and toroids) or assemblies of shapes.

Limitations The user has to determine the equations that define whether a point in

space belongs within or outwith the desired shape.

Input For MAKEPIXB: Maximum values for x, y, and z that define one extreme

corner of the cuboid in which the molecule can just be contained

(the other extreme corner being (0,0,0)), the spacing (i.e., the dimension

of the volume elements comprising the shape), equations that define

whether a volume element lies within or outwith the shape. For

HYDROPIX: MAKEPIXB output pixbit file (.pxb) plus user-

defined parameters controlling shell modeling process (e.g., radius of

beads filling the primary hydrodynamic model), solution physical

parameters (e.g., viscosity, density and so on).

Output From MAKEPIXB: pixbit binary file encoding the geometrical shape and

ASCII file with corresponding Cartesian coordinates. From

HYDROPIX: hydrodynamic and (optionally) scattering distance

distribution and form factor.

Operating system(s) MAKEPIXB: Any (FORTRAN code supplied—must be compiled);

HYDROPIX: Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language FORTRAN

Example model Fig. 4
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increased in order to include wat er of hydratio n ( Secti on V). Over laps betw een

beads are removed in a hierarchical process that maintains the topography of the

original outer surface. Certain carbohydrate moieties can be included in models as

can the detergent b-octyl glucoside. Although the number of beads in SOMO

models is about one quarter the number of atoms in the original structure file,

SOMOalso includes an implementation of part of the AtoB algorithm to permit the

conversion of high- or medium-resolution models to lower resolution—useful for

very large complexes in order to economize on CPU time in subsequent hydrody-

namics computations. Finally, because SOMO identifies beads as being solvent

exposed or not, buried beads can be excluded from core hydrodynamic calcula-

tions, providing a further saving of computer time. Included in the output from

SOMO is a file that, in conjunction with an ancillary program (RAZ), generates a

RasMo l (Say le and Milne r-Whi te, 1 995 ) model of the HB M with categories of side-

chains colored according to their chemistry. This means that it is possible to make

informed decisions about creating oligomers from SOMO HBMs, rather than

having to continually revert to the original atomic structure for this purpose.

SOMO generates coordinate files that can be input directly either to HYDRO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994) (Section VI.A) or to SUPCW/SUPCWIN

(Section VI.F) (Sp ot or no et al., 1997) for calculation of hydrodynamic parameters.

SOMOmodels for a range of well-studied proteins were able to reproduce at worst to

within 5% all hydrodynamic parameters computed by HYDRO or SUPCW/SUPC-

WIN. Prior to the generation of the HBM by SOMO, the pdb file is ‘‘prepared’’ by

the ancillary program ASAB1 whose primary job is to identify exposed and buried

atoms within the original structure. A full outline of the operation of SOMO and

ASAB1 is given in Supplemental Appendix II of Rai et al. (2005).

Fig. 4 Hollow disk generated by MAKEPIXB, translated to spheres by HYDROPIX ( Garcı́a de la

Torre, 2001a) and visualized using RasMol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995).
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Example 3: Generation of lysozyme bead model from 6lyz.pdb with ASAB1 and

SOMO ( Rai e t al. , 2005 ).

1. Dow nload SOMO and an cillary files from http://som o.uths csa.e du.

2. Install programs in a Linux partition according to instructions on the SOMO

web site.

3. Dow nload RasM ol for Li nux (from e.g., http: //openrasm ol.org ) and inst all it

either in the same directory as SOMO (e.g., somo/bin) or edit your .bashrc file so

that RasMol can be activated from any directory.

Table V
Summar y Description of SOMO and ASAB1 (Rai et al., 2005)

Web site http://somo.uthscsa.edu

Summary of method Represents each residue with 2 beads (one for main-chain segment,

one for side chain).

Good for (Glyco)proteins; large complexes; realistic hydration; retaining

correspondence between beads and residues.

Limitations Models are medium-resolution; only for glyco(proteins) and b-octyl
glucoside.

Input pdb file edited to just the lines containing coordinates of the protein

(and/or sugar, detergent). User is prompted for additional input during

computation.

Output ASAB1 produces 3 files [provaly [atomic coordinates plus name of second

file generated (i.e., provaly1)], provaly1 (radius, mass and accessible

surface area information for each residue) and provaly2 (atom and

residue list)]. SOMO reads the provaly files and generates the HBM

coordinates and radii in formats suitable for subsequent hydrodynamic

computation by either HYDRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994) (note,

the dimension and the number of beads have to be added in the first two

lines of this output file prior to submission to HYDRO) or SUPC

(Spotorno et al., 1997) (with same format as provaly). In addition,

SOMO generates an .rmc (radius, mass and color) file and a similar,

rmcoresp file (including the correspondence between original residues

and beads). It also generates a script file (.spt) and the coordinates and

radii (.bms) for visualization by RasMol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995).

Operating system(s) Linux

Language Cþþ, binaries supplied.

Example model Fig. 5
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4. Check (and repair if necessary), for example with WHATIF (http://swift.cmbi.

kun.nl/WIWWWI/), that there are no missing atoms within residues in the pdb file

(otherwise SOMO will crash). Be aware that missing residues in pdb structures,

especially at the surface, will aVect the computed hydrodynamic parameters.

5. Edit your pdbfile so that it comprises coordinate lines only (removeTERfields).

6. Generate a bead model in a terminal (command line) window as follows.

At the command prompt, type asab1 to prepare the pdb file for bead model

construction with SOMO. (Note, the text has been condensed here, to save space).

Example 3a.
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7. Next, use SOMO to generate the bead model.

(continues)
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Example 3b.

At this point RasMol should have started up and the bead model should be

visible ( Fig. 5).

8. Submit the output coordinates to ASAB1 and choose option ‘‘3’’ (recheck) to

identify and color-code correctly beads originally labeled as buried that may have

become exposed during model generation and overlap removal.

9. Because of an as yet unfixed small bug in SOMO, to compute the sedimenta-

tion coeYcient using SUPCW/SUPCWIN the first line of the final coordinates file

must be edited to change a flag value from ‘‘0.000’’ to ‘‘� 2.000,’’ and the value of

the partial specific volume should be added at the end of the line.
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1. Problems you may experience with SOMO and ASAB1 and how you may solve them

a. The program does not run.

Check that youhave the correct paths specified in, for example, your .bashrc file.

b. ASAB1 keeps asking for the name of the pdb file.

Check that your pdb file is in text format and remove lines other than those

containing coordinate data. Check also that you are entering the correct and

complete filename (i.e., including the .pdb suYx).

c. RasMol does not open at the end.

Check that either you have the RasMol executable in the same directory as

SOMO or you have edited the .bashrc file so that RasMol can be activated

from any directory.

IV. Model Visualization

Invariably, the next step in the HBM process is to view the model generated with

the methods above. Strangely, this is the step of the process for which there are the

fewest options! In fact, only two will be covered here.

A. RasMol and RAZ

RasM ol ( Sayle and M ilner-Whi te, 1995 ) is wi dely used molec ular graph ics

software. It is easy to use and is compatible with most operating systems (although

not with newer ones, such as Macintosh OS X). Provided the coordinates of an

HBM are written in a protein data bank-like format, RasMol will display them

Fig. 5 Bead model of lysozyme generated from 6lyz.pdb with ASAB1 and SOMO ( Rai et al., 2005).

For an explanation of bead colors, consult the SOMOweb site or the original reference.
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(Tabl e VI). However, pdb-style files do not include radii values, and therefore

RasMol will not be able to directly use them. To overcome this problem, many of

th e H YD RO ( Se ct io n V I) programs output RasMol compatible coordinate files (see

below) in addition to their primary output. The program RAZ, an ancillary of

SO MO ( http://somo.uthscsa.edu) (Rai et al., 2005), generates two files that can be

used in conjunction with RasMol to view the HBMs produced by SOMO. The .bms

file contains the bead coordinates and radii, and the .spt file refers to this file and is run

as a script byRasMol to produce the final, interrogable image. Be aware thatRasMol

has an upper radius limit for drawing, so the models may be rescaled by an arbitrary

factor (for instance, measured distances between beads may be incorrect).

B. VisualBeads

VisualBeads, in a fashion akin to RAZ, takes files that comprise the coordinates

and radii of beads (and optional cylindrical connectors) and generates a .vrml file

that can be read and visualized by freely available programs or internet browser

plug-in tools such as Cortona (http://www.parallelgraphics.com/products/cortona/)

and FreeWRL (http://freewrl.sourceforge.net/) (Table VII).

V. Hydration

Hydrodynamic hydration is diYcult to quantify, and yet it is bound up in key

parameters such as the sedimentation coeYcient: the higher the hydration for a

molecule of given shape and mass, the more its sedimentation coeYcient will be

Table VI
Summary Description of RasMol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995) and RAZ
(Rai et al., 2005)

Web sites http://www.umass.edu/microbio/rasmol/index2.htm;

http://somo.uthscsa.edu

Summary of method RAZ generates files encoding the coordinates, radii and colors

(usually reflecting the chemical nature) of the beads within the HBM

generated by SOMO. The files are read by Ras Mol to produce the image.

Good for SOMO-generated models.

Limitations Only SOMO-generated models can be visualized in this way.

Input SOMO/BEAMS format files: one with and a header containing the number

of beads (N), a flag, a second file filename and (optionally) the partial

specific volume, followed by N lines of coordinates; a second file with

N lines containing the radii, masses and colors of the beads.

Output Movable, interrogable molecular graphics

Operating system(s) RasMol: Linux, MS-DOS, Windows, Mac PPC, and others

RAZ: Linux

Language precompiled executables

Example model Fig. 5
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depressed. In order to assess whether a hydrodynamic bead model does correctly

represent the molecule of interest, some level of hydration has to be assigned and

modeled. It is diVerent from the water visualized in crystal, NMR, small-angle

X-ray scattering (SAXS) and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) structures

and is, in the case of sedimentation, the (probably nonuniform) shell of water that

moves with the macromolecule. A thorough account of protein hydration is given

by Kuntz a nd Kau zmann (1974) and is revisit ed wi th parti cular refere nce to

hyd rodynami cs in a seminal pap er by Squire and Himmel (1979) . How ever, the

static picture of hydration espoused by these authors is now inconsistent with

NMR data and molecular dynamics simulations that both reveal a highly dynamic

interface at which the rotation and exchange of most water molecules are several

orders of magnitude faster than biomolecular diVusion. A more recent perspective

on hydro dynami c hyd ration (Hall e an d Davi dovic, 2003 ) proposes a dyn amic

hydration model that explicitly links protein hydrodynamics to hydration dynam-

ics. In this model, the first layer of hydration has diVerent viscous properties

from that of the bulk solvent, justifying an otherwise unsound static treatment

of hydration. Accordingly, it is not unreasonable to compute protein hydra-

tion, based on amino acid composition (see below), and use this value in subse-

quent hydrodynamics calculations. Typical proteins are thought to include about

0.3–0.4 g water/g protein. Glycosylation has a slight eVect on this value.

In order to reproduce the experimental sedimentation coeYcient, an HBM

should incorporate hydration. The total volume of the beads should be equal to

the hydrated volume (Vh):

Vh ¼ M

NA

ð�vþ dv0Þ ð2Þ

where M is the molecular mass (g/mol), NA Avogadro’s number (6.02214 � 1023

mol�1), �v the partial specific volume (ml/g), d the hydration (g water per g macro-

molecule), and v0 the specific volume of solvent (ml/g). All terms on the right-hand

Table VII
Summary Description of VisualBeads

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/visualbeads0b/visualbeads.htm

Summary of method User inputs bead coordinates, radii and colors. Program generates .vrml file to

then be read by freely downloadable vrml viewer (e.g., Cortona or FreeWRL).

Good for All HYDRO-type bead models.

Limitations Does not automatically represent chemical nature of beads in HBMs

generated from atomic coordinates.

Input Coordinates and radii (coorconn.txt) file and bead colors file (colors.txt).

Output .vrml file.

Operating system(s) Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language Executable

Example model Figs. 1 and 2
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side of Eq. (2) will be known or can be ca lculated for a macrom olecul e unde r

scrutiny, except for d.
Given the mass and sedimentation coeYcient of a macromolecule, it is possible

at least to determine the maximum possible hydration dmax by assigning all

hydrodynamic deviation from anhydrous sphericity to hydration alone (i.e.,

making the particle in question a sphere). Then

dmax ¼ 1

v0

4pNA

3M

Mð1� �vrÞ
6p�NAs

� �3

� �v

" #
ð3Þ

An estimate for d can be made based on the amino acid composition of a protein

[using da ta such as tabula ted by Durchs chlag (1986) and included in the program

SEDNTE RP (Laue et al. , 1992 ) (http://ras mb.bbr i.or g/rasmb/ms_ dos /sednterp-

philo/ )], but this estimate is based on empir ical da ta and doe s not ex plicitly account

for the surface composition and distribution of amino acids, a key determinant in

hydrodynamic hydration.

A measure of hydration may be obtained experimentally if the second virial

coeYcient [B (ml mol/g2)] of the macromolecule can be determined. B can be

decomposed into two terms:

B ¼ Bex þ Bz ð4Þ

whereBex results from the excluded volume of the particle andBz from its net charge.

B can be measured via analytical ultracentrifugation or static light scattering. Bex

and Bz are as follows:

Bex ¼ uNA

2M2
; Bz ¼ 1000Z2

4M2I

1þ 2krs
ð1þ krsÞ2

þ . . .

 !
ð5Þ

where u is the excluded volume (or covolume) of the macromolecule (ml), Z is its

net charge or valence, I is the ionic strength (mol/liter), k is the inverse screening

length of the particle (cm�1) and rs its so lvated radius . Accor ding to Hardi ng

et al. (1999) , the Stokes radius [ Rs, which can be derived from the experimentally

determined sedimentation coeYcient: Rs ¼ ðMð1� �vrÞÞ=ð6p�NAsÞ] provides an

acceptable estimate of rs in this context. The authors also advise that the magni-

tude of k can be evaluated as follows: k ¼ 3:27� 107
ffiffiffi
I

p
at 20 �C. Therefore, an

estimate of Bz can be made so that Bex can be extracted from the experimental

value of B. The excluded volume of a particle includes hydrodynamic hydration

d, in the form of Vh , the hydrate d vo lume (Eq. 2 ), that is

u ¼ Vhured ð6Þ
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where ured is the reduced covolume—a normalized parameter solely dependent on

molec ular shape ( Rallison and Hardi ng, 1 985 ). ured is calculated by the program

COVO L (Hardi ng et al. , 1999 ) ba sed on the values of the three semi-axes describ ing

the particle (or on their ratios). The program also calculates Bz and, therefore, with

a few assumptions pertaining to surface charge and the description of the particle in

terms of an ellipsoid, a value for d can be deduced. This approach is described fully

by Harding et al. (1999). The covolume is also computed by SOLPRO (Se ct io n V I. C).

An alternative approach is what has become termed ‘‘crystallohydrodynamics’’ in

which domains within a macromolecule are represented by ellipsoids that are then

shell modeled and for which hydration-independent parameters are computed

(Carrasco et al., 2 00 1; L o ng ma n et al., 2003).

So, how can hydration actually be built into the HBM process? The answer to

this question depends on the type of HBM. If the HMB is ultralow resolution,

s may be c alculated using HYD RO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 1994 ) (Secti on VI.A ).

The HBM could be hyd rated prior to its submi ssion to HYD RO (Garcı́a de  la

Tor re et al. , 1994 ) by a process of unifor m ex pansion [an option (e), de scribed

in Table IV of Byr on (2000) encod ed in the be ad model co nstruction pro gram

AtoB (Byr on, 1997 )] such that the vo lume of its con stituent bead s equals that of

the hydrated particle and their coordinates are modified to represent the necessarily

larger particle. This approach works reasonably well for representing the hydration

of globular particles but does not perform well for elongated particles (wherein the

process results in the overlengthening of the particle). Equivalently, the anhydrous

sedim entation coe Y cient calculated by HYD RO (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 1994 )

for the unmodified HBM can be ‘‘hydrated’’ via the following equation

sd ¼ s0
�v

�vþ dv0

� �1=3

ð7Þ

where sd is the hydrated sedimentation coeYcient (that one aims to have match the

experimentally determined value) and s0 is the value calculated [by e.g., HYDRO

( Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 1994 )] for the anh ydrous HB M. The bracket ed term in

Eq. (7) is the invers e of the radial expansi on factor used in the unifor m expan sion

process by AtoB ( Byron, 1997 ) (Secti on III.A ).

Hydration of an HBMbased on atomic coordinates is more certain. The value of

s calcul ated using HYDRO PRO ( Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 2000a ) (Sectio n VI.B ) is

automatically that for a particle hydrated to some level by virtue of the use of the

atomic element radius (AER). Extrapolation to radius equal to zero for the shell

beads yields the final values for the hydrodynamic parameters. Garcı́a de la Torre

and colleagues posit that the diVerence between the van der Waals radius and the

AER could be regarded as the thickness of the consequent ‘‘hydration’’ layer.

Accordingly, this ‘‘hydration’’ can be calculated from the diVerence between the

anhydrous volume (M�v=NA) and the volume of the HBM [given in the output from

HYD ROPRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2000a )].
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Of course, the shape of the frictional surface aVects the sedimentation coeYcient.

This is the shape of the macromolecule and the layer of hydrodynamic hydration.

Although the shape of the macromolecule may be known at some level (either at

high resolution, in the case of an HBM based on atomic coordinates or at low

resolution when the HBM is drawn from, say, EM images or a molecular envelope

restored from small-angle scattering data), the distribution of hydration and hence

the true hydrodynamic surface is unlikely to be well known.

The program s HYDC RYST an d HYDMOD EL (Durch schlag an d Zipper,

2002 ) accou nt for the dist ribut ion of hydrati on on the macrom olecul ar surfa ce

by hydrating HBMs originating from atomic coordinates according to detailed

surface topography and a variable number of bound water molecules per partic-

ular amino acid. In a similar but more simplified manner the TRANS subroutine

of program SOMO ( Rai et al. , 2005 ) (Se ction III.D ) expands the radii of the

beads used to represent protein residues (two per residue—one for each of the

main-chain and side-chain segments) to include the water of hydration for partic-

ular residues ac cording to the data of Kuntz and Kau zmann (1974) . This means

that the HBM has the correct starting hydrated volume and its surface topogra-

phy approximates that of a realistically hydrated particle, rather than a merely

uniformly expanded form. It should be pointed out that, owing to the peculiar

packing characteristics of nonoverlapping spheres, the final total volume of the

beads will be substantially less than the starting hydrated volume. However,

SOMO-generated models can be considered as in between shell [e.g., generated

by HYDRO PRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2000a )] and full [e.g., generat ed by

AtoB (Byr on, 2000 )] be ad models , and it is the correct repres entation of the

hydrated macromolecular surface that allows for the accurate computation of

the hydrodynamic parameters.

VI. Hydrodynamic Calculations

Once a satisfactory approach to incorporation of hydration has been adopted,

the final stage in the modeling process is the calculation of hydrodynamic and

other solution properties. In this section, several general and more specialized

programs for this purpose are described. The more advanced software is only

briefly mentioned, while focus is placed on programs more widely used and likely

to be of more interest to the reader.

A. HYDRO

HYDRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994) is the most fundamental of the programs

for computation of hydrodynamic (and related) parameters for rigid HBMs. It is the

core on which a number of successive programs from the group of José Garcı́a de la

Torre are based (Sections VI.B, VI.C, VI.D, VI.E, and VI.G). The starting point for

modeling with HYDRO is generation of an HBM, as outlined in Se ct io n I II .
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The resultant Cartesian coordinates and radii then form one of the input files for

HYDRO, the other comprising additional, largely user-defined data concerning

solvent and solute properties. The calculation of hydrodynamic parameters entails

t he i nv er si on of a 3 N � 3N supermatrix (N being the number of beads in the HBM) by

HYDRO to compute the hydrodynamic interactions between all the beads. This has

been discussed in more detail in Section II. Here it is important to make the point that

the length of time taken to perform these hydrodynamic calculations by HYDRO and

the other related programs (see below) increases in proportion with N3 and that the

s u p e rm a t ri x r eq ui re s 9 N2 memory positions for storage (Garcı́a de la Torre and

Bloomfield, 1981) (Table VIII).

Example 4: Com putatio n by HYDRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 199 4)

of hydro dynami c parame ters for the HBM of 6lyz.pd b generat ed with AtoB

(Exampl e 1, Fig. 1).

1. Dow nload the HYDRO executa ble from http://leon ardo.fcu.um .es/

macrom ol/pro grams/hydr o/hydro. htm togeth er wi th the files hydro.dat and

hyd roigg3.dat .

Table VIII
Summary Description of HYDRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994)

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/hydro/hydro.htm

Summary of method Computes hydrodynamic and related parameters for HBMs from their

Cartesian coordinates and radii and additional solvent and solute data.

Good for Straightforward, rapid calculation of hydrodynamic and related

properties for HBMs.

Limitations Not designed for atomic coordinate models (i.e., pdb files) for which

HYDROPRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000a) is better suited or

which could be first converted to HBMs using AtoB ( Byron, 1997)

(Section III.A) or SOMO (Rai et al., 2005) (Section III.D). Inaccurate

for HBMs incorporating overlapping beads of unequal size.

Hydration has to be accounted for somehow ( Section V). There is an upper

limit to the number of beads handled by HYDRO (currently 2000).

Input Main input file (including user defined modeling parameters, temperature,

solvent viscosity, molecular weight, partial specific volume, solution

density, number of values of scattering angle, termed h (although known

more commonly as s or Q) and maximum value of scattering angle

(hmax), number of intervals for computation of the distance distribution

function and Rmax, again more commonly known as Dmax, the

maximum dimension in the particle, number of trials in the Monte Carlo

computation of the covolume, an integer to indicate whether detailed

diVusion tensors are to be calculated). Cartesian coordinates and radii file.

Output Dt , Rs, Rg , V, Dr , t 1–5, th, [� ], s, Dmax, distance distribution, scattering form

factor, u, diVusion tensors, and input file for SOLPRO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1997) (below). See Table I for full definitions.

Coordinates of primary bead model in two formats and a summary file.

Operating system(s) Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language FORTRAN executable supplied

Example model Not applicable, although the model in Fig. 1 was used as input in Example 4.
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2. Edit the .dat files so that they comprise input data for the lysozyme model,

that is hydro.dat becomes:

Example 4a.

Note that setting Rmax to any negative number induces HYDRO to use the

value of Rmax it computes for the HBM. The coordinates and radii are in the

file defined on line 3 of hydro.dat (i.e., lyz.dat):

Example 4b.

3. Save the .dat files in text only (MS-DOS) format.

4. Place the executable and the .dat files in the same directory. Make sure that

you have assigned suYcient virtual memory on your PC.

5. Double-clicking on the .exe icon (in Windows) will start the program and an

MS-DOS-style command line window will (briefly, depending on the number of

beads in the HBM) appear, listing the progress of the computation.

6. Upon completion of the computation several new files will appear in the

HYDRO folder: lyzatob.res (the results of the hydrodynamic computations),

lyzatob.bea [coordinates of the HBM that can be visualized using RasMol

(Secti on IV.A )], lyzat ob.sol [a file that can serve as input for the program SOLP RO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 1997 ) (Secti on VI.C ) to faci litate computa tion of

additional parameters for the HBM], summary.txt (a summary file), and lyzatob.

vrml [the coordinates of the HBM in a format that can be read by a vrml reader

(e.g., Corton a ( http://w ww.par allelgra phics.co m/produ cts/cort ona/ ) or Fre eWRL

(http: //freewr l.sourcefor ge.net /) (see above) ( Fig. 1)].
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7. The crucial data are in lyzatob.res (some blank lines have been skipped, for

brevity):

(continues)
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Example 4c.

B. HYDROPRO

HYDROPRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000a) generates an HBM from an atomic

coordinate file (i.e., a pdb file) and computes hydrodynamic parameters for it by

constructing a primary hydrodynamic particle (PHP) from the input atomic coordi-

nates, representing all nonhydrogen atomswith a bead (radius¼AER, a user-defined

input variable greater than the atomic radius). The surface of the PHP is then

reproduced with much smaller beads to generate a shell model for which hydrody-

namic parameters are calculated [using HYDRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994)

(Section VI.A) i nc or po ra te d w it hi n H YD RO PR O] . I nc lude d i n t he o ut put

from HYDROPRO is a file containing the coordinates of the PHP (Table IX;

Fi g. 6 ). The coordinates of the shell models are not output to the user. Hydration

of HYDROPRO models is discussed in Section V.

Example 5: Computation of hydrodynamic parameters for (the shell-model limit

of) 6lyz.pdb with HYDROPRO.

1. Down load the HYDRO PRO exec utable from http: //leonar do.fcu. um.es/

macromo l/program s/hydr opro/hydr opro.ht m toget her with the files hy dropro.

dat and 6lyz.pdb.
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Table IX
Summar y Description of HYDROPRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000a)

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/hydropro/hydropro.htm

Summary of method Replaces each non-H atom with a bead of radius ¼ AER. Resulting surface

then coated with small beads to make shell model. Hydrodynamics

calculated for shell model.

Good for Small-to-moderate-sized atomic coordinate protein (or nucleic acid)

structures.

Limitations Computationally quite intensive for large molecules. Hydration modeled as

uniform layer.

Input Main .dat file, including the usual inputs and the name of the pdb file

containing the atomic coordinates on which the HBM is based.

Output Dt, Rs, Rg, V, Dr, t1–5, th, [�], s, Dmax, distance distribution, scattering form

factor, input file for SOLPRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1997) (below).

See Table I for full definitions. Coordinates of primary bead model in

two formats and a summary file.

Operating system(s) Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language Precompiled executable

Example model Fig. 6

Fig. 6 Primary hydrodynamic model of lysozyme generated from 6lyz.pdb by HYDROPRO ( Garcı́a

de la Torre et al., 2000a), visualized using RasMol ( Sayle and Milner-White, 1995).
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2. Place the executable, the .dat and .pdb files in the same directory. Make sure

that you have assigned suYcient virtual memory on your PC. Here is the content of

hydropro.dat:

Example 5a.

3. hydropro.dat tells HYDROPRO which pdb file contains the coordinates

from which the HBM is to be constructed (6lyz.pdb, in this case). Explanations

of the other parameters are given in the accompanying hydropro.pdf, which is the

original HYD ROPRO pap er (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 2000a ).

4. Provided suYcient virtual memory is available, double-clicking on the .exe

icon (in Windows) will start the program and, provided the .pdb file contains

suYcient atoms, an MS-DOS-style command line window will appear, listing the

progress of the computation.

5. Be patient: the computation is CPU intensive. Upon completion of the

computation, the command line window will vanish and several new files will

appear in the HYDRPRO folder: lysozyme31.res (the results of the hydrodynamic

computations for the shell model), lysozyme31-pri.bea [coordinates of the primary

bead model that can be visualized using RasM ol ( Section IV.A ) (Fig. 6)], lyso-

zyme31 .sol [a file that can serve as input for the program SOL PRO ( Garcı́a de la

Torre et al. , 199 7) (Secti on VI. C) to faci litate computa tion of add itional para-

meters for the HBM], summary.txt (a summary file), lysozyme31-pri.vrml [the

coordinates of the primary bead model in a format that can be read by a vrml

reader (e.g., Corton a ( http://w ww.par allelgra phics.co m/produ cts/cort ona/ ) or

FreeWRL ( http: //freewr l.sourcefor ge.net /) (Sectio n IV.B )].
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6. The crucial data are in lysozyme31.res (some blank lines have been skipped

for brevity):

(continues)
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Example 5b.

C. SOLPRO

SOL PRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 1997, 1999 ) is an extens ion to the HYDRO

family of programs that enables computation of time-dependent properties of

HBMs, such as fluorescence anisotropy, electric birefringence, and electric dichro-

ism decay and decay of the P2(t) correlation function used, for example, in NMR

for de termining relax ations ( Table X). SOLPRO also generat es the shape-

dependent, size-independent quantities that were the focus of a series of papers by

Steve Hardin g and Arthur Row e in the 1980 s, for exampl e Hardi ng (1987), Hardi ng

and Rowe (1982), Hardin g an d Row e (1983) . The impor tance of this is that it oVers
the ch ance to eliminat e hydration from the modeli ng process ( Section V).

D. HYDROSUB

For macromolecules or assemblies for which there are few high-resolution data

available, HYDRO SUB (Garcı́a de la Torre and Carrasco, 2002 ) may prove

useful. The program, another from the HYDRO family, generates bead-shell

models of the ellipsoids and/or cylinders from which the molecular model is
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composed (together with optional additional spherical beads, not shell modeled)

and then co mputes [via HYDRO ( Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 1994 ) (Se ction VI.A )]

solution parameters for said model. The models are constructed on the basis of

user input parameters, such as the subunit dimensions, the coordinates of subunit

CM, and the two polar angles that define the orientation of the major symmetry

axis ( Table XI ; Fig. 7).

E. HYDROMIC

HYDRO MIC ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2001 ) read s 3-D recon struction (e.g.,

spider) files generated from cryo electron microscopy data and, according to a

selected threshold, assigns voxels to the particle and calculates their

Cartesian coordinates. The voxels are then converted into spherical beads, yielding

a primary hydrodynamic model. Then, in a fashion analogous to the procedure

follo wed by HYD ROPRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre and Car rasco, 2002 ) (Se ction VI.B ),

a shell model is constructed for which solution parameters are computed

( Table XII ; Fig. 8).

F. SUPCW/SUPCWIN

Part of a larger suite of programs for the generation, visualization, and compu-

tation of hydrodynamic and conformational properties of bead models [BEAMS,

( Spotorno et al. , 1997 )], SUPCW (operat ing unde r Li nux), an d SUPCWI N (for the

Windows operating system) are programs that compute hydrodynamic and related

Table X
Summar y Description of SOLPRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1997, 1999)

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/solpro/solpro.htm

Summary of method Calculation of time-dependent properties and ‘‘universal’’ functions

(dependent on molecular shape alone, i.e., hydration independent).

Good for Extending parameters by which molecular shape is modeled.

Limitations More complex to utilize than, e.g., HYDROPRO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000a).

Input Main input file (.dat) plus .sol file output by HYDRO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994), HYDROPRO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000a), HYDROSUB

(Garcı́a de la Torre and Carrasco, 2002), and some of the other

HYDRO programs.

Output Dt, Rg, Dr, t1–5, th, [�], Dmax, D
r
II=D

r
⊥, D1–3, u, n, P0, t1–5/t0, th/t0, tini/t0,

tmean/t0, G, F, P, b, R, ured, C, P, Ktr1–5, Ktrh, Ktini, Ktmean, C1–5, Ch,

Cini, Cmean, L1–5, Lh, Lini, Lmean, plus a lot more that is diYcult to

summarize. See Table I for full definitions.

Operating system(s) Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language FORTRAN, executable supplied

Example model Fig. 6
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parameters for rigid bead models under standard conditions (20 �C, water). Col-
lectively known as SUPC ( Table XIII ) hereaf ter, for convenience , the program

diV ers from HYD RO ( Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 1994 ) (Secti on VI.A ) in severa l

useful regards: the user is given the choice of (i) computation of hydrodynamic

parameters at the Cartesian origin or at the diVusion center; (ii) stick or slip

bounda ry con ditions ( Section II ); (iii) the first and last be ad to be included in

order to perform the computation for part of the HBM; (iv) excluding buried beads

from the computation (apart from the calculation of Rg)—this substantially

reduces the computational time and allows for bigger models to be analyzed,

useful in checking for the eVect of buried beads on the values generated for

Fig. 7 Cylinder-and-ellipsoid shell model of IgG3 constructed with HYDROSUB ( Garcı́a de la Torre

and Carrasco, 2002). The coordinates (igg100.vrml) were taken from the HYDROSUB web site and

visualized using the program FreeWRL ( Section IV.B).

Table XI
Summary Description of HYDROSUB (Garcı́a de la Torre and Carrasco, 2002 )

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/hydrosub/hydrosub.htm

Summary of method Bead-shell models constructed for multi-subunit particles. Solution properties

computed using HYDRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994).

Good for Particles for which high-resolution data are not available.

Limitations Represents subunits as cylinders, ellipsoids, or spheres.

Input Main .dat file, including the usual inputs and the name of the file defining

the structure which in turn is very simple, compared with the lengthy

coordinate files of standard bead models.

Output Dt, Rs, Rg, V, Dr, t1–5, th, [�], s, Dmax, u, distance distribution, scattering

form factor, diVusion tensors, input file for SOLPRO

(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1997) (below). See Table I for full definitions.

Coordinates of bead model in two formats and a summary file.

Operating system(s) Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language FORTRAN, executable supplied

Example model Fig. 7
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rotational diVusion parameters and [�]; (v) multiple models (up to 100) can be

analyzed sequentially, and their parameters then averaged (useful, for instance, for

NMR -derived models ). In common wi th HYD RO (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 1994 ),

SUPC performs the inversion of a 3N � 3N supermatrix, but the computation

of certain specific parameters thereafter diVers. This is apparent in the

resul ts pr esented in Table XV .

Fig. 8 Bead model of cytosolic chaperonin generated by HYDROMIC ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al.,

2001), based on a 3-D reconstruction from cryo electron microscopy data. The coordinates (apo_cct-37-

spi-she.bea) were taken from the HYDROMIC Web site and visualized using RasMol ( Sayle and

Milner-White, 1995).

Table XII
Summar y Description of HYDROMIC (Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2001 )

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/hydromic/hydromic.htm

Summary of method HYDROMIC constructs a primary hydrodynamic model based on the

supplied 3-D reconstruction file, then follows the procedure used by

HYDROPRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre and Carrasco, 2002) (Section VI.B)

to compute solution properties for a shell-bead model.

Good for (Macro)molecules for which medium- and high-resolution 3-D

reconstructions from (cryo) electron microscopy data are available.

Limitations Only suitable for 3-D reconstruction data-based modeling.

Input Main .dat file, including the usual inputs and the name of the file in which

the microscopy output data on which the HBM is to be based are found.

Output Dt, Rs, Rg, V, Dr, t1–5, th, [�], s, Dmax, scattering form factor, distance

distribution, diVusion tensors. See Table I for full definitions.

Coordinates of bead model in RasMol format and a summary file.

Operating system(s) MS-DOS and Windows

Language FORTRAN

Example model Fig. 8
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G. HYDRONMR (and Fast-HYDRONMR)

Although the earlier programs of the Garcı́a de la Torre group calculated the

rotational diVusion tensor (Drr) and the coordinates of the center of diVusion
(CD), the full utility of these parameters remained unrealized until the release of

HYDRONM R (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 2000b ) (Table XIV ) in whi ch they have

been combined with the atomic coordinates of the molecule in question in order to

predict the NMR relaxation times (T1 and T2) for each residue. T1 and T2 are

measurable and can thus be used to confirm or refute the proposed molecular

structure. From the ratio of T1 and T2 the rotational correlation time (tc) can be

derived. HYDRONMR represents the molecule of interest as a rigid body and

assumes that relaxation stems only from the modulation of dipolar couplings and

chemical shift anisotropy by global tumbling. Full calculation of NMR relaxation

times for one structure takes about 5 min with a desktop PC of 2005 vintage

(Orteg a and Garcı́a de la Tor re, 2005 ), though revers ion to a doubl e-sum appro xi-

mation method (an optional mode in HYDRONMR) reduces the calculation time

to about 1 sec.

HYD RONMR function s like HYD ROPRO (Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2000a ) in

that calculations are based on a shell model derived from a primary hydrodynamic

model. As such, the AER is an adjustable parameter, though interestingly Garcı́a

de la Torre and colleagues have noticed that for a series of globular proteins a

value of 3.3 Å is optimal, as for more conventional hydrodynamic calculations.

In a sub sequent pap er (Ber nadó et al. , 2002b ), an optim ization pro tocol for the

Table XIII
Summary Description of SUPCW/SUPCWIN (Spotor no et al. , 1997 )

Web site http://somo.uthscsa.edu

Summary of method Computes hydrodynamic and related parameters for HBMs (under standard

conditions, water at 20 �C) from their Cartesian coordinates, radii, masses,

and partial specific volumes.

Good for Can select stick or slip boundary conditions; can include or exclude coded

(e.g., buried) beads from the global computations, and optionally also

from the volume correction for either Dr and/or [�]. Can sequentially

analyze up to 100 models and return also the means of the parameters.

Limitations Must first construct HBM using e.g. AtoB ( Byron, 1997) (Section III.A)

or SOMO ( Rai et al., 2005) (Section III.D). Will not compute

parameters for HBMs incorporating overlapping beads.

Input User-defined computational parameters, scale factor to convert any

dimension units (e.g., mm, Å) into the program’s units (nm).

Cartesian coordinates (with optional partial specific volume) and

separate radii, masses and colors files.

Output File containing results of hydrodynamic computations.

Operating system(s) Linux (SUPCW) and Windows (SUPCWIN)

Language Cþþ, executable supplied

Example model Not applicable, although the model in Fig. 5 was used as input in Example 6.

Abbreviations: mm: micrometer; Å: angstrom; nm: nanometer.
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objective determination of a value for the AER that maximizes the agreement

between calculated and experimental T1/T2 ratios was described. The resultant

AER value is then diagnostic of ‘‘problems’’ with the system: larger values indicat-

ing oligomerization or aggregation; smaller values stemming from models that do

not adequately describe molecular conformation in solution (underrepresenting

large-scale, low-frequency motions from extended conformers).

A very nice exampl e of the use of HYD RONMR was given by Bernadó and

colle agues (2002a ) who present ed a new method for determ ining the associ ation

constants, and in favorable cases the stoichiometries, of higher order complexes

normally only observable transiently and at high concentrations. In fact, this is a

consequence of the sensitivity of the AER to oligomerization processes. The

authors found that experimentally determined relaxation rate ratios (R2/R1)

could not be fitted for the system in question (a protein tyrosine phosphatase)

with an AER of 3.3 Å at any of the concentrations used when crystal structures of

the monomer and dimer alone were used. Instead, they introduced R1 and R2 for

nuclei in the tetramer (for which there is no crystal structure) as adjustable para-

meters in the fitting process and, in this way, determined that the relaxation data

are much better fitted with the introduction of a weakly associating tetrameric

component. So here we see relaxation rates measured by NMR compared

with relaxation rates computed with HBM to yield association constants, stoichio-

metries, and prediction of residues involved in the dimer–dimer interface (not

reviewed here).

H. How Do DiVerently Constructed Models and DiVerent Computations Compare?

Three types of model and three hydrodynamic computation programs are

compared in Table XV . Models of lysozy me generat ed from 6lyz. pdb (i) at 4

‘‘resolut ions’ ’ by AtoB ( Byron , 1997 ), (ii) by SOMO ( Rai et al., 2005 ) and

(iii) (in the shell lim it) by HYD ROPRO (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 200 0a ) were

evaluat ed by HYD RO (Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 1994 ), SUPCWI N ( Spotorno

et al. , 1997 ), and HYDRO PRO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al. , 2000a ), as approp riate to

the type of model. Recall that SUPCWIN cannot handle models with overlapping

beads—hence the AtoB models have not been evaluated by SUPCWIN. Note also

that the AtoB models are not hydrated, which is why parameters such as the

sedimentation coeYcient are higher than for the other models. The purpose of

Table XV is to illustrate that all three program s compu te parame ters di Verently
and that diVerent types of model perform better for some parameters than others.

VII. Advanced Hydrodynamic Calculations

In Se ction VI.H , the computa tion of solution propert ies for indivi dual HBM s

was considered. But it is important to bear in mind that often the purpose of

hydrodynamic modeling is to come up with a plausible model describing the
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solution conformation of the rigid macromolecule in question. How can one be

satisfied that an individual HBM does uniquely reproduce the measured para-

meters? The answer is that one cannot. However, by moving toward conforma-

tional search procedu res, such as those included in Se ction VII.A , a more reali stic

solution is surely more likely to be obtained.

A. MULTIHYDRO, MONTEHYDRO and Rayuela

M U LT IH YD RO ( Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2005) (http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/

macromol/programs/multihydro/multihydro1c.htm) allows the evaluation of many

possible conformations of a single rigid bead model in one run. In order to use

MULTIHYDRO, the user has to insert two pieces of FORTRAN code defining

solution physical data, simulation parameters (e.g., the number of conformations),

and construction of the Cartesian coordinates and radii. Hydrodynamic computa-

tions are undertakenbyHYDROautomatically. Therefore, to useMULTIHYDRO,

one needs a certain facility with the FORTRAN language. Models can be simple

(e.g., de novo) or can be based on atomic coordinates. The MULTIHYDRO

Table XIV
Summary Description of HYDRONMR (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000b )

Web site http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/hydronmr/hydronmr.htm

Summary of method Solution properties of proteins (or nucleic acids) are computed from

their atomic coordinates. Dipole orientations are also extracted and

combined with the hydrodynamic parameters [computed by HYDRO

( Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994)] to predict, for each residue in the protein,

NMR relaxation times.

Good for Proteins and nucleic acids for which NMR relaxation rates are known.

Limitations NMR data required.

Input Main .dat file, including the usual inputs and the name of the pdb file

containing the atomic coordinates on which the HBM is based.

Note: the .dat file also includes some specific user-defined NMR

experimental parameters.

Output General results, including Dt, Dr, D
r
II=D

r
⊥, t1–5, th, diVusion tensors, and

NMR-specific results for each user-defined applied magnetic field: the

NMR relaxation times T1 and T2, their ratio together with their relative

deviations with respect to the average over the number of residues in the

protein ( r), the NOEs, and a table of spectral densities. See Table I

for full definitions. And an additional file containing only the ratios of the

NMR relaxation times T1 and T2 together with their relative deviations

with respect to the average over the number of residues in the protein,

for the user-defined applied magnetic fields. Coordinates of primary bead

model in two formats and a summary file.

Operating system(s) Linux, MS-DOS, and Windows

Language FORTRAN, executable supplied

Example model As for HYDROPRO
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Table XV
Selected Hydrodynamic Parameters Calculated by Three Programs for Di Verent Types of Lysozyme HBM, Generated from the File
6lyz.pdb with a Mass of 14298 and a Partial Specific Volume of 0.720 ml/g

Program HYDROa SUPCWINb HYDROPROc

Parameter

Experimental

value AtoB (12 Å )d AtoB (10 Å ) d AtoB (5 Å )d AtoB (3 Å ) d
SOMO

modele
SOMO

modele 3.0 Å f 3.3 Å f 3.6 Å f

Dt ( �10�6 cm2 sec�1) 1.357 1.306 1.268 1.263 1.196 1.19 1.082 1.068 1.061

Rs ( �10� 7 cm) 1.88 � 0.06 g 1.581 1.644 1.693 1.699 1.794 1.79 1.983 2.009 2.022

Rg ( �10� 7 cm) 1.422 1.404 1.396 1.400 1.513 1.44 1.521 1.544 1.559

Dr (�10 7 sec�1 ) 1.95 � 0.28 g 2.142 1.965 1.777 1.753 2.040 2.119 1.965 1.889 1.859

t1 ( �10�9 sec) 8.33 9.11 10.16 10.34 9.13 8.83 9.61 9.99 10.14

t2 ( �10�9 sec) 8.11 8.84 9.79 9.94 8.68 8.26 9.05 9.43 9.56

t3 ( �10�9 sec) 7.98 8.73 9.72 9.87 8.56 8.38 8.94 9.29 9.46

t4 ( �10�9 sec) 7.30 7.94 8.71 8.80 7.40 7.09 7.54 7.88 8.03

t5 ( �10�9 sec) 7.30 7.94 8.71 8.80 7.40 7.09 7.53 7.88 8.03

th (�10� 9 sec) 7.76 � 0.47 g 7.78 8.48 9.38 9.51 8.17 7.87 8.45 8.81 8.96

[� ] (cm3 g�1 ) 2.99 � 0.01 g 3.197 3.478 3.832 3.886 3.288 2.50 3.463 3.613 3.692

s (S) 1.86 � 0.06 g 2.231 2.146 2.084 2.076 1.966 2.00 1.779 1.755 1.744

a( Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 1994).
b( Spotorno et al., 1997).
c(Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000a).
dResolution of model generated by AtoB ( Byron, 1997).
eModel generated in Example 1 and depicted in Fig. 1.
fValue of AER used to generate primary hydrodynamic model (see Section VI.B ).
gFor original source of data, refer to Rai et al. (2005).



approach can be extended to Monte Carlo simulations and also importance

sampling Monte Carlo methods, suitable for the description of flexible particles.

A simila r ap proach is descri bed by Nö llmann et al. (2004, 2005) who use d their

program rayuela to combine rigid body modeling with Monte Carlo/simulated

annealing methods to search a large conformational space for models that best fit a

wide range of solution data (from small-angle scattering, fluorescence resonance

energy transfer and analytical ultracentrifugation).

B. BROWNRIG and BROWNFLEX

While parameters such as the diVusion coeYcient of a bead model calculated by

programs such as HYDRO and HYDROPRO accurately reflect the hydrodynamic

propertiesmeasured under the influence of a relatively weak external field (e.g., in the

analytical ultracentrifuge), recent Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations have

revealed that this is not the case for stronger fields in which a particle becomes

preferentially oriented. In the program BROWNRIG (Fernandes and Garcı́a de la

Torre, 2002) (http://leonardo.fcu.um.es/macromol/programs/brownrig1c/brownrig.

ht m), the Brownian trajectory of a particle, described as a bead model or an ellipsoid

of revolution, for instance, is computed (for typically a total of 0.1 msec). The

coordinates of CD and the generalized diVusion tensor of the bead model are

calculated, using for example HYDRO, and BROWNRIG performs the computa-

tions needed to transform from the particle-fixed system to the laboratory-fixed

system at each, for example, 10�13 sec time-step of the BD simulation. Hydrody-

namics plays a key role in BD simulations, as it predicts the eVect of collisions by
solvent molecules with the macromolecule and the friction exerted by the solvent

on the macromolecule as it moves. Fernandes and Garcı́a de la Torre describe the

utility of this approach in three environments: (i) free diVusion [wherein the

computed diVusion coeYcient is almost identical with that computed by

HYDRO ( Garcı́a de la Tor re et al. , 199 4), as one woul d expect for free di Vusion ];
(ii) limited diVusion—representative of the quasi-two-dimensional diVusion of a

macromolecule in a lipid bilayer; and (iii) diVusion in a weak and strong external

electric field.

The flexibility of the protein Pin1, comprising two globular domains connected

by a flexibl e linker, was interp reted recent ly us ing BD ( Bernad ó e t al. , 2004 )

because it was otherwise not possible to model experimental relaxation rates

satisfactorily. In order to reduce the computational expense [and hence extend

the BD simulation to a longer (microsecond) timescale], the protein was repre-

sented as a simplified model that reproduced the hydrodynamic properties of Pin1.

On this timescale, the global tumbling and slower, large-scale interdomain motions

that occur on the nanosecond timescale can be satisfactorily simulated. The

modeling was undertaken by Bernadó and colleagues at diVerent, advancing levels
of complexity, some of which exceeds the scope of this chapter. Nonetheless, for

anyone interested in hydrodynamic modeling, a reprise of the more basic findings

is useful here. Using HYDRONMR (Garcı́a de la Torre et al., 2000b) (Se ct io n V I. G)
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Pin1 bound to its targe t peptide could be modeled wi th an AER ¼ 3.3 Å , indica ting

that it ad opts a rigid struc ture in solution, unlike the protei n in its free, unliga nded

state that cou ld only be mod eled with AER ¼ 2.5 Å , indica tive of signi ficant large -

scale motions in solut ion. Fur thermore, di Verent AER v alues wer e req uired to

descri be the two domains , indica tive of inter domain moti on. Inter estin gly, the

authors mo deled the BD trajector y with and without inclus ion of hydrod ynamic

inter actions (using an in-hou se procedu re BROW NFL EX). Bec ause ad jacent

bead s shiel d each other from collisions with solvent molecules, hydrod ynamic

e Vec ts resul t in mo re compact struc tures as rand om solvent colli sions tend to

push the tw o domains toget her. Addit ionally, interd omain constr aints were mo d-

eled by the inclusion of elast ic ‘‘strings’’ (of varia ble spring constant, K) between

certa in of the dom ain co nstituent beads. The resul tant model rep roduced the

charact eristic so lution behavior of a flexibl e, tw o-domai n pro tein but the au thors

note that, in common with all hydrod ynamic mo deling, the model is not uniq ue.

VIII. Concludin g Comments

In their 1979 pap er, Teller et al. remark ed:

It has become a custom to assume a specific hydration of proteins of 0.25 g H2 O per gram of

protein and report resulting axial ratios of equivalent rotational ellipsoids. Frequently the axial

ratios resulting from such a treatment are absurd in the light of the present knowledge of protein

structure. Unfortunately, the situation is often no better when viscosity data are considered at the

same time. The reason why these absurd axial ratios are accepted into the modern literature is that

they are rarely interpreted further, i.e., they are deadend numbers. It appears, however, that if a

more rigorous treatment of the problem would be available, friction coeY cients could indeed

provide insights into protein structure in solution.

We are wel l and trul y in the era fores een by Teller et al.
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Abstract

X-ray and neutron solution scattering methods provide multiparameter struc-

tural and compositional information on proteins that complements high-

resolution protein crystallography and NMR studies. We describe the procedures

required to (1) obtain validated X-ray and neutron scattering data, (2) perform

Guinier analyses of the scattering data to extract the radius of gyration RG and

intensity parameters, and (3) calculate the distance distribution function P(r).

Constrained modeling is important because this confirms the experimental data

analysis and produces families of best-fit molecular models for comparison with

crystallography and NMR structures. The modeling procedures are described in

terms of (4) generating appropriate starting models, (5) randomizing these for trial-

and-error scattering fits, (6) identifying the final best-fit models, and (7) applying

analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) data to validate the scattering modeling.

These procedures and pitfalls in them will be illustrated using work performed in

the authors’ laboratory on antibodies and the complement proteins of the human

immune defense system. Four diVerent types of modeling procedures are distin-

guished, depending on the number and type of domains in the protein. Examples

when comparisons with crystallography and NMR structures are important are

described. For multidomain proteins, it is often found that scattering provides

essential evidence to validate or disprove a crystal structure. If a large protein

cannot be crystallized, scattering provides the only means to obtain a structure.

I. Introduction

Solution scattering is a diVraction technique that studies the overall structure of

biological macromolecules in random orientations in solution (Glatter and

Kratky, 1982; Perkins, 1988a,b). A sample is irradiated with a collimated, mono-

chromatic beam of X-rays or neutrons. The physical principles are same in both

types of scattering experiments. As a result of the constructive interference process

in the scattered beam (Fig. 1A), an intense circularly symmetric diVraction pattern

is observed on a two-dimensional (2D) area detector at low scattering vectors Q

(Fig. 1B) that diminishes as Q increases. The radially averaged intensities I(Q) are
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measured as a function of Q, where Q ¼ 4p sin y/l (2y ¼ scattering angle;

l ¼ wavelength). Classical solution scattering views structures at a low structural

resolution of about 2–4 nm from data obtained in reciprocal space in a Q range

of about 0.05–2 nm�1. Analyses of I(Q) by Guinier plots lead to the overall

molecular weight and the radius of gyration RG (and in certain cases those of the

cross section and the thickness). The Fourier transform of I(Q) gives the distance

A

B Sample

Primary beam 
ki = 2p/l

Acquisition

Area detectorRandom
orientations

Scatteredbeam 
ks = 2p/l

1l

2q

2q

ki

ks

q
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 I(

Q
)
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1.5

Fig. 1 Schematic representations of the scattering experiment. (A) Scattering from two point scat-

terers (�) within a globular macromolecule. The diVracted rays are in phase with each other but out of

step by l at the scattering angle 2y shown. This causes constructive interference. The accumulation of

these events at low 2y values gives rise to the scattering pattern of the macromolecule. (B) The

diVraction from high-scattering density macromolecules in a low-scattering density solution gives rise

to a scattering pattern on an area detector. q is the scattering vector ks � ki, whose magnitude Q ¼ jqj ¼
4p sin y/l. The radial average of the scattering pattern about the position of the direct main beam

(masked by a beam stop) gives rise to the scattering curve I(Q) in reciprocal space. Fourier transformation

of this to the P(r) curve gives real-space information.
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distribution function P(r), from which the maximum dimension of the macromol-

ecule and its shape in real space can be deduced (Fig. 1B). Modeling curve fit

analyses provide interpretations of the data.

Solution scattering can be applied to many biological macromolecules. Proteins

of molecular weight 10 kDa upward can be studied, and this includes glycopro-

teins in which Asn or Ser/Thr residues provide N- or O-glycosylation sites. Other

examples include DNA and RNA on their own, which are more diYcult because

of their extended polyelectrolyte structures, and their scattering densities are less

optimal to work with than those of proteins. Scattering is also very useful to

study protein–protein, protein–DNA, and protein–lipid complexes, especially if

the unbound form can be studied as well.

Solution scattering results from the density contrast between the solute and

solvent (Fig. 1B). The scattering density is the total of ‘‘scattering lengths’’ in the

macromolecule divided by its molecular volume. X-ray scattering is based on the

scattering event that occurs at electrons, and the ‘‘scattering length’’ of atoms

increases with atomic number (Table I). Neutrons diVer from X-rays in that

scattering occurs at nuclei, and their ‘‘scattering lengths’’ are positive and similar

to each other with the important exception of that for 1H nuclei that are negative

(Table I). X-rays are suitable for studying protein–protein complexes in which the

scattering densities are similar throughout. The eVect of the contrast is mostly

vividly shown by neutron contrast variation experiments that study the internal

structure of the macromolecule if this is strongly inhomogeneous in scattering

density (e.g., protein–DNA or protein–lipid complexes). Since the proportion of

nonexchangeable 1H atoms varies for diVerent macromolecular classes, lipids,

proteins, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids, each possesses distinct neutron scatter-

ing densities (Table II). They fall between the very diVerent neutron scattering

densities of H2O and 2H2O. The appropriate choice of the ratio of H2O and
2H2O in neutron scattering is used to select the contrast(s) that will reveal the

internal structure of these components within the macromolecule. A special case of

neutron scattering involves the specific deuteration of a given protein to change its

scattering density. This means that the internal structure of its complex with a

protonated protein can be revealed by contrast variation. In terms of contrast

Table I
Scattering Lengths f (X-Rays) and b (Neutrons) of Biologically Important Atoms

Atomic number f (2u ¼ 0�) (fm) b (fm)

Hydrogen 1H 1 2.81 �3.742
2H 1 2.81 6.671

Carbon 12C 6 16.9 6.651

Nitrogen 14N 7 19.7 9.40

Oxygen 16O 8 22.5 5.804

Phosphorus 31P 15 42.3 5.1
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variation, X-ray data are closely equivalent to neutron data in 0% 2H2O, although

it should be noted that the X-ray data correspond to hydrated macromolecules,

while neutron data corresponds to unhydrated ones (Perkins, 2001).

High-flux sources make possible many new applications of solution scattering

in biology through being able to access low sample concentrations. For

X-ray scattering, a high flux means that X-ray scattering cameras avoid instru-

mental scattering curve distortions through the use of a focused monochromatized

beam and idealized pin-hole optics. As signal-noise ratios are dramatically im-

proved, these make possible the use of (1) the study within one experimental beam

time session (1 day) of many samples; (2) the need for nonphysiological high

sample concentrations that is minimized and macromolecules of low solubility

can be studied; (3) time-resolved scattering can follow the rate of conformational

changes or oligomerization/dissociation processes (Narayanan, 2007). In neutron

scattering, the high beam fluxes also make possible: (4) the use of full contrast

variation experiments using mixtures of H2O and 2H2O to reveal information on

internal structures; and (5) neutron kinetic experiments can be performed in
2H2O buVers. To handle the abundance of high-quality scattering data from

these newer cameras, a powerful method of automated constrained solution scat-

tering modeling has been developed by our group in recent years (Perkins et al.,

1998). By this, curve fits based on randomizing arrangements of the subunits

in known crystal structures extract structural information to a precision of

0.5–1.0 nm. These correspond to medium-resolution structure determinations that

can then be deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).

This chapter outlines scattering theory, the experiment, and data modeling. The

X-ray and neutron scattering instrumentation that were previously described

(Perkins, 1994, 2000) are updated here to include newer cameras. The automated

Table II
Scattering Densities of Solvents and Biological Macromoleculesa

X-rays (e.nm�3) Neutrons (% 2H2O)

H2O 334 0
2H2O 334 100

50% (w/w) sucrose in H2O 402 13

Lipids 310–340 10–14

Detergents 300–430 6–23

Proteins 410–440 40–45

Hydrophobic residues 410 38

Hydrophilic residues 440 54

Carbohydrates 490 47

DNA 590 65

RNA 600 72

aAdapted from Perkins (1988b), in which a detailed compilation is given for all classes of biological

macromolecules.
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constrained modeling procedures (Perkins et al., 1998) are updated in terms of the

molecular interpretation of hydration shells (Perkins, 1986, 2001) and four strate-

gies that have emerged for the modeling of scattering and sedimentation data for

multidomain proteins (Perkins et al., 2005).

II. Rationale

A. Complementary Structural Approaches

The two main strengths of solution scattering are the provision of a multipa-

rameter description of a protein structure in near-physiological conditions and the

ability to produce medium-resolution models of the scattering data from known

atomic structures. Solution scattering is complementary to other methods of

structure determination:

1. X-ray crystallography gives electron density maps at atomic resolution

(0.1–0.3 nm). Fitting the maps to atomic models gives the macromolecular struc-

ture. The results can be aVected by artifacts caused by intermolecular contacts in

the crystal lattice packing or the high-salt concentration used to obtain crystals.

Scattering is able to identify any large-scale conformational changes between the

crystal and solution states and the oligomerization state in solution. If the protein

cannot be crystallized and atomic models are available for all the subunits in the

protein, scattering will provide a medium-resolution structure by constrained

modeling.

2. 2D-NMR spectroscopy gives atomic resolution structures in solution, but is

limited to smaller proteins of size less than about 30 kDa. Scattering leads to

solution structures for macromolecules of size 15 kDa upward.

3. Electron microscopy visualizes macromolecular structures directly, but the

measurement conditions in vacuo using stains can be harsh. The macromolecular

dimensions determined by scattering are useful to confirm those from electron

microscopy. If electron microscopy has been used to derive structures, these can be

tested by scattering in the same way as for crystal structures.

4. AUC and light scattering provide sedimentation or diVusion coeYcients as

single-parameter measures of macromolecular shape. As they are equivalent to

the radius of gyration RG from scattering, they are useful to confirm theRG values.

Unlike scattering, AUC is able to resolve sedimentation coeYcients of the

individual components in mixtures (see below).

B. Properties of X-Ray Scattering

The main practical features of X-ray scattering are as follows:

1. Most biological macromolecules are studied in high positive solute–solvent

contrasts (Table II). Only lipids have an electron density less than that of water.

As this positive contrast usually corresponds to a much higher macromolecular
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scattering density compared to that of the solvent, this large diVerence has the eVect
of minimizing systematic errors in the scattering modeling fits because internal

density fluctuations can be neglected. So X-ray scattering often corresponds to a

single contrast measurement.

2. Good counting statistics are usually obtained in this contrast if the back-

ground level of extraneous instrumental scattering is minimal. X-ray background

scattering levels can sometimes be high but only at low Q values. Compared to

neutron data for samples in H2O buVers, which are aVected by a high uniform

incoherent scattering background, X-rays have the advantage that there is no such

high background (unless working in high salt: see below).

3. Instrumental errors caused by wavelength polychromicity and beam

divergence are minimal in synchrotron X-ray scattering. Thus, the Guinier and

wide-angle X-ray analyses are not aVected by systematic instrumental errors,

and curve corrections do not have to be applied.

4. Radiation damage eVects are common in X-ray scattering. As samples may

aggregate rapidly after short irradiation times with synchrotron X-rays, exposure

times have to be optimized in test runs, and postirradiated samples are usually

discarded.

5. X-ray scattering reveals the hydrated dimensions of the macromolecule.

Hydration means that a monolayer of water molecules is hydrogen bonded to

the protein surface, and the electron density of this bound water is higher than that

of bulk water (Perkins, 2001). The macromolecule appears larger by the thickness

of this water monolayer, and this is detectable by X-rays.

6. Provided that the sample concentrations are known from spectrophotometer

optical density measurements and a suitable X-ray intensity standard is available,

X-ray scattering leads to relative molecular weights. This is useful to check for

oligomer formation or to confirm the composition of the macromolecule being

studied.

C. Properties of Neutron Scattering

The corresponding features of neutron scattering are summarized:

1. Contrast variation experiments using mixtures of H2O and 2H2O buVers
permit the structural analysis of hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions within

proteins and glycoproteins, the location of detergents or lipids when complexed

with solubilized membrane proteins, and the location of DNA or RNA when

complexed with protein. Deuteration of a component in a multicomponent

complex means that this component can be located within the complex.

2. The neutron buVer background is very low in 2H2O solvents, even in the

presence of high-salt concentrations. This is useful when studying macromolecules

at very low concentrations (0.5 mg/ml) in a range of salt concentrations, as X-rays

are absorbed by high-salt buVers.
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3. Guinier analyses at low scattering angles are not aVected by significant beam

divergence or wavelength polychromicity eVects. However, neutron intensities at

large Q are noticeably aVected by both of these. Neutron curve fit modeling

requires these to be considered. In addition, neutron modeling for proteins in
2H2O buffers also requires a flat background correction for a small residual

incoherent scattering background.

4. No radiation damage eVects occur in neutron scattering. Generally, neutron

samples can be recovered for other structural studies. However, protein or glyco-

protein samples can aggregate in a nonspecific manner in heavy water buVers if
protein solvation is important for solubility. This problem is overcome by the use

of gel filtration and low protein concentrations.

5. The hydration shell is not visible in neutron scattering for reason of the

exchange of H and 2H atoms with bulk solvent. Hence, the unhydrated dimensions

of the macromolecule are studied. Because this corresponds directly to the water-

free protein coordinates obtained from crystallography or NMR, this simplifies the

neutron curve modeling from crystallography or NMR structures.

6. Provided that the sample concentrations are known, the absolute molecular

weight can be calculated to within �5% from the neutron data using H2O buVers,
although only instruments D11 and D22 at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL: see

below) oVer suYcient flux to do this. The reason why H2O buVers are used is that

the neutron molecular weight calculation becomes insensitive to the partial specific

volume (Jacrot and Zaccai, 1981).

III. X-Ray and Neutron Facilities

A. High-Flux Sources

The probability of a diVraction event when an X-ray photon (or a neutron)

approaches an electron or a nucleus is similar and very low at 10–25 (or 10–23),

respectively. Compared to scattering experiments in other disciplines such as

chemistry or metallurgy, biological experiments usually involve dilute samples

and the available signal-noise ratios can be poor. The use of high-flux sources,

such as European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) or the ILL, overcome

this significant limitation.

There are about 70 X-ray synchrotron sources in the world (April, 2007), mostly

in Europe (25 facilities), North America (16 facilities), and Japan (15 facilities).

The most reliable lists of facilities are on the internet and can be found on the

clickable maps provided at the Synchrotron Radiation Source website at http://

www.srs.ac.uk/srs/SRworldwide/index.htm at Daresbury, UK and the ‘‘light

source facilities’’ menu listing available at http://www.lightsources.org. While the

links often become outdated, searches will reveal up-to-date lists. A history of

synchrotrons is available at http://xdb.lbl.gov/Section2/Sec_2-2.html. The earliest
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machines known as the ‘‘first-generation’’ sources took X-ray beams parasitically

from particle physics experiments. The ‘‘second-generation’’ machines became dedi-

cated to the production of synchrotron radiation, and sources such as that of the

2 GeV Synchrotron Radiation Source facility at Daresbury (the first one of this type)

provides suYcient flux for scattering data collection. The most powerful synchro-

trons are fully dedicated ‘‘third-generation’’ machines such as the first one in 1994 at

the 6 GeV ESRF in France, followed by the 8 GeV Super Photon Ring (SPring8)

near Kyoto, Japan, and the 7 GeVAdvanced Photon Source (Illinois). They special-

ize in either short-wavelength (high energy or hard)X-rays or vacuum-ultraviolet and

long-wavelength (low energy or soft) X-rays. ‘‘Third-generation’’ machines have

multiplied in recent years, and examples of these include the Advanced Light

Source at Berkeley, California (1.9 GeV), the Synchrotrone Trieste (2.0 GeV) in

Italy, the Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (1.3 GeV) in Hsinchu, Taiwan,

and the PohangLight Source (2.0 GeV) in Pohang,Korea. Themost recentmachines

starting in 2007 include the 3 GeV Diamond facility in Oxfordshire, UK and the

2.75 GeV Soleil facility at Paris, France.

There are about 40 neutron sources in the world (April, 2007), mostly reactor

sources, but including spallation sources. They are located in Europe (16 facilities),

North America (13 facilities), and Japan (6 facilities). Facility lists are available at

links such as http://www.isis.rl.ac.uk/neutronSites/index.htm and http://www.ill.fr/

index_sc.html. The most powerful reactor source is the 58 MWHigh Flux Reactor

at the ILL in Grenoble, France (thermal neutron flux of 1� 1015 neutrons/cm2/sec),

in operation since 1967. The most successful spallation (pulsed) source is that of the

ISIS facility adjacent toDiamond, Oxfordshire, UK, operational since 1977 and cur-

rently being upgraded by the addition of its Second Target Station (TS2) due

to be completed in 2007. TS2 will significantly increase the available neutron flux

for scattering. The Spallation Neutron Source is another accelerator-based neutron

source at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. At full power in late 2007, the Spallation

Neutron Source will provide the most intense pulsed neutron beams in the world.

State-of-the art multiuser X-ray and neutron facilities are expensive, but the cost

of an individual experiment is much reduced if there is a large international base of

users. The full economic cost of beam time on a scattering camera is of the order

£7500 (X-rays) to £15,000 (neutrons) per day. It is very much in a user’s interests to

list the total annual cost of his/her beam time awards in any summary of grants

that is requested by a University or a funding body. Usually 2–4 days of beam time

taken in two sessions is suYcient for a given project. On a per user basis, beam

time represents good value for money when compared to the cost of a new

analytical ultracentrifuge costing £0.25 million or an NMR spectrometer costing

over £1 million, for which there are hidden extra costs for salaries, instrument

consumables and maintenance, and building infrastructure. X-ray or neutron

facilities usually provide at least one scattering camera for multiple users. Scatter-

ing cameras are shared between workers in metallurgy, polymers, and other fields

as well as biology, and are generally oversubscribed and operated by ever-patient,

overworked instrument scientists. This means that beam time schedules are tight,
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and there is a high user turnover. Users are not only responsible for providing their

samples but also for providing minor apparatus and complying with local proce-

dures, all which are ultimately reduced to the application of common sense and

much foresight. The User Liaison OYce at each facility and the instrument

scientist responsible for the scattering camera are useful first contact points.

The web pages for each facility are usually very informative.

Scattering curves intensities I(Q) are measured as a function of the scattering

vectorQ (Fig. 1B). An alternative name forQ is the momentum transfer, and other

symbols for this include h and q. The scattering vector is sometimes redefined as s,

the reciprocal of the Bragg spacing d, where s ¼ Q/2p. Dimensions are commonly

reported in nanometer to reflect the low and medium structural resolutions of

the method, but Ångström units (Å) (where 1 nm ¼ 10 Å, and 1 Å is the approxi-

mate diameter of an H atom) are also used as their usage is widespread in

crystallography.

B. X-Ray Instrumentation

Typical synchrotron X-ray cameras include those at Instrument ID02 at the

ESRF (Narayanan et al., 2001; Panine et al., 2006). Electrons circulating at

relativistic speeds around the storage ring of the synchrotron emit a white beam

composed of all wavelengths including X-rays tangentially from the ring.

The electron lifetime is of the order of 12–24 h, so storage ring refills are performed

several times a day. Instruments such as ID02 receive this white beam from

the ring, which is then focused and monochromated before it reaches the

sample. The ID02 beamline optics consists of a cryogenic (liquid nitrogen) cooled

Si-111 channel-cut monochromator and a focusing toroidal mirror (Fig. 2).

The Si-111 crystal is cooled in order to withstand the high heat load resulting

from the absorbed power of the white beam. Primary, secondary, and guard slits

collimate the beam (dimensions 0.2 mm� 0.4 mm) to reduce parasitic background

scattering. The whole camera is inside a radiation-shielded hutch, protected by

safety interlocks to avoid accidental lethal X-ray exposure to the users. ID02 is, in

fact, composed of two experimental cameras (Fig. 2). Conventional small-angle

scattering with pin-hole optics is achieved with a detector in a vacuum within a

10-m-long detector tank, together with a second detector mounted outside the tank

at the side of the sample to record the wide-angle scattering curve. Alternatively, a

Bonse-Hart camera is used to perform ultra-low-angle scattering. The X-ray flux at

scattering cameras at SRSDaresbury is of the order 4� 1010 to 5� 1011 photons/sec

(Perkins, 2000). At ID02, the maximum photon flux at the sample position is of

the order of 3� 1013 photons/sec/100 mAwith Dl/l¼ 0.015% at 12.4 keV. All these

are adequate for biological X-ray scattering work, although suitable beam exposure

times are about 10 min at SRS Daresbury but about 10 sec at ESRF. Beam

time applications do need to justify the importance of the flux, such as the need to

measure low concentrations or to perform stopped-flow measurements.
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The sample holder is usually aligned in the beam using the detector electronics to

monitor the main beam intensity as the sample is moved into position. The setup

of the camera (detector positioning, beam alignment and focusing, sample and

detector alignment) is usually completed in 2–4 h. The optimum sample thickness

is a trade-oV between thinner samples that absorb less and thicker samples that

scatter more. This optimum is about 1 mm for water and dilute protein solutions.

Samples can be static ones of 1 mm path length that are mounted in Perspex water-

cooled cells with 10- to 20-mm-thick mica windows within a brass cell holder

connected to a water bath for temperature control. Alternatively, the samples

can be translated across the beam through a 1-mm-wide quartz capillary controlled

by a mechanically operated syringe. This means that fresh sample can be continu-

ously exposed during data collection in order to reduce radiation damage eVects.
A double-syringe cells with much larger sample volumes permit sample mixing to

enable time-resolved experiments to be performed.

The X-ray scattering to be measured depends on the sample-detector distance in

use (0.5–8 m) in order to yield the desired Q range. The detector needs to cover

a large dynamic range in intensity of over 106 and in Q of about 100. Note,

however, that the scattered intensity will decrease according to the inverse of the

Fig. 2 Layout of the solution scattering camera ID02 at the ESRF, Grenoble. The undulator provides

a high photon flux with a low divergence from the storage ring. The camera optics uses a cryogenic Si-

111 monochromator and toroidal mirror optical system to produce a focused X-ray beam with

wavelength 0.1 nm. The beam cross section is 0.2 mm � 0.4 mm. The optics hutch is in vacuum.

There are two separate experimental stations, the first one being for ultra-small-angle scattering using

a Bonse-Hart camera with a 2-m-detector tube (not shown), and the other is a pinhole camera for small-

angle and wide-angle work. The two cameras are switched around in a few minutes when required. The

incident and transmitted main beam intensities are monitored.
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sample-detector distance squared. 2D area detectors have mostly replaced the

original linear one-dimensional detectors: (1) The detector design at ID02 is

based on an image-intensified charged coupled device (CCD) that is capable of

handling the high-scattered flux. Scattered X-ray photons fall upon a phosphor

surface, and they are converted into visible photons by means of an image intensi-

fier device. The latter are then detected by the CCD detector of resolution up to

2048 � 2048 pixels. Both the dark image (with no X-ray beam exposure) and the

raw-scattered image need to be measured, then the dark image is subtracted from

the raw image. Exposure times can be as short as 1 msec (Fig. 2). (2) Another

design is that of the quadrant detector, which corresponds to a multiwire linear

detector that is ideal for isotropic (circularly symmetric) scattering patterns. The

scattered intensities are recorded using 512 channels in a 2D angular sector of a

circle (70�), and the main beam (blocked by the beam stop) is notionally located at

the center of this circle. This design leads to much improved counting statistics at

large scattering angles, where the hardware itself performs a radial integration of

the intensities. The intensities of the incident and transmitted main beam are also

important to measure. On ID02, these are obtained using a diode device placed on

the beam stop used to protect the detector from the main beam at zero scattering

angle. The detector is interfaced with a computer for data accumulation, which is in

turn networked to a workstation for data storage and processing. During the X-ray

experiment, it is essential to monitor the data acquisition. Thus, online data reduc-

tion using automated software will convert the 2D data set to a 1D curve for display,

buVer background subtractions, and visual inspection. This is particularly important

to avoid radiation damage or to monitor time-resolved scattering.

Similar scattering cameras with pin-hole optics are generally available at

synchrotron facilities. Thus, at the new Diamond facility, the low-beam divergence

optics on the scattering camera at beamline I22 utilizes five sets of slits, a Si-111

double crystal monochromator, and a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror pair to deliver the

beam to the sample. A refined ADC per input detector (RAPID) gas wire detector

system with high-time resolution and low noise will be used to record small-angle

and wide-angle curves. The X-ray flux will be of the order of 1014 photons/sec.

C. Neutron Reactor Instrumentation

A neutron camera at a high-flux reactor such as D22 and D11 at the ILL

Grenoble (Ghosh et al., 2006; Lindner et al., 1992) maximizes the incident flux

on the sample by the use of physically large designs and large samples (Fig. 3),

unlike the X-ray camera.

The main scattering instrument at the ILL is D22. Neutrons enter a beam guide

from the reactor after moderation by a cold source (liquid 2H2 at 25 K). The cold

source maximizes the number of neutrons in a wavelength range of 0.1–1 nm

(Fig. 3). Beam monochromatization is achieved by the use of a velocity

selector based on a rotating drum with a helical slit in it. The speed at which this

rotates allows only the neutrons of the desired mean wavelength (velocity) to pass

through, but at the price of a modest wavelength spread Dl/l of 10%. Wavelengths
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range from 0.45 to 4 nm. Beam collimation employs a series of eight movable

straight beam guides of individual lengths between 0.6 and 3.2 m. The beam size is

defined by an aperture. The maximum neutron flux is 1.2 � 108 neutrons/cm2/sec.

A large 3He area detector of size 102 cm� 100 cm with cells of side 0.8 cm (totaling

128 � 128 or 16k cells) is movable in a 20-m evacuated tube and can be oVset
sideways to access a larger Q range. The available sample-detector distances are

1.35–18 m, which gives a maximum possibleQ range of 0.004–4.4 nm�1 depending

on the sample-detector distance. Typically at least two sample-detector distances

are used in a biology experiment. A typical biology experiment can involve two

sample-detector/collimation distances of 5.6/5.6 m and 1.4/8.0 m, a beam aperture

of 7 mm� 10 mm, and a wavelength of 1.0 nm. Note that sample transmissions are

wavelength dependent. If the same wavelength is used at these diVerent detector
positions, and spectra are normalized using H2O runs at the same wavelength at

both positions, the merger of data at both configurations is straightforward.

This D22 configuration avoids the saturation of the detector and the need for

dead-time corrections that arises with the very high flux obtained with short

collimation distances, and gives a useful Q range of 0.07–2.5 nm�1. Alignment of

the beam stop is performed by the use of a 0.5-mm-thick Teflon strip as the sample.

This is a strong isotropic scatterer that reveals the shadow of the beam stop on the

detector. Since the neutron main beam intensity is monitored using a small sensor

in the incident beam, data normalization requires a separate set of transmission

measurements. No radiation hutches are required; however, users are prevented

from approaching the sample area when the beam is on. Data acquisition, storage,

Fig. 3 Layout of the solution scattering camera D22 at the ILL, Grenoble. Neutrons from the

horizontal cold source at the reactor are monochromated using a velocity selector and the source-

sample detector is selected by a choice of eight collimation sections. Samples are mounted in a multiple

holder rack with a choice of environments. The detector is movable along the length of a large detector

tube, or can be oVset sideways or rotated.
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and instrument control are performed by computer, and online data analyses can

be automated to monitor the progress of the experiment.

D11 is the archetypal neutron scattering camera at the ILL, constructed in 1972

and upgraded many times since then (Lindner et al., 1992). The maximum flux at

the sample position is 3.2 � 107 neutrons/cm2/s. Neutrons from the cold source

are collimated by a series of moveable glass guides. Wavelengths range from 0.45

to 2.0 nm (Dl/l ¼ 9%). A 2D 3He CERCA area detector is constructed from

10 mm � 10 mm cells (total of 64 � 64 ¼ 4096 cells) and gives a maximum

accessible Q range of 0.0045–4 nm�1. A new fast D11 detector with improved

resolution and large counting area of 100 cm � 100 cm is being constructed. With

the detector mounted in an evacuated 40-m detector tube, sample-detector dis-

tances between 1.1 m and 36 m are available. For biology work on D11, a typical

configuration is based on 2.5/2.5 m and 10/10 m sample-detector/collimation dis-

tances and a wavelength of 1.0 nm (although the flux is much reduced at 10 m

distances). This configuration gives a useful Q range of 0.04–1.6 nm�1 with good

spectral overlap. Up to 22 samples (1- or 2-mm path lengths; surface area 7 mm �
10 mm; total volume 150 or 300 ml) in rectangular Hellma quartz cells can be

loaded onto an automatic sample changer under temperature control (Fig. 3).

D. Spallation Neutron Instrumentation

A neutron camera at a spallation source such as LOQ at ISIS, Rutherford-

Appleton Laboratory (Heenan et al., 1997) is designed to accommodate a pulsed

main beam, not a continuous beam as with a reactor source (Fig. 4). Neutrons are

generated at 50 pulses/sec that are emitted from a uranium or tantalum target after

bombardment with an intense high-energy proton beam generated using a syn-

chrotron, cooling the target using heavy water. The neutrons are slowed by a liquid

H2 moderator positioned 11.1 m from the sample rack in order that each neutron

pulse contains wavelengths in the range 0.2–1.0 nm. In normal usage, a disk

chopper spinning at 25 Hz removes every other pulse to prevent frame overlap

between consecutive pulses on LOQ. Two apertures define the pin-hole optics of

LOQ. Heavy shielding is used to protect LOQ from external background neutron

levels. Up to 20 samples in rectangular quartz Hellma cells are loaded onto an

automatic sample changer, which is under temperature control. Unlike the other

X-ray and neutron cameras described above, the collimation on LOQ is fixed in

length at 4.5 m from the source (moderator) to the sample, and the sample-detector

distance is fixed at 4.1 m. The area detector is a 3He-CF4 ORDELA type with an

active surface of size 64 cm � 64 cm and individual cells of side 0.5 cm each.

Monochromatization is achieved by time-of-flight techniques based on the total

distance of 15.5 m that each pulse travels from the uranium target to the ORDELA

detector. The neutrons in each pulse will reach the detector at diVerent
times depending on their wavelength (velocity), and this enables a wavelength to

be assigned to each neutron. The standard LOQ configuration employs 102

time frames for the assignment of wavelengths in each pulse. This is an eYcient
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Fig. 4 Schematic cutaway views of the neutron solution scattering cameras at ISIS. (A) In the LOQ

camera, the chopper removes every other pulse of neutrons. After passing through the sample position, the

diVracted neutrons are detected on the ORDELA area detector and on a high-angle detector bank. The

detectors are interfaced with a computer for time frame data collection and storage. (B) An outline view of

the new SANS2D camera with two area detectors is shown. (Figures kindly provided courtesy of

Dr. R.K.Heenan. Reproducedwith permission. Copyright 2007 Science&TechnologyFacilities Council.
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arrangement as this means that all the neutrons in each pulse are used for data

acquisition. Wavelength and instrumental eVects are similar in magnitude to those

seen with D22 and D11 (Ashton et al., 1997). A typical time-averaged flux on LOQ

is 2 � 105 neutrons/cm2/s. This flux is adequate for working with 5–10 mg/ml

proteins in 2H2O buVers (acquisition times of 2 h) or with strong scatterers such

as lipoproteins, which have a high lipid content (acquisition times of 10 min).

Transmissions at each wavelength are measured either during scattering data

acquisition using a semitransparent beam stop or separately from the scattering

data using an attenuated beam. The major advantage of LOQ is that the entire

scattering curve in the Q range of 0.06–2.2 nm�1 can be measured simultaneously,

and this is ideal for both P(r) calculations and kinetic experiments. A side benefit of

this camera is that neutrons of shorter wavelengths are the most abundant in every

pulse, and these contribute the most to the scattered curve at large Q, which is

where the scattered intensities are lower and signal-noise ratios are poorer.

To acquire wide-angle data in a second Q range of 1.5–14 nm�1, an annular

high-angle area detector is located at 0.5 m from the sample. Computer script

files control the data collection and sample changer, and the time-of-flight data is

reduced to Q space within the COLETTE software package.

The ISIS second target station TS2 will operate at 10 Hz by taking 1 in 5 proton

pulses from the ISIS synchrotron to a target optimized for production of low-

energy neutrons. At TS2, the new SANS2D scattering camera (Fig. 4) will view a

coupled, grooved, methane moderator with a water premoderator as the neutron

source, and will have 20–30 times the neutron flux of LOQ. Two 1 m2 multiwire

gas detectors can be positioned between 2 and 12 m from the sample within a

13-m-long vacuum tank. The flux and Q range on SANS2D will be adjusted in

individual experiments by the ability to vary the collimation length and move the

two detectors. In a single configuration, a Q range of around 0.02–20 nm�1

could, for example, be obtained with one detector at 12 m and the other at 2 m

but oVset to one side. The gains in performance compared to LOQ will make

SANS2D comparable in performance with D11 and D22 and will lead to world-

class biology experiments.

IV. Experimental Methods

A. Applications for X-Ray and Neutron Beam Time

Long forward planning is implicit in applying for beam time. Web pages and

the User Liaison OYce at the synchrotron or neutron facility should be contacted

6–9 months in advance to download electronic application forms and make

contact with the instrument scientist. Outside this formal procedure, Director’s

discretionary beam time may sometimes be available at short notice for exception-

al cases, or it may be possible to negotiate trials with an established user or the

facility if feasible (e.g., in relation to safety aspects). Beam time applications are
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competitive with a success rate of perhaps 50%. Hence, a well-justified proposal

that clearly explains the aims, background, any preliminary work, and details of

the new experiment is essential. A relevant strong track record is helpful.

B. Sample Preparation for Scattering

Many samples need to be ready in time for a short but intensive one- or two-day

experiment, and this can overload purification equipment in the home laboratory.

Pure, monodisperse samples at a high enough concentration are required to

measure an observable scattering curve in the required solute–solvent contrast.

Large-scale preparations with 20 mg at concentrations of 5 mg/ml should ensure

that most projects are completed in 2 or 3 beam time sessions, although it is

possible to work with less material. For a one-day session, 0.5 ml of material at

5 mg/ml is ideal for X-ray work, and 1.5 ml at 5 mg/ml for neutron work in three

contrasts. If stopped-flow methods are to be used, these amounts become

considerably larger.

Biochemical standards of purity as assessed by clean bands in reducing and

nonreducing SDS-PAGE are adequate for scattering, but physical monodispersity

is more important. Because the intensities at low Q are proportional to the square

of the molecular weight, scattering curves are sensitive to nonspecific aggregation.

Guinier RG analyses of ln I(Q) versusQ2 normally give a linear plot of intensities at

low Q values (Fig. 5C). If 1–2% aggregates are present, the RG plots are curved

upward at the lowest Q values and are often unusable. Smaller amounts of

aggregates can also compromise Guinier RG fits, even when curvature is not

obvious. It is thus essential to remove all traces of aggregates prior to measu-

rement by size-exclusion gel filtration and reconcentration. Microfiltration is not

suYcient. It is good practice to subject all scattering samples to gel filtration

immediately prior to scattering data collection. Other approaches include the use

of laser light scattering to test for aggregates before beam time is taken.

Sample dialysis in the buVer used for the background runs is essential, as this

background is used to subtract the X-ray or neutron scattering from the solvent,

the cell windows, and any constant camera background. Usually samples are

dialyzed with stirring and several buVer changes in the cold room, and the final

dialysate buVer is used as the background. If gel filtration has been used, the

postsample column eluate can be used as the buVer background for X-ray scatter-

ing. For X-rays, slight variations in the electron density of the buVer caused by

changes in the salt concentration can compromise an accurate buVer subtraction.
The closer the buVer is to pure water, the higher the sample X-ray transmission

becomes, and the better the counting statistics. Phosphate buVer saline

(12-mM-phosphate; 140-mM-NaCl; pH 7.4) is commonly used, with an X-ray

transmission close to about 40% for a path length of 1 mm. The use of 1-M-NaCl

reduces the X-ray transmission to about 10%. For neutrons, slight diVerences
in the exchangeable proton content of the buVer can likewise invalidate

the buVer subtraction. The strong incoherent neutron scattering of 1H reduces
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the sample transmission. Thus, H2O buVers have a neutron transmission of about

45% for a path length of 1 mm and a wavelength l of 1.0 nm, while 2H2O buVers
have a neutron transmission of about 88% for a path length of 2 mm at l of 1.0 nm.

Hence, neutron samples and buVers must be sealed against atmospheric exchange
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Fig. 5 Representative scattering curve analyses for human secretory component (SC) and human

immunoglobulin A (IgA1). (A,B) Scattering curves for SC and IgA1 are compared to show the more

rapid decrease in I(Q) with Q as the molecular weight increases from SC (80 kDa) to IgA1 (164 kDa).

The Q ranges used for the Guinier RG and RXS analyses are indicated by arrowed ranges. (C) The

GuinierRG fit of the SC scattering curve at lowQ is shown. (D) The GuinierRXS fit of the SC scattering

curve at low Q is shown. (E) The distance distribution function P(r) for SC. M is the peak maximum at

3.8 nm, and L is the maximummacromolecular length (13 nm). (F) The P(r) curve for IgA1.M1 andM2

are the peak maxima at 3.7 and 8.9 nm, and L is the maximum macromolecular length at 21 nm.
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with moisture during dialysis and data collection. Parafilm is eVective. Neutron

curve fits using 2H2O buVers require correction for a flat background from this

eVect (see below).
Immediately prior to X-ray and neutron measurements, concentrations (c) must

be determined to permit molecular weight and neutron match point calculations.

The neutron match point is that percentage 2H2O in which the macromolecular

scattering density is the same as that of the solvent (Table II). For proteins,

concentrations are measured from the optical density at 280 nm in a UV spectro-

photometer, converting this to concentrations using the absorption coeYcient

calculated from the sequence composition (Perkins, 1986). Protein concentrations

are usually measured in the same quartz cell used for neutron data collection.

Lowry or Bradford assays can be performed if optical densities cannot be

measured, and commercial kits are available. For DNA, concentrations

are measured from the absorbance at 260 nm, converting this using an absorption

coeYcient of 1 for a path length of 1 cm to correspond to 50 mg of DNA as in fully

paired duplex DNA (Sambrook et al., 1989). For lipids, concentrations are

measured in individual color reagent assays for each lipid present (phospholipid,

triglyceride, free and esterified cholesterol), for which commercial kits are available

(Converse and Skinner, 1992). Biochemical sample assays for functional activity

will validate the scattering data, this often being important when publishing the

results.

C. Data Collection Strategies

Data collection is best designed on the assumption that there will be an equip-

ment breakdown during the experiment. Hence, basic data essential for subsequent

analysis should be collected before the sample and buVer runs, and samples should

be measured in order of priority with the easiest ones first. Beam time may not be

available again until many months later. The beam can be lost due to the weather,

major accident, power surge, vacuum leak, electronic failure, or operator error.

The camera itself can fail due to hardware or software issues. The instrument

scientist should be aware that biological samples are not easy to prepare and are

not stable indefinitely. In practice, improvements in reliability have reduced the

scope for breakdown in recent years. One-day X-ray or two-day neutron beam

time sessions are usually viable.

Modern scattering cameras such as ID02 or LOQ routinely provide simulta-

neous access to relatively large Q ranges (Fig. 5A and B). Others such as D22 and

D11 are more restricted inQ range, in which case the camera should be initially set

up for a low Q range for the Guinier analyses. Preplanning is necessary. If the

Q range is not appropriate, the detector will need to be moved, meaning that the

camera will need to be recalibrated and fresh runs are needed, which is costly in

time. For D11 and D22, when short sample-detector distances are needed for a

large enough Q range, it takes only minutes to move the detector inside its vacuum

tube (Fig. 3).
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Guinier analyses provide a good starting point in an experiment as they provide

both the radius of gyration RG and the molecular weight Mr from I(0) and c

(Fig. 5C and D). The smallest Q required for an RG determination is given by the

relationship QminLmax � p, in which Lmax is the maximum length or dimension of

the protein (Glatter and Kratky, 1982). TheQ range is usually determined by setting

the sample-detector distance, sometimes by adjusting the wavelength. If the protein

is known to be compact in structure, the RG value can be estimated from the

following relationship with Mr (Perkins, 1988b):

logRG ¼ 0:365 logMr � 1:342

If the protein is known to be elongated, theRG value will increase. An approximate

RG value can be estimated from the overall length L from the approximation

RG ¼ L/(
t
12, provided that the two cross-sectional axes (leading to the RXS

value: see below) are negligibly low. L can be estimated from electron microscopy

data or hydrodynamic calculations of sedimentation coeYcients assuming a rigid

rod model. Large RG values require larger sample-detector distances in order to

access a low enough Q value, however, at the cost of decreased counting rates,

which are proportional to (distance)2. If in doubt, it is preferable to err on the side

of lower Q. The distance distribution function P(r) is a key output of scattering

(Fig. 5E and F). For this, I(Q) needs to be measured over at least two orders of

magnitude of Q, including the Guinier RG region.

X-ray data collection includes: (1) determining the accessible detector Q range,

(2) measuring the detector response, (3) evaluating radiation damage and exposure

times, and (4) performing the scattering measurements on the samples and buVers.
The procedure for X-ray data at Daresbury was previously discussed (Perkins,

2000). The more brilliant X-ray beams at ESRF have resulted in the following

adaptations:

1. TheQ range is defined using the sharp peaks in the powder diVraction pattern

of silver behenate (C21H43COOAg), a salt with a d-spacing of 5.84 nm (Huang

et al., 1993). This is a reproducible standard that avoids the need to prepare fresh

rat tail tendons containing collagen as a standard with a d-spacing of 67 nm

(Perkins, 2000).

2. X-ray detectors have evolved from multiwire devices toward CCD sensors

during the past decade, and the nonuniform eYciency of individual detector

channels is generally not an issue. Instead, the exposure of a Lupolen polymer

standard is used to provide a calibration of the measured detector intensities in

order to provide absolute measurements of the I(Q) values.

3. Radiation damage is significant. This is all too often neglected by experimen-

talists, yet its explicit consideration is important for securing the acceptance of a

publication. At ESRF, to minimize damage, one option is to reduce the beam

intensity by the use of single-bunch or 16-bunch modes at beam currents of 16 or

90 mA, respectively (i.e., the latter corresponds to 16 highly populated and equally
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spaced bunches in the storage ring), as alternatives to the uniform fill mode at

200 mA (992 bunches equally distributed around the storage ring). Alternatively,

a motorized syringe that pushes fresh solution continuously through a quartz

capillary through the beam permits four acquisitions from 100 ml of sample or

buVer. Trials at the start of each new sample with exposures ranging from 0.1 to

2 sec and monitoring the scattering curve online establishes the optimal exposure

time. Data are then recorded in 10 equal time frames, and the first time frame is

compared with all 10 time frames merged. Should small time-dependent changes

still be seen, only the first time frame is used for data analyses. A detailed written

log record must be taken of all runs.

4. Sample concentration series are essential to confirm that concentration-

dependent eVects are absent. Sample and buVer data collection needs to allow

for alterations in beam intensities (e.g., from a slow accumulation of protein

precipitate on capillary walls) or the decay of the storage ring beam intensity.

This eVect is minimized by measuring samples in duplicate with buVer runs

between them, all for equal periods of time (usually 1–10 sec), starting with the

most dilute ones. While dependent on the molecular weight, the lowest measurable

sample concentration at ESRF is around 0.1 mg/ml, compared to tenfold higher

values at Station 2.1 at SRS Daresbury. The final X-ray scattering curve is

calculated by subtracting the buVer curve from the sample curve.

In neutron data collection, the Q range is defined by the camera dimensions;

hence, this does not need calibration. A neutron experiment thus involves (1) back-

ground runs, (2) transmissions, and (3) the sample and buVer runs.

1. For D11 or D22, the basic background runs (Ghosh et al., 2006) are cadmium

(to monitor the ambient neutron and electronic noise background in the detector),

Teflon (for defining the beam center on the detector and the detector area masked

by the beam stop), a 1-mm-thick H2O standard sample (for determination of the

detector response and the absolute scale), an empty cell (the H2O background),

and an empty cell holder (a check for stray reflections or scattering). The

H2O standard is often replaced by the buVer in 0% 2H2O if this is a dilute

salt solution such as phosphate buVer saline. The H2O standard should be remea-

sured several times during the experiment to check detector reproducibility. If

large sample-detector distances are used, the H2O standard will give a very low

count rate. This can be compensated by measuring this at a short sample-

detector distance where the count rate is much higher, and adapting this for the

data reduction involving the large distance. For LOQ (spallation source), the

background runs are only those for a standard deuterated polymer used to deter-

mine absolute intensities and the empty position as the background for this

polymer run.

2. Neutron transmission measurements (using an attenuated beam) are required

for all samples and buVers in order to perform molecular weight and match point

calculations and to confirm that the dialysis in 2H2O buVers is complete. They are
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required for merging the LOQ timeframes. Transmissions vary from about 0.5 for

1-mm-thick H2O samples to about 0.9 for 2-mm-thick 2H2O samples, depending

on the wavelength and temperature. Consequently, samples are usually measured

in 1-mm-thick cells for 0–30% 2H2O buVers and 2-mm-thick cells for 40–100%
2H2O buVers.

3. Sample counting times depend on the amount of 2H2O in the buVer. On D11

and D22, proteins and buVers in H2O each require about 1–2 h of acquisition,

while those involving 2H2O require 5–10 min each. DNA samples are more diYcult

to measure as the match point is high, and about 1 h is needed for both H2O and
2H2O buVers. On LOQ, proteins and buVers in 2H2O buVer each require about

1–3 h. In all cases, buVer background subtractions are usually straightforward for

reason of instrumental stability. The lack of radiation damage and instrumental

stability mean that neutron runs can be added to improve signal-noise ratios. For

the D11 or D22 data, the raw scattering curves are corrected by subtracting the

cadmium background. The buVer curve is subtracted from the sample curve, and

then the final reduced curve is calculated by dividing this by the water background

(corrected for the transmission of water) minus the empty cell background (Ghosh

et al., 2006). For LOQ data, (sample� buVer) subtractions are also performed, but

the intensities are now normalized using data from a standard polymer corrected

using the empty position run (King, 2006).

D. Guinier Analyses

Guinier fits of the scattering curve ln I(Q) as a function of Q2 at low Q values

(Fig. 5C) give the radius of gyration RG and the forward scattered intensity I(0)

from the slope and intercept of linear plots (Glatter and Kratky, 1982):

ln IðQÞ ¼ ln Ið0Þ � R2
GQ

2

3

A satisfactory Guinier RG analysis requires that data is measured in order to

include Q values below Q.RG of 1 for the approximation to be valid. For both

X-ray and neutron cameras, RG analyses at low Q are not aVected by instrumental

corrections for wavelength spread or beam divergence as the cameras generally

employ an ideal pin-hole optical configuration. For elongated macromolecules, the

mean cross-sectional radius of gyration RXS and the cross-sectional intensity at

zero angle [I(Q)Q]Q!0 (Hjelm, 1985) are obtained using fits in a largerQ range that

does not overlap with that used for the RG determinations (Fig. 5D):

ln ½IðQÞQ� ¼ ln ½IðQÞQ�Q!0 �
R2

XSQ
2

2

Note that the intensities in these RXS plots are typically lower at low Q before the

fit region.
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Plots of the I(0)/c values as a function of c (c ¼ sample concentration in mg/ml)

will validate the Guinier RG analyses. There should be no or a small concentration

dependence, thereby confirming the absence of sample association or dissociation.

Molecular weights can be deduced from I(0)/c values either as relative values from

the X-ray data or as absolute values from neutron data, if I(0) has been referenced

to a standard (Jacrot and Zaccai, 1981; Kratky, 1963). If LOQ samples are

measured in 2H2O buVers, molecular weightsMr can be calculated using a calibra-

tion graph (Fig. 6) in which Mr ¼ I(0)/c � 9 � 105 (Boehm et al., 1999), and

absolute molecular weights are calculable if the partial specific volume is accurately

known (Perkins, 1986). Neutron contrast variation match points are determined

by plotting
t
(I(0)/ctTs) values (t: sample thickness; Ts: sample transmission) as a

function of the volume percentage 2H2O in the buVer, remembering that
t
I(0) is

negative above the match point. The intercept at zero
t
I(0) gives the match point.

This should be within 1% 2H2O of the match point calculated from the composi-

tion for an unhydrated macromolecule (Perkins, 1986) (i.e., the partial specific

volume will be higher than that conventionally measured by densitometry).

The RG values measure the degree of particle elongation. Once the RG data have

been validated from the I(0) values, these are summarized as the mean � standard

deviation. A potential shortcoming is the presence of trace aggregates that imper-

ceptibly increase the RG value. This can only be detected at the final stage of

constrained modeling. If the RG values increase with dilution, interparticle eVects
(when the protein molecules are too close together) may be important. If the RG

values decrease with dilution, a monomer–oligomer equilibrium may be present.

Fig. 6 Linear relationship between the molecular weight and the neutron I(0)/c values for 17 glyco-

proteins in 100% 2H2O buVer measured on LOQ. Earlier versions of this graph were published in Boehm

et al. (1999) and Perkins (2000). Data points for SC, IgA1, IgA2, bovine IgG1/2, and dimeric IgA1 are

arrowed.
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X-ray RG values correspond to a hydrated structure in a high positive solute–

solvent contrast. If the X-ray RG values are assumed to be independent of the

internal structure, the interpretation of the X-ray RG values often uses the ratio of

the observed RG value to the RG calculated for a sphere of the same hydrated or

unhydrated volume. This RG/RO anisotropy ratio indicates the degree of macro-

molecular elongation. Globular proteins have aRG/RO ratio close to 1.28 (Perkins,

1988b). If both are available, the combination of the RG and RXS analyses will give

the longest macromolecular dimension L.

In neutron contrast variation RG analyses, neutron RG values correspond to an

unhydrated structure and depend on the solute–solvent contrast. In a full contrast

variation study involving at least three contrasts, this R2
G dependence is described

by the Stuhrmann equation (Ibel and Stuhrmann, 1975):

R2
G ¼ R2

C þ aDr�1 � bDr�2

where RC is the RG at infinite contrast (when Dr�1 is zero), a is the radial

distribution of scattering density fluctuations within the macromolecule, and

b measures the eVect on the RG if the center of gravity of the scattering density

varies with the contrast. A similar analysis can be made using the R2
XS values. For

two-component centrosymmetric complexes with two very diVerent scattering

densities (e.g., protein and DNA), linear Stuhrmann R2
G and R2

XS plots as a

function of Dr�1 will result since b is negligible. In Fig. 7, the symmetric arrange-

ment within the RuvA protein–DNA Holliday junction complex resulted in such a

linear dependence of R2
G (Chamberlain et al., 1998). The value of the Stuhrmann

a can be compared with other known values (Perkins, 1988b), based on the

proportionality of a to R2
C If two components of similar size in a complex are

asymmetrically distributed with respect to the center of mass, and have very

diVerent scattering densities, the Stuhrmann plot becomes parabolic. Its curvature

b provides the distance between the centers of mass of the two components (e.g.,

protein and lipid) (Glatter and Kratky, 1982; Perkins, 1988b).

E. Distance Distribution Function Analyses

If the scattering curve I(Q) in reciprocal space is measured over two orders of

magnitude in Q, I(Q) can be converted by a Fourier transform into the distance

distribution function P(r), which represents the structure in real space with units

of nm (Fig. 1B). The solution structure is now more directly visualized because P(r)

corresponds to the distribution of all the distances r between all the volume

elements within the macromolecule (Fig. 5E and F). The transformation step

is ordinarily unstable, since data points are missing at low Q value because of the

beam stop, and are truncated at high Q at the edge of the detector (Figs. 2 and 3).

The classic Indirect Transformation Procedure program of Glatter (Glatter

and Kratky, 1982) dealt with this by fitting the curve as 10–20 B-spline
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mathematical functions, after which the B-splines are transformed to give P(r).

This program has been superseded by the GNOM program of Semenyuk and

Svergun (1991), in which an automated regularization procedure stabilizes the P(r)

calculation.

By GNOM, P(r) curve calculations test a range of maximum assumed dimen-

sions Dmax for the macromolecule. For proteins, the final Dmax is based on the

knowledge that the P(r) curve should exhibit positive intensities and should be

stable as this dimension Dmax is increased beyond the macromolecular length L.

The P(r) calculation gives an alternative calculation of the RG and I(0) values from

the full Q range of the scattering curve, which should agree with those from the

Guinier analysis. The point at which P(r) becomes zero at large r gives the length L

of the protein (Fig. 5E and F). However, as the intensity of the P(r) curve is lowest

at large Q, the determination of L can be imprecise. Any peaksM in the P(r) curve

give the r value of the most commonly occurring distances within the macromole-

cule. The interpretation ofM values can be highly informative, and is facilitated by

modeling calculations. For example, if the r value at M is half that of L, the

macromolecule is clearly spherical. If a multidomain protein gives rise to two

or more peaks M1 and M2 at diVerent r values, it is possible that the protein

has a relatively inflexible structure or that its domain structure is on average bent

(see below).

Fig. 7 Stuhrmann contrast variation RG analysis for RuvA, DNA four-way junction and their

complex in 0%, 65%, and 100% 2H2O buVers. The R2
G values from D22 at the ILL are shown as a

function of the reciprocal solute–solvent contrast diVerence 1/Dr. Note that the intercepts are well

separated and that the slopes of the graphs are positive and small for both the RuvA and the complex.

This indicated that the DNA component is buried within the center of two RuvA tetramers which have

moved apart to accommodate the DNA. Adapted from Chamberlain et al. (1998).
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V. Constrained Scattering Modeling

Modeling extends the scattering analyses by determining the three-dimensional

(3D) structural model that accounts for the observed scattering curve. Even though

unique structure determinations are not possible for the reason of the randommolec-

ular orientations in solution and the spherical averaging of scattering data, modeling

is able to rule out structures that are incompatible with the scattering curves. The use

of known atomic structures for subunits or even the entire structure from NMR or

crystallography constitutes a strong constraint of the scattering curve modeling.

Using this constraint in fit searches means that a large number of conformationally

randomized but stereochemically correct structures are generated, but relatively few

of these will fit the scattering curve. These best-fit models can provide biologically

useful information. The constrained modeling approach is also known as ‘‘rigid

body’’ modeling (Svergun and Koch 2003). This strategy was first applied to model

manually pentameric immunoglobulin M in terms of its Fab and Fc structures

(Perkins et al., 1991). The strategywas first automated tomodel human immunoglob-

ulin A1 (Boehm et al., 1999; Perkins et al., 1998). Note that the full stereochemically

complete macromolecular structure is computed prior to the curve fitting, not

afterward.

A. Modeling Using Atomic Structures

While the 43,000 coordinate files (April, 2007) in the PDB at http://www.rcsb.

org/pdb/home/home.do can be directly used to calculate scattering curves using the

Debye equation, thousands of atoms in these slow the calculation unnecessarily.

The use of several hundred small spheres to replace atoms provides a suYciently

good representation of structural details (Fig. 8), and remains the most flexible and

powerful approach to model scattering curves (Glatter and Kratky, 1982). The

scattering curve I(Q) is calculated usingDebye’s Law adapted to spheres, essentially

by computing all the distances r from each sphere to the remaining spheres

and summing the results. For a single-density macromolecule, the X-ray and

neutron scattering curve I(Q) can be calculated assuming a uniform scattering

density for the spheres using the Debye equation adapted to spheres (Perkins and

Weiss, 1983):

IðQÞ
Ið0Þ ¼ gðQÞ n�1 þ 2n�2

Xm
j¼1

Aj

sinQrj

Qrj

 !

gðQÞ ¼ 3ðsin QR�QR cos QRÞ2
Q6R6

where g(Q) is the squared form factor for the sphere of radius r, n is the number of

spheres filling the body, Aj is the number of distances rj for that value of j, rj is the

distance between the spheres, and m is the number of diVerent distances rj. If it is
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necessary to incorporate two diVerent scattering densities 1 and 2 in the model for

neutron modeling, the above expression is modified as follows (Perkins and Weiss,

1983):

IðQÞ
Ið0Þ ¼ gðQÞ n1r21 þ n2r22 þ 2r21

X
A11

j

sinQrj

Qrj

0
@

1
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þ2r22
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A22
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Fig. 8 Flow diagram of the constrained modeling algorithm used for multidomain proteins. The

atomic coordinates in a small protein (FH SCR-6/8) are converted into spheres using a 3D grid of cubes.

A Debye sphere is assigned to each cube containing suYcient atoms, and this resulted in 160 spheres for

the example shown. An additional 56 spheres are added for the hydration shell. The neutron scattering

curve is calculated using the unhydrated sphere model. TheX-ray scattering curve and the sedimentation

coeYcient are calculated from the hydrated sphere model.
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The model is constructed from n1 and n2 spheres of two diVerent densities r1 and
r2. A11

j , A22
j , and A12

j are the number of distances rj for that increment of j between

the spheres 1 and 1, 2 and 2, and 1 and 2 in that order. The summations
P

are

performed for j ¼ 1 to m, where m is the number of diVerent distances rj.
No instrumental corrections are required at low Q values. At large Q on

synchrotron X-ray cameras, no further corrections are needed (Narayanan et al.,

2001; Nave et al., 1985; Towns-Andrews et al., 1989). At large Q on neutron

cameras, instrumental corrections are now required for reason of the physically

large dimensions of the camera (Ghosh et al., 2006; Heenan et al., 1997; Lindner

et al., 1992). The neutron corrections lead to wavelength spread and beam diver-

gence eVects. A Gaussian function is used to convolute the calculated modeled

curve for both the D11/D22 and the LOQ fits. In addition, it is noticeable that, at

large Q, the neutron fits deviate upward for reason of a flat background from the

incoherent scatter from the protons within the macromolecule. This is readily

corrected using a flat baseline correction which has a magnitude of 1.7–2.7% of

the I(0) value (Bonner et al., 2007; Furtado et al., 2004).

The conversion of atomic coordinates to two types of sphere models, unhy-

drated and hydrated, is straightforward. The diameter of the spheres has to be

significantly less than the resolution of the scattering experiment (Fig. 8), so that

the form factor term g(Q) becomes almost invariant as Q increases. Hence, the

coordinates are converted by placing the atoms within a 3D grid of cubes of side

about 0.55 nm using BRKTOS (panel 2 of Fig. 8). A cube is allocated as a sphere if

it contains suYcient atoms above a specified cutoV (usually about four atoms) such

that the total volume of all the converted cubes equals to that of the unhydrated

protein calculated from the full sequence (including carbohydrate) (Perkins, 1986).

If residues are missing in the crystal structure, or a nonidentical but related

structure is used, the resulting volume discrepancy is compensated by adjustment

of the cube side and atom cutoV value in order to reach the correct total volume.

This unhydrated sphere model is used for neutron curve modeling. For X-ray

curve modeling, a hydrated sphere model is needed. A hydration shell is well

represented by 0.3 g of H2O/g (glyco)protein and an electrostricted volume of

0.0245 nm3 per bound water molecule (Perkins, 2001). This corresponds to a

monolayer of water surrounding the protein surface (Perkins, 1986). In compari-

son, the volume of a free water molecule is 0.0299 nm3, and is therefore less

electron dense. Computationally, hydration is achieved by adding extra spheres

around every sphere in the model, then reapplying the atom-to-sphere conversion

to remove duplicated spheres such that the total volume of the spheres now

matches the hydrated volume (panel 4 of Fig. 8). This procedure uses HYPRO

to add these spheres to the unhydrated model, then BRKTOS to remove the

unwanted duplicates (Ashton et al., 1997). The outcome can be visually verified

by overlaying displays of the coordinate and sphere models using INSIGHT II

(Accelrys, San Diego).

For Types 2, 3, and N proteins, where the domains are covalently joined by

two, three, or more peptide linkers, respectively, the scattering modeling of a
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multidomain protein is constrained by the use of (1) known molecular structures

for each domain, (2) known steric connections between the domains, and (3) the

known total volume from its sequence-derived composition (Perkins et al., 1998).

An automated search takes several days to run on a SGI IRIX O2 or OCTANE

platform with 1 Gb of memory (Fig. 8). First, libraries of conformations are

generated using molecular dynamics simulations for each linker using DISCOVER

in INSIGHT II (Accelrys, San Diego). Next, one linker per library is selected at

random to be combined with the domain models (including oligosaccharide where

present) to generate about 2000–5000 randomized domain arrangements for the

intact (glyco)protein. These are saved in PDB format. The optimal cube side and

atom cutoV for the sphere conversion is determined using one of the most extended

models. The models are then used to calculate the X-ray and neutron I(Q) scatter-

ing curves using SCT and automated script files. The Guinier fits for the RG and

RXS values of each model and the number of spheres in each model are computed.

The experimental curve to be fitted is selected from that used for the final GNOM

P(r) analysis. The goodness-of-fit R-factor (R-factor¼ 100�PjI(Q)exp � I(Q)calj/
SjI(Q)expj) of the calculated curve with the experimental X-ray and neutron

curves are computed using SCTPL. Distances that define the appearance of each

model are computed (e.g., the N-terminal and C-terminal separation). This output

for all the models is imported into a large EXCEL spreadsheet.

Type 1 modeling only involves the association of oligomeric proteins with no

covalent linkers. For Type 1, constraint (2) above is replaced by the consideration

of macromolecular symmetry. Only about 200–900 models now require analysis.

The modeled curves are sorted within EXCEL to identify the best fit ones. Three

filters are used to reject poor models, rank the models in order of fit, and identify

the best-fit structure. (1) The creation of conformationally randomized models can

result in steric overlap between the domains in the models. If overlap occurs, the

number of spheres in the unhydrated model will be reduced. Hence, models

are retained only if they possess at least 95% of the expected number of spheres.

(2) Models are retained if their Guinier-fitted RG and RXS values are within 5%

or � 0.3 nm from the experimental values. (3) Models are ranked according to

their R-factors. If the I(0) value of the calculated curve is set to be 1000, typical

satisfactory R-factors are less than 10% and in good cases are less than 5%. Note

that the R-factors increase with experimental noise; hence, good signal-noise ratios

facilitate smallerR-factors. Once the best models have been filtered, SIGMAPLOT

graphs of the RG, RXS, and R-factor values plotted against selected distances in the

models are then used to confirm that a suYcient number of randomized structures

have been screened. If the curve fitting has progressed well, a V-shaped distribution

of R-factors versus RG values is obtained. The RG value at the minimum should be

close to the experimental RG value. If the experimental RG is higher than expected,

slight aggregation may have aVected the Guinier fits.

The final outcome is confirmed by visual inspection of the experimental and

modeled I(Q) and P(r) curves overlaid upon each other. The outcome also includes

visual inspection of the best-fit models using INSIGHT II to see that they are
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stereochemically reasonable (e.g., no steric overlap; oligosaccharide chains are

located on the surface), and the preparation of artwork showing how the best-fit

models relate to biological function (e.g., comparisons with related macromole-

cules; calculation of electrostatic maps). The a-carbon coordinates of the best

models are deposited in the PDB at http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/, initially following

the procedure for crystal structures.

B. Scattering Modeling by Other Approaches

Despite the advantage of constrained scattering modeling in terms of PDB

structures, ‘‘ab initio’’ scattering approaches remain popular. These alternatives

model the scattering curve using 3D mathematical functions that reproduce the

external shape, surface, or envelope of the scattering macromolecule. The ‘‘ab

initio’’ methods assume that the protein can be represented by a compact structure

of uniform scattering density. When automated, the fits are relatively quick com-

pared to constrained modeling. The major diVerence is that no PDB models are

involved in the fits, unlike the constrained approaches, so there are no structural

constraints. Afterward the use of appropriate graphics software enables the surface

envelope to be superimposed with related PDB crystal structures for visual com-

parisons. The website at EMBL, Hamburg provides useful articles and software at

http://www.embl-hamburg.de/ExternalInfo/Research/Sax/software.html (Svergun

and Koch, 2003).

The first of the ‘‘ab initio’’ methods was that of spherical harmonics devised

by Stuhrmann (1970) and implemented in the SASHA program (Svergun and

Stuhrmann, 1991; Svergun et al., 1996). The macromolecular surface is defined

by a molecular envelope function F(y,j) that has a scattering density of 1 inside it

and 0 outside it. F(y,j) can be expanded in a series of spherical harmonics

Ylm(y,j):

Fðy;jÞ ¼ Ro

XH
l¼0

X1
m¼�1

flmYlmðy;jÞ

whereRO is a scale factor and flm are complex multipole coeYcients that are related

to coeYcients of the power series describing the experimental scattering curve. The

flm coeYcients can be determined by the automated minimization of an R-factor

between the calculated and the observed data points in the scattering curve

(Svergun and Stuhrmann, 1991). The number of harmonics terms H that can be

used in the above summation is determined by the number of degrees of freedom

(or the minimum number of independent parameters) that describes the

experimental scattering curve. This is given by Shannon’s sampling theorem as

DmaxQmax/p (Glatter and Kratky, 1982). This is 20 for a protein of length

L ¼ 25 nm for which a scattering curve was measured out to Q ¼ 2.5 nm�1. If H

is 4, which is typical for the determination of a molecular envelope for a protein,

there are (H þ 1)2 coeYcients to be determined, of which 6 are arbitrary rotations
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and translations that do not aVect the scattering curve, leaving 19 coeYcients.

If molecular symmetry is present, the number of coeYcients to be determined is

two- or threefold less in the cases of a dimer or trimer, respectively, and higher

values of H are permitted. By this approach, the scattering curve can be repre-

sented by relatively simple shapes (in particular without holes inside the shape). It

is possible to detect conformational changes on the binding of a small ligand by

inspection of the molecular surfaces before and after ligation.

A second ‘‘ab initio’’ method is that based on small sphere models and the Debye

equation for spheres (Glatter and Kratky, 1982). This was used to define macro-

molecular shapes for complement proteins such as C3, C4, C1q, C4bBP, and

others (Perkins and Furtado, 2005). Simple triaxial objects were constructed

from assemblies of small spheres, sometimes with guidance from electron micro-

graph images. The dimensions and arrangement of these assemblies were adjusted

manually until they accounted for the scattering curve. First, the RG value of the

sphere model was adjusted to fit the scattering curve at low Q (i.e., the Guinier

region). Next, the fits were progressively extended to large Q by trial and error.

This approach was subsequently automated by rotating and translating groups of

spheres to determine the best curve fits for IgE-Fc and bovine IgG (Beavil et al.,

1995; Mayans et al., 1995). Note that the resulting sphere models were compared

with relevant crystal structures after curve fitting, not before.

This second ‘‘ab initio’’ method was automated by specifying mathematical rules

for the assembly of small spheres, which was then refined to fit the scattering curve.

The first of these was the DALAI-GA genetic algorithm (Chacón et al., 1998, 2000)

(http://sbg.cib.csic.es/Software/Dalai_GA/index.html). Genetic algorithms start

from a 3D array of thousands of spheres usually contained within a spherical

volume. Inside this, the spheres are assigned as weights of 1 (macromolecule) or

0 (solvent). The arrangement of 1- and 0-assigned spheres is refined by a random

Monte Carlo approach to obtain a fit to the observed scattering curve. Constraints

including the physical connectivity of the macromolecular spheres are applied to

force the algorithm to converge to a solution (Chacón et al., 1998, 2000). A second

program DAMMIN uses a simulated annealing algorithm and an explicit penalty

term to ensure the compactness and connectivity of the resulting shape (Svergun,

1999). A third program SAXS3D (http://www.cmpharm.ucsf.edu/	walther/saxs/)

defines the starting sphere model in terms of a hexagonal lattice, and each step of

the refinement adds, remove, or relocates a sphere to improve the agreement with

the scattering curve (Walther et al., 2000). The best-fit arrangements of spheres

from all three automated approaches compare well with known structures where

these are available.

A third ‘‘ab initio’’ method is based on representing a protein of known sequence

as an assembly of dummy residues. The starting point is a randomly distributed

arrangement of residues in a spherical search volume of diameter Dmax. The

number of amino acid residues is known from the DNA sequence, and it is also

known that two adjacent residues are separated by about 0.38 nm. Hence, in the

GASBOR program (Svergun et al., 2001), a simulated annealing algorithm
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determines the coordinates of the residues that best fit the experimental scattering

curve in order to build a compact protein-like structure. This is constrained by the

requirement that the model has a ‘‘chain-compatible’’ spatial arrangement of

dummy residues.

DiVerent random runs of the three ‘‘ab initio’’ methods give diVerent spatial
results that give similar good curve fits. It can be informative to rerun the

‘‘ab initio’’ software to appreciate the sphere arrangements that will give good

curve fits. This is not necessary in automated constrained fit modeling, as the struc-

tural assessment of a best-fit family already provides 10, 50, and 100 best-fit

structures derived from the original randomized models, and these can be used to

assess how unique the modeling is.

C. Comparison with Sedimentation CoeYcients

AUC provides sedimentation coeYcients (Cole et al., 2007). These are analo-

gous to RG values in being single-parameter values that measure macromolecular

elongation. Unlike X-ray scattering, sedimentation coeYcients do not lead to

structural models as this is a single-parameter measurement. There are three

main ways to model sedimentation coeYcients:

1. Simple shape models (e.g., several ellipsoids or large spheres of diVerent sizes)
can be used. These simple models are not favored, as their shapes do not follow the

detailed surface of the protein to be modeled, and therefore are unconvincing.

2. The atomic coordinate model can be converted into small spheres (also

known as ‘‘bead’’ models). The model must include the hydration shell, typically

at 0.3 g H2O/g (glyco)protein. The small sphere approach utilizes software such

as BRKTOS or SOMO to generate the sphere model. BRKTOS generates the

unhydrated sphere model using a cubic grid, then this is accurately hydrated

without macromolecular distortions (Fig. 8). SOMO replaces each residue by two

diVerent-sized spheres whose size is increased to allow for hydration (Byron, 2007).

3. The atomic coordinate model is inputted directly into the software. HYDRO-

PRO represents the protein as a hollow shell of equally sized spheres at the protein

surface that represents the macromolecular surface. Hydration is considered by

empirically assigning the surface sphere radius as an eVective value of 0.31 nm

(Garcia de la Torre et al., 2000).

GENDIA and HYDRO calculate the frictional coeYcient from the sphere

model GENDIA does not permit sphere overlap in the model but is computation-

ally fast (Garcia de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977a,b), while HYDRO permits

sphere overlap but takes longer to compute (Garcia de la Torre et al., 1994).

GENDIA and HYDRO require substantial computing power compared to the

calculation of scattering curves and RG values. Constrained scattering modeling

searches do not therefore use GENDIA or HYDRO for all the trial models, only

for those short-listed as best-fit models after filtering. HYDROPRO outputs the
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sedimentation coeYcient directly. These approaches are discussed in more detail

elsewhere (Byron, 2007).

The use of identical sphere models for both the scattering and the ultracentrifu-

gation modeling provides strong support for the outcome of the constrained

modeling. This is only limited by computer memory requirements, as the hydrody-

namic programs will only accept up to about 2000 spheres, unlike the scattering

ones. The agreement between experiment and model should be within 0.3 S.

If discrepancies are larger than this, several options are available: (1) reinvestiga-

tion of the experimental sedimentation coeYcient using at least two diVerent
approaches (e.g., DCDTþ and SEDFIT: Cole et al., 2007); (2) use at least two

diVerent modeling programs such as HYDRO and HYDROPRO; and (3) visual

inspections of the sphere model directly overlaid on the starting atomic coordi-

nates (e.g., using INSIGHT II, Accelrys, San Diego) and the number of spheres in

the model. If the discrepancy cannot be resolved, a possible explanation is that the

macromolecule possesses an unusually high surface hydration. The comparison of

HYDRO and HYDROPRO for seven proteins whose solution structures were

fitted by constrained scattering modeling showed that HYDROPRO gave more

accurate numbers that HYDRO in six cases and was more able to handle larger

proteins including antibodies (Almogren et al., 2006).

VI. Examples

Recent constrained scattering analyses are summarized in Table III. As noted

above, it is conceptually useful to classify the modeling into one of four types

(Perkins et al., 2005). Type 1 proteins involve the simple association of oligomeric

proteins with no covalent linkers between the subunits. Types 2, 3, and N proteins

involved the analyses of multidomain proteins with two, three, or more covalently

linked domains or subunits, respectively. These four types each involve distinct

procedures and lead to distinct outcomes. Their basic features are described in the

examples below.

A. Type 1: Self-Association of Complement C3d and Other Proteins

The importance of dilution series in scattering is well illustrated by the unex-

pected oligomerization of the complement C3 fragment C3d. C3d is a 35 kDa

cleavage fragment of the central innate immunity complement protein C3 and

contains the thiolester active site region of C3. C3d is a ligand for complement

receptor type 2 (CR2), acting to stimulate an immune response. X-rays showed a

concentration dependence in the RG values from 1.8 nm at 0.3 mg/ml to 3.5 nm at

11.2 mg/ml with a dissociation constant KD that was refined to 23 � 3 mM using

AUC data (Perkins et al., 2005; Fig. 9A). As C3 occurs in plasma at 1.3 mg/ml, this

implies that C3d is normally monomeric. The P(r) curve for C3d showed a single

peak M1 at r ¼ 2.8 nm at low concentration which shifted to r ¼ 3.3 nm at high
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concentration, at which a second peak M2 appeared at r ¼ 7.0 nm (Fig. 9B). The

length of C3d increased from 7.0 to 10.5 nm. The first peak M1 is attributed to all

the distances within a single C3d molecule, and the second peak M2 to all the

distance vectors between the two monomers.

The constrained modeling of C3d is limited at low concentration by the poor

signal-noise ratios of the scattering curve, nonetheless an excellent curve fit was

obtained for the C3d monomer from its crystal structure (Fig. 9C). C3d dimers

were arbitrarily created by performing symmetry operations about each of the

307 a-carbon atoms in the C3d crystal structure to create three putative dimers

by 180� inversions of the monomer along the x-, y- and z-axes. The 921 modeled

scattering curves were ranked using their R-factors. The best-fit dimer successfully

reproduced an inflexion in the scattering curve at Q of 1 nm�1 (Fig. 9C) and gave a

predicted P(r) curve with a double peak that resembled M1 and M2. The fit implied

that theC3d dimer is formed from relatively few contacts between the twomonomers.

Table III
Protein Structures Determined by Constrained Scattering Modeling

Procedure Protein Summary of domains PDB codea

Type 1 C3d Monomer–dimer

MFE-23 Monomer–dimer

AmiC Monomer–trimer

RuvA Tetramer–octamer

SAP Pentamer–decamer

Human IgA1 dimer 2 IgA1 monomers

Type 2 CR2 SCR-1/2 2 SCR 1w2r

CR2 SCR-1/2 þ C3d 2 SCR þ C3d 1w2s

Cellulases 1 Cel6B, 1 Cel6A

Human IgA1-HSA 1 IgA1, 1 HSA 1esg

Type 3 Factor H SCR-6/8 3 SCR 2ic4

Human IgA1 2 Fab/1 Fc 1iga

Human IgA2 2 Fab/2 Fc 1r70

Human IgD 2 Fab/1 Fc 1zvo

CR2-Ig 2 CR2 SCR-1/2/1 Fc 2aty

Murine Crry-Ig 2 Crry/1 Fc 1ntl

Type N PIWF1 1 Cys, 1 WAP, 1 FnIII 1zlg

Crry 5 SCR 1ntj

Secretory component 5 Ig 2ocw

CEA 7 Ig 1e07

PIWF4 1 Cys, 1 WAP, 4 FnIII 1zlg

Properdin dimer 2 � 7 TSR 1w0r

Factor H SCR-1/20 20 SCR 1haq

CR2 SCR-1/15 15 SCR 2gsx

Properdin trimer 3 � 7 TSR 1w0s

aStructures are listed here if they were determined using the constrained modeling procedure of

Fig. 8. The PDB code for the a-carbon coordinates of the scattering model are shown when available

(http://www.rcsb.org).
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Other proteins show scattering curves that are explained in terms of oligomers;

however, the constrained modeling will generally diVer in each case. AmiC is the

amide sensor protein and negative regulator of the five-gene amidase operon in an

important opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Even though it is a

structural analogue of the monomeric periplasmic binding proteins that mediate

small molecule transport in bacteria, dilution series in the presence of ligands showed

pronounced eVects, with interparticle interference eVects at the highest concentra-

tions and dissociation at the lowest ones (Chamberlain et al., 1997). AmiCwas found

to exist as a monomer–trimer equilibrium in solution. Modeling using a monomeric

crystal structure showed good curve fits, resulted when monomers were used in

conjunction with a compact symmetric back-to-back trimer. The trimer is necessarily

symmetric as otherwise AmiC would aggregate indefinitely in solution.

Human serum amyloid P component (SAP) is a pentameric plasma glycoprotein

related with abnormal tissue deposits in amyloidosis. The pentamer is formed from

Fig. 9 Type 1 analyses of protein oligomerization: the C3d monomer–dimer equilibrium. (A) Con-

centration dependence of the C3d X-ray RG values. (B) P(r) curves for the monomer with one peakM1

and the dimer with two peaksM1 andM2. The length of the dimer is denoted by L. (C) X-ray curve fits

to the monomer (upper curve: D) and dimer (lower curve: ○). (D) Crystal structure of C3d, whose

maximum dimension L of 7 nm corresponds to that shown in (B).
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five identical glycosylated subunits assembled in a flat disk (Ashton et al., 1997).

In the presence of Ca2þ and a monosaccharide, SAP forms pentamers. In the

presence of EDTA, SAP forms tight decamers in which the two pentamers make

face-to-face contact. Pentamers and decamers were readily identified by the ap-

pearance of the scattering curve (Ashton et al., 1997). Gel filtration was not

eVective for this, as their shapes were too similar to be distinguished by this

qualitative method. In addition, it was possible to identify the orientation of the

two flat disks within the decamer. The I(0)/c value for the decamer gave an

abnormally low molecular weight. As the crystal structure showed that 20 Trp

residues were close to one face of the disk, the low I(0)/c could be explained by the

proximity of 40 Trp residues in the decamer, which would alter the 280 nm

absorption coeYcient of the decamer relative to the pentamer. Constrained

modeling gave good curve fits for the decamer. This used the central axis of

symmetry of the pentamer to translate one pentamer through the other to generate

120 trial decamer models (Ashton et al., 1997).

B. Type 1: Dimeric IgA

A diVerent type of constrained dimer modeling occurs in the case of immuno-

globulin A (IgA). IgA is the most abundant antibody in humans, and oVers a

major mucosal defense against external microorganisms. IgA exists in two sub-

classes IgA1 and IgA2, each possessing the classic two Fab and one Fc fragment

structure with 12 domains in each monomer. Predominantly T-shaped structures

were determined for monomeric IgA1 and IgA2 by constrained X-ray and neutron

modeling (Boehm et al., 1999; Furtado et al., 2004). These opened the way for the

scattering modeling of the IgA1 dimer, which is formed from the disulphide-linked

covalent assembly of two monomers and a J chain domain positioned between

them. Here, a Type 1 modeling strategy was the most appropriate to generate trial

models for the dimer from two monomers. Unlike the examples described in the

previous section, it was not necessary to assume symmetry in the dimer for reason

of the J chain and the disulphide bridges linking the monomers. However, the

position of the covalent links is not known, accordingly the modeling proceeded

without this constraint. A search positioned the two monomers end-to-end, and

then one was reorientated in 34,295 x- y- and z-axis rotations about the other,

which was held fixed. This generated all possible orientations between the two

IgA1 monomers. The outcome was successful, and resulted in a small single family

of near-planar structures that gave good X-ray and neutron fits (A. Bonner,

P. B. Furtado, A. Almogren, M. A. Kerr, and S. J. Perkins, unpublished data).

C. Type 2: SCR-1 and SCR-2 in Complement Receptor Type 2

CR2 is a membrane glycoprotein expressed primarily on mature B lymphocytes

and follicular dendritic cells. It belongs to the short complement regulator (SCR)

superfamily of small 61-residue domains, where each SCR domain is 	2 nm �
2 nm � 4 nm in dimensions, and CR2 is formed from 15 or 16 SCR domains. The
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SCR-1/2 domains contain the C3d binding site, and their crystal structures

(Fig. 10C and F) proved to be controversial (Prota et al., 2002; Szakonyi et al.,

2001). Both when free and in complex with C3d, SCR-1 and SCR-2 formed close

side-by-side contacts with each other. Functional studies and AUC data, however,

suggested that such a domain arrangement was not able to explain its solution

properties. Accordingly constrained X-ray scattering was applied to resolve

the discrepancy (Gilbert et al., 2005). For SCR-1/2, X-rays revealed a RG value

of 2.12 � 0.05 nm from Guinier analyses and a maximum length of 10 nm from

P(r) analyses. For its complex with C3d, theRG value of 2.44� 0.1 nm and its length

of 9 nm showed that its structure was not much more elongated than that of C3d.

Type 2 modeling is based on the structural randomization of the eight-residue

linker peptide joining SCR-1 and SCR-2 to give 9950 trial models. In eVect the
linker becomes the only conformational variable to be fitted, and this simplicity

results in a relatively well-defined structural outcome. The calculated scattering

parameters from these SCR-1/2 models were filtered and sorted to identify a single

best-fit family of structures. The most favored arrangements for the two SCR

domains corresponded to an open V-shaped structure at an angle of 69� with no

contacts between the SCR domains (Fig. 10A and B). Calculations with 9950

models of CR2 SCR-1/2 bound to C3d through SCR-2 showed that SCR-1 formed

an open V-shaped structure at an angle of 39� with SCR-2 and was capable of

interacting with the surface of C3d (Fig. 10D and E). Thus, the open V-shaped

structures formed by SCR-1/2, both when free and when bound to C3d, appeared

optimal for the formation of a tight two-domain interaction with its ligand

C3d (Gilbert et al., 2005). This result was supported by accompanying mutagenesis

experiments (Hannan et al., 2005). This analysis is a good example of when

crystal structures have had to be significantly revised in the light of scattering

modeling, as the interdomain linker flexibility had influenced the way in which the

crystals form.

D. Type 3: Antibody Structural Modeling of IgD

Monomeric antibodies are composed of two Fab and one Fc fragments

joined by a hinge region. The hinge is key to the antibody solution structure.

Only a handful of crystal structures for intact IgG antibodies in PEG or high

salt (e.g., 0.8- or 1.5-M ammonium sulphate) are known to date. These display

single snapshots of symmetric or asymmetric IgG hinge structures frozen by the

intermolecular contacts in the crystallographic unit cell. The hinge is structurally

diverse in the five human antibody classes IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD, and IgE. The

hinges in the four IgG subclasses vary in length, where IgG1 contains 15 residues,

IgG2 and IgG4 contain 12 residues, and IgG3 contains 62 residues. The IgD hinge

is the longest one, being 64 residues in length (Sun et al., 2005). The function of the

hinges in IgM and IgE is replaced or substituted by an extra pair of Ig domains.

What is not clear is the extent to which hinge flexibility is important for antibody

interactions with its ligands. Constrained scattering modeling is well suited to
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elucidate the Fab and Fc structures mediated by these diVerent hinges. Type 3

constrained modeling benefits from the twofold symmetry of the antibody structure.

This means that the same hinge conformation can be used for the two hinges that

link the two Fab and Fc fragments, thus simplifying the outcome of the modeling.

Human IgD occurs most abundantly as a membrane-bound antibody on the

surface of mature B cells. Soluble myeloma IgD gave a X-ray RG of 6.9 � 0.1 nm

showing that this is more extended in solution than IgA1 (RG of 6.1–6.2 nm).

Its distance distribution function P(r) showed a single peak at 4.7 nm and a

maximum dimension of 23 nm. Molecular dynamics was used to generate rando-

mized IgD hinge structures, to which homology models for the Fab and Fc

fragments were connected. The dependence of the R-factor values on the RG

values showed that the lowest R-factor corresponded to the RG value closest

Fig. 10 Type 2 modeling of the CR2 SCR-1/2 domain structure when free and bound to C3d. (A)

X-ray scattering curve of CR2 SCR-1/2 (○) in comparison with the best-fit model curve (white line). (B)

One of the best-fit CR2 models showing the open V-shaped structure of SCR-1 and SCR-2 (PDB code

1w2r). (C) The crystal structure of CR2 SCR-1/2 showed a closed V-shaped structure in which SCR-1

and SCR-2 are in contact with each other (PDB code 1ly2). SCR-1 is viewed in the same orientation in

both (B) and (C). (D) X-ray scattering curve of the CR2–C3d complex (○) in comparison with the best-

fit model curve (white line). (E) One of the best-fit models for the complex showing that both SCR-1 and

SCR-2 are in contact with the surface of C3d (PDB code 1w2s). (F) The crystal structure of the CR2–

C3d complex showing that only SCR-2 is in contact with the surface of C3d (PDB code 1ghq). C3d and

SCR-2 are viewed in the same orientation in both (E) and (F).
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to the experimental value (Fig. 11A). Good curve fits were obtained with 18

semi-extended IgD models starting from 8500 trial models (Fig. 11B). The best-

fit models showed that the hinge does not correspond to an extended polypep-

tide (which gives a poor curve fit: see Fig. 11C), but instead to a principally

T-shaped arrangement of the Fab and Fc fragments (Sun et al., 2005). Compar-

ison with the constrained scattering modeling of IgA1 (Boehm et al., 1999)

suggested that the hinges of IgA1 and IgD are more similar than that might

have been expected. Both possess flexible T-shaped solution structures, probably

reflecting the presence of restraining O-linked sugars.

E. Type 3: Factor H SCR-6/8

Factor H (FH) is a major complement regulatory protein in serum and contains

20 SCR domains. The seventh of these (SCR-7) is associated with age-related

macular degeneration, the most common cause of blindness in the Western

world, through a Tyr402His polymorphism. The three-domain recombinant

SCR-6/8 fragment of FH containing either His402 or Tyr402 and their complexes

with a heparin decasaccharide were studied by constrained X-ray scattering

Fig. 11 Type 3 modeling of the IgD antibody structure. (A) The dependence of the goodness-of-fit

R-factor on theRG value shows that theR-factor is at a minimum close to the experimentalRG at 6.7 nm

(arrowed). The best-fit model of panel (B) is denoted by D. (B) The best-fit model of IgD is shown

together with the experimental (○) and modeled (line) X-ray curves. (C) A poor-fit IgD structure is

shown in which the hinge region is extended compared to that in (B).
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modeling (Fernando et al., 2007). First, AUC was used to identify a weak self-

association, which was slightly greater for the His402 allotype than the Tyr402

allotype. As the monomer–dimer equilibrium has a dissociation constant of 40 mM
for the His402 form, the scattering data corresponded to 25–31% dimers in the

concentrations studied. The Guinier RG of 3.1–3.3 nm and the RG/RO ratio of

2.0–2.1 showed that SCR-6/8 is relatively extended in solution. Interestingly, no

concentration dependence of the RG or the P(r) curve was observed, showing that

dimer formation did not aVect these parameters. The maximum dimension of

10 nm is less than the length expected for a linear arrangement of SCR domains,

hence the SCR-6/8 fragment has a bent conformation in solution. Heparin caused

the formation of a more linear structure, possibly by binding to linker residues.

The SCR-6/8 fragment is too big for molecular structure determination by

NMR. The constrained scattering modeling of FH SCR-6/8 is a Type 3 analysis

because of the three domains (Fernando et al., 2007). Unlike the Type 3 antibody

modeling, there is no twofold symmetry. The filtering of 2000 randomized SCR-6/

8 models identified best-fit bent models for the monomer (Fig. 12A). Joining two

models face-to-face at SCR-7 was able to account for dimer formation.

A moderate movement of the SCR-6 and SCR-8 domains toward each other

gave a P(r) curve with two peaks M1 and M2 at r values of 1.8 and 4.5 nm as

observed experimentally, unlike linear SCR models that gave only one peak M1 at

1.7 nm. TheM2 peak is assigned to the increased numbers of vectors between SCR-

6 and SCR-8 in relatively static bent models. The relative intensities of theM1 and

M2 peaks reproduced that seen experimentally when the presence of both mono-

mer and dimer was considered (Fig. 12B). Hence, Type 3 modeling is simple

enough to be informative about the bending in three-domain structures, although

of course it is not possible to specify the degree of twist between the SCR domains.

F. Type N: Secretory Component of IgA and Other Multidomain Proteins

Many multidomain proteins contain more than three domains, and the

constrained scattering modeling of these TypeN structures are useful, even though

there is less available information when compared to Type 2 and 3 analyses.

Scattering will show whether these possess extended domain structures or are

folded back upon themselves.

An interesting example is secretory component (SC) that associates with dimeric

IgA to form secretory IgA (SIgA), the major antibody active at mucosal surfaces.

SC exists in the free form, and has five heavily glycosylated variable (V)-type Ig

domains D1–D5. The SC structure was determined by X-ray and neutron scatter-

ing to give a RG of 3.53–3.63 nm and a P(r) length of 12.5 nm. This was unexpect-

edly compact as the length L should have been closer to 20 nm. The neutron data

verified the absence of X-ray radiation damage and any possible density variations

because of the 19% carbohydrate content in SC. The SC structure was accordingly

probed in greater detail using its fortuitous cleavage during storage into two

D1-D3 and D4-D5 fragments, each of which were subjected to X-ray scattering.
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Both D1-D3 and D4-D5 showed overall lengths similar to that of SC, suggesting

that SC has a J-shaped structure with D1-D3 folded back on D4-D5 (Bonner et al.,

2007).

Constrained scattering modeling was first applied to each of D1-D3 and D4-D5,

in which D4-D5 was readily modeled as a Type 2 structure with a small bend in it,

Fig. 12 Type 3 modeling of the FH SCR-6/8 structure. (A)Modeling of the X-ray scattering curve for

the His402 allotype in terms of the bent three-domain monomer structure shown as inset. The RG and

RXS regions of the curve are denoted by horizontal lines. The experimental (continuous line) and

modeled (dashed line) P(r) curves with two peaks M1 and M2 are shown as inset. Note the discrepancy

in the peak M2 intensity. (B) Modeling in terms of 75% monomer and 25% dimer, where the dimer

model is shown as inset. Note the better agreement for peak M2 in the P(r) curve.
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while the modeling of D1-D3 was complicated by the presence of additional

degradation products and was completed only by postulating the presence of single

domains as well as D1-D3. AUC technology was important as size distribution

analyses provided the necessary evidence to support this postulate. Finally, con-

strained modeling was applied to the intact SC structure to show that J-shaped

structures fitted the X-ray and neutron data well (Fig. 13B). Searches in which all

five domains or only the linker between fixed best-fit structures for the D1-D3 and

D4-D5 fragments was randomized were required to ensure that a full range of

conformations had been assessed (Fig. 13A).

Multidomain proteins do not generally show folded-back structures. Scattering

studies often benefit from the study of fragments as well as the intact protein. That

for anosmin-1 with six domains was determined to be extended from the study of

three- and six-domain forms (Hu et al., 2005). Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)

with seven Ig domains is also extended with slight bends between the domains

(Boehm and Perkins, 2000). Large SCR proteins such as FH with 20 SCR

domains and CR2 with 15 SCR domains were most successfully modeled as partially

folded-back structures that probably show a degree of inter-SCR flexibility (Aslam

and Perkins, 2001; Gilbert et al., 2006). An understanding of the FH structure is

central for an understanding of complement regulation, yet this is too big to be

crystallized. Thus, the FH SCR-1/5 and SCR-16/20 fragments were also studied by

scattering (A. I.Okemefuna,H.E.Gilbert,K.Griggs,R.Ormsby,D.L.Gordon, and

S. J. Perkins, unpublished data). This showed interestingly that both SCR fragments

exhibit similar partial folding back as that seen in the starting FH structure.

VII. Discussion

A. Summary and Future Considerations

Solution scattering is a low- to medium-resolution structural discipline applica-

ble to a broad range of proteins and protein–ligand complexes. Modern solution

scattering benefits from the availability of powerful cameras with large Q ranges

and good count rates at high-flux X-ray and neutron sources. Data processing

using UNIX script files or EXCEL macros to handle many experimental data files

considerably eases the Guinier and P(r) analyses. Key controls of the data must

include explicit checks for radiation damage and molecular weight calculations to

check for oligomers. Data interpretation is much improved by the ability to

perform molecular modeling using tight constraints based on available atomic

structures in the PDB. The key step is to ensure that a full range of stereochemi-

cally correct conformations have been generated for fitting. However, it should

be remembered that unique structures cannot be determined by scattering for

reason of the randomized orientations of the macromolecule in solution. Scatter-

ing modeling is at its most eVective in rejecting poor models (Fig. 11). Constrained

modeling uses this concept to reject about 99% of the conformationally possible
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models. The advantage of constrained modeling over the more commonly used ‘‘ab

initio’’ methods is that medium-resolution best-fit structures can be determined and

deposited in the PDB. It is conceivable that constrained modeling may grow in

importance and impact. As evidenced by scattering publications in mainstream

biochemical journals, this technology provides significant new insights on

structure–function relationships. This is especially so when no crystal structures are

available or are apparently not achievable, and even after a crystal structure determi-

nation has already providedmuch information. Once the data collection is completed

and interpreted, the timescale for project completion is a matter of weeks.

Fig. 13 Type N constrained modeling of SC by X-ray and neutron scattering. (A) The R-factors are

compared with their RG values. The 5000 SC models represented by gray circles correspond to the SC

models in which all four linker peptides were varied. The final 5000 SC models represented by unfilled

circles correspond to SC models in which the best-fit D1-D3 model was randomized relative to the best-

fit D4-D5 model. (B) The neutron (upper) and X-ray (lower) experimental curves are compared with the

best-fit SC model (line). The inset shows the comparison between the experimental and modeled X-ray

P(r) curves; the two curves are indistinguishable. (C) The best-fit model is shown with the D1-D3

domains running from top to bottom, and the D4-D5 domains are bent back against these to the right to

form an overall J-shaped structure. The seven oligosaccharide chains are shown in gray.
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Each scattering study is diVerent. The concept of Types 1, 2, 3, or N modeling

clarifies how the constrained modeling should be performed. Examples of oligomer

formation were shown for C3d in Fig. 9, where dimers were obvious from the

scattering data, and for FH SCR-6/8 in Fig. 12, where dimer only became appa-

rent during the modeling. The need to confirm crystal structures by solution

structures is shown for both CR2 SCR-1/2 and its complex with C3d in Fig. 10.

Examples where scattering provided structures for which there are no crystal

structures include the IgA1 dimer, IgD, FH SCR-6/8, and SC (Figs. 11–13).

A side benefit of constrained modeling is the ability to interpret the P(r) curve.

Prior to constrained modeling, simple model calculations showed, for example,

that M occurs at half the value of L for the scattering from a sphere, and that

M moves to smaller r values when the scatterer becomes elongated. The position

of M in relation to the macromolecular length L, especially when two peaks are

seen and not one, is of great interest. In the case of IgA1, the second peak M2

(Fig. 5F) suggested that the hinges between the Fab and Fc are suYciently rigid to

hold the two Fab fragments apart from the Fc fragment, while limited flexibility is

present to enable the antibody to dock onto its antigenic targets. In the case of

FH SCR-6/8, the second peak M2 (Fig. 12) indicated that the three-domain

structure is on average bent in solution.

B. Comparison of Scattering with Crystallography and NMR

A combination of methods is best applied to a given protein, whether these are

immunologic (this chapter) or from another discipline such as the cell cycle

proteins, chaperones, or otherwise. The major diVerence between methods lies in

the structural resolution, ranging from atomic level provided by NMR spectroscopy

andX-ray crystallography to overall shape information obtained directly by electron

microscopy or indirectly by solution scattering. None of the methods can generally

be applied in totally physiological conditions. For example, they usually require

proteins to be highly purified, and in many instances only portions of larger mole-

cules can be studied. Nonetheless, used in combination, these methods have greatly

increased our understanding of protein function.

The strength of crystallography is in the level of detail provided. The weaknesses

are that it is only possible to determine the X-ray structure of proteins that

crystallize and the structure of the protein packed in the crystal unit cell may not

accurately represent the native protein especially where several domains are

present in an extended conformation (see the CR2 example discussed above).

However, many structures determined by multiple methodologies are identical in

domain structure and orientation, suggesting that crystal structures often do

approximate native structures. Sometimes crystallography can be very rapid

with proteins going from initial trials to structures in a few weeks. However,

crystallization remains unpredictable and many key structures have taken years

to complete.
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While NMR-derived structures are of slightly lower resolution than X-ray

crystal structures, NMR can oVer several advantages over crystallography. The

NMR structure is obtained in solution although the protein concentration can be

quite high. Atomic details are forthcoming of the eVect of pH, ionic strength, and

small ligand-binding sites, and any flexible or mobile regions within the protein can

be localized. A major limitation of NMR is that it is only applicable to smaller

proteins of up to 30 kDa in size.

Scattering oVers the possibility of studying intact, large molecules in near-

physiological conditions including low concentrations. They are generally applica-

ble to proteins of molecular weight above 10 kDa, only requiring high protein

purity. The first overall views of many protein structures have been obtained by

X-ray and neutron scattering (or by AUC as a related but less informative

technology), followed by constrained modeling to identify best-fit structures at

medium structural resolutions.

C. Biological Relevance of Scattering Structures

The structural resolution of constrained scattering modeling is suYcient to

identify the most probable domain arrangement in multidomain proteins. The

structural precision of this approach can be suYcient to identify functional roles.

For example, the use of homology modeling for domains and knowledge of the

putative domain arrangement revealed the first analyses of structural eVects of

mutations in FH SCR-19 and SCR-20 that lead to atypical haemolytic uraemic

syndrome (kidney failure after an immunologic insult, mostly in young children).

See our website at http://www.fh-hus.org. While the scattering modeling opens up

the first structural view of FH and its mutations, the follow through by crystallog-

raphy and NMR approaches is nonetheless necessary. The reanalysis of the SCR-

19 and SCR-20 domains using their subsequent NMR and crystal structures

revealed that the interpretations of the mutations were correctly made (Saunders

et al., 2007).

The medium resolution of the scattering modeling means that further experi-

ments will be needed to confirm any important results. The case of the CR2 SCR-1/

2 complex with C3d is an example of this, where mutagenesis work with this system

was required to confirm that both SCR-1 and SCR-2 made contact with the surface

of C3d in solution. In the absence of the scattering modeling, it would have been

diYcult to argue that the crystal structure required correction (Gilbert et al., 2005;

Hannan et al., 2005). In other cases, the study of fragments becomes necessary to

place any scattering modeling conclusions on a more firm basis. This is well

illustrated by the study of SC and its D1-D3 and D4-D5 fragments (Fig. 13)

both by X-ray scattering and by AUC (Bonner et al., 2007).
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Abstract

Microtubules interact with a large variety of factors commonly referred to as

either molecular motors (kinesins, dyneins) or structural microtubule-associated

proteins (MAPs). MAPs do not exhibit motor activity, but regulate microtubule

dynamics and their interactions with molecular motors, and organelles such as

kinetochores or centrosomes. Structural investigations into microtubule-kinesin

motor complexes are quite advanced today and by helical three-dimensional (3-D)

analysis reveal a resolution of the motor-tubulin interface at <1.0 nm. However,

due to their flexible structure MAPs like tau or MAP2C cannot be visualized in the
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same straightforward manner. Helical averaging usually reveals only the location

of strong binding sites while the overall structure of the MAP remains unsolved.

Other MAPs such as EB1 bind very selectively only to some parts of the microtu-

bule lattice such as the lattice seam. Thus, they do not reveal a stoichiometric

tubulin:MAP-binding ratio that would allow for a quantitative helical 3-D analysis.

Therefore, to get a better view on the structure of microtubule-MAP complexes

we often used a strategy that combined cryo-electron microscopy and helical or

tomographic 3-D analysis with freeze-drying and high-resolution unidirectional

surface shadowing. 3-D analysis of ice-embedded specimens reveals their full 3-D

volume. This relies either on a repetitive structure following a helical symmetry that

can be used for averaging or suVers from the limited resolution that is currently

achievable with cryotomography. Surface metal shadowing exclusively images

surface-exposed features at very high contrast, adding highly valuable information

to 2-D or 3-D data of vitrified structures.

I. Introduction

Structural biology and the capabilities of studying protein complexes in three

dimensions evolved into an integral part of modern biology and biomedical

research. Many researchers would like to know at great detail how an organism

functions and to this end we must ultimately understand the molecular basis of

supramolecular and cellular structures. While X-ray crystallography and high-field

NMR spectroscopy clearly dominate the atomic resolution end of structural

biology, the major thrust of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM, Dubochet

et al., 1988) and cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET, reviewed in Lucic et al.,

2005; McIntosh et al., 2005; Steven and Aebi, 2003) provides the direct link to cell

structure and function while trading some resolution with physiological relevance.

Cryo-EM technology omits fixation and staining that opened the range of molec-

ular EM to near atomic resolution, at least in theory. On the practical side,

however, the real power of EM lies in reconstructing large macromolecular and

cellular assemblies at a resolution range between 1 and 3 nm that can be subse-

quently docked with atomic resolution data from X-ray or electron crystallography

and NMR (Volkmann and Hanein, 1999; Wriggers et al., 1999; for examples on

microtubule-motor structures see Nogales et al., 1999; Hoenger et al., 2000;

Kikkawa et al., 2001; Hirose et al., 2006).

Microtubules are highly dynamic tubular structures composed of a,b-tubulin
dimers that polymerize head-to-tail into so-called protofilaments under the control

of guanosine triphosphate (GTP). The a,b-tubulin structure has been solved to

near-atomic resolution by electron crystallography (Löwe et al., 2001; Nogales

et al., 1998). So far, the best resolved structure of an intact microtubule has been

reported by Li et al. (2002; see also Krebs et al., 2004). In vivo, protofilaments

associate laterally and form a hollow tube. Most commonly, microtubules found

in vivo are composed of 13 protofilaments (see Fig. 1). These microtubules do not
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exhibit helical symmetry because they contain so-called seams that interrupt the

lattice at one or more lateral contacts between protofilaments [visualized by

Kikkawa et al. (1994) by freeze-fracturing (Heuser, 1989)] and [Sosa and

Milligan (1996) by back-projection reconstruction (Bluemke et al., 1988)]. At the

seam, protofilaments interact laterally in a so-called A-lattice conformation while

the rest of the tube forms a B-lattice (Amos and Klug 1974; Song andMandelkow,

1993, 1995). In vitro it is possible to form tubulin polymers that contain between

9 and �16 protofilaments (Chrétien et al., 1996). This variability in protofilament

number can be controlled to some extent by modifying the tubulin polymerization

Fig. 1 Summary of cryo-EM techniques applied to microtubules and microtubule-kinesin motor head

complexes: We are frequently using vitrification and either direct imaging in ice (frozen-hydrated

specimens: A and C) or freeze-drying and subsequent metal shadowing (B). (A) Cryomicrograph of

plain microtubules reveals the structural variability of in vitro polymerized microtubules. They may

range in protofilament number from 9 to about 16 protofilaments. Insets show Fourier-filtered segments

of a 13- and a 15-protofilament microtubule. 13 protofilaments is the most common version of micro-

tubules in vivo, and the protofilaments run perpendicular to the tubular axis. However, the lattice of

these microtubules contains a so-called seam that interrupts the helical symmetry in these tubes (see also

Fig. 6). 15 protofilament microtubules exhibit a truly helical lattice and are used as templates for helical

3-D reconstructions of microtubules (blue volume in A) and microtubules complexed with motors

(panel C) and other MAPs (see also Fig. 4D). (B) As an alternative cryomethod freeze-drying and metal

shadowing is used to strongly enhance surface related features. Panel (B) shows a freeze-dried and

shadowed plain microtubule as a direct comparison to vitrified and ice-embedded microtubules shown

in panel (A). (See Plate no. 3 in the Color Plate Section.)
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buVers. Arnal et al. (1996) were the first to generate 15-protofilament microtubules

with a right-handed protofilament supertwist (see Fig. 1). These microtubules are

truly helical structures and therefore suitable for three-dimensional (3-D) recon-

struction based on helical averaging (see Fig. 2; DeRosier and Moore, 1970). Since

their introduction, they have been widely used for many structural studies of

motors and microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) as they interact with micro-

tubules (kinesins: e.g., see Hirose et al., 2006; Hoenger et al., 1998, 2000a; Kikkawa

et al., 2001; Sosa et al., 1997; Wendt et al., 2002; tau: Al-Bassam et al., 2002; Kar

et al., 2003; Santarella et al., 2004; Ncd-tail: Wendt et al., 2003; dynein microtubule

binding domain: Mizuno et al., 2004).

In our labs we often complement our cryo-EM 3-D volume data with surface

metal shadowing. Unlike frozen-hydrated preparations, surface metal shadowing

does not reveal full 3-D data, but it does constitute a fast and reliable approach for

direct investigations into the surface and other properties of complexes and large

macromolecular assemblies such as (1) structural determination of inner and outer

surfaces (e.g., see Hoenger et al., 2000; Steinmetz et al., 1998), (2) a preliminary

image of the 3-D arrangement of an entire complex, and (3) a direct determination

of symmetry related features, crucial for further 3-D reconstructions, such as the

hand of helical assemblies (see Fig. 2). Surface shadowing has also been used very

successfully when applied to freeze-fractured specimens, elucidating the surface

properties of cellular organelles etc. after creation of a surface replica (Heuser,

1989). However, in this chapter we would like to concentrate on high-resolution

approaches for surface shadowing and surface relief reconstruction which is

achieved most successfully on regular assemblies such as two-dimensional (2-D)

crystalline arrays or helical tubular structures (Fuchs et al., 1995; Guckenberger,

1985; Smith and Kistler, 1977). Newer developments even reached subnanometer

resolution (Walz et al., 1996). Surface data may also be further combined with 3-D

volume data to complete missing 3-D information in either of the reconstructions

(Dimmeler et al., 2001).

II. Rationale

Cryo-EM-derived 3-D data constitute the best possible link between atomic

resolution structures and cellular organelles. In addition, cryo-EM and more

recently cryo-ET allow reconstructing large marcromolecular and cellular com-

plexes to a resolution of ca. 1–3 nm. Cryo-EM generally deals with samples that

are embedded in a thin layer of vitrified ice. Vitrified ice is an ice form that can be

generated by ultrarapid freezing that prevents the formation of ice crystals and

hence, the ice remains amorphous. Vitrification warrants the preservation of

molecular detail in large complexes to near-atomic dimensions and allows for

structural and functional interpretations at atomic scale by docking individual

components, solved by X-ray and electron crystallography or high-field NMR

spectroscopy, into EM-derived 3-D envelopes. The true advantage of cryo-EM
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and cryo-ET is that they may target large and flexible complexes that are beyond

high-resolution methods, either because averaging is not applicable (which elim-

inates crystallographic, helical, and single-particle reconstructions) or particles are

simply too large (often the case for NMR investigations). Helical 3-D reconstruc-

tions or other averaging-based approaches revealed (sub-) nanometer resolution

on plain microtubules (Li et al., 2002) or on microtubules complexed with motor

Fig. 2 Dissecting the helical lattice of a 15-protofilament microtubule decorated with kinesin motor

domains: (A) Raw data and Fourier-filtered image of a 15-protofilament microtubule decorated with

kinesin motor domains. (B) DiVraction pattern of a motor decorated 15-protofilament microtubule

shows three distinct clusters of layer lines: Closest to the center lies the equator and layer line 1. The

equator (green lines and green framed volume at the bottom in C) corresponds to the radial density

distribution of the tube but does not form any helical pattern. Layer line 1 (orange lines and volume

in C) marks the longest possible helical path in the lattice, and here this is the protofilament supertwist.

Since there are 15 protofilaments following a right-handed helical path that layer line has a Bessel order

of þ15. The second cluster of strong layer lines forms around layer line 17 (red lines and frame in

the middle of C) that marks the left-handed helical path of the motor domains roughly perpendicular

to the supertwist. Each path is 8 nm apart (the length of the ab-tubulin dimer) but there are two

ab-independent paths twisting around each other and therefore this pattern forms to a left-handed,

two-start helix with the corresponding Bessel order�2. Finally, the layer line cluster at 1/4 nm is directly

related to the 1/8 nm cluster (cyan lines and frame at the top in C) and corresponds to the a-b-a-b tubulin

monomer repeat that is exactly half of the dimer repeat. Accordingly, the handedness is the same (left)

and the number of starts is doubled to four (¼ >Bessel order �4). (C). Back-Fourier transform of the

individual layer line data according to its helical parameters forms the volumes with continuous helical

paths. Convolution of all the layer line data reveals the full structure in 3-D (yellow frame). (See Plate

no. 4 in the Color Plate Section.)
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domains (Hirose et al., 2006; Kikkawa et al., 2001; Krebs et al., 2004) resulting in

accurate molecular models with near-atomic detail.

The situation for helical averaging of MAP-microtubule complexes is quite a bit

diVerent with MAPs that show high structural flexibility and/or do not decorate

the microtubule surface in a stoichiometric or otherwise regular fashion. In these

cases quantitatively accurate 3-D maps are not achievable and the resulting

maps have to be interpreted accordingly. In these cases simply collecting 3-D

data by helical averaging (Fig. 2) is not suYcient. Tomographic reconstructions

(e.g., see Nicastro et al., 2006) and surface relief data often constitute valuable

and complementary information for an accurate structural and functional inter-

pretation. In this chapter, we demonstrate the power and limitations of helical

averaging on motors (Fig. 2) and MAP-microtubule complexes on selected exam-

ples from our own work [tau: Fig. 4, hepatoma upregulated protein (HURP):

Fig. 5, Mal3p: Fig. 6]. In all of these cases, only the combination of helical 3-D

reconstruction of frozen-hydrated specimens and high-resolution surface metal

shadowing (Fig. 3) revealed a clear picture on how these MAPs interact with

microtubules.

III. Methods

A. Helical Reconstructions of MAP-Microtubule Complexes

The preparation and helical 3-D reconstruction of motor-microtubule com-

plexes have been extensively described in Beuron and Hoenger (2001) and in

Hoenger and Nicastro (2007). Therefore, I will only briefly repeat the basics.

Helical arrays are either naturally occurring or they are sometimes artificially

produced by repetitive arrangements of macromolecules or complexes of macro-

molecules: They are often of great use to structural biologists. Helical reconstruc-

tion approaches have yielded near-atomic resolution on either naturally occurring

helices, such as bacterial flagella (Yonekura et al., 2003), or artificially reconsti-

tuted ones, such as tubes formed by the acetylcholine receptor (Miyazawa et al.,

2003). Under certain conditions, microtubules may also form true helices, but

often their lattices show one or more discontinuities by so-called seams (see

Fig. 6). To avoid interference of helical symmetry, we use microtubules that

are composed of 15 protofilaments. They can be easily generated by adding

5–10% of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to the polymerization buVer (Beuron and

Hoenger, 2001).

Helical reconstruction methods combine features of tilt-series reconstruction

from 2-D crystalline arrays with methods used for icosahedral and single-particle

reconstruction (DeRosier and Moore, 1970). The regularity of the helical packing

generates distinct layer-line patterns in Fourier space that can be analyzed by

methods resembling those used for crystallography. These methods take advantage

of the discrete layer line spacing that reflect the axial repeats of helical turns, which
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are analogous to the patterns of distinct spots generated by 2-D crystals. The

rotation along a helical path projects the repeating building blocks at all the angles

that are required for an isotropic 3-D reconstruction. In the real part of Fourier

space (the visible diVraction pattern where amplitudes are transformed into inten-

sities, Fig. 2B), this information is reflected in the appearance of continuous layer

lines, running perpendicular to the helix axis, rather than rows of distinct spots, as

in 2-D crystal diVraction patterns. A 2-D projection of a helix is a 1-D crystal that

features repeating elements along the helical axis, but perpendicular to the axis the

image features are continuous, so in Fourier space the information that corre-

sponds to these features is not sampled in discrete spots. As demonstrated in Fig. 2,

each layer line corresponds to a particular helical path that is reflected in the Bessel

order. Left- and right-handedness are expressed in the prefix – and þ, respectively.

The number of simultaneous starts is reflected in the Bessel order number (e.g.,

�2 describes a left-handed 2-start helix). Reaching isotropic resolution (i.e., same

resolution in all directions) requires projecting an image element at small intervals

between 0� and 180�. Hence, the projected image of a helical array that includes at

least one-half a helical turn is theoretically suYcient for two independent isotro-

pically resolved (equivalent resolution in all directions of the helical repeat)

helical 3-D reconstructions. In practice, however, the low contrast in cryo-EM

micrographs requires that several helical repeats must be averaged together to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio to a useful level. A significant signal-to-noise

ratio improvement is typically achieved with around 100 repeats. In an ideal world

the signal-to noise ratio increases by the square root of units averaged (i.e., with

100 repeats ¼ >tenfold increase of signal-to-noise ratio). However, one helical

repeat may include many asymmetric units which here is one tubulin dimer plus a

bound motor or MAP. A reconstruction of a microtubule-motor complex that

reaches 2 nm resolution typically includes about 40,000–50,000 such asymmetric

units.

B. High-Resolution Surface Shadowing

Surface imaging and reconstruction of heavy metal-shadowed specimens have a

long tradition in transmission electron microscopy (reviewed in Gross, 1987).

To this end a fine layer of metal is applied, either rotationally or unidirectionally,

to the specimens, modulating the surface topography. Conventional techniques

employ various coating materials such as platinum/carbon (Pt/C) or tantalum/

tungsten (Ta/W) and make use of an additional carbon layer applied subsequently

to the shadowing process. This layer of carbon prevents collapsing of a freeze-dried

structure when warmed up at room temperature, and avoids oxidation of air and

humidity. This layer is required to protect the sample during the transfer through

the atmosphere into the microscope. The imaging is performed at room tempera-

ture and under high-dose conditions. These procedures had led to surface

reproductions in a range of 3 nm lateral resolution. Gross et al. (1990) at the

ETH-Zürich (Switzerland) constructed the Midilab, a high-vacuum/cryo-transfer
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system by which samples can be transferred from the preparation chamber into the

microscope without changing the ambient pressure (high-vacuum) and tempera-

ture conditions. Consequently, the protecting carbon layer can be avoided and it

could be shown that an increase in resolution is gained. The Midilab is directly

hooked up to a CM-12 electron microscope (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, by imaging

freeze-dried, unstained, and Ta/W-stained samples at diVerent electron dosages

they could show that the preservation of the material that supports the metal coat

attains high relevance for an improved reproduction of the metal layer during

imaging. Therefore, optimal prerequisites for the imaging of shadowed biological

molecules are an omission of the carbon layer and image recording under low-dose

and cryo conditions. With these techniques, in combination with image averaging

(averaging out the granularity of the �0.5-nm-thin Ta/W films ¼>‘‘optimal gran-

ularity approach’’), surface reconstructions of up to 0.8 nm lateral and 0.4 nm

axial resolution can be obtained for 2-D crystalline objects (Walz et al., 1996).

Comparisons of freeze-dried, stained and freeze-dried, unstained samples have

shown identical resolution limits, confirming that the resolution of metal-

shadowed specimens is mainly aVected by the object preservation and less by the

quality of the metal film.

The Midilab and its cryo-transfer system allowed for Ta/W shadowing without

the need for carbon backing in a unidirectional mode at an elevation angle of 45�.
This approach is creating the illusion of having shadows in the images and giving

them a pseudo-3-D) appearance (see Figs. 3–6), which can be very helpful for a

preliminary assessment of a complex structure.

Figures 3–6 show several examples of specimens created with the Midilab

preparation chamber, which illustrate the power of high contrast and signal-to-

noise ratio, achieved by unidirectional Ta/Wmetal shadowing. We call this kind of

approach used here an ‘‘optimal visibility approach,’’ as opposed to an ‘‘optimal

granularity approach’’ used for high-resolution surface topography reconstruction

where subnanometer resolution was achieved (e.g., see Walz et al., 1996). The

preparations shown here typically diVract to about 2 nm or even beyond that, but

the main issue here was the details visible without using further image enhance-

ment methods such as averaging over image elements or imposing helical or

crystallographic symmetry.

Technical procedures: Samples were adsorbed for 30–60 sec onto carbon-coated

copper grids (400 mesh), briefly washed, and subsequently quick-frozen in liquid

nitrogen or liquid ethane. After transferring the grids into the evaporation (prepa-

ration) chamber, the samples were freeze-drying at �80 �C, pressure �10�5 Pa for

�90 min in close proximity to a shutter kept at�150 �C and acting as a cryopump.

After freeze-drying the specimens were kept at �80� for shadowing with Ta/W at

an elevation angle of 45� to a thickness between 0.5 (optimal granularity) and

1.0 nm (optimal visibility). After shadowing, grids were then transferred under high-

vacuum and cryo conditions into the microscope onto a modified Gatan cryoholder

and imaged at�170 �C.
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C. 3-D Analysis of Microtubules Complexed with Tau

Tau proteins, a family of six isoforms generated by alternative splicing in the

human central nervous system, are prominent in neurons and promote the out-

growth of axons. Tau may also aggregate into pathologically relevant ‘‘paired

helical filaments’’ (PHFs) that are hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease and other

dementias (Lee et al., 2001). Tau tightly regulates microtubule-based traYc in

axons (Ebneth et al., 1998; Seitz et al., 2002). Tau is a ‘‘natively unfolded’’ protein

that does not have a well-defined shape, as judged by structural, spectroscopic, and

biochemical evidence (Schweers et al., 1994). It can be subdivided into two major

domains, the N-terminal ‘‘projection domain’’ and the C-terminal ‘‘assembly

domain’’ which binds and stabilizes microtubules. The assembly domain contains

three or four pseudorepeats of �31 residues important for microtubule binding,

flanked by proline-rich regions which enhance microtubile binding. The absence of

Fig. 3 High-resolution metal surface shadowing and cryo-vacuum transfer unit at the ETH-Zürich,

Switzerland (Gross et al., 1990). A second, modernized unit of this kind is in planning for the Boulder

3-D lab. (A) All the metal shadowing data shown in this chapter have been prepared by the ‘‘Midilab’’

shadowing unit that is directly mounted to a vacuum port of an FEI-CM12 electron microscope. This

setup allows for unidirectional shadowing of specimens with Ta/W. The specimens are cooled with

liquid nitrogen and typically kept at �80 �C during the freeze-drying process. The unit features a metal

gun port at an elevation angle of 45�, and an optional carbon-gun port at a 90� angle to the specimen.

The specimens are quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen or ethane, mounted on a transfer table, and inserted

via the airlock into the shadowing chamber in an upside-down position. After drying and shadowing the

specimens are directly transferred into the microscope by the manipulator. (B) Unidirectionally sha-

dowed tubulin sheet decorated with kinesin motor domains. The shadowing technique reveals the two

diVerently structured surfaces of the inner and outer microtubule wall. The outer surface shows a

roughly perpendicular 8-nm striation caused by the stoichiometric binding of one motor head per

tubulin dimer. Inner surfaces do not bind motors and therefore reveal the 4-nm a-b-a-b tubulin pattern.
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Fig. 4 Cryo-EM on microtubule-tau complexes: tau is a very unstructured molecule, and 3-D image

reconstruction reveals more qualitative results such as identifying the microtubule-binding site, than

quantitative maps of the entire molecule. (A) Codecoration of microtubules with tau and kinesin motor

domains under depolymerizing conditions reveals two complementary eVects. Kinesin stabilizes the

axial protofilament contacts (Krebs et al., 2004) while tau links the protofilaments laterally. Hence, long

filamentous assemblies form that resemble microtubules with loosened lateral protofilament contacts

that are still held together by the tau molecule (Santarella et al., 2004). (B and E) Plain microtubules (B)

and microtubule-tau complexes imaged after freeze-drying and unidirectional metal shadowing. Plain

microtubules show an intrinsic instability that is reflected in the background of tubulin oligomers next to

intact tubes. In the presence of tau these oligomers disappear, indicating a stronger stabilization eVect of

tau on microtubules (tau also stabilizes oligomers vs dimer). The tau molecule itself is only visible as a

diVuse mass randomly overlaying the protofilament structure. Tau does not bind to the microtubule

inner surface and therefore these surfaces are unobstructed and reveal the tubulin pattern seen from the

inner side of a microtubule. (C and D) DiVerence mapping between helical 3-D reconstructions of ice-

embedded plain microtubules (C) and tau-decorated microtubules reveal the strong binding site of tau

to microtubules (red volumes in D). According to our studies in Santarella et al. (2004) these binding

sites are on a-tubulin and face the opposite site of a kinesin motor binding site. Hence, kinesin and tau

may bind simultaneously to tubulin protofilaments. (Adapted from Santarella et al., 2004). (See Plate

no. 5 in the Color Plate Section.)
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Fig. 5 Induction of a novel tubulin sheet conformation by HURP (HURP: KoVa et al., 2006):

(A) HURP induces a tubulin sheet with antiparallel P2-symmetry protofilament arrangement that

wraps itself around an intact microtubule (Santarella et al., 2007). Cryo-EM reveals the diameter of

the wrapping sheet to be about 50 nm in diameter. (B) The calculated optical diVraction pattern of these

complexes reveal both layer lines, the regular tubulin layer line at 1/4 nm (orange) and the reflections

from the wrapping sheets at a �47� angle at 1/9.4 nm (red) perpendicular to the antiparallel protofila-

ments. Along the wrapping protofilaments the a-b-a-b tubulin repeat is visible as a reflection at 1/4.1 nm

(blue). (C) Fourier filtering including all visible reflections. (D) Fourier filtering including only the

reflections marked in red, emphasizing the antiparallel nature of the protofilaments in the wrapping

sheet. (E) Fourier filtering including all visible reflections originating from the wrapping sheet (red and

blue) adding the tubulin repeats to the image obtained in (D and F): Unidirectional surface metal

shadowing revealed the handedness of the wrapping sheet, indicated the orientation of the protofila-

ments in the sheets. This is particularly well visible on a broken piece of the sheet (arrow) revealing the

underlying structure of the wrapped microtubule. (G) Kinesin motor heads were used to determine the

arrangement of the antiparallel protofilaments with regard to exposing inner or outer microtubule faces.

The binding eYciency of kinesin motor domains to the wrapping sheet was surprising low, but revealed

unambiguously that all protofilament expose their outer (kinesin-binding) surface. (Adapted from

Santarella et al., 2007). (See Plate no. 6 in the Color Plate Section.)
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compact folding has precluded a detailed structural analysis so far. Three indepen-

dent groups (including our own) investigated frozen-hydrated microtubule-tau

complexes by helical analysis with mostly consistent results (Al-Bassam et al.,

2002; Kar et al., 2003; Santarella et al., 2004). However, due to the flexible nature

of tau none of the 3-D structures published was able to outline the full extent of the

entire molecule, but revealed more qualitative results such as the interaction sites

between tau and tubulin (see Fig. 4C and D). Thus, averaging-based 3-D analysis

misses large portions of the molecule as they arrange irregularly in space. Cryoto-

mography produces 3-D without the need for averaging but nevertheless, the

technique is equally unsuited as the currently achievable resolution of this method

prevents visualizing flexible random coil structures.

Fig. 6 Binding properties of the Schizosaccharomyces pombe EB1 homologue Mal3p to microtubules

(Sandblad et al., 2006). Due to the small size of the globular domains of Mal3p the findings shown here

were only visible with high-resolution metal shadowing and could not be reproduced with helical or

tomographic 3-D analysis on ice-embedded specimens. (A) The Mal3p particles bind along the micro-

tubule axis just to one single groove but leave the rest of the surface free. In Sandblad et al. (2006) we

could demonstrate that this groove represents the microtubule lattice seam, a typical feature of 13- and

14-protofilament microtubules. Mal3p clearly stabilizes the seams, and after codecoration with kinesin

motor domains seams were clearly visible on the surface of microtubule-Mal3p-kinesin complexes.

Panel (C) emphasizes the axial 8 nm repeat of the motor units, and the 4 nm stagger at one position on

the lattice (red lines). The seam itself is marked with a dotted yellow line. (Adapted from Sandblad et al.,

2006). (See Plate no. 7 in the Color Plate Section.)
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However, averaging and 3-D structure determination is not the only way to

gain insight into the structure and function of a protein such as tau. Decoration of

tau onto preformed microtubule-kinesin motor domain complexes at stoichio-

metric binding conditions revealed two structurally important aspects: (1) tau and

kinesin can coexist on the microtubule lattice, and (2) tau binding may extend

laterally over several protofilaments. This experiment took advantage over

the axial protofilament stabilization of kinesin while lateral contacts are less

aVected (e.g., see Hoenger et al., 2000). Figure 4A nicely demonstrates that

under depolymerizing conditions microtubules fall apart but not into little

oligomers as they would do in the absence of any stabilizing factors (Fig. 2B:

tubulin oligomers cover the entire background, visualized with surface shadow-

ing). In the presence of kinesin alone protofilaments release laterally but extend

much longer than the oligomers shown in Fig. 4B (see Hoenger et al., 2000; Krebs

et al., 2004). Tau and kinesin together now stabilize the protofilaments axially

and in addition loosely link the protofilaments laterally (see Fig. 4A). This action

is clearly provided by tau and demonstrates the protofilament cross-linking

potential of tau.

High-resolution unidirectional surface shadowing with Ta/W (Fig. 4B and E)

confirmed the results obtained on frozen-hydrated specimens (Fig. 4A). While in

the absence of tau the microtubule surface shows clearly the outer structure of

protofilaments that mostly form an axially oriented continuous rim (Fig. 4B).

In the presence of tau the surface appears obstructed by overlaying mass somewhat

resembling a landscape after snowfall (Fig. 4E, outer surface). Hence, individual

molecules are not discernible, but the cross-linking nature observed in Fig. 4A can

be confirmed. Part of the upper left microtubule broke oV during preparation and

now reveals the inner surface of a microtubule wall (see also Fig. 3B). This surface

is diVerent from the outer surface and shows an unobstructed view onto the 4 nm

tubulin repeat that is much better visible on inner rather than outer surfaces

(Fig. 4B). Despite the presence of ample amounts of tau in this preparation, the

inner surface shows no binding of tau.

D. 3-D Analysis of a Novel Tubulin Conformation Induced by HURP

The so-called ‘‘hepatoma upregulated protein’’ (HURP) (KoVa et al., 2006; Tsou
et al., 2003) is a newly discovered MAP required for correct spindle formation both

in vitro and in vivo. HURP is part of a multicomponent complex required for the

transition of RanGTP-induced microtubule aster-like structures into polar, spindle-

like structures (KoVa et al., 2006). HURP has also been shown to play an important

role in stabilizing microtubules in vivo, specifically the kinetochore microtubules

within the mitotic spindle apparatus (KoVa et al., 2006; Sillje et al., 2006).
The isolated HURPmolecule shows a similarly unstructured and random folding

pattern as tau (see above). There are essentially no globular elements and very few

secondary structure elements. Hence, the full extent of the protein is again very

diYcult to be visualized directly by cryo-EM on frozen-hydrated or metal-shadowed
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specimens (Santarella et al., 2007) or by any other structure determination methods.

However, this MAP shows a very peculiar specialty: it induces the formation of a

tubulin sheet with antiparallel protofilaments, exhibiting P2 symmetry. This sheet

then, either after it has been preformed or during formation, wraps around an

intact microtubule in a very reproducible way (Fig. 5). Hence, what is visible in

Fig. 5 is not the HURP itself, but the wrapping tubulin sheet. According to gold-

labeling experiments (see Santarella et al., 2007), theHURPmolecule is located in the

space between inner microtubule and the wrapping sheet.

The combined data from frozen-hydrated (Fig. 5A) and freeze-dried/metal-

shadowed specimens (Fig. 5F) allowed creating a complete picture of this assembly.

Frozen-hydrated data would allow separating the inner from the outer tube by

selectively collecting the corresponding layer line data (Fig. 5B) as long as there

are no superimposed layer lines. The Fourier-filtered image in Fig. 5D was created

by a back transform on the layer line data marked with a red circle in Fig. 5B.

Unfortunately, the outer sheet was too flexible for a meaningful helical 3-D

reconstruction.

However, even without actually calculating a 3-D structure of the wrapping

sheet, we got a complete picture of its configuration. The metal-shadowing

data revealed the geometry and the symmetry of these sheets. Metal shadowing

unambiguously revealed the helical hand of the wrapping sheet as left-handed

(Fig. 5F), a property that is invisible in frozen-hydrated preparations (Fig. 5A

and C). If only frozen-hydrated data were available, Fig. 5D could have been

the near or the far side (toward the observer and away from the observer, respec-

tively). With the knowledge about the handedness we now know this is the near

side analogous to the shadowed surface shown in Fig. 5E. The initial assumption

about the direction of protofilaments is supported by shadowed preparations

where the wrapping sheet partially broke oV (arrow in Fig. 5F), and at the ends

of the sheets.

The actual packing of the protofilaments was tested by adding molecular motors

and analyzing their binding patterns on the surface of the sheets (Fig. 5G). Both

freeze-dried/metal-shadowed and frozen-hydrated preparations revealed the anti-

parallel nature of the protofilaments (Fig. 5D and E). However, neither of the

preparations could clearly determine if the wrapping sheet adopted a Zn-sheet

configuration (Wolf et al., 1993) with P21 symmetry (alternating inner and outer

surfaces exposed) or if it would exhibit P2 symmetry (either inner or outer surfaces

exposed). To this end we used kinesin motor domains as a marker of the outer

protofilament surface. Surprisingly, the aYnity of motors to the wrapping sheet

was much lower than to intact microtubules, but nevertheless, the presence of

motors on every protofilament, and not only on every other one, made clear that

all protofilaments expose their outer motor-binding surface. Interestingly, in this

case the protofilaments bend in the opposite direction as the oligomeric products

from depolymerizing microtubules. The bending of the protofilaments in HURP-

induced sheets is also opposite to the artificial tubes produced by Wang and

Nogales (2005).
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E. 3-D Analysis of a MAP That Locates to a Highly Specific Structure on the
Microtubule Surface

This section and Fig. 6 describe and illustrate a situation in which helical 3-D

reconstruction of frozen-hydrated MAP-microtubule complexes failed completely

and only the metal shadowing approach visualized the binding properties of this

MAP. In this example we investigated Mal3p (Beinhauer et al., 1997), a fission

yeast homologue of the human EB1 (Su et al., 1995). Like its human counterpart,

Mal3p is known to accumulate at growing microtubule plus-ends and also to

interact with the microtubule lattice (Busch and Brunner, 2004). The protein

promotes the initiation and maintenance of microtubule growth (Busch and

Brunner, 2004), recruits the kinesin Tea2p to the microtubules, and promotes

Tea2p motor activity (Browning et al., 2003). Mal3p consists of a globular

calponin-homology (CH) domain (Hayashi and Ikura, 2003) and a-helical tail

capable of coiled-coil formation (Honnappa et al., 2005). Hence, the molecule

functions in a dimeric form, which is also the proposed functional unit for the

mammalian EB1 homologues.

Our first attempts to create helical 3-D maps of 15-protofilament microtubules

decorated with Mal3p failed badly, and at a later stage in our work it became very

clear why they failed. The full-length, dimeric Mal3p complex is capable of selec-

tively binding to the microtubule lattice seam (Fig. 6) while otherwise leaving the

surface of microtubules free for other factors to bind (Sandblad et al., 2006). The

lattice seam is a lateral contact between microtubules that forms according to a so-

called A-lattice interaction while the reminder of protofilaments in a microtubule

interact through B-lattice interactions (Amos and Klug, 1974). Mal3p is capable of

codecorating the microtubule surface with kinesin motor domains that generate a

clear view of the seam (Fig. 6B and C). According to our findings Mal3p strongly

stabilizes the seam that otherwise represents the weakest lateral contacts in the

microtubule lattice, which is the main reason why there are rarely multiple seams

and why the A-lattice does not occur. Hence, there are two reasons why a helical

averaging approach did not work: First, the density of Mal3p on the microtubule

surface is way below a stoichiometric ratio to tubulin dimers, and second, the

presence of a seam breaks the helical symmetry. Vice versa, the 15-protofilament

microtubules that we have to use for helical averaging because of symmetry require-

ments do not have a seam and therefore show a very low binding aYnity forMal3p.

IV. Discussion

One of the main purposes of this chapter is to illustrate the power of a combined

structural approach to the 3-D structure of microtubules complexed with MAPs

and motor domains. While in the case of kinesin motor domains helical 3-D

reconstruction alone may reveal qualitative and quantitative volume maps where

the tubulin portion and the attached molecular motors may both be visualized at

their actual size and shape. These 3-D maps are often good enough to reveal
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nucleotide-specific conformational states (e.g., see Al-Bassam et al., 2002; Hirose

et al., 2006; Hoenger et al., 1998, 2000; Kikkawa et al., 2001; Krzysiak et al., 2006;

Skiniotis et al., 2003; Sosa et al., 1997; Wendt et al., 2002). Accordingly, these

volume data are most suitable for molecular docking attempts using atomic

resolution data of the individual components such as crystallographic data on

motor heads (e.g., see Kozielski et al., 1997; Kull et al., 1996; Sablin et al., 1996,

1998; Turner et al., 2001) and tubulin dimer (Nogales et al., 1998). However, that is

typically applicable only to relatively small globular domains like kinesin head

domains and may not be feasible for flexible MAPs and MAPs with very distinct

binding patterns. In these cases helical reconstruction may fail to accurately

reproduce the molecular shape and binding patterns. Even microtubules com-

plexed with dimeric motor constructs may suVer from a lack of symmetry (e.g.,

compare Hoenger et al., 2000 and Krzysiak et al., 2006 with Wendt et al., 2002).

Furthermore, MAPs like tau protein or MAP2C have been analyzed by helical

methods (Al-Bassam et al., 2002; Kar et al., 2003; Santarella et al., 2004; see also

Fig. 4) and produced very valuable qualitative data about binding patterns, but the

entire molecules could not visualize in their full extent, as they did not fully adopt

the underlying helical symmetry of a 15-protofilament microtubule (see Fig. 2).

This chapter provides guidance on how these problems could be addressed.

Rarely is one imaging method self-suYcient and therefore we would like to place

a strong argument for a comprehensive methodic approach that combines 3-D

volume reconstructions of macromolecular assemblies with high-resolution unidi-

rectional metal surface shadowing for two reasons: (1) by reducing image data to

the surface of a macromolecular complex all underlying structures are eliminated

and do not obstruct the surface pattern and reveal a high-contrast pseudo-3-D

image resembling a late-afternoon aerial photograph of a landscape on a sunny

day. In contrast, images of frozen-hydrated samples are a 2-D reduction of a full

3-D volume, somewhat comparable to 2-D projections of a glassy, semitransparent

object where near- and far-side density information merges together and could

only be deconvoluted again by a series of diVerent projections (tomography or

averaging-based 3-D reconstruction methods). (2) As demonstrated here with

three examples on microtubule-MAP complexes, surface metal shadowing gener-

ates very valuable additional 3-D structural data that would otherwise remain

invisible. For example the handedness of a helical structure is directly visible (see

Figs. 3B and 5F). 3-D surface and volume data can be combined for further

structural interpretations (Dimmeler et al., 2001). Although metal shadowing has

been around for many years, particularly also on freeze-fractured samples (Heuser,

1989), little progress has been made over the last two decades and the value of

surface shadowing for 3-D analysis of macromolecular assemblies has been under-

used. The construction of the Midilab shadowing unit (Fig. 3A) constitutes an

important exception and added a new dimension to metal shadowing and pro-

duced unique surface data at resolutions in the subnanometer range (Walz et al.,

1996). This was achieved on 2-D crystalline arrays that were suitable for averaging

and surface relief reconstruction (Fuchs et al., 1995; Guckenberger, 1985;
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Smith and Kistler, 1977). However, as demonstrated here, even without averaging,

the Midilab with its high-resolution Ta/W gun and high-vacuum/cryo-transfer

system produced high-contrast surface data with remarkable detail, directly inter-

pretable without further computational image enhancement approaches. Most of

the details shown here are currently beyond the resolving power of cryo-ET (Lucic

et al., 2005; McIntosh et al., 2005; Steven and Aebi, 2003) that may not reach

beyond 2 nm resolution for some more time due to technical and physical limita-

tions. Therefore, we are convinced that surface metal shadowing will remain an

important component in 3-D structural investigations of macromolecular and

cellular specimens and should be considered for flexible and filamentous structures

that are diYcult to assemble in a regular array such as a helical complex or a 2-D

crystalline array. Hence, while the capabilities of averaging based 3-D reconstruc-

tion methods of macromolecular complexes are widely recognized and enjoy a high

amount of visibility in molecular and cellular biology, metal shadowing is currently

somewhat underrated. However, this could change in the near future as the

combination of high-resolution metal layers such as Ta/W and high-vacuum

cryo-transfer system clearly have the potential to revive shadowing for structural

biology and add a valuable tool to the existing approaches for 3-D investigations

of biological specimens. We are now in the process of installing a cryo-vacuum

transfer system for shadowed specimens in the NCRR facility at the University of

Colorado at Boulder. While the old unit in Zürich only allows for elevation angles

of 45� and unidirectional shadowing, we would like to add more flexibility to the

elevation angle and add the option for rotational shadowing.
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Abstract

The elementary steps in complex biochemical reaction schemes (isomerization,

dissociation, and association reactions) ultimately determine how fast any system

can react in responding to incoming signals and in adapting to new conditions.

Many of these steps have associated rate constants that result in subsecond

responses to incoming signals or externally applied changes. This chapter is

concerned with the techniques that have been developed to study such rapidly

reacting systems in vitro and to determine the values of the rate constants for the

individual steps. We focus principally on two classes of techniques: (1) flow

techniques, in which two solutions are mixed within a few milliseconds and the

ensuing reaction monitored over milliseconds to seconds, and (2) relaxation tech-

niques, in which a small perturbation to an existing equilibrium is applied within a

few microseconds and the response of the system is followed over microseconds to

hundreds of milliseconds. These reactions are most conveniently monitored by

recording the change in some optical signal, such as absorbance or fluorescence.

We discuss the instrumentation that is (commercially) available to study fast

reactions and describe a number of optical probes (chromophores) that can be

used to monitor the changes. We discuss the experimental design appropriate for

the diVerent experimental techniques and reaction mechanisms, as well as the

fundamental theoretical concepts behind the analysis of the data obtained.

I. Introduction

A large number of important biological processes must obviously occur on

timescales of very much less than a second. By way of illustration, consider the

position of a cricket batsman (or baseball batter); for very fast deliveries as little as

400 msec may elapse between the ball leaving the bowler’s (pitcher’s) hand and it

reaching the batter’s bat. During this short time, a whole series of processes occur

in the batter’s eyes, brain, nerves, and muscles, which all involve the interaction of

a wide variety of diVerent molecules. The first steps toward understanding what

happens in these processes include identification of the participants and sketching

out reaction pathways and interaction networks. The next step consists of a

thorough characterization of the dynamics of the interactions. This information
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is essential if one wishes to create a quantitative picture of such processes, evaluate

the ‘‘dynamic range’’ of their constituents, assess the conditions under which systems

will function optimally, and, most important, predict under which conditions they

will fail.

The majority of biochemical reactions are reversible and, when studied in

isolation in the ‘‘test tube,’’ will reach an equilibrium state, with reactant and

product concentrations determined by the equilibrium constant, K. Once this

equilibrium state has been reached, the concentrations of the individual species

involved will remain constant, unless the system is perturbed in some way.

Reaction systems may be perturbed not only by the influx or eZux of reactants

but also by changes in some external parameter such as temperature. A change in

temperature induces a perturbation because equilibrium constants are generally

dependent on temperature (K ¼ e�DG/RT, and DG� ¼ DH� � TDS�, where DG�,
DH�, and DS� are the changes in free energy, enthalpy, and entropy, respectively,

R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature).

The speed at which any individual reaction or reaction network can respond

following such a perturbation depends on the rates of the diVerent elementary

steps. Generally speaking, the more dynamic a system, that is, the faster its forward

and reverse reactions, the more quickly it will reach the new equilibrium position.

Although the cell is, of course, a nonequilibrium system, it is important to remem-

ber that any reaction network that can reach equilibrium rapidly will also be able

to rapidly reach other ‘‘target’’ states. Thus, it is the rates of the elementary steps

that ultimately determine how fast a system can react, respond to incoming signals,

and adapt to new conditions. In any biochemical reaction, these elementary steps are

either unimolecular (an isomerization of a single entity, or the dissociation of a

complex) or bimolecular processes (association of two molecules or complexes)

that occur almost exclusively on subsecond, often submillisecond, timescales.

To study these reactions, instrumentation is required that allows the investigator

(1) to rapidly mix the reactants or perturb the system in a controlled way and (2) to

monitor the concentrations of one or more reaction partners with suYcient time

resolution as the reaction proceeds.

There are various ways of monitoring the concentration of participants during a

reaction. For example, samples may be taken from the reaction volume, mixed

with a chemical quenching agent to stop the reaction, and their contents assessed

by chromatography, electrophoresis, or mass spectrometric techniques. Such

methods can directly determine the concentrations of diVerent reaction partici-

pants in a relatively straightforward way, but they are discontinuous and have a

limited time resolution that depends on the sampling rate that can be achieved.

A more common approach is to take advantage of changes in optical signals, such

as absorbance, circular dichroism, or fluorescence, which often accompany a

reaction. Although spectroscopic methods do not generally permit the direct

determination of concentrations of individual species, they are continuous and

can achieve high precision and time resolution. Unfortunately, most conventional

spectrophotometers cannot be used to study reactions that are complete within less
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than about 10 sec, as it takes at least that amount of time to mix the reagents,

close the sample compartment, and activate the instrument, or to increase the

temperature of the reaction mixture. This chapter is therefore concerned with the

application of techniques that have been developed to overcome these problems.

We will focus on the two principal classes of methods:

a. Flow (or rapid mixing) techniques, which are essentially an extension of the

classical ‘‘mix and observe’’ approach, and

b. Relaxation techniques, in which a system at equilibrium is perturbed by

applying a rapid change in an external parameter such as temperature or pressure

Methods such as X-ray crystallography, NMR, and equilibrium binding studies,

which yield the necessary (static) structural and thermodynamic information, are

complemented by flow and relaxation methods, which yield the kinetic information

that is indispensable for understanding the dynamics of biochemical processes.

II. Basic Theory

In the following sections, we shall use the symbols P and L to indicate the

participants in simple first- and second-order processes (reaction steps whose

kinetics are determined by the concentration of one or two reactants, respectively).

P and L stand for ‘‘protein’’ and ‘‘ligand’’—as many intracellular interactions are

between proteins and smaller molecules—but may represent any two reactants,

proteins, DNA, lipids, biomolecular assemblies, and so on. PL denotes a complex

between P and L, and P*, L*, and PL* indicate diVerent conformational states of

P, L, and PL, respectively.

A. First-Order Reactions

The simplest reversible reaction is one where the forward and reverse steps are

both unimolecular processes with first-order rate constants kþ1 and k�1 (units s
�1)

for the forward and reverse steps.

Scheme 1 P P*
k+1

k−1

The equilibrium constant,K, for this reaction is defined asK¼ kþ1/k�1¼ [P*]/[P],

which is dimensionless. There is no net influx or eZux of material, so that [P]þ [P*]

¼ Ptot, where square brackets indicate instantaneous (or current) concentrations,

andPtot is the total concentration of protein. The rate d[P*]/dt at which P* is formed

is given by
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d½P��
dt

¼ kþ1½P� � k�1½P�� ¼ kþ1Ptot � ðkþ1 þ k�1Þ½P�� ð1Þ

Note that this rate may be positive (P* is being formed) as well as negative (P* is

disappearing). Equation (1) has an analytical solution that expresses the concen-

tration of P* as a function of time:

½P��ðtÞ ¼ P�
eq þ ðP�

0 � P�
eqÞe�kOBSt ð2Þ

Here kOBS, which is equal to k�1 þ kþ1, is called the observed rate of the reaction.

P�
0 andP

�
eq are the initial and equilibrium (or final) concentrations of P* (see below).

Figure 1 shows the change in [P*] with time for several diVerent combinations of P�
0

and kOBS. These curves are known as transients and illustrate the following

concepts.

a. Equilibrium. If P�
0 is not equal to P�

eq (e.g., if the system is subjected to a

sudden change in pH, which alters the equilibrium constant), the concentrations of

P and P* will change until the altered equilibrium position is reached and the

concentrations of P and P* are constant. P�
eq, the equilibrium concentration of P*,

is equal to (PtotK)/(1 þ K), which is equal to kþ1Ptot/kOBS.

b. Amplitude. The diVerence between the concentration of P* at the beginning

and the end of the reaction (at equilibrium), P�
eq – P�

0, is called the reaction

amplitude, D[P*].
c. Observed rate. Equation (2) is a single exponential function whose shape and

amplitude are fully defined by kOBS, P�
eq, and P�

0. The larger kOBS, the more rapidly

the systemwill reach equilibrium. Because kOBS is equal to the sum of the individual

rate constants, two reversible reactions with the same kþ1 but diVerent k�1 values

will reach equilibrium at diVerent rates, and the one with the largest k�1 will

equilibrate fastest (compare curves D and E in Fig. 1C).

d. Rate constants from observed rates. Analysis of the change of [P*] with time

will yield kOBS, not the individual rate constants. However, when the equilibrium

constant K is known, the individual rate constants can be calculated as follows:

k�1 ¼ kOBS

1þ K
; kþ1 ¼ K � kOBS

1þ K
ð3Þ

e. Relaxation time and half-life. The reciprocal of kOBS is called the relaxation

time, or time constant, t, of the system. At t ¼ t, the diVerence between [P*] and

[P�
eq] will have decreased to 1/e of the total amplitude D[P*], independent of the

value of P�
0. The half-life, t1/2, of the reaction is defined as the time taken for the

diVerence between [P*] and [P�
eq] to decrease to half of the total amplitude and

relates to the relaxation time and observed rate as t1/2 ¼ 0.693t ¼ 0.693/kOBS

[ln(0.5) ¼ �0.693]. It should be emphasized that although kOBS and t�1 are
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Fig. 1 Transient for the reaction P, P* (Scheme 1). Values of kþ1 and k�1 were 6 sec
�1 and 10 sec�1,

respectively, unless otherwise indicated; the total concentration of P, Ptot, was 1 mM. (A) Definition of P�
0

and P�
eq (initial and equilibrium concentrations of P*), D[P*] (reaction amplitude), t1/2 (half-life), and t

(relaxation time),which is equal to the reciprocal ofkOBS (observed rate). (B) The relaxation time is equal to

1/kOBS¼ 1/(kþ1þ k�1) (62.5 msec for the rate constants usedhere), independent of the initial concentration

of P* (0, 0.45, and 1 mM in curves A, B, and C, respectively). (C) If two systems have equal forward rate

constants, the system with the largest reverse rate constant will reach equilibrium first [curves D (kþ1 ¼ 6;

kOBS ¼ 16) and E (kþ1 ¼ 6; kOBS ¼ 6.1)], whereas two systems with identical equilibrium constants may

have diVerent observed rates [curves D (K ¼ 0.6, kOBS ¼ 16) and F (K ¼ 0.6, kOBS ¼ 8)].
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identical, the former is generally used to describe transients observed in flow

experiments, whereas the latter is generally used to describe relaxation (or small

perturbation) experiments.

B. Second-Order Reactions

Reversible binding reactions, such as those in which a ligand associates with a

protein, include a second-order association process and a first-order dissociation

and are described by

Scheme 2 P + L PL
k+1

k−1

Here kþ1 is the second-order association rate constant (units: M�1s�1) and k�1 is

the first-order dissociation rate constant (units: s�1). The equilibrium dissociation

constant for this reaction,Kd, is equal to k�1/kþ1 (units:M), whereas the equilibrium

association constant, Ka, is its reciprocal (kþ1/k�1, units: M
�1). There are now two

conservation equations that must be obeyed: [P]þ [PL]¼Ptot and [L]þ [PL]¼Ltot,

where Ptot and Ltot are the total concentrations of P and L, respectively. The rate d

[PL]/dt at which PL is formed is given by

d½PL�
dt

¼ kþ1½P�½L� � k�1½PL� ¼ kþ1ðPtot � ½PL�ÞðLtot � ½PL�Þ � k�1½PL� ð4Þ

This equation does not have a simple analytical solution [a general bimolecular

equivalent of Eq. (2)] that describes the change in [PL] as a function of time for

given initial and total concentrations of P, L, and PL. However, under certain

special conditions, the solution to Eq. (4) can be shown to be very similar to

Eq. (2).

1. Pseudo-First-Order Conditions

If one of the reactants is in large excess over the other (Ltot� Ptot or Ltot� Ptot),

the concentration of the component in excess remains eVectively constant during

the whole time course, because Xtot – [PL] � Xtot, where Xtot is the concentration

of the component present in excess. Eq. (4) simplifies to one with the same form as

Eq. (1), with kþ1Xtot instead of kþ1. As a result, the formation of PL is said to follow

pseudo-first-order kinetics, with an observed rate kOBS given by

kOBS ¼ t�1 ¼ kþ1Xtot þ k�1 ð5Þ

Such conditions are generally employed in flow experiments.
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2. Near Equilibrium Conditions

It can be shown that the change in concentration of PL also approaches first-

order kinetics when the concentrations of P and L are very close to their equilibrium

values (Caldin, 1964). This is because the changes in the concentrations of all species

are then very small compared to the values of the concentrations themselves and

therefore may be regarded as being constant. Such conditions can be introduced by

a small perturbation of the system, for example, by increasing the temperature or

pressure of the reaction volume by a small amount (see Section III.B), thereby

slightly changing the equilibrium constant for the system. Before the change,

P and L are at their equilibrium concentrations under the current conditions. If

the change is applied virtually instantaneously, the concentrations will still be at

their old values immediately after the jump. At that point, the system is out of

equilibrium but will immediately begin to relax toward the new equilibrium, where

[P] and [L] are slightly diVerent. In this case, the expression for the reciprocal

relaxation time is (Bernasconi, 1976):

t�1 ¼ kþ1ð½P� þ ½L�Þ þ k�1 ð6Þ

III. Techniques

In this section, we introduce the two major groups of techniques used in the

study of rapid reactions: flow and relaxation techniques. These techniques diVer in
their timescales of applicability: flow methods are generally used to study reactions

that occur on timescales varying from a few milliseconds to tens of seconds,

whereas relaxation techniques are applicable to reactions that happen within

microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds.

A. Flow Techniques

All flow techniques use special mixing chambers that are designed to mix two

solutions containing the appropriate reactants. The solutions are generally driven

at high velocity into the mixing chamber in order to achieve mixing that is both

rapid and complete. Reactions cannot, in general, be monitored inside the mixing

chamber itself, so that the mixed solution can be observed only at some point

‘‘downstream’’ from the mixing chamber. Because the mixing and subsequent flow

to the point of observation take a finite amount of time, the mixed solution already

has a certain average ‘‘age’’1 before it can be observed. The time during which the

reaction cannot be monitored is called the dead time of the instrument.

1 Because mixing is not instantaneous, there will be a certain spread in the age of the mixed solution.

An eVective mixing chamber produces a mixed solution in which the spread is relatively small.
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1. Stopped Flow

Of all the rapid reaction techniques, stopped flow comes closest to being a

standard laboratory technique. As with all flow techniques, the two reactant solu-

tions are rapidlymixed by driving them from ‘‘drive’’ syringes into an appropriately

designedmixing chamber. Followingmixing, the solution flows into an observation

chamber, and the flow is stopped using a ‘‘stopping’’ syringe (Eccleston et al., 2001).

The reaction is then followed by monitoring the change in some suitable optical

signal, generally absorption or fluorescence, as a function of time. The eVective
dead time of the instrument is determined by the time it takes to start and stop

the flow and is typically 1–2 msec. Reactions with half times shorter than this dead

time cannot be studied. Reactions with very long half times (>10 sec) can, at least in

principle, be studied using the stopped-flow technique. In practice, the study of very

slow reactions may be complicated by lamp instabilities and, in the case of fluores-

cence, by photobleaching of the chromophore. The latter eVect can generally be

reduced by the use of an automatic shutter so that the reaction mixture is not

constantly illuminated by light.

Commercial equipment is available from several sources (see Section IV). These

devices range from stand-alone models with a variety of detection modes to small,

hand-driven devices that can be used in conjunction with regular spectrophot-

ometers. The latter are relatively inexpensive and permit the study of reactions with

half times as short as 10 msec (although this also depends on the response time of

the spectrometer) and are useful for studying many reactions. Most stopped-flow

instruments are designed to mix equal volumes of the two reactants, but some will

allow diVerent volumes to be used. This particular technique is most widely used in

studies of protein folding using chemical denaturants, where large and rapid

changes in the concentration of denaturant are required (see Chapter 11 by Street

et al., this volume). Devices that permit double mixing experiments are also

available: two reactants are mixed and this mixed solution is then rapidly mixed

with a third solution after a variable preselected time. This approach allows the

study of the reactions of short-lived intermediates and has been used to provide

important information in the study of several enzyme mechanisms.

2. Quenched Flow

In the quenched-flow method the two reactant solutions are rapidly mixed as in

the stopped-flow method and then flow down an ‘‘aging tube’’ at constant velocity

before being mixed with a ‘‘quenching agent,’’ which stops the reaction. The age of

the quenched sample is determined by the flow rate and the volume of the flow

tube, so by doing a series of experiments with diVerent flow rates and flow tube

volumes a series of time points can be built up. The most frequently used quench-

ing agent is acid, but alternative quenchers, such as metal chelators (EDTA or

EGTA), can be used in the case of some metal-dependent reactions. The quenched

reaction mixture is collected and analyzed using an appropriate method, such as
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HPLC, to separate reactant and product. Time points between 	5 and 	150 msec

can usually be obtained in this way. In principle, points at longer times could be

obtained by using longer flow tubes and/or slower flow rates. However, in the

former case, excessively large amounts of material would be used, and in the latter

case, the flow would not be fast enough to obtain the turbulent flow necessary for

rapid and eYcient mixing. An alternative approach is to operate the instrument in

the ‘‘pulsed flow’’ mode where the mixed solution passes down the flow tube, but

before reaching the quenching solution, flow is stopped for an electronically

controlled time before being resumed. In this case, the age of the quenched sample

is a combination of flow rate, flow tube volume, and the delay time, although the

first two become negligible at times of longer than a few seconds. Although

quenched-flowmethods aremuchmore labor intensive than stopped-flowmethods,

they do have the advantage that they can be used when no optical signal is available

(Barman et al., 2006). In addition, it is one of the few experimental techniques that

can be used to give unequivocal information about steps involving the formation or

cleavage of covalent bonds (see Chapter 19 by Shcherbakova et al., this volume).

3. Continuous Flow

In this method, the two reactants are pumped at high velocity into a small volume

mixing chamber. The optical signal ismonitored at diVerent points downstream from

the mixer in the direction of the flow and translated into the time-dependent signal

change on the basis of the known flow rate. Historically, stopped flow was first

developed from the earlier continuous flow method and has almost completely been

preferred to continuous flow because of its better sample economy and the ability to

measure the kinetics out to long times. However, continuous flow can measure reac-

tions on a much faster timescale than stopped flow, and Shastry et al. (1998) have

recently shown that the eYciency of the method can be greatly improved by using a

charge-coupleddevice (CCD)camerato image theflowtubeandthedistancedownthe

flow tube is converted to time from the linear flow rate. By combining this improved

detectionmethodwithaveryeYcient capillarymixer, theywereable toachievemixing

times of	15 msec and dead times as short as 45 msec.

B. Relaxation Techniques

Reactions that are too fast to be studied using rapid mixing techniques can be

studied using techniques in which a system at equilibrium is perturbed by applying

a rapid change in some external parameter. In each of the techniques discussed

below, the response of the system to the new conditions is then monitored by

recording a suitable optical signal.
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1. Temperature Jump

The best known relaxation technique is the temperature-jump method, which

has been available for several decades. In this technique, the perturbation consists

of a sudden increase in the temperature of the solution. In the most common setup,

the temperature jump is brought about by Joule heating, the temperature increase

in a conducting solution resulting from the resistance to an electric current flowing

through it. Discharge of a high-voltage capacitor through the solution is used

to produce temperature jumps of up to 5 �C in as little as 1–2 msec. Therefore,
reactions with half times shorter than this temperature rise time cannot be studied

using Joule heating devices. However, laser heating devices can be used to produce

large increases in temperature in relatively small irradiated volumes in

much shorter times, as little as 10 nsec (see, e.g., Turner et al., 1972; Williams

et al., 1996).

In Joule heating devices, the solution will begin to cool immediately after the

jump, owing to equilibration with the cell body, optical windows, electrodes, and

so on. The temperature of the heated volume decays to ambient temperature, with

a half-life of the order of 50 sec depending on the precise geometry of the device.

Therefore, reactions with half times longer than several hundred milliseconds

are diYcult to study. However, in some cases applying the cooling corrections

described by Rabl (1979) can extend this upper limit. In laser heating devices,

the small heated volume decays to ambient temperatures with a much shorter

half-life.

2. Pressure Jump

In the pressure-jump method, which has also been available for several decades,

the equilibrium is perturbed by applying a rapid change in pressure rather than

temperature. Recent technical advances (see, e.g., Pearson et al., 2002) have led

to the development of devices that use piezoelectric crystals to generate large

pressure increases (of up to 200 atm) in small samples (	50 ml) in as little as

50 msec. Although pressure-induced perturbations are very much smaller than

those produced by temperature changes, high repetition rates can be used (because

there is no equivalent of a cooling phase in a pressure-jump experiment), and this

allows the collection of data with very good signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the

pressure-jump technique has several distinct advantages over the temperature-

jump method: (1) reactions can be followed on long timescales when required

because the pressure remains constant after the jump, (2) samples do not require

the high ionic strength needed for eYcient Joule heating in temperature-jump

devices, and (3) jumps can be recorded in both directions. In addition, intrinsic

fluorescence signals (such as those from tryptophan in proteins) show little

pressure sensitivity over the range used for perturbation kinetics, so there is no

transient associated with the jump itself, in contrast to the eVect of a temperature

change.
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C. Flash Photolysis

Flash photolysis, in which a reaction is triggered by a pulse of light, was

previously limited to the study of intrinsically light-dependent reaction systems,

such as those involved in visual processes. In recent years, the applicability of the

technique has been significantly extended by the development of methods in which

a ligand for a particular reaction is converted to an inactive form by the addition of

a caging group that can be converted by light into the natural, active form. Caged

compounds release the active ligand species, generally on a millisecond or faster

timescale, on flash photolysis with near-UV light. They are used principally in

studies of rapid biological processes to enable the application of a particular ligand

at or near its site of action. Many caged compounds have now been developed,

ranging from caged nucleotides such as ATP to caged forms of neuroexcitatory

amino acids such as l-glutamate. It is also possible to produce a pH jump by

flashing an aqueous solution containing a suitable photolabile caged compound,

such as O-nitrobenzaldehyde, with a nanosecond UV laser (see, for instance,

Abbruzzetti et al., 2000; Gutman and Nachliel, 1990).

A somewhat diVerent philosophy was used in the development of the widely

used caged calcium compounds. The three commercially available caged calcium

compounds (DM-nitrophen, nitrophenyl-EGTA, and nitr-5) bind calcium with

very high aYnity (Kd: 5–150 nM) but can be rapidly photolyzed into photopro-

ducts with very much lower aYnity for calcium (Kd: 0.01–1 mM). Locally applied

flashes of light release calcium from the cage and thus produce rapid and large

increases in calcium concentration.

Further detailed discussion of these particular techniques is beyond the scope of

this chapter. However, the analysis of the results obtained using such approaches is

based on the same general principles as those outlined in subsequent sections.

IV. Instrumentation

Instruments for the study of fast reactions are commercially available from

a number of diVerent suppliers: TgK Scientific Ltd. (Supplier of HiTech instruments:

http://www.tgkscientific.com/),KinTekCorporation (http://www.kintek-corp.com/),

OLIS (http://olisweb.com/), Applied Photophysics (http://www.photophysics.com/),

and Biologic Science Instruments (http://www.bio-logic.info/). The principal

optical detection modes employed are fluorescence and absorbance. Fluorescence

detection is now very widely employed because it is intrinsically much more sensi-

tive than absorption and therefore permits measurements to be made at very low

concentrations inmany cases. Although circular dichroism (CD) detection is widely

employed in studies of protein unfolding (see Chapter 10 by Martin and Schilstra,

this volume), the inherently poor signal-to-noise ratios of CD signals limits its

use in the study of protein–ligand interactions. Fluorescence measurements will

therefore be the main focus of this section.
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A. Instrument Characteristics

As with any scientific instrument, it is important that the user understand the

characteristics and limitations of the equipment being used.

In the case of stopped flow, for example, it is important (1) to demonstrate that

mixing is eYcient and (2) to determine the dead time of the instrument. Mixing

eYciency can be tested by rapidly mixing a solution of a pH indicator above its pKa

with a buVer at a pH below its pKa. For example, a 1 mM solution of

4-methylumbelliferone in 0.1 M sodium pyrophosphate, pH 8.7, is initially mixed

with 0.1 M sodium pyrophosphate, pH 8.7, alone and the signal observed.

The solution in the syringe containing only buVer is then changed to 0.1 M pyro-

phosphate at pH 6.2, and this is thenmixed with the 4-methylumbelliferone solution.

Because proton transfer reactions are eVectively instantaneous on the timescale of a

stopped-flow experiment, the absence of any detectable reaction is taken to indicate

that mixing is eYcient. The instrumental dead time can be measured using any

well-characterized second-order reaction that has a large change in an appropriate

optical signal. The reaction of N-acetyl tryptophanamide (NATA) with

N-bromosuccinimide in 0.1 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 can be used for fluores-

cencemeasurements. The true starting signal for the reaction is determined bymixing

10 mMNATA in 0.1 M sodiumphosphate, pH 7.5, with buVer alone.With excitation

at 280 nm, emission is observed through a 320 nm cutoV filter and a suitable signal

obtained. Then the NATA solution is mixed with 600 mM N-bromosuccinimide.

The reaction is therefore performed under pseudo-first-order conditions with con-

centrations chosen to give a known half time of the order of 20 msec (see Section VI).

Extrapolation of the observed signal back to the true starting signal using the

known half time gives the dead time. Detailed protocols for performing dead time

measurements and for the investigation of mixing eYciency are given by Eccleston

et al. (2001).

In order to do a temporal calibration of a quenched-flow instrument, the alkaline

hydrolysis of 2,4-dinitrophenyl acetate (DNPA) can be used. A 50 mM solution of

DNPA in ethanol is prepared and diluted 50-fold with 2 mM HCl. The other

reactant is 1 M NaOH and the quencher is 2 M HCl. Initially, a sample of time

equal to zero is obtained manually by mixing 1 ml of the DNPA solution with 5 ml

of 2 M HCl before adding 1 ml of 1 M NaOH and making up to 10 ml

with 2 M HCl. Then a time infinity sample is prepared by mixing 1 ml of DNPA

with 1 ml of 1 MNaOH, allowing a few seconds for the hydrolysis to occur and then

making up to 10 ml with 2 MHCl. The absorbance spectra of both samples are then

measured between 240 and 450 nm. It will be seen that a new shoulder occurs in the

time infinity sample at about 294 nm and an isosbestic point (a wavelength at which

two chemical species have the same molar extinction coeYcient) is at 260 nm.

The absorbances at both wavelengths are measured and the ratio A294 nm/A260 nm

is calculated. Having made these measurements on the zero and infinity time points

of the reaction, equal volumes of the DNPA and 1 MNaOH are mixed together in a

quenched-flow instrument and quenched with 2 M HCl with points taken over the

time range of 0–150 msec. By measuring the A294 nm/A260 nm ratio of each quenched
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sample, the extent of the reaction is calculated. The data are then fitted to a single

exponential. The fitted line should pass through zero time and an end point of 100%

reaction. In addition, it should follow the same time course as when the DNPA

solution is mixed with 1 MNaOH in a stopped-flow instrument with the absorbance

being monitored at 420 nm.

In the case of temperature jump, themost important parameters to be determined

are (1) the rise time of the heating pulse, (2) the magnitude of the temperature

increase, and (3) the cooling characteristics of the cell (see Section III.B.1).

These can easily be determined by performing temperature jumps on a solution of

a pH indicator, such as phenolphthalein, at a pH close to its pKa.

B. Instrument Settings

Several important factors must be considered in choosing the appropriate

instrument settings for optical methods, and these are discussed briefly here, with

particular emphasis on fluorescence methods.

a. Lamp selection. Fluorescence measurements generally require high intensity

light sources such as mercury, xenon, or xenon/mercury arc lamps. Xenon arc

lamps have a relatively smooth emission spectrum, whereas mercury or xenon/

mercury lamps have a series of intense emission bands, which can sometimes be

used to advantage. The emission from deuterium or quartz halide lamps is

significantly less intense but is also less noisy. These lamps are frequently used

in absorbance measurements and can sometimes be used for fluorescence excitation

in the visible region if the fluorophore has a high quantum yield and extinction

coeYcient (note: fluorescence intensity is proportional to the product of the quantum

yield and the extinction coeYcient).

b. Slit widths Selection of slit widths is a balance between light intensity and

spectral purity. If the fluorophore has a large Stokes shift (the wavelength diVer-
ence between the excitation and emission maxima), a large slit width can be used to

increase the light intensity. If the Stokes shift is small then the slit width may have

to be reduced in order to exclude scattered light from the photomultiplier. Alter-

natively, the wavelength of the exciting light may be set to a shorter wavelength

than the excitation maximum. These choices need to be made in conjunction with

the choice of detection conditions. In some cases, slit widths may also need to be

reduced to minimize photobleaching of the fluorophore. Photobleaching is not

usually a problem on timescales of <1 sec and can be quantified by mixing the

fluorophore with buVer and recording the decrease in fluorescence intensity caused

by the photobleaching.

c. Detection of emission. The emitted light is generally detected by a photomul-

tiplier after it has passed through a suitable optical filter that should be selected to

pass fluorescence emission light and exclude any exciting light that might be

scattered by the solution. Scattered light arises from three sources: Rayleigh

scattering of the exciting light (observed at the excitation wavelength lEx),
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Rayleigh scattering of the first harmonic of the exciting light (observed at 2lEx),
and Raman scattering from water. The wavelength (in nanometers) of the

Raman scattering peak (lR) depends on the excitation wavelength according to

1/lR¼ 1/lEx� 0.00034. Filters should be chosen tomaximize the fluorescence signal

and minimize these other signals. This can be done using the appropriate cutoV
and/or band pass filters. The other equally important issue is that one should

maximize the signal change relative to the total background intensity in a rapidkinetic

experiment. For this reason, it is essential that a steady-state investigation of the

optical signal changes is used to determine the appropriate choice of emission filters.

d. Selection of time constant. The signal-to-noise ratio in a rapid kinetic

measurement is proportional to the square root of the instrumental time constant.

In general, the time constant should be selected to be <10% of the half time of the

fastest process being observed. This gives the biggest reduction in noise without

aVecting the rate of the process being observed. In some instruments, the noise

can also be reduced by collecting data at the fastest possible rate and averaging

appropriate blocks of data to give the individual time points.

e. Recording and analyzing kinetic transients In the simplest cases, data are usually

collected using linear timescales. In more complex systems, the observable processes

may occur on very diVerent timescales, and it is then generally more appropriate to

collect data with a logarithmic time base that allows data to be collected at progres-

sively longer time intervals as the reaction proceeds (see Eccleston et al., 2001).

Although the time constant will need to be set to be less than the fastest process the

data can often be collected in the oversampling mode to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio for long time points. Although most stopped-flow fluorescence studies are

performed at a single emission wavelength (or range of wavelengths selected by

interference or band pass filters), it is now also possible to use rapid scanning

monochromators or intensified diode array detectors to collect complete fluorescence

spectra as a function of time.

Analysis of the data obtained from rapid kinetic experiments by fitting one or

more exponential terms to the curves obtained is usually straightforward in simple

situations (see Section VI). In this case, the software supplied with commercially

available equipment is often adequate. However, fitting to exponentials is not

always the appropriate approach, for example, if second or higher order processes

occur—see Section VII.

V. Probes

In most cases, an essential prerequisite for a successful rapid kinetic study is that

there should be a suitable change in some optical signal, generally either absorbance

or fluorescence, accompanying the reaction. The ideal case is, of course, where the

optical signal is intrinsic to the system. There are, however, several approaches that

may be used when there is no suitable change in an intrinsic signal, and these are the

major topic of this section.
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A. Intrinsic Probes

Tryptophan is the major contributor to both the absorption and fluorescence

properties of proteins, and large changes, particularly in fluorescence, may accom-

pany protein–ligand interactions. Although tryptophan does have unique advan-

tages as an intrinsic probe, it can be diYcult to use for studying protein–nucleic

acid interactions because the absorption spectra of the nucleic acids completely

overlap that of tryptophan. It may also be diYcult to use in the study of protein–

protein interactions because many proteins contain more than one tryptophan,

and the overall signal change accompanying the interaction can then be small.

In certain cases, it may be possible to use site-directed mutagenesis to replace some

of the tryptophan residues and thereby increase the size of the signal change

(Málnási-Csizmadia et al., 2001; Wakelin et al., 2003). However, this procedure

may, of course, alter the structure and/or function of the protein. Intrinsic optical

signals associated with nucleic acids are generally much less useful in rapid kinetic

studies, although major changes in the circular dichroism signals of the nucleic

acids may result from interactions with proteins.

There are also numerous naturally occurring chromophoric cofactors and

coenzymes such as NADH and pyridoxal phosphate that provide useful optical

signals for rapid kinetic studies.

B. Extrinsic Probes

An extrinsic probe is most often introduced by covalent attachment of a suitable

chromophoric probe to one of the reaction partners.

There is a very wide range of commercially available fluorescent probes that react

with either thiol or amine groups in proteins and oligonucleotides. A comprehensive

guide to fluorescent probes and suitable labeling procedures is available from

Molecular Probes (2006). Thiol or amine groups can be incorporated in a chemically

synthesized oligonucleotide. These groups can then be conjugated to a thiol-reactive

or amine-reactive fluorophore. Labeling proteins can be more problematic. If the

protein contains more than a single site for the label, it may be diYcult to obtain a

reproducible product. Even when only a single site is available for labeling, this may

be far from the binding site for the reaction partner, and not therefore report on the

interaction. In the latter case, it may still be possible to study the interaction using

anisotropy measurements (see Section V.D). An alternative approach is to use

genetic engineering to create a protein containing a single cysteine residue that can

then be specifically labeled (Brune et al., 1998, 2001; see also Chapter 20 by Klug and

Feix, this volume). In this case, knowledge of the secondary structure of the protein

is invaluable because it permits the cysteine to be introduced at a position where the

label would be expected to be perturbed by ligand binding. For all of these

approaches, it is essential that the modified protein is fully characterized, ideally

using a combination of mass spectrometry and limited proteolysis, and that the ratio

of probe to protein should be determined. It should also be demonstrated that the
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modification doesnot aVect any biological activity of the protein. Finally, equilibrium
binding measurements should be performed to determine the aYnity of the

modified protein for the ligand, and this should be compared with that of the native

protein. This can be done using suitable competition or displacement experiments

(Martin and Bayley, 2002).

Another possible approach that can be used with proteins is to replace particular

tryptophan residues with analogs that have absorption spectra whose absorption

maxima are shifted toward the red (i.e., long wavelength) end of the spectrum, for

example, 5-hydroxytryptophan and 7-azatryptophan (Ross et al., 1997).

The major experimental advantage of this approach is that the red-shifted absorp-

tion spectrum allows selective excitation of the fluorescence of the analog-

containing protein in the presence of nucleic acids or other tryptophan-containing

proteins. There are also highly fluorescent analogs of nucleotide bases, such as

2-amino-purine, that may provide correspondingly sensitive probes for studying

the dynamics of protein–nucleic acid interactions (Hill and Royer, 1997). These

analogs can be incorporated site-specifically into oligonucleotides using standard

automated synthetic methods. A major advantage of using such analogs is their

similarity in constitution and chemical properties to the natural compounds.

Unlike large chromophores (see below), incorporation of these analogs into pro-

teins or nucleic acids can normally be accomplished without introducing signifi-

cant structural or chemical changes that might alter the measurement. It should

not, however, be assumed that this is always the case.

Modification of the smaller reaction partner, such as a cofactor or other ligand

for a protein, is attractive for two reasons. First because it will generally be much

easier to produce a well-characterized product and second because the fluorophore

will necessarily be closer to the site of action. For example, many ribose-modified

derivatives of ATP and GTP have been synthesized to study the kinetic mechan-

isms of ATPases and GTPases (Cremo, 2003; Jameson and Eccleston, 1997).

One potential disadvantage is that the properties of the labeled compound may

diVer significantly from those of the unlabeled one. For example, the 20(30)-O-

(N-methylanthraniloyl)-derivative of ADP binds to myosin subfragment 1 ten

times more tightly than does ADP (Woodward et al., 1991). However, their

fundamental mode of action is likely to remain the same as the parent nucleotide,

and they also remain useful for studying the unlabeled nucleotide by the use of

competition and displacement experiments (see below).

C. Indicators, Linked Assays, and Biosensors

There are numerous applications in which a reaction may be monitored by

linking it to a second process that provides the appropriate spectroscopic signal.

The essential requirement is that the linked process is very much faster than the one

being studied, and does not aVect the rate of the process being investigated. The

simplest example is in the use of pH indicators to monitor reactions in which

protons are either taken up or released. There are also several indicators available
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for Ca2þ and other metal ions (see Molecular Probes, 2006). Classical linked-

enzyme assays are generally not fast enough for monitoring fast reactions but

can be used to monitor those reactions occurring with suYciently long half times.

For example, the release of ADP can be monitored by linking it to the pyruvate

kinase and lactate dehydrogenase system in which the conversion of NADH to

NAD provides the optical signal (either fluorescence or absorbance). The last

decade has seen the development of a large number of biosensors for studying

rapid reactions. For example, Webb and colleagues have produced sensors

for phosphate and purine nucleoside diphosphates by fluorescently labeling a

phosphate-binding protein (Brune et al., 1998) and a nucleoside diphosphate

kinase (Brune et al., 2001), respectively.

Resonance energy transfer can also be used if a suitable donor/emission pair is

available with a combination of intrinsic and/or extrinsic fluorophores. The

emission spectrum of tryptophan overlaps the excitation spectrum of 20(30)-O-

(N-methylanthraniloyl)-adenine nucleotides and this has been taken advantage

of in stopped-flow studies of the myosin subfragment 1 ATPase mechanism

(Woodward et al., 1991). By exciting the tryptophan at 280 nm and observing

the methylanthraniloyl emission, the bound fluorophore is preferentially excited

over free fluorophore. This allows higher concentrations of the excess fluorophore

to be used compared to exciting the methylanthraniloyl fluorophore directly.

D. Fluorescence Anisotropy

Fluorescence anisotropymeasurementsmay be used tomonitor reactions inwhich

there is no change in fluorescence intensity. In thesemeasurements, the fluorophore is

excited with vertically polarized light, and the intensity of the emitted light polarized

parallel (Ik) and perpendicular (I?) to the plane of the exciting light is recorded.

The total fluorescence intensity is given by Ik þ 2 I?, and the anisotropy is calculated

as r ¼ (Ik � I?)/(Ik þ 2 I?). The anisotropy is related to fluorophore’s rotational

correlation time (tc) by the equation r ¼ ro/(1 þ t/tc), where ro is the limiting

anisotropy of the fluorophore and t is its excited state lifetime. Anisotropy measure-

ments are particularly appropriate in the study of the binding of small fluorescent

ligands to large macromolecules because tc is related to size and such reactions will

therefore be accompanied by large increases in anisotropy. However, because aniso-

tropy can be measured with high precision, it is also possible to use this approach in

the study of protein–protein interactions.

Measurements of anisotropy require an instrument that is equipped with a polar-

izer filter in the excitation path that can be rotated to give light polarized either

vertical or horizontal to the laboratory axis. It is generally best to make the measure-

ments in what is known as the ‘‘T ’’ format, with two detection photomultipliers

equipped with polarizers positioned at right angles to the incident light direction

being used to measure Ik and I?. Because the two photomultipliers will respond

diVerently to the parallel and perpendicular light, they must be normalized. This is
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done by exciting the fluorophore with horizontally polarized light. Because the

amount of light depolarized to either the parallel or perpendicular plane should

be equal, the high voltage on each photomultiplier must be adjusted to give the

same output signal. Methods for the analysis of anisotropy data are discussed in

Section VI.D (see also Chapter 9 by LiCata and Wowor, this volume).

VI. Experimental Design and Data Analysis

In this section, we shall concentrate mainly on the determination of rate

constants in reversible second-order processes, as introduced in Section II.B.

Many protein–ligand and protein–protein interactions are of this type. It is invari-

ably true that knowledge of the equilibrium dissociation constant Kd (k�/kþ) is
helpful in designing transient kinetic experiments and in interpreting the data

obtained from them. Methods for determining these constants are described

elsewhere in this volume and in several published reviews (e.g., Eftink, 1997).

A. General Considerations

1. Flow Methods

Stopped-flow kinetic studies of reactions of the type shown in Scheme 2 are

generally performed under pseudo-first-order conditions, that is, with one of the

reagents (X) in large excess over the other (see Section II.B.1). As kOBS¼ kþXtotþ k�
[Eq. (5)], kOBS must be determined from experimental transients recorded

at several diVerent values of Xtot. A plot of kOBS versus Xtot should then be

linear with slope kþ1 and intercept k�1, provided the binding is indeed a simple

second-order process.

As noted above, it is important in transient kinetic experiments that one should

maximize the ratio of signal change to total background signal. Thus, for example,

if the ligand (L) and the complex (PL) are fluorescent, but the protein is not, then

the protein should be the component used in excess. In the ideal case, the concen-

tration of the reagent in excess should be at least tenfold higher than the other.

If lower ratios are used, the measured value of kOBS will be significantly diVerent
from that predicted by Eq. (5).

It is clearly important that the largest possible concentration range should be

covered in experiments of this type. This permits accurate determination of the

kinetic constants, and the demonstration that kOBS varies linearly over an extended

concentration range is necessary to confirm that Scheme 2 is an adequate description

of the process. Consider, for example, the case where the protein is the reactant used

in excess. In a typical situation with an association rate constant of the order of

107 M�1 sec�1, a dissociation rate constant of 10 sec�1, and an instrument dead time

of 2 msec, the largest usable value of Ptot, the total concentration of P, would be
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about 50 mM (kOBS¼ 510 sec�1). The lower concentration limit is determined by the

lowest concentration of ligand that can be used while still maintaining the relation-

ship Ptot � Ltot (Ltot is the total concentration of L). As the ligand concentration is

decreased, the photomultiplier gain will have to be increased, and at some point this

will result in an unacceptably high noise level. In the case of low aYnity interactions,

where the dissociation rate constant (k�1) is likely to be large, it may be possible to

cover only a limited concentration range before kOBS becomes too fast to measure.

In such cases, it is generally possible to extend the available range by performing the

experiment at a lower temperature. In cases where the association rate constant

cannot be accurately determined, it can be estimated from the measured dissociation

rate constant and a known dissociation constant using kþ1 ¼ k�1/Kd. This is, of

course, true only if the reaction conforms to Scheme2.Figure 2 illustrates underwhich

conditions kþ1 and k�1 can be determined accurately from this type of experiment.

The measured values of the rate constants should be used to calculate a value for

Kd for the interaction using the relationshipKd¼ k�1/kþ1, and this should agree with

the Kd determined from equilibrium titrations. A significant diVerence between the

values may indicate that Scheme 2 is not an adequate description of the process.

The observed reaction amplitudes should also be shown to be consistent with the Kd

measured independently. The concentration of protein–ligand complex formed

following stopped-flow mixing is, of course, readily calculated from the total

concentrations of protein and ligand present after mixing and the known Kd using

½PL� ¼
ðPtot þ Ltot þ KdÞ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðPtot þ Ltot þ KdÞ2 � 4PtotLtot

q
2

ð7Þ

2. Relaxation Experiments

a. Relaxation Times
In the case of a relaxation measurement, such as temperature jump, analysis of

the observed exponential time course gives the relaxation time t, which depends on

the concentrations of P and L according to Eq. (6) (t�1 ¼ kþ1([P] þ [L]) þ k�1).

Note [P] and [L] are the concentrations of free protein and free ligand present at

equilibrium prior to application of the temperature jump, whereas the rate con-

stants are those for the temperature reached after the temperature jump. A plot of

the reciprocal relaxation time versus ([P]þ [L]) should be linear with slope kþ1 and

intercept k�1. The values of ([P] þ [L]) can be calculated from the known total

concentrations (Ptot and Ltot) and an experimentally determined overall dissocia-

tion constant Kd (¼k�1/kþ1) using Eq. (7). There may, however, be instances where

it is not possible to determine an accurate value of the dissociation constant and

[P] and [L] cannot then be calculated. There are three ways around this problem:
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Fig. 2 Left panels: Typical transients (simulated) in a set of stopped-flow experiments in which

a fluorescent ligand L (at 1 mM) is mixed with a large excess (10–110 mM) of nonfluorescent protein P.

The specific fluorescence of the complex PL is higher than that of L, so that the overall fluorescence of

the mixture increases as the system approaches equilibrium. The vertical axis indicates the change in

fluorescence observed as a percentage of the maximal change (the diVerence in fluorescence between

1 mML and 1 mMPL). Right panels: Plots of the observed rates obtained from the transients versus the

concentration of the component in excess (P). As kOBS ¼ kþ1[P] þ k�1, the slope and intercept of these

plots are kþ1 and k�1, respectively. (A) Both slope and intercept (1 mM�1 sec�1 and 10 sec�1, so that

Kd ¼ 10 mM) are well defined (have small associated errors) under the experimental conditions. (B) kþ1

is well defined (1 mM�1 sec�1), but k�1 is too small (because Kd ¼ 1 mM) to be obtained with any

accuracy. (C) k�1 is well defined (100 sec�1), but kþ1 is very small (as Kd ¼ 1 mM in this system). Note

that the aYnity of P for L is so low that at 100 mM P, only about 10% of the total L has formed PL.
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1. Use a large excess of one reagent (tenfold or greater) so that the sum of [P]

and [L] is eVectively equal to the total concentration of the reagent in excess. In

order to maximize the ratio of signal change to background signal the reagent used

in excess should be the one with the smallest contribution to the total optical signal.

As with stopped-flow measurements, a potential disadvantage of this method is

that it may require the use of a low concentration of the component with the

optical signal and this may result in unacceptably high noise levels. A further

significant disadvantage is that the greatest perturbation of the equilibrium is

achieved when the concentrations of protein and ligand are equal (see below).

2. Use the relationship

t�2 ¼ 2kþ1k�1ð½Ptot� þ ½Ltot�Þ þ k2�1 ð8Þ

under conditions where the total concentrations of protein and ligand are the same

(Ptot ¼ Ltot). This method has the advantage that the largest perturbations of

the equilibrium are obtained when Ptot ¼ Ltot (see below). It does, however, have

two potential disadvantages. If there is an error in the estimation of either of

the concentrations, then Ptot 6¼ Ltot and the plot will show upward curvature whose

magnitude will depend on the magnitude of the diVerence. Even relatively small

curvature can, under certain conditions, result in large errors in the calculated

dissociation rate constant. Given the diYculties of estimating protein concentra-

tions, this is quite a likely source of error. The other problem is that errors in the

reciprocal relaxation time translate into larger errors in t�2.

3. Equations. (6) and (7) can be combined to give a single equation describing

the dependence of the reciprocal relaxation time on the total concentrations of the

two reactants:

t�1 ¼ kþ1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ptot þ Ltot þ k�1

kþ1

� �2

� 4PtotLtot

s
ð9Þ

b. Amplitudes
The magnitude of the concentration perturbation for the simple equilibrium

shown in Scheme 2 is D[L], where D[L] ¼ D[P] ¼ �D[PL]. For temperature-jump

experiments, it has been shown (Malcolm, 1972) that

D½L� ¼ a�dlnKd ¼ a
�DH
RT2

� �
dT ð10Þ

The amplitude of the observed relaxation process therefore depends on the

enthalpy (DH), on the size of the temperature jump (dT), and on the magnitude

of a, which is given by
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a ¼ �0:5Kd þ 0:5Kd=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4

S

Kd þ S

� �2 b

ð1þ bÞ2
 !vuut ð11Þ

where S ¼ Ptot þ Ltot and b ¼ Ptot/ Ltot. When the term after the minus sign in the

square root term is small, this expression may be simplified (Malcolm, 1972) to

a ¼ Kd

S

Kd þ S

� �2 b

ð1þ bÞ2
 !

ð12Þ

The term b/(1 þ b)2 has a maximum when b ¼ 1. Therefore, the magnitude of b,
and hence the total observed amplitude, increases as S increases and as b
approaches 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. In cases where the aYnity is reduced at

lower pH values, it is possible to produce larger perturbations by using a buVer
such as Tris, which has a high temperature coeYcient.

B. Displacement Experiments

Small dissociation rate constants may not be well determined using the above

approaches because the intercept will be very close to the origin (see Fig. 2).

Stopped-flow methods can sometimes be used to make an independent measure-

ment of the dissociation rate constant if a displacement experiment can be per-

formed. For example, an excess of a nonfluorescent ligand (N) can be used to

dissociate a fluorescent ligand (L) from its complex with the protein. The relevant

reactions are shown in Scheme 3:

Scheme 3 P + L PL
k+1

k−1

P + N PN
k+2

k−2

0

0.2

0.4

d[
P

L]
 (
mM

)

0.6

0 10 15 20
[P], 20 – [L] (mM) 

0

2

4

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

[P
L]

 (
mM

)

Time (sec)

1 + 19

10 + 10

2 + 18

5

Fig. 3 A set of transients (simulated) that might be observed in a temperature-jump experiment.

A rapid temperature jump (from 20 to 25 �C) is applied to mixtures of P and L in which the sum of [P]

and [L] is 20 mM, but their ratio varies. The right panel, in which the reaction amplitude D[PL] is plotted
against [P], shows that the amplitude is maximal when [P]/[L] ¼ 1.
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The experiment involves rapidly mixing one solution containing P and L

(at concentrations chosen to give a reasonable saturation of P) with a second

solution containing an excess of N. High concentrations of N are required so

that when L dissociates from the protein it cannot reassociate before N binds.

The rate constant of the observed process should then be equal to k�1. However,

depending on the relative values of the other rate constants this may not always be

the case, and the observed rate may be either higher or lower than the true

dissociation rate constant (see Wu et al., 1992). To confirm that the true dissocia-

tion rate constant is being measured, it must be demonstrated that the observed

rate is independent of the concentration of the displacing ligand, N. If the observed

rate does vary with the concentration of N then the observed rate will plateau at

the true value of k�1 at suYciently high [N]. Wu et al. (1992) have also described

ways in which the truly dissociative mechanism represented by Scheme 3 (L must

dissociate before N binds) can be distinguished from an associative mechanism in

which a ternary complex is formed between the incoming ligand (N) and

the complex containing the leaving ligand (PL) prior to dissociation of L. In the

associative mechanism the observed rate will also generally plateau at high [N] but,

in most cases, this value will be higher than k�1.

In some cases, it is also possible to use displacement experiments to determine

dissociation rate constants for an optically silent ligand by using a fluorescent

(or absorbing) ligand to induce the displacement. This may, however, be technically

diYcult because the strong fluorescent background will result in poor S/N ratios.

Dissociation of a protein–ligand complex can, in certain cases, be induced by

rapid mixing with an excess of a compound that reacts with the ligand rather than

the protein. For example, the dissociation of calcium from calcium-binding pro-

teins such as calmodulin and calbindin D9k can be studied by rapid mixing with an

excess of a fluorescent calcium chelator such as Quin 2 (Martin et al., 1990), which

forms a strongly fluorescing, high aYnity 1:1 complex with calcium.

C. Competition Experiments

The interaction of a nonfluorescent ligand with a protein can, in certain cases, be

studied using competitionwith a second, fluorescent, ligand. The reactions involved

are again those shown in Scheme 3. The experiment involves rapidly mixing

the protein with diVerent premixed solutions of N and L. If the dissociation rate

constants are very small and both L and N are in large excess over P then

the observed first-order rate constant will be given by

kOBS ¼ kþ1Ltot þ kþ2Ntot ð13Þ

If the experiment is performed using diVerent concentrations of N at a fixed

concentration of L then a plot of kOBS versus [Ntot] should give a straight line with

slope kþ2 and intercept kþ1Ltot. More complex behavior will be observed if the

dissociation rate constants are not small enough to be ignored. Competition
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experiments can be used even if one of the reactions consists of two steps [e.g., as in

Scheme 4 (Engelborghs and Fitzgerald, 1987)].

Competition experiments can also be performed using relaxation measurements.

If conditions are chosen such that the reaction with the fluorescent ligand is much

faster than the reaction with the nonfluorescent ligand then two relaxation

processes will be observed. The reciprocal relaxation times for the fast (tF) and
slow (tS) processes will be given by Guillain and Thusius (1970)

t�1
F ¼ kþ1ð½P� þ ½L� þ k�1Þ ð14Þ

t�1
S ¼ kþ2 ½P� þ ½N�ð½P� þ KdlÞ

½P� þ ½L� þ Kdl

� �
þ k�2 ð15Þ

One of the potential advantages of relaxation methods over flow methods is that

such expressions for relaxation times are generally much easier to derive than the

rate expressions for stopped-flow measurements (Bernasconi, 1976), and the

experiments do not have to be performed under fixed (e.g., pseudo-first-order)

conditions. The major disadvantage is that accurate equilibrium measurements

must be done to permit calculation of the equilibrium concentrations. For this

particular example, it should be possible to determine Kd1 by direct equilibrium

titration and Kd2 by a displacement titration in which N is used to displace L from

a preformed PL complex (see Martin and Bayley, 2002).

D. Analysis of Stopped-Flow Anisotropy Data

If there is no change in intensity accompanying complex formation, then

the kinetic transients can be analyzed as simple exponentials and the data plotted

using Eq. (5). However, if there is a change in fluorescence intensity then the

time-dependent change in anisotropy must be described by Eccleston et al. (2001)

rðtÞ ¼ fLðtÞrL þ fPLðtÞrPL ð16Þ

where rL and rPL are the anisotropies of L and P, and fL(t) and fPL(t) are the

fractional intensities of light coming from L and PL at time t:

fLðtÞ ¼ ½L�ðtÞ
½L�ðtÞ þD½PL�ðtÞ and fPLðtÞ ¼ 1� fLðtÞ

Here D is the fluorescence intensity of PL divided by that of L. Substituting in

Eq. (16) gives
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rðtÞ ¼ ½L�ðtÞðrL � rPLÞ
½L�ðtÞ þD½PL�ðtÞ þ rPL

Substituting the expressions for the disappearance of L and appearance of PL,

½L�ðtÞ ¼ ½L0�e�kOBSt and ½PL�ðtÞ ¼ ½L0� � ½L�ðtÞ gives the expression that must be

used to analyze the timedependence of the anisotropy change in order to obtain kOBS:

rðtÞ ¼ rL � rPL

1�DþDekOBSt
ð17Þ

VII. Complex Reactions

A. Two-Step Mechanisms

Although many protein–ligand interactions conform to Scheme 2, this is by no

means always the case. The most obvious indication of additional complexity in a

rapid kinetic investigation is the observation of more than a single kinetic phase.

When only a single kinetic phase is observed, complexity will most likely be indicated

by the observation that the variation of the observed rate with concentration is

not linear. One of the most commonly encountered complexities is the presence of

an additional step that involves an isomerization. This can be a first-order isomeriza-

tion of a protein–ligand complex following an initial second-order binding event:

Scheme 4 P + L PL
k+1

k−1

PL*
k+2

k−2

or a first-order isomerization of the protein (or the ligand) followed by a

second-order binding event.

Scheme 5 P P* + L
k+1

k−1

PL*
k+2

k−2

It is important to realize that neither of these schemes would be identified by

simple equilibrium binding measurements. Analysis of binding curves for these

schemes will always appear to conform to Scheme 2, with the experimentally

measured dissociation constant given by

Kd ¼ Kd1Kd2

1þ Kd2

for Scheme 4 ð18Þ

and

Kd ¼ Kd2ð1þ Kd1Þ for Scheme 5 ð19Þ

with the individual equilibrium dissociation constants defined as Kd1 ¼ k�1/kþ1

and Kd2 ¼ k�2/kþ2 for both schemes.
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1. Flow Methods

The analytical solutions to the rate equations for these simple two-step mechan-

isms can be derived for flow experiments only when one of the concentrations is in

large excess, so that it remains eVectively invariant over the time course of the

reaction. If the second-order binding step in Scheme 4 is very much faster than the

isomerization step, and L is in large excess over P, then a stopped-flow record will

have two kinetic phases, with the fast process varying linearly with Ltot according

to Halford (1971)

kOBSðFÞ ¼ kþ1Ltot þ k�1 ð20Þ

and the slow process varying hyperbolically with Ltot according to

kOBSðSÞ ¼ kþ2Ltot

Kd1 þ Ltot

þ k�2 ð21Þ

What will actually be observed experimentally will clearly depend on the relative

contributions of the diVerent species to the optical signal being monitored, as well

as on the magnitudes of the individual rate constants (see Fig. 4). Only in the most

favorable cases, where two easily resolvable kinetic events are observed over a wide

range of Ltot values (with the bimolecular step always remaining very much faster

than the isomerization for all Ltot), will it be possible to extract all four rate

constants by analyzing Eqs. (20) and (21). Thus, although inspection of Eq. (21)

shows that kOBS(S) should increase from k�2 when Ltot 
 Kd1 to (k�2 þ kþ2) when

Ltot � Kd1, this will not always be observable. Consider, for example, a typical

situation where the bimolecular rate constant (kþ1) is 107 M�1 sec�1 and the
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Fig. 4 Relationship between the simulated time-dependent changes in concentrations of P, PL, and

PL* (grey lines, right axis) for the reaction scheme P þ L , PL , PL* (Scheme 4, with Ptot ¼ 1 mM,

Ltot ¼ 10 mM, kþ1 ¼ 10 mM�1sec�1, and k�1, kþ2, k�1 ¼ 10, 5, and 1 sec�1, respectively) and the

observed fluorescence of the mixture (black lines, left axis). The specific fluorescence of PL and PL*

relative to that of P are, respectively, 1.0 and 1.2 (A), 1.2 and 1.2 (B), 1.1 and 1.2 (C), and 1.2 and 1.1 (D).
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overall equilibrium dissociation constant as defined in Eq. (18) is 0.1 mM. Two

extreme situations can then be considered:

� If, on the one hand, Kd1 is low, then, given the nature of the typical stopped-

flow experiment, it is unlikely that it will be possible to work under conditions

where Ltot 
 Kd1 and kOBS(S) will vary significantly with Ltot only when k�2 < kþ2

and k�2 will generally be diYcult to determine. In extreme cases,Kd1 may be so low

that kOBS(S) may well be completely independent of Ltot under all attainable

experimental conditions and only the sum of the rate constants for the isomeriza-

tion step will be measurable. In such cases, it may be possible to perform displace-

ment experiments (see Section VI.B) in order to determine one or both of the

dissociation rate constants.

� If, on the other hand, the bimolecular step is the fast diVusion controlled

formation of an encounter complex with very low overall aYnity (high

Kd1 	 1 mM), then the value of Kd2 would need to be 100 mM to give the overall

equilibrium dissociation constant of 0.1 mM [see Eq. (18)]. A typical stopped-flow

experiment could then show only a single transient process because occupancy of

the intermediate PL would always be very low. The single observed rate might then

vary linearly with Ltot [since deviations from linearity would be observed only

when Ltot approached Kd1, see Eq. (21)] with an apparent second-order rate

constant of kþ2/Kd1 and dissociation rate constant of k�2. When Ltot does

approach Kd1, some curvature may, of course, be observed and the initial slope

can then be taken as equal to kþ2/Kd1 (see De La Cruz et al., 2001, for a good

discussion of these eVects).

The association rate constants measured for protein–ligand and protein–protein

interactions are, in fact, often significantly lower than the values predicted using

theoretical calculations based on diVusion coeYcients, shape, and viscosity.

Scheme 4, with a high value of Kd1 and a low value of kþ2, is frequently invoked

as an explanation for the observation of these unexpectedly low values.

In the case of Scheme 5, with the bimolecular step very much faster than the

isomerization step, the rate expressions for experiments performed under the

condition that Ltot > (Ptot þ P�
totÞ are (Halford, 1971)

kOBSðFÞ ¼ kþ2Ltot þ k�2 ð22Þ

kOBSðSÞ ¼ k�1Kd2

Kd2 þ Ltot

þ kþ1 ð23Þ

Thus, Scheme 5 can, at least in principle, be distinguished from Scheme 4 by the

fact that the observed rate for the slow process should decrease from (k�1 þ kþ1)

whenLtot
Kd2 to kþ1 whenLtot�Kd2. However, as for Scheme 4, only in themost

favorable cases will it be possible to extract all four rate constants for the reaction.
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2. Relaxation Methods

The relaxation times in a multistep process are the eigen values of a system of

coupled diVerential equations. There will be as many relaxations as there are

independent concentration variables, though not all of these relaxation times will

necessarily be observable. The number of independent concentration variables

(two for Schemes 4 and 5) will be equal to or smaller than the number of steps,

depending on the concentration conservation conditions for the scheme. For

Scheme 4, Eigen (1968) has shown that the sums and products of the reciprocal

relaxation times are given by

t�1
F þ t�1

S ¼ kþ1ð½P� þ ½L�Þ þ k�1 þ kþ2 þ k�2 ð24Þ

t�1
F t�1

S ¼ kþ1ðkþ2 þ k�2Þð½P� þ ½L�Þ þ k�1 þ k�1k�2 ð25Þ

and in favorable cases, these two combinations can be plotted versus ([P] þ [L]) to

yield all four rate constants (Eigen, 1968). If the relaxation times are suYciently

well separated, these equations can be uncoupled to relate the individual relaxation

times to particular steps. For example, if the first (bimolecular) step in Scheme 4 is

very much faster than the isomerization step then it can be treated as an isolated

process (namely Scheme 2), but an additional concentration factor has to be

included with the isomerization term to account for coupling with the faster step.

Thus, because kþ1([P] þ [L]) þ k�1 � kþ2 þ k�2, one can write (Halford, 1972):

t�1
F ¼ kþ1½ðP� þ ½L�Þ þ k�1 ð26Þ

and

t�1
S ¼ t�1

F t�1
S

kþ1ð½P� þ ½L�Þ þ k�1

¼ kþ2ð½P� þ ½L�Þ
½P� þ ½L� þ Kdl

þ k�2 ð27Þ

The reciprocal relaxation time will then vary from k�2 when ([P]þ [L])
 Kd1 to

a limiting plateau value of kþ2 þ k�2 when ([P] þ [L]) � Kd1. As with flow

experiments it may not always be possible to work under conditions that permit

determination of all four rate constants.

For Scheme 5 with a fast bimolecular step, uncoupling leads to the following

expressions for the relaxation times:

1

tF
¼ kþ2ð½P�� þ ½L�Þ þ k�2 ð28Þ
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1

ts
¼ k�1ð½P�� þ Kd2Þ

½P�� þ ½L� þ Kd2

þ kþ1 ð29Þ

In the case of Scheme 4, solving Eq. (7) using the measured overall dissociation

constant gives ([PL]þ [PL*]), so that [P] and [L] for use in Eqs. (26) and (27) can be

calculated. This is not the case for Scheme 5; solving Eq. (7) gives [PL*], but the

equilibrium between P and P* is not known and [P*] cannot be calculated. Two

solutions are possible: work under conditions where L is in large excess or use an

iterative procedure in the fitting.

B. Multistep Mechanisms

Multistepmechanismswill almost invariably consist of a series of first-and second-

order reactions and in some simple cases, particularly for relaxation experiments, it is

possible to derive the analytical solutions necessary for a kinetic analysis (see, e.g.,

Halford, 1972). However, a more common approach is to try to study the individual

steps in isolation (e.g., De La Cruz et al., 1999, 2001; Eccleston et al., 2006).

VIII. Data Analysis in Practice

As noted above, most commercial equipment will come with software for

analyzing kinetic transients as sums of exponential terms, and this aspect of data

analysis will not be discussed further here. When analyzing rate expressions, such

as that given in Eq. (23), it is, in general, not good practice to transform them into

linear functions, because the associated errors transform accordingly (see Chapter 24

by Johnson, this volume, for further discussion). There are now numerous

mathematical procedures available for w2-minimization of nonlinear functions

such as these; for example, the widely used Marquardt procedure is both eYcient

and relatively robust (Press et al., 1990). Whenever possible, it is best to determine

the variance in kOBS values for each value of the independent concentration variable.

The resulting sample variances may then be used to weight each kOBS value by

the inverse of its estimated variance. In some cases, it may not be possible to obtain

variances for individual samples, and it is then reasonable to assume that the relative

error in kOBS is constant. The fitting should then be done to the logarithm of kOBS

since the error in log(kOBS) will be constant. This is particularly important in cases

where kOBS values vary by more than an order of magnitude. Fitting using

the logarithms of rate and equilibrium constants has the additional advantage that

it forces them to be physically meaningful (positive) values.

As noted elsewhere, most stopped-flow fluorescence studies are performed at a

single emission wavelength (or range of wavelengths), but it is also possible to

collect complete fluorescence spectra as a function of time. This permits a more

rigorous analysis of kinetic data and allows the measurement of the spectra of
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intermediates in the reaction pathway. Furthermore, the application of principal

component analysis may permit the direct determination of the number of fluores-

cing species in the reaction scheme on a completely model-independent basis, and

therefore may aid in model selection.

The traditional approaches to analyzing rapid kinetic data described in the

previous sections generally involve fitting the time dependence of an observed

optical signal to one or more exponential terms. The requirement for an explicit

analytical solution to the rate equations for the reaction generally necessitates

simplifying assumptions and places what are often severe constraints on the

experimental conditions that can be used. In many cases, it will not be possible

to work within these constraints. For example, if it is not possible to work under

pseudo-first-order conditions, it will be necessary to analyze progress curves for

two-step reactions using an iterative method based on numerical integration of the

appropriate diVerential rate equations.
Global analysis allows the fitting of multiple kinetic data sets obtained under

diVerent concentration conditions. The simultaneous analysis of the diVerent data
sets has the potential to achieve better definition of the rate constants common to all

the sets. In favorable cases, it may allow the determination of kinetic constants not

attainable by traditional methods and can be used to distinguish between diVerent
kinetic models. Another strong point of global analysis is that the diVerent data sets
can be obtained using diVerent methods, for example, fluorescence intensity and

anisotropy data, in which the kinetic constants are nevertheless the same. In such

cases, it is important to weight the diVerent data sets correctly. This can be done

by determining the standard deviation for a signal that has reached equilibrium.

One potential drawback is that if the kinetic constants to be determined are not

adequately constrained by the data there will be a large range of constants giving

equally good fits to the data. The extent to which a particular rate constant is

defined by the data can be tested by simulating themechanism and varying each rate

constant in turn (see Chapter 25 by Schilstra et al., this volume). Rate constants that

are poorly constrained may need to be held constant, either at an estimated value or

at a value determined in an independent approach. We recommend that a conven-

tional kinetic analysis should always be attempted before embarking on global

analysis. No mathematical treatment, however sophisticated, can make up for less

than adequate data collection.

Having extracted rate constants, it is generally instructive to simulate the

reaction by computer methods (see Chapter 25 by Schilstra et al., this volume)

in order to see how well the data fits the assumed mechanism. This is most often

done at the level of simulating how the observed rate of a particular process

depends on the concentrations of the reagents, but it is also instructive to simulate

individual reaction traces. Computer simulation is also invaluable as a teaching

tool and a useful aid in the design of experiments. In our experience, intuitive

arguments can frequently be wrong, even in apparently simple situations.
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I. Introduction

Membrane proteins are ubiquitous components in pathways that regulate cell

physiology. Despite their critical importance, knowledge of membrane protein

high-resolution structures and mechanisms of action has lagged far behind our

understanding of these properties for soluble proteins (White, 2004). Much of that

has to do with diYculties in obtaining membrane protein quantities required for

physical studies of structure–function relationships. Genetic engineering can be

used as an alternative probe of mechanisms of function. As a uniquely tractable

system for investigating membrane protein structure–function relationships

bacteriorhodopsin (bR) will be used to illustrate how random, site-directed, and

scanning mutagenesis can be used, in combination with physical analyses, to

demonstrate how individual amino acids, as well as functional domains, are

energetically coupled to membrane protein function. While the technical aspects

of mutagenesis have been greatly simplified, rationalization of structural and func-

tional consequences requires careful interpretation and extensive verification. Indeed,

mechanistic insights beyond the purview of the highest resolution structural analyses

can be obtained by mutagenic strategies.

All cells sense their environment and transport solutes across the lipid bilayer

via integral membrane proteins. Understanding the molecular mechanism of

these activities requires not only knowledge of the receptor, the transporter, the

channel structure, and conformational changes but also the physical forces that

regulate structural transitions coupled to membrane protein function. Even for

soluble proteins, this type of information is diYcult to obtain due to the coopera-

tive nature of intermediate-state conformational transitions. Model systems that

have provided comprehensive descriptions of structures, molecular interactions,

and energetics coupled to protein function include myoglobin (Frauenfelder et al.,

2003; Garcia-Moreno, 1995; Matthew et al., 1985), hemoglobin (Ackers and Holt,

2006), thymidylate synthetase (Finer-Moore et al., 2003), staph nuclease (Shortle,

1995), lysozyme (Matthews, 1996; Merlini and Bellotti, 2005), arc repressor (Sauer

et al., 1996), and barnase (Daggett and Fersht, 2003; Fersht, 1993)—all soluble

proteins.While membrane proteins make up~30% of the coding region of the human

genome (Liu and Rost, 2001), no membrane protein has yet been suYciently

characterized to allow description of its mechanism of action at a comparable level

of detail.

Of particular interest are the seven-transmembrane alpha-helical proteins that

comprise the largest gene family in higher eukaryotes, the G protein-coupled

receptors (GPCRs, Baldwin et al., 1997). GPCRs regulate biological activities as

diverse as cell growth, cardiac activity, smooth muscle activity, nociception, cog-

nition, cell development, taste, and sexual function. Aberrant GPCR activity has

been linked to numerous pathologies and it is estimated that 50% of drugs on the

market today target a GPCR (Wise et al., 2002). The molecular events leading to

GPCR function are largely unknown due to our inability to characterize the
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structural and energetic correlates of ligand binding specificity, receptor activation,

and coupling to trimeric G proteins.

GPCR activation likely involves ligand-dependent conformational changes.

Classically, the pharmacological activity of GPCRs has been modeled as a transi-

tion between liganded and unliganded states. However, the diversity of ligand and

eVector interactions and cellular responses, even for a single GPCR, indicates that

two-state models of receptor activation are an oversimplification (Kenakin, 1997).

Recent studies have provided clues that Adrenergic and Muscarinic GPCR

activation proceeds through multiple conformational states, but defining their

numbers and structures remains challenging (Han et al., 2005; Kobilka, 2004;

Liapakis et al., 2004). Without knowledge of all conformational states and

concomitant functional linkages, the full therapeutic potential of GPCRs will be

diYcult to maximize.

Due to the lack of high-resolution structural analyses of GPCR (the only X-ray

structure is the inactive form of bovine rhodopsin, Palczewski et al., 2000) some of

the most insightful observations regarding receptor structure–function relation-

ships come from mutational studies (Schoneberg et al., 2004; Tao, 2006). This

chapter illustrates how mutational studies have contributed to determining the

functional mechanism of a membrane protein model system, bR. The combination

of mutagenic and physical analyses can identify the amino acid interactions

that participate in the membrane protein function. It will be demonstrated that

single amino acid mutations of can be used to isolate otherwise inaccessible

individual (or subsets of) intermediate-state conformations and to identify molec-

ular domains that are energetically coupled to membrane protein functional

properties.

II. Rationale

A. bR as a Model System

bR is a small, polytopic membrane protein that serves as a light-activated proton

pump in the halophilic Archaeon, Halobacterium salinarum. bR consists of seven

alpha-helical transmembrane segments and is thus a structural homologue of the

eukaryotic GPCR (Fig. 1, Kimura et al., 1997; Luecke et al., 1999b; Pebay-

Peyroula et al., 1997). There are numerous advantages for using bR as a model

system for membrane protein structure–function analyses. First is the facility with

which bR can be obtained. H. salinarum strains are readily available and can

be maintained with microbiological techniques commonly used for culturing

Escherichia coli (DasSarma and Fleischmann, 1995). In wild-type and overpro-

ducing strains (S1 and ET1001, respectively), bR can occupy from 50 to 70% of the

membrane surface area, producing 15 mg of protein per liter of culture, an

extremely high density of receptors. This naturally high level of accumulation

results in the formation of specialized patches of membrane called the
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purple membrane (PM) in which trimers of bR assemble in two-dimensional crystal-

line lattices. The high protein-to-lipid ratio causes the PM to have a higher buoyant

density than the rest of the cell membrane (Belrhali et al., 1999; Oesterhelt

and Stoeckenius, 1974). This high-density PM is purified by sucrose density ultracen-

trifugation of the membrane fraction of cell lysates. bR is the only protein in the PM.

bR is a one-to-one complex of the bacterio-opsin apoprotein and a SchiV base-

coupled chromophore, retinal. Amino acid–chromophore interactions lead to con-

venient absorption properties in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

H. salinarum produces so much bR that wild-type cell cultures become intensely

purple. bR’s chromophoric properties are a key component of the structure–function

analytical strategy to be discussed.

A second advantage is the wealth of physical analyses that have been brought

to bear to define the number and structural properties of intermediate-states

Intracellular C,3

B,2

G,7

A,1

F,6

D,4

E,5

Extracellular

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional model for the ground-state structure of bR (1C3W, Luecke et al., 1999b).

The backbone tracing of the seven-transmembrane spanning alpha helices and extramembranous

linking regions is shown in pink. Each helix is identified by standard letter and number designations.

The retinal chromophore is shown in yellow. All carboxylate (red) and amine (blue) containing amino

acid side chains are indicated. (See Plate no. 8 in the Color Plate Section.)
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contributing to bR function (Subramaniam et al., 1999; Varo and Lanyi, 1991). This

dramatically contrasts the lack of knowledge regarding GPCR intermediate-state

conformations and conformational changes. Changes in protein–chromophore

interactions during proton pumping alter bR visible absorbance properties, such

that the accumulation of intermediate-states can be monitored spectroscopically.

The bR proton-pumping mechanism consists of sequential transition through

seven unique spectral components [bR, J, K, L, M, N, and O (Lozier et al., 1992;

Mathies et al., 1988; Varo and Lanyi, 1991) Fig. 2]. Atomic resolution structural

models exist for a number of those states (Lanyi and Schobert, 2002, 2003; Luecke

et al., 1999a,b; Pebay-Peyroula et al., 1997; Rouhani et al., 2001; Royant et al.,

2001; Vonck, 1996). Structural models of the ground-state and intermediate-state

bR conformations comprise a significant advantage in the design and analysis of

mutational studies. Indeed, bR has served as a useful model of the arrangement of

GPCR transmembrane domains and ligand-binding sites (Marjamaki et al., 1999;

Nikiforovich et al., 2001; Trumpp-Kallmeyer et al., 1992; Zhao et al., 1998). Based

on analogy with the bR and rhodopsin photomechanisms, the essence of GPCR

activation likely lies within transitions between multiple ligand-dependent

substates.

A further advantage of the bR model system is the facility with which genetic

engineering can be accomplished. The bacterio-opsin gene was isolated and

sequenced in 1981 (Dunn et al., 1981) and every conceivable mutagenesis strategy

has subsequently been applied in eVort to unravel bR’s molecular mechanism of

function. Taking advantage of bR’s chromophore and photosynthetic function,

K

L

M

NO

BR

J

ms

ms

ms

H+

H+

ms

ms

D85..H D85..H

D85..H

ps

fs

hn

640
550

412

550

590

625

568

Fig. 2 Wild-type bacteriorhodopsin reaction scheme. The color of the letter denotes that of the

intermediate and the subscript denotes its wavelength at maximal absorbance (lmax). The kinetic scheme

is essentially that described by Lozier et al. (1975) with the following exceptions: The J intermediate was

described byMathies et al. (1988); the inclusion of back reactions in the kinetic scheme was described by

Lozier et al. (1992). The transitions in which the proton is released to the extracellular compartment and

taken up from the cytoplasmic compartment are indicated. The intermediates in which aspartate 85 is

protonated are indicated by D85��H. The time domains of the kinetic transitions are indicated.
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the first mutagenic studies exploited naturally occurring mutants, random muta-

genesis and in vivo screens and selections to identify determinants of bR expression

and amino acids essential for light-activated proton pumping (DasSarma et al.,

1983; Oesterhelt and Krippahl, 1983). The complete coding region was chemically

synthesized (Nassal et al., 1987) and heterologous expression systems developed,

allowing subsequent site-directed mutagenic analyses (Hildebrandt et al., 1989;

Shand et al., 1991). Ultimately, a convenient homologous expression system was

developed aVording large quantities of bR mutants in native lipid environments

(Turner et al., 1993). As a result, an extensive library of bR mutants has been

generated and characterized (for review see Brown, 2000), including all aspartate

(Mogi et al., 1988), threonine, serine (Marti et al., 1991), proline (Mogi et al.,

1989), arginine (Lin et al., 1991; Stern and Khorana, 1989), tryptophan (Wu et al.,

1992), and tyrosine residues (Mogi et al., 1987). Insights derived from this body of

work are likely not unique to bR and should serve as a guide in experimental design

and analysis of less well-understood membrane proteins. To illustrate the degree of

mechanistic insight that can be obtained by mutagenic strategies, this chapter will

focus on the role of two critical aspartates in the bR proton-pumping mechanism.

When rationalized with the combination of careful physical studies surprising

mechanistic insights are revealed.

B. Mutagenic Rationale

Amino acid perturbations can be engineered into membrane protein coding

sequences by random or directed strategies. Either approach can be biased by

functional or structural intuition.

Random mutagenesis has been referred to as the ‘‘American Wild West Pertur-

bation Strategy’’ (shoot first and ask questions later). The method relies on the

introduction of numerous random (or semi-random) amino acid substitutions over

extensive regions of gene coding sequences. The perturbation techniques can be

directed at functional domains and structural elements or be totally unbiased

(saturating). This strategy is limited only by the ability to evaluate the large

numbers of mutants that can be generated (the ‘‘shooting first’’). For example,

saturation mutagenesis of a tripeptide can yield 203 unique molecules. The ultimate

success of random mutagenesis depends on the availability of eYcient pheno-

typic screens or selections to identify mutations of interest (the ‘‘questions asked

later’’). The examples discussed will demonstrate how random and structure-

directed semirandom mutagenesis defined roles for aspartic acid 96 (D96) and

aspartic acid 85 (D85) in the bR proton-pumping mechanism and the linkage of

the protonated form of these amino acids to the conformational stability of a

subset of bR intermediate-states.

Site-directed mutagenesis is useful for identifying functional roles of individual

amino acids and requires structural (at least primary amino acid sequence) and/or

chemical intuition for its application. bR contains 19 transbilayer and/or mem-

brane interfacial aspartic (Asp, D) and glutamic (Glu, E) amino acids. bR contains
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no histidines (His, H). Intuitively, the Asp and Glu are candidate proton-binding

and-release sites in the bR photosynthetic mechanism and each has been subjected

to site-directed mutagenesis. A subset has been confirmed to have an essential role

in the proton pumping. Analysis of mutations introduced at amino acid positions

D96 and D85 will be used to illustrate how site-directed perturbation can

result in mechanistic information regarding membrane protein structure–function

relationships in both intuitive and surprising ways.

C. Analytical Rationale

Due to the combined success of genome sequencing projects and the advent of

‘‘kit’’ molecular biology, genetic engineering of a favorite membrane protein may

be the most straightforward part of any mutagenic structure–function project.

Frequently, it is much more challenging to rationalize the functional and structural

consequences of amino acid perturbation. Sound interpretation relies on careful

comparison with the wild-type structure and function via as many biochemical and

biophysical approaches as can be applied. Functional response to amino acid

mutation can take three general forms: local, long-range coupled, or global. Each

type of perturbation response will be illustrated by consideration of asparagine

(Asn, N) substitutions of the aspartic acids at amino acid positions 96 and 85 of bR

(D96N and D85N, respectively).

Interpretation of the vast majority of site-directed mutagenesis studies of

membrane proteins has relied on evaluation of the local, noncovalent interactions

in the immediate environment of the substituted amino acid. Rationalization is

based on an assessment of changes in local stereochemistry and its influence on

ionic and H-bonds as well as hydrophobic and Van der Waals interactions. More

detailed analysis including calculated electrostatic interactions and estimated

solvent exposure eVects have an absolute requirement for structural data to

model these interactions. These analytical strategies assume that the amino acid

substitution produces only a local eVect. The lack of membrane protein crystallo-

graphic structures severely limits interpretation of the consequences of amino acid

perturbation by mutagenesis.

In addition to local eVects, a single amino acid substitution may produce

changes that are propagated throughout the membrane protein, or specific

allosteric eVects that are transmitted to sites remote from the mutation. The

transmitted perturbation may be nonspecific or global in nature or disrupt highly

coupled molecular interactions essential to functional mechanisms. This added

complexity of cooperative and compensating interactions can confound the

analysis of site-directed mutagenesis.

It is feasible to discriminate between local and global perturbations by an

analysis of the patterns of functional responses that arise from mutations

distributed throughout the protein’s structure (Martinez et al., 2002; Turner

et al., 1992). This analysis requires three-dimensional structural models for its

application. In this approach, the chemistry of the individual substitutions is not
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considered. Rather, the mutations that perturb the function in specific ways are

analyzed as a function of their position in the 3D structure. Thus, if a subset of

mutations that perturb the function in similar ways cluster in a discrete structural

domain, that domain is considered to be a part of the functional pathway. These

amino acids may either participate directly in the function (e.g., active site) or may

be involved in structural roles (e.g., orienting active site residues). Using a large

numbers of mutations combined with structural data, it is feasible to determine the

pathways through which local changes in a protein’s structure are energetically

coupled to its function (Ackers and Smith, 1986).

III. Materials and Methods

A. Prokaryotic Strains

The E. coli strain used was DH5a [F�, recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi-1, hsdR17
(r�k,m

+
k), supE44, l

�)]. TheH. salinarum strains used were L33 (Vac�, Rub�, bR�;
33, Wagner et al., 1983) and S1 (bR+).

B. Media and Growth Conditions

All salts and chemicals were reagent grade. Lennox Broth (LB) and Bacto-Agar

were from Difco Laboratories (Detroit, MI). Complex haloarchaeal media was

basal salts (DasSarma and Fleischmann, 1995) plus peptone (Oxoid, Unipath Ltd.,

Hampton, England). H. salinarum cells were transformed as described (DasSarma

and Fleischmann, 1995). Selective media included 10- to 25-mM mevinolin (a gift

from Merck and Co., Rahway, NJ). Growth of H. salinarum cultures was moni-

tored spectrophotometrically at l660. Complex E. colimedium was LB. E. coli cells

were transformed by Hanahan’s high eYciency calcium shock method (Hanahan

et al., 1991). Selective media included 50 mg/ml ampicillin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).

E. coli and H. salinarum cells were grown at 37 �C in an Infors Multitron II

Refrigerated Shaking Incubator (Laurel, MD) at 225 rpm.

C. Reagents

All restriction enzymes and DNA-modifying enzymes were from New England

BioLabs, Inc., (Beverly, MA). Custom oligo-deoxynucleotides were synthesized by

GIBCO Life Technologies (Rockville, MD). Taq Polymerase and deoxynucleotide

triphosphates were from Perkin-Elmer (Norwalk, CT) and Pfu Polymerase was

from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). Wizard DNA miniprep kit was from Promega

Corporation (Madison, WI), Qiaquick PCR purification kit was from Qiagen

(Valencia, CA), and Freeze ‘n Squeeze DNA gel extraction spin columns were

from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). Electrophoresis grade agarose was from FMC

Corporation (Rockland, ME).
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D. Site-Directed Mutagenesis

The wild-type bacterio-opsin gene was isolated from the H. salinarum strain RI

by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using oligos 1 and 2 as forward and

reverse primers, respectively (Table I). The PCR oligos added upstream and down-

stream cloning sites recognized by the DNA restriction enzymes PstI and BamHI,

respectively. The resultant 1.2-kb PCR fragment was cloned into pUC19 and

resultant plasmid (pENDS bop) formed the basis for all subsequent mutagenesis.

A silent XhoI restriction site was introduced into the pENDS bop vector (Turner

et al., 1999) downstream of the G helix coding region at amino acid position 225

(oligo 3, Table I). The point mutations D85N and D96N were constructed by

oligo-directed mutagenesis (Shand et al., 1991).

The D85N and D85N:D96N mutants were constructed by a combination of

restriction fragment subcloning and PCR as described (Martinez and Turner,

2002). The D96Nmutant (Shand et al., 1991) was cloned on a KpnI/NotI fragment

into pENDS bop I (Turner et al., 1999). Using pENDS bop I:D96N as a template,

oligos 4 and 5 (Table I) were used to amplify a DNA fragment containing both the

D85N and D96N mutations. Along with the D96N mutation, the DNA template

introduces the silent restriction site SpeI within the codons for amino acids 99 and

100. Oligo 5 introduces the D85N mutation and the silent restriction site, BssHII,

within the codons for amino acids 81 and 82. The product was digested with

Table I
Oligodeoxynucleotides Used in Mutagensis

Oligo No. Sequence (50–30)

1 TAATCTGCAGGATGGGTGCAACCGTGA

2 AAAAGGATCCGAGTACAAGACCGAGTG

3 CTCATCCTCCTGCGCTCGAGGGCGATCTTCGGCGAA

4 AAAAGGATCCGAGTACAAGACCGAGTG

5 TTGCGCGCTACGCTAACTGGCTG

6 CCTCGAAGGCCGAAAGCATGCGCCCCGAGGTC

7 TACTTTGAACGTGGATGCGACCTCGGGGCGCATGC

8 GCATCCACGTTCAAAGTACTGCGTAACGTTACCGTT

9 ATACGCGGACCACAACACAACGGTAACGTTACGCAG

10 GTGTTGTGGTCCGCGTATCCCGTCGTGTGGCTGACT

11 TCCCGCACCTTCGCTGCCGATCAGCCACACGACGGG

12 GGCAGCGAAGGTGCGGGAATCGTGCCGCTGAACATC

13 CATGAACAGCAGCGTCTCGATGTTCAGCGGCACGAT

14 GAGACGCTGCTGTTCATGGTGCTTGACGTGAGCGCG

15 GAGCCCGAAGCCGACCTTCGCGCTCACGTCAAGCAC

16 AAGGTCGGCTTCGGGCTCATCCTCCTGCGCTCGAGG

17 CTTCGCCGAAGATCGCCCTCGAGCGCAGGAGGAT

18 TTTCTGCAGCCTCGAAGGCCGAAAGCATG

19 TGGATCCCTTCGCCGAAGATCGCCCTC

DNA cloning sites described in the text are underlined.
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BamHI and BssHII, purified and ligated into the pENDS:D85N vector. Desired

clones were identified by restriction analysis and confirmed by DNA sequencing.

E. Scanning Mutagenesis

Scanning mutagenesis of the bop gene coding region was performed using in vitro

gene assembly (Martinez et al., 2002; Stemmer, 1994). Twelve overlapping oligo-

nucleotides were designed to reconstruct the 200-bp region of the F and G helices

and intervening linking region (oligos 6–17, Table I). Two additional oligonucleo-

tides were designed (one for each strand) for each cysteine mutation, and replaced

the wild-type codon with the sequence TGC. Fifty-nine cysteine mutants were

individually synthesized by primerless PCR (Fig. 3, Martinez et al., 2002).

Each of the pENDS D85N/cysteine double mutants was digested with PstI/

BamHI and subcloned into theH. salinarum expression vector, pHex (Turner et al.,

1999). 1.5 mg of DNA for each of the pHex vectors was dried in a Savant Speed-

Vac (Holbrook, NY) and resuspended in 15 ml of Spheroplasting Solution (0.5 M

EDTA, 2 M NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris–HCl, 15% sucrose, DasSarma and

Fleischmann, 1995) for transformation into H. salinarum. The bop gene was iso-

lated from transgenic H. salinarum cells and sequenced to confirm the anticipated

mutations.

F. Purification of bR Mutants

H. salinarum cultures expressing the bR mutants were grown from single

colonies in 5 ml cultures with 10 mM mevinolin. Following three subcultures, a

50 ml culture (10 mM mevinolin) was inoculated and grown to midlog phase

(OD660 0.5–0.7). This culture was used to inoculate a 1.5 l culture to an OD660

of 0.01. Cells were harvested, lysed, and bR purified as described previously

(Turner et al., 1993). Purified membranes were stored at �70 �C, in 25% sucrose.

G. Cellular Screen

To expedite the analysis of the numbers of bR mutants that can be generated by

randomand semirandommutagenesis a cellular screenwas developed.H. salinarum

cultures expressing the bR constructions were grown to late stationary phase in 5ml

Rich Halo Media containing 10 mM mevinolin. Cultures were pelleted and resus-

pended in 1 ml of basal salts. Four 200 ml aliquots of cell suspension were trans-

ferred to a nylon membrane (Hybond N, Amersham) using a vacuum manifold,

designed in house for this purpose. To prevent crystal formation upon drying, salt

was removed from the membrane by equilibrating with three changes of deionized

water. While this procedure likely lysed the H. salinarum cells, the resultant whole

cell pastes (e.g., total membrane and cytoplasmic fractions) were retained on the

membrane. Equilibration was accomplished by immersing a blotting pad (VWR,

So. Plainfeild, NJ) in water (or buVer) such that the blotting pad was thoroughly
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wet, but not submerged. Nylon membranes were placed, sample side up on the

blotting pad for 15 min. Cell samples were subsequently equilibrated in titration

buVer (100 mM NaCl, 20 mM CAPS, 20 mM BTP, and 40 mM NaH2PO4) at pH

7.5, 9.0, and 10.5. The pH of the nylon membranes was checked with pH paper.

Samples were allowed to dry, at room temperature, for 1 hour before spectra were

Mixture of Oligonucleotides

First cycle of PCR

Second cycle of PCR

Third cycle of PCR

Fourth cycle of PCR

Addition of cloning of sites

Final product

SpHI

SpHI
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Fig. 3 PCR-based in vitro gene assembly. The scanning mutagenesis was performed using in vitro gene

assembly. Twelve overlapping oligonucleotides were designed to reconstruct the 200 bp region of the

wild-type bacterio-opsin gene that codes for the F and G helices, and the intervening linking region (only

six overlapping oligonucleotides and their self-annealing-extension reactions are shown for clarity).

Two additional oligonucleotides were designed (one for each strand) for each cysteine mutation (X) that

replaced each wild-type codon with the codon TGC. One hundred twenty-eight unique oligonucleotides

were constructed to create the 59 cysteine scanning mutants. A final PCR step used outside primers

containing SphI (upstream primer) and XhoI (downstream primer) restriction sites, allowing cloning

into the same sites previously engineered into the bop gene. (See Plate no. 9 in the Color Plate Section.)
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collected. Spectra were recorded at the reflectance port of an RSA 150 integration

sphere (Labsphere, North Sutton, NH) coupled to a PE l18 UV/V is spectropho-

tometer (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT). Four spectra (350–800 nm) were recorded

of each sample. Spectra were normalized to 0.000 OD at 750 nm and smoothed

using a 10-point moving average. lmax values were determined using the Perkin-

Elmer UVWinLab software’s peak finder function. The lmax at each pH value was

reported as an average of the lmax values determined for the four spectra. The N/O

peak heights were determined by plotting one normalized spectrum from each pH

value on the same graph and measuring from the lmax to the baseline. Percent

changes were reported relative to the peak height measured at pH 7.5.

To further assist in the assignment of whole-cell spectral phenotypes a qualita-

tive assessment of the spectra was also used. This assessment was based on peak

height, broadness, and the presence of shoulders or scattering in the spectra that

would influence the interpretation of the spectral transitions.

H. Assignment of Phenotypes and Mapping

The single-site mutant D85N was used to isolate the linear transitions between

three spectral states (M, N, and O, Turner et al., 1993). The N- and O-states have

unique absorbance maxima (560 and 600 nm, respectively) but exhibit significant

spectral overlap. The M spectrum is well resolved from N and O. The eVect of
mutation on accumulation of the M-, N-, and O-states was evaluated by their

pH-dependent spectral transitions. In all cases, the D85N/Cys mutant spectra

could be assigned to be M-, N-, or O-like. The pH-dependence of the spectral

changes was used to evaluate the apparent pKa of the accumulation of M, N, and

O. The D85N/Cysmutants were grouped into at least one of six categories based on

the quantitative and qualitative analysis of their pH-dependent absorbance spectra

(Martinez et al., 2002).Mutants which aVected the accumulation of theM-like state

were mapped to the 3D structure of the ground-state protein (1C3W, Luecke et al.,

1999b) using the WebLab-Viewer Lite software (Molecular Simulations, Inc.).

I. Spectra of Purified D85N:Cysteine Mutants

Purified high-density membranes were pelleted and washed three times in titration

buVer (100 mM NaCl, 20 mM CAPS, 20 mM BTP, and 40 mM NaH2PO4) at

pH 7.2. Membranes were dark-adapted for at least 16 h at 4�C. All subsequent

manipulationswereperformedunderdimred light.Absorbancespectrawererecorded

at the diVuse transmittance port of the integration sphere. Samples (0.5–0.8 OD/ml)

were placed in a 3 ml quartz cuvette (1 cm pathlength). The cuvette holder was

thermostatedat20 �CusingaLaudaRC20circulator (BrinkmannInstruments,West-

bury, NY). Samples were titrated by delivering (via a Microlab 500B dual

syringe pump, Hamilton, Reno, NV) 1–5 ml of 5 N HCl or 5 N NaOH (in titration

buVer) to the sample cuvette. The cuvette was then capped and inverted 15 times.

Following the addition of titrant, the temperature wasmeasured using a temperature
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probe (RadiometerAmerica,Westlake,OH).When the temperature had equilibrated

(steadyreading for20sat20� 0.3 �C)thepHwas recordedonaRadiometerPHM240

pHmeter using a Radiometer calomel electrode (pHC4000-8). At each pH value, the

volume of titrant was tabulated and absorbance spectra were collected from 800 to

250 nm at 1 nm intervals (2 nm slit width).

IV. Results

bR is a useful model system for demonstrating howmembrane protein structural

elements contribute to their function. Mutagenesis has been an indispensable tool

for obtaining insight on how individual amino acids contribute to the bR-pumping

mechanism. An analysis of bR containing mutations at amino acid positions

96 and 85 will be used to illustrate the complex roles amino acids can play in

functional mechanisms of membrane proteins. Fig. 4 summarizes the protonation

state of D96 and D85 in the bR-pumping mechanism. A brief summary of the

mechanism follows.

bR consists of seven alpha-helical transmembrane segments with short inter-

helical loops (Fig. 1). Retinal is covalently bound to bR via a SchiV base linkage to

Lysine 216 near the middle of the seventh (G) helix. Interactions between retinal

and the chromophore binding-pocket amino acids lead to convenient and charac-

teristic absorbance properties. In the ground-state, light-adapted bR contains an

BR hu J-L M1 M2

BRO

D96..H+

SB..H+

SB..H+

D85..H+

R82..H+

R82..H+

PRG..H+

D85−

D96..H+ D96..H+

SB..H+

R82..H+
D85..H+

R82..H+

PRG..H+PRG..H+

D85−

D85−

SB−

D96−

- 13-cis - all trans

- all trans - 13-cis - 13-cis
D96..H+

D85..H+

R82..H+

PRG..H+

SB− - 13-cis

N

5 6

1 2 3 4

PRG

SB..H+ - all transSB..H+
D96..H+ D96..H+

D85..H+

R82..H+ R82..H+

PRG..H+PRG

Fig. 4 Proton transfers in wild-type bacteriorhodopsin reaction scheme. Intermediate-state designa-

tions are listed above grouped amino acid interactions. Arrows indicate the direction of proton transfer.

Brackets indicate the residues interacting with the side chain of arginine 82 (R82). Water molecules

participating in these transfers are omitted for clarity. Briefly, the order of events are (1) light-dependent

retinal isomerization; (2) SchiV base proton transfer to D85; (3) proton release group deprotonates to

the extracellular medium; (4) SchiV base reprontonation by D96; (5) D96 reprotonation from cystosol;

and (6) D85 deprotonation and reprotonation of the proton release group. The SchiV base complex

counterion is restored to the ground-state condition.
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all-trans retinal isomer and absorbs maximally at 568 nm. Light absorption

isomerizes retinal to 13-cis and generates an excited-state conformation. Changes

in the interactions between amino acid side chains and retinal alter bR visible

absorbance properties, such that the accumulation of intermediate-states can be

monitored spectroscopically. Sequential transition through seven unique spectral

components ultimately regenerates the ground-state (Fig. 2). The time constants

linking the intermediate-states span twelve orders of magnitude (Varo and Lanyi,

1991). A number of transitions are near equilibrium (e.g., M$N$O, Lozier et al.,

1992; Turner et al., 1993). Transitions between the intermediate-state conforma-

tions are coupled to protonation–deprotonation reactions. For each photon

absorbed a proton is released to the extracellular side (the deprotonation reaction)

and a proton is taken up from the intracellular side of the membrane (the

reprotonation reaction). Understanding the bR mechanism requires knowledge

of how the proton-binding and -release site pKas are coupled to conformational

transitions between intermediate-state components.

Owing to the extreme hydrophobic character of the transmembrane elements, it

is feasible that the dominant physical and chemical forces that drive functional

transitions may not be the same as those for water-solvated proteins (Haltia and

Freire, 1994). Hydrophobic interactions likely play a significant role whereas ionic

and hydration interactions less so in the mechanisms of membrane bound proteins.

However, ionization reactions do contribute and it is critical to probe conforma-

tional energetics and determine how the proton binding and release is partitioned

in the functional mechanism of bR. While the pKas of transbilayer amino acid side

chains are likely to be uniquely constrained versus those for soluble proteins

(Harris and Turner, 2002), mutagenesis can help to identify key proton-binding

sites in bR and to gain insight on regulation of their aYnities.

A. In Vivo Random Mutagenesis of bR

Random mutagenesis is a totally unbiased amino acid perturbation strategy.

As such it may be employed in the absence of structural models, the reality for the

vast majority of membrane proteins. A critical constraint in the application of

random mutagenesis is that there is a phenotype (a functional filter) that can be

used to evaluate the consequence of the mutagenesis. bR’s photosynthetic activity

allows its use as a functional filter. Under phototrophic growth conditions (intense

light and low oxygen) H. salinarum cells without a functional bR die (Oesterhelt

and Krippahl, 1983). Soppa and Oesterhelt exploited this property to design a

positive selection to isolate nonfunctional bR mutants. Cells were randomly muta-

genized with X-ray or UV irradiation and phototrophic negative cells were isolated

based on their ability to survive 5-bromo-20-deoxyuracil incorporation under

periods of phototrophic growth conditions (Soppa and Oesterhelt, 1989). Six

diVerent amino acid substitutions at five diVerent codons were recovered,

providing the first insights into functionally critical amino acids. The low diversity

of mutants recovered indicates that only these sites are critical for bR-dependent
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photosynthesis or that the filter is not optimal. The selection used would not allow

recovery of mutations that subtly aVect the proton-pumping mechanism, so regu-

latory contributions are likely missed. However, mutants at amino acid positions

96 and 85, aspartic acids in transmembrane helix C (3) in the wild-type protein,

were common isolates and are instructive to evaluate.

1. Aspartic Acid 96

bR mutants with aspartic acid 96 replaced by glycine (D96G) and separately by

asparagine (D96N) were recovered from the phototrophic selection. The ground-

state absorbance properties of both proteins were indistinguishable from the wild

type (Soppa et al., 1989). The visible absorbance properties demonstrate that

D96G and D96N are able to bind retinal and are therefore not misfolded. It also

appears that the size of the side chain of amino acid 96 is not critical for protein–

chromophore interactions in the ground-state. The two substitutions suggest that

an uncharged side chain satisfies the electrostatic environment in the vicinity of

amino acid 96, in the ground-state. Therefore, it is logical to assume that D96 in

the wild-type bR ground state is protonated. Since cells containing bR with the

D96G,N mutations are photosynthetically defective, D96 is likely to deprotonate

at a critical point in the wild-type pumping mechanism.

2. Aspartic Acid 85

Aspartic acid 85 replaced by asparagine (D85N) was also recovered from the

phototrophic selection. The D85N ground-state absorbance was very perturbed

(e.g., red shifted by greater than 40 nm at neutral pH, Fig. 5). The visible absor-

bance properties demonstrate that D85N is able to bind retinal and is therefore not

misfolded. The chromophoric perturbation observed must be electrostatic in origin

since a protonated aspartic acid and asparagine are isostructural. The carboxlyate

form of D85 and/or its counterion(s) must have a critical interaction with the chro-

mophore in the ground state of wild-type bR. The extreme ground-state absor-

bance red shift indicates there are significant secondary eVects due to the D85N

mutation. D85N does not pump protons (Soppa et al., 1989).

The mechanistic interpretations oVered so far are based only on local chemical

intuition and the preliminary photochemical characterizations performed concom-

itant with the in vivo studies. More sophisticated insights are discussed in the

context of the physical analysis of the D96 and D85 site-directed mutagenesis

studies (below).

B. Site-Directed Mutagenesis of bR

Site-directed mutagenesis requires a structural or functional bias for implemen-

tation. Mutagenesis can be targeted to specific amino acids based on knowledge of

amino acid sequence (the minimal requirement), chemical reaction at an active site,
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structure of ion or solute being transported, or the chemical nature of a known

ligand. Hydropathy analyses of the bR amino acid sequence directed the earliest

site-directed mutagenesis. Numerous ionizable amino acids were predicted to

be transbilayer, subsequently confirmed by EM and X-ray structural analyses.

Carboxylate containing side chains were considered candidate proton-binding and

release sites and a subset of the native aspartic and glutamic acids have since

been shown to be essential for proton pumping. Site-directed mutagenesis was

instrumental for defining key proton-binding sites and establishing their linkage to

the pumping mechanism.

Since the in vivo studies indicated that aspartic acids 96 and 85 were critical for

bR’s photosynthetic function, a combination of site-directed mutagenesis and

spectroscopic analyses was used to define their specific roles in the proton-pumping

mechanism. The amino acid substitutions asparagine (Asn, N) and glutamic acid

(Glu, E) have been particularly instructive. bR mutants were initially expressed in

E. coli, purified in SDS and organic solvents, and reconstituted in mixed detergent/

lipid micellar systems (Nassal et al., 1987; Shand et al., 1991). Subsequently,
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Fig. 5 Ground-state spectral properties of the wild-type bR and the single-site mutant D85N (aspar-

tate at position 85 changed to asparagine), at pH 7.0. (A) Sucrose density gradients (linear gradients:

25–45%, 50% cushion) used to isolate the high-density membrane (colored fraction at arrow) containing

pure bR proteins. 1 is wild-type bR and 2 is bR containing the mutation D85N. On visual inspection, the

wild-type PM appears purple and the D85N PM appears blue (at neutral pH). (B) Ground-state

absorbance spectra of the purified high-density membranes of wild-type bR (1) and D85N (2).

(See Plate no. 10 in the Color Plate Section.)
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homologous expression allowed functional analysis in the native lipid environment

(Needleman et al., 1991; Turner et al., 1993).

Without a structural model, the interpretation of the consequence of any muta-

genesis must rely on chemical intuition of putative local interactions. Fortunately,

of the handful of atomic resolution structures of all classes of membrane proteins

solved to date, one is the bR ground state (1.55 Å, Luecke et al., 1999b) and three

others are the conformations accessed during the reprotonation phase of the

pumping mechanism: M (2.0 Å, Luecke et al., 1999a), N (3.5 Å by 10.5 Å,

Vonck, 1996), and O (2.4 Å, Rouhani et al., 2001). In addition, owing to its conve-

nient chromophoric properties bR has been probed in nearly every region of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Significant contributions have derived from UV/Abs,

FTIR, Raman, NMR, and EPR spectroscopy. Extensive photochemical analyses

have been performed on wild-type bR and the D96 and D85 mutations allowing

evaluation of the local and global consequences of amino acid perturbation at

these key proton-binding sites. Our mechanistic interpretation of the critical roles

played by D96 and D85 is only possible via synthesis of the work from many

laboratories over a period spanning 30 years.

1. Aspartic Acid 96

The mutant D96Nwas engineered separately by at least four laboratories, and the

in vitro analyses support the in vivo studies (Cao et al., 1991; Gerwert et al., 1989;

Mogi et al., 1988; Shand et al., 1991). Flash spectroscopy demonstrated that the

mechanistic defect due to the D96 mutations is kinetic; all mutants pump protons,

but very slowly. D96N possesses a pH-dependent photocycle; at high proton activ-

ities the mechanism is similar to wild type (Stern et al., 1989). At low proton (near

neutral pH) activity, the proton uptake phase of the mechanism is extremely slow.

These observations demonstrate that the proton transfer reactions perturbed by

D96N are accessible to bulk solvent (Cao et al., 1991; Soppa et al., 1989; Stern

et al., 1989). Proton transfer, in D96N, has a component similar to that for an

aqueous channel. This may or may not hold for the wild-type mechanism, a caveat

of all mutagenesis strategies. In D96N, the rate of decay of the M-state and the

coupled proton uptake reactions are very slow. D96N is able to compensate (albeit

slowly) by a direct transition between theM- andO-states. Subsequent work demon-

strated that for wild-type bR D96 is the internal proton donor to the SchiV base

nitrogen and that this occurs during theM toN transition (Fig. 2). D96 functions as a

catalyst in the reprotonation of the SchiV base. Removing this key proton-binding

site did not stop the pump, indicating that the bR-pumping mechanism exhibits

‘‘plasticity,’’ with alternative pathways available to ensure proton transport.

Since D96N can pump protons it was not surprising that D96E was also found

to be a functional proton pump. However, the photocycle was again significantly

slower than that for wild-type bR (Stern et al., 1989). The deprotonation reactions

are similar to that for the wild-type bR, up to formation of the M-state. The rates

and amplitudes of the reprotonation reactions are perturbed (e.g., the transitions
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involving the M-, N-, and O-states). Extending the carboxylate by one methyl

group perturbs the apparent pKa of the proton transfer reactions. Therefore,

critical steric and/or electrostatic constraints exist in the vicinity of the side chain

at 96 and its counterion(s).

2. Aspartic Acid 85

Site-directed mutagenesis demonstrated that glutamic acid is a nonconservative

substitution at amino acid position 85. D85E possesses a slow photocycle with very

reduced M accumulation (Mogi et al., 1988; Otto et al., 1990; Subramaniam et al.,

1990). The stereochemistry environment in the vicinity of amino acid 85 is essential

in the regulation of amino acid–retinal interactions. These interactions are

perturbed by extending the carboxylate by one methyl group.

Asparagine and a protonated aspartic acid are isostructural. It was initially a

surprise when the mutant D85N was observed to be nonfunctional. At neutral pH,

D85N has a redshifted, ground-state absorbance maximum (Fig. 5). The M-state

does not accumulate following photoexcitation (Otto et al., 1990; Thorgeirsson

et al., 1991). At elevated pH an extremely small amplitude M-state was observed

(opposite the trend for the D96 mutants). It has subsequently been shown that D85

is the primary counterion to SchiV base in the bR ground-state (Needleman et al.,

1991; Richter et al., 1996) and that the pKa of D85 is highly perturbed, �8.0. The

global consequence of the D85N mutation rendered mechanistic interpretation of

the role of D85 in proton pumping problematic.

Why is the ground-state of the D85Nmutant so dramatically redshifted (Fig. 5)?

The answer came from a pH-dependent analysis of the D85N ground state (Fig. 6).

pH titrations of the D85N absorbance spectrum revealed that, in the absence of

photoexcitation, three chromophoric species are present in equilibrium and that

their relative abundance depends on solvent proton activities: D85 is solvent

accessible. The absorbance spectra of these three species are indistinguishable

from those of the M (lmax = 410 nm), N (lmax = 550 ), and O (lmax = 610 nm)

intermediates of the wild-type photocycle (Fig. 2, Turner et al., 1993). The pH

dependence of the relative stabilities of the M-, N-, and O-states is shown in

Fig. 6B and C. Neutralization of the carboxylate at position 85 (by protonation

or the D85N mutation) is energetically coupled to the transitions between the M-,

N-, and O-intermediate-states. Instead of being a ‘‘dead protein,’’ D85N is useful

for isolating a subset of linear transitions between bR substates and allows for a

thermodynamic analysis of a classical kinetically control reaction (Fig. 7).

Analysis of theD85Nequilibrium leads to numerous insights into the bR-pumping

mechanism:

1. The transitions between the D85N substates are light independent. Light is

required for the first step in the reaction cycle only. Photon absorption generates an

excited state and the subsequent substate transitions are thermal decay reactions.
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Fig. 6 pH-dependence of D85N spectral transitions (buVer: 100-mM NaCl, 20-mM CAPS, 20-mM

BTP, and 40-mM NaH2PO4). (A) Absorbance spectra of dark-adapted (DA) high-density membranes

containing D85N. The spectra were obtained at pH 7.13 (greatest amplitude at 615 nm and low-

est amplitude at 410 nm), 7.51, 7.77, 7.95, 8.15, 8.34, 8.72, 9.06, 9.50, 9.94, 10.20, 10.42, and 10.81

(lowest amplitude at 615 nm and greatest amplitude at 410 nm). The spectral changes are completely
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This insight is consistent with the Arrhenius analysis of the bR photocycle

performed by Lanyi’s group (Varo and Lanyi, 1991).

2. The transfer of a proton from the SchiV base to D85 is a critical switch point

between the deprotonation and reprotonation phases of the pumping mechanism.

Protonation of D85 (as modeled by D85N) is suYcient to isolate the reprotonation

phase substates.

3. Some of the substate transitions are near equilibrium. A few ‘‘irreversible’’

steps (e.g., negligible back reactions) drive the reaction in the forward direction.

This insight is consistent with the requirement for the inclusion of back reactions in

the global analysis of photokinetic analyses (Lozier et al., 1992; Varo et al., 1990).

4. Transitions between the M$N$O conformations are ‘‘paid’’ for proton-

binding and release reactions at sites other than D85.

5. bR is a retinal isomerase; the transitions between M-, N-, and O-are coupled

to the regeneration of the all-trans retinal chromophore. The D85N ground-state

transitions demonstrate that retinal cis-to-trans isomerization is light independent

(Turner et al., 1993).

6. The molecular interactions that stabilize M-, N-, and O-substates are diVer-
ent. As seen in Fig. 6C, the O$N equilibrium is pH dependent, the N$M is pH

independent. This leads to the prediction that the structures of at least the O- and

M-states are diVerent, and that unique noncovalent binding interactions contribute
to their relative stabilities. This prediction is consistent with spectroscopic and

crystallographic studies of the structures of the M-, N-, and O-substates (Rouhani

et al., 2001; Sass et al., 2000; Vonck, 1996).

As illustrated by the D96 and D85 examples, the combination of careful physical

analysis and site-directed mutagenesis can define the roles specific amino acids

contribute to membrane protein functional mechanisms. It may be straightforward

to interpret the consequence of site-directed mutagenesis if the influence of the

O N

M
412

D85N

550640

H+

D85ND85N

Fig. 7 The D85N pH-dependent species reaction scheme. The color of the letter denotes that of the

intermediate and the subscript denotes its wavelength at maximal absorbance (lmax).

reversible. (B) Singular value decomposition and nonlinear least squares fitting of the titrated absor-

bance spectra were used to calculate the relative concentrations of the M-, N-, and O-like intermediates

as a function of pH. (C) The species concentrations in (B) were used to determine the DG values for the

O$N and N$M transitions.
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perturbed amino acid is narrow in focus (local). Alternatively, mutagenesis of single

amino acids may uncover unanticipated linkages in functional mechanisms. Site-

directed mutagenesis of single amino acids cannot, by itself, supply subtle informa-

tion about regulation of ligand-binding aYnities or identify pathways of coupled

interactions participating in functional mechanisms. This requires combinatorial

mutagenesis strategies, discussed below.

C. Scanning Mutagenesis of bR

Proton pumping, like many enzymatic mechanisms, relies on coordinated per-

turbation of pKa values of critical catalytic groups (Harris and Turner, 2002).

Unlike a water-solvated protein where ionization and hydration energies may

dominate protein folding and conformational changes, hydrophobic interactions

are likely to play a more significant role in membrane proteins. The low dielectric

within the lipid bilayer may also increase the energetic significance of the charge–

charge interactions within the protein (Harris and Turner, 2002). At interfacial

regions of the bilayer, where the dielectric varies steeply according to the degree of

hydration, hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions may both be important

(White and Wimley, 1999). Conformational changes that alter the microenviron-

ment and consequently the dielectric around interacting groups may regulate

which of these forces dominate the energetics. Due to the existence of diverse

microenvironments, membrane proteins present unique challenges in the study of

their mechanisms of action.

The bR proton-pumping mechanism relies on vectoral proton transfer between

binding and release sites. In the previous sections, D96 and D85 were identified as

two such critical sites. Proton occupancy at D96 and D85 is determined by the

intrinsic pKa of the carboxylate and the microenvironment created by each sub-

state conformation. The intrinsic pKa of the D96 and D85 carboxylates will be

driven to their functional or apparent value by interactions with other fully or

partially charged groups as well as by the polarity or dielectric of the medium that

surrounds it. The pKa and pKa changes of D96 and D85 have been experimentally

determined. After photoexcitation and retinal isomerization, the pKa of Asp-85

increases from 2.2 to 6.9 (Richter et al., 1996) resulting in the transfer of a proton

from the SchiV base to Asp-85. The SchiV base is reprotonated by Asp-96 when the

pKa of Asp-96 drops from >12 to 7.1 (Zscherp et al., 1999). After reprotonation,

retinal isomerizes back to all-trans, and the Asp-96 pKa increases back to its

initially very high value. Asp-96 is reprotonated from the intracellular side of the

membrane. The extreme perturbations observed for the bR proton-binding site

pKas are accomplished by both charge–charge interactions and desolvation eVects.
The essence of bR-pumping mechanism is the coordinated regulation of at least

these pKas. The D96 and D85 site-directed mutants, by themselves, yield little

insight on the mechanism of regulation of these pKas. Combinatorial mutagenesis

can be helpful in this regard. It will be demonstrated that scanning mutagenesis of

D85N can be used to define the role of individual amino acids in the conformational
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transitions of the reprotonation mechanism. D85N will be used as a surrogate

‘‘wild type’’ and the M$N$O equilibrium exploited to dissect global linkages

that regulate the pKa of the transitions between substates in this reprotonation

phase model.

bR has 246 amino acids that can influence the D85N substate transitions.

Understanding how the rest of the protein contributes to substate transitions could,

in principle, be accomplished by additional site-directed mutagenesis. Engineering

246 mutations into the D85N background (with 19 possible substitutions at each

amino acid position) is a daunting proposition. An alternative strategy was pur-

sued. The fortuitous availability of bR structures served to guide a mutagenic

investigation of important amino acid interactions. The D96Nmutation was essen-

tial in this regard. Recall that the structural transitions isolated by D85N include

the M-, N-, and O-states. Spectroscopic and structural analyses indicate that the

O-state closely resembles bR ground state. There is a 1.55 Å resolution X-ray

structure for the bR ground state (Luecke et al., 1999b). As discussed earlier, the

D96N mutant has a very slow M decay. Photoexcitation of D96N (at cryo-

temperatures) was used to trap the M-state, allowing EM and X-ray structural

analyses (Luecke et al., 1999a; Nilsson et al., 1995; Sass et al., 2000). Comparison of

the ground- andM-state structures suggests that formation ofM-state is coupled to

amajor reorientation of the cytoplasmic end of helices 6(F) and 7(G) (Fig. 8).More

limited structural analyses for mutagenic models of the N- and O-states support a

key role for F(6) andG(7) helical movements in substate formation (Rouhani et al.,

2001; Vonck, 1996). It is likley that changes in amino acid interactions involving the

F and G helices are energetically coupled to the structural rearrangements of the

reprotonation mechanism. Unfortunately, the crystallographic analysis cannot

identify specific amino acid interactions that have changed since the cytoplamsic

ends of the 6 and 7 transmembrane helices are disordered in the M-state

model. Therefore, site-directed mutagenesis targeting specfic amino acid interac-

tions could not be pursued. Instead, a scanning mutagenesis on the entire 6 and

7 helices and the extracellular loop region joining them was pursued.

Having decided on a structural target the next question was: what amino acid to

scan with? Alanine is a logical choice in such a scanning strategy. The alanine side

chain is relatively small and is well tolerated in both hydrophobic and hydrophilic

proteinaceous environments (Faham et al., 2004; Hristova and White, 2005; Kyte

andDoolittle, 1982). However, cysteine was chosen for two reasons. First, cysteine is

a fairly conservative substitution for most amino acids and has been shown to be

useful in membrane protein structure–function analyses (Akabas et al., 1992; Dahl

and Pfahnl, 2001). Second, bR contains no native cysteines. Therefore, the mutants

generated are a resource for future site-directed spectroscopy, following labeling with

sulfhydryl reactive fluorescence or electron paramagnetic probes (Farrens, 1999, see

also Chapter 20 by Klug and Feix, this volume, on site-directed spin labeling).

Primerless PCR gene synthesis (Stemmer, 1994) was used to replace all 59 amino

acid positions, in the F(6) andG(7) helices ofD85N,with a cysteine (Martinez et al.,

2002). The success of this ambitious undertaking relied heavily on a fortuitous
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functional filter, the bR chromophore. Therefore, the Lysine at amino acid posi-

tion 216 was not mutated since it is the attachment point of retinal. Mutational

phenotypes were screened by comparison of the pH-dependent absorbance proper-

ties of the D85N second-site cysteine mutants with those of D85N. The

H. salinarum cells expressed so much of the mutant proteins that this screen can

be accomplished by visual inspection (Fig. 9). The D85N cells appear blue at

neutral pH (the O-state predominates) and yellow-green at elevated pH (the result

of significant M-state accumulation). Second-site cysteine mutations that perturb

the ‘‘wild-type’’ (e.g., D85N) intermediate-state populations will have perturbed

color (substate) distributions.

A

CB

Fig. 8 Electron diVraction projection maps indicating the major bR conformational transition.

(A) Projection map wild-type bR with the seven helices identified (Bullough and Henderson, 1999).

bR monomers within the crystallographic trimer are indicated by outlined areas. Transmembrane

helices B, C, and D are orthogonal to the plane of the membrane while helices A, G, F, and E are tilted

as indicated by the overlapping densities. DiVerence projectionmaps of bR structural changes (B andC).

Solid contour lines indicate density increases while the dashed lines indicate density loss. (B) Density of

D85N at pH 9.2 minus density of D85N at pH 6.0 (Brown et al., 1997). (C) Density of a model of the

M intermediate-state minus the density of the wild-type bR (Subramaniam et al., 1993). In both (B) and

(C), the major conformational change appears to be an increase in order of the G helix and an outward

tilting of the F helix.
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While the fortuitous formation of the PM in H. salinarum has facilitated the

purification and structural analysis of bR and bR mutants, PM purification of the

entire scan would be prohibitively time consuming. Therefore, a spectroscopic

method was developed to screen the large numbers of mutants generated, whole-

cell reflectance spectroscopy (Martinez and Turner, 2002). The screening proce-

dure was calibrated against well-established spectroscopic protocols used for the

characterization of purified bR (described below).

bR absorbance properties were quantified using a Perkin-Elmer l18 spectropho-

tometer and LabSphere RSA 150-ml light scattering attachment. In the absence of

the integration sphere light scattering by theH. salinarum cells rendered the spectrum

featureless over the wavelength range characteristic for bR absorbance (Fig. 10A,

spectrum a). Spectra b and c (Fig. 10A) demonstrate the signal improvement
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Fig. 9 Whole cell samples of Halobacterium salinarum expressing the D85N:Cysteine mutants. One

milliliter of whole cell samples were transferred to nylon membranes and equilibrated with buVer at

pH 7 (A) and pH 10.5 (B). The nylon membranes mounted cell samples were pasted onto the position of

the corresponding amino acidmutation in the two-dimensional representation of the bRF andGhelices.

The colors observed are due exclusively to the mutation introduced into the bRmutantD85N and reflect

a weighted average of equilibrium populations of the blue (O-like), purple (N-like), and yellow (M-like)

species. The solid black lines denote the borders of the lipid bilayer. Transbilayer helices F(6) and G(7)

are indicated. The cytoplasmic and extracellular sides of the membrane are labeled. The extramembra-

nous C-terminus is shown in (B) for clarity. No cysteine mutation was made at position lysine 216 (in the

G helix) as this amino acid forms the SchiV base linkage to the retinal chromophore. (See Plate no. 11 in

the Color Plate Section.)
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Fig. 10 Reflectance spectroscopy of whole cells. (A) Fifty-milliliter cultures of L33 and L33 transge-

nically expressing bR (wild type) were grown to stationary phase. (B) Cell pellets were collected and

washed with basal salts and resuspended to 50 ml. (C) Reflectance spectra of L33 cells expressing bR for

the following volume dilutions with basal salts: (1) undiluted, (2) 80% cell suspension:20% basal salts,

(3) 40% cell suspension:60% basal salts, and (4) 10% cell suspension:90% basal salts. The absorbance

maximum at 568 nm is due to bR; the absorbance maximum at 410 nm is due to a membrane-associated

cytochrome. (D) Reflectance measurements of dilutions of L33 (solid symbols) and L33 expressing bR
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obtained with the scattering attachment for a whole cell sample (b) and purified

membrane fraction (c). Shown in Fig. 10B are the whole cell diVerence spectra used
for calculating bR concentration [bR expressing strain S1 (spectrum a) minus strain

L33 (bR�, spectrum b)]. Samples for spectral measurements were prepared by

dilution (in basal salts) of washed whole cells to equivalent absorbance at 410 nm

(Fig. 10C). The absorbance at 410 nm is due to a membrane-associated cytochrome

and is linearly proportional to the amount of total cells in the sample whether bRwas

expressed (Fig. 10D, solid triangles) or not (Fig. 10D, open triangles). The bR and

cytochrome spectral properties obeyed standard Beer–Lambert relationships.

While the quality of the absorbance spectra was much improved by use of the

integration sphere, the cytochrome absorbance and the scattering component

remaining below 500 nm were found to complicate the analysis of the M-state

spectral properties for whole cell preparations containing the D85N mutants.

These components were removed by diVerence spectroscopy (Fig. 11). A reflec-

tance spectral library of dilutions of L33 cells (bR�) was generated. The L33 cells

(open symbols). Triangles are measurements taken at 568 nm (bR absorbance maximum) and circles are

measurements taken at 410 nm (cytochrome absorbance maximum). The cytochrome absorbance

exhibits the same linear dependence with cell number in the presence or absence of bR accumulation.
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Fig. 11 Reflectance spectroscopic screen used to quantify lmax and M peak areas for the D85N:

second-site mutants. bR and D85N were expressed in Halobacterium salinarum strain L33 (bR�).
Reflectance spectra of whole cells expressing bR and the second-site mutants were collected from 350

to 800 nm. Reflectance spectra of identical concentrations of L33 cells were subtracted from the bR

containing samples. The diVerence spectra (e.g., bRL33 and D85N-L33) used to compare theM, N, and

O species populations, as described in the text.
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contain only the residual scattering and cytochrome absorbance signals. Spectra of

L33 cells were matched to within 0.005 absorbance units at 750 nm to spectra of

cells containing bacteriorhodopsin (or D85N and the D85N cysteine mutants).

DiVerence in spectra were calculated and used to obtain absorbance maxima

(lmax) and peak areas.

The ability of reflectance spectroscopy to reproduce absorbance properties

characteristic of purified bR was then established. PM containing wild-type bR

was applied to nylon filters and equilibrated at neutral pH, as described for the

whole cells. The lmax, determined by reflectance spectroscopy, for dark-adapted

bR was 568 nm while the lmax for light-adapted bR was 558 nm (Fig. 12B). The

same analysis was performed for whole cells expressing wild-type bR and the lmax

determined were 566 � 1 and 558 � 3 nm, for the light-adapted and dark-adapted,

respectively (Fig. 12A). This exercise demonstrated the precision and accuracy of

the whole cell spectroscopic method.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of lmax values determined by reflectance spectroscopy. (A) Spectral changes

during light-adaptation for wild-type bR. Whole cells, or purified high-density membranes, were coated

on to nylon filter paper by vacuum. Samples were dark-adapted (DA) at room temperature for 5 days

and subsequently light-adapted (LA) by exposure to light greater than 500 nm for 20 min. Wild-type

whole cell samples are indicated by the dark gray bars; wild-type high-density membranes containing

purified bR are indicated by the light gray bars. (B) lmax values for the N/O peak changes during pH

titration for D85N. Whole cell samples are indicated by the dark gray bars; high-density membranes

containing purified bR are indicated by the light gray bars.
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To evaluate the utility of reflectance spectroscopy in characterizing the D85N

cysteine scanning mutants, the spectral transitions of D85N and the D85N/D96N

double mutant were evaluated. As shown in Fig. 13A and B, the lmax for the

absorbance peak between 550 and 650 nm (550-650lmax) for D85N becomes blue-

shifted as pH increased. The blueshift originates from increasing concentrations of

the N-state as pH is raised. The pH-dependence of the blueshift is evident in both

the whole cell pastes and the purified protein samples. The 400-nm absorbance also

increased with increasing pH, indicating M-substate accumulation. The pH-

dependent spectra were then compared for the D85N/D96N double mutant. X-ray

diVraction of D85N/D96N revealed that, at neutral pH, the double mutant has a

conformation like that of D85N at alkaline pH; an M-state homologue is present in

both mutants (Kataoka et al., 1994). In D85N/D96N, the N-intermediate does
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Fig. 13 pH titrations of bR mutants. pH-dependence of D85N spectra changes (100 mM NaCl,

20 mM CAPS, 20 mM BTP, 20 mM, and 20 mM NaH2PO4). (A) Reflectance spectra of dark-adapted

whole cells expressing D85N: (1) pH 7.0, (2) pH 9.0, and (3) pH 10.5. (B) Absorbance spectra of

dark-adapted high-density membranes containing D85N. The spectra were obtained at pH 7.13

(greatest amplitude at 615 nm and lowest amplitude at 410 nm), 7.51, 7.77, 7.95, 8.15, 8.34, 8.72, 9.06,

9.50, 9.94, 10.20, 10.42, and 10.81 (lowest amplitude at 580 nm and greatest amplitude at 410 nm). The

spectral changes are completely reversible (data not shown). (C) Reflectance spectra of dark-adapted

whole cells expressing D85N:D96N: (1) pH 7.0, (2) pH 9.0, and (3) pH 10.5. (D) Absorbance spectra of

dark-adapted high-density membranes containing D85N:D96N. The spectra were obtained at pH 6.75,

7.26, 7.45, 7.75, 8.05, 8.22, 8.44, 8.86, 9.08, 9.22, 9.53, 9.75, and 10.97.
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not form as the pH is raised (Brown et al., 1998; Tittor et al., 1994). Therefore, no

shift in 550-650lmax is expected as pH was increased for D85N/D96N whole cell

samples. In addition, due to the decrease in the pKa of the SchiV base, M was

predicted to accumulate at lower pH values. The cell paste reflectance spectra

demonstrated that 550-650 lmax of D85N/D96N only shifted by 10 nm as the pH was

increased from 7.5 to 10.5, compared to a 32 nm shift inD85N (Fig. 13C andD). The

change in N/O peak height is �10% greater for D85N/D96N than for D85N,

consistent with increased M accumulation in the double mutant. The whole-cell

reflectance analysis is consistent with both predictions and support a critical role for

D96 deprotonation in the accumulation of the N-state. In sum, there is a clear

phenotypic consensus on comparing spectral phenotypes of PM containing purified

bR and the reflectance spectroscopy of the whole cell pastes.

The reflectance screen was then applied to the cysteine scanning mutations and

revealed that amino acid changes can perturb the D85N conformational equilibrium

(Martinez et al., 2002). Representative whole cell spectra for 12 consecutive amino

acid positions at the cytoplasmic end of helix F(6) are shown in Fig. 14. The mutants

contain three spectral species with absorbance maxima similar to those of D85N.

Cells containing the mutant bR’s appeared blue (O) near neutral pH and, as the pH
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Fig. 14 Whole-cell reflectance spectra of F helix D85N:Cysteine mutants at pH 7.5 (solid line with

highest amplitude lmax near 600 nm), 9.0 (solid line with intermediate amplitude lmax near 600 nm), and

10.5 (dashed line).
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is raised, change to a yellow-green color, due to the mixture of the yellow (M) and

purple (N) species. The pH-dependence of the spectral equilibrium was sensitive to

amino acid perturbation indicating that amino acid interactions involving the F(6)

and G(7) helices contribute to the relative stabilities of M-, N-, and O-substates.

We analyzed the scan by evaluating patterns of similar transition perturbations

instead of attempting to evaluate the local stereochemical perturbation introduced by

each of the 59 mutants. If cysteine mutant altered the pH-dependent spectral transi-

tion, it is likely that the site of the perturbation participates in the coupling of substate

transitions and proton-binding reactions. The collection of mutants that lower the

pKa of M-substate accumulation indicate the degree of coupling. Since a significant

number of the cysteine mutants possessed this phenotype it is unlikely that a single

local chemical interaction critically influences the stability of the M-state. When

mapped to the bR ground-state structure, this collection of mutants formed discern-

able clusters interpreted to be domains of coupled interactions (Fig. 15). A major

conclusion is that these domains (not critically restricted local interactions) are

energetically linked to substate stabilities. The locations of these domains do not

Fig. 15 Structure–function map of the D85N:Cysteine mutants. The D85N:Cysteine mutants were

classified according to their eVect on the pH-dependent changes in the absorbance spectrum of D85N

mutants. The positions ofmutations that lower the apparent pKa ofM formation are shownmapped to the

3D structure of the bR ground-state structure of (1C3W, Luecke, 1999b). The side chains that produce the

phenotypes are shown in yellow. The retinal chromophore is shown in yellow. (See Plate no. 12 in the Color

Plate Section.)
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correspond towhere our crystallographic intuitionmight have anticipated; the amino

acid interactions energetically coupled to the M-, N-, and O-substate transitions are

not located at the cytoplasmic ends of the (F)6 and (G)7 helices.

Numerous mechanistic insights were obtained from the scanning mutagenesis:

1. Mutagenesis by cysteines is not inherently perturbing to membrane protein

function.As seen inFigs. 9, 14, and 15, a large number of the cysteinemutants possess

absorbance properties that are indistinguishable from D85N (at all pHs evaluated).

The experiment contains its own negative controls. In addition, the single-site

cysteines introduced are a valuable tool for future site-directed labeling studies.

2. There are numerous mutations that perturbed the substate populations.

There is not a single (or even a few) critical local amino acid interaction(s) that

uniquely regulate the transitions between functional substates. It is not a matter of

disrupting a critical local, all or nothing, chemical interaction that leads to a switch

between conformational states.

3. The distribution of mutations that produce similar phenotypes is not random,

they appear to cluster in unique molecular locations (domains, Fig. 15). Domains

of highly coupled (allosteric) intermolecular interactions are the critical features

regulating the transitions between bR substates.

4. The critical domains are remote from the crystallograhically identified struc-

tural changes. Perturbation of amino acid interactions at the extracellular surface

of bR is coupled to conformational perturbation at the cytoplasmic end of the F(6)

and G(7) helices. Long-range and highly coupled intramolecular interactions exist

that are capable of ‘‘transducing’’ structural perturbations (e.g., signals) across the

cellular membrane. The implications for the mechanisms of action of cellular

receptors are obvious.

The molecular mechanisms of membrane protein mediated signal transduction

and solute transport are only beginning to be probed. bR is frequently used as a

model system for conceptualizing the structure and ligand-binding sites of other

receptors predicted to contain seven transmembrane helical bundles. Given the

complex nature of the bR photomechanism, the extensive structural rearrange-

ments linked to proton pumping, and our demonstration of allosteric domains,

make it diYcult to consider mechanistic roles at the level of single amino acids.

However, using a combination of systematic mutagenesis and careful physical

analyses it is possible to gain significant insight into the mechanisms of membrane

protein function.

V. Conclusions

Understanding the mechanisms of action of membrane proteins requires not

only knowledge of the structures (conformations) accessed function but also

knowledge of the physical forces that regulate the transitions between these struc-

tures. Since, there are very few crystal structures of membrane proteins and even
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less structural, and energetic, information about the intermediate-states in their

reaction pathways our mechanistic intuitions are fairly naive. Mutagenesis remains

a tractable approach for probing structural linkages to membrane protein func-

tion. The facility with which genetic engineering can be accomplished is responsible

for its popularity in probing protein structure–function relationships in all aspects

of modern molecular sciences. However, the complex nature of the intra- and

intermolecular interactions involved in the mechanisms of membrane protein

function and the high degree of coupling between these interactions may cause

the analysis of mutational studies to be misleading.

Site-directed mutational analysis of membrane protein structure/function rela-

tionships can been useful for identifying critical amino acids as well as functional

domains such as interfaces, channels, and binding sites. In the absence of detailed

structural information, analysis of mutational perturbations can only be per-

formed in terms of putative local, noncovalent interactions in the immediate

environment of the substituted amino acid. However, it must be considered that

in addition to local eVects, a single-site substitution may also produce global

changes in conformation that may be propagated throughout the molecule.

This added complexity of cooperative and compensating interactions can con-

found the analysis of single-site mutants. The extent of coupling can be appreciated

by an analysis that focuses on the patterns of responses that arise from mutations

distributed throughout the protein’s structure. This mutagenic strategy requires an

extensive commitment to both engineering and functional characterization phases

of the project. It of course also requires significant structural knowledge.

The bR examples used demonstrate that the combination of mutagenic and

physical analyses (here spectroscopy and crystallography) can identify key amino

acid interactions that participate in mechanisms of action. The most useful insights

relied on mutations that produced functional perturbations and knowledge of their

position in the 3D structure of bR. Granted, a similar synthesis is not possible for

the vast majority of membrane proteins since atomic resolution structures are not

routinely available. An objective of this chapter was to indicate the analyses

required to obtain deep insight into membrane protein functional mechanisms.

bR’s experimental advantages render it a useful model system for probing the

molecular mechanism of membrane proteins.

Extracellular signals interacting with receptor proteins are likely transduced

through highly coupled sets of amino acid interactions that span extra- and

intramembranous domains. It is appealing to consider that complex interactions

regulating bR substate transitions mimic the allosteric interactions that contribute

to GPCR activation, where ligand binding (on the extracellular side of the GPCR)

is coupled through conformational changes leading to G-protein activation on the

intracellular side of the lipid bilayer. Systematic mutagenesis and integration

with the best available structural models (bR and/or rhodopsin) can unravel the

molecular mechanisms of transbilayer signal transduction and solute transport.

I have attempted to illustrate how three diVerent mutagenic strategies have been

used to identify intramolecular interactions essential for a subset of conformational
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changes involved in membrane protein function. The mechanistic insights obtained

rely heavily on the extensive, careful physical characterizations performed by many

laboratories and are subject to refinement as more detailed structural insights

are obtained. The approach of combining mutagenic, spectroscopic, and thermody-

namic analyses will produce new knowledge about the physical forces and chemical

participants that make up the bR reprotonation reaction (e.g., M$N$O).

The energetic dissection of bR conformational changes will serve as a blueprint for

understanding the dominant physical forces and chemical participants that couple

transbilayer structural elements and ligand-binding site aYnities in this important

class of proteins.
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Abstract

In this chapter, we discuss a new method for quantifying DNA–protein inter-

actions. A single double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule is stretched beyond its

contour length, causing the base pairs to break while increasing the length from

that of dsDNA to that of ssDNA. When applied in a solution containing DNA

binding ligands, this method of force-induced DNA melting can be used to

quantify the free energy of ligand binding, including the free energy of protein

binding. The dependence of melting force on protein concentration is used to

obtain the equilibrium binding constant of the ligand to DNA. We have applied

this method to a well-studied DNA-binding protein, bacteriophage T4 gene 32

protein (gp32), and have obtained binding constants for the protein to single-

stranded DNA (ssDNA) under a wide range of solution conditions. Our analysis

of measurements conducted at several salt concentrations near physiological

conditions indicates that a salt-dependent conformational change regulates DNA

binding by gp32.

I. Introduction

Over the past decade, several sophisticated techniques have been developed for

examining the properties of single macromolecules. In one method, DNA mole-

cules can be stretched. The force required to extend a single DNAmolecule to a set

distance is determined, or, alternatively, the distance a molecule moves on appli-

cation of a specific constant force is measured (Allemand et al., 2003; Bustamante

et al., 2000, 2003; Strick et al., 2000; Williams and Rouzina, 2002; Williams et al.,

2002b). In this article we will focus on measurements in which long, single double-

stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecules are stretched using optical tweezers. The

resulting force–extension data yield the amount of mechanical work needed to

extend the DNA molecule. When this mechanical work is used to force structural

changes in the molecule, such as a conversion of dsDNA into single-stranded DNA

(ssDNA), the energy calculated from the mechanical work required to alter the

DNA structure can be used to determine the equilibrium free energy required to

form the structure initially. Thus, when we use force to break DNA base pairs, the

energy required to do this is equal to the energy holding the base pairs together.

As shown below, the mechanical work required to break the DNA base pairs is

equal to the equilibrium melting free energy (diVerence in free energy between the

double- and single-stranded states) when the mechanical process is reversible.

Even when this does not hold, it is often possible to obtain the equilibrium

melting free energy from nonequilibrium measurements (Collin et al., 2005;

Liphardt et al., 2002).

In this chapter, we discuss a method for characterizing DNA stretching experi-

ments utilizing optical tweezers. We then show that this force-induced melting
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technique, when applied in a solution containing DNA-binding ligands, can be

used to quantify the free energy of ligand binding, including the free energy of

protein binding. As an example, we outline the results we have obtained for DNA-

stretching experiments in the presence of the well-studied DNA-binding protein,

T4 gene 32 protein (gp32). We show that we can use this method to obtain

association constants for gp32—ssDNA binding over a wide range of solution

conditions. Our analysis of measurements conducted at several salt concentrations

near physiological conditions indicates that a salt-dependent conformational

change regulates DNA binding by gp32.

II. Stretching Single DNA Molecules with Optical Tweezers

There are several ways by which force can be applied to single DNA molecules,

including atomic force microscopy, magnetic tweezers, and optical tweezers. All

of these methods can be used to obtain the measurements outlined in this

chapter. However, each technique has a diVerent set of usable force ranges and

accuracies, and optical tweezers appear to be best suited to force-induced

DNA-melting experiments (Williams and Rouzina, 2002). In the experiments

discussed here, we use a dual beam optical tweezers instrument to stretch single

l-DNA molecules.

A DNA stretching experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The DNA

molecule, of bacteriophage l, contains 48,500 base pairs and is labeled with several

Fig. 1 In a dual beam optical tweezers instrument, two laser beams are focused to a small spot,

creating an optical trap that attracts polystyrene beads. Single DNA molecules are attached at one end

to a bead in the trap, while the other end is attached to another bead held by a glass micropipette. As the

DNA molecule is stretched by moving the micropipette, the resulting force on the bead in the trap is

measured.
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biotin molecules on the 30 end of each strand. Two 830 nm wavelength diode lasers

with approximately 200 mW of vertically polarized continuous wave laser power

are convergently directed using high eYciency polarizing beam splitting cubes

(Melles Griot). Before entering the first microscope objective, the beam enters a

quarter wave plate, which converts the linearly polarized light into circularly

polarized light. The beams are focused to a small spot size less than one micron

in diameter using 60�, 1.0 numerical aperture water immersion objectives (Nikon).

The two counter propagating beams are focused to the same spot in a flow cell,

which forms the optical trap. When the beams exit the cell and are collimated by

the second microscope objective, the light passes through another quarter wave

plate, which is oriented in such a way that the polarization becomes horizontal.

The horizontally polarized light is directed by another beam splitting cube into a

lateral eVect photodiode detector. These diodes determine any deflection of each

beam to within a few microns, and output a voltage that is directly proportional to

the force being exerted on the bead in the optical trap. White light sources and

CCD cameras provide images of the tip and the beams to guide the instrument user

(Smith et al., 2003).

To capture beads in the optical trap, micron-sized streptavidin-coated poly-

styrene beads are made to flow through the cell, and are subsequently trapped

by the laser beam. The glass micropipette, which is attached to the flow cell, is

also used to capture a single polystyrene bead. When single beads are captured

at both the end of the pipette and in the trap, the other beads are rinsed out of

the cell. A very dilute solution of labeled DNA molecules, typically in 10 mM

HEPES, pH 7.5, and varying NaCl concentrations, is then introduced into the

cell until one molecule is captured between the two polystyrene beads. The flow

cell, and thus the glass micropipette, is then moved a fixed distance, thereby

exerting a force that begins to pull the other bead out of the center of the optical

trap. Because the distance that the bead moves inside the optical trap is propor-

tional to the force exerted by the trapping laser beams, we obtain a direct measure-

ment of the force required to extend the DNA molecule a fixed distance (Vladescu

et al., 2005).

The results of a typical DNA force–extension measurement are shown as data

points in Fig. 2. The solid lines represent theoretical force–extension curves for

dsDNA (leftmost line) and ssDNA (rightmost line). The stretched DNA initially

follows the theoretical dsDNA curve, but at a force of about 65 picoNewton (pN),

there is a transition from the dsDNA curve to near the ssDNA curve. This

transition occurs at almost constant force, and we refer to it as the DNA force-

induced melting transition, which will be discussed in Section III. The dsDNA

theoretical curve follows a characteristic shape determined by the elasticity of the

DNA molecule. At very low forces (a few pN) and extensions less than 0.34 nm/bp

(nanometers per base pair), the stretching force merely causes the randomly bent,

flexible molecule to straighten. As the extension of the DNA nears 0.34 nm, the

DNA double helix is being stretched, and much more force is required to extend

the DNA molecule a small distance.
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III. Force-Induced Melting of Single DNA Molecules

When the DNA force-induced melting transition of �65 pN was originally

discovered, it was referred to as DNA overstretching. Rouzina and Bloomfield

proposed that this behavior is a transition from dsDNA to ssDNA, or a force-

inducedmelting transition (Rouzina and Bloomfield, 2001a,b). Themodel was used

to quantitatively predict the dependence of the overstretching force on changes in

solution conditions, such as temperature, ionic strength, pH, and the presence of

DNA-binding ligands (Williams et al., 2002b). These predictions were quantitative-

ly verified in subsequent experimental studies. For example, the pH dependence of

the transition followed that of thermal melting studies (Williams et al., 2001b). In

addition, measurements of the temperature dependence of the transition were used

to obtain the free energy of DNA melting as a function of temperature, and the

resulting measurements of the changes in heat capacity and entropy of DNA on

melting agreed with calorimetry measurements (Williams et al., 2001c). Similarly,

the observed dependence of the transition on salt concentration was consistent with

that expected from polyelectrolyte theory for DNA melting (Wenner et al., 2002).

Finally, recent studies have demonstrated that in the presence of DNA-binding

drugs, the results of DNA overstretching experiments parallel those obtained in

thermal melting experiments, consistent with the force-induced melting model

(Mihailović et al., 2006; Vladescu et al., 2005). In addition to the experimental

evidence in support of force-induced melting, several recent theoretical studies are

also consistent with this model (Harris et al., 2005; Heng et al., 2006; Piana, 2005).

These results suggest that single-molecule DNA stretching is a powerful new

technique for measuring thermodynamic parameters that describe the stability of

double-stranded nucleic acids, in many ways analogous to the information derived
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Fig. 2 Typical force–extension curve for stretching dsDNA at pH 7.5 and 500 mM ionic strength

(triangles). Theoretical force–extension curves for dsDNA and ssDNA are shown as thin solid lines.

When the transition is reversible, the melting free energy is obtained from the area between the dsDNA

stretching curve and the ssDNA curve.
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from conventional DNA thermal melting studies. However, DNA stretching has

several advantages over thermal melting. First, stretching experiments can be

obtained under a wide range of solution conditions, including physiological and

room temperatures. This capability is particularly useful for studying the eVect of
protein binding on DNAmelting, since at physiological ionic strength, the thermal

denaturation of the DNA often occurs at a temperature above the point where the

protein denatures. Thus, DNA stretching is a valuable tool for studying a protein’s

eVect onDNA stability under physiologically relevant conditions (Pant et al., 2003;

Williams et al., 2001a, 2002a). Examples of such proteins include nucleic acid

chaperone proteins such as HIV-1 Gag and nucleocapsid (NC) protein (Cruceanu

et al., 2006; Rein et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2001a, 2002a), or ssDNA-binding

proteins, such as T4 gp32 (Pant et al., 2003, 2004, 2005; Rouzina et al., 2005), T7

gene 2.5 protein (He et al., 2003), or E. coli SSB (Lohman and Ferrari, 1994).

By stretching a long polymeric DNA molecule, such as l-DNA, one obtains the

sequence-averaged thermodynamic characteristics of DNA melting. Thus, the area

between the experimental dsDNA stretching curve and the ssDNA stretching curve,

and below the DNA melting plateau, can be used to obtain the DNA melting free

energy. When this melting free energy is obtained in the presence of DNA-binding

ligands, the melting force (the force measured at the midpoint of the melting

transition) can change dramatically, depending on the DNA binding characteristics

of the ligand. In general, if the ligand binds more strongly to dsDNA than ssDNA,

the DNA melting force should increase, as was recently observed for DNA stretch-

ing in the presence of the intercalator ethidium as well as several ruthenium com-

pounds (Mihailović et al., 2006; Vladescu et al., 2005). In contrast, ligands that bind

more strongly to ssDNA should induce a decrease in the DNA melting force, as

observed in the presence of gp32 and several truncated forms of this protein.

In Section IV we will discuss our recent studies of the binding thermodynamics

of T4 gp32, a classic ssDNA-binding protein that has been well studied by bulk

biochemical methods for over 30 years. The very high aYnities of gp32 for single-

stranded nucleic acids necessitated that most of the thermodynamic data was

obtained at very high salt concentrations, so that very little binding information

at physiological conditions is available from bulk experiments. This was not the

case for our DNA force-induced melting experiments in the presence of gp32,

where we have interpreted the results in terms a salt-dependent conformational

change in the protein, required for DNA binding.

IV. T4 gp32 Interactions with DNA

A. Background

We investigated full length gp32 as well as two truncated forms, denoted *I and

*III, as shown in Fig. 3 (Pant et al., 2003, 2004, 2005; Rouzina et al., 2005). *I lacks

the C-terminal domain (CTD) (residues 254–301) and *III lacks both the CTD and
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the N-terminal domain (NTD) (residues 1–21). Previous studies have shown that

*III binds ssDNA noncooperatively and displays helix-destabilizing activity at low

salt levels (Waidner et al., 2001). Due to experimental limitations, binding

measurements of *I and gp32 to ssDNA have generally been obtained at high

ionic strengths (greater than 300 mM Naþ). Both proteins displayed strongly salt-

dependent binding to ssDNA. The log(Kss)/log([Naþ]) plots, where Kss is the

noncooperative or intrinsic equilibrium binding constant of the protein to

ssDNA, yielded slopes of approximately �7 in each case (Lonberg et al., 1981).

Based on extrapolation of this linear dependence, the low salt (�10 mM Naþ)
binding aYnities of both proteins would be expected to be in the order of 109 M�1.

These studies also showed that the *I truncate has a similar site size and

21N-1 253 301-C

*I

*III

Fig. 3 Proteolytic fragments of gp32. *I was originally obtained by trypsin cleavage of full length gp32

at residue 253, while *III results from cleavage at residues 21 and 253. A MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991)

representation of a *III-oligonucleotide complex is shown at its locationwithin the protein sequence. The

protein is pictured in ribbon mode, with the major lobe green, the minor (Zn-containing) lobe blue, and

the residue 198–239 flap red. The bound oligonucleotide, in sticks mode, is red, and the coordinated

Zn2þ, in space-fillingmode, is yellow. The position of the oligodeoxynucleotide, pTTAT, is approximate;

it was modeled by Shamoo et al. to maximally overlap excess electron density in the trough (Shamoo

et al., 1995). The Protein Data Bank entry for core domain (without the oligonucleotide) is 1gpc.pdb.

(See Plate no. 13 in the Color Plate Section.)
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cooperativity of ssDNA binding. At the high-salt conditions used, *I was shown to

bind two to three times stronger to ssDNA relative to gp32.

Based on the strong preferential binding of gp32 to ssDNA and extrapolation of

the binding data to low [salt], it was predicted that gp32 and *I should lower the

thermal melting temperature (Tm) of natural dsDNA under these conditions by

�50 �C. However, gp32 had no eVect on the DNA melting temperature (Jensen

et al., 1976). In contrast, *I was subsequently shown to lower the Tm significantly,

consistent with predictions based on the extrapolation of high-salt equilibrium

binding data (Lonberg et al., 1981; Waidner et al., 2001). The single molecule

studies outlined here have largely resolved this apparent contradictory behavior of

the two forms of the protein.

B. T4 gp32 Destabilizes Single DNA Molecules

The results of a typical force-induced melting experiment in the presence of gp32

or *I, as well as in the absence of protein are shown in Fig. 4. As the dsDNA

molecule is stretched beyond its B-form contour length, the force required to

stretch the DNA increases rapidly until a plateau is reached, which represents

the force-induced DNAmelting transition. In the absence of protein, the stretching

at any point in this transition region can be reversed and the force–extension curve

follows a similar curve during relaxation, except for a small portion showing some

hysteresis near the B-form contour length of about 0.34 nm/bp. The observed

reversibility of the stretching suggests that the DNA melting force represents an

equilibrium melting force. Thus, in the absence of protein, the area between
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Fig. 4 DNA force-induced melting experiments in the absence of protein and in the presence of

200 nM gp32 and 200 nM *I. Stretching curves are shown as solid lines, while relaxation curves are

shown as dashed lines.
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the dsDNA and ssDNA stretching curves gives the DNA melting free energy

(see Fig. 2).

In the presence of 200 nM gp32, the force–extension curve shown in Fig. 4

resembles that obtained in the absence of protein. However, at the stretching rates

employed (about 2 min per experiment), the relaxation curve does not follow the

stretching curve at any point in the cycle. Thus, the melting force observed in this

experiment does not represent an equilibrium melting value. To distinguish the

two types of forces, we denote the equilibrium melting force Fm, and the nonequi-

libriummelting force Fk, which represents the kinetically determined melting force,

observed in the presence of protein. The same strong hysteresis is also observed in

the presence of *I, but in contrast to the full-length protein, the nonequilibrium

force is significantly smaller than the melting force observed in the absence of

protein. Since the DNA stretching and relaxation curves are not superimposable

for either protein, the area under the observed stretching curve cannot be

interpreted as an equilibrium melting free energy in the presence of the protein.

It is nevertheless possible to obtain a measurement of the equilibrium melting

force in the presence of protein. (Pant et al., 2003, 2005) To do this, we stretch

dsDNA to 0.42 nm/bp, an extension that is clearly in the force-induced melting

plateau, as illustrated in Fig. 5A. At this point, the DNA extension is held

constant, while the force is measured as a function of time, as shown in Fig. 5B.

The resulting force decays exponentially over time, and approaches a constant

value, although there are still significant fluctuations around this force. We fit this

time-dependent force data to the following relation:

FðtÞstretch ¼ Fp
eq þ ðFk � Fp

eqÞ exp � t

tmelt

� �
ð1Þ

After the initial melting force, Fk, the force obtained at times much greater than

the decay time constant is the equilibrium melting force in the presence of protein,

F
p
eq. The equilibrium nature of this force is confirmed by the fact that the force

measured when starting from the relaxation curve also approaches the same value

at long times (Pant et al., 2003). The constant, tmelt, represents the characteristic

time for additionalDNAmelting as the system approaches equilibrium binding and

an equilibrium fraction of melted base pairs in the presence of protein. The initial

force, Fk, depends strongly on pulling rate and can be used to determine the kinetics

of protein binding, but a detailed discussion of this eVect is beyond the scope of this

chapter (Pant et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2005a,b).

C. Quantifying Equilibrium Protein Interactions with DNA

We can directly determine the reduction in equilibrium melting force in

the presence of protein, F
p
eq, relative to that observed in the absence of

protein, as a function of protein concentration (Fig. 5). This measurement is

analogous to the dependence of the Tm of DNA on protein concentration
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(Frank-Kamenetskii et al., 1987; Jensen and von Hippel, 1976; Jensen et al., 1976;

Kelly and von Hippel, 1976), which has previously been shown to depend on the

DNA-binding constant according to the relation (McGhee, 1976):

1

T0
m

� 1

T
p
m

¼ kB

DH
ln

ð1þ KdsCÞ1=nds
ð1þ KssoCÞ2=nss

( )
ð2Þ

where T0
m and T

p
m are the melting temperature in the absence and presence of

protein, Kds is the aYnity of the protein for an isolated binding site on dsDNA
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Fig. 5 (A) Stretching and relaxation curves for l-DNA in 10 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM [Naþ] in
the presence of 200 nM *I. The kinetic melting force Fk is identified on the figure. To measure DNA

denaturation, the DNA is melted by force at an extension of 0.42 nm/bp and the force is measured as a

function of time. The force decreases initially in this measurement. (B) Representative curves for time

dependence of DNA stretching force at constant position in the presence of *I. The kinetic and

equilibrium melting forces corresponding to the forces on the force–extension diagram on part (A)

are identified on the figure. Three separate time dependence measurements are shown as the top three

lines. The bottom dataset represents an average of the three measurements, which is used to determine

Fp
eq. The curves are shifted arbitrarily along the force axis to allow for ease of comparison.
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of occluded length nds, Kss, and nss are the corresponding quantities for protein

binding ssDNA, o is the cooperativity parameter for binding ssDNA, which

represents the probability of protein binding adjacent to an already bound protein

relative to its probability of binding anywhere, and C is the (free) protein concen-

tration. Here we also assume that binding to dsDNA is noncooperative, which is

the case for gp32 (Jensen et al., 1976).

The analogy between thermal- and force-induced melting leads to the following

relationship between the protein-eVected change in melting force and the

corresponding change in the melting temperature (Rouzina and Bloomfield, 2001b):

Fp
m � F0

m ¼ ðTp
m � T0

mÞ
DS
Dx

ð3Þ

where Dx is the diVerence in residue length per base pair between the protein-

bound ssDNA and dsDNA. Thus, after combining Eqs. (2) and (3), and substitut-

ing T0
m ¼ DH=DS, the shift in melting force is given by:

Fp
m ¼ F0

m þ kBT

Dx
ln

ð1þ KdsCÞ1=nds
ð1þ KssoCÞ2=nss

( )
ð4Þ

In general, Eq. (4) could be used to obtain bothKds andKsso bymeasuring Fm as a

function of protein concentrationC, where double-stranded binding tends to increase

the melting force and single-stranded binding tends to decrease the force. However,

becausewe have two unknown variables, it would be diYcult to obtain these numbers

without additional information. Fortunately, for ssDNA-binding proteins, such as

gp32, the binding to ssDNA, Ksso, is generally much greater than the binding

constant to dsDNA, Kds, so we can neglect the term involving Kds, obtaining:

Fm � F0
m � 2kBT

nssDx
ln ð1þ KssoCÞ ð5Þ

Thus, while Eq. (4) is more general, Eq. (5) is likely all that is needed to describe

ssDNA-binding proteins, such as gp32, as we discuss here.

The fundamental result is that measuring Fm as a function of C using optical

tweezers in the presence of ssDNA-binding proteins and fitting the data to Eq. (5)

allows for a quantitative determination of Ksso for each protein under a variety of

solution conditions. Several measurements of Fm as a function of C for both gp32

and *I and at varying salt concentration are shown in Fig. 6. Under all conditions

tested, the data fit well to Eq. (5). The results clearly show that DNA force-induced

melting can be used to determine Ksso for ssDNA-binding proteins under a wide

variety of solution conditions.
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Fig. 6 (A). Themeasured (symbol) dependence of equilibriumDNAmelting force Fm in the presence of

protein as function of protein concentration (C) for gp32. Measurements are shown in 0.05 MNaþ (open

square),0.075 MNaþ (opentriangle),0.1 MNaþ (opendiamond),0.15 MNaþ (opencircle),and0.2 MNaþ

(solid square).LinesarefittodatausingEq. (4). (B)Themeasured(symbol)dependenceofequilibriumDNA

melting forceFm in thepresenceofproteinas functionofprotein concentration (C) for *I.Measurementsare

shown in 0.05 M Naþ (closed square), 0.075 M Naþ (closed triangle), 0.1 M Naþ (closed diamond),

0.15 MNaþ (closed circle), and 0.2 MNaþ (open square). Lines are fit to the data using Eq. (5).
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D. Salt Dependence of T4 Gene 32 Binding to ssDNA

Despite the fact that gp32 has been studied extensively for over 30 years, there

remain a number of important questions concerning the protein’s behavior. For

example, gp32 was assumed to bind much more strongly to ssDNA than dsDNA

over a wide range of salt conditions. At low salt, the aYnities for ssDNA are too

high to be directly determined. At high salt (�300 mM NaCl), log Kss varies

linearly with log[Naþ], so that aYnities at lower salt can be calculated by extrapo-

lation of the log–log plots, assuming uninterrupted linearity. The binding to

dsDNA is much weaker, and the limited amount of available dsDNA binding

data is restricted to low-salt conditions (Jensen et al., 1976). Since most proteins

denature at temperatures where dsDNA denatures at physiological conditions,

thermal DNA melting experiments are necessarily conducted at low salt. The

predicted diVerential magnitudes of the protein’s aYnities for ssDNA versus

dsDNA should lead to a reduction of the Tm of dsDNA to near room temperature.

However, no eVect on melting was observed (Jensen et al., 1976). The inability of

bulk experiments to directly measure the protein aYnities for DNA at physiologi-

cal salt, and the absence of the predicted Tm depression, led us to examine the salt

dependence of binding via the equilibrium force-induced melting method.

The results of our measurements of Ksso, the overall binding constant of gp32

and *I to ssDNA, as a function of salt concentration are shown in Fig. 7. These

results from our DNA stretching experiments extend from 50 mMNaþ to 200 mM

Naþ, while the majority of earlier bulk measurements of Ksso were obtained above

200 mMNaþ. For comparison, we show both the data obtained in single molecule

measurements and the bulk data from earlier work on the same graph. There is

excellent agreement between the salt dependence of gp32 binding to single-stranded

nucleic acids in bulk and single molecule experiments, providing strong evidence in

support of our method for using force-induced DNAmelting to quantitatively char-

acterize ssDNA binding. For comparison of data obtained below 200 mMNaþ, the
only available results from bulk experiments are of gp32 binding the polyribonu-

cleotide, poly(A) (Villemain and Giedroc, 1996). The overall aYnity (Ksso) of gp32
to poly(A) is expected to be slightly lower than its aYnity to natural ssDNA, so the

shift of that data to slightly lower values is expected. In addition, the salt depen-

dence of the poly(A) binding data very strongly resembles that obtained in our

equilibrium force-induced melting experiments for binding of gp32 to l-DNA.

While it is important that the single molecule data agrees with bulk data, what

is evenmore significant is thatwe are able to obtain important new information about

gp32 binding to DNA that was not available from bulk experiments. First, we see

fromFig. 7 that gp32 binding to ssDNAhas a d log ðKssoÞ=d log ð½Naþ�Þ slope of�7

above 200 mM Naþ, but the slope approaches zero below this salt concentration.

While *I binding to ssDNA in high salt also has a slope of�7, at low salt the slope is

reduced to �3, significantly greater in magnitude than the near-zero slope for gp32

binding under these conditions. The divergence in the behavior of gp32 and *I at low
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salt was not previously observed, and this important result provides strong clues

concerning the nature of gp32 and *I binding to ssDNA.

In general, the salt dependence of ligand binding to nucleic acids can be

described by counterion condensation theory, first derived by Oosawa (1968,

1971) and Manning (1978) for the idealized case of an infinite line charge. They

showed that counterions in solution are eVectively bound to a DNA molecule

when the charge density parameter of a macromolecule (such as DNA) is greater

than kBT . The charge density parameter is given by x ¼ q2=Eb, where E is the

dielectric constant and b is the distance between charges of magnitude q. Counter-

ion binding will occur when the distance between charges is small, as it is for both

dsDNA and ssDNA. When this is the case, these counterions must be removed in

order for a charged ligand to bind the DNA. The subsequent release of counterions

into solution results in an entropy change of DS ¼ nqkB ln ðNs=IÞ, where nq is the
number of counterions removed,Ns is the surface charge density of counterions on

the DNA, and I is the solution ionic strength. The application of this concept to

the interpretation of the salt dependence of nucleic acid binding of cationic ligands
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Fig. 7 Binding constants and their fits to our binding model for *I (solid circles and squares, and

curves I and III) and gp32 (the rest of the symbols, and curves II–IV) as function of NaCl (curves I–III)

or NaF salt (curve IV). The closed circles associated with curve I and open circles with curve II were

obtained for ss l-DNA in low salt in a single-molecule study (Pant et al., 2005; Rouzina et al., 2005), and

the diamonds for fx174 ssDNA are from Newport et al. (Newport et al., 1981) in high salt. The open

triangles associated with curve III are from Villemain and Giedroc (Villemain and Giedroc, 1996) for

gp32 binding to poly(A) and the solid squares are from Lonberg et al. (Lonberg et al., 1981) for *I

binding to poly(rA). The closed triangles associated with curve IV are from Villemain and Giedroc

(Villemain and Giedroc, 1996) measured for gp32 binding to poly(A) in NaF. These two sets of curves

were fit using Eqs. (7), (11), (12), and (16), with a common set of parameters: nNa ¼ 2.95 	 0.30, nCl ¼
3.70 	 0.30, KCl¼2 	 0.5 M�1, and DG0CTD ¼ 3:2	 0:2 kBT . The only diVerence between the binding

curves for ss l-DNA and poly(A) is the vertical shift due to the diVerence in ðK
I;0oÞ, which was

log ðK
I;0oÞ ¼ 6:5	 0:1 for ss l-DNA and log ðK
I;0oÞ ¼ 5:75	 0:1 for poly(A).
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was developed by Record and coworkers (Record et al., 1976, 1998). It was later

shown that similar counterion condensation can exist on a macroion of arbitrary

size and shape, within a certain range of solution ionic strength (Frank-

Kamenetskii et al., 1987; Gueron and Weisbuch, 1981; Rouzina and Bloomfield,

1997; Safran et al., 1991). The only requirement for counterion condensation is that

there must be a local high surface charge density on the macroion, which creates a

nearby region with counterion energy larger than kBT (Rouzina and Bloomfield,

1996, 1997). This situation can be represented phenomenologically by assuming

that the protein or nucleic acid has a binding site for the neutralizing counterions

with a strong, salt-dependent binding constant. In most cases, this results in a linear

d log ðKssoÞ=d log ð½Naþ�Þ dependence, where the slope is equal to the number of

counterions removed from the DNA on ligand binding. This in turn reveals infor-

mation about the cationic nature of the ligand-binding site (Bloomfield et al., 2000).

If, as in the case of gp32, this salt dependence is not always linear, one must

consider possible cationic and anionic binding sites that may be perturbed on

protein–DNA binding. In Section V we describe a model that explains the eVects
observed in bulk and single molecule experiments, and provides a quantitative

understanding of the salt dependence of gp32 and *I binding to ssDNA.

V. Model for Salt-Dependent Regulation of
T4 Gene 32 Binding to DNA

To construct our model, we first note that *I diVers from gp32 only by the

absence of the 48 C-terminal residues. These residues are not present in the crystal

structure of the core domain of gp32 (*III), which is missing both C- and

N-terminal residues. The CTD of gp32 is highly acidic, and it is possible that it

can function as an eVective DNA mimic, binding to the core of gp32 in low salt,

and thus preventing binding of DNA. In such a case, decreasing the [Naþ] simply

increases the aYnity of the CTD for the DNA-binding site, preventing the expected

further increase in DNA binding aYnity as the salt concentration is lowered.

Since *I lacks the CTD, its binding to DNA continues to increase as the salt

concentration is lowered, even in low salt. A schematic diagram of this situation

is depicted in Fig. 8.

In the case of *I, the salt dependence is relatively easily described since

there are no eVects due to the CTD. Nevertheless, the change in the slope

d log ðKssoÞ=d log ð½ Naþ�Þ as the salt concentration is lowered requires an expla-

nation. We have suggested that this eVect is due to the presence of Cl� ions in

solution. Villemain and Giedroc showed that replacement of NaCl with NaF

significantly altered the binding of gp32 to single-stranded nucleic acids

(Villemain and Giedroc, 1996). Since Cl� ions generally bind much more strongly

than F� ions to cationic binding sites on proteins, the Villemain and Giedroc data

likely indicate that Cl� ions can bind to amino acid residues of the DNA binding

surface on gp32. Occupancy of these sites increases with chloride concentration,
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so that in high salt, Cl� must be removed in order for *I to bind. The probability of

having all nCl Cl
� ions released simultaneously to allow *I to bind DNA is

1=ð1þ KCl½Cl��ÞnCl . Thus, if we assume that there are no anions bound to the

cationic DNA-binding site of *I in the presence of NaF, the binding constant of *I

to DNA in the presence of NaCl is given by:

K
I;Cl ¼ K
I;F
1

ð1þ KCl½Cl��ÞnCl ð6Þ

Unbound *I 
low salt

Cationic DNA 
binding site

N

Core

Unbound gp32 
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Fig. 8 Schematic depiction of model for electrostatic regulation of DNA binding. (A) *I lacks the

CTD, so in low salt its DNA-binding site is always available for binding to DNA. (B) In low salt, the

gp32 CTD spends a significant amount of time bound to the DNA-binding site, thus preventing binding

to DNA. (C) In high salt, four Cl� ions are condensed onto the binding site of *I. (D) In high salt, the

CTD of gp32 is released from the core, so gp32 resembles *I, with four Cl� ions bound to the DNA-

binding site on the core. (E) When full length gp32 is bound to DNA, the gp32 CTD is exposed to

solution. Three sodium ions are condensed onto the gp32 CTD (as in panel D).
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whereKCl is the binding constant of Cl
� ions to *I. Therefore, according to Eq. (6),

the binding constant of *I to DNA in NaCl should be weaker than in NaF in high

salt, but in suYciently low salt the two binding constants should be the same.

In a solution containing Cl� ions that can bind to *I, binding of the protein to

DNA requires the removal of all ions bound to the interactive sites on protein or

DNA, so the binding constant should have the following salt dependence:

logK
I;Cl ¼ logK
I;0;F � nNa log ð½Naþ�Þ � nCl log ð1þ KCl½Naþ�Þ ð7Þ

where K
I;0;F is the binding constant of *I to DNA at 1 M NaF, and we

have assumed ½Cl�� ¼ ½Naþ�. Thus, in the high salt limit, the last term in Eq. (7)

is given by:

log ð1þ KCl½Naþ�Þj
high

salt

’ log ðKCl½Naþ�Þ ¼ log ðKClÞ þ log ð½Naþ�Þ ð8Þ

Therefore, in the high salt limit, Eq. (7) becomes:

logK
I;Clj
high

salt

¼ logK
I;0;Cl � ðnNa þ nClÞ log ð½Naþ�Þ ð9Þ

where logK
I;0;Cl ¼ logK
I;0 � nCl� log ðKClÞ, and the apparent slope becomes

d logðKssoÞ=d log ðNaþÞ ¼ �ðnNa þ nClÞ. According to the data in Fig. 7,

nNa þ nCl ’ 7 in high salt. In low salt:

logK
I;Clj
low

salt

¼ logK
I;0;F � nNa log ð½Naþ�Þ ð10Þ

so the apparent slope becomes d log ðKssoÞ=d log ðNaþÞ ¼ �nNa. The slope of the

low-salt data in Fig. 7 yields nNa ’ 3. Combining this with the high salt results

yields nCl ’ 4. Thus, for *I, the slope in high salt is due to the removal of three

sodium ions and four chloride ions, and in low salt the slope is due solely to the

removal of three sodium ions.

Taking into account the above understanding of the salt dependence of *I

binding, we can now explain the unusual results obtained for gp32. As shown in

Fig. 8A and C, *I lacks the CTD, so the cationic DNA-binding site is exposed in

low salt, and it has four Cl� ions bound to it in high salt. Fig. 8B and D show the

situation for gp32. In low salt, the CTD may be bound to the cationic DNA-

binding site, thus preventing gp32 from binding DNA. In high salt, the interaction

between the CTD and the cationic DNA-binding site is weaker, so the CTD spends

most of its time open, and the protein resembles *I. Thus, relative to *I, the binding

aYnity of gp32 is reduced by the probability that the flap is open, Pop:

Kgp32 ¼ K
IPop ð11Þ
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where

Pop ¼ eDGCTD=kBT

eDGCTD=kBT þ 1
ð12Þ

Here DGCTD is the free energy of CTD binding to its protein binding site.

As shown in Fig. 7, in low salt the slope d log ðKssoÞ=d log ðNaþÞ � 0, so under

these conditions the net number of ions released in solution must be zero. The

corresponding results for *I indicate that, on binding DNA, the protein must

release three sodium ions. In this reaction for gp32, the CTDmust also be exposed,

so we proposed that the loss of three sodium ions from DNA is balanced by the

binding of the same number of Naþ to the CTD, that is, there is counterion

condensation on the CTD. In high salt, the CTD is open and already has sodium

ions condensed on it, so this does not aVect the salt dependence of the reaction.

This is depicted in Fig. 8D, where the flap is open and four Cl� ions are bound to

gp32. If the CTD and DNA-binding site are electrostatically equivalent, such that

they both take up the same number of ions on binding, then the electrostatic

components of their binding constants must be proportional to each other. Thus,

at any salt concentration:

KCTD

K0CTD

¼ K
I
K
I;0

ð13Þ

Here KCTD is the binding constant of the CTD to the gp32 DNA-binding site and

K0CTD and K
I;0 are the binding constants at 1 M Naþ. This can be expressed as:

ln ðKCTDÞ ¼ ln ðK
IÞ þ ln ðK0CTDÞ � ln ðK
I;0Þ ð14Þ

or

DGCTD ¼ DG0CTD þ kBT ½ ln ðK
IÞ � ln ðK
I;0Þ� ð15Þ

Combining Eqs. (7) and (15) gives

DGCTD ¼ DG0CTD þ nNakBT ln ð½Naþ�Þ þ nClkBT ln ð1þ KCl½Naþ�Þ ð16Þ

Together, Eqs. (11), (12), and (16) allow us to calculate Kgp32 with the same

parameters used to calculate K
I, and with an additional parameter DG0CTD. Thus,

using five fitting parameters, we can simultaneously fit all available data for the

binding of gp32 and *I to DNA over both high- and low-salt conditions in the

presence of NaCl and NaF. The results of our fitting are shown as lines in Fig. 7.

The data points in the figure represent measurements from both bulk and single

molecule experiments.
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The free energy of CTD binding to the core domain of gp32 can also be

calculated directly from our data, by solving Eqs. (11) and (12) to obtain:

DGCTD ¼ �kBT ln
K
I
Kgp32

� 1

� �
ð17Þ

For comparison, we can obtain DGCTD from Eq. (16) using the parameters

obtained from our fits in Fig. 7. The result of this theoretical calculation is given

as a solid line in Fig. 9A, along with the measured data points obtained by using

Eq. (17). The calculated free energy change associated with CTD binding to the

core of gp32 in high salt is positive, so the nonelectrostatic portion of this

interaction (evaluated at 1 M NaCl) is repulsive. Thus, electrostatic interactions

regulate this protein conformational change, which must occur prior to the binding

of gp32 to DNA. This also explains why the eVect of the CTD is only seen in low

salt. In high salt, the CTD spends most of its time unbound because of the positive

DGCTD. This is illustrated in Fig. 9B, which shows the probability of finding the

CTD open, Pop, as a function of salt concentration. At about 200 mM salt, the

CTD flap is open half the time, and above this salt level, it is mainly open. The fact

that this interaction becomes important near physiological salt concentration

suggests that it plays a critical role in regulating the activity of gp32 in vivo.

The five parameters resulting from the fitted data should also describe the salt

dependence of the aYnities of gp32, *I, and *III for various DNA molecules and

polynucleotides as well as of the corresponding binding kinetic measurements.

A recent analysis of data from several bulk studies using the parameters from this

study supports our model for salt-dependent gp32, *I, and *III interactions with

DNA (Rouzina et al., 2005).

We began our single molecule study of DNA force-induced melting as a test of a

new method for studying DNA–protein interactions. gp32 was chosen because it is

a very well-studied, classic ssDNA-binding protein. Nevertheless, a number of the

in vitro experimental results with this protein were not well understood. In partic-

ular, binding studies of gp32 to ssDNA appeared to predict that the protein should

be capable of lowering the thermal melting temperature of dsDNA by 50 �C, but
there was essentially no eVect on the Tm of natural DNA. In contrast, *I, which

lacked the CTD of gp32, but exhibited very similar binding to ssDNA, lowered the

Tm by the predicted degree (Lonberg et al., 1981; Waidner et al., 2001).

The results reviewed here help to resolve this seemingly contradictory behavior.

We used our single molecule technique to show that the bulk ssDNA-binding

experiments that were performed in high salt cannot be extrapolated to low salt

by assuming a constant d log ðKssoÞ=d log ð½Naþ�Þ. In fact, gp32 binding saturates

at about 200 mM Naþ, while *I binding continues to increase as the salt concen-

tration is decreased, although at a slightly lower slope of 3 rather than 7. Therefore,

the prediction (based on linear extrapolation of high salt measurements) that gp32

should lower the thermal melting temperature by the same amount as *I is not
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valid in low salt. In fact, the predicted binding constant of gp32 to ssDNA at low

salt is oV by several orders of magnitude. Our results show gp32 should be much

less eVective at lowering Tm than *I in low salt, as was observed in thermal melting

experiments. There is also an additional kinetic factor that influences the eVect of
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Fig.9 (A)FreeenergyofCTDbinding toacationic surfaceongp32asa functionofsolutionionic strength

in NaCl. Data for gp32 and *I binding to ss (square) and ds (triangle) l-DNA, derived from our measure-

ments according to Eq. (17). The solid line is calculated from Eq. (16) with the parameters taken from the

optimal global fit of the data on Fig. 7: nNa ¼ 2.95 	 0.30, nCl ¼ 3.70 	 0.30, KCl ¼ 2 	 0.5 M�1, and

DG0CTD ¼ 3:2	 0:2 kBT . (B) The measured (symbol) probability of CTD release from the gp32 binding

groove (Pop) as a functionof salt [NaCl].Measurements are shown fromour experimentalDGCTD/kBT to ss

(square) and ds (triangle) for l-DNA, according to Eq. (17). Line is fit to Eq. (16).
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gp32 on Tm, which is discussed in detail in our earlier work (Pant et al., 2004).

Briefly, by using our DNA stretching measurements to determine protein binding

kinetics, we find that the rate at which gp32 and *I destabilize dsDNA is deter-

mined by one-dimensional diVusion of the protein on dsDNA. Because *I exhibits

stronger binding to dsDNA, the rate at which *I destabilizes dsDNA is strongly

enhanced, and this eVect likely contributes to the inability of gp32 to destabilize

dsDNA in thermal melting experiments (Pant et al., 2004; Sokolov et al., 2005a,b;

Williams et al., 2006).

VI. Conclusions

We have reviewed the development of a new biochemical and biophysical

method for measuring DNA–protein interactions using single molecule force

spectroscopy. In this method, single dsDNA molecules are stretched beyond

their B-form contour length until the DNA is melted by force, causing the base

pairs to break and increasing the length of the DNA from that of dsDNA to that of

ssDNA. When the force-induced melting transition is reversible, the area between

the dsDNA and ssDNA stretching curves yields the DNA melting free energy.

If this experiment is then performed in the presence of DNA-binding ligands, the

change in melting force can be used to quantify the DNA–ligand binding free

energy. When the force-induced melting process is not reversible, an equilibrium

free energy change may be obtained by measuring the melting force at constant

position until an equilibrium force is obtained.

To demonstrate the capabilities of this new method, we have examined the

binding of T4 gp32 to single DNA molecules using equilibrium force-induced

melting. We measured the binding constants of gp32 and its truncate *I to

ssDNA as a function of salt concentration from 50 mM Naþ to 200 mM Naþ.
While this range was easily accessible to our single molecule experiment, there was

very little previously published data on gp32 binding to ssDNA below 200 mMNaþ,
and no previously published data on *I binding to ssDNA in this range. However,

where bulk binding data was available, our single molecule data has agreed very

well. Thus, this new single molecule method has extended the range of solution

conditions over which binding data could be obtained to include physiological salt

concentration.

The results of our salt-dependent binding measurements have allowed us to

construct a model for the electrostatic regulation of gp32 binding by its acidic

CTD. We showed that the salt dependence of binding was governed by counterion

condensation of sodium ions on the gp32 CTD. *I, which lacks the CTD, does not

exhibit the unusual pattern of salt-dependent binding that is a consequence of

this counterion condensation. By combining bulk and single molecule data, fits

of our model have allowed us to calculate the number of sodium and chloride ions

released on gp32 or *I binding to ssDNA, the binding constant of chloride ions to
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the gp32 or *I cationic DNA-binding site, and the nonelectrostatic free energy of

CTD binding to gp32. The remaining parameter is the nonelectrostatic binding

constant for protein binding to ssDNA, which changes with the type of DNA

molecule. These parameters were subsequently shown to be consistent with a wide

variety of additional equilibrium and kinetic measurements on gp32, *I, and other

truncations and mutants (Rouzina et al., 2005). The experiments we have described

demonstrate that DNA force-induced melting is a powerful new technique for

quantitative examination of DNA–protein interactions under a wide range of

solution conditions.
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Abstract

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrometry (MS) together are

synergistic in their ability to profile comprehensively the metabolome of cells and

tissues. In addition to identification and quantification of metabolites, changes in
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metabolic pathways and fluxes in response to external perturbations can be reliably

determined by using stable isotope tracer methodologies. NMR and MS together

are able to define both positional isotopomer distribution in product metabolites

that derive from a given stable isotope-labeled precursor molecule and the degree of

enrichment at each site with good precision. Together with modeling tools, this

information provides a rich functional biochemical readout of cellular activity and

how it responds to external influences.

In this chapter, we describe NMR- andMS-based methodologies for isotopomer

analysis in metabolomics and its applications for diVerent biological systems.

I. Introduction

Since the inception of metabolomics, there have been numerous definitions posted

(e.g., http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metabolomics; www.grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/

rfa-files/RFA-ES-04-008.html; www.ansci.de/fileadmin/img/pb3/pdf/info01_0604.pdf;

www.highchem.com/showpage.php?name=The_Objective; www.geocities.com/bio-

informaticsweb/definition.html). For the purposes of this chapter, we define meta-

bolomics as ‘‘a systematic analysis of metabolite structures, concentrations,

pathways and fluxes, and molecular interactions within and among cells, organs,

and organisms as a function of their environment.’’ The information generated

from a metabolomics approach can be connected to gene and protein expression

networks determined from transcriptomics and proteomics approaches, respec-

tively (Fan et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2004a; Heijne et al., 2005). This third ‘‘omics’’ is

essential insofar as it represents the functional biochemistry of organisms.

In the last decade, extensive metabolomics analyses have become feasible due to

the rapid development in analytical chemical tools, most notably nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and hyphenated mass spectrometry (MS) (Fan

et al., 2006; Hirai et al., 2004; Lindon et al., 1999; Lutz, 2005; Ruzsanyi et al.,

2005). This development is revolutionizing our conceptual framework and

approaches to metabolic studies (Fan et al., 2004a) by enabling global inquiries

into regulation occurring at the enzyme/protein levels (e.g., allosteric control,

product inhibition, ligand–protein interactions), thereby completing the regulatory

gap between genes and the phenotype.

NMR and MS methods have been extensively applied to metabolic analyses of

cells and tissues both in vivo and in vitro (Anousis et al., 2004; Fan, 2005; Fan et al.,

1986, 1992, 1993, 1997, 2003, 2004a; Gradwell et al., 1998; Lloyd et al., 2004).

Considerable information can also be obtained by analyzing the metabolite profiles

of biofluids such as urine, blood, or saliva (Bollard et al., 2005; Foxall et al., 1993;

Lindon et al., 2004), especially in the detection of disease states and drug

metabolism, which has been extensively reviewed (Lindon et al., 2004).

In this chapter, we outline methods for determining metabolite structure and

concentration as well as isotopomer distributions in extracts taken from cells
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grown in culture or from tissues. There are numerous reviews and textbooks on

the general subject of structure identification that can be consulted for specific

experimental details (Cavanagh et al., 1996; Claridge, 1999; Ernst et al., 1990;

Fan et al., 1986; Sanders and Hunter, 1987; Siuzdak, 2003; Watson, 1985).

A brief glossary of terms commonly used in this chapter is given at the end of

the chapter. Similarly, details of the biological experimental design are beyond

the scope of the present chapter.

II. Rationale

The metabolome and how it responds to perturbations provides a detailed

biochemical and functional readout of a cellular status or tissue activity.

A detailed knowledge of metabolic pathways and relative fluxes provides essential

information about cellular demands in response to varied external conditions and

can be systematically related to regulation at the protein and/or gene levels, that is,

mechanism(s) of molecular regulation.

The metabolome is very complex and is not independent of protein and

gene expression. In order to make biological sense of a cellular function, any

modeling process is ultimately dependent on both experimentally derived knowledge

and the extent and quality of the data pertaining to the problemunder study. In order

to define the utilization of major metabolic pathways, their fluxes, and how they are

regulated, it is necessary to acquire as much quantitative data about the system as

possible.

NMR and MS are two complementary techniques that provide high-quality

information about molecular structure, concentration, and flux both in pure states

and in complexmixtures. Thesemethods, and others, have been extensively used for

metabolite profiling, which is a common approach of metabonomics (Bollard et al.,

2005; Craig et al., 2006; Fan, 1996a,b; Fernie et al., 2004; Harrigan et al., 2005;

Lindon et al., 2003; Nicholson, 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Whitfield et al., 2004;

Wolfender et al., 2003). In classical biochemistry, radioisotope tracers were used

in conjunction with extensive chemical analysis to identify metabolic pathways,

such as in the pioneering work that led to the discovery of the Emden-MeyerhoV
pathways and theKrebs cycle (Koshland, 1998; Kresge et al., 2005). A less common

but more powerful atom-based approach is stable isotopomer-based metabolomics

where metabolic pathways and fluxes are deduced from the transformations of

stable isotope tracers through metabolic pathways. These transformations are

determined by analyzing the isotopic enrichment at diVerent atomic positions of

relevantmetabolite products (isotopomer analysis). Isotopomers are versions of the

same compound in which they diVer by the distribution of isotopes of each element.

In a three-carbon compounds such as lactate, there are eight possible stable iso-

topomers (12C and 13C) corresponding to 12C-3, 13C-3, and three each of 12C-113C-2

and 13C-112C-2. In NMR, these correspond to eight distinguishable compounds.
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InMS, there are only four mass isotopomers—m0, m þ 1, m þ 2, and m þ 3—

because the three isotopomers ofm þ 1 andm þ 2 have identical mass.

This is where NMR and MS together hold a major advantage over other

biophysical techniques. By measuring isotopomer distributions, it is feasible to

estimate the relative contributions of various pathways that lead to the production

of metabolites of interest, and metabolic fluxes through those pathways can be

determined from time courses. By using diVerent labeled precursors, numerous

aspects ofmetabolism canbe probed. Table I summarizes some commonly available

labeled metabolic precursors that are used in isotopomer-based metabolomics.

III. Materials

A. Extractions

Although it is possible to monitor metabolites directly in intact tissues or whole

organisms by NMR (also known as magnetic resonance spectroscopy or MRS in

the biomedical field), in general the resolution and metabolic coverage are sub-

stantially lower than in the corresponding extracts. For analysis of extracts by MS

and NMR, it is essential to remove macromolecules and any materials that form

Table I
Some Common Readily Available Stable Isotope-Labeled Precursors

Source Label/position Application References

Glucose [U-13C] General metabolism;

surveys
(Fan et al., 2004a; Fan, 2005)

13C-1 Glycolysis; glycogen

synthesis; TCA

(Mason et al., 2002, 2003)

13C-1,2 Pentose phosphate

þ glycolysis

(Lee et al., 1998; Vizan et al.,

2005)
13C-1,6 Pentose phosphate

þ glycolysis

(Henry et al., 2003; Yang et al.,

2005)

Glutamine [U-13C] Glutaminolysis; amino

acid metabolism;

TCA; pyrimidine

biosynthesis

(Haberg et al., 1998)

15N2 Nitrogen metabolism (Street et al., 1993)

Serine [U-13C] Serinolysis; amino acid

metabolism

Glycine 13C/15N 1-carbon metabolism (Brennan et al., 2003)

Palmitic acid [U-13C] Fatty acid oxidation (Ventura et al., 1999)

Acetate 13C-1/13C-2 Fatty acid biosynthesis;

TCA

(Fan et al., 2003)

[U-13C] Fatty acid biosynthesis;

TCA

(Diraison et al., 2003; Koeberl

et al., 2003)
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micelles or colloids. However, there are several concerns to be addressed with

extract analysis, including recovery and stability of the metabolites. Given the wide

range of classes of molecules present in cells, usually several extraction methods are

required for extensive coverage. In addition, labile metabolites may require special

procedures to stabilize them. Extraction procedures also need to be fast at least in

the early stages where enzymes may still be active.

In addition to extracts from the cells, valuable information can be obtained from

analyzing the cell culture medium or extracellular fluid of tissues. For example,

cancer cells typically have a very high glycolytic rate even under aerobic condi-

tions, resulting in secretion in large amounts of lactate; this is the so-called

Warburg eVect (Dang et al., 2005; Garber, 2004; Robey et al., 2005; Warburg,

1956). A number of other metabolites may also be secreted that are unique to

transformed or malignant cells, including those involved in cell–cell communica-

tion and migration. Thus, monitoring the medium as a function of time not only

can provide kinetic information about cellular metabolism but can also reveal

means via which cells interact with or influence their environment.

B. Sample Preparation

To prepare cells or tissues for metabolite analysis, it is necessary to wash them in

compatible inorganic buVers, such as ice-cold phosphate buVered saline, to remove

the influence of treatment or growth media. Then, the samples are immediately

flash-frozen in liquid N2 to minimize further changes in the metabolic status. The

frozen samples can be stored at �80 �C or lower temperatures before further

processing is performed, including lyophilization or pulverization.

1. Extraction of Stable Metabolites from Cells

Tomaximize extraction eYciency, it is imperative that cells or tissues be pulverized

into fine powders (e.g., �5-mm particles) under liquid N2 temperature. This can be

achieved by grinding with liquid N2 in a mortar and pestle or in a mechanical

device such as a freezer mill (SpexCertiPrep, Inc., www.spexcsp.com) or micro ball

mill (Retsch, Inc., Newtown, PA). Alternatively, samples can be lyophilized before

pulverization.

Sample powders can be extracted for polar metabolites with ice-cold 10%

trichloroacetic acid (TCA) (Gradwell et al., 1998) or ice-cold 5% perchloric acid

(PCA) (Fan et al., 1986). Both acid extractants precipitate proteins and nucleic

acids in addition to inactivating enzymes. Extraction should be performed twice on

a given sample, each with excess extractants (e.g., w:v of 1:40) to be quantitative.

It is also necessary to maintain ice-cold conditions (e.g., 4 �C) throughout the

extraction procedure (including centrifugation for removing insoluble materials).

TCA or PCA should then be removed immediately following extraction to mini-

mize metabolite degradation. TCA is readily removed with lyophilization while

PCA is precipitated by titration with K2CO3 to pH 3.5–4 or with KOH to pH 7 and

lyophilized for subsequent NMR or MS analysis. In case of excessive interference
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from paramagnetic ions (commonly encountered for tissues), these ions can be

removed by passing the extracts through a cation exchanger such as Chelex 100

(BioRad, Inc., Hercules, CA). Alternatively, a metal ion chelator such as EDTA

can be added to the extract. However, the presence of excess chelator may interfere

with the analysis of certain metabolites.

For both NMR and MS analysis, it is important to normalize the final pH of the

extract. This is because NMR parameters, such as chemical shifts, are pH dependent

and an appropriate pH is important for metabolite derivatization or ionization for

MS analysis. pH adjustment is essential for the PCA extraction whereas lyophilized

TCA extracts result in an acidic pH that is directly suitable for NMR analysis or

for derivatization such as silylation before gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

(GC-MS) analysis.

We have been successful in applying the above extraction strategies for preparing

widely diVerent cell and tissue samples for NMR and MS analyses (Fan, 1996;

Fan et al., 1986, 1993, 1998, 2006; Gradwell et al., 1998).

Low-polarity metabolites such as triglycerides and phospholipids can be extracted

with excess chloroform/methanol (v/v) 2:1 for total lipids (Fan et al., 1994) and

methanol for phospholipids, sphingolipids, and their metabolites (Rujoi et al.,

2003; Yappert et al., 2003). The simple methanolic extraction avoids losses of lipid

metabolites into the aqueous phase and ismore selective for extracting phospholipids

and shingolipids. Unsaturated acyl chains are prone to oxidation, so a suitable

antioxidant should be added during extraction. Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT)

at 1–5 mM is one such additive commonly employed for minimizing the oxidation of

polyunsaturated lipids in solvent extracts.

2. Extraction of Labile Metabolites

Not all metabolites survive the acidity of TCA or PCA. To circumvent this

problem, acid-labile metabolites (e.g., fructose-2,6-bisphosphate, some deoxynu-

cleotides, AcCoA, NADPH, and NADH) can be extracted with ice-cold aqueous

acetonitrile (e.g., 50–80%) in 0.1 M ammonium bicarbonate (pH 7.8) to precipitate

the bulk of the macromolecules, followed by lyophilization and ultrafiltration

through 3-kDa molecular weight cutoV (MWCO) filter (e.g., Vivaspin centrifugal

concentrator, Vivascience) to remove small proteins. For labile metabolites with

active hydrogen functional groups (e.g., prostaglandin A1), the MTBSTFA (N-

methyl-N-[tert-butyl-dimethylsilyl]trifluoroacetamide):acetonitrile (1:1, v/v) mixture

may be used to derivatize and extract the metabolites directly from lyophilized

sample powders using sonication for GC-MS analysis (see below). The same

procedure can also be applied to labile thiols and selenols (e.g., selenocysteine)

suitable for GC-MS analysis (Fan et al., 1998). For thiol- and selenol-containing

peptides (e.g., GSSeH) or metabolites not suitable for GC-MS analysis, fluoro-

genic mBrB (Sigma Chemicals Co., St. Louis, MO), can be employed to derivatize

and extract the metabolites in aqueous acetonitrile (e.g., 50%) mixture as described

previously (Fan et al., 2004b). This mBrB derivatization procedure can also be
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performed on extracts pretreated with 5 mM DTT to obtain the total pool of

reduced þ oxidized thiols or selenols. The oxidized pool is then calculated by

subtracting the total from the reduced pool.

Lipid hydroperoxides (e.g., phosphatidylcholine hydroperoxide) are stabilized by

derivatization with luminal, followed by LC-APCI-MS or LC-chemiluminescence

detection (Zhang et al., 1995). Aldehydic lipid oxidation products (e.g., 4-HNE)

may be profiled by derivatizing cell or tissue samples with dinitrophenylhydrazine

(DNPH) (Kolliker et al., 1998), followed by extraction with acetonitrile and

analyses by LC-APCI-MS and/or UV detection. For a more sensitive detection,

aldehydic products in lyophilized sample powders are reacted with NBD methyl-

hydrazine [N-methyl-4-hydrazino-7-nitrobenzofurazan (Zurek et al., 2000) or

BODIPYÒ FL hydrazide (Katayama et al., 1998)] and centrifuged to recover the

derivatives. The derivatives are then analyzed by LC-APCI-MS for structure and

quantified by liquid chromatography (LC) with fluorescence detection for

example. Aldehydic sugars or oligosaccharides can be derivatized with

2-aminoacridone for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)-MS

analysis (North et al., 1997). For MS identification and quantification, these

derivatization approaches have the added advantages of minimizing salt interfer-

ence by desalting via C-18 cartridges, predictable tandem MS fragmentation, and

improved sensitivity by increasing metabolite mass. Ultra trace levels of the

fluorescent or luminescent derivatives can also be quantified by fluorescence or

chemiluminescence after chromatographic separation, if MS quantitation proves

to be problematic.

IV. Methods

A. Application of NMR to Isotopomer Analysis

1. Metabolite Structure Elucidation/Confirmation by NMR

NMR is well suited for metabolite structure elucidation since the majority of the

biologically active nuclei (e.g., 1H, 13C, 14N, 15N, 23Na, 31P, and 77Se) are NMR

observable. The basic NMR strategy for structure identification is well established

and in general makes use of a number of one-dimensional (1-D) and two-

dimensional (2-D) experiments that reveal covalent bonding pattern and spatial

configuration of atoms in a given compound. These include direct detection 1-D
1H NMR, 31P, 14N, 13C, and 77Se, 2-D homonuclear (e.g., 1H TOCSY, DQF-

COSY, NOESY, ROESY) and 2-D heteronuclear experiments both as direct and

as indirect detection (e.g., HSQC, HMBC, Hetero TOCSY, HSQC-TOCSY,

HCCH-TOCSY). All of these experiments are standard and have been described

in numerous textbooks (Cavanagh et al., 1996; Claridge, 1999; Ernst et al.,

1990; Sanders and Hunter, 1987). As described in detail below, this suite of

experiments each alone or in combination typically provides unequivocal structure
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identification of metabolites directly in crude extracts by comparison with in-house

multinuclear NMR database, public databases, or proprietary databases as

appropriate.

In cell or tissue extracts of metabolites, each molecule behaves essentially

independently of all the others, that is, the system is an ideal mixture (though

under some circumstances there may be exceptions to this general rule). Thus the

NMR spectra are a simple weighted superposition of the individual molecular

spectra, where the weights are simply the relative concentrations.

To optimize the database matching, it is crucial to standardize the conditions for

NMR acquisition so that the NMR parameters obtained are consistent for com-

parison across diVerent samples. To this end, we have adopted the procedure of

lyophilizing extracts in 10% TCA, which protonates all functional groups contain-

ing active hydrogen atoms. This minimizes the variation of chemical shifts as a

function of pH and other exchangeable cations and is amenable for

high-throughput operations. In addition, 1-D spectra are typically acquired

using a 90� pulse angle in D2O at 20�C with a recycle time of 5 sec; while

for observing exchangeable protons, spectra are obtained similarly except in

90% H2O plus 10% D2O at 10�C with Watergate solvent suppression (Piotto et al.,

1992). These conditions minimize saturation eVects from insuYcient T1 relaxation

while optimizing signal intensity; both are also important for quantification pur-

pose. To facilitate database matching and searching, it is essential to record spectra

of standards under the same conditions. This is the approach taken by commercial

vendors of data analysis software such as Chenomx (Weljie et al., 2006). In addition

to commercial databases, there are public databases, such as BioMedResBank

(BMRB, http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/metabolomics/), that post 1-D and 2-D NMR

spectra of metabolite standards on the Web site for NMR assignment. Where

unknowns are detected, which is rather common in metabolomics research,

standards-free methods for structure identification and elucidation are needed,

especially for peaks that respond significantly to altered conditions. Such peaks

might be revealed by automated decomposition approaches or principal compo-

nents analysis, for example (Ladroue et al., 2003; Lopez-Diez et al., 2005), though

appropriate bioinformatics tools are still being developed.

The spectral resolution aVorded by the high magnetic field strength, the use of

diVerent nuclei, and multiple dimensions is often suYcient such that no physical

fractionation is required for many of the metabolites (Fan, 1996a,b, 1986, 1993,

1997, 1998, 2001, 2003; Gradwell et al., 1998). This greatly improves the analysis

throughput over those approaches that require sample fractionation. In addition,

all of the experiments can be performed unattended under automation mode,

which reduces the labor involved. However, overall sample throughput is limited

by raw sensitivity, which is determined by the amount and quality of the sample

(see above), and the intrinsic sensitivity of the NMR spectrometer. With modern

cold probe technology, a threefold gain in sensitivity over equivalent conventional

probes can be obtained in aqueous solutions (Kelly et al., 2002; Lane and

Arumugam, 2005; Styles et al., 1989). This in turn allows up to a ninefold reduction
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in sample requirement or in acquisition time. For example, a good quality TOCSY

spectrum can now be acquired in <2 h while natural abundance 13C-1H HSQC

and heternonuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) spectra can be recorded in

2–3 h from <5 mg of biomass.

2. Structure Elucidation of Unknowns

The same set of NMR techniques described above can be employed to elucidate

structures of unknown metabolites or metabolites with no standards available,

directly from crude extracts (Fan et al., 1997, 2001). The 1H TOCSY, 1H DQF-

COSY, and 1H-13C HSQC patterns reveal the proton and carbon covalent linkages

uninterrupted by heteroatoms while the 1H-13C HMBC pattern provides those

linkages across the interruptions such as N and carbonyl groups. 31P-1H HSQC is

used to determine whether phosphorus to proton linkages that are three or four

bonds apart (typically found in phosphorylated metabolites) are present in the

unknown metabolite. If the metabolite is labeled with 13C, 1H-13C HSQC-TOCSY

or HCCH-TOCSY can be performed to assist in assigning carbon and proton

linkages, while for 15N-labeled targets, 1H-15N HSQC-TOCSY (Fig. 3), HNCO,

and HNCA experiments (Kupce et al., 2003) provide proton, nitrogen, and carbon

linkages, and these are particularly useful for peptidic structure assignment

(Cavanagh et al., 1996).

If the unknown structure is still elusive after the suite of NMR characterization,

fractionation of crude extracts using LC may be required. The fractions can then

be analyzed by the total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) or other 2-D NMR

experiments in automation mode [e.g., using a robotic sample changer or by

HPLC-NMR (Lindon, 2003)]. These experiments provide spectral ‘‘fingerprints’’

of molecular fragments of unknowns in the extract, which cannot be easily

obtained from 1-D NMR spectra. This provides precise molecular information

about parts of the molecules of interest. Such fragments can be matched with

libraries that are arranged to extract fragment data. The elemental composition or

molecular formula of the fraction that contains the unknown can be determined by

MS methods described below.

3. Concentration Determination

NMR is not an absolute quantitation technique. Although the detector response

is strictly proportional to the number of nuclei present in the sample, so that within

a sample, relative concentrations are directly proportional to peak areas, normal-

ized to the number of protons that make up each resonance. However, the detected

emf is subject to a large number of factors. Therefore, an internal reference

compound must be used to determine the absolute concentration of each analyte.

This can either be an added standard which has a convenient resonance well

resolved from all the molecules of interest, or of a metabolite whose concentration

has been independently determined, such as by MS (see below). It should be
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noted that quantitation is more complicated for X nuclei (e.g., 13C, 15N)

than 1H when there is a nuclear overhauser enhancement (NOE); it is often

necessary to suppress the NOE eVect.
The optimal sensitivity in 1-D NMR with signal averaging is achieved when the

repetition time of the experiment is 1.27 times the T1 value (Ernst et al., 1990).

Under these conditions, the resonances will be partly saturated, according to the

following relation:

MðobsÞ ¼ M0½1� expð�D=T1Þ� ð1Þ

where M(obs) is the observed magnetization, M0 is the true (equilibrium) magne-

tization,D is the recycle time, and T1 is the longitudinal spin-relaxation time. For a

complex mixture, there will be a range of T1 values (cf. Table II for measured T1 of

assigned peaks in a TCA extract). Hence, there cannot be an optimal repetition

rate for all compounds present in the extract, and some resonances will show a

higher degree of saturation than others. The greater the ratioD/T1, lesser the error.

Clearly for accurate concentration determination, saturation factors must be

accounted for.

4. Reference Compounds

Reference compounds are usually added for chemical shift determination

for which there are several choices according to the nucleus being examined.

2,20-Dimethylsilapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS), trimethylsilylpropionic acid (TSP),

and tetramethylsilane (TMS) are all 1H and 13C chemical shift references that

rely on the electropositive Si atom. When the methyl protons and carbons attached

Table II
Proton 1/T1 Values of Selected Resonances of a TCA
Extract of Rhabdomyosarcoma Cells

Species 1/T1(¼R1) (sec
�1)

Lac 12CH3 0.61 � 0.01

Lac 13CH3 0.7 � 0.03

Thr 12CH3 1.1 � 0.03

Ala 12CH3 0.65 � 0.03

ATP 12CH10 0.79 � 0.06

ATP 13CH10 1.96 � 0.07

UTP 12CH5 0.82 � 0.07

UTP 13CH5 1.98 � 0.06

Note: T1 values were determined by nonlinear regression to

inversion recovery data recorded at 14.1 T, 20 �C.
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to the Si are assigned a chemical shift of zero, almost all biological metabolites

appear at positive chemical shifts.

The main diVerences between these compounds are solubility, pH dependence,

and interference. DSS and TSP are both water-soluble compounds. DSS has no

significant pH dependence but does have proton resonances near 3 ppm that can

overlap with resonances of important metabolites. TSP is pH sensitive near pH 4.

TMS is soluble only in nonpolar solvents, such as chloroform, and can be used as

an internal reference only for lipid extracts. CDCl3 and CD3OD are reasonable

chemical shift references but are not suitable concentration standards. For
31P NMR, the choices are more limited because most compounds are pH depen-

dent. We commonly use an external reference, methylene diphosphonate under

defined conditions (100 mM Tris, pH 8.8), though 85% phosphoric acid is also

commonly used. For absolute concentration determination by 31P NMR, it is

usually necessary to spike a sample with a known concentration of an appropriate

stable phosphate compound, such as AMP, or alternatively use a compound whose

concentration has been independently determined, such as by LC.

5. Detection Sensitivity

Of the nonradioactive NMR-active nuclei, 1H is by far the most sensitive by

virtue of its large gyromagnetic ratio g. As sensitivity in terms of signal detection

varies with cube of g (and see below), proton detection is often preferred

(Cavanagh et al., 1996; Ernst et al., 1990). Most biological molecules contain

hydrogen atoms directly bonded to carbon and nitrogen, which can then be

detected indirectly via the attached proton. In general, a proton-detected experi-

ment, especially in two dimensions, is much more sensitive than direct X-nucleus

detection. For 13C, proton detection is up to 64-fold more sensitive than the direct

detection and for 15N it is almost 1000-fold more sensitive. These values are very

much upper limits of signal enhancement by proton detection, as sensitivity of the

X detection can be considerably enhanced using either the NOE or the INEPT

transfer (up to 1 g equivalent). DiVerent relaxation times for X and H may also

aVect the sensitivity diVerences under actual experimental conditions. The sensi-

tivity gain for proton detection of 31P is much lower, as gH/gX is only about 2.5 and

most biological molecules have a small three-bond scalar coupling to the 31P.

In this case, there is not so much to be gained compared with 31P detection,

especially as one generally wishes to determine the concentration of ATP, ADP,

and inorganic phosphate, which do not have convenient protons for indirect detec-

tion. However, as 31P is essentially 100% natural abundance and no other NMR-

observable isotopes exist, the issue of isotopomer analysis does not arise. However,

there are good reasons to detect an X nucleus (e.g., 13C, 15N, or 31P) directly,

especially if it does not have a directly attached proton such as carbonyl and

quaternary carbons, quaternary nitrogen atoms, and many biological phosphates.

1-D NMR experiments have the advantage of speed; a single transient can be

recorded in 1–2 sec, and even with signal averaging, only a few minutes of
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spectrometer time are needed for acquisition. In automation mode, however,

additional time considerations come into play, including sample changing, equili-

brating and for quantitative work, the time taken to lock, shim, and determine the

90� pulse width. Even in a flow probe (see below), this can take several minutes,

implying a throughput in automation mode of 30–60 samples per hour, where the

samples are suYciently strong, or one is unconcerned about the less abundant

species.

B. 2-D NMR and Isotope Editing

The resolution in 1-D is often too poor for structure identification and isotope

quantitation in crude cell or tissue extracts. The largest increase in resolution is

achieved by increasing the dimensionality of the experiment. Thus spreading

signals over a plane results in an enormous increase in resolution, with the addi-

tional advantage that whole molecular fragments can be visualized according to

the type of experiment used. The cost of the increase in accessible information

content is time, as a 2-D experiment is eVectively a series of 1-D experiments.

Therefore, the 2-D experimental time is determined by the sensitivity of detection

(see above), which include the consideration for metabolite concentrations or the

amount of biological material used for extraction (and see below for technical

developments in this area).

The 2-D methods that rely on scalar coupling, that is, through the bonding

network, therefore correlate atoms that are bonded to one another in the same

molecule. The proton correlation spectroscopy (COSY) and TOCSY experiments

make correlations primarily between protons that are two to four bonds apart. The

COSY experiment detects only direct scalar couplings, such as between the CH3

and bCH, and between the b and a CH of threonine. In contrast, the TOCSY

experiment will not only produce these two three-bond couplings but also show the

interaction between the Ha and the methyl protons. The specific patterns of cross

peaks and characteristic chemical shifts make it possible to assign a large number

of metabolites directly in crude extracts with high reliability. The construction of a

searchable library of standards containing information on scalar connectivity and

chemical shift of the coupled peaks can be the basis for automated structure

assignment.

Although many common metabolites can be reliably identified with a single

TOCSY experiment, there are others that remain ambiguous, at least in new tissue

types. For these, additional experiments may be needed to find correlations with

other atoms not necessarily sampled in the simple proton TOCSY experiment.

These experiments include HSQC, HMBC, NOESY, and ROESY, which correlate

protons with 13C (HSQC, HMBC) via scalar coupling or protons via dipolar

(through space) interactions. The application of these experiments to structure

identification is well established for pure compounds (Claridge, 1999; Sanders and

Hunter, 1987) and is not fundamentally diVerent for mixtures of compounds such

as in an extract. For metabolomics analyses, however, more reliance is made on
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spectral libraries, which can be used to match whole molecule or molecular

fragments with library compounds.

1. Isotope Editing

Simplification of complex NMR spectra can be achieved by filtering the proton

spectrum via a rare heteronucleus, such as 31P or 77Se. A 31P-1H correlation

experiment, such as HSQC, selects only those molecules that contain a phosphorus

atom scalar coupled to a proton and therefore will filter out the nonphosphory-

lated metabolites in a crude extract (Gradwell et al., 1998). Spectral editing

techniques may also be used to select for isotopically enriched molecules such as
13C or 15N, and depending on the isotope precursor used, for newly synthesized

molecules that have adjacent labels within a molecular fragment.

There is a large variety of possible isotope-editing techniques (Burgess et al.,

2001; Cavanagh et al., 1996; Cordier et al., 1999; Riek et al., 2001; Zhang and

Gmeiner, 1996). The choice of the experiment to use is in large measure determined

by the information that is desired. In our laboratories, we make use of a compara-

tively small number of such editing experiments in one or two dimensions, includ-

ing HSQC, HMBC, HSQC-TOCSY, and HCCH-TOCSY (Fan, 2005). These are

all proton-detected experiments that have the advantage of very high sensitivity

compared with the direct detection methods. This is of increasing importance the

lower gyromagnetic ratio of the heteroatom to be observed, for example, in the

order 15N > 13C > 31P. Additional correlation experiments can be used for more

specific questions, such as HCCs experiments (Cavanagh et al., 1996) to detect

labeled carbonyl groups for example. In the following, we briefly describe the use

of some of the more common editing experiments for metabolomics analyses.

a. 1H-X HSQC and HMQC
HSQC or HMQC correlate an X-nucleus frequency with that of a proton via the

scalar coupling between the two nuclei. The sensitivity compared with the directly

detected correlation experiment (Hetcor) is proportional to (gH/gX)3 ignoring

relaxation eVects and variable transfer eYciencies. The latter depends on the

value of the one-bond coupling constant, which is significantly variable for C–H

bonds. For example, the 1JCH of methyl group in alanine and lactate is about

127 Hz, whereas for the methine CH it is �145 Hz. Anomeric sugar CH have 1JCH
of around 160–170 Hz, and aromatic CH typically have 1JCH in the range 180 Hz

and higher (cf. Table III). Thus, in a single experiment, the transfer eYciency

cannot be optimized for all groups simultaneously, which calls for two separate

experiments each with a 1JCH setting optimized for aliphatic or aromatic/anomeric

protons. Recording two spectra increases the total experimental time needed, and

absolute quantitation is only possible if the coupling constants are known. How-

ever, with a setting of J ¼ 140 Hz (or a delay in the INEPT period of around

3.6 msec), the variation in the INEPT transfer for coupling constant in the range

120–160 Hz is only 2.5%. A greater distortion of intensity (peak volumes) may
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arise from the relaxation delay. Such spectra are usually recorded with relatively

short acquisition time in t2 owing to the active X-decoupling. An acquisition time

of <0.15 sec is commonly used which limits the resolution to 6.7 Hz/point (or

3.3 Hz/point after 1 zero filling) in F2. To improve overall sensitivity, the spectra

are often acquired with quite short relaxation delays, less than 1.5 sec. Under these

conditions the 1H, whose T1 values determine the net magnetization transfer, are

significantly saturated (cf. Table II), which can distort intensities if not accounted

for in any relative quantification.

For mixtures of unlabeled compounds, moderate resolution in the indirect

dimension is adequate because all peaks are singlets (the probability of two

adjacent carbons in the same molecule at natural abundance is 1.1% of 1.1%,

i.e., very low). However, adjacent carbons in an enriched metabolite may be

simultaneously labeled in which case there will be a scalar coupling between the

two (or more) carbons with a 1JCC (and possible longer range coupling) of

40–60 Hz depending on the functional group fragment (Fig. 1). This gives rise to

peak broadening at low resolution, and at suYciently high resolution in the

indirect dimension, the C–C splitting becomes observable (Fig. 1B). There are

two approaches to dealing with this. One is to record constant time heteronuclear

single (multiple) quantum coherence [HS(M)QC] spectra, which eVectively decou-

ples the carbons from one another, giving rise to singlets whose widths are

determined by the constant time period (Cavanagh et al., 1996; Homans, 1992;

Legault et al., 1995). Alternatively, the spectra can be recorded with suYcient

resolution to resolve the couplings, which then gives a direct readout of the number

of scalar-coupled adjacent carbons in the same molecule.

Table III
1JCH Values of Selected Metabolites

Molecule C–H 1JCH (Hz)

Lactate CH3 127.5

CH 146

Alanine CH3 128

CH 146

Glutamate CgH 130

CbH 131

CaH 147

rATP C10H 168.3

C20H 150

rUTP C10H 170.8

C20H 151.6

Glucose C1Ha 169.5

C1Hb 159.5

UTP C5H 179

C6H 183

Note: Values were measured at 20 �C from 1-D or 2-D spectra.
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Fig. 1 HSQC spectra of glucose: eVects of CC coupling and resolution. The spectra were at

14.1 T with 256 complex pairs in t1 and 4 scans/increment (total time ¼ 58 min) with spectral widths

of 6 kHz in F2 and 15 kHz in F1. The acquisition times were 0.14 sec in t2 and 0.0085 sec in t1. The free

induction decays were linear predicted to 512 points in t1, and zero filled to 2048 points. The glucose was

dissolved in 100 mMKCl in D2O. Panel (A) shows the HSQC spectrum of d-glucose at natural isotopic
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For example, to acquire an HSQC spectrum with a spectral width of 100 ppm, or

15 kHz at 14.1 T, then 1000 points (resolution¼ 15 Hz/point) are needed to resolve

the C–C couplings into doublets and triplets, etc. This is shown in Fig. 1. However,

with linear prediction plus zero filling, the resolution is readily achieved with 256

increments in the indirect dimension. Assuming that the protons attached to
12C have been properly suppressed (and this is very eYcient in modern spectro-

meters using TANGO and gradient purge sequences), then a C–C doublet will be

easy to detect in the presence of the singly labeled species at 50 times the concen-

tration. This is because the singly labeled species is at only 1% of the concentration,

whereas the doubly labeled species is at 2%.

With a strong sample (or one that is highly enriched), a spectrum can be

acquired in less than an hour, though for limited tissue samples, 8–12 h may be

more typical. Such an experiment can make full use of the proton sensitivity

inherent in an inverse detection cold probe.

b. 1H-X HSQC-TOCSY
The 2-D version of this 3-D experiment is an X-edited proton TOCSY and selects

for molecules containing scalar-coupled protons, at least one of which is 13C. This

experiment is often recorded as a 1H-13C correlation (equivalent to a projection of the

3-D experiment), so that each 13C site shows interactions with its directly bonded

proton (HSQC) and to other protons that are scalar coupled to that proton, as in the

molecular fragment Ha-13C-12C-Hb. Magnetization is transferred between Ha and

Hb via isotropic mixing (TOCSY), filtered through the 13C. At natural abundance,

this experiment shows all correlations, and therefore does not show extensive editing

in 13C, though it is useful for structure identification as the 13C chemical shifts are

recorded in addition to the 1H shifts. For isotopomer analysis, it is very eVective
where a relatively small number of 13C sites are substantially enriched, as those

fragments are very much more intense than the background natural abundance, as

shown inFig. 2. Even an enrichment of a few percent gives rise to a very large increase

in signal intensity over background. For example, in the human myocyte extract the

protonated carbons of lactate, alanine, glutamate, glutamine, and the nucleotide

riboses show prominent sets of correlations due to 13C enrichment in their carbons.

Since a complete set of scalar correlations from 13C to 1H is observed in Fig. 2, the

identity of these metabolites is readily determined. HSQC-TOCSY is also valuable

for discerning metabolites whose resonances fall in a crowded spectral region.

For example, phosphorylated sugars are typically diYcult to resolve but with
31P editing, only the phosphorylated compounds are detected, and with the TOCSY

relays, it is practical to identify thesemetabolitesmore reliably (Gradwell et al., 1998).

abundance. All peaks are singlets. Panel (B) shows the [U-13C]-glucose spectrum—the anomeric peaks

are doublets owing to the large C1-C2 coupling, whereas the C2, C3, C4, and C5 peaks are triplets owing

to the coupling to the two adjacent carbon atoms. Panel (C) shows a mixture of the natural abundance

spectrum (97%) and a 3% admixture of the 13C glucose. The anomeric peaks appear as doublets.
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HSQC-TOCSY experiments are also useful for detecting diVerent types of

isotopic enrichment. If tissues or cells are provided with two types of isotope

sources, such as 15N and 13C, the 15N-1H HSQC-TOCSY experiment edits the

spectrum by selecting for 15N to 1H scalar correlations. If the 13C is also present in

the same molecule, a pair of satellite peaks will be observed for the protons

attached to that carbon, making it possible to identify those metabolites that

contain both 15N and 13C as well as the label position(s) in the metabolites

(Fig. 3A). For example, when rice coleoptiles were treated with 15N-nitrate and
13C-acetate, the 15N-1H HSQC-TOCSY spectrum of the PCA extract was domi-

nated by 15N-labeled alanine, ammonium, and g aminobutyrate (GAB). This

spectrum was substantially simplified due to 15N editing, which suppressed a

large number of signals from metabolites that were not enriched in 15N.

In addition, the 15N-labeled GAB showed a pair of split 13C satellite peaks at

the b proton position (peak 3) due to the presence of the b 13C derived from 13C-

acetate. Thus, GAB was synthesized from 15N-nitrate and 13C-acetate via nitrate

assimilation (Fig. 3B), citric acid cycle (not shown), Glu dehydrogenase (GDH),

and Glu decarboxylase (GDC) reactions (Fig. 3B) [adapted from Fan et al. (1997)

with permission]. The 13C satellites can be integrated to determine the degree of

labeling, which was about 50% (and see below). This experiment demonstrates the

simplification of a very complex spectrumof a crude extract by isotope editingwhile
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Fig. 2 HSQC-TOCSY of normal myocytes. The HSQC-TOCSY spectrum was recorded at 14.1 T,

20 �C on TCA extracts of normal humanmyocytes grown in the presence of [U-13C]-glucose (T.W. Fan,

A. N. Lane, and M. Z. Ratacjzak, unpublished data), with an isotropic mixing time of 50 msec and a

B1 field strength of 8 kHz.
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Fig. 3 15N-1H HSQC-TOCSY rice coleoptiles. (A) 2-D 1H-15N HSQC-TOCSY spectrum of a PCA

extract of rice coleoptiles grown in the presence of 15N-nitrate and 13C-acetate. Traces covalent linkages

from 15N to the proton network that is undisrupted by other heteroatoms, carbonyls, or 4� carbons.

This is achieved by 15N-editing coupled with magnetization transfer from protons attached to 15N to the

rest of the network. Highlighted here are two sets of connectivities: one from 15N to the g-, a-, and b-CH2
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providing information about metabolic transformation and biosynthetic pathways

of specific labeled products from precursors.

c. HCCH-TOCSY
This is a 2-D proton correlation experiment in which protons attached to an

NMR active heteronucleus, for example 13C, are correlated via magnetization

transfer between scalar-coupled 13C nuclei such as in the fragment H-13Ca-13Cb-H.

Magnetization is transferred between Ca and Cb using isotropic mixing (TOCSY).

This editing experiment therefore detects only molecular fragments of this kind

where both carbons in the same molecule are labeled, whereas molecules in

which either Ca or Cb only are labeled are not detected. For example, for

rhabdomyosarcoma cells (Rh30) grown in uniformly 13C-labeled glucose ([U-13C]-

glucose), theHCCH-TOCSY spectrum (Fig. 4) was dominated by scalar correlations

of g-aminobutyrate (GAB) and the other from 15N to the a-CH and b-CH3 of Ala. Also readily

discerned is the dual enrichment of 13C and 15N in GAB as 13C labeling at the a position is evident

from the 13C satellite cross-peak pattern. (B)Metabolic pathways giving rise to the observed isotopomer

distribution in GAB. (See Plate no. 14 in the Color Plate Section.)
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Fig. 4 HCCH-TOCSY spectrum of rhabdomyosarcoma cell extract. The HCCH-TOCSY spectrum

was recorded at 14.1 T, 20 �C on TCA extracts of rhabdomyosarcoma cells grown in the presence of

[U-13C]-glucose (T. W. Fan, A. N. Lane, andM. Z. Ratacjzak, unpublished data) with a 12 msec mixing

time, with a spin-lock field strength of 8 kHz. Boxes denote connectivities on adjacent carbons of

selected metabolites.
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from Lac, Ala, Glu, and riboses of adenine, guanine, and uracil nucleotides (AXP,

GXP, and UXP). Also evident were the scalar correlations from the original labeled

glucose and some other unidentified sugars derived from glucose. The substantial
13C editing in this spectrum made it practical to identify metabolites that were

otherwise hidden under other, intense resonances. The presence of HCCH correla-

tions indicates that thesemetabolites containedmolecular fragments with at least two

consecutive 13C-labeled carbons, which in turn suggest that these fragments remain

intact through metabolic transformation from [U-13C]-glucose. This experiment

therefore complements the HSQC-TOCSY experiment in discerning multiple, con-

secutive isotope-labeled metabolites.

2. Determination of Isotopic Distribution

The editing experiments described above provide unambiguous information on

the positional enrichment of particular isotopes. For flux or pathways analyses, the

enrichment at each position also needs to be determined.

The natural abundance level of 13C is 1.1%, which means that the attached

proton appears as a central peak of 99% intensity and two satellite peaks at 0.5%

intensity each. If the labeling doubles the 13C level to 2%, the eVect on the proton

spectrum is small (doubles the satellite intensities) but is much greater in the HSQC

experiment, as now the detected species has twice the concentration. Furthermore,

in high-resolution HSQC experiment the scalar coupling between adjacent
13C sites (if present) can be readily determined (see above).

2-D 1H TOCSY and HSQC are particularly useful for isotopomer analysis.

For TOCSY analysis of 13C-labeled metabolites, characteristic satellite cross-

peak patterns can be used for diagnosing the 13C labeling pattern in a given

metabolite. Figure 5A shows the 13C isotopomer-dependent patterns of central

and satellite cross peaks in a TOCSY spectrum of a TCA extract of rhabdomyosar-

coma cells grown in the presence of [U-13C]-glucose. Red lines trace the cross peaks

of several metabolites corresponding to the 12C isotopomer. The green boxes show

the satellite peaks surrounding each cross peak. The patterns of lactate and gluta-

mate for example are quite diVerent. The lactatemethyl-a cross peak shows a simple

square pattern, which shows that both of the carbon atoms are labeled in the same

molecule. If only the Ca group were labeled (e.g., using 13C-2 glucose as the source),

then the cross-peak pattern would be a vertical pair (cf. Fig. 5B). The observed

pattern implies the existence of two and only two forms of lactate, with no meta-

bolic mixing (scrambling).The cross peaks of the glutamate a to g and b CH2 are

substantially more complex (Fig. 5A). The central cross peak arises from the (fully

unlabeled) isotopomer of 12Cg-12Cb. The observed satellite patterns are actually a

superposition of several individual patterns as shown in Fig. 5B. Thus the a–g cross
peak shows the square pattern that indicates the presence of the doubly labeled
13Ca-13Cg isotopomer, and the two singly labeled species 12Ca-13Cg and 13Ca-12Cg.
The superposition then gives rise to the square þ greek cross-peak pattern at the

bottom of Fig. 5B. Similar remarks apply to the a–b cross peak (Fig. 5A) indicating
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Fig. 5 TOCSY spectrum of rhabdomyosarcoma cell extract (A) The TOCSY spectrum was recorded

at 14.1 T, 20 �C on a TCA extract of rhabdomyosarcoma cells grown in the presence of [U-13C]-glucose

(T. W. Fan, A. N. Lane, and M. Z. Ratacjzak, unpublished data) with a 50 msec mixing time, with a

spin-lock field strength of 8 kHz. (B) Expected cross-peak patterns for glutamate labeling. All possible

isotopomers are shown and the patterns arising from superpositions of individual isotopomer patterns.

Open circles denote protons attached to 12C and filled circles denote protons attached to 13C.
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that all possible isotopomers of Glu are present, which provides atom-specific

information about the pathways of synthesis of glutamate starting from labeled

glucose.We have recently analyzed the positional enrichment in several metabolites

in extracts from A549 cells (Fan, 2005), including lactate, alanine, eight diVerent
isotopomers of Glu, Gln, andGSH, Asp, the ribose moieties of free pyrimidine and

purine nucleotides, and four isotopomers of the uracil base in UTP after providing

[U-13C]-glucose to the cell growth medium. The medium was also analyzed for

glucose depletion and lactate and alanine secretion. The changes in enrichments due

to treatment of the cells with selenium compounds provided essential information

for understanding the biochemical responses of the cells to the cytotoxic agents and

helped understand the gene array data obtained under the same conditions.

3. Isotopomer Quantification

The X-nucleus editing experiments described above provide unambiguous infor-

mation on the structure and labeled position(s) of metabolites. In this section, we

discuss how isotopic enrichment can be quantified.

There is a large literature on isotopomer quantification and analysis in metabo-

lism, both in vivo and with extracts (Anousis et al., 2004; Bederman et al., 2004;

Boren et al., 2001; Burgess et al., 2001; Carvalho et al., 2001; Cline et al., 2004; Des

Rosiers et al., 2004; Fan, 2005; Goddard et al., 2004; Henry et al., 2003; Lloyd et al.,

2004; London et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2002; Marin et al., 2004; Mason and Rothman,

2004;Mason et al., 2002;Mollney et al., 1999; Zwingmann et al., 2003).Much of this

work has been carried out with direct detection, which has the advantage that all

atoms are directly observed. However, where material is in short supply, the sensi-

tivity can be limiting, and for quantitative analyses, long relaxation delays may be

needed.Analternative is to use indirect protondetection,which is intrinsicallymuch

more sensitive (see above). This approach relies on the detection of satellite peaks;

thus, 12C is magnetically inactive, so does not cause any splitting of the attached

proton, whereas 13C has a spin 1/2, so splits the attached protons into a doublet,

symmetrically displaced either side of the central (12C) resonances.

For well-resolved spectra, it is sometimes possible to determine the extent of

labeling at one or more position from a simple 1-D experiment. Figure 6 shows a

1-D 1HNMR spectrum of a TCA extract of rhabdomyosarcoma cells grown in the

presence of [U-13C]-glucose. The methyl region (1.2–1.7 ppm) is relatively well

resolved and is dominated by resonances from threonine, lactate, and alanine.

The lactate and alanine resonances have satellite peaks separated by a splitting of

127 Hz that correspond to the 1JCH of the 13C- labeled molecule. The complexity of

the splitting pattern is due to the addition scalar coupling between the methyl

protons with the a carbon and the carbonyl carbon as well as the a proton (Lloyd

et al., 2004). As these coupling constants are similar, a characteristic six-line

pattern rather than the expected eight-peak pattern is observed. This actually

shows that there are two isotopomers of lactate present in the mixture, namely

unlabeled lactate, which arise from reduction of unlabeled pyruvate, and fully
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labeled lactate (i.e., in which all three carbon atoms are labeled) deriving from fully

labeled pyruvate. The latter must have originated exclusively from the labeled

glucose supplied to the medium, as opposed to alternative sources such as glutamine

via glutaminolysis (Mazurek et al., 1999; Mazurek and Eigenbrodt, 2003).

The fractional amount of label, F, is given by

F ¼ AðsatellitesÞ
½AðsatellitesÞ þ Aðcentral resonanceÞ� ð2Þ

where A is the peak area.

As a proton attached to 13C relaxes faster than one attached to 12C, the fraction

label will be overestimated under conditions of partial saturation. This problem

can be resolved by collecting spectra with suYciently long relaxation delays or by

correcting for saturation using the measured T1. We routinely record 1-D spectra

with a 5-sec recycle delay. Under these conditions, methyl protons attached to
12C have a T1 value in the range of 1–2 sec (see Table II), so that the protons are at

least 90% relaxed. Figure 7 shows how the apparent fraction varies with the ratio of

the recycle time to the eVective T1, at diVerent fractions of label. As can be seen, the

error is small once the ratio exceeds 2.5–3. As expected [cf. Eq. (2)], the apparent

fraction of 13C label is overestimated at short recycle times. The weak dependence

of F for the lactate methyl peaks reflects the similarity of the T1 for the proton

attached to 12C or 13C (cf. Table II). In contrast, the value of F varies strongly with

relaxation delay for the ATPH10 where there is a large diVerence in the T1 between

the unlabeled and labeled molecules.

13C Ala

13C Lac

12C Lac

12C Thr
13C Ala

1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 ppm
1H Chemical shift (ppm)

Fig. 6 1-D NMR spectrum of rhabdomyosarcoma cell extract showing satellite peaks. Rhabdomyo-

sarcoma cells Rh30 were grown in the presence of [U-13C]-glucose for 24 h. The cells were extracted with

cold 10% TCA, lyophilized, and redissolved in D2O. The spectrum of the TCA extract was recorded at

14.1 T, 20 �C using a recycle time of 5 sec. 256 transients were co-added (22 min acquisition).

The methyl region shows Lac, Ala, and Thr and the satellite peaks of Lac and Ala.
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Determining isotope enrichment from 1-D NMR is not always possible because

of spectral overlap. For example, depending on pH, the threonine and lactate

methyl resonances may be coincidental. To improve the resolution, and also

identify more rigorously the isotopomer distributions, TOCSY is a sensitive 2-D

correlation technique we have found to be especially useful. Figure 8 shows a

TOCSY spectrum of a lactate standard in D2O solution. The cross-peak pattern

reveals the interactions of the b methyl protons attached to 13C and the a proton

attached to 13C (each as a pair of satellite peaks to the central resonance, cf.

Fig. 5B). The satellite peaks are symmetrically displaced from the central peak

by one half of the one-bond coupling constant, which is 127 Hz for the methyl

carbon and 146 Hz for the methine carbon.

The fraction of 13C label is calculated in an analogous fashion to the 1-D

analysis using peak volumes, V, as

Fð2-DÞ ¼ Vð13C satellitesÞ
½V ð13C satellitesÞ þ Vð12C peakÞ� ð3Þ

In TOCSY spectra, although the peaks are absorptive, there can be a small

dispersive component remaining despite careful use of purge pulses and/or z-filters.

The determination of the peak volume requires careful adjustment of the base-plane
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Fig. 7 Dependence of fractional enrichment on recycle time in 1-D experiments. The fraction 13C was

calculated using Eq. (4) using measured values of the spin-lattice relaxation rate constants of lactate

methyl (0.61 sec�1 for 12C and 0.7 sec�1 for 13C) and ATPH10 (0.79 sec�1 for 12C and 1.96 sec�1 for 13C)

in a TCA extract of rhabdomyoscarcoma cells grown in the presence of [U-13C]-glucose, as a function of

the recycle time in a simple 1-pulse experiment. Fraction was calculated at 10%, 50%, and 90% 13C.

Filled symbols, lactate methyl; open symbols, ATP H10.
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and phase, and the peaks should be adequately digitized. As small metabolites give

rise to sharp peaks, this may require relatively long acquisition times in t2 (at least

0.4 sec) with zero filling to achieve a digital resolution of ca. 1 Hz/point, and

suYcient increments in t1 to ensure that several points are sampled across the

peak in the F1 dimension. Linear prediction works well in these cases as the T2

values are typically long.

Withadequatedigitization,phaseandbase-planecorrection,quiteaccuratevolume

integration of the cross peaks canbe obtainedusing the simple approachof Simpson’s

rule (which is how most spectrometer software works) rather than attempting to use

least squares to fit the complex peak shapes. Themajor limitation on precision then is

the signal-to-noise ratio, which is determined by the concentration of the molecules

and the degree of enrichment. In favorable cases, suchaswhere ametabolite is present

at high concentration and the peaks are well resolved, even natural abundance
13C (ca. 1.1%) can be detected. In some tissue extracts, we have measured
13C satellites at the 2% level, with a probable error of 0.5%, and we can detect the

natural abundance with a similar probable error (T.W.-M.F. and A.N.L., unpub-

lished data). This was verified with a pure solution of 2.3 mM lactate in D2O (cf.

Fig. 5B), for which the estimate 13Cwas 1.3� 0.3% (actual¼ 1.1%), measured in 4 h.
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Fig. 8 TOCSY spectrum of a lactate standard. The solution contained 2.3 mM sodium lactate in

100 mM KCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7. The spectrum was recorded at 18.8 T, 20 �C using a

spin-lock strength of 8 kHz and an isotropic mixing time of 50 msec. The acquisition times were 0.34 sec

in t2 and 0.05 sec in t1 with a recycle time of 2 sec. The total experimental time was 8 h. The b-Me cross

peak is shown, with the satellites for the natural abundance 13C species. The double label would account

for 1% of the satellite peaks and does not appear at this level. From peak integration, the satellites

indicated 1.3 � 0.3% 13C for both the methyl and the methine groups (no correction was made for

diVerential relaxation). This can be compared with the expected 1.1% at natural abundance. The peaks

labeled as 12,12; 12,13; and 13,12 denote the carbon isotopes in the C2 and C3 positions of lactate,

respectively.
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Hence the accuracy is potentially quite high, and the precision is adequate for most

modeling purposes. 1% 13C at 2.3 mM in 0.35 ml is only 8 nmol 13C.

A remaining factor that determines the accuracy of the isotopomer quantitation

from TOCSY spectra is diVerential relaxation. The protons bonded to 13C relax

faster in both the longitudinal and rotating frames than protons attached to 12C.

For a simple AX spin system, and assuming a strong spin-lock field (negligible

tilt), the magnetization transfer, which determines the cross-peak volume, is

approximately given by

Mobs ¼ M0aij expð�R1rtmÞ½1� expð�R1DÞ� ð4Þ

R1r is the spin-lattice relaxation rate constant in the rotating frame, tm is the spin-

lock mixing time, R1 is the longitudinal spin-lattice relaxation rate constant, andD

is the relaxation delay time.

The last term is the saturation factor due to incomplete longitudinal relaxation

[cf. Eq. (1)]. aij is the mixing coeYcient for spins i and j which is [approximately

equal to sin2(pJtm) for a two spin system under ideal isotropic mixing conditions]

and J is the spin-spin coupling constant. The 1H-1H coupling constant is essentially

the same for both 13C and 12C so that in forming the volume ratios in Eq. (3) the aij
terms cancel, and the value of F depends on the longitudinal saturation factors

modulated by the exponential relaxation along the spin-lock axis. As R1r for the
13C proton is larger than for 12C, this causes the 13C satellite peaks to decay faster

than the protons attached to 12C, leading to an underestimate of the enrichment.

In contrast, as described above, the longitudinal saturation factor works in the

opposite direction, partially compensating for the spin-lock relaxation. We have

found by experiment that for commonly used mixing times (ca. 50 msec) and

typical metabolites, the error in the estimate of the enrichment without correction

is small when using a recycle time of 2 sec.

C. Application of MS to Isotopomer Analysis

Because of the complexity of the metabolome, NMR alone is by no means a

comprehensive profiling method. Despite its power for structural analysis, there

are several limitations in metabolite profiling by NMR, most notably a relative

lack of sensitivity (>1–2 nmol metabolite for 1H NMR detection), lack of resolu-

tion of some classes of compounds, and the inability to detect NMR-inactive,

unsuitable (e.g., O, S), or paramagnetically influenced nuclei. For example, many

metabolites that can be detected by NMR can be diYcult to quantify due to

insuYcient spectral resolution even using the highest performance instruments.

This is especially so for sugars and the acyl chains of lipids which are crowded

together in a narrow regions of the spectrum. MS is a highly complementary

sensitive technique that can be used to fill these gaps, providing both confirmation

and quantification of the NMR-identified metabolite changes.
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Even the least expensive GC-MS has extraordinarily high resolving power, and

the sensitivity far exceeds that of NMR. Thus many more low abundance meta-

bolites such as organic acids can be readily detected by GC-MS that are not usually

detected by NMR. Furthermore, the presence of mass isotopomers is readily

apparent from the departure of the mass spectrum from that obtained from

natural isotopic abundance samples. The departures can be quantified, giving the

enrichment of mass isotopomers containing 1,2 or more additional labeled atoms

(Fan et al., 1997, 2005; Lee et al., 1998; Vizan et al., 2005).

For decades, GC-MS has reigned as probably the most stable and robust

structure-confirming technology for quantification of metabolites, but is strongly

dependent on correspondingly robust derivatization technology. Along these lines,

silylation reagents, such as MTBSTFA, provide eVective derivatization across

many classes of metabolites, imparting on them excellent characteristics for GC

separation while simultaneously adding useful properties for identification and

quantification in the MS (Fan et al., 1993). Therefore, the long-stated adage

remains true: if a GC-MS method suits the analytes of interest, it is the method

of choice over other types of MS.

More recently, the coupling of high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) to MS is a complementary—and in the long run more powerful—tool

for metabolomics studies. The impetus for using LC-MS ranges from avoiding

limitations of derivatization chemistry that tethers GC-MS, or the need to analyze

metabolites that are not amenable, to GC even after derivatization. LC-MS can

resolve and quantify multiple components in crude biological extracts using very

low analyte consumption down to picomole levels for hundreds of compounds,

even for ‘‘untargeted’’ analyses with the goal to obtain ‘‘global’’ metabolite

profiles (Hirai et al., 2004; Saghatelian et al., 2004). For the element-selective

GC- and LC-inductively coupled plasma (ICP)-MS, analysis down to low femto-

mole levels is feasible, for example for Se compounds (Larsen et al., 2001) and

other metals and metalloids.

The last two decades have seen an explosion of new types of MS technologies

with a variety of innovative interfaces to LC, as well as the coupling of MS to each

other to multiply their analytical power; the latter is generally termed ‘‘tandem’’

MS or ‘‘MSn’’ (Siuzdak, 2003). Virtually all of these MS technologies are of great

value in metabolic profiling. However, it should be noted that despite recent great

strides in improvement ion source techniques continue to limit all MS techniques.

For example, the highly popular electrospray (ES) and MALDI techniques exhibit

variable ion yields depending on the composition of the sample and other condi-

tions, thereby impeding precise metabolite quantification. This is particularly

problematic in attempts at ‘‘global’’ metabolite analyses that are necessarily

untargeted, such as those cited above (Hirai et al., 2004; Saghatelian et al., 2004).

Conversely, by destroying chemical structure, the ICP source can produce highly

quantitative results independent of structure and under a wide variety of sample

compositions and conditions (Larsen et al., 2001). Thus, the ion source is a major

determinant of the type of MS, which in turn determines the analytical emphasis
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toward (1) structure and identification, (2) accurate quantification, (3) low

detection limits, (4) wide variety of metabolites, or (5) rapid analysis. Two and

occasionally three of these are achieved at once by a given MS method, but usually

at the sacrifice of the others.

1. Structure Identification

As a tool that is complementary to NMR, the structure elucidation and confir-

mation eVorts by MS can focus on establishing linkage of molecular ion targets to

NMR data, functional group classification, generation of substructure molecular

formula, and MS chemoinformatics.

First, it is necessary to establish which ions in the MS data, usually molecular

ions, correspond to the particular metabolites being studied by NMR or other

techniques. In cases where several structures can be hypothesized, analyses using

versatile, ‘‘soft’’ ion sources, such as ES and MALDI, coupled to various types of

MS can be performed to detect the expected molecular ions. If there are no matches

and/or no structure hypotheses available, then the nondestructive LC-NMR can

yield fractions matched with NMR characteristics of target analytes. Alternatively,

taking advantage of the sensitivity of MS, >90% of an LC-MS analysis can be

diverted to fraction collection. These partially purified fraction(s) can then be

analyzed by NMR and/or by either MALDI or nanospray-ES (nanoES) MS.

There are at least two commercially available instruments that automate such

fraction-collection coupled to MALDI- or nanoES-MS. NanoES is preferred for

metabolites because MALDI imparts a very large background from the requisite

chemical matrix. Such interfaces between LC and nanoES can simultaneously

achieve four of the five analytical emphases of MS, at the expense of analytical

speed. The use of ultra-high-resolution MS, for example FT-ICR-MS (Fourier

transform ion cyclotron mass spectrometry), with fraction collection nanoES,

yields possible molecular formulae on many compounds per sample. Often, the

candidate molecular formulae narrow to just a few or even one (Marshall et al.,

1998). Once a particular molecular ion is confirmed to be the target analyte,

classification can proceed by linking molecular ions with functional groups identi-

fied by NMR. A simple example of this is the well-known detection of phosphate

groups, consisting of neutral loss of 98 Da. The data mining for phosphate and

numerous other biologically prevalent substructures is either already built-in or

readily programmed into modern MS software. In the case of derivatized

metabolites, this capability can be used to verify the existence and number of

derivative tags on the metabolite. This is a traditional technique in GC-MS

where examination of the appropriate isotopic ion pattern can yield the number

of functional groups present; for example, the deconvolution of the Si isotopic

pattern reveals the number of active-hydrogen functional groups whenMTBSTFA

derivatization is used (Anderson et al., 1986).

A far more complex analysis that can be performed entirely within ‘‘trap’’ MS

instruments, such as ion trap MS or ICR-MS, is the generation of ‘‘ion trees.’’
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These can yield substructure molecular formula and functional group information

important for isotopomer analysis. Under continuous introduction of sample

(typically nanoES), an ion trap MSn automatically obtains MS3 spectra from

each of the ions in the MS2 spectrum. The process is repeated for each of the

ions in the MS3 and higher-order spectra until the ion yields fall below detection

(Fig. 9). A complete ion tree can be obtained in this fashion with <5 min of sample

introduction. The resulting data set can be readily data-mined for a host of

computer-recognizable features such as methylene chains, aromatics having vari-

ous substitution patterns, steroidal or other multiring structures, or functional

groups such as the phosphate loss mentioned earlier. Here again, the basic MSn

operation and data-mining features are supported by software packages, although

application to complex metabolomic extracts typically needs in-house custom

development of both MS operation and data mining. Several software packages

are under development to address these needs.

Fig. 9 MSn ion tree of an unknown plant metabolite. The spectrum was obtained directly from a

crude extract. Under continuous introduction of sample (e.g., AP/MALDI), an ion trapMSn automati-

cally obtainsMS3 spectra from each of the ions in theMS2 spectrum. The process is repeated for each of

the ions in theMS3 and higher-order spectra until the ion yields fall below detection. This simple ion tree

was obtained in <30 sec.
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In fact, powerful new chemoinformatics tools have been recently released, and

others are constantly being developed both by instrument manufacturers as well as

third-party vendors, to help with the types of data mining needed for metabolomics.

For example, HighChem’s Mass Frontier uses known reaction mechanisms in the

MS and hypothesized structures to generate in silico ion trees to be compared with

the actual ion trees. A simple capability of this software is illustrated in Fig. 9. Mass

Frontier also has extensive built-in capabilities for linear multivariate (e.g., principal

components analysis) and nonlinear (Kohonen, or self-organizing-map neural net)

association of mass spectra chemical structures. In essence, spectral databases, such

as the 108,000-entry National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) Mass

Spectral Library or in-house spectral libraries, are initially pattern-related by Mass

Frontier to the known chemical structure. An unknown spectrum can then be

classified according to its ‘‘similarity’’ along principal component axes, which can

suggest the chemical classification, for example, a steroidal structure. The use of

Kohonen neural nets is claimed by HighChem to be far more powerful than such

simple statistical relations and is also being developed for use in metabolomics

structure elucidation. Regardless of the particular claims, there is no doubt as to

the great value of annotating actual MS ion trees with chemical structures from in

silico-generated ion trees. Mass Frontier is just one example of several packages

evolving to become powerful biochemoinformatic tools.

Moreover, there are important links between structure elucidation, stable

isotope tags, and isotopomer analysis. The presence of stable isotope derivative

tags or enrichment by stable isotopes can be vital evidence of the biological validity

of the target metabolite. For example, the 15N NMR structure elucidation of Gln

initially showed diVerential labeling at the amino and amido positions, even the

most basic GC-MS can verify and quantify this isotopomer pattern (Fan et al.,

1997). Sophisticated MSn techniques and ion-tree approaches, together with

isotopomer-enabled software, such as Mass Frontier, can verify the isotope

positional information in far more complex molecules, and use it to assist in

structure elucidation of fragments.

2. Concentration Determination

As described above, derivatization is a powerful tool for quantitative metabo-

lomics, especially in cases where authentic standards are not available, or the

metabolite is unstable, or to impart physicochemical properties amenable to the

MS techniques. For example, single-step reaction of MTBSTFA with exchange-

able hydrogen functional groups (e.g., –COOH, –OH, –NHR, –PO4, –SH) pro-

duces stable gas chromatographable tert-butyldimethylsilyl esters, which yields

characteristic electron ionization (EI) mass spectra allowing deduction of the

molecular ion for unknown, unexpected, or otherwise diYcult metabolites.

In fact, we have combined this GC-MS analysis with both in vitro and in vivo

NMR for metabolite profiling for nearly two decades (Fan et al., 1986). Modern

‘‘soft’’ ionization methods in GC- and LC-tandemMS further improve yield of the
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molecular weight information that is desirable for tandem MS experiments

(see above) for further structural elucidation.

For metabolite quantification, there are numerous derivatization methods avail-

able for preparing metabolite derivatives for GC- and LC-tandem MS analysis, as

in the case of MTBSTFA discussed above. For instance, the formation of the silyl

esters mentioned above also stabilizes otherwise labile structures, significantly

improving quantification. Other examples include formation of methyl esters of

carboxylates, formation of methoximes of carbonyls for diVerentiation of tauto-

meric pairs, alkylsilylation, and a variety of chromogenic and fluorogenic deriva-

tives, just to name a few. As a general guide, commercial catalogs provide an

important resource to help choose the appropriate derivatives and often provide

extensive literature references. For elucidating metabolic pathways, the focus

should be on those derivatization methods that are suitable for stable isotopomer

analysis. For LC-based separations, diode-array spectrophotometric or fluores-

cence quantification can be used with various ion sources for MS analysis. Intro-

duction of isotopomer calibration standards (surrogate) of given metabolites helps

to eliminate ionization variability or other artifacts associated with ion sources and

other MS performance issues.

Derivatization of both extracts and in situ by stable-isotope-labeled reagents is

an example of the well-known ‘‘mass-tagging’’ technique (Watson, 1985). In its

simplest use, control and treated sample extracts are derivatized with either an

unlabeled or a multiply 2H-labeled reagent, respectively. The two extracts are then

mixed together and analyzed at once by the appropriate MS technique. Metabo-

lites originating from the treated sample are manifest in the presence of the

deuteriated mass tags. Because a given metabolite in both samples is analyzed

simultaneously, under identical instrument conditions, the relative quantification

between the two samples is excellent. A bonus is that the analytical throughput is

doubled.

3. Analysis of Polar Metabolites

As discussed above, GC-MS can be the method of choice for a wide variety

of polar metabolites. For stable metabolites with active hydrogen groups (e.g.,

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate, amino acids, organic acids, carbohydrates, alcohols,

amines, and amides), the silylating agent MTBSTFA in acetonitrile (1:1, v/v) is

used to derivatize the metabolites in lyophilized extracts by sonication and the

derivatives injected directly into the GC-MS using EI, as routinely performed in

our laboratories (Fan et al., 1998). Likewise, many labile metabolites (e.g., PGA1

and selenols) are stabilized byMTBSTFA derivatization and analyzed by GC-MS.

Other silyl derivatizations, such as MSTFA, are widely used to achieve somewhat

diVerent goals (Fiehn et al., 2000; Nikiforova et al., 2005).

Many compounds such as polyamines, GSSeG, are not compatible with GC-

MS analysis even after derivatization due to insuYcient volatility and/or

thermal instability. Direct infusion (no LC) and LC-MS is often used without
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derivatization, unless specific detection such as fluorescence is desired. For polar

metabolites and LC separations, the choice of ion source is usually ES or nanoES

and less frequently atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI). Usually

direct infusion (no LC) is not performed with these ion sources due to lack of

quantification from complex mixtures, generally due to the phenomenon of ‘‘ion

suppression.’’ In order to avoid this, the common ‘‘cure’’ is to turn to LC, which

strongly limits the number of compounds in the ES source at any given moment.

LC separation methods are far too numerous to mention here, but the trend is

clearly toward increasingly larger number and classes of metabolites in a single

run. In all cases of GC- and LC-MS, authentic standards are included in the crude

mixture to calibrate the MS response.

4. Analysis of Phospholipids and Lipid Metabolites

The PL extracts are particularly amenable to analysis by 31P NMR spectroscopy

and MALDI with para-nitroaniline (PNA) and CsCl as the matrix or ES-MS.
31P NMR analyses are carried out without or with the addition of internal

standards, for example, dimyristoyl phosphatidic acid. A similar sequence is

performed for the MS analysis without or with the internal standards of

short-chain PLs not present in the natural samples, for example SM(6:0) and

PC(14:0/14:0). The metabolites of glycero- and sphingophospholipids are readily

measured by MALDI-MS. Because the ionization eYciency of diacylglycerols,

ceramides, and sphingosines is greater in 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) than

in PNA, the lipid extracts are also analyzed with DHB as matrix. As for the

absolute quantification of lipid metabolites, short-chain diacylglycerols, cera-

mides, and sphingosines not present in these extracts can be added as internal

standards. To better resolve lipid positional isomers, the same lipid extracts can be

analyzed by direct flow-injection with ES-or nanoES-MSn analysis coupled with

ion-tree analysis in both [þ] and [�] ion modes (Fridriksson et al., 1999). The

nanoES is the ion source of choice for detailed studies such as generating ion trees

because of its ability to sustain sample introduction for many tens of minutes while

keeping sample consumption small (e.g., <1 ml) and still achieving high sensitivity.

5. Isotopomer Analysis

Many MS applications have been reported using stable isotopes, including

various 13C isotopomers of glucose, deuterium, and N-15 (Birkemeyer et al.,

2005; Boros, 2005; Des Rosiers et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2003; Lee et al., 1998;

Marin et al., 2004; Mashego et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2003; Vogt et al., 2005).

The basic principle is that enrichment within a molecule increases the mass by

n � dm where n is the number of atoms substituted and dm is the mass diVerence
between the natural abundance state and the enriched molecule. This causes a

change in the isotope distribution of the analyte so that the number of diVerent
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isotopomers produced can be determined (Hellerstein and Neese, 1999; Turner and

Hellerstein, 2005; Turner et al., 2005; van Winden et al., 2002; Wahl et al., 2004).

Figure 10 shows isotopomers in rhabdomyosarcoma cells grown on [U-13C]-

glucose, and the derivatized cell extract separated and detected by GC-MS. The

figure shows how the enrichment of 13C in particular molecules aVects the isotope
distribution. For example, the lactate shows an enhancement of the m þ 3 peak

compared with the natural abundance case, but no increase of themþ 2 andmþ 1

isotopomers, implying that there are only two pools of lactate, namely natural
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Fig. 10 MS and isotopomer patterns in metabolites from rhabdomyosarcoma cells. Extracts of cells

as in Figs. 4 and 5 were derivatized with MTBSTFA as described by Fan et al. (1986). Individual MS

spectra of resolved peaks in the chromatogram were identified, and the mass isotopomer distributions

were compared with those of unlabeled authentic standards.
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abundance (not metabolically enriched) and lactate in which all three carbons are

labeled in the same molecule. This is in agreement with the NMR analyses

(cf. Fig. 5). Alanine shows a similar pattern to lactate, as both derive from

pyruvate. Other amino acids, however, show more complex patterns, including

glutamate, which displays a large number of isotopomers, includingmþ 2 tomþ 5.

The complementarity of using MS and NMR is illustrated by amino acids such as

Ser, which is generally diYcult to quantify by NMR. In Fig. 10, Thr as well as Ser

showed a pattern indistinguishable from the natural abundance pattern implying no

metabolic labeling from glucose. As Thr is an essential amino acid for mammalian

cells, this result is fully expected, and therefore acts as an internal control for the

isotopomer analysis.

To speciate the positional isotopomers (i.e., determine which atoms are actually

labeled) requires additional analysis by ion-tree MSn. Because of the time needed

to performMSn—many seconds to a few minutes—this is not compatible with GC

or LC. As discussed above, the ion source choice with ion-tree analysis is therefore

nanoES.

The various MS tools are generally considered adjunctive, given the power of

NMR in isotopomer analysis. However, even the simplest GC-MS has long

supported fruitful isotopomer work (Anderson et al., 1986; Christensen and

Nielsen, 1999; Dauner and Sauer, 2000; Fan et al., 2003; Lee et al., 1998), although

we previously always coupled such analysis with 2-D NMR (Fan et al., 1997,

2001). The main advantage of performing isotopomer analysis by MS is high

sensitivity, especially for directly quantifying ‘‘non-NMR-observable’’ isotopes

such as 12C and 14N, which are important for obtaining the extent of enrichment.

Structure elucidation of fragments in the MS is critical to determining the position

of the labels. In Fig. 11, it is apparent that some fragments contain only the tertiary

(ring) N while others have only the secondary amino N, which enables positional

isotopomer analysis. For full control over the production of isotopomer frag-

ments, it is best to use ion-tree MSn in continuous-introduction modes such as

nanoES, combined with interpretation from in silico ion trees can elucidate the

label positions of isotopomers.

Elegant GC-MS analysis of glucose metabolism has been carried out by Boros

and coworkers (Lee et al., 1998; Vizan et al., 2005). Using the isotopomer

[1,2-13C2]-glucose, they were able to determine the relative fluxes through the

oxidative and nonoxidative branches of the pentose phosphate pathway, and

further used this method to probe the eVect of diVerent K-ras mutants on the

pentose phosphate pathway and glycolytic flux in NIH3T3 cells.

6. Elemental Analysis

Elemental analysis is important not only for structure determination but also for

metabolomics. Metal ions, for example, are important components of enzymes and

the cellular milieu, as are several other essential elements (other than C, H, and O)

in biochemical form, such as P, S, and Se. The ICP ion source for MS heats liquid,
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aerosol, or gas stream to >6500 K, suYcient to dissociate chemical structures

completely into elemental ions. These ions are detected by a quadrupole or mag-

netic sector MS. Analysis is not always straightforward, as formation of ‘‘unusual’’

polyatomic interferences, such as Ar2 can interfere with the elemental ions. This

problem is dealt with by collision/reaction cells to remove the polyatomic species

or by high-resolution MS to avoid the interferences.

The ability to quantitatively broad screen elements in complex samples can

provide key information about the changes on metal content of critical proteins

related to redox stress or changes in seleno protein activity, for example (Fan et al.,

2002; Larsen et al., 1997, 2001, 2003; Sloth et al., 2003).

An interesting development using an ICP-MS as the elemental detector system is

in the area of proteomics in which a 2-D gel can be scanned with a UV laser, and

theablatedaerosol is introduced into the ICP-MS(Fan et al., 2002).ThisLA-ICP-MS

methodmakes itpossible todetermine theelemental compositionof individualprotein

spots, such as to define the selenoproteome (Fan et al., 2002), detect phosphorylation,

or the presence of other elements.

7. Isotope Ratio MS for Global Isotope Balance

Organic MS has been shown to give adequate quantitative analysis of isotope

incorporation into selected compounds (Lee et al., 1998). However, under condi-

tions of high isotopic dilution, such as isotopes distributing throughout the body

fluids, the ability to determine quantitatively very small degrees of enrichment
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becomes paramount. Neither NMR nor mostMSmethods have suYcient analytical

precision to determine small variations of isotope enrichment at low total isotope

levels. However, the isotope ratio MS (irMS) is designed specifically for this purpose

and can readily discriminate between very small degrees of enrichment to better than

0.01 per mil (0.001%). These spectrometers have been long used in geology, forensic,

agriculture, food and beverage, quality control, doping, pharmaceuticals or medical,

and diagnostics industries.

The precision of irMS arises from converting organic compounds to CO2 or

N2O, which the irMS is designed to measure. Unlike ‘‘organic’’ MS, it is not

intrinsically capable of chemical structure determination, thus chemical speciation

is entirely dependent on prior procedures such as GC or LC. Important applica-

tions of this technique include CO2 respiration from cells or tissue. The 13CO2 that

is released from oxidative metabolism accounts for a significant fraction of

ingested carbon, and the 13C/12C ratio is a sensitive indicator of pathways when

diVerent 13C-labeled precursors are used (Yang et al., 2004, 2005). Furthermore, as

part of isotope inventories (see below), macromolecule sinks such as proteins and

nucleic acids are diYcult to analyze quantitatively by NMR orMS, yet are likely to

account for a significant amount of ingested stable isotope if the cells are supplied

with [U-13C]-glucose, for example. For such analyses, irMS is the means to obtain

the total 13C incorporation into the major metabolic fractions following suitable

extraction procedures.

8. Isotope Inventory

In an ideal world, it would be desirable to obtain a complete inventory of the

supplied isotopes, that is, how much of the precursors is utilized, and what fraction

of the total is converted into each molecules. This is very diYcult, and there have

been relatively few attempts at a global analysis of this nature. For example, using
14C isotope tracing to determine the uptake and conversion of labeled precursors

by MCF-7 breast cancer cells in culture, it was possible to relate these observations

to rate of ATP synthesis and oxygen consumption (Guppy et al., 2002). They

concluded that as much as 65% of the ATP production arose from oxidation of

sources other than glucose, glutamine, and fatty acids. However, a common

feature of cancer cells is that they convert a high fraction of glucose to lactate,

which is secreted into the medium. It is straightforward to determine the amount of

labeled glucose consumed from the medium, and how much label is secreted into

the medium in the form of lactate and alanine, for example, by either NMR orMS.

It is commonly observed that cancer cells in culture, and also tumors in vivo, have

an enhanced rate of glycolysis, resulting in secretion of a large amount of lactate

and protons (Helmlinger et al., 2002; Petch and Butler, 1994; Portais et al., 1993;

Sanfeliu et al., 1997; Vriezen and van Dijken, 1998). Measuring the time course

is rather valuable, as the consumption/production rates give valuable infor-

mation about the metabolic demands of the cells under defined conditions

(Artemov et al., 1998).
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In cell culture, the amount of biomass is small compared with the extracellular

pool of metabolites. Thus, the fraction, f, of 13C glucose that is converted to lactate

(or other secreted metabolites) can be easily determined as

f ¼ No: moles 13C lactate produced

2� no: moles 13C Glucose consumed
ð5Þ

The factor 2 arises because, in principle, two molecules of lactate can be produced

from one molecule of glucose. The complement, 1 – f, reflects the glucose con-

sumed by the cells or tissue that is converted into all other components, which may

be biomass as well as free metabolites. A significant sink of glucose carbon, at least

in cancer cells, appears to be protein (which represents �20% of the wet weight of

cells) followed by lipids and complex carbohydrates (including glycoproteins). The

smallest sink is likely to be the DNA fraction as it accounts for a small amount of

the cell weight (0.2%). As described above, irMS is probably the best general

technique for determining the incorporation of label into major biochemical

classes and pools (Hellerstein and Neese, 1999). Although NMR can be used for

protein and lipids, it is a less reliable technique for total label determination,

though may be valuable for measuring positional isotopomer enrichment in

individual amino acids in protein digests.

V. Discussion

The combination of NMR, various MS techniques with isotope tracing

methods, promises to give very detailed metabolic information of cells. Acquiring

the data is in itself not the major bottleneck to progress rather the functional

analysis of the data sets, and the experimental design. Once metabolic fluxes have

been measured experimentally, the hard part is in the modeling to reflect the

biological reality. This is often considered part of systems biology. There are

several main approaches, ranging from the global modeling of an entire organis-

mal network (Weitzke and Ortoleva, 2003) in which the diVerential equations for
the enzyme catalyzed reaction are explicitly solved numerically (Maher et al., 2003;

Marin et al., 2004; Mendes and Kell, 2001; Orosz et al., 2003). This approach is

very demanding and requires very careful experimental design, including a chemo-

stat and multiple labels (Mollney et al., 1999; Vriezen and van Dijken, 1998). Such

ambitious technologies have been applied mainly to microorganisms, which can be

manipulated readily (Arita, 2003).

For other cases, an empirical, ad hoc approach is generally used in which specific

areas of metabolism, usually assumed to be known, are simulated, and the simula-

tions compared with the data sets (Boros et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2002; Maher et al.,

2003;Marin et al., 2004;Mason andRothman, 2004). At present, this appears to be

the only hope formammalian systems owing to the enormous complexity not only at

the cellular level but also because of the reciprocal interactions with neighboring
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cells and the transport of nutrients to cells. Even with single cells in suspension

culture, the assumption that clusters of reactions within the cell are functionally

uncoupled from other clusters may not be valid (Arita, 2004b). A further major

challenge is the integration of metabolomics information with that obtained from

genomics and proteomics, as it is clear too that these levels cannot be functionally

independent (Fan, 2005; Fan et al., 2004a; Hirai et al., 2004). The ability to project

metabolomics data onto pathway maps is an important part of understanding the

results (and also in the design of new experiments) (Jenkins et al., 2004; Lange and

Ghassemian, 2005). Such tools continue to be developed (Karp et al., 1999; Krieger

et al., 2004;Romero andKarp, 2003, 2005; Zhang et al., 2005) and include the ability

to work at the atomic level of representation (Arita, 2003, 2004a,b; Hirai et al.,

2004), which is essential for isotopomer-based metabolomics.

In addition to the large eVort being put into streamlining data collection and

analysis, the computational aspects are a major growth area, and ultimately we can

expect to see convergence of the ‘‘omics’’ to bring deeper understanding of

biological regulation, and how errors in regulation lead to disease states.

Short Glossary of Terms

Chemical Shift: Relative resonant frequency, defined (in ppm) as 106 (nobs – nref)/nFref.
Depends on chemistry, such as type of atom, nearest neighbors, bonding, and

therefore is characteristic of local functional groups. It is also very sensitive to

inductive eVects from nearby ionizable groups such as carboxyls and amino

functions.

COSY: COrrelation SpectroscopY: Usually refers to correlation of resonances of

scalar-coupled nuclei, used for determining through-bond interactions within a

covalent network. Defines molecular fragments via proton–proton connectivity.

Coupling Constant: Interaction strength between two scalar- (through-bond)

coupled magnetic nuclei. The scalar coupling constant (denoted J) is a measure

of nuclear interactions transmitted through the bonding network. Three-bond

J values provide information on the torsion angle.

Dipolar Coupling: Interaction between magnetic nuclei via dipole–dipole interac-

tions. This depends on the inverse sixth power of the internuclear separation and

the intrinsic magnetic strength of the two nuclei.

FID (Free Induction Decay): Rotating magnetization induces a voltage in the

receiver coil (magnetic induction), which decays exponentially by relaxation

processes. The time-dependent voltage is digitized and converted into a frequency

response by Fourier transformation (qv). The two signals in quadrature are

SðrealÞ ¼ a0 expð�t=R2ÞcosðotÞ
SðimaginaryÞ ¼ a0 expð�t=R2ÞsinðotÞ

Gas Chromatography-MS (GC-MS): Complex mixtures of volatile compounds

are separated by gas-liquid chromatogahy and analyzed by MS, usually at unit
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mass resolution to obtain a pseudomolecular ion. Nonvolatile analytes can be

made volatile by a variety of derivatization agents. With electron impact (EI)

ionization, the technique is quantitative and reproducible.

Fourier Transform (FT): Mathematical trick for converting one periodic function

into another function. In NMR, the raw data comprise an exponentially decaying

sum of cosinusoidal functions. The FT converts time into frequency. The decaying

part of the signal becomes manifest as a broadening of the resonance. The FT of a

single resonance is

Re a0

ð
dt expð�iOtÞ exp io� 1

T

� �
t

� �
¼ 2a0

T

� �
ðO� oÞ2 þ 1

T2

� ��

width at half-height L ¼ 1/pT. T is the decay time constant (also called ‘‘T2’’).

Gyromagnetic ratio, g is a property of nuclei that determines the strength of the

nuclear magnetic moment and is characteristic for each isotope. The fundamental

frequency is proportional to the product of g and the applied magnetic field

strength.

HMQC: (Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum Coherence): Formation of multiple-

quantum coherence via scalar coupling between nuclei, for example, C–H or N–H

occurs in any multipulse experiment. The coherence common evolution of the

coupled spins is not directly observable, but its eVects are detectable on reconver-

sion to SQC. Such experiments are commonly used in inverse detection of low g
nuclei. MQC also has diVerent relaxation properties (involves terms at higher

frequencies) than SQC.

HSQC: Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence. Homologue of HMQC, but

only single quantum coherences are selected. This experiment requires more pulses

than HMQC but has more favorable relaxation properties and is the experiment of

choice for 15N-H systems.

HSQC-TOCSY andHMQC-TOCSY:Combination of two experiments that can be

used in 3-D mode or as 2-D. The former correlates a heteronucleus (e.g., 13C with

the directly attached proton, and other protons that are in the same molecular

fragment). This is useful for assignments of compounds in complex mixtures when

some atoms are enriched or otherwise rare (e.g., 15N in amino or amido compounds

or 31P in phosphorylated compounds). HCCH-TOCSY specifically selects for two

ormore directly bonded heteroatoms such as 13C inmolecular fragments of the type

HC–CH, and the protons are correlated with one another. This experiment edits

complex spectra and shows where multiply labeled compounds retain their bonds

or of new bonds are formed between labeled compounds.

Inverse detection: Detection of a ‘‘weak’’ X nucleus (low g) via a strong nucleus

(usually 1H). Usually applies to proton detection of 13C, 15N. Requires scalar

coupling between the X nucleus and the 1H atom, generally (but not exclusively)

by one bond. The sensitivity enhancement (SNR) possible is given by the ratio

(gH/gX)
5/2. This is >300-fold for 15N.
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Ion Trap and Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR)-MS: Ions are trapped in a magnetic

field and can be stored at precise numbers (e.g, ion trap) or made to circulate

(ICR). The frequency in the ICR can be measured with very high precision, giving

rise to ultrahigh mass resolution (ppm). Ultrahigh mass resolution can often be

used to identify metabolites by mass alone. ICR also uses the Fourier Transform to

convert from frequency to mass.

Isotopomers are versions of the same compound in which diVer by the distribution
of isotopes of each element. In a 3-carbon compounds, such as lactate, there are

eight possible stable isotopomers (12C and 13C) corresponding to 12C-3, 13C-3, and

three each of 12C-1, 13C-2, and 13C-112C-2. In NMR, these correspond to

eight distinguishable compounds. In MS, there are only four mass isotopomers

m0, m þ 1, m þ 2, and m þ 3 because the three isotopomers of m þ 1 and m þ 2

have identical mass.

Liquid Chromatography-MS (LC-MS): Usually HPLC interfaced to a mass detec-

tor. Resolves nonvolatile analyses in mixtures for MS analysis.

MALDI (Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization): Ionization method that

involves transfer of excitation energy from an absorbing species to the analytes of

interest embedded in the organic matrix. Less sensitive to salt than electrospray but

less suited to low molecular weight analytes where the molecules comprising the

matrix interfere.

NOE (Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement): Increase in magnetization of a spin

when the magnetization of a neighboring spin is perturbed from equilibrium. The

NOE depends on r�6 and is therefore the primary source of distance information

within a molecule.

NOESY: (Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement SpectroscopY): 2-D experiment to

measure NOE eVects.
Relaxation Time: Characteristic time for the return of bulk magnetization to

the equilibrium value. Comes in two main flavors, T1, spin-lattice relaxation

and T2, spin-spin relaxation. T1 is the relaxation time that described return of

z-magnetization and is a process that is associated with changes in enthalpy. T2 is a

loss of phase coherence among spins in the x-y plane and is an entropic process.

Rotating Frame: Larmor frequencies are in the hundreds of megahertz and vary

by a few tens of kilohertz for similar spins. It is convenient to remove this

high-frequency rotation from consideration by working in a frame rotating at

the Larmor frequency. In this frame, the spins appear stationary.

ROESY: (Rotating frame Overhauser Enhancement SpectroscopY): ROEs are

positive for all molecular correlation times. Exchange has opposite sign, and so

this experiment is useful for distinguishing exchange reactions from dipolar

interactions.

Scalar Interactions: Through-bond interactions. Nuclei interact via bonding elec-

trons, which transmit the information about nuclear spin state through the cova-

lent network. This gives rise to the coupling constant (qv) which is a measure of the

interaction strength.
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Spin: Property of particles that has a classical analogue (a spinning top has spin

angular momentum etc.). In the original Schrödinger wave mechanics, there were

only three quantum numbers, and no spin. Spin arises naturally as a consequence

of a relativistic treatment of wave mechanics (cf. P.A.M. Dirac). Spin is also

quantized—only discrete values are possible. For the common case, the spin

quantum number is 1/2, that is, there are but two spin states (up and down, a
andb). Magnetic nuclei are also referred to as spins.

TOCSY: (Total Correlation Spectroscopy): Also known as HOHAHA. Provides

(scalar) correlations within an entire spin system. Especially useful for identification

of compounds in mixtures, and also for quantitative analysis of isotopomer

distributions.
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Abstract

‘‘Footprinting’’ describes assays in which ligand binding or structure formation

protects polymers such as nucleic acids and proteins from either cleavage or

modification; footprinting allows the accessibility of individual residues to be

mapped in solution. Equilibrium and time-dependent footprinting links site-

specific structural information with thermodynamic and kinetic transitions,

respectively. The hydroxyl radical (�OH) is a uniquely insightful footprinting

probe by virtue of it being among the most reactive chemical oxidants; it reports

the solvent accessibility of reactive sites on macromolecules with as fine as a single

residue resolution. A novel method of millisecond time-resolved �OH footprinting is

presented based on the Fenton reaction, Fe(II) þ H2O2 ! Fe(III) þ �OH þ OH�.
It is implemented using a standard three-syringe quench-flow mixer. The utility of

this method is demonstrated by its application to the studies on RNA folding. Its

applicability to a broad range of biological questions involving the function of

DNA, RNA, and proteins is discussed.

I. Introduction

Every biological process can be described as a chemical reaction at the molecular

level. Unlike simple chemical reagents, the protein, and nucleic acid components of

the most biochemical reactions are long polymers consisting of hundreds if not

thousands of monomers. In order to understand the chemical reactions that

involve or process these macromolecules during cellular metabolism, it is often

essential to know which parts of the macromolecules are involved in the interaction

or reaction of interest. Significant insight into biological processes can be gained

when local changes in macromolecular structure are quantitatively followed

(Ackers et al., 1983). Quantitative ‘‘footprinting’’ allows macromolecular structur-

al transitions to be followed simultaneously at many discrete sites along a polymer

as a function of an eVector or ligand concentration or time (Ackers et al., 1982;

Brenowitz et al., 1986; Hsieh and Brenowitz, 1996).

A. What Is Footprinting?

Footprinting refers to assays that examine ligand binding and/or conformation-

al changes by determining the accessibility of the backbone or residues of macro-

molecules through their sensitivity to chemical or enzymatic modification

or cleavage (Fig. 1) (Galas and Schmitz, 1978). The key characteristics of a
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footprinting assay are that (1) the reaction of the footprinting probe with the

polymer is limited, such that each position along the chain is sampled with

comparable low probability, and (2) the cleavage or modification products are

uniquely identified. A variety of footprinting probes and approaches have been

successfully used to analyze DNA, RNA, and proteins, including chemical and

enzymatic nucleases and modification reagents (Brenowitz et al., 2002; Feng et al.,

1999; Guan and Chance, 2005; Heyduk and Heyduk, 1994; Petri and Brenowitz,

1997; Silverman and Harbury, 2002; Takamoto and Chance, 2006; Tullius and

Greenbaum, 2005; Wilkinson et al., 2005; Zarrinkar and Williamson, 1994).

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic representation of a footprinting experiment where a protein binds to a specific

site on DNA. The DNA backbone is protected from the ‘‘footprinting’’ probe at this site resulting in a

decrease in the reaction products terminating at that site. Detection of a unique set of cleavage products

is accomplished by labeling one strand of the DNA duplex at one end. (Below) A simulated gel

electrophoretogram depicts the decrease in cutting (‘‘footprint’’) of DNA associated with protein

binding. (B) Schematic representation of a footprinting experiment monitoring Mg2þ-induced folding

of RNA into its three-dimensional structure that results into formation of regions less (or more)

accessible to the footprinting probe. The asterisks and arrows indicate a solvent accessible backbone

position potentially cut by �OH.
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The separation of the products of DNA or RNA backbone cleavage in footprint-

ing is routinely achieved by denaturing gel or capillary electrophoresis. The pro-

ducts of peptide backbone cleavage can be analyzed by gel electrophoresis while

side chain modification is analyzed by mass spectrometry. The details of these

techniques are discussed in Sections I.E and I.F.

B. Quantitative Footprinting

Footprinting assays can provide solution structural information with single

residue resolution coupled to thermodynamic and kinetic transitions. The

individual-site isotherms (Ackers et al., 1982, 1983) and kinetic progress curves

(Hsieh and Brenowitz, 1996, 1997) determined from thermodynamic and kinetic

footprinting studies, respectively, provide an ensemble of local measures of mac-

romolecular transitions from which detailed energetic and mechanistic portraits

can be painted. In principle and now in practice (Das et al., 2005; Shadle et al.,

1997; Takamoto et al., 2002, 2004), the change in the solvent accessibility of each

nucleotide of nucleic acids hundreds of residue in length can be separately quanti-

tated as a function of either a thermodynamic variable or time. Quantitative

protocols have been used to determine thermodynamic and kinetic constants

describing protein–DNA interactions and RNA assembly reactions. Representa-

tive studies from our group include Brenowitz et al. (2002), Laederach et al. (2006),

Mollah and Brenowitz (2000), Nguyenle et al. (2006), Petri and Brenowitz (1997),

Sclavi et al. (2005), and Sprouse et al. (2006). Of particular interest to this

chapter is the development of quantitative footprinting protocols for the hydroxyl

radical (�OH).

C. The Hydroxyl Radical (�OH) as a Footprinting Probe

The hydroxyl radical (�OH) has proven itself as a particularly insightful foot-

printing reagent by virtue of it being among the most reactive chemical oxidants

(Buxton et al., 1988). Its small radius reports the solvent accessible surface of

macromolecules. Multiple methods have been used to �OH footprint DNA, RNA,

and proteins, including Fe-EDTA (Tullius and Dombroski, 1985, 1986), peroxo-

nitrite (Chaulk and MacMillan, 2000; King et al., 1992, 1993), photolysis (Aye

et al., 2005; Hambly and Gross, 2005; Sharp et al., 2004), radiolysis (Hayes et al.,

1990; Maleknia et al., 1999; Ottinger and Tullius, 2000), and synchrotron X-ray

radiolysis (Sclavi et al., 1997). Fe-EDTA footprinting uses the Fenton–Haber–Weiss

reaction (Fenton, 1894; Haber and Weiss, 1934),

FeðIIÞ þH2O2 ! FeðIIIÞ þ �OHþOH�; ð1Þ

to generate �OH in solution from peroxide solutions by iron oxidation (Pogozelski

et al., 1995). Chelation of Fe(II) by EDTA prevents the transition metal ion from
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binding to the macromolecules being studied and prevents hydrolysis of the iron at

biological values of pH (Pogozelski et al., 1995). This method is widely applied and

inexpensive to perform. A convenient implementation of this chemistry for foot-

printing is to reductively cycle Fe(III) back to Fe(II) with ascorbate (Tullius et al.,

1987). This catalysis allows reagent concentrations that are micromolar in

Fe-EDTA and millimolar in H2O2 and ascorbate to be used with reaction times

of several to tens of minutes (Dixon et al., 1991; Tullius and Dombroski, 1986;

Tullius and Greenbaum, 2005). The oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) by H2O2 in

Eq. (1) produces a burst of a high concentration of �OH that is the basis of the

time-resolved footprinting method (Section I.F).

D. Nucleic Acid �OH Footprinting

Hydroxyl radicals cleave the polynucleotide backbone by abstracting the solvent

accessible sugar hydrogens (Balasubramanian et al., 1998). Cleavage of RNA and

DNA by �OH is relatively insensitive to base sequence and whether a nucleic acid is

single or double stranded (Celander and Cech, 1990). That �OH cleavage of nucleic

acids is quantitatively correlated with the solvent accessibility of the phosphodie-

ster backbone has been demonstrated through comparisons of �OH footprints

with solvent accessibility calculations from crystal structures. Protein–DNA com-

plexes so analyzed include the l cI-repressor (Dixon et al., 1991) and the TATA

binding protein (Pastor et al., 2000). For RNA tertiary structure, �OH cleavage

pattern correlates with the solvent accessibility calculated from structure of the

P4-P6 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme (Cate et al., 1996; Sclavi et al., 1997).

This correspondence also holds true for the full-length Tetrahymena ribozyme

(Celander and Cech, 1991; Golden et al., 1998; Lehnert et al., 1996). Backbone

cleavage of DNA by �OH correlates with the accessible surface of the hydrogen

atoms of the nucleotide sugar (Balasubramanian et al., 1998). Thus, �OH foot-

printing yields robust and readily interpretable measures of the structure and

interactions of nucleic acids with as fine as single nucleotide spatial resolution.

As discussed above and below, protocols for thermodynamic and kinetic imple-

mentations of nucleic acid �OH footprinting have been published.

E. Protein �OH Footprinting

Hydroxyl radical footprinting was first extended to proteins by monitoring

cleavage of the peptide backbone by gel electrophoresis (Heyduk and Heyduk,

1994; Zhong et al., 1995). However, peptide bond cleavage is ineYcient (King

et al., 1992) and further development of protein �OH footprinting has focused on

the oxidation of amino acid side chains [reviewed in (Guan and Chance, 2005) and

(Aye et al., 2005; Hambly and Gross, 2005)]. Mass spectrometric analysis of

proteolytic fragments is used to quantitate the oxidation rate of individual or

groups of amino acid side chains. The diVerential reactivity of the amino acid

side chains to oxidation is addressed in thermodynamic and kinetic analyses by
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quantitating the relative change in residue reactivity (Guan and Chance, 2005;

Maleknia et al., 1999). A comparable relationship between �OH reactivity and

solvent accessibility is beginning to emerge for proteins [reviewed in (Guan and

Chance, 2005)]. Protocols for thermodynamic, but not kinetic, protein �OH

footprinting have been published (Kiselar et al., 2003).

F. Generation of Hydroxyl Radicals for Millisecond Resolution Time-Resolved Studies

Concentrations of �OH suYcient for an RNA folding kinetics analysis were

achieved with reaction times as short as several seconds using H2O2, ascorbate,

and an Fe-EDTA concentration of 500 mM to mediate the Fenton reaction

(Hampel and Burke, 2001). Time-resolved �OH footprinting with seconds time

resolution has been accomplished with peroxonitrite (Chaulk and MacMillan,

1998; King et al., 1992, 1993; Swisher et al., 2002). Until recently, synchrotron

X-ray radiolysis was unique among available millisecond �OH footprinting meth-

ods (Sclavi et al., 1997). However, it was recently shown that UV laser photolysis

of H2O2 (Aye et al., 2005; Hambly and Gross, 2005) and a novel implementation of

the Fenton–Haber–Weiss reaction [(Shcherbakova et al., 2006); the subject of this

chapter] can produce �OH suYcient for footprinting proteins and nucleic acids on

millisecond or shorter timescales. The strengths and weaknesses of the millisecond

methods of �OH production are briefly discussed below.

1. Synchrotron Radiolysis

Radiolysis of water by a high flux ‘‘white’’ synchrotron X-ray beam produces

suYcient �OH for fast time-resolved footprinting (Brenowitz et al., 2002; Ralston

et al., 2000; Sclavi et al., 1998a). Beamline X-28C at the National Synchrotron

Light Source was established for conducting footprinting experiments. Synchro-

tron footprinting has proved itself as an advanced experimental technique that not

only reveals the sites and extent of these interactions but also does so in a time-

resolved manner, allowing one to study intermediate states of complex biochemical

reactions (Brenowitz et al., 2002; Dhavan et al., 2003; Maleknia et al., 1999;

Ralston et al., 2000; Sclavi et al., 1998b; Xu et al., 2003, 2005). Exposure to

unfocused white beam of �10 msec for nucleic acids and �50 msec for proteins

(Brenowitz et al., 2002; Guan and Chance, 2005) have been reduced to�1 msec by

the installation of focusing mirror (unpublished results). The main advantage of

the method is that no chemical reagent is added to interfere with the macromolec-

ular reaction being studied. Disadvantages include the need to travel to a facility to

expose samples to the X-ray beam, rigorous safety restrictions on the use of

dispersible radioactivity, and potential sample heating by the high flux beam.
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2. UV Laser Photolysis of H2O2

It was recently demonstrated that a microsecond flash of UV light eVectively
decomposes H2O2 to produce suYcient �OH for kinetic footprinting studies (Aye

et al., 2005; Hambly and Gross, 2005). Unlike the synchrotron and fast Fenton

methods discussed in this section, UV laser photolysis has not yet been used in

time-resolved studies. Thus, its general applicability is untested. Strengths of UV

photolysis of H2O2 would seem to be the potentially accessible timescales and the

absence of potentially disruptive reagents. Weaknesses include the eYciency with

which UV radiation damages nucleic acids in ways (e.g., covalent adducts such as

thymine dimers) that are likely to be incompatible with electrophoretic separation

of nucleic acid reaction products and the high cost of purchasing and installing a

UV laser.

3. Fast Fenton Footprinting

We have developed a novel time-resolved �OH footprinting approach based on

Eq. (1) that we call fast Fenton footprinting (Shcherbakova et al., 2006). Fast

Fenton footprinting is a laboratory-based method of time-resolved �OH footprint-

ing able to reveal the sites and extent of macromolecular interactions with a

detection limit of 1–2 msec when implemented with quench-flow mixing technolo-

gy. This time resolution reveals transient, often short-lived, intermediate states of

complex biochemical processes. The method utilizes inexpensive chemical reagents

[H2O2, Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2, EDTA, thiourea, or ethanol] and widely available quench-

flow mixers (e.g., KinTekÒ three-syringe mixers). It is applicable to DNA, RNA,

and protein. Less than 2 msec exposure to 0.75 mM Fe(II)-EDTA is necessary and

suYcient to footprint DNA and RNA with the single-hit kinetics required for

quantitative analysis under ideal reaction conditions. The production of the �OH

is easily scalable to achieve single-hit kinetics by adjusting concentrations of

the reagents involved into �OH production (see Section II.C). This feature of the

method is especially valuable when the necessary experimental conditions include

high concentrations of radical scavengers. The following section presents a general

experimental protocol for the analysis of DNA or RNA that can be readily tailored

to particular applications.

II. Acquisition of �OH Footprinting Time-Progress Curves

A. Reagents and Solutions

A stock solution of 100 mM Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 (Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared and

stored in small aliquots at �70 �C. Stock solutions of 500 mM Na2-EDTA

(Ambion) and 30% H2O2 (Fluka) were kept at room temperature and þ4 �C,
respectively. 10� ‘‘assay buVer’’ (200 mM sodium cacodylate and 2 M NaCl at

pH 7.4) and 2� thiourea quench solution (50 mM thiourea, 40 mM EDTA, and
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200 mM NaCl) were prepared and stored at þ4 �C. An ‘‘alternative quench

solution’’ is absolute ethanol that facilitates subsequent precipitation of nucleic

acids. The studies described below were performed with the L-21 ScaI ribozyme

from Tetrahymena thermophila 50-end radiolabeled with [g-32P]ATP (Zaug et al.,

1988) or the HindIII/NdeI DNA restriction fragment of 282 bp from plasmid

ppUMLP 30-end labeled with 32P at the HindIII site (Patikoglou et al., 1999;

Petri et al., 1998). The radiolabeled nucleic acids were stored in 10 mM sodium

cacodylate, pH 7.3 at �70 �C. The key consideration for the production and

storage of 32P-labeled footprinting substrates is to minimize nicks in the polynu-

cleotide backbone so as to provide a clean background over which the

�OH-mediated cleavage products can be visualized.

B. Minimizing RNase Contamination When Working With RNA

Contamination by RNase is the bane of the RNA research community. Below is

described the protocol we use to clean the KinTekÒRQF-3 mixer used in our RNA

studies. This protocol can be adapted by consideration of the particular plumbing

and control program being used:

1. Be sure that the water in the circulating bath used for temperature control is

free of bacterial growth. Use of a bacterial growth inhibitor is recommended.

2. Prepare all solutions with ultrapure RNase-free water.

3. Load the drive and quench syringes with a solution of RNaseZapÒ (Ambion)

and flush them three times by moving the liquid between the 5-ml fill and drive

syringes.

4. Repeat step 3 with a fresh RNaseZapÒ solution.

5. Load the drive and quench syringes with a fresh RNaseZapÒ solution. Turn

all the valves to the ‘‘fire’’ position. In the control software menu, choose the

‘‘adjust position’’ option and ‘‘down’’ as a direction of the platform movement.

Start the motor and let the entire ‘‘fire’’ path to be washed by the detergent.

6. Fill two new 5-ml syringes with the RNaseZapÒ solution and insert them into

the sample ports. Move the sample valves to the ‘‘load’’ position. Fill the sample

and reaction loops with the detergent solution and allow them to soak for

5–10 min.

7. Repeat steps 3–5 using ultrapure RNase-free water. Multiple repetitions may

be necessary to remove all trace of the RNaseZapÒ.

8. Connect a vacuum to the mixer’s exit line and flush the detergent out of

loading and reaction loops by drawing ultrapure RNase-free water through sample

inlets following turning the sample valves to the ‘‘load’’ position. Turn the

sample valves to ‘‘flush’’ position and wash all the reaction loops by drawing

clean water through the flush lines. Repeat the last step using ethanol. Dry

the tubing and valves by continuing to apply a vacuum since alcohols are good

�OH scavengers.
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C. Determine the Correct Amount of �OH Production

Single-hit �OH cleavage kinetics is essential to successful time-resolved foot-

printing studies. The presence of �OH scavengers (e.g., Tris and HEPES buVers,
DTT and glycerol) (Tullius et al., 1987) requires either higher concentrations of

Fe(II)-EDTA and H2O2 and/or longer reaction times. Therefore, dose-response

determinations should be conducted as described below using 32P-labeled DNA or

RNA to calibrate �OH production for particular experimental conditions. Exten-

sive analyses of �OH production are conveniently conducted by following the

quenching of the fluorescence emission of fluorescein on oxidation of the dye

(Chen et al., 2002; Ou et al., 2002) as described elsewhere (Shcherbakova et al.,

2006). The protocol described below was implemented using the KinTekÒ RQF-3

three-syringe mixer following the standard ‘‘quench-flow run’’ control option

(Hsieh and Brenowitz, 1996; Ralston et al., 2000; Sclavi et al., 1998b):

1. Load the drive syringes with the chosen assay buVer and the quench syringe

with the quench solution (Fig. 2).

2. Prepare the following solutions for the sample syringes:

2.1. A 32P-DNA or 32P-RNA (typically �100,000 dpm/data point) solution

in assay buVer containing H2O2 at twice the desired concentration. The total

solution volume, that is prepared, depends on the number of data points to be

Sample + H2O2 Fe(II)-EDTA
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of an experimental setup to conduct a dose-response experiment in

the quench-flowmixer to find appropriate Fenton reaction time. The three vertical syringes are the drive

syringes; the arrows denote the movement of the drive plate. The angled syringes denote the two sample

loading syringes. The boxes indicate the sample loading valves.
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collected at 15–20 ml per point. A small excess of the solution allows for

mistakes and acquisition of additional data points. H2O2-containing

solutions should be protected from light to minimize �OH production by

photolysis thus diminishing its concentration (Sharp et al., 2004).

2.2. The same volume of a solution containing Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 at twice the

desired concentration and a 1.1 M excess of EDTA in assay buVer.

2.3. A volume of assay buVer without Fe-EDTA suYcient for acquisition of

several data points.

3. Load solutions 2.1 and 2.3 in the sample syringes. Collect several zero-time

point samples by running the ‘‘load-fire-flush’’ cycle using the KinTekÒ ‘‘quench-

flow run’’ option of the control program the desired number of times. It is

advisable to acquire replicate zero-time point samples.

4. Replace solution 2.3 with solution 2.2 and run a series of ‘‘load-fire-flush’’

cycles to mix the 32P-DNA- or 32P-RNA-containing samples with the

Fe(II)-EDTA solution. The delay time is incremented to acquire the desired

range of Fenton reaction times, typically 2–20 msec. Each expelled solution is

separately collected and stored on ice until the completion of the time course.

5. The collection of samples are then prepared for analysis by gel electrophore-

sis as described elsewhere (Ralston et al., 2000; Sclavi et al., 1997).

6. The products of �OH cleavage are separated by denaturing gel electrophore-

sis and visualized by exposure of the dried gels to a storage phosphor

screen (Ralston et al., 2000; Sclavi et al., 1997) (Fig. 3A). Electrophoresis is

typically carried out so that the smallest fragments migrate to the bottom of

the gel.

7. The fraction of nucleic acid cleaved is calculated from the ratio of the density

of the fragments to the total density of cleaved and uncut samples (Fig. 3A, the

intense band at the top of the gel represents the intact molecules). Plotting

the fraction cut versus time yields a dose-response graph (Fig. 3B). Single-hit

kinetics is typically achieved when 85–90% of the input nucleic acid remains intact

(Brenowitz et al., 1986).

While steps 1–7 can be conducted at a series of reagent concentrations, a

convenient alternative is to sample 32P-nucleic acid cleavage as a function of

Fe(II)-EDTA concentration at constant reaction time and H2O2 concentration

(Fig. 3C). The advantage of this approach is that the �OH production can be tuned

for a particular study in a single experiment.

D. A General Protocol for Fast Fenton Footprinting

In footprinting experiments, samples A and B are mixed to initiate the reaction

being studied. After a defined aging time, the distribution of reactants and pro-

ducts is sampled by generating a pulse of �OH by the addition of Fe(II)-EDTA
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from the ‘‘quench’’ syringe (Fig. 4). The �OH footprinting reaction takes

place within the exit tube of the KinTekÒ mixer until the expulsion of the sample

into the collection tube that contains an excess volume of radical scavenger.

Selecting the ‘‘constant quench volume’’ option from the ‘‘alter quench para-

meters’’ menu of the KinTekÒ control program keeps the delivered volume

constant during acquisition of a dataset.

The duration of the �OH footprinting reaction is proportional to the flow rate

of, and distance traveled by, the solution containing both Fe(II)-EDTA and H2O2.

Either flow rate, distance, or both parameters can be varied to control the reaction

time. Both approaches have been used in our laboratory. The exit tube of our

KinTekÒ mixer was trimmed to �5 cm and the minimal motor speed increased

Fig. 3 (A) Autoradiogram of the cleavage products of RNA derived from the mixing of

Fe(II)-EDTA and H2O2 to final concentrations of 1 and 44 mM, respectively, to produce �OH for

the times spanning 0–20 msec. The black boxes indicate the boundaries drawn to quantitate the ratio of

the uncut RNA (top band) and the �OH cleavage products; (B) The extent of �OH-mediated cleavage of

RNA determined for 1mM Fe(II)-EDTA and 44 mM H2O2 as a function of the reaction time; (C) The

extent of �OH-mediated cleavage of DNA (black) and RNA (gray) determined for 5 msec and 44 mM

H2O2 as a function of [Fe(II)-EDTA]. Open and filled symbols indicate replicate experiments.
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Fig. 4 Schematic representation of a time-resolved fast Fenton footprinting experiment conducted in

the quench-flow mixer. The fickle fingers point to the position of the samples in the mixer’s flow train:

(1) The quench syringe is loaded with appropriate concentration of Fe(II)-EDTA. H2O2 is added to the

nucleic acid solution. Samples A and B are loaded and the mixer is prepared for firing; (2) The samples

are mixed by the motor push to allow the reaction being studied to age for a certain time; (3) Following

aging for the desired time, the programmed volume of the Fe(II)-EDTA solution mixes with the sample

so as to �OH footprint it. The ‘‘A/B/Fe(II)-EDTA’’ solution continues through the flow path and is

vigorously ejected into quench solution present in the collection tube.
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resulting in a footprinting reaction time of <4 msec.1 A protocol suitable for

conducting time-resolved �OH footprinting experiments to follow folding or

ligand binding by nucleic acids is described below (see Fig. 4):

1. Prepare the following solutions:

1.1. A solution of 32P-DNA or 32P-RNA at 600,000 dpm/data point in assay

buVer. This solution will be ‘‘Sample A’’ in Fig. 4. The solution volume to

be prepared depends on the number of data points to be collected (15–20 ml
per point, depending on the calibrated values of sample loops). It is prudent

to prepare a little excess solution to allow for mistakes and addition of extra

data points.

1.2. A comparable volume of ‘‘Sample B’’ (Fig. 4) at twice its desired final

concentration and H2O2 at triple its desired final concentration in assay

buVer.

1.3. A volume of H2O2 solution at triple the desired final concentration in

assay buVer suYcient for the acquisition of several zero-time point samples.

1.4. Approximately 5 ml of Fe(II)-EDTA solution at triple the desired final

concentration in assay buVer should be freshly prepared before each experi-

ment. Sample B can be included at its final desired concentration to prevent

its dilution on mixing the aged reactants with this solution.

1.5. A volume of thiourea quench solution or absolute ethanol enough to

quench the Fenton reaction for all the time points in the set.

2. Aliquot a volume of 2� thiourea quench solution, equal to the volume of the

expelled sample, or three times that volume of ethanol into each of the 1.5 ml

microfuge tubes in which the expelled sample will be collected (see Fig. 4). Place

each spent collection tube on ice and aYx a fresh tube to the exit line for each

data point.

3. Load the two drive syringes with assay buVer. Load the quench syringe with

solution 1.4, prepared as described above. Load solution 1.1 as Sample A.

4. Load assay buVer in the Sample B port and run the ‘‘load-fire-flush’’ cycle to

mix the nucleic acid sample with assay buVer and collect the eZuent into a tube

containing the quench solution. These samples document the integrity of the
32P-labeled DNA or RNA.

5. Flush the Sample B port and load it with solution 1.3, prepared as described

above. Run the ‘‘load-fire-flush’’ cycle to obtain a zero point for the transition

being studied. Two or three zero point replicates should be collected.

1 The desired �OH footprinting reaction time is achieved with the KinTekÒRQF-3 by increasing the

default motor speed Shcherbakova, I., Mitra, S., Beer, R. H., and Brenowitz, M. (2006). Fast Fenton

footprinting: A laboratory-based method for the time-resolved analysis of DNA, RNA, and proteins.

Nucleic Acids Res. 34, e48. Modified control software that allows the user to set the default motor speed

is available from either the manufacturer or our laboratory.
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6. Flush the Sample B port and load it with solution 1.2, prepared as

described above. Run the ‘‘load-fire-flush’’ cycle to obtain a time point for the

transition being studied by incrementing the delay time until the desired range

of aging times is acquired. Collect each expelled solution separately into a

tube containing the quench solution and store on ice until the time course is

complete.

7. When all the desired data points are collected, the samples are processed for

denaturing gel electrophoresis. One or more gels are run in order to clearly

separate the regions of interest (Fig. 5). The dried gels are visualized by a storage

phosphor screen and analyzed as discussed below (Ralston et al., 2000; Sclavi et al.,

1997).

8. The upper limit of the kinetic transition being measured is set by the �OH

probing of a sample equilibrated at the final solution condition. This sample is

prepared by mixing equal volumes of samples A and B to 45–50 ml and incubating

the solution at the reaction condition. After the whole time course of the transition

is acquired, the Sample A port is flushed and loaded with the equilibrated sample.

Run the ‘‘load-fire-flush’’ cycle to obtain final points for the transition using the

smallest delay time achievable by the fast mixer.

III. Data Reduction and Production of Time-Progress Curves

A. Quantitation of the �OH Footprinting Reaction Products

The insight aVorded by �OH footprinting into macromolecular function is its

ability to separately follow the change in the solvent accessibility of each residue.

For this level of insight to be achieved it is necessary that each band on

an autoradiogram be individually quantitated. Quantitation of most of the dis-

cernible bands on gels such as that shown in Fig. 5A can be eYciently achieved

using contemporary peak fitting software such as Semi-Automated Footprinting

Analysis (SAFA) software (Das et al., 2005). SAFA features include correction of

geometric gel distortion and annotation of the base sequence when appropriate

nucleotide-specific marker lanes are present. The output of SAFA is a spreadsheet

whose columns represent the lanes on the gel and whose rows represent the

density of the individual bands corresponding to the RNA/DNA fragments.

SAFA also implements the automatic ‘‘normalization’’ of footprint transitions

that corrects for variation in the 32P-DNA or 32P-RNA loading among the lanes

of an autoradiogram (Takamoto et al., 2004). Groups of bands can also be

quantitated by ‘‘box analysis’’ in which the group is enclosed with a single

contour (Brenowitz et al., 1986, 2002). Details of these procedures can be found

in the referenced papers. A caveat to box analysis or collecting individual

bands into a group is that the included bands should change equivalently as a

function of time.
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Fig. 5 (A) Autoradiogram of the cleavage products of the Tetrahymena ribozyme on its folding by

Mg2þ in the presence of Naþ. Region of the gel included into single-band analysis is shown by the black

bar; (B) Changes in solvent accessibility of protected regions and the regions of enhanced reactivity were

quantitated as described in the methods description as a function of folding time. The changes in band

density have been transformed to fractional saturation. Best-fit rate constants (ki) and amplitudes (Ai) are:

for nucleotides 95–97 k1¼ 0.71� 0.10 sec�1,A1¼ 0.94� 0.03; for nucleotides 109–112 k1¼ 19� 10 sec�1,
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B. Assembling Nucleotides into Sites of �OH Protection or Hypersensitivity

Inspection of autoradiograms such as that shown in Fig. 5A is often suYcient

for the assembly of a family of �OH reactivity changes that track local changes in

solvent accessibility with time. The goal is to assemble a collection of time-progress

curves that can minimally be related to the polymer sequence and ultimately to

initial and/or final three-dimensional structures (Fig. 5D) (e.g., Dhavan et al.,

2002; Sclavi et al., 1998a; Uchida et al., 2003). Indeed, choice of the sites to be

analyzed is often guided by knowledge of the structure of either the initial or final

state of the system. The term protection denotes a decrease in the observed �OH

reactivity that reflects decreased solvent accessibility. The term hypersensitivity

denotes an increase in �OH reactivity as a consequence of local surface exposure.

For example, nucleotide 122 is more reactive in the Mg2þ-folded RNA (Fig. 5A).

While the cause of hypersensitivity to �OH in footprinting studies is often not

clearly defined, our experience is that it also reflects changes in solvent accessibility.

In our example, nucleotide 122 is less accessible to solvent in the initial compared

with the final state.

Analysis of autoradiograms with single nucleotide resolution allows the investi-

gator to objectively visualize the time evolution of all of the nucleotides. A false-

color plot of the quantitated band intensities (Takamoto et al., 2002) can be an

eVective tool for the identification of bands whose �OH reactivity changes with

time. Such plots can be generated by SAFA. Figure 5C shows such a representa-

tion for the portion of the Fig. 5A autoradiogram, denoted with the black bar. It is

immediately evident from this plot that groups of nucleotides become less reactive

to �OH with time (blue coloring) and that the reactivity of nucleotide 122 increases

(red coloring). It is also evident that the time dependence of these reactivity

changes is diVerent. The investigator selects individual or groups of bands from

either autoradiograms or false color density plots from which individual-site time

progress curves will be generated as described below.

A1¼ 0.62� 0.16, k2¼ 2.0� 1.3 sec�1,A2¼ 0.38� 0.17; for nucleotide 122 k1¼ 26� 5 sec�1,A1¼ 0.71�
0.03, k2 ¼ 0.14 � 0.05 sec�1, A2 ¼ 0.23 � 0.03; for nucleotides 139–141 k1 ¼ 43 � 13 sec�1, A1 ¼ 0.57�
0.11, k2 ¼ 5.8 � 2.0 sec�1, A2 ¼ 0.41 � 0.11; (C) A false-color diagram that depicts changes in �OH

reactivity for every nucleotide shown by black bar on the Panel A as a function of time forMg2þ-induced
folding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme. The �OH reactivity is normalized to the initial state of the

ribozyme. Decreased �OH reactivity (‘‘protection’’) is colored blue; increased reactivity (‘‘enhance-

ment’’) is colored red; (D) Locations of the reporters of Mg2þ-induced folding of the ribozyme shown

on Panel (B) are indicated by black arrows on the schematic secondary structure of the ribozyme.

DiVerent colors indicate diVerent structural domains of the ribozyme: green (light gray in the mono-

chrome reproduction) is for the P4-P6 domains, blue (gray in the monochrome reproduction) is for

peripheral helices, and red (black in the monochrome reproduction) is for the catalytic core.

(See Plate no. 15 in the Color Plate Section.)
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C. Generation of Individual-Site Time-Progress Curves

Single bands or groups of bands can be used to define transition curves of band

density versus time. These transitions are individually scaled to fractional

saturation, �Y , by

p ¼ plower þ ðpupper � plowerÞ � �Y ð2Þ

where p denotes the integrated density of the bands, and plower and pupper represent

the lower and upper limits to the transition, respectively. The lower limit plower
usually is the average of the zero-time point values. The upper limit, pupper, can be

set from the average value of the equilibrated samples. Values of �Y of 0 and

1 define the initial and equilibrated final states of the system, respectively. The

fractional values of �Y indicate the extent of progress along the reaction coordinate

for each of the protections analyzed as a function of either a thermodynamic

variable or time. While SAFA can implement Eq. (2) automatically, it is important

for the investigator to carefully review the assignment of transition endpoints for

accuracy and consistency.

The datasets individually scaled to fractional saturation by Eq. (2) are next fit to

a single exponential or if necessary multiple exponentials

�Y ¼ 1�
X
i¼1

ai expð�ki � tÞ ð3Þ

where ai and ki are the amplitude and rate constant, respectively, of the ith kinetic

phase. The reaction time used in the analysis is the sum of the delay time plus half

of the Fenton reaction time since the macromolecular reaction is ongoing during

the Fenton footprinting. Figure 5B shows the time-progress curves generated for

three sites of �OH protection and one hypersensitive band from quantitation of the

autoradiogram shown in Fig. 5A. The location of these local reporters of the

Mg2þ-induced folding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme is mapped on the secondary/

tertiary structure diagram shown in Fig. 5D.

IV. Interpretation of Individual Nucleotide Time-Progress Curves

Time-resolved footprinting is most eVectively applied to systems in which

the initial, final, or both structures are known. In such cases, the collection of

local solvent accessibility measures can ‘‘connect the dots’’ between the initial and

final states and thus define the pathway(s) of the transition and provide structural

constraints for the intermediate species that are populated along the way. Below is

described a graduated approach to the analysis and interpretation of time-resolved

�OH footprinting data that yields increasing insight into the mechanism underlying

the macromolecular process being studied.
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A. Analysis by Inspection

Much can be learned about a transition by ‘‘simply’’ comparing collections of

time-progress curves. Folding or binding hierarchies and kinetic mechanisms have

been deduced from sets of time-resolved �OH footprinting studies (Dhavan et al.,

2002; Sclavi et al., 1997, 1998a; Uchida et al., 2003). The information readily

gleaned by inspecting a set of time-progress curves is illustrated for the four curves

shown in Fig. 5B (of the 25–30 curves that can be obtained for this RNA)

describing the Mg2þ-mediated folding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme.

That folding of the RNA is heterogeneous is immediately apparent (Fig. 5B).

Formation of the tertiary contacts located within the P4-P6 domain (top three

panels; Fig. 5D) is significantly faster than nucleotides 95–97 (bottom panel),

which reports the docking of the P2 helix against the catalytic core (Fig. 5D).

Thus, folding under this condition is hierarchical. Additional heterogeneity is

observed within the time-progress curves; the three curves shown for P4-P6 are

best described by the sum of two exponentials. This kinetic behavior may reflect

either multiple kinetic processes or multiple populations of molecules. Finally, it

should be noted that while nucleotide 122 increases in its reactivity with time, its

time course is comparable to the two P4-P6 protections. Together these progress

curves reflect the overall folding of the P4-P6 domain.

B. Time-Progress Curve Clustering

While the subset of local measures shown in Fig. 5B outlines the sequence of

folding events for part of the ribozyme (Fig. 5D), it represents only a small part of

the 25–30 individual measures that can be acquired for this macromolecule.

Inspecting collections of such curves is tedious at best. Depending on the complex-

ity of the system, the time-resolved �OH footprinting can routinely provide tens of

individual-site time-progress curves reporting on the changes in the solvent acces-

sibility of the biopolymer backbone caused by reaction-associated structure

changes. Collection of similar curves by clustering distills a general picture from

overwhelming amounts of information.

Many statistical analysis software packages are commercially available that are

suitable for clustering the results of �OH footprinting studies. Much insight can be

gained by fitting time-progress curves to one or more exponentials and clustering

the resolved rate constants. Alternatively, the curves themselves can be clustered.

We will briefly summarize the approach used in our laboratory in order to

illustrate how we approach this analysis (Laederach et al., 2006). MatlabÒ scripts

and data examples for the cluster analysis and modeling of individual-site

time-progress curves can be downloaded from http://simtk.org/home/KinFold.

The initial question to ask is what should be the reasonable number of clusters to

adequately describe the system under study. While more clusters provide

smaller intra-cluster dispersion and thus a more accurate description of the data,

the precision of the data limits the fineness of the unique grouping that is possible.
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The Gap-statistic (Tibshirani et al., 2001) is an algorithm that validates the number

of clusters that are able to explain the precision gain of the data description caused

by nonuniformity in the data distribution. It is used herein to estimate the mini-

mum number of clusters suYcient to describe the data. Once the number of clusters

is established, the k-means clustering algorithm with a Manhattan distance metric

determines the aYliation of each time-progress curve to a cluster by comparison of

inter- with intra-cluster dispersion by calculating distance between corresponding

points on time-progress curves as the sum of horizontal and vertical segments.

Figure 6 illustrates the application of cluster to a simple model system.
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Fig. 6 Illustration of the clustering of progress curves that report local changes of macromolecular

structure: (A) In this example, in the left-hand plot five sites on the molecule shown by circles were

monitored with �OH footprinting (shown by lines of diVerent styles). The red dashed lines and the blue

solid lines in the right-hand plot indicate two clusters they were aYliated to by a k-means clustering of

the data. Locations of diVerently clustered sites are shown by red and blue circles on the secondary

structure inset; (B) A single intermediate is present along the folding pathway of the L-21 T. thermophila

group I intron in which the red (P4-P6) domain folds first. Adapted from Laederach et al. (2006), used

with permission of Elsevier Press. (See Plate no. 16 in the Color Plate Section.)
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The left panel of Fig. 6A shows simulated kinetic progress curves for five local

reporters of the Tetrahymena ribozyme folding. The location of these reporters on

the schematic of the ribozyme’s structure is indicated by the circles (Fig. 6A, inset).

The Gap-statistic for these data proposes two clusters; the result of the k-mean

clustering is shown on the right panel of Fig. 6A by the grouping of the curves into

red and blue clusters. Structural insight into the folding mechanism is gleaned by

connecting the location of reporters to the initial or final structure. In this way, the

regions of the macromolecule characterized by similar kinetic behavior are visua-

lized. Inspecting the location of the red cluster’s reporters on the ribozyme second-

ary structure, we can conclude that formation of the P4-P6 domain for the

presented case precedes formation of the catalytic core. The structure of the kinetic

intermediate can be predicted as a molecule with formed P4-P6 domain and

unfolded catalytic core resulting in a predicted folding mechanism such as shown

in Fig. 6B.

The value of clustering and its importance to the kinetic modeling described in

the next section is illustrated with a published study (Laederach et al., 2006)

conducted under experimental conditions diVerent than those used in the experi-

ments shown in Fig. 5. The 18 time-progress curves for this Mg2þ-induced folding

reaction of the Tetrahymena ribozyme clustered into four clusters (Fig. 7; see Plate

17 in the color insert section for the full color figure); the color coding of the

cluster centroids (Panel A) is reflected on the maps of the ribozyme secondary

(Panel B) and tertiary structure (Panel C). The relationship between structure and

folding behavior is clearly evident. The cyan cluster reflected formation of the

three-helix junction in P5abc domain and A-bulge, a defined structural element

(Zheng et al., 2001), which slightly precedes formation of the P4-P6 domain (green

cluster). The peripheral helices (red cluster) that wrap around the outside of the

folded molecule form at intermediate rates. The catalytic core folds the slowest

under this experimental condition. This analysis shows that the folding of the

ribozyme is quasi-hierarchical: formation of the periphery (red cluster) starts

before folding of the P4-P6 domain (green cluster) is complete, a similar hierarchy

is observed for the periphery and the catalytic core (red and blue clusters); only

folding of P4-P6 domain and the catalytic core (cyanþ green and blue clusters) are

completely separated. While these results can be rationalized by a sequential model

(Sclavi et al., 1998a), such an interpretation oversimplifies the folding process by

failing to account for a well-documented property of RNA folding, the prevalence

of parallel folding pathways. The modeling approach described below allows

kinetic models to be proposed and critically tested that in turn allow insight into

the fundamental nature of complex kinetic processes.

C. Kinetic Modeling

While much can be learned by inspecting collections of footprinting curves and

their clusters, the full potential of the data can only be unlocked through the develop-

ment of quantitative kinetic models (Laederach et al., 2006; Sclavi et al., 2005).
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from time-progress curves are plotted with symbols. The best-fitting kinetic model predictions to time-

progress curves for the Mg2þ-mediated folding are shown by lines. Colors correspond to the diVerent

regions of the molecule shown in Panel B. (B) Colored secondary structure diagram representation of the

L-21 T. thermophila group I intron. Colors represent regions of molecule exhibiting similar time-progress

curves during Mg2þ-mediated folding, as determined by k-means clustering of site-specific progress

curves. Boxes indicate sites of protection that were monitored on the molecule. From Laederach et al.

(2006), used with permission of Elsevier Press. (C) Coarse-grained model of the folded structure of the

Tetrahymena ribozyme with color coding as for Panel B. (See Plate no. 17 in the Color Plate Section.)
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Our approach to kinetic modeling of time-resolved footprinting data starts with

the cluster determination as described in the preceding section (Laederach

et al., 2006). It was empirically concluded that to describe the various kinetic

behaviors of n clusters of curves, at least n � 1 intermediates are required. Thus,

three intermediates are required to accommodate four clusters in our example

(Fig. 8A). The combinatorial explosion of possible kinetic models as the number
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Fig. 8 Kinetic modeling of theTetrahymena ribozyme folding. (A) Best-fitting kinetic model diagrams

for Mg2þ-mediated folding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme at low salt condition (rate constants are in

sec�1). Reverse rates were constrained to zero as an equivalently good fit to the data was obtained with

and without this constraint. The I1! I3 rate is 0.3� 0.02 sec�1 but not shown for clarity. All other rates

not shown are �0.01 sec�1; (B) The relative flux through the diVerent major folding pathways of the T.

thermophila group I intron sorted from the highest to the lowest for the same folding conditions; (C)

Structural cartoon models of possible conformations of the folding intermediates are shown, thicker

bonds represent regions of the molecule that adopt a native-like structure. The dominant folding

pathways are illustrated by arrows of corresponding color and style. From Laederach et al. (2006),

used with permission of Elsevier Press. (See Plate no. 18 in the Color Plate Section.)
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of independent local measures increases is attenuated by analyzing the clustering

of time-progress curves rather than the complete collection of separate curves.

We utilize parallel supercomputing to systematically test the possible models and

determine the best-fit kinetic topology and corresponding rate constants.

The ‘‘winning’’ kinetic model topology for the dataset shown on Fig. 7A is

presented on Fig. 8A. The structure of the intermediates is shown by colors (see

Plate 18 in the color insert section for the full color figure), corresponding to the

local reporters united as a cluster of the corresponding color to be folded for

the intermediate. Definition of the structures of reaction intermediates along

with the rates of their interconversion is unique to site-specific structural dynamic

methods (Fig. 8C). For example, the I1 intermediate has only the P5abc three-helix

junction and A-bulge formed, whereas I2 is characterized by folded P4-P6 domain,

I3 has periphery formed in addition to the P4-P6 domain. The local �OH protec-

tions provide constraints for course-grained structural models such as shown

on Fig. 8C.

The reaction flux through each intermediate can be calculated from the best-fit

rate constants (Fig. 8B). In our example of Mg2þ-induced folding of the

Tetrahymena ribozyme, the reaction flux is dispersed among the four most

populated pathways (Fig. 8B). The flux analysis provides a reasonable estima-

tion of the molecular fraction pursuing one or another pathway from unfolded

to folded molecular ensemble quantitatively demonstrating the importance of

parallel folding pathways. This approach to kinetic modeling is applicable to

any set of time-resolved local measures, including footprinting, fluorescence, and

NMR to name but a few possibilities. Systems amenable to such study include

protein and RNA folding, protein–protein and protein–nucleic acid interactions,

and assembly of complexes and enzymological processes. The invaluable insight

gained by this approach is the distillation of overwhelming amount of local

changes of solvent accessibility into a kinetic model with structurally defined

intermediates.
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Abstract

Site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

spectroscopy has emerged as a well-established method that can provide specific

information on the location and environment of an individual residue within large

and complex protein structures. The SDSL technique involves introducing a

cysteine residue at the site of interest and then covalently labeling with a

sulfhydryl-specific spin label containing a stable free radical, which is used as the
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EPR-detectable probe. SDSL directly probes the local environment, structure, and

proximity of individual residues, and is often greatly advantageous over techniques

that give global information on protein structure and changes. SDSL can detect

and follow changes in local structure due to intramolecular conformational

changes or dynamic interactions with other proteins, peptides, or substrates.

In addition, this technique can detect changes in distances between two sites and

provide information on the depth of spin labels located within a membrane bilayer.

EPR is neither limited by the size of the protein or peptide nor limited by the

optical properties of the sample and has the unique ability to address and

answer structure and dynamics questions that are not solvable solely by genetic

or crystal structure analysis, making it highly complementary to other structural

methods.

In this chapter, we introduce the basic methods for using SDSL EPR spectros-

copy in the study of the structure and dynamics of proteins and peptides and

illustrate the practical applications of this method through specific examples in the

literature.

I. Background and Methods

A. The Technique

The site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) technique involves the covalent attach-

ment of a spin label side chain, which contains a stable unpaired electron, to a

specific site on a protein or peptide. The most commonly used spin label is the

sulfhydryl-specific nitroxide, 2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-l-oxyl-3-methyl methanethiosul-

fonate (MTSL, Toronto Research Chemicals; Fig. 1). This probe contains an

unpaired electron, which is localized primarily in the pz orbital of the
14N atom,

and the probe is typically reacted with a cysteine residue as it is the only amino acid

side chain containing a sulfhydryl group.

Because the SDSL method requires unique cysteines for site-specific introduc-

tion of the spin label, any native cysteines within a protein need to be substituted

with another amino acid using polymerase chain reaction techniques or proven

to be unreactive to the spin label due to disulfide bond formation or lack of

N

S S CH3

O

O

O

+ CysHS CysS

N

S

O

Fig. 1 Covalent attachment of the spin label to a cysteine residue. Site-specific introduction of the spin

label is achieved through the selective reaction of the methanethiosulfonate group with the sulfhydryl

group of the cysteine residue.
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accessibility. Once the reactive cysteines have been removed, unique cysteines are

introduced at each site of interest and the mutant proteins are expressed and

purified. Considerable experience over the past 15 years has established that

proteins are highly resilient to site-specific introduction of cysteine residues.

Numerous examples now exist in the literature where a large number of sites in a

given protein have been mutated to cysteine and spin labeled without loss of

function (e.g., Perozo et al., 1998, 2002; Xu et al., 2005; Yang et al., 1996). Indeed,

one of the advantages of the SDSL technique is the small size and minimal

perturbation of the probe.

Spin labels are sold in powder form and are typically made into a small volume

(e.g., 50–100 ml), 200 mM stock solution in 100% acetonitrile (ACN). This solution

is kept at�20 �C and wrapped in foil. From this stock solution, dilutions are made

for each labeling experiment and used immediately. (Once in aqueous solution,

MTSL will react with itself to give a disulfide-linked dimer, reducing the concen-

tration available for reaction with the protein or peptide. This reaction does not

occur in 100% ACN.) Generally, the spin label is added at a tenfold molar excess

over the purified protein concentration in a buVer of pH 6.8. In most cases, the

protein will precipitate out of solution if 100%ACN is added directly to the protein

solution. So, dilutions from the 200 mM stock must first be made (in the protein or

labeling buVer) to bring the ACN concentration to below 10%. For example, for

1 ml of 20 mMpurified protein, add 1 ml of the 200 mM stock solution to 10–100 ml
of buVer and then add the entire dilution volume to the protein solution. This will

give a tenfold excess of spin label and keep the ACN concentration added to the

protein solution at or below 10%. This is gently mixed on a nutator or rotary mixer

overnight at 4 �C. If the protein is suYciently stable, the reaction will proceed

faster at room temperature. Some sites label faster and more completely than

others and therefore some testing is generally required for each new labeling

experiment. A surface-exposed site should label within minutes even at a

1:1 ratio; however, some buried sites require excess label and may take 16–24 h

or more. Unreacted spin label is removed by extensive dialysis or repurification by

aYnity or desalting column chromatography. As discussed below, free spin label in

solution has a very sharp signal and thus even small amounts of free label will be

evident in the spectrum, so it is important to remove all the excess spin label before

performing SDSL experiments.

As an essential first control, the cysteine-free protein should be expressed,

purified, and subjected to the labeling reaction prior to adding new cysteines.

This will allow one to determine if there are protein contaminants in the prepara-

tion that react with the label, and to assess the need for modifying the purification

protocols to prevent background labeling problems. In addition, all reducing

agents, such as dithiothreitol, need to be removed from the protein solution

prior to labeling with spin label, since the reducing agents will cleave the newly

formed disulfide bond formed between the spin label and the cysteine. In some

cases, DTT can remain in the solution at concentrations significantly below that of

the added spin label.
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For electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments on spin-labeled proteins

or peptides, the ideal concentration range for the spin label is 50–200 mM to give a

good signal. Lower concentrations can also be used—down to 5–10 mM, for

example—but require more acquisition time due to the need for more signal averag-

ing, which is discussed below. The EPRmachine detects only unpaired electrons, and

in the majority of cases the spin label will be the only stable free radical present

in the system. Therefore, in spin labeling experiments, at room temperature, the

presence of nonparamagnetic contaminants such as lipids, detergents, buVer
components, or other proteins do not add to the resulting EPR signal.

Sample volumes vary by technique and resonator or cavity choice. For experi-

ments performed in a loop-gap resonator (LGR), the sample volumes used are

typically about 2 ml, whereas in standard rectangular cavities the volumes used

are typically 10–25 ml. Samples are contained in glass capillaries or custom plastic

Polymethylpentene (TPX) sample holders and are fully recoverable after data acqui-

sition. An example experiment in a cavity would be to record the spectrum of 15 ml of
a singly spin-labeled 65-kDa protein at a concentration of 100 mM,which is less than

100 mg of protein. Or, for experiments in an LGR where only 2 ml is required, the
experiment uses less than 15 mg of protein and each protein sample can be recovered.

If suYcient sample is available or if the system under study cannot be concentrated,

larger volumes can be accommodated in quartz flat cells (100–250 ml) or in sample

configurations consisting of bundles of capillaries (0.25–1.0 ml), providing improved

signal-to-noise ratios.

The main components of an EPR machine include a magnet to generate the

magnetic field, a microwave source, a cavity or resonator to hold the sample, and

a computer for data acquisition and analysis (Fig. 2). In traditional EPR

Fig. 2 A typical EPR machine setup with a magnet and microwave source (center), a power supply

(right), and a computer for data acquisition (left).
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experiments, the magnetic field is swept, typically over a range of 100 Gauss, and

the microwave frequency remains constant. Gauss (G) is the unit of magnetic field

that has been traditionally used in EPR spin labeling (1 G ¼ 10�4 T). The vast

majority of SDSL experiments are done at an operating frequency of �9.5 GHz

(referred to as X-band). Cavities are generally used for routine recording of

spectra, while LGRs are used for experiments with limited amounts of sample

and gas exchange experiments requiring saturating levels of microwave power.

EPR detects the absorption of microwave photons by the sample at specific reso-

nant frequencies. In the presence of a magnetic field, an electron can exist in either of

the two energy states (which may be thought of conceptually as aligned with or

against themagnetic field) and, as shown inFig. 3, the separation between the allowed

energy levels (DE) for the electron spin increases as themagneticfield (Ho) is increased.

When the energy diVerence between the two levels exactly matches the energy of

the microwave radiation (DE ¼ hu), transitions between the spin states occur

(as indicated by the vertical line in Fig. 3). If there are no interactions of the free

electron with nearby nuclei, the EPR spectrum consists of a single line, as shown in

Fig. 3.

For nitroxide spin labels, the unpaired electron interacts primarily with the

nitrogen nucleus. This is referred to as the hyperfine interaction, and it produces

small changes in the allowed energy levels of the electron that depend on the

nuclear spin state, splitting the EPR signal into multiple lines. Spin labels with

the predominant 14N isotope give rise to a three-line EPR spectrum like the one

shown in Fig. 4; the I ¼ 1 nucleus splits the signal into 2I þ 1 lines (with each line

corresponding to a diVerent state of the 14N nucleus). The nearby 16O and
12C nuclei have nuclear spins of zero and therefore do not contribute to additional

line splitting (although under high-resolution conditions, splitting due to natural

abundance 13C, with I ¼ 1/2, can be observed). Hyperfine interactions with the

methyl group protons (I¼ 1/2) also occur but are typically too small to be resolved.

E

Ho

ΔE = hu

1
2−

1
2+

Fig. 3 EPR detects the absorption of microwave photons by the sample at a specific resonant

frequency (u). When the diVerence between the two energy levels (DE) exactly matches the energy of

the microwave radiation (hu), transitions between the spin states occur, as shown by the vertical line,

which corresponds to an EPR signal (shown below energy diagram).
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The remaining nuclei in a typical spin label are too far away (i.e., contain too little

unpaired electron spin density) to significantly contribute to the spectrum.

The magnitude of the hyperfine interaction depends on the amount of unpaired

electron spin density at the nucleus, and for spin labels varies as a function of the

polarity of the microenvironment surrounding the nitroxide. Polar solvents, such

as water, increase polarization of the N–O bond, resulting in increased electron

spin density at the nitrogen nucleus and an increase in the nitrogen isotropic

hyperfine coupling constant, aN (Fig. 4). Spin labeling was one of the earliest

techniques used to demonstrate the existence of a polarity gradient in membranes

(GriYth and Jost, 1976; Hubbell and McConnell, 1968), and variation in aN has

been used as an indicator of bilayer depth for lipid-analogue labels (Marsh, 2001)

and spin-labeled side chains in proteins (e.g., Zhang and Shin, 2006).

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, a small (typically �1 G) 100-kHz modula-

tion of the magnetic field is applied and the detector filters out any signals that do

not have this 100 kHz encoding. This results in a display of the EPR spectrum that

is the first derivative of the original absorption spectrum (as indicated in Figs. 3

and 4). The corresponding absorption spectrum can be obtained if desired by

simple integration of the first-derivative display.

There are three main categories of information that can be gained from SDSL

EPR experiments: motional dynamics (due to the motion of the protein, the spin-

label side chain, and/or the protein backbone), the accessibility of the spin label to

paramagnetic broadening reagents, and distances between two introduced spin

labels. Each of these categories of information is presented in detail below.

B. Motion

Among the most informative, and simplest, types of information that can be

extracted from an EPR spectrum are parameters that reflect spin label motion.

Since rotational mobility is encoded in the EPR lineshape, this information is

obtained simply by acquiring the spectrum. Conventional, X-band EPR spectra

are sensitive to rotational motion in the range of 0.1 to �100 nsec. Specialized

techniques such as saturation transfer (ST) EPR can extend the motional sensitivity

to the millisecond timescale and are useful for determining the tumbling rate of

aN aN

Fig. 4 Three-line nitroxide EPR spectrum. The 14N isotropic hyperfine coupling constant aN is given

by the separation between the lines.
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the spin-labeled protein as a whole or of a protein domain in a supramolecular

complex (e.g., Fajer, 2000).

A series of EPR spectra corresponding to diVerent rates of rotational motion are

shown in Fig. 5. In the fast motional limit (�0.1 nsec), one observes three lines

of approximately equal height (Fig. 5A). As the motion slows, the lines broaden

(Fig. 5B and C). Since the intensity of each line is proportional to the product of its

amplitude and the square of its width (i.e., I � ADH2), as the lines broaden their

amplitudes decrease. As seen in Fig. 5, this broadening and decrease in amplitude

varies for each of the three lines. The spectrum in Fig. 5D corresponds to the slow

motion limit (>100 nsec) for conventional, first-derivative spin label EPR spectra.

Referred to as a ‘‘powder’’ or ‘‘rigid limit’’ spectrum, this general shape is obtained

for any nitroxide in the absence of rotational motion (and for a dilute powder or

frozen solution).

As can be seen in Fig. 5B, attachment of the spin label to even a small,

unstructured peptide results in some degree of motional restriction, and this

restriction increases significantly in the presence of local secondary structure

(Fig. 5C). Ultimately, the overall mobility of the spin label is determined by a

combination of (1) motion of the label itself relative to the peptide backbone,

(2) fluctuations of the a-carbon backbone, and (3) rotational motion of the entire

protein or peptide. Using appropriate conditions, it is generally possible to isolate

these various sources of spin label dynamics.

For proteins with molecular weights greater than�15 kDa or proteins in macro-

molecular assemblies (including membrane proteins in cells, liposomes, or detergent

mI +1 0 −1
A

B

C

D

Fig. 5 The EPR spectrum is sensitive to the motion of the spin label side chain. (A) A dilute solution

of MTSL, (B) MTSL bound to a small, 15-residue peptide in aqueous solution, (C) the same spin-

labeled peptide folded into an a-helix, and (D) the spin-labeled peptide in frozen solution.
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micelles), the overall tumbling rate of the complex is too slow to aVect the

conventional EPR spectrum. However, for proteins of less than �15 kDa, rota-

tional diVusion of the protein can influence the observed spectrum. That is,

the spin label can be rigidly buried in the protein, and yet the spectrum may

indicate fast-to-intermediate mobility due to tumbling of the entire protein or

peptide. This can be simply overcome by adding solutes (e.g., sucrose or glycerol)

that increase solution viscosity (e.g., Mchaourab et al., 1997b). Addition of 30%

sucrose increases bulk viscosity and dampens the Brownian rotation of the protein

without significantly altering the motion of the nitroxide side chain.

Local fluctuations of the a-carbon backbone can also contribute to spin label

mobility. This type of motion is evident from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

measurements on the relaxation of amide nitrogens (Palmer, 2001). To study

backbone fluctuations by SDSL, the flexibility of the spin label side chain can

be eliminated by using derivatives of MTSL with bulky substituents such as methyl

or phenyl groups at the 40 position of the nitroxide ring (Fig. 6) in place of

hydrogen (Columbus et al., 2001). Additionally, the eVects of backbone fluctua-

tions may be apparent when comparing sites in similar environments where side-

chain flexibility is expected to be sequence-independent, as in the case of the

a-helical zipper domain of the yeast transcription factor GCN4 (Columbus and

Hubbell, 2002, 2004).

In most SDSL applications, it is the motion of the spin label side chain that is of

primary interest, as it is this aspect of the motion that is sensitive to tertiary contacts

and protein structure in the local environment of the spin label. There are five

chemical bonds between the pyrroline ring of MTSL and the a-carbon backbone

of the protein or peptide to which it is attached (see Fig. 6). A large number of

studies with proteins of known structure, crystallographic analysis of spin-labeled

proteins (Langen et al., 2000), and spin labeling with MTSL analogues containing

bulky substituents in the nitroxide ring (Columbus et al., 2001) have indicated that at

a-helical sites the flexibility of the side chain is dominated by rotations about the two

bonds closest to the nitroxide ring moiety (X4 and X5). Interaction of Sd of the

disulfide bond with a backbone Ca hydrogen restricts mobility about the first two

bonds adjacent to the a-carbon backbone, and isomerization about the disulfide

CysS

N

S

O

X5
X4 X3H 4�

Fig. 6 A typical nitroxide side chain covalently bonded to a cysteine residue. The 40 position of the

nitroxide ring can be used to add bulky substituent groups to slow the rotation about the X3, X4, and X5

bonds shown above.
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bond (X3) is slow on the EPR timescale, so that even at exposed helical sites the

motion of the spin label is constrained to isomerizations about X4 and X5. In b-sheet
proteins the situation is somewhat more complex, with spin label motion being

influenced by location within the b-sheet (i.e., edge vs internal strand) and

side-chain interactions with neighboring strands (Lietzow and Hubbell, 2004).

Crystal structures of T4 lysozyme (T4L) mutants labeled with MTSL indicated

the presence of two favored conformations of the disulfide bond relative to the

peptide backbone (Langen et al., 2000). Because of these two alternative rotameric

states of the MTSL side chain, EPR spectra may contain two motional compo-

nents even though the protein is in a single conformational state (see Fig. 7).

Nonetheless, the EPR spectral shape is still characteristic of the local structure,

and changes in the relative amounts of the two motional components remain a

sensitive indication of a change in protein conformation.

Although local secondary structure influences the spin label mobility somewhat,

far more significant eVects are seen at sites where the spin label is in tertiary contact

with other side chains in the local environment. Spin labels at tertiary contact sites

can exhibit complex spectral shapes (e.g., Fig. 7), and sites buried within the core

of a large protein often approach the rigid limit.

As seen in Figs. 5 and 7, the eVects of motion on the spin label spectrum are so

dramatic that a given labeling site can often be classified as ‘‘mobile,’’ ‘‘weakly

immobilized,’’ or ‘‘strongly immobilized’’ by casual inspection. However, motion

can be quantitated quite precisely. For isotropic motion, the peak-to-peak width of

each of the first-derivative lines, DH(mI), is related to the rotational correlation

time, tc (Stone et al., 1965), such that

DHðmIÞ/½Aþ BðmIÞ þ CðmIÞ2�tc þ X ð1Þ

The constants A, B, and C are characteristic of the given spin label and are related

to the anisotropy (orientation dependence) of the g and hyperfine values, while X

Fig. 7 Composite EPR spectra containing multiple motional components (indicated by arrows).
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represents contributions to the linewidth that are not dependent on motion. The

dependence of the linewidth on the nuclear spin state (mI) indicates that each line

will have a diVerent width (e.g., Fig. 5C). The ‘‘A’’ term broadens all lines equally;

the ‘‘C’’ term broadens the low- and high-field lines but does not aVect the center
line (for whichmI¼ 0); the ‘‘B’’ term is negative for spin labels and causes the high-

field (mI ¼ �1) line to broaden and the low-field (mI ¼ þ1) line to narrow. These

various contributions give rise to the typical asymmetry seen for intermediate

motion in Fig. 5. The rotational correlation time, tc, is the time necessary for the

spin label to rotate through an angle of 1 radian, so that shorter times (smaller

values of tc) indicate faster motion. The dependence on tc indicates that as motion

decreases (i.e., tc increases) the lines broaden, and the greater the increase in tc, the
more pronounced the linewidth asymmetry becomes (see Fig. 5).

In the intermediate-to-fast motional regime, where one observes three distinct

first-derivative lines (e.g., Fig. 5A–C), an approximate value of tc is given by:

tc ¼ 6:5� 10�10DHppð0Þ Að0Þ
Að�1Þ

� �1=2

� 1

" #
ð2Þ

where A(0) and A(�1) are the peak-to-peak heights of the center- and high-field

lines, respectively, DHpp(0) is the peak-to-peak width of the center line, and tc is in
seconds. The constant value is derived using the magnetic parameters of a small

water-soluble nitroxide, t-butyl nitroxide. Although Eq. (2) is only an approxima-

tion, correlation times calculated from Eq. (2) do accurately reflect relative

mobilities and changes in the spin label motion.

An even simpler parameter for examining relative mobility is the inverse width

of the center line, DHpp(0)
�1. Since linewidth increases with decreasing motion

(i.e., as correlation times become longer), taking the inverse width gives an empiri-

cal parameter that is proportional to motion. Since the center line is the narrowest

(and hence has the greatest amplitude), the use of DHpp(0)
�1 allows one to evaluate

motion from the most easily measured features of the spectrum (which can be

beneficial in cases where signal intensity is limited). The inverse linewidth provides

a measure of relative mobility so that when scanning through a region of secondary

structure that is packed asymmetrically, one observes a periodicity in DHpp(0)
�1

that reflects the local structure. Similarly, if one is investigating a possible confor-

mational change at a given site—for example upon ligand binding or protein

folding/denaturation—an increase in DHpp(0)
�1 indicates increased mobility at

that site and vice versa.

The inverse width of the center line can also be normalized to provide a scaled

mobility parameter, MS (Hubbell et al., 2000), such that:

MS ¼ DHppð0Þ�1 � DHppð0Þ�1ðiÞ
DHppð0Þ�1ðmÞ � DHppð0Þ�1ðiÞ

" #
ð3Þ
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where DHpp(0)
�1(m) and DHpp(0)

�1(i) are the inverse widths of the center line for

the most mobile and most immobile sites in a given system, respectively. Thus,MS

is scaled to values between 0 and 1, with larger values indicating greater mobility.

The scaled mobility can be useful for comparing local regions of secondary

structure in disparate systems. For example, a plot of MS for a series of sites in

colicin E1 and annexin indicates that while both have a-helical secondary

structure, the colicin E1 helix has greater mobility (Columbus and Hubbell, 2002).

A diVerent set of parameters is used to characterize the spin label mobility in the

slow motional regime. Such spectra are characterized by features corresponding

to spin labels aligned with their z-axis parallel to the external magnetic field,

separated by 2T||, and those spin labels aligned with their xy plane along the

direction of the magnetic field, separated by 2T? (Fig. 8). Rotational motion

causes the 2T|| features to shift toward the center of the spectrum, so that the

smaller values of 2T|| indicate increased mobility and larger values of 2T|| indicate

that the motion of the nitroxide side chain has become even more restricted.

The sensitivity of the EPR spectrum to the spin label mobility is influenced by

both the rate and the amplitude of the motion, and in general the rotational motion

of a spin label is not isotropic (i.e., does not have the same amplitude in all

directions). Indeed, even at exposed a-helical sites restriction of the internal side-

chain dynamics to changes about the X4 and X5 bonds will limit the amplitude of

the motion. Spin label motion is typically modeled as rotation within a cone about

the z-axis (i.e., the nitrogen p-orbital; Fig. 9). The amplitude of the motion is

described by an order parameter, S, such that,

S ¼ 1

2
ð3hcos2 yi � 1Þ ð4Þ

where hcos2 yi is the time-averaged value for the angle of deviation of the nitroxide

z-axis. Note that for y equal to 0�, hcos2 yi is 1 and the order parameter is 1, while

for y equal to 90�, hcos2 yi is 1/3 and the order parameter is 0 (i.e., the motion is

isotropic). For experimental spectra with distinct T|| and T? features (such as

Fig. 8), the order parameter can be determined from the relationship

2T⊥

2T

Fig. 8 A conventional, first-derivative EPR spectrum in the slow motional regime can be character-

ized by the motional parameters 2T|| and 2T?, which can be used to calculate the order parameter.
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S ¼ ðT 0
jj � T

0
⊥Þ

ðTjj � T⊥Þxl

� �
aNðxlÞ
a0
N

� �
ð5Þ

where primes indicate experimental values and ‘‘xl’’ indicates values determined

from single-crystal or powder spectra. For spectra such as those in Fig. 8, the

nitrogen isotropic hyperfine coupling constant, aN, is given by 1=3ðT 0
jjþ 2T

0
⊥Þ, and

the factor aNðxlÞ=a0
N is used to correct for diVerences in the experimental aN

relative to the aN(xl) value observed in a single-crystal. More detailed discussions

of the order parameter and its application to the anisotropic motion (i.e., prefer-

ential motion about a given direction, such as rotation about the long axis of a lipid

alkyl chain) of lipid-analogue spin labels in membranes can be found in GaVney
(1976), GriYth and Jost (1976), and Hubbell and McConnell (1968).

For the majority of SDSL studies, measurements of relative mobility along a

sequence (to establish secondary structure) or following some perturbation such as

ligand binding (to follow changes in conformation) are suYcient to provide the

structural information needed to understand a given biological mechanism. How-

ever, it is possible to obtain a more detailed description of the spin label side chain

motion by simulating the EPR spectrum. For example, a simulation program

based on microscopic order—macroscopic disorder (MOMD) has been developed

(Budil et al., 1996) that provides both rotational correlation times and order

parameters for a given spectrum. The MOMD program has been used to examine

the eVects of the side chain structure on spin label motion in a-helices (Columbus

et al., 2001) and in an antiparallel b-sheet (Lietzow and Hubbell, 2004).

C. Accessibility

The power saturation technique takes advantage of the fact that certain reagents

are paramagnetic and aVect the relaxation rate of the spin label. Under nonsatur-

ating conditions, the height of the spectral lines is proportional to the incident

q
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Fig. 9 The free electron in a nitroxide resides mainly in the nitrogen p-orbital, which is defined as the

z-axis. Motion can be defined by the movement within a cone with a maximum angle y about the z-axis.
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microwave power, increasing linearly with the square root of the incident

power, P1/2. However, if high enough powers are used, the sample cannot relax

fast enough to absorb additional photons and the increase in signal amplitude

becomes less than linear with P1/2, and at even higher microwave powers signal

heights will begin to decrease. This phenomenon is referred to as saturation of the

signal. When paramagnetic relaxation reagents interact with the spin label, they

enhance the relaxation rate and allow the sample to absorb more power before

becoming saturated. This process is a direct reflection of the bimolecular collision

rate between the spin label and the paramagnetic relaxation agent, and provides

valuable information about the environment of the introduced spin label.

Conceptually, SDSL accessibility experiments are similar to fluorescence quenching,

although the processes underlying the two techniques are fundamentally diVerent.
Two main reagents are most commonly used: oxygen is small and hydrophobic

and is generally found in the center of lipid bilayers and in hydrophobic pockets of

proteins, and only to a small extent in the solution phase. Nickel compounds, such

as nickel (II) ethylenediaminediacetate (NiEDDA), are water soluble and are

located mainly in the solution phase and not found in the center of bilayers.

NiEDDA is a neutral water-soluble compound and therefore does partition slight-

ly into bilayers and hydrophobic regions, but another less commonly used para-

magnetic broadening reagent is chromium oxalate (CROX), which is negatively

charged and is strictly found in the aqueous phase. The natural relaxation rate of

the spin label in a particular environment is measured in the presence of nitrogen,

typically using N2 flowing over a gas-permeable sample capillary to purge the

sample of air. The degree to which the spin label interacts with each of these

reagents can give us valuable information on its environment. The individual site

can be located within a bilayer, buried within a protein, or on a solvent-exposed

surface based on this type of data.

The accessibilities of a particular spin label to oxygen and NiEDDA can be

determined by power saturation methodology where the height of the center line of

the spectrum is measured at a series of microwave powers. First, the sample is

inserted into a small gas-permeable plastic (TPX) sample tube, and after insertion

into the LGR, nitrogen or oxygen gas is continuously blown over the sample to

equilibrate the sample with either nitrogen or 20% oxygen. For the control and for

samples containing the NiEDDA reagent, the sample is equilibrated with nitrogen,

whereas air is used for the introduction of oxygen into the sample. For each

sample, the height of the center line is recorded in the presence of nitrogen as a

control, in the presence of 20% oxygen (air), and with the addition of 5- to 200-mM

NiEDDA to the protein solution and recorded under nitrogen gas. This requires

only one or two samples since the nitrogen and air experiments can be done on the

same sample simply by changing the gas flowing over the sample, and the

NiEDDA experiment can be carried out using a new sample or by addition of

reagent to the recovered nitrogen/air sample.

Once the gas is equilibrated, the range of powers typically required is

0.5–100 mW, but this strongly depends on the configuration of the spectrometer,
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the resonator properties, and the degree of accessibility of the site being studied.

The central lineheight is then plotted against the square root of the incident

microwave power (Fig. 10) and fitted to the following equation, which yields a

P1/2 value (Yu et al., 1994).

A ¼ IP1=2 1þ ð21=e � 1ÞP
P1=2

" #�e

ð6Þ

P1/2 is the power at which the intensity of the first-derivative center lineheight is

half of its unsaturated intensity and is referred to as the power saturation parame-

ter. A is the height of the center line, I is a scaling factor, P is the incident

microwave power, and E is a line homogeneity factor. The resulting P1/2 value for

the nitrogen control is subtracted from both P1/2(O2) and P1/2(NiEDDA) to

generate DP1/2 values that quantitate the degree of accessibility to oxygen and

NiEDDA, respectively (Altenbach et al., 1989). That is, for NiEDDA

DP1=2ðNiEDDAÞ ¼ P1=2ðNiEDDAÞ � P1=2ðN2Þ ð7Þ
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Fig. 10 Typical CW saturation plots for a sample in the presence of various paramagnetic broadening

reagents. This particular spin label is in a water-soluble environment, based on the fact that it takes

longer for the EPR signal amplitude to become less than linear with power in the presence of the water-

soluble reagents CROX and NiEDDA than in the presence of hydrophobic oxygen. A power saturation

curve is always run in the presence of nitrogen as a baseline value. These curves can be fitted to Eq. (6) to

obtain a quantitative power saturation value, P1/2.
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The DP1/2 value is a direct measure of the bimolecular collision rate between the

spin label side chain and the paramagnetic relaxation agent, which yields accessi-

bility information at a very local site. DP1/2 values can be normalized to account for

spectrometer configuration, resonator properties, and spectral linewidth to give

the accessibility parameter,P, using diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH) as a standard

for calibration (reviewed in Feix and Klug, 1998; Klug and Feix, 2004). P is a

dimensionless parameter that essentially translates the DP1/2 values into universal

values that can be compared across diVerent labs and proteins.

Standard cavities are not normally suitable for power saturation studies because

they do not provide high enough powers to adequately saturate the sample. LGRs

concentrate the microwaves within the resonator, allowing one to attain saturating

conditions. The incident microwave power (P) and the microwave field generated

within the resonator or cavity (H1) are directly related by a ∧ factor: H1 ¼ ∧P1/2.

Cavities tend to have a ∧ value of �1, while for LGRs, ∧ is �5–8, significantly

increasing the microwave field experienced by the sample.

As an example of this technique, a solvent-exposed site on a protein would give a

very high DP1/2 value in the presence of NiEDDA, whereas a site exposed to the

lipid phase near the center of the bilayer would yield very high oxygen DP1/2 values,

but very small DP1/2 values for NiEDDA. For example, from the data in Fig. 10,

one can immediately identify the site as being solvent exposed because it is visibly

apparent that it takes longer to saturate the EPR signal in the presence of the

water-soluble reagents NiEDDA and CROX than it does in the presence of

hydrophobic oxygen. In addition to important information on the environment

of specific sites within a protein or peptide, a series of consecutive sites can be

individually studied to produce secondary structure information. This method,

where the accessibility values are plotted against position number, can distinguish

between a-helical, b-strand, and unstructured regions of a protein. This works

because external a-helices have a periodicity of 3.6 residues per turn, so every 3 or 4

residues would be highly exposed to the solvent (showing high NiEDDA values),

and the sites on the other side of the helix would be buried against the protein and

show low DP1/2 values for both NiEDDA and oxygen (see Fig. 11). Similarly,

b-strands give a periodicity pattern of 2.0 (Fig. 11), and unstructured regions will

show no regular periodicity. Sequences buried within a protein or elements of

secondary structure that lack any tertiary contacts would not be diVerentiated
using this technique as all sides of the structure would be either completely

inaccessible or fully accessible to the reagents used, respectively. In-phase periodi-

cities of oxygen and NiEDDA data indicate solvent-exposed structural elements,

whereas out-of-phase periodicities of the oxygen and nickel accessibilities identify

lipid-exposed structural elements.

For integral membrane proteins or membrane-associated peptides, the depth of

a given spin label side chain within a lipid bilayer can be determined using

accessibility data based on the inverse concentration gradients of oxygen and

NiEDDA within a lipid bilayer. This is an extremely useful technique for position-

ing protein or peptide segments within the lipid bilayer (e.g., Hubbell et al., 1998;
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Isas et al., 2002; Perozo et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 1999). In order to obtain depth

measurements of spin label side chains facing the membrane, another parameter,

F, is calculated based on the following equation (Altenbach et al., 1994):

F ¼ ln
DP1=2ðO2Þ

DP1=2ðNiEDDAÞ
� �

ð8Þ

The variation in the concentrations of oxygen and NiEDDA within the membrane

bilayer has been shown to be inversely proportional (Altenbach et al., 1994);

oxygen concentration is greatest at the center of the bilayer and decreases toward

the membrane surface, whereas NiEDDA concentration is greatest at the surface

of the bilayer in the aqueous phase and decreases to nearly zero in the center of

the bilayer. Therefore, the natural log of this ratio yields F, a parameter with a

linear dependence on depth into the bilayer. F can then be calibrated to each

particular membrane system using lipid-analogue spin labels that localize at

known bilayer depths (e.g., Fig. 12). Membranes containing unlabeled wild-type

proteins are calibrated with the addition of 0.5–1 mol% spin-labeled lipids (relative

to host lipid). 5-, 7-, 10-, and 12-doxyl PC lipids (Avanti Polar Lipids) contain
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Fig. 11 Idealized accessibility data plots indicating b-strand and a-helical secondary structure.
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a spin label at the indicated positions and have known depths in the bilayer

(Dalton et al., 1987). The accessibility measurements obtained for each lipid

label and their F values are plotted against their known depths to yield a bilayer

depth calibration equation:

depthðA� Þ ¼ mFþ b ð9Þ

The resulting equation is used to calculate the depth of membrane-exposed resi-

dues of integral membrane proteins and peptides, based on their respective F
values (as in Fig. 12; Klug et al., 1997). Note that F values do not provide depths

for sites not exposed to the lipid phase (e.g., buried within a helical bundle or facing

an aqueous transmembrane channel). The resolution of this technique is limited

only by the rotational range of the spin label side chain and is more than suYcient

for insertion depths of specific sites within a protein or peptide in a membrane

bilayer.

D. Distances

One of the most active, rapidly developing aspects of SDSL is the ability to make

distance measurements between two spin labels, either intramolecular distances

between two labels in the same monomer or intermolecular distances between sites

on diVerent proteins (for detailed reviews, see Borbat and Freed, 2000; Eaton et al.,

2000; Hustedt and Beth, 2000; Xiao and Shin, 2000). Distance measurements

between two nitroxides can provide information on both protein structure and
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Fig. 12 Example of a bilayer depth calibration using 5-, 7-, 10-, and 12-doxylPC spin labels. This

system, which contained reconstituted, unlabeled FepA, yielded a calibration equation of Å ¼ 3.56F þ
3.62 (Klug et al., 1997).
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functional dynamics. Various methodologies have been developed to study this

interaction in biological systems in frozen solutions or at room temperature. The

ability to monitor conformational changes within a large protein structure based

on changes in spin–spin interactions (and, therefore, in the distances between

the two labeled sites) is a unique benefit of this technique. Because SDSL distance

measurements can be used to determine how regions of secondary structure are

organized, it, in principle, allows the development of a full structural model

based on EPR data alone. For SDSL distance measurements, both sites are

typically labeled with a single type of label such as MTSL, as there is no require-

ment for distinct donor and acceptor probes (see Chapter 8 by Shanker and Bane,

this volume for a parallel discussion of donor acceptor pairs in fluorescence

measurements).

Distance measurements are based on observing the eVects of magnetic dipolar

interactions between the unpaired electrons of two spin labels (or of a spin label

and a paramagnetic metal ion). This is a through-space interaction that is not

influenced by intervening protein structure (an advantage relative to chemical

cross-linking methods). In the range of �8–20 Å, interactions between the mag-

netic dipoles of the two labels give rise to distance-dependent line broadening in the

conventional continuous wave (CW) EPR spectrum. Line broadening is accom-

panied by a decrease in signal amplitude, and for distances up to �15–20 Å a

decrease in peak height for spectra normalized to the same spin concentration can

often be used as a qualitative indication of spin–spin interaction (e.g., Fig. 13).

In many cases, this is all that is necessary to determine oligomerization state or

demonstrate a conformational change. For higher resolution structural analysis,

quantitative distances can be determined using spectral simulation approaches

based on Fourier deconvolution (Altenbach et al., 2001c; Rabenstein and Shin,

1995), convolution of the spectra from noninteracting spins with a broadening

function (Mchaourab et al., 1997b; SteinhoV et al., 1997), or by rigorously simu-

lating spectra with consideration of both the distance between spin labels and their

relative orientations (Hustedt et al., 1997, 2006). The resolution limit of these

Fig. 13 Spin–spin broadening. The gray line represents the sum of the two single mutant spectra, and

the black line represents the broadened spectrum resulting from dipolar interaction between the two

spin labels in the double mutant.
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methods is determined primarily by the distribution of distances between spin

labels that arises because of the inherent flexibility of the nitroxide side chain

and is typically on the order of 1–2 Å. For highly immobilized, well-oriented

pairs of spin labels, a resolution of 0.1–0.2 Å has been achieved (Hustedt et al.,

1997).

Recently developed pulse EPR methods, including pulse electron–electron dou-

ble resonance (DEER or pELDOR) (Brown et al., 2002; Pannier et al., 2000;

SteinhoV et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 2005) and double quantum coherence (DQC)

(Bonora et al., 2004; Borbat and Freed, 2000; Borbat et al., 2001, 2002) have now

made possible the measurement of interspin distances in the range of �20–60 Å.

This increase in range has greatly expanded potential applications. With this

increased sensitivity, the researcher has significantly more flexibility in deciding

where to place the spin labels and can now choose nonperturbing sites, such as on

the outer surface of an exposed helix. In this approach, a second microwave

frequency is used to perturb the relaxation of a saturated spin label, resulting in

modulation of its time-dependent signal intensity (Fig. 14). Analysis of the depth

and frequency of modulations provides a distance between the two labels.

In addition, the width of the derived distance distribution contains information

on structural heterogeneity, that is, a narrow distance distribution indicates that

the protein is structurally homogeneous and that the spin labels occupy a narrow

range of orientations with respect to the peptide backbone. At present, the need for
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Fig. 14 Example of a DEER spin echo distance distribution measurement. Reprinted with permission

from Zhou et al. (2005). Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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suYciently long relaxation times requires these measurements to be made at liquid

N2 temperature (77 K) or lower; a number of studies have indicated that rapid

freezing in the presence of a suitable cryoprotectant (e.g., glycerol or sucrose)

generally preserves the relevant structure.

II. Examples

In this section, we illustrate the practical applications of the SDSL methods

described above through specific examples in the literature. Although only a very

small set of the many published experiments using SDSL are used here as illustra-

tions of the usefulness of the technique, a variety of reviews also exist to readily

point out additional experiments (e.g., Borbat et al., 2001; Feix and Klug, 1998;

Freed, 2000; Hubbell et al., 1998, 2000; Hustedt and Beth, 1999; Klug and Feix,

2004; Millhauser, 1992; Thompson et al., 2001).

A. Secondary Structure

The secondary structural elements of a section of protein can be determined by

nitroxide scanning through the region of interest and plotting the accessibilities or

motional parameters of each spin-labeled site as a function of sequence position.

Useful information includes not only the secondary structure of the sites studied,

but can also indicate changes in structure or lack of structure. Examples of each

type of secondary structural element as determined mainly by power saturation

EPR are presented below.

1. a-Helix

One of themost studied proteins by SDSL is T4L, which is a highly helical protein

as determined byX-ray crystallography. It is known as the workhorse for the SDSL

technique and was first used as a model helical protein to demonstrate the eVective-
ness of the accessibility approach to structure determination byEPR (Hubbell et al.,

1996). A set of eight consecutive residues on an external helix were individually spin

labeled and their accessibilities to the paramagnetic broadening reagent oxygen

were plotted versus sequence number. The data points could be overlaid with a

sine wave with a periodicity of 3.6, clearly demonstrating the capability of the

technique to correctly identify a-helical secondary structure. This study also indi-

cated that the introduction of a spin label side chain does not significantly perturb

the protein structure. It was also shown in this study that plotting the inverse of the

central linewidth of the spectrum showed a similar periodicity, and this mobility

parameter can often be used as an indicator of structure.
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Another early example of the use of accessibility and mobility measurements

to identify a-helical secondary structure is the study of lactose permease (Voss

et al., 1996). Fourteen sites in one of the 12 putative a-helices of lactose per-

mease were spin labeled and analyzed by accessibility to oxygen and nitroxide

mobility (DHpp(0)
�1). The data showed a periodic dependence of 3.6 for both the

accessibility and the mobility parameters, directly supporting the idea that these

residues form an a-helix (Fig. 15) and that it is located on the outside of the

proposed helical bundle.

2. b-Strand
Cellular retinol-binding protein (CRBP) is a small water-soluble b-sheet protein

with a known crystal structure that was first used to demonstrate the eVectiveness
of the SDSL power saturation technique in identifying b-strand secondary struc-

ture (Hubbell et al., 1996; Lietzow and Hubbell, 1998, 2004). The accessibilities to

oxygen for five consecutive sites on an external strand were plotted against residue

number and the data clearly revealed a periodicity of 2.0. The sites with higher

accessibility values corresponded to the solvent-exposed surface, while the sites

with lower accessibilities were buried within the protein, allowing assignment of

not only the secondary structure for this section of protein but also the fold.

The first studies on an integral membrane protein with a high content of b-strand
secondary structure involved the ferric enterobactin receptor, FepA (Klug et al.,

1997). A nitroxide scan through a predicted transmembrane segment clearly
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permission from Voss et al. (1996). Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.
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demonstrated that sites 245–253 showed an alternating (2.0) periodicity in their

accessibilities to oxygen and NiEDDA, proving b-strand structure, and also that

the accessibilities were out-of-phase, indicating that the strand was located in a

membrane environment (Fig. 16). Depth measurements (discussed below) con-

firmed that this b-strand spanned the bilayer. Identification of membrane interfaces

is a particularly useful feature of SDSL.As seen in Fig. 16, accessibility toNiEDDA

increases sharply at residues 246 and 255, indicating a transition from themembrane

to the aqueous phase. FepA from Escherichia coli was subsequently crystallized

(Buchanan et al., 1999) and shown to be a transmembrane b-barrel protein with a

large N-terminal plug domain filling the interior channel, and the location of the

b-strand characterized by SDSL was confirmed in precise detail. This SDSL study

also indicated unusually low NiEDDA accessibility, as well as low mobility, for

residues facing the inside of the barrel (250–254). This was later accounted for by the

presence of the 153-residue plug discovered in the crystal structure.

One of the highly conserved sequences within the soluble lens protein aA-crystallin

was investigated as the first-solubleb-strand to be studiedon anuncrystallized protein
structure (Mchaourab et al., 1997a). Analysis of 12 consecutive sites demonstrated

that this conserved section of protein formed a b-strand based on a clear 2.0 period-

icity in the accessibility data. One side of the strand showed very low accessibility to

both oxygen and NiEDDA along with very slow motion, indicating that this face of

the strand has extensive tertiary interactions within the protein. Although residues

on the opposing face had higher accessibilities, they remained low relative to other

systems. The authors concluded that this identifies sites of contact within the quater-

nary or oligomeric assembly of the protein subunits, giving additional insight into

the folding of the protein beyond that of secondary structure information.
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3. Changes in Structure

As well as identifying regions of secondary structure within a protein or peptide,

the SDSL technique can also identify unstructured regions, which are character-

ized by a lack of regular periodicity in their accessibility plots. Also, changes in

local structure can be monitored using this technique.

For example, a series of spin labels were introduced into the 140-amino acid

protein a-synuclein, and their EPR spectra were recorded in solution and in the

presence of membranes (Jao et al., 2004). a-Synuclein is considered a natively

unfolded protein, and previous analysis by circular dichroism suggested that the

protein undergoes a conformational change from unstructured in solution to

a-helical in the membrane-bound form. To investigate this structural change,

numerous single cysteine mutants were constructed and spin labeled with MTSL.

In solution, their EPR spectra showed very fast motion, clearly indicating that the

protein is largely unfolded in this state. However, upon addition of membranes,

the majority of the spectra became more immobile, confirming that a confor-

mational change does occur. To characterize the secondary structure of this

membrane-bound form, the authors determined the accessibilities to oxygen and

NiEDDA for 32 consecutive residues. The data correspond to a regular a-helical
structure with a periodicity of 3.67 amino acids per turn, remarkably similar to the

ideal value of 3.6. In addition, a helical wheel representation of the residues studied

was generated based on this periodicity, which revealed that this helix does indeed

have a polar face that is solvent-exposed and a hydrophobic face that interacts with

the membrane. The average immersion depth of the membrane-exposed helix side

chains was determined from the saturation parameters to be �11 Å for the entire

helix, suggesting that it lays flat across the surface of the membrane.

Mobility can also be a useful tool for determining secondary structure and

tracking changes in conformation. For example, sites in the N-terminal TonB

box region of the vitamin B12 transporter BtuB were recorded in the absence and

presence of ligand to identify the structural change that occurs in this region upon

ligand binding (Hubbell et al., 2000; Merianos et al., 2000). When the mobility

parameters (the inverse linewidths of the central line) for each spectrum are plotted

in the absence of ligand, they show a periodicity that is consistent with a-helical
secondary structure (Fig. 17). However, upon addition of ligand, mobility para-

meters at all sites become relatively similar and increase, suggesting loss of second-

ary structure and increased flexibility in the Ton box. These changes can be

interpreted in terms of a proposed transmembrane signaling mechanism for

BtuB (Merianos et al., 2000).

B. Membrane Depth

The first example of measuring depths of spin labels within a membrane was

published in 1994 and describes the methodology as applied to the transmembrane

helical protein bacteriorhodopsin (Altenbach et al., 1994). The authors make use
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of the fact that, for spin label side chains exposed to the lipid phase, the ratio of

collision rates of the spin label with oxygen to that of a polar metal ion complex

(e.g., NiEDDA) is independent of the structure of the protein, and that the

logarithm of this ratio is linearly dependent on depth into a membrane bilayer.

This ratio was measured for 10 sites on one of the membrane-exposed helices of

bacteriorhodopsin and membrane depths relative to the lipid phosphate groups for

each site were calculated. The depth parameter described earlier (F) was plotted
versus residue number, and for the sites studied, increased up to position 117 and

then began to decrease, indicating that site 117 is positioned in the center of the

bilayer and the whole sequence spans the membrane. In addition, the distance

between two of the outer helical sites (105 and 129) was experimentally determined

by depth measurements to be 37 Å, which corresponds to the model distance of

37.5 Å (1.5 Å for each of the 25 residues) for an a-helix, revealing an additional

layer of information in the depth data. This work nicely describes the theory

behind this approach, which is now used routinely in the field as a relatively

straightforward and unique method of measuring the depth of specific sites on a

large protein within a lipid bilayer.

Another example of the practical application of this technique to membrane

depth determinations is FepA, introduced above. In addition to confirming the

biphasic periodicity of a section of putative transmembrane b-structure, depth
measurements were determined for the membrane-exposed sites (Klug et al.,

1997). The depth parameter, F, was plotted for each site and clearly indicated that

this region spans the membrane and that site 249 was located at the center of the

bilayer, as shown in Fig. 18. Membranes containing spin-labeled lipids and unla-

beled protein were used to derive a calibration equation as discussed in Section I.
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Fig. 17 DiVerences in mobility for residues in the TonB box of BtuB in the absence (circles) and
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Further, when depth measurements for the membrane-exposed sites were com-

pared, the vertical distances between alternating strand sites were shorter than the

model antiparallel b-strand distance of 6.8 Å, indicating that the strand was tilted

relative to the bilayer normal (Fig. 18). Using the relationship cos a¼ a/b, where a is
the strand tilt, a is the average experimentally determined vertical distance between

residues, and b is the distance between residues in a b-strand, yielded a tilt angle of

the strandwith respect to the bilayer that was used to calculate a suggested diameter

of 22 Å for this barrel, again in good agreement with that subsequently determined

from the crystal structure (Buchanan et al., 1999). Therefore, as illustrated in both of

these examples, not only can individual depths be determined using SDSL but

additional structural characteristics can be ascertained as well.

C. Protein Interactions

Spin label mobility is an excellent indicator of local protein folding characteristics

and gives insights into protein dynamics and tertiary interactions (Farrens et al.,

1996; Hubbell et al., 1996, 2000; Karim et al., 1998; Klug and Feix, 1998; Klug

et al., 1995, 1998). Structural information in a protein can easily be followed using

the SDSL method as the spectra of loop sites, helix surface sites, buried sites, and

sites involved in tertiary contacts each have unique characteristics. Therefore, resi-

dues involved in protein–protein, protein–peptide, or protein–ligand contact sites

can be readily identified by following changes inmotion and/or spin–spin interactions

of the spin label side chain(s). Examples are described below for systems previously

studied by the SDSL technique and show that it is especially useful in the absence of

crystal structures of biologically important protein complexes or for those that

undergo dynamic changes in conformation not observable by crystal analysis.
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Fig. 18 (Left) A plot of the depth parameter versus residue number indicates that this sequence in

FepA forms a transmembrane b-strand. (Right) Comparison of measured depths to b-strand secondary

structure allows determination of strand tilt. Reprinted with permission from Klug et al. (1997).

Copyright 1997 American Chemical Society.
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1. Protein–Protein Interactions

Interactions between two diVerent proteins can be studied by SDSL at the level of

individual amino acids. As one example of the many studies between proteins, the

visual protein arrestin was spin labeled at a variety of sites along its surface (Hanson

et al., 2006). The spectra were recorded for the protein alone in solution and then

also in the presence of the light receptor, rhodopsin. Spectra were recorded in the

presence of rhodopsin in the dark and then following light activation to identify

which sites on arrestin were involved in binding each state of the receptor. The face

of arrestin involved in the interaction between the two proteins was mapped out

based on the changes in spin label mobility observed directly from the spectra.

Even more specifically, individual sites in the C-tail of arrestin were identified as

becoming more mobile upon binding to rhodopsin, indicative of a release of this

region during binding, and sites found in a ‘‘finger’’ region that is proposed to insert

into a cavity that opens in the receptor upon light activation became significantly

more immobilized. In summary, the individual sites within arrestin that are aVected
by binding to its receptor were identified by changes in motion, and additional

information on the conformational changes occurring in specific regions were also

revealed, giving valuable characterization of this biological interaction.

The ability to observe spin–spin interactions in SDSL has also been exploited in

studies of protein oligomerization. For proteins that form dimers or higher order

oligomers, judicious placement of the spin label can be used to characterize the

interface between monomers, and titration of spin-labeled protein with unlabeled

protein can be used to determine the oligomerization state.An example of this type of

SDSL application is the study of the assembly of annexins at the membrane surface

(Langen et al., 1998). Annexins exhibit reversible binding to phosphatidylserine-

containing membranes in the presence of Ca2þ. Crystal structures of the soluble

form indicated a variety of potential quaternary states, including monomers, dimers,

trimers, and hexamers. To investigate the membrane-bound state, a number of sites

were selected for spin labeling that were hypothesized to be close to a protein–protein

interface based on existing crystal structures. In solution, the EPR spectra at these

sites were characteristic of fast rotational motion. However, upon binding to mem-

branes in the presence of Ca2þ spin–spin broadening was so extreme that the EPR

signal for the membrane-bound state essentially disappeared into the baseline.

To separate broadening due to spin–spin interactions from that due to changes in

motion, spectra were also obtained for the membrane-bound state in the presence of

a ninefold excess of unlabeled annexin. Dilution of the spin-labeled species signifi-

cantly increased spectral amplitude, confirming that line broadening in the undiluted

samples was due to spin–spin interactions within the oligomer. To further examine

the oligomeric state of membrane-bound annexin, one of the spin-labeled mutants

was carefully titrated with unlabeled protein. Changes in the amplitude of the center

line as a function of the mole fraction of spin-labeled protein were compared to

models based on binomial distributions for dimers, trimers, and hexamers. The
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experimental data closely fit the distribution expected for trimers (Fig. 19), establish-

ing the membrane-bound oligomeric state of annexin 12.

2. Protein–Ligand interactions

Similarly, interactions between a protein and its ligand can also be monitored by

SDSL at very localized sites. Typically, the protein is spin labeled at specific sites

proposed to interact with the ligand; however, the ligand can also be spin labeled

and used as a probe itself (e.g., Beth et al., 1984; Hustedt et al., 1997). Few

examples exist in the literature for spin-labeled ligands, though they are becoming

more commonly synthesized and used in EPR binding studies.

As an example of a single site within a protein being studied to observe the eVect
of ligand binding, FepA was spin labeled at position 338, thought to be close to the

ferric enterobactin-binding site and shown to be solution-exposed and within 4.5 Å

of the lipid headgroups using accessibility data (Klug et al., 1998). The ligand-

induced change in the spin label motion at this site was significant, with the

ligand-bound spectrum showing a marked decrease in motion to a spectrum
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Fig. 19 Variation in EPR signal height with the fraction of spin-labeled protein for annexin 12 aligns

with the binomial distribution expected for trimers, rather than dimers or hexamers. Reprinted with

permission from Langen et al. (1998). Copyright 1998 ASBMB.
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indicative of extremely slow motion on the EPR timescale (Fig. 20). In addition,

the accessibility data were used to show that this site becomes less accessible to the

broadening reagents after ligand binding, further verifying that this site either is in

direct contact with the ligand or is experiencing additional tertiary contacts due to

structural rearrangement of the protein upon ligand binding.

As another example, the lipid A transporter, MsbA, was spin labeled at

13 consecutive sites within a known ligand-binding region of the protein to

determine the role of each site in ligand binding (Buchaklian and Klug, 2005).

The Walker A region of MsbA is a conserved sequence found in ATPases that is

known to be involved in ATP binding and hydrolysis. Thus, it was not surprising

that a number of the residues showed significant motional changes during the

hydrolysis cycle. However, the exact sites aVected by binding were clearly identified

and indicated that the entire Walker A region is not aVected by ATP binding. The

results were not able to distinguish between direct contact with the ligand or

structural rearrangements in this region; however, the added accessibility studies

did verify that these sites were much less accessible to the broadening reagents

upon ATP hydrolysis than they were in the resting state of the protein.

D. Peptides

1. Peptide-Membrane Partition CoeYcients

SDSL has proven to be an extremely useful approach for the study of peptides

that partition between the membrane and the aqueous phases. On membrane

binding, a spin-labeled peptide typically undergoes a significant reduction

in rotational mobility. Under conditions where there is an equilibrium distribution

of peptides between the membrane and aqueous phases, one observes a superposi-

tion of signals from the two populations. This allows a simple and straight-

forward determination of the partition coeYcient without having to separate

bound and free peptide. Shown in Fig. 21 are EPR spectra of a 15-residue spin-

Fig. 20 Overlays of the FepAV338C spectra showing diVerences in mobility in the absence (gray) and

presence (black) of ligand. Reprinted with permission fromKlug et al. (1998). Copyright 1998 American

Chemical Society.
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labeled antimicrobial peptide, CM15, in the presence and absence of liposomes

(Bhargava and Feix, 2004). Under conditions where the peptide is membrane

bound, the amplitude of the high-field (mI ¼ �1) line essentially disappears

at the position of the aqueous signal. Consequently, the fraction of peptide

remaining in the aqueous phase can be directly determined from the amplitude

of the narrow line of the remaining free peptide, A(�1)f, and the fraction of

bound peptide is given by the reduction in signal amplitude as compared to a

sample without membranes. Quantitatively, the fraction of bound peptide, fb, is

given by:

fb ¼ Að�1Þf � Að�1Þx
Að�1Þf � Að�1Þb

� �
ð10Þ

where A(�1)f, A(�1)b, and A(�1)x are the amplitudes of the high-field line for free

peptide, fully bound peptide, and the experimental sample, respectively (Fig. 21).

This method has been found to give comparable results to the more rigorous

procedure of using spectral subtraction to separate the bound and free components

and then integrating to determine the number of spins in each population (J.B.F.,

unpublished data). Once fb has been determined at a series of lipid concentrations

(where the peptide concentration is held constant), the molar partition coeYcient

(Kp) is calculated according to:

fb ¼ Kp½lipid�
1þ Kp½lipid� ð11Þ

and Kp can be used to calculate the change in free energy for membrane binding.

A(−1)x

A(−1)f

Fig. 21 EPR spectra of spin-labeled CM15 (above) in aqueous solution and (below) in equilibrium

with liposomes. The dashed line in the bottom spectra is for peptide 100% membrane bound. Reprinted

with permission from Bhargava and Feix (2004). Copyright 2004 by the Biophysical Society.
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Results similar to those above have been described for a wide variety of peptide-

membrane systems. Examples include binding of the ion-conductive peptide ala-

methicin (Archer et al., 1991; Lewis and Cafiso, 1999), a peptide derived from the

eVector domain of the myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase substrate (Addona

et al., 1997), a series of model peptides composed of lysine and phenylalanine and

the spin-labeled amino acid tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl-4-amino-4-carboxylic

acid (TOAC) (Victor and Cafiso, 2001), and the antimicrobial peptide cecropin

AD (Mchaourab et al., 1994). Each of these systems gives EPR spectra quite similar

to those in Fig. 21. Using a host–guest system of single amino acid substitutions

into a spin-labeled, 25-residue peptide derived from yeast cytochrome c oxidase,

Shin and coworkers used this approach to define a scale of relative membrane

aYnities for 14 uncharged amino acids (Thorgeirsson et al., 1996) and examined the

thermodynamics of membrane partitioning (Russell et al., 1996). In addition, it

should be noted that this method was first used to determine membrane surface

potentials based on partitioning of spin-labeled amphiphiles (Cafiso and Hubbell,

1978; Castle and Hubbell, 1976), illustrating the generality of this approach.

2. Depth Measurements and Structure of the Membrane-Bound Peptide

Depth measurements based on CW saturation, as described earlier for integral

membrane proteins, also can be used to determine the structure and penetration

depths for membrane-associated peptides. Cysteine residues are introduced at

various sites in the subject peptide, spin labeled, and their interaction with oxygen

and NiEDDA (or other relaxation agent) determined under conditions where the

peptide is fully membrane bound. Alternatively, if the peptide is being prepared by

solid-phase peptide synthesis, labeling can be accomplished by introduction of the

spin-labeled amino acid TOAC (e.g., Hanson et al., 1996; Karim et al., 2004;

Marchetto et al., 1993; Victor and Cafiso, 2001). Since the TOAC nitroxide ring

is rigidly incorporated into the a-carbon peptide backbone (Fig. 22), there are no

internal side-chain fluctuations to be considered and the motion of the label

directly reports on peptide backbone dynamics.

H2N

OH

O

O

N

Fig. 22 The TOAC spin label can be integrated into the peptide backbone during synthesis.
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The peptides studied to date by SDSL have all been based on sequences with

a-helical and/or random coil secondary structure. Such peptides can incorporate

into the membrane with their helical axis parallel, perpendicular, or at an oblique

angle relative to the bilayer surface, and all three cases have been observed

experimentally. A nitroxide-scanning study of the antimicrobial peptide CM15

(Bhargava and Feix, 2004) indicated that this peptide was unstructured in solution,

but upon membrane binding folded into an a-helix that aligned parallel to the

bilayer surface, with the central axis of the helix located �5 Å below the aqueous

interface (Fig. 23). This is an essentially ideal location for membrane localization

of this amphipathic peptide, allowing lysine residues on the polar face of the helix

to ‘‘snorkel’’ out of the membrane and ion-pair with lipid phosphates while

keeping hydrophobic residues on the nonpolar face of the helix buried in the

hydrocarbon phase of the bilayer.

A 25-residue peptide containing the calmodulin-binding and protein kinase

C-substrate domains of the MARCKS protein also aligned parallel to the

membrane surface with a phenylalanine-rich region immersed �8–10 Å below

the lipid phosphates, but its highly charged N-terminal domain remained in the

aqueous phase and it showed no evidence of helical structure when bound to

membranes (Qin and Cafiso, 1996). When the phenylalanine residues of the native

MARCKS-derived peptide were mutated to alanine, the peptide remained at the

membrane surface, exposed to the aqueous phase—a shift of almost 15 Å in its

equilibrium position (Victor et al., 1999). This dramatic eVect of phenylalanine
residues on the immersion of the peptide was further investigated with model

peptides containing only lysine and phenylalanine and the TOAC spin label

(Victor and Cafiso, 2001). Again, replacement of two or more lysines with phenyl-

alanine residues shifted the equilibrium position of the peptide by 13–15 Å,

as determined by SDSL depth measurements.

Other peptides with sequences containing a mixture of polar and nonpolar

amino acids have been found to insert into lipid bilayers at an angle relative to

the membrane surface. This is a particularly predominant motif for peptides
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Fig. 23 Periodicity in depths for an a-helical peptide lying parallel to the membrane surface.
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involved in membrane fusion, such as peptides derived from SNARE proteins that

function in vesicle traYcking (Xu et al., 2005) and viral fusion peptides (Han et al.,

2001; Macosko et al., 1997). SDSL measurements on the amphipathic a-helical
myelin basic protein determined an insertion angle of a mere 9� (Bates et al., 2004),
while other peptides give much greater angles of insertion (Han et al., 2001;

Macosko et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2005). In contrast, hydrophobic peptides, such as

phospholamban (Karim et al., 2004), and a designed WALP peptide composed of

a repeating leucine-alanine motif flanked by tryptophans (Nielsen et al., 2005) were

shown to align in a vertical, transmembrane fashion, approximately perpendicular

to the bilayer surface.

E. Unfolding and Kinetics

Denaturation studies, in which a protein is reversibly unfolded using either

temperature or chemical denaturants [e.g., urea or guanidine hydrochloride

(GdnHCl)], have been used extensively in recent years to examine protein

structure and stability (see Chapter 11 by Street et al., this volume on protein

folding). The sensitivity of the spin label EPR spectrum to the formation or loss of

local structural constraints provides a highly sensitive means by which to monitor

protein folding and denaturation, respectively. If a protein is labeled at a motion-

ally restricted site, the loss of local tertiary structure that occurs upon denaturation

will result in an increased spin label mobility and the corresponding appearance of

a sharp, fast-motion component in the spectrum. Under conditions where there is

an equilibrium between native and unfolded protein, the EPR spectrum will be a

superposition of signals from the two populations and can be deconvoluted using

spectral subtraction to determine the relative concentration of each component.

In the case of a reversible, two-state denaturation, determination of the equilibri-

um distribution of folded and unfolded states as a function of denaturant

concentration provides a direct measure of thermodynamic stability.

An example of the application of this technique using the ferric enterobactin

receptor, FepA, is shown in Fig. 24. FepA was labeled at a site (E280C) known to

have a strongly immobilized EPR spectrum in the native state and to be sensitive

to ligand binding (Klug and Feix, 1998). Addition of either GdnHCl or urea

resulted in the appearance of a rapid-motion component that increased in intensity

with increasing denaturant concentration. The EPR spectrum of the fully dena-

tured protein, obtained in 4 M GdnHCl, was used for spectral subtraction, and

the fraction of denatured component was determined by integrating the spectra

before and after subtraction. The diVerence spectra obtained after subtraction of

the denatured component closely resembled the native spectrum, consistent with a

two-state equilibrium between native and denatured states. Importantly, the spec-

trum reverted back to that of the native state upon removal of the denaturant by

dialysis, demonstrating reversibility. Plots of the fraction of unfolded protein as a

function of denaturant concentration provided additional evidence supporting a
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two-state equilibrium, giving estimates of the Gibbs free energy of unfolding and

the stabilization provided by ligand binding (Klug and Feix, 1998).

It should be noted that protein denaturation studies done by SDSL measure

very specifically the local unfolding at the site of the spin label. This can be very

beneficial when studying a multidomain protein, as it allows the unfolding of each

domain to be examined individually even in the intact protein, whereas other

techniques that monitor global unfolding, such as circular dichroism, require the

separate expression of each domain (Kim et al., 2002). However, it must also be

appreciated that diVerent labeling sites may have diVerent stabilities, as was

observed in a subsequent study of FepA (Klug and Feix, 1998). Sequence-

dependent diVerences in thermodynamic stability are also observed by NMR and

mass spectrometry measurements of hydrogen–deuterium exchange and are an

inherent aspect of protein structure.

0.0 M Gdn-HCl

1.0 M

1.5 M

2.0 M

2.5 M

3.0 M

3.5 M

4.0 M

Fig. 24 Spectral changes in FepA at position 280 on addition of increasing amounts of GdnHCl

denaturant. Reprinted with permission from Klug et al. (1995). Copyright 1995 American Chemical

Society.
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Time-resolved EPR can be used to follow protein folding. In these studies an

unfolded, spin-labeled protein in denaturant is mixed with buVer to rapidly

dilute the denaturant concentration. Conversion of the narrow EPR lines of the

denatured protein to the broader lines of the folded protein is observed by ‘‘sitting’’

on the peak of one of the sharp lines (i.e., by positioning the magnetic field at that

resonance position and turning the magnetic field sweep oV) and following

the decrease in amplitude as a function of time. Using commercially available

mixing cavities and syringe drives one can readily measure decays on the order of

0.1 sec. Scholes and coworkers, using cytochrome c as a model system, have

developed and refined instrumentation allowing observation of kinetic compo-

nents on the submillisecond timescale (DeWeerd et al., 2001; Grigoryants et al.,

2000).

F. Distances to Determine Structural Arrangements and Monitor Dynamics

A number of outstanding studies have been carried out using EPR-determined

distance measurements to examine tertiary folds, subunit interactions, and confor-

mational changes (e.g., Altenbach et al., 2001a,b; Berengian et al., 1999; Brown

et al., 2002; Cordero-Morales et al., 2006; Gross et al., 1999; Koteiche et al., 1998;

Mchaourab et al., 1997b; Wegener et al., 2001). Three representative examples are

described below.

1. Distance Measurements Using CW EPR

Distance measurements have been used extensively to examine light-induced

conformational changes in the a-helical integral membrane protein rhodopsin

(e.g., Altenbach et al., 2001a,b; Cai et al., 2001; Farrens et al., 1996; Klein-

Seetharaman et al., 2001). Rhodopsin has long been used as a leading model

system for the study of G–protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). It contains seven

transmembrane a-helices and a retinal chromophore that isomerizes upon photon

absorption, triggering a conformational change that ultimately activates its cog-

nate G-protein. In one of the earlier studies utilizing distance measurements to gain

insights into changes in structure, five double-cysteine mutants were constructed—

with one site on transmembrane helix 3 (TM3 or helix C) held constant and its

interaction examined with five consecutive sites on TM6 (helix F) spanning a full

turn of the helix (Farrens et al., 1996). Samples were frozen after preparing the

desired photochemical states at room temperature, and EPR spectra were obtained

in the frozen state at 183 K. In the dark state, two of the spin label pairs were

within �12–14 Å, resulting in significantly broadened spectra, and the remaining

three pairs were separated by distances in the range of 15–20 Å. After photoactiva-

tion, distances increased to greater than the 20 Å limit for detection of interaction

for three of the spin label pairs, one pair became significantly closer, and one

pair remained unchanged. These distance changes were the basis of a molecular

model for photoactivation requiring TM6 to tilt away from the helical bundle
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(a displacement of�8 Å) and to rotate (Farrens et al., 1996). This ‘‘tilt and rotate’’

model (Fig. 25) remains the current paradigm for activation of GPCRs.

An important goal in SDSL is to make interspin distance measurements on

biomolecules in their native state, that is, in the liquid phase at ambient
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Fig. 25 Rhodopsin cartoon illustrating the conformational change in helix F that occurs upon light

activation as elucidated using SDSL techniques. Reprinted with permission from Farrens et al. (1996).

Copyright 1996 AAAS.
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Fig. 26 Severe line broadening due to spin–spin interaction in T4L. Reprinted with permission from

Mchaourab et al. (1997b). Copyright 1997 American Chemical Society.
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temperature. In initial studies, T4L was used as a model system to develop methods

to make such measurements (Mchaourab et al., 1997b). The EPR spectra of

double-labeled T4L mutants are compared to spectra obtained by taking the sum

of the corresponding single mutant spectra. Pronounced broadening and distor-

tion of line shapes are observed (e.g., Fig. 26). Note also that the line broadening is

accompanied by a significant reduction in the amplitude of the double-labeled

samples, as indicated by the increased gain used to display the spectrum. Since

these studies were done at room temperature, it was possible to examine the eVects
of ligand binding on structure. Addition of a nonhydrolyzable substrate signifi-

cantly increased spin–spin interaction for a number of pairs, consistent with a

hinge-bending motion proposed as part of the mechanism for T4L catalysis

(Mchaourab et al., 1997b).

T4L was also used to develop methodology for deriving distances from room

temperature spectra based on static dipolar coupling that can be extended to larger

proteins (Altenbach et al., 2001c). This interactive approach is based on Fourier

deconvolution of dipolar-coupled spectra as introduced by Rabenstein and Shin

(1995). A strength of this approach is the ability to determine distances even in the

presence of singly labeled species. This is of particular importance, as for many

systems it is often diYcult to obtain stoichiometric labeling. A set of T4L double

mutants was examined in frozen solution and at ambient temperature with sucrose

added to decrease the tumbling rate of the protein. Noninteracting spectra

were derived either from a sum of the singly labeled species or by labeling with a

mixture of MTSL and a diamagnetic N-acetylated analogue. Good agreement was

found between distances obtained at room temperature and in frozen solution, and

in general it was found that residual motion of the spin label at ambient tempera-

ture had little eVect on the estimated distances. In addition, distance distributions

for a number of spin label pairs showed more than one maximum, consistent with

the presence of multiple orientations of the spin label with respect to the peptide

backbone as observed in crystal structures of MTSL-labeled T4L (Langen et al.,

2000).

2. Distance Measurements Using Pulse EPR

A comprehensive SDSL study on the solution structure of the cytoplasmic

domain of the erythrocyte anion exchange protein, AE1 (also referred to as

band 3) was carried out using a combination of CW EPR and DEER methodol-

ogies (Zhou et al., 2005). The 42.5-kDa cytoplasmic domain of band 3 (cdb3) exists

as a dimer that mediates numerous important protein–protein interactions with both

soluble proteins (e.g., hemoglobin) and the erythrocyte cytoskeleton. A crystal

structure of cdb3 obtained at pH 4.8 had shown an unexpectedly compact

dimeric structure, but given the low pH used in crystallization, along with extensive

evidence suggesting pH-dependent conformational changes, it was important to

investigate the structure of cdb3 under more physiological conditions.
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Recombinant expression, purification, and spin labeling of cdb3 mutants con-

taining single-cysteine residues provided samples containing two spin labels per

noncovalent dimer. Using SDSL, mobility and power saturation accessibility

parameters confirmed the periodicity and expected accessibility for several ele-

ments of a-helical secondary structure observed in the crystal structure (Zhou

et al., 2005). One site in helix 10 (Q339R1) was particularly remarkable in that it

displayed highly resolved dipolar coupling between the spin labels on each mono-

mer. Simulation of the dipolar-coupled spectrum using a ‘‘tether-in-a-cone’’ model

(Hustedt et al., 2006) indicated an interspin distance of 14.7 � 0.4 Å, in close

agreement with the distance between these sites across the dimer interface inferred

by the crystal structure. To further characterize the orientation of the two

monomers in the cdb3 dimer, DEER was used to measure distances extending

further out along helix 10 (from residues 340–345). Distances in the range

24.9–37.0 Å were measured (e.g., Fig. 14). The width of the distance distribution

was very narrow (0.8–1.1 Å) for sites proximal to the core of dimer, and increased

(3.6–6.6 Å) toward the distal end of the helix in a manner that paralleled the

general increase in side-chain mobility. Distance measurements were also made

for an additional 11 sites, using either DEER or by fitting CW EPR spectra with a

Gaussian convolution model (SteinhoV et al., 1997). Distances were reported in the

range 6.2–47.7 Å, and again verified that the solution structure of cdb3 at neutral

pH was in close agreement with the pH 4.8 crystal structure. Taken together, the

data in this extensive study demonstrate the power of the SDSL approach in

defining elements of local secondary structure and using distance measurements

to elucidate how those secondary structure elements are arranged. The close

agreement of the EPR data with that from the published crystal structure provides

confidence that these methods can be used to determine unknown structures using

SDSL alone.

III. Conclusion

As described and illustrated in this chapter, the SDSL EPR spectroscopy tech-

nique is able to address and answer questions often not solvable by genetic or

crystal structure analysis. Its ability to analyze structure in a natural liquid-phase

environment and its sensitivity to dynamics make the SDSL approach highly

complementary to other structural methods. The number of researchers using

SDSL techniques on their systems has grown tremendously in the past several

years, and we look forward to future developments in methodology and new

biological applications.
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Abstract

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) utilizes temporal fluctuations in

fluorescence emission to extract quantitative measures of inter- or intramolecular

dynamics or molecular motions of probe molecules, which occur on submicro-

second to second timescales. In typical experiments, one can readily obtain the

probe’s diVusion coeYcient and concentration from small volumes of sample.

Recent FCS applications have yielded information on interactions of the probe

with changing or structured solvent, binding with other molecules, photophysical

or conformational changes in the probe, polymerization, and other changes in the

dynamics of the probe. In cross-correlation mode FCS promises to attract more

applications as the technique can monitor interactions in a system with two or

more probes with diVerent fluorophores.

I. Introduction

Since its inception in early 1970s, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) has

evolved into a valuable tool for investigating various dynamical phenomena in

biology, biochemistry, and other fields. With recent instruments being marketed by

several companies (Zeiss, ISS, and Hamamatsu), the technique is no longer in a

research/development phase in the hands of specialized laboratories rather FCS has

become a part of a research arsenal available to many investigators focused on

understanding biomolecular interactions, including translational and rotational

diVusion of macromolecules, photodynamics of fluorescent proteins, chemical

interactions and kinetics of macromolecules (protein-protein, protein-DNA, protein-

lipid. . .), biopolymer dynamics, oligomerization/assembly of proteins, and molecular

processes in cellular systems. Examples of these are discussed in the sections below.

Several authors have reviewed extensively the theoretical basis as well as

recent technological advances of the technique (Aragon and Pecora, 1976;

Chen et al., 1999a; Haustein and Schwille, 2003; Krichevsky and Bonnet, 2002;

Magde et al., 1974; Rigler and Elson, 2001; Starchev et al., 1999; Webb, 2001).

In this chapter, we focus on practical aspects of the technique as a quantitative

biophysical-biochemical method. We describe examples from several investiga-

tions from our laboratory and others where FCS has provided quantitative measure-

ments of binding interactions, oligomerization, polymerization, and hydrodynamic

eVects in concentrated solutions. Finally, we point out possible experimental artifacts

and theoretical challenges which could introduce erroneous eVects and/or limit the

interpretation of FCSmeasurements. In all of this we limit our view, as is the focus of

this volume, to in vitro application, although FCS has also been widely applied to

intracellular processes.

Typically, FCS uses fluorescence fluctuations emanating from a small illumi-

nated volume of a sample to obtain information about the underlying processes
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responsible for these fluctuations. At first glance, the fluorescence signal, which is a

stream of measured fluorescence intensities with time, appears as random noise (see

Fig. 1A). However, the signal can carry quantitative information when time corre-

lated (see Fig. 1B). Indeed, most often the fluctuations (the noisy signal) in FCS are

induced either by the changes in the number of fluorescent particles in the excitation

volume, as they move in and out of the volume, or by changes in the emission

quantum yield of the particles. That is, the fluctuations are attributed to physical

mechanisms, such as diVusion, reaction kinetics, or photodynamics, whose dynamic

parameters govern the temporal correlation function. FCS is appropriate to probe

dynamical processes that occur on microsecond to second timescales in a sample in

equilibrium or steady state, or whose kinetics are slow relative to diVusion.
A second complementary approach to analyzing the stream of fluorescence

intensities is based on turning the data into photon counting histogram (PCH).

Practically, one calculates the frequency with which a particular photocount

collected during a fixed bin time is found in the stream, generating hence a

histogram or distribution as function of photocount. A general theory of photon

statistics indicates that the photon distribution is a convolution of various eVects,
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including the photon statistics of the excitation beam, the variations in the bright-

ness of individual particles, and the dynamics of the particles, making it challenging

to interpret the data and extract reliable parameters.Despite these diYculties, recent

theoretical progress allows one to extract the distribution of brightness of the

particles under appropriate conditions (Chen et al. 1999b; Muller et al. 2000). The

PCHapproach is still undergoing theoretical investigation, andwewill not include it

in this chapter.

One should note that alternative techniques, such as dynamic light scattering

(DLS), fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), and NMR-based

techniques, are also being applied to investigate similar processes. FCS provides,
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Fig. 1 (A) Fluorescence photocount history of an emitted beam (>560 nm) by a sample of phycoery-

thrin protein solution excited by a 542-nm, 0.35-mW laser beam. The fluorescence fluctuations are

induced by the proteins moving in and out of the excitation volume. (B) Time-correlation function of

the fluctuating fluorescence [see Eq. (1)] can provide information about the protein concentration of the

sample and the translational diVusion coeYcient of the protein.
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however, several advantages. While DLS and NMR require micromolar or larger

concentrations, FCS uses sub- to nanomolar concentrations of fluorescent probe

particles. The concentration of nonfluorescent molecules in the assay may be

varied arbitrarily, however, and these may be identical to or diVerent from

the probe molecule. Hence, fluorescence in FCS provides specificity for the probe

particles in a host medium, allowing monitoring of just these particles, unlike DLS

where all the particles in the host medium can contribute to the scatterering signal.

FCS can monitor the dynamics of particles of diVerent sizes (nanometers to

hundreds of nanometers) as long as the particles fluoresce. In contrast, NMR

techniques probe a more limited range of length scales, typically a few nanometers.

FRAP, which is most often applied in cell biology, is in many respects similar to

FCS as both techniques use fluorescence. However, FRAP measurements can be

complicated by ambiguous experimental artifacts, especially partial recovery and

reversible photobleaching (Dauty and Verkman, 2004). We do not want to imply

that FCS is perfect and immune to possible artifacts as we discuss later some of

its limitations. Certainly, a well-informed investigator should combine all the

techniques, if possible, and extract a consistent picture of all the data.

II. Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

In an FCS experiment, temporal fluctuations in fluorescence emission are uti-

lized to obtain information about inter- or intramolecular dynamics or molecular

motions occurring on microsecond to second timescales. These fluctuations are

induced either by the changes in the number of molecules in the open excitation

volume, as they move in and out of the volume, or by changes in the emission

quantum yield of the molecules. To obtain high sensitivity, the excitation volume is

made small (�1 fl) either by confocal geometry or by multiphoton excitation. The

time sequence of the detected intensity, I(t), of fluorescence emitted by the fluores-

cent molecules present in the excitation volume at time, t, is time-correlated to

generate the autocorrelation function defined as

FðtÞ ¼ hIðtÞIðtþ tÞi ð1aÞ

where I(t) and I(t þ t) denote the fluorescence intensities detected at time t and

delay time t þ t, respectively. Equation (1a) is commonly rewritten as

FðtÞ ¼ 1þ GðtÞ ¼ 1þ hdIðtÞdIðtþ tÞi
hIðtÞi2 ð1bÞ

where we show the correlation of the spontaneous deviation dI(t) ¼ I(t) � hI(t)i of
the measured intensity from the time-averaged intensity hI(t)i.
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In the interpretation of the intensity, it is assumed that the signal is directly

related to the number of fluorescent particles in the excitation volume such that

IðtÞ ¼ A

ð
Wð r!Þcð r!; tÞd3 r

! ð2Þ

where Wð r!Þ describes the profile of the excitation volume, cð r!; tÞ the number

concentration of the particles, and A a constant. For monodisperse flurophores

(same brightness and same diffusion coefficient) the zero time correlation function

G(0) describes the normalized variance of the fluorescence intensity or similarly the

normalized variance of the number of fluorophores:

Gð0Þ ¼ hI2i � hIi2
hIi2 ¼ hN2i � hNi2

hNi2 ¼ 1

hNi ¼
1

hCiVeff

ð3Þ

where the statistical process is considered Poissonian (hN2i � hNi2 ¼ hNi) and hCi
denotes an average number of the fluorophores [not necessarily the average num-

ber of fluorescent particles; see Eq. (7)]. In principle, the eVective volume, VeV,

can be estimated experimentally from the intercept [G(t ! 0)] of the measured

correlation function if the average concentration of standard simple fluorophores

(i.e., rhodamine 6G) is known. Equivalently, the concentration of a probe in a

given experimental setup can be determined if the volume has previously been

determined by calibration with a known reference solution. The eVective volume is

related to a calculated volume, Vp, from the theoretical profile, Wð r!Þ, by

Veff ¼ Vp=g, where Vp ¼ Ð
Wð r!Þd3 r

!
=Wð0Þ, and the g factor, which is typically

less than 1, is a measure of the eVect of the profile on the fluorescence emission and

the abruptness of the boundaries of the profile. It is customary to approximateWð r!Þ
by a Gaussian prolate in three dimensions [Wðr; zÞ e e�2ðr=r0Þ2e�2ðz=z0Þ2 ], and we

haveVp ¼ ðp=2Þ3=2r20z0.
Equation (3) indicates that the correlation function becomes significantly non-

zero when the concentration of fluorophores is relatively small or the detection

volume is very small. In fact, for typical confocal detection volumes of the order of

femtoliters (10–15 liter) the appropriate concentration of the fluorophores for FCS

should be in the nanomolar range (�10–100 nM). This distinguishes FCS from

other techniques, such as DLS and NMR, where a good signal-to-noise ratio is

obtained with more concentrated solutions in the micromolar concentration.

A. Translational DiVusion

Analysis of the time-dependent part of G(t) in Eq. (1b) provides information

about the underlying mechanisms responsible for the intensity fluctuations. In

particular, translational diVusion of both small molecules and macromolecules

(proteins, DNA, peptides. . .) in and out of the excitation volume has been
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exploited to probe binding/unbinding of or to biomacromolecules. For an ideal

case of freely diVusing, monodisperse, and uniformly bright-fluorescent particles, a

closed-form expression of the correlation function, G(t), in Eq. (1b) was derived

(Aragon and Pecora, 1976):

GðtÞ ¼ 1þ GdiffðtÞ ¼ 1þ 1

N

1

ð1þ t=tdÞð1þ pt=tdÞ1=2
ð4Þ

In Eq. (4) it is assumed that the fluorescent particles are excited by a three-

dimensional Gaussian beam [Wðr; zÞ e e�2ðr=r0Þ2e�2ðz=z0Þ2 ]. Here r0 and z0 define two

characteristic sizes: the width of the focused beam spot and the length along the

optical axis defined by the direction of the laser beam. Both sizes are used to define

the excitation volume V ¼ p3=2r20z0. With such a Gaussian beam, one identifies a

characteristic diVusion time td ¼ r20=4D for single-photon FCS or td ¼ r20=8D for

two-photon FCS, D being the translational diVusion coeYcient of the fluorescent

particles. Also in Eq. (4) N=hNi denotes the average number of particles in the

excitation volume, and p ¼ (r0/z0)
2 is an instrumental constant. Further, in dilute

solutions the Stokes–Einstein relation

D ¼ kBT

3p�dH
ð5Þ

is applied to determine the hydrodynamic diameter dH of the diVusing fluorescent

particles. In Eq. (5) kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the sample

in Kelvin, and � the viscosity of the solvent (� ¼ 8.90� 10–4 Pa sec for water at T¼
25 �C).
For a system of noninteracting, freely diVusing components, the correlation

term GdiffðtÞ in Eq. (4) can be generalized to

GdiffðtÞ ¼ 1

ðPN
j¼1njQjÞ2

XN
i¼1

niQ
2
i

ð1þ t=tidÞð1þ pt=tidÞ1=2
ð6Þ

where ni,Qi, and tid are the number, the brightness, and the diVusion time of the ith

component with tid ¼ r20=4Di, Di being the diVusion coeYcient. Note that the

amplitude of the correlation term

Gdiffð0Þ ¼
PN

i¼1niQ
2
i

ðPN
j¼1njQjÞ2

ð7Þ

depends not only on the distribution of the particle number (ni) but also strongly

on the variation of brightness (Qi) of each type of particles. That is, brighter

particles can diVerentially aVect the correlation function. The expression in

Eq. (6) reduces to 1/N when the brightness of all particles is the same

(Qi ¼ constant), very similar to the amplitude of the expression in Eq. (4).
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III. FCS Experimental Setups

Modern FCS setups are generally built around an inverted microscope. In Fig. 2

we show a schematic diagram of a typical setup in which two detectors are installed

for cross-correlation measurements. It is recommended that the setup be on an

isolation table to reduce vibration eVects on the measurements. A stable excitation

beam from a laser (i.e., HeNe or Argon) is expanded to a width less than that of the

back aperture of the objective, then directed via a dichroic mirror to a high

numerical aperture objective (NA ¼ 0.9 air; NA ¼ 1.2 water; NA ¼ 1.4 oil)

which focused it onto the sample. The choice for the wavelength of the laser

depends on the fluorophore being considered. Also, the laser intensity must be

optimized to reduce the eVects of various photodynamical processes of the fluoro-

phores (i.e., triplet-singlet, photobleaching, and photosaturation), yet obtain

enough statistical photocounts for correlation.

The emitted fluorescence from the sample is collected by the same objective, then

passed through the dichroic mirror, and finally collected with photocounting
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of an FCS setup where cross-correlation is used.
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detectors with high quantum yield, such as avalanche photodetectors (APDs from

Perkin-Elmer, formerly EG&G) or photomultiplier tubes (PMTs from Hama-

matsu). Generally, APDs have high quantum eYciency (�70%) but small active

area (150 mm diameter), which then requires the use of fiber optics.

Hamamatsu introduced recently a 30–40% quantum eYciency PMTs with relative

large detection area (�1 in.), providing flexibility and stability in the alignment of

the detector with respect of the detected beam. In both cases, it is advisable to limit

the number of detected pulses to the linear regime of the photodetectors’ response

(<1 million count). An inherent problem with photodetectors (APDs or PMTs) is

afterpulsing eVect, which is basically the formation of secondary pulses following

the main ones related to the real sample. As a result, a fast component (<10 msec)
appears in the correlation function, which could be taken erroneously as a dyna-

mical process within the sample. More importantly, afterpulsing prevents a correct

estimation and/or calibration of the amplitude of the correlation function, which is

related to the concentration of the fluorophores. A remedy is to perform the

measurements in cross-correlation mode (see Fig. 2), where the detected signal is

split into two separate photodetectors, and the two signals are cross-correlated.

Because the two afterpulsing signals are induced by two diVerent and independent

detectors, their eVects are basically eliminated from the cross-correlation function.

In order to delimit a small detection volume two diVerent approaches are

borrowed from standard fluorescence confocal microscopy, namely single-photon

setup with a small pinhole detection (one-photon FCS) and two-photon setup

without a pinhole (two-photon FCS). In one-photon FCS, a small pinhole

(�50 mm or less) is inserted in the image plane of the observed volume rejecting

hence most of the fluorescence emanating from the out of focus plane. Moreover,

standard excitation and redshifted emission of fluorophores is used, where high

band optical filters (dichroic mirror and detection filter) remove most of the

excitation wavelength and allow detection of fluorescence only. In contrast, a

near-infrared laser is utilized in two-photon FCS to induce simultaneous absorp-

tion of two photons and excitation of the fluorophore into a higher quantum state.

As a result, photons with high energy (blueshifted short wavelength at half the

excitation wavelength) are emitted. Since the two-photon process is likely to occur

in the most intense part of the focused beam, fluorescence appears confined into a

small volume, and no confocal pinhole is needed to delimit the volume. Note

that the correlation function in Eq. (1b) must be modified to account for the

two-photon process.

For correlation, the signal is turned into pulses, which are then processed to

generate the correlation function. The pulses are either fed to a correlator board

(i.e., BT9000 from Brookhaven Instruments) to generate the correlation function or

alternatively collected and saved as a continuous stream of photocounts (numbers of

pulses during a short bin time duration �100–500 nsec) with a fast computer. Then,

the saved stream of pulses is used to calculate afterward the correlation function.

In this latter approach, one has access to the raw data (the stream of photocounts),

which can be analyzed as fit. For example, one can remove undesirable spikes in the
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signal or create photocounting histograms. However, one could run into computer-

storage considerations.

IV. Sample Preparation and Some Practical Considerations

A. Fluorophores

Understanding the photodynamics of the fluorescent biomolecules under study

can be very important in the interpretation of FCS measurements. Here, the

biomolecules can be naturally fluorescent [green fluorescent protein (GFP) and

phycoerythrin] or chemically labeled with known dyes. The quality of the FCS

data depends essentially on the brightness of the individual fluorescent biomole-

cules, more specifically the emission per unit biomolecule, as shown by Koppel

(1974). Thus, it is recommended to use fluorophores with high extinction coeY-
cient and high quantum yield. Moreover, the measurements should be performed

at relatively low intensity (�mW) to avoid various photophysical eVects such as

singlet-to-triplet transition states, photobleaching, and antibunching. These eVects
tend to interfere with the measurements by either introducing additional relaxation

times into the correlation function especially at short time or destroying irrevers-

ibly the fluorophores. It happens that in many instances the laser intensity needs

to be increased in order to improve the statistics of the data. For the singlet-to-

triplet transition, the eVect is generally observed as a fast decaying correlation at

short time scales (<10 msec), which can be taken into account by modifying Eq. (4)

of the translational correlation function of single biomolecules to

GðtÞ ¼ 1þ 1

N

1

ð1þ t=tdÞð1þ pt=tdÞ1=2
1þ M

1�M
exp

�t
tM

� �� �
ð8Þ

where M is the fraction of the fluorophore in the triplet state and tM is the

relaxation time. The antibunching, which is related to the turnover time that the

fluorophore needs in order to emit a second photon following the first emission,

occurs at much shorter times (�10 nsec), and hence it is generally not measurable

with traditional FCS setups. Photobleaching pertains to the tendency of fluoro-

phores to undergo irreversible destruction. The mechanisms for such destruction

are not totally understood. However, it is, generally, independent of the excitation

intensity for weak illumination. That is, the fluorophore goes blank after a charac-

teristic number of photons emitted. As the excitation intensity is increased, the

probability of photobleaching is increased, and this could be of concern to FCS

measurements.

Briefly, typical requirements for the choice of a fluorophore are high extinction

coeYcient, high quantum yield, low probability for singlet-to-triplet state transi-

tion, and low photobleaching. The most common exogenous fluorophores
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are carboxyrhodamine (Rh6G), tetramethylrhodamine (TMR), and the Alexa

series, which are available commercially. They are very bright, relatively small

(MW �400–1000 Da), and less sensitive to pH and photobleaching. Fluorophores

with various reactivities (sulfhydryl, amine, carbonyl, hydroxyl) are readily avail-

able commercially, and the conjugation chemistry is not diYcult. In addition,

commercial custom conjugation is readily available. In order to trace the dynamics

and interactions of particular molecules, it is now common to express GFP-tagged

(or other naturally fluorescent proteins) biomolecules in cellular systems. Here one

should mention that because of their FCS and microscopy applications naturally

fluorescent proteins (GFP, EGFP, phycobilin. . .) are also the subject of interesting

in vitro FCS studies (see Section VI.C).

B. Sample Labeling and Practical Tips

When labeling with exogenous fluorophores, one works under the premise that

the fluorophores do not induce significant structural and/or chemical changes to

the biomolecules of interest. It is then recommended to aim for low labeling

stoichiometry (1–2 fluorophores per biomolecule), though one might argue for

heavy labeling of the biomolecule to satisfy the brightness condition of FCS

(though self-quenching will often limit this is any case). Here, one identifies

potential reactive sites of the biomolecules (i.e., cysteine groups in proteins), and

it is ideal if only one reactive site is present, hence avoiding polylabeling of the

biomolecules. If not, one should expect a distribution of the labeling (likely

Poissonian), making it challenging to interpret the amplitude of the correlation

function [see Eq. (5)].

Several practical tips in FCS measurements should be pointed out:

� Following labeling, it is worth removing excess of the free fluorophores so that

a simple fitting of the data is possible; the presence of free fluorophores in the

sample introduces a second diVusive component in the correlation function, hence

increasing the number of fitting parameters. Removal of all free dye can be

challenging (Krouglova et al., 2004).

� As indicated earlier, the concentration of the fluorescent biomolecules need to

be low enough so that the correlated fluctuations are measurable. In most config-

urations, one should start with relatively high concentration (�100–200 nM) to

assess the appropriate laser power (1–30 mW) given the labeling and smallness of

the biomolecules. Then, a systematic study of the eVect of the laser power on the

diVusion time and amplitude should be performed. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the

excitation saturation eVects in a sample of a phycoerythrin protein solution

induced by the increasing laser power. It is only at submicrowatt power

(<0.3 mW) that the amplitude of the correlation function appears independent of

the laser power (not shown) and the fit of the function is reasonably good, yielding

an accurate diVusion coeYcient. It was shown that as the excitation intensity is

increased, the excited state population of the proteins builds up due to the finite
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lifetime of the excited state and saturation eVects become significant. Consequently,

the actual excitation laser profile appears distorted away from the original smooth

Gaussian profile. The saturation region in the profile increases with increasing laser

power, resulting in an apparent increase of both the number of observed biomole-

cules (low amplitude) and the characteristic diVusion times, consistent with the

measurements shown in Fig. 3.

� Small volumes are used in FCS. For solutions, we have been using Grace Bio-

Labs silicone press-to-seal chambers that hold volumes as small as 60 ml. With their

sheet material we have fabricated chambers to hold volumes as small as 10 ml.
� Many biomolecules tend to adsorb to the glass coverslip placed on the

adhesive side of the chamber. Consequently, the concentration of the biomolecules

will decrease as a function of time, which can be readily observed in the change of
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Fig. 3 Saturation eVects due to laser power on the time-correlation functions measured on a sample of

phycoerythrin solution. Note the decrease of the amplitude [G(t ! 0)] as the input incident power is

increased, and the poor fit of the correlation function with the expression in Eq. (4) derived for a

Gaussian profile. It is only at powers below 0.35 mW that the correlation is well fit and yields an accurate

diVusion coeYcient.
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the amplitude of the correlation function. A practical solution is adding BSA to the

solution (verify that BSA does not interact with the biomolecule of interest) or

neutralizing the Si charges on the surface of the glass (i.e., treat the surface with

SigmaCoat from Sigma Chemical Co.).

� Many proteins are prone to aggregation. The aggregates appear as bright

entities with large spikes in the photocounting stream, which distort the correlation

function. Appropriate centrifugation can remove these aggregates and ‘‘clean’’

your sample.

� It is worthwhile collecting several correlation functions to assess the uncer-

tainty of the measurements. Many pitfalls can be encountered in the analysis of an

FCS measurement. It is recommended to eliminate/reduce irrelevant processes,

especially photophysical eVects (if this is not the subject of the study). This would
bring down the number of fitting parameters of a measured correlation function to

a bare minimum. The singlet-to-triplet state transition appears to be the most often

observed process, although one should note that it is common to invoke its

presence as soon as an apparent relaxation at short time scales appears. This

tendency is ill-advised, and one should make sure of the origin of the relaxation

by performing additional measurements (e.g., checking the dependence of the

correlation functions on the intensity of the excitation laser beam).

V. Fluorescence Cross-Correlation Spectroscopy

The previous FCS discussion pertains to time-correlating a fluorescent signal

with itself (autocorrelation). As mentioned above, its use is limited to applications

in which the binding event significantly and substantially reduces the diVusion of

the labeled biomolecule. However, there are instances both interactive biomole-

cules are of the same weight or the small biomolecule cannot be labeled. In this

case, if it is possible to choose or label the two interacting biomolecules with two

spectrally diVerent fluorophores, one could cross-correlate the emitted fluores-

cence of the two fluorophores, providing a means to assess the interactions

between the biomolecules. In principle, the two emitted outputs correlate in time

if the two fluorophores are present on the same diVusing complexes induced

by the interactions. Further, the amplitude of the cross-correlation function is

related to the degree of interaction between the two fluorescent biomolecules. If,

instead, there is no binding between the two diVerent fluorescent biomolecules,

then they would diVuse independently in and out of the excitation volume and no

cross-correlation function is expected to be observed.

In practice, one needs to excite simultaneously in time and space the two fluoro-

phores and detect simultaneously their emission with two separate photodetectors,

such as configured in Fig. 2. Further, there should be little or no energy transfer

(FRET) between the fluorophores and little or no bleed-through of the emission

between the detection paths. These requirements already hint at some of the
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diYculties in not only implementing fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy

(FCCS) but also finding the ideal fluorophores. Several groups have set up FCCS

instruments and have been described in the literature (Krichevsky and Bonnet,

2002). In most cases, two laser lines (two wavelengths) either selected from a

multiline laser or combined from two separate lasers with diVerent lines are used
to excite both fluorophores simultaneously. The setup is very similar to that shown

in Fig. 2, where the emitted beam is split with a dichroic prism into the two expected

emission outputs. Appropriate optical filters are also placed in front of each photo-

detector to reduce cross talk between the two outputs. In this setup, the major

challenging problem is the alignment and the stability of the alignment of the two

incident beams so that they are focused onto the same excitation volume (see

discussion in Krichevsky and Bonnet, 2002; Schwille et al., 1997). This problem

can be solved by using a two-photon excitation scheme where both fluorophores are

excited with the same IR laser line. As a result, there is only one single excitation

confocal volume since there is only one focused beam.

VI. Illustrative Examples of FCS Applications

Much of the success of FCS lies in its ability to measure interactions between

various biomolecules (ligand-receptor, DNA-DNA, protein-DNA, protein-

protein, protein-lipid. . .). Consider the simple binding reaction A þ B ! C of a

fluorescent biomolecule A to another biomolecule (generally nonfluorescent) B to

form the complex C. FCS will typically probe change in the translational diVusion
coeYcient of the fluorescent biomolecule (A) on formation of the complex C. In

order to obtain precise measurement of the interactions there must be, in particu-

lar, a substantial diVerence between the diVusion coeYcients of the individual

biomolecule A and the induced complex C (by at least a factor of 1.6) as shown

by Meseth et al. (1999) and Starchev et al. (1999). Assuming globular biomole-

cules, this is close to a fourfold increase in molecular weight. Thus, the smaller of

the two interacting biomolecules is labeled in most FCS assays.

In addition to measuring binding of molecules, FCS can and has been used to

detect many other changes in molecular systems that result in changes in the

number of probe particles (such as polymerization), changes in molecular confor-

mation, or changes in intensity or dynamics of fluorescence as well as quantifying

molecular properties, such as the diVusion coeYcient of a given probe molecule in

a particular environment. We briefly review a few examples of these applications in

the sections below.

A. Use of FCS to Quantify Translational DiVusion with Varying Solution Conditions

FCS is usually employed to measure the diVusive properties of a particle in a

solution of known viscosity. But, using the Stokes–Einstein expression in Eq. (5)

one can equally derive the viscosity of a solution from the measured diVusion
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coeYcient of the particle if the size of the particle is already known. Thus, FCS

measurements with known fluorescent particles can serve to measure and compare

the viscosity of various structureless fluids, such as standard solvents, or uniform

mixtures, such as glycerol/water. If the solution is structured, however, the situa-

tion is more complicated. This becomes an important consideration in situations

such as the interior of a cell. Situations intermediate between structureless solvents

and the interior of a cell provide useful test cases of FCS in complex environments,

both in terms of experimental manipulations as well as of appropriate theory for

interpretation of the results. Concentrated solutions of high molecular weight

polymers or gels of such polymers provide a situation with this intermediate

complexity.

Michelman-Riberno et al. (2007) used FCS to study the diVusive behavior of

probes of various sizes in solutions of poly(vinyl alcohol). The probe size was

varied by nearly tenfold and the concentration of polymer was similarly varied by

nearly tenfold. The resulting changes in diVusion coeYcients (compared to that in

water) cannot be directly correlated with the bulk viscosity of the host polymer

solutions as the Stokes–Einstein expression in Eq. (5) would suggest. The measure-

ments were compared with several models of expected behavior and, for small

probes, the decrease of the diVusion coeYcient with the concentration of the

polymer is shown to be fit by a stretched exponential in accord with a model

suggested by Langevin and Rondelez (1978). It is only when the size of the probe

particle is relatively large compared with the polymer-polymer mesh size that the

Stokes–Einstein expression is applicable.

B. FCS in Binding Assays

FCS is well suited to measuring binding of small molecules to large ones, and

with any of several adaptations can measure binding of equivalent- or arbitrary-

sized macromolecules to each other. When the binding of small molecules is

studied, these are usually complexed with bright fluorophores to allow detection.

This can introduce unintended binding events, and furthermore the binding event(s)

may change the brightness of the fluorophore. When the binding of large (and

similar sized) molecules is studied, it may be necessary to employ cross-correlation

methods or mass-shifting tags to allow quantitation of binding.

Hazlett et al. (2005) demonstrate the application of FCS to the binding of

haptens to antibodies. Since haptens are much smaller than the binding antibodies,

the diVusion coeYcient of the fluorescent haptens changes are substantial. The

autocorrelation fits provide a measure of the fraction of ligand bound from the

ratios of theG(0)’s, and theKd is obtained from fits of fraction bound to number of

sites. Since the hapten-fluorophore may change brightness when bound, the fit

must accommodate this, and the needed corrections are outlined.

An additional complication that is considered is that the antibody can bind one

or two haptens, which will have the same diVusion coeYcient but will diVer
twofold in particle brightness.
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Van Craenenbroeck and Engelborghs (2000) applied FCS to the binding of col-

chicine analogs to tubulin, using the brightly fluorescent conjugate, fluorescein-

colchicine (FC). Binding of this molecule to tubulin was quantitated, but it was

not displaced by colchicine, revealing a binding site for FC distinct from the colchicine

site. This study demonstrates the usefulness of FCS for quantitating a protein-ligand

binding reaction, as well as illustrating the potential problems that can be presented

to FCS (or other fluorescence-based methods) by attaching a fluorescent moiety to a

small molecule.

Stoevesandt et al. (2005) report an interesting and versatile method for measur-

ing protein–protein interactions in crude lysates using indirect immunofluo-

rescence to attach fluorophores to both binding partners. Binding could be

demonstrated between two proteins either by using diVerent fluorophores for

the antibodies to each protein and measuring cross correlation of the fluorescence

signals (FCCS) or by labeling one antibody with a mass tag such as a 50-nm

nanoparticle and measuring the change in diVusion time of the other antibody

(which has a fluorescent tag). Both of these approaches are quite general and could

be employed with purified samples as well as in unseparated mixtures such as in

clinical samples. The mass tag allows these binding events to be studied without

the need for a second detector and cross-correlation approaches.

C. Use of FCS to Detect Conformational Changes

FCS can be employed to measure any change in the system that altersG(0) or the

autocorrelation function, including monomolecular changes that can be confor-

mational or photophysical in origin. Denaturation can lead to changes in particle

size as well as number (for multimeric molecules), and possibly brightness. All of

these are potentially measurable by FCS, as are brightness changes due to flicker-

ing of the fluorophore. Changes in the autocorrelation function can also arise due

to changes in themode of diVusion of the particle. A number of studies exemplifying

all of these have been published and no doubt many more will follow.

Schwille et al. (2000) and Malvezzi-Campeggi et al. (2001) use FCS to examine

the photophysics of visible fluorescent proteins YFP and DsRed. Light-induced

flickering of the proteins between bright and dark states of the chromophore is

revealed by shifts in the autocorrelation function in the 10 msec to 1 msec range.

The light intensity-dependent increase in flicker rate suggests a mechanism that

involves multiple fluorescent and dark states of the protein.

In addition to subtle conformational changes, transition from the native to

the unfolded state of a protein can be monitored by FCS as shown for the

guanidine chloride—induced unfolding of the tubulin dimer (Sanchez et al.,

2004). The change in diVusion coeYcient caused by dissociation of the dimer is

less than that conveniently measured by FCS, so unfolding was measured by

following changes in G(0) that accompany the twofold increase in fluorescent

particle number caused by dissociation of the dimer by increasing denaturant.
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D. Use of FCS to Monitor Polymerization

Since polymerization is the binding of one molecule to another or to a complex

of others, the application of FCS to polymerizing systems is similar to that of

binding, as discussed above. A diVerence from the applications described in the

previous section is that in polymerizing systems, the binding events may continue

to considerable or unlimited extents, so that the ‘‘bound’’ or polymerized form

may really be a complex mixture of forms larger than the unpolymerized, ‘‘un-

bound’’ form. FCS methods have been used to monitor the assembly process in

systems with a defined polymer as well as in systems with open, essentially unlim-

ited polymerization.

The polymerization of amyloid b peptide was monitored by FCS using

rhodamine-labeled Ab (Tjernberg et al., 1999). The time course of polymerization

was followed from 2 min to 24 h, and polymerization proceeded from the peptide

to large aggregates, with no detectable intermediates. This allowed polymerization

to be quantified with only two components: the peptide and the (much larger)

aggregates. By varying the concentration of nonlabeled Ab added to the solution,

it was shown that polymerization is highly cooperative, and the eVect of inhibitory
Ab ligands on aggregation could be demonstrated.

Tubulin polymerization was analyzed by FCS following induction of oligomeri-

zation by Mg2þ, paclitaxel, and Flutax2, a fluorescent analog of paclitaxel

(Krouglova et al., 2004). First a series of standard proteins were labeled with

rhodamine and their measured diVusion coeYcients were shown to be consistent

with their knownmolecularmass. Tubulinwas labeled in the sameway. The authors

discuss the diYculty of removing unreacted dye from all of the proteins following

reaction, and the consequent need for two component fits to the data. Tubulin is

known to form various oligomers in the presence of high Mg2þ, and this was

demonstrated using labeled tubulin, and the association constant derived. Flutax2

was shown to not associate to microtubules preformed with paclitaxel, but to be

incorporated if a Flutax2-tubulin complex is formed before addition of paclitaxel.

Tubulin can also be made to oligomerize into specific, uniform, single-walled

ring polymers by antimitotic peptides such as cryptophycin-1, dolastatin-10, and

hemiasterlin. We applied FCS to probe the assembly and stability of rhodamine-

labeled tubulin into these closed rings (Boukari et al., 2003, 2004). Detailed

analysis of both the amplitude and the diVusion times of measured FCS correla-

tions taken from solutions of cryptophycin-tubulin and dolastatin-tubulin revealed

diVerences in the interactions of the peptides with tubulin, though the peptides

appear to bind to the same site. Cryptophycin-tubulin rings are made of eight

tubulin dimers and are stable on dilution down to 1-nM tubulin, demonstrated by

an unchanging diVusion coeYcient on dilution. In contrast, dolastatin-tubulin

rings, composed of 14 tubulin dimers, appear unstable on dilution, with significant

dissociation below 10 nM. In addition to studying the structure and stability of

these polymers, we exploited available hydrodynamic theories to calculate the

hydrodynamic properties of model rings and compared the results consistently

with the data.
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E. FCS as a Diagnostic or Quality Control Tool

Since the observation volume in FCS is already small, miniaturization of the

system can allow for observation of many samples in a small format. This can

allow FCS to be applied to high-throughput applications, such as drug discovery

and quality control screening.

Birkmann et al. (2006) use FCS to develop a diagnostic method for the detection

of the prion particles found in diseases such as bovine spongiform encephalopathy

(BSE). Aggregates of the host-encoded prion protein, PrP, were detected using two

diVerent specific antibodies, labeled with diVerent fluorophores. Fluorescence

intensity distribution analysis of the FCS data allowed quantitation of the bright

aggregates as spikes in the time series. Using diVerent fluorophores on the two

antibodies allowed cross-correlation methods to increase the specificity of the

detection, as demonstrated by discrimination of samples from BSE-infected cattle

or scrapie-infected hamsters from uninfected controls.

F. Use of FCCS

A number of the studies mentioned previously use cross-correlation methods

(FCCS) in combination with single channel methods. In addition to these, a

number of studies have focused on cross-correlation methods in FCS.

The first experimental realization of two-color FCCS was done by Schwille et al.

(1997). Using the technique they monitored the kinetics of cleavage by restriction

endonucleases of synthetic DNA oligonucleotides labeled with a diVerent fluoro-
phore at each end. Similarly,Kohl et al. (2002) extended the technique to proteolytic

assays in which they used two engineered fusion proteins consisting of a green and a

red protein and a peptide linker with a protease cleavage site. The assays were

performed on purified proteins in solutions and then in cellular systems.

In a nice report, Rippe (2000) described results of a study by two-color FCCS of

transcriptional regulation, which involves complex interactions between transcrip-

tion factors, ligands, DNA and RNA polymerase. More specifically, he focused on

the interaction of NtrC protein (nitrogen regulatory protein C) with DNA oligo-

nucleotides, which were labeled with two diVerent fluorophores, 6-carboxy-

fluorescein and 6-carboxy-X-rhodamine. Titration of a 1:1 mixture of the two

diVerent labeled-DNA with the NtrC protein showed a significant increase in the

cross-correlation amplitude, indicating that one NtrC octamer could bind two

molecules of DNA. More interestingly, Rippe proposed a looping model for the

complex explaining how the NtrC protein could interact with and activate RNA

polymerase bound to a relatively distant promoter.

VII. Conclusions

An important extension of themethods discussed in this chapterwill be application

to cellular problems. Indeed,many applications have already beenpublished (see e.g.,

Bacia et al., 2006; Jankevics et al., 2005; Pramanik and Rigler, 2001), concerned with

interactions in the cell membranes as well as in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus.
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Further developments in fluorophores, more compact instrumentation, and

novel tagging methods for probes will continue to extend the range of applications

of this versatile and sensitive method.
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Abstract

Osmolytes are a class of compounds ubiquitously used by living organisms to

respond to cellular stress or to fine-tune molecular properties in the cell. These

compounds are also highly useful in vitro. In this chapter, we give an overview of

the possible uses of osmolytes in the laboratory, and how we can investigate and

understand their modes of action. Experimental procedures are discussed with a

specific emphasis on osmolyte-related aspects and on the theoretical aspects that

are important to both introductory and more advanced interpretations of such

experiments.

I. Introduction

Running the gamut from halophilic bacteria to the human kidney, living crea-

tures have to cope with the stresses of harsh environments. And remarkably,

diVerent organisms combat environmental pressures set by high concentrations

of salts and organic solutes, drought, extreme temperature, and hydrostatic pres-

sure with strikingly similar molecular countermeasures. This chapter is devoted to

the action of these special molecules, sometimes called osmolytes.

On the molecular level, life is established through the specific interaction

between and within macromolecules in an aqueous environment. Proteins fold

and unfold, interact with lipid membranes and DNA and with ligands that associate

and dissociate. All these interactions are modulated by osmolytes, typically

small and abundant molecules, through nonspecific and weak interactions.

By detailing experiments that use osmolytes–macromolecule mixtures, our aim

is threefold: to describe the molecular mechanism for osmolyte action on biologi-

cally relevant macromolecules; to show the use of osmolytes to control macromo-

lecular stability; and to demonstrate how osmolytes also serve as probes of the

forces acting at and between macromolecular interfaces.

A. Overview

The weak and nonspecific interaction of osmolytes (and water) with proteins

and other macromolecules is best quantified through the excess or deficit of

osmolyte (and water) around such macromolecules relative to the bulk solution.

The volume element aVected by the macromolecule [the ‘‘correlation volume’’

(Ben-Naim, 1992)] is not necessarily limited to its immediate vicinity, but can

transcend many solvation layers into the bulk solution. We give examples for the

eVects of excess numbers in terms of the so-called preferential interactions and

m-values, initially focusing on experimental systems in Section II. These systems

can be investigated using a host of methods, and in Section III we point out some

techniques that are especially useful for probing solvation eVects. In Section IV, we

show how recent developments in solution physical chemistry help to gain a deeper
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understanding of the basic principles that govern the action of osmolytes on

macromolecules. Throughout this chapter, we focus on how to interpret systems,

experiments, and their results.

In general, the link between excess numbers, m-values, or preferential interac-

tion parameters Gs, and solute or water concentrations, can be formulated in terms

of both water and osmolyte because these thermodynamic variables describe the

balance between both components’ enrichment or depletion. Controversies over

the relative importance of water and osmolyte in this balance are resolved using

recent solution theory (Section IV). It turns out that, depending on the experimen-

tal system, either water or osmolyte may dominate the overall energetics, and we

discuss examples for both these cases.

B. Organic Osmolytes Versus Salts

Classes of osmolytes.Naturally occurring organic osmolytes can be grouped into

three classes: polyols, amino acids, and combinations of methylamines with urea

(Hochachka and Somero, 2002; Yancey et al., 1982, 2005). The polyols include

glycerol, sorbitol, trehalose, glucose, and others. Amino acids and amino acid

derivatives that serve as osmolytes are, for example, glycine, taurine, and glutamic

acid. Commonly used methylamines are trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), glycine

betaine, sarcosine, and glycerophosphoryl-choline. The function of all these osmo-

lytes in vivo ranges from protection of cellular contents, through organs (such as

brain or kidney), to the protection of whole organisms (e.g., in dormancy, or under

osmotic stress). Most of these organic osmolytes do not bear a net charge. But

sometimes, even though inorganic salts are potentially harmful (Collins, 2006),

such salts are also used as osmolytes (Galinski, 1995) or for osmotic control in vivo

(Ferraris et al., 2002; Miyakawa et al., 1999).

Nature prefers organic osmolytes to salts.Nearly all organisms use organic rather

than inorganic solutes to protect their cells against adverse conditions. The only

exceptions are certain Archea that use salt (Hochachka and Somero, 2002).

By popular vote, therefore, nature prefers organic osmolytes, and we will largely

follow this trend here. Salt is, however, used in many organisms to respond

quickly to osmotic shock (Galinski, 1995), and because salt is also regularly used

in vitro, we will discuss it to some extent in this chapter.

Organic osmolytes act independently of protein type—salts at low concentration

do not. It is often assumed that osmolytes have evolved to counteract osmotic

imbalance and to stabilize proteins against adverse environmental conditions

(Hochachka and Somero, 2002). Stabilization of all cellular proteins by the same

solutes is only reasonably possible if all proteins are impacted by all of these

osmolytes in much the same way. Generally, organic osmolytes primarily interact

with the peptide backbone (Bolen and Baskakov, 2001). Because the backbone is

common to all proteins and is the most abundant chemical entity in these macro-

molecules, organic osmolytes can uniformly aVect all proteins. Salts, however,

exert their predictable eVects only at high concentrations, where electrostatic
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interactions are usually screened, and weaker interactions are more pronounced.

In such cases, nonelectrostatic forces responsible for discrepancies between

ions dominate. These forces also show up in the Hofmeister ranking of ions

(Hofmeister, 1888)—see also Section IV.C. At lower concentrations typical for

most cells, salt eVects should also depend on the protein-specific surface charge

distribution (Tanford, 1957; Tanford and Kirkwood, 1957). This may be the

reason why only certain halotolerant Archea utilize salts as osmolytes.

In contrast, to modulate protein properties in vitro either salts or organic

osmolytes could be the proper choice, depending on the desired eVect, or the

system investigated.

C. Osmolytes: How Are They Useful?

As an additive. Osmolytes are frequently added to stabilize or solubilize proteins

and other macromolecules. Most common are additions of small-to-moderate salt

concentrations to buVer solutions, but the less commonly used organic osmolytes

can also be very useful and powerful agents.

To probe molecular properties. Although the mere presence of osmolytes can be

highly beneficial for stabilizing macromolecules (or detrimental, if used improperly),

osmolytes are also very useful tools in probing molecular properties. Probably

the best-known example is the use of urea-induced unfolding to determine the

stability of proteins (Pace and Shaw, 2000) (see Chapter 11 by Street et al., this

volume). More recently, osmolytes were used for the reverse: osmolyte-induced

forced folding of intrinsically unstable proteins. This procedure also allows one to

determine the stability of proteins (Baskakov and Bolen, 1998). Other uses of

osmolytes include probing solvation properties of macromolecules and to measure

forces within and between large macromolecular aggregates such as DNA and

stacks of lipid membranes (Parsegian et al., 1995).

To investigate osmolytes’ physiological role. Probing solvation properties is an

important tool in the investigations of the physiological and biochemical eVects of
osmolytes. This is because the eVects of osmolytes on other molecules in vivo and

in vitro are mediated through their solvation behavior. As such, osmolytes and

their solvation behavior are directly linked to normal function and to pathological

conditions of all living organisms. Normal osmolyte function is especially impor-

tant for osmotic regulation (Jeon et al., 2006) and general stress response (Yancey,

2005). The best-known example for osmotic stress under normal conditions in

humans is the kidney (Garcia-Perez and Burg, 1991; Neuhofer and Beck, 2005).

Osmolytes also play a role in pathological conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease

(Scaramozzino et al., 2006).

D. Notation

Throughout this chapter, we will use the following letters as subscripts to

denote the diVerent kind of molecules: W ¼ water, P ¼ protein, O ¼ osmolyte,

S ¼ (general) solute, U ¼ urea, M ¼ macromolecule, and L ¼ ligand.
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II. Experimental Systems

We devote this section to the eVects of osmolytes on processes involving macro-

molecules because these have been most extensively studied. Less studied are

interactions between osmolytes and other small molecules. However, because

many small molecules participate in biochemical reactions, and their interactions

with osmolytes in cells could be overall significant, we will also briefly mention

strong osmolyte–ligand interaction in Sections II.B and III.F.

A. Protein Folding

Osmolytes modulate protein stability. For over a century, it has been known that

urea denatures proteins (Spiro, 1900). But it was not until the 1960s that the

denaturation of proteins by urea was actually quantified (Tanford, 1964). Later,

the converse eVect—protein stabilization by the addition of small, naturally

occurring organic osmolytes—gained much attention (Hochachka and Somero,

2002; Yancey et al., 1982). More recently, it was quantitatively demonstrated that

intrinsically unstable proteins can be stabilized and, moreover, forced to fold by

the addition of protecting osmolytes (Baskakov and Bolen, 1998). Investigation of

a large number of diVerent proteins in urea solutions, as well as studies of a

growing number of proteins in solutions that include diVerent kind of protecting

osmolytes have allowed biophysicists to phenomenologically derive some general

principles of osmolyte–protein interaction, as follows.

Protein stability depends linearly on osmolyte concentration. It is remarkable, and

by now well known that independently of the actual protein studied, protein

stability DG0 ¼ �RT ln([D]/[N]) linearly depends on urea concentration cU:

DG0(cU) ¼ DG0(cU ¼ 0) þ mcU (Greene and Pace, 1974), as shown in Fig. 1.

(Here D and N denote the concentrations of denatured and native forms of

protein.) The constant slope in DG0(cU) is called the m-value. Moreover, it seems

that at least in those cases that have been studied so far DG0 is also a linear function

of the concentration of protecting osmolytes (Felitsky and Record, 2004;

Holthauzen and Bolen, 2007; Mello and Barrick, 2003). Note, however, that this

linear relation is not necessarily valid for cosolute baring a net charge. For

example, while for some proteins the denaturing salt guanidinium chloride is

associated with a constant m-value, for other proteins it is not (Bolen and Yang,

2000; Ferreon and Bolen, 2004; Makhatadze, 1999; Santoro and Bolen, 1992; Yao

and Bolen, 1995).

Watching out for pH. It is important to note the eVect that many osmolytes have

on pH, as this change in pH in itself may critically change the stability of proteins.

For example, many osmolytes can strongly influence the pKa values of some

buVers, such as the very popular Tris. It is therefore highly recommended to

check if the buVer’s pH changes when titrated with solute in the appropriate

range of solute concentrations. Also, the eVect of the stabilizing osmolyte

TMAO on macromolecules can change at low pH, where TMAO becomes charged
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(Granata et al., 2006). Therefore, it is important to ensure that the degree of

protonation of osmolytes under diVerent experimental conditions is known.

In fact, many other osmolytes are zwitterionic yet uncharged in vivo, and charging

these osmolytes by an incautious choice of pH could lead to undesired eVects.
Several models were developed to explain the constant m-value. This free energy

linearity prompted the wide use of the linear extrapolation method (LEM) to

determine the value of DG0(cU ¼ 0) from its value at high concentrations of

denaturant (Pace and Shaw, 2000), yet the molecular mechanism responsible for

the linearity remains obscure. It is clear, however, that accumulation and/or

depletion of solution components around proteins is responsible for the sensitivity
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Fig. 1 Dependence of thermodynamic stability (A, B) and (un)folding kinetics (C, D) of the protein

FKBP12 on urea concentration in 1 M solutions of several stabilizing osmolytes at 25 �C. The gray

arrows indicate the sequential stabilizing eVect of glycerol, proline, sarcosine, and TMAO. Conditions

are the same in all panels. Bold lines in panels (A), (B), and (D) indicate curves in the absence

of additional osmolyte. (A) Equilibrium urea unfolding curves. (B) Gibbs free energy as a function of

urea concentration. Note the linearity. The concentrations where the curves intercept 0 (DGo¼ 0)

correspond to the concentrations of a fraction denatured of 0.5 in panel (A). (C) Both fast and slow

kinetic constants of the unfolding and refolding kinetics in buVer plus urea including prolyl isomeriza-

tion in the denatured state (bold lines), and the eVect of the (un)folding kinetics alone (thin line). For the

sake of clarity, the curves for glycerol, proline, sarcosine, and TMAO are not plotted. (D) EVect of

additional osmolytes on the (un)folding kinetics of FKBP12. The data were extracted from curve fits of

data similar to those displayed in panel (C). The left descending branch corresponds to the refolding

rate. This line switches over to the right ascending branch (the unfolding rate) at the midpoint urea

concentration of unfolding, that is, at the intercept with zero in panel (B).
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of the folding equilibrium toward osmolytes. This preferential interaction can also

be used as an alternative descriptor for the m-value.

Several reasonable model assumptions have been proposed in order to under-

stand the molecular basis for this phenomenon (Eisenberg, 1994; Parsegian et al.,

1995; Schellman, 1994; Smith, 2004b; Zhang et al., 1996). In Section IV.B, we will

show an alternative, model-independent way of deriving this information.

Prediction of m-values from the chemical nature of the protein surface. The more

pragmatic approach used by Tanford (1964) goes back to Cohn and Edsall (1943)

who proposed to subdivide the protein surface into small areas of diVerent chemi-

cal identity. These small entities could be, for example, the diVerent side chains and
backbone. Knowing their energetics of interaction with osmolyte solution allows

then to calculate the m-values. This ‘‘transfer model’’ approach relies on data

obtained from model compounds. But the transfer model was only recently

shown to be model independent, as long as proper model compounds and data

analysis are used (Auton and Bolen, 2004). The predictive power of the transfer

model has been demonstrated for an intrinsically unstructured variant of ribonu-

clease T1 in solutions of seven diVerent osmolytes (Auton and Bolen, 2005).

This approach (Fig. 2) is very promising and further examples will determine

how far this predictive power can reach.

Fig. 2 Calculation of m-values from protein structure (Auton and Bolen, 2005). The surface of the

protein FKBP12 (pdb id 1FKK) carries chemical groups of diVerent preference for trimethylamine

N-oxide (TMAO) (big sphere) as opposed to water. (Blue and red colors in the web-edition of this

volume indicate favorable and unfavorable interactions of TMAOwith the protein). The TMAO sphere

is used to probe which surface elements are accessible to osmolyte (Lee and Richards, 1971) and

therefore count for the energetics of the protein in solution. The energetics of the denatured state is

calculated using published tables of average residue exposure (Creamer et al., 1995, 1997). (See Plate

no. 19 in the Color Plate Section.)
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Prediction of m-values of urea-induced unfolding from gross surface area changes.

The simplest way to predict m-values is to directly take the total surface area

change upon unfolding and to multiply it by a constant that represents an energetic

contribution per unit area (Myers et al., 1995). This method is, however, only able

to give a very rough idea of the magnitude of the m-value. The method was refined

by Record and coworkers, who distinguish between two kinds of surface area:

amide and nonamide areas (Hong et al., 2005). These last two methods are, strictly

speaking, not m-value predictions, but rather m-value fits. They ask: what values

do certain parameters have to take in order to bring experimental values into

agreement with the assumed surface interaction model. In contrast, the Transfer

Model attacks the problem at a more fundamental level by truly predicting

properties of proteins from measured properties of their constituents.

The osmophobic eVect: The dominant role of protein backbone solvation. Beyond

the quantitative prediction of protein m-values from basic physicochemical prop-

erties of the macromolecular building blocks, important qualitative lessons can be

learned from the transfer model. Restricting ourselves to the extremes—urea as a

strong denaturant and TMAO as a strongly refolding agent—it is clear that the

backbone plays the dominant role in osmolyte-dependent protein (de)stabilization

(Bolen and Baskakov, 2001).

The reason for the backbone’s pivotal role is twofold (Auton and Bolen, 2005).

(1) Peptide groups are the most numerous chemical group in proteins and contrib-

ute disproportionately to the total change in exposed surface area. (2) Pure water is

a better solvent for peptide groups than are solutions of strongly stabilizing

osmolytes. This ‘‘osmophobicity’’ of the backbone favors its burial, that is, folding

of the protein. The side chains, however, have an overall favorable interaction with

the osmolyte solution and therefore do not contribute to the stabilizing eVect, or
even slightly oppose it.

Similar results are obtained with the ‘‘top-down’’ approach that parameterizes

experimental data of protein unfolding (Hong et al., 2005), as opposed to the

‘‘bottom-up’’ approach that predicts protein m-values from the properties of their

chemical constituents (Auton and Bolen, 2005).

Osmolytes alter protein folding kinetics. The kinetic analogue of the constant

m-value within the LEM is the linearity of the logarithm of the kinetic constants

of folding ln(kF) and unfolding ln(kU). Such constant kinetic m-values are

observed in denaturant-induced protein unfolding (Tanford, 1968). Only few

quantitative data are available on the impact of protecting osmolytes on protein

folding kinetics. According to these, the principles of the osmophobic eVect can
also be applied to protein folding kinetics (Russo et al., 2003). Stabilizing

osmolytes seem to generally accelerate refolding and reduce the unfolding velocity

(Fig. 1).

Solution preparation for equilibrium unfolding/refolding experiments. It is advis-

able to perform both folding and unfolding experiments in order to demonstrate

reversibility in terms of both repeatability and absence of kinetic distortions. The

latter occurs if the readings are taken before complete equilibration of the sample.
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Incidentally, equilibration can take weeks to months in extreme cases (Cavagnero

et al., 1998; Ogasahara et al., 1998; Rosengarth et al., 1999; Tomschy et al., 1994).

Usually, one sample for each osmolyte concentration is prepared separately.

However, if the reaction is reversible, it is suYcient to prepare one protein

stock solution in the absence of osmolyte, and one at the highest osmolyte concen-

tration. Solutions of intermediate osmolyte concentration are prepared by mixing

the two stock solutions to the appropriate ratio. This procedure can greatly

reduce both the time spent on preparing the solutions and the noise level due to

uncertainties in the final protein concentration.

Data analysis for equilibrium and kinetic protein (un)folding. The data are best

evaluated through a curve fit. The basic linear dependence of the Gibbs free energy

DG0(cU) ¼ DG0(cU ¼ 0) þ mcU (Fig. 1B) allows a direct calculation of the

equilibrium constant of unfolding

KðcUÞ ¼ exp �DG0ðcUÞ
RT

� �
ð1Þ

which can be used to calculate the experimental signal (Fig. 1A) (Santoro and

Bolen, 1988)

sðcUÞ ¼ sN þ cUdsN þ ½sD � sN þ cUðdsD � dsNÞ� KðcUÞ
1þ KðcUÞ ð2Þ

where sN and sD are the signals of the native and denatured state at 0-M osmolyte,

and dsN and dsD are the slopes of their respective signals. In the case of kinetic

measurements, the rate of the reaction is given by

kðcUÞ ¼ kFðcUÞ þ kUðcUÞ ð3Þ

for a first-order reversible reaction (Fig. 1D). In log-scale this equation results in

the typical v-shaped or ‘‘chevron-curve.’’ This is because both ln(kF) and ln(kU)

are linear in c (due to the LEM), and therefore ln(kF þ kU) is dominated by the

larger k. Additional reactions, such as prolyl isomerization, can interfere with this

chevron signature. The equations in this case are more complex and can be found

elsewhere (Kiefhaber and Schmid, 1992; Kiefhaber et al., 1992; Russo et al., 2003).

Such conditions of coupled reversible kinetic reactions lead to convoluted func-

tional dependencies of the observed kinetic rate constants on urea concentration

(Fig. 1C).

B. Ligand Binding and Molecular Association

Specific binding energies are often linear in osmolyte concentration. In much the

same way that osmolytes act on proteins to change their stability in solution,

the same cosolutes also vary the binding strength of ligands to proteins, enzymes

to their substrates, and between proteins and other macromolecules such as
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DNA (Kornblatt and Kornblatt, 2002; Parsegian et al., 1995, 2000). Remarkably,

these changes in binding often follow the same dependence on solute concentration

as found for protein folding, even at low osmolyte concentrations. In numerous

examples, we find binding free energies that vary linearly with solute concentra-

tion, CS. Here is a partial list: antibodies binding to antigens (Goldbaum et al.,

1996; Xavier et al., 1997), the oxygen aYnity of hemoglobin (Colombo et al., 1992;

Royer et al., 1996), the binding of regulatory proteins to their recognition DNA

sequences [some examples are: E. coli gal (Garner and Rau, 1995), lac (Fried et al.,

2002), tyr (Poon et al., 1997) repressors, E. coli CAP protein (Vossen et al., 1997),

and the restriction endonuclease EcoRI (Robinson and Sligar, 1998)], and the

dimerization of a-chymotrypsin (Patel et al., 2002).

Communality in linear response suggests that the underlying mechanisms for the

action of osmolytes on protein stability and on protein binding are closely related.

Osmolytes strengthen or weaken binding by exclusion or inclusion from interacting

macromolecular surfaces. Many natural osmolytes show a net exclusion from

macromolecular interfaces. If macromolecular interfacial areas become buried

following binding to another molecule (say ligand binding), addition of excluded

osmolytes will tend to further stabilize the burial process. Think like a chemist: this

is a simple consequence of Le Chatelier’s principle. Solute addition destabilizes the

protein (increases its chemical potential), so that burial of those destabilizing

surfaces is favored. Now think about the cosolute: burial of surfaces will cause

less osmolyte exclusion, and again the perturbation is reduced.

Much as the folded versus denatured state of a protein is stabilized, binding to

proteins is strengthened by excluded solutes, too. And similarly to protein dena-

turation, solutes that show a net favorable preferential interaction with proteins

(like urea) will generally tend to destabilize the association.

The Gibbs adsorption isotherm and Wyman linkage relate changes in stability to

local excess of solute. The Gibbs adsorption isotherm (or the closely related

Wyman linkage, see Chapter 2 on linkage thermodynamics by Beckett, this volume)

makes the simple yet illuminating link between macromolecule stability and local

concentrations around it. The idea is that the variation of the stability (free energy)

of macromolecules with solute chemical potentials is in proportion to the excess or

deficit of solute in the vicinity of that macromolecule (Gibbs, 1876/78; Parsegian,

2002; Wyman, 1964).

For the immersion of a protein in a dilute solution of proteins also containing

cosolutes, the free energy per protein molecule (or chemical potential mP) is related
to the solute concentration by dmP ¼ �Nexcess

O dmO, where the solute chemical

potential mO is related to solute activity aO through mO ¼ RT lnaO. Clearly, if

protein and ligand’s chemical potential in the two states, say bound and un-

bound, were each independently linear in mO, then the free energy of binding,

DG0
binding ¼ mboundM � ðmfreeM þ mfreeL Þ, would also be linear in mO, reflecting a constant

excess number of associated solutes involved in the process. Such dependence is

often found for the strong binding of ligands to proteins as well as in ‘‘counterion

release,’’ as we shall discuss in Section IV.C. We return to discuss these relations in
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Section IV but notice that the preferential interaction parameter GmO briefly

mentioned earlier (in Sections I.A and II.A) equals �Nexcess
O .

Note, however, that DGbinding is sometimes a strongly nonlinear function of

osmolyte concentration, as recently reported for binding of 20CMP to RNase A.

It was argued that this nonlinearity is due to osmolyte–ligand interaction (Ferreon

et al., 2007), that is, a dependence of mL on osmolyte concentration.

Linearity of DG0 in solute concentration translates into linear changes in solute

excess and constant numbers of excess excluding waters. Linearity of binding free

energy with solute concentration also implies that the net excess (or deficit) of

osmolyte associated with macromolecules (with respect to their number in the

bathing solution) linearly depends on osmolyte concentrations. The most general

case, where protein, osmolyte, and water concentrations are all substantial, can

become quite complex (Smith, 2006a). However, as long as the protein concentra-

tion is very low, the Gibbs–-Duhem relation for water and solute allows us to think

about excesses and deficits of water molecules rather than solute. We find that

dmP ¼ �Nexcess
O dmO ¼ �Nexcess

W dmW, where mW / cO at low solute concentrations is

related to the solute concentration itself [see Section III, Eqs. (8) and (9)] or, even

more directly, to the solution osmotic pressure. A number deficit of solute near a

protein that is linear in the solute concentration is identical to a constant excess

number of solute-excluding water molecules Nexcess
W . (This factor of cO between

Nexcess
W and Nexcess

O appears because in the derivatives we have dmW / dcO / cOdmO
at low osmolyte concentration.)

Finally, we can generalize these considerations from single species to reactions.

Binding that shows linearity in the solute concentration can be described as a

process that involves a constant change in the number of excluding water

molecules,

dDG0
bind

dmW
¼ �DNexcess

W ð4Þ

The alternative, speaking about the excluded solute, gives

dDG0
bind

dmO
¼ �DNexcess

O ¼ DNexcess
W

dmW
dmO

� �
ð5Þ

where the last term is often linear in osmolytes concentration (as long as its

concentration is low, as already pointed out above). Here too, note that for low

macromolecule concentrations,

DNexcess
O ¼ �DGmO ð6Þ

These thermodynamic relations have long been established and used

(Anderson et al., 2002; Casassa and Eisenberg, 1964; Hade and Tanford, 1967;
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Parsegian, 2002; Parsegian et al., 1995; Schellman, 1978, 1987; TimasheV, 1993;
Wyman, 1964). It is also well understood that the excess numbers (or preferential

interactions) include contributions from both solute and water (and at high enough

concentrations, from protein too). Solute and solvent can contribute diVerently to

the energetics, depending on the type of interaction. Therefore, for diVerent kinds
of interactions it may be useful to discuss changes in the excess solute or solvent

numbers. Though some might term cases where water is the main player as special

(TimasheV, 1998), this in fact often occurs in binding reactions (Parsegian, 2002).

We discuss compelling examples for this in Sections II and III.

Note that the dependence of DG0 on solute addition need not always necessarily

vary linearly either with solute concentration or with solute chemical potential.

Osmolytes probe interacting macromolecular interfaces. By using diVerent osmo-

lytes of diVerent sizes and chemical nature we can probe not only the nature of

interacting surfaces but also the physical mechanism of osmolyte exclusion. The

specific binding of cyclodextrin to adamantane carboxylic acid to form an inclu-

sion complex, for example, changes linearly with the concentration of many salts

and other net-neutral osmolytes (Fig. 3). But the slope for all these lines varies

widely (Harries et al., 2005). Calorimetry reveals that it is mainly the enthalpy of

reaction that changes on solute addition, indicating that steric exclusion (primarily

an entropic eVect) is not a dominant factor here. These trends suggest that, similar

to protein folding, complexation is accompanied by a significant change in the

exposed area of both interacting surfaces to solution. The details of solute inter-

actions with the molecular interface will thus determine the extent of osmolyte
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exclusion/inclusion, and ultimately aVect its association. It may come as no

surprise, therefore, that the eVect of all salts studied on binding of the nonpolar

‘‘hydrophobic’’ interacting surfaces of cyclodextrin and adamantane perfectly

tracks the eVect of these salts on the air–water interface, suggesting that in com-

plexing, cyclodextrin and adamantane bury a combined surface area of ca. 200 Å

(see also Section IV.C). It has to be kept in mind, however, that such eVects do not

necessarily track with the air–water surface tension, particularly for organic osmo-

lytes as also studied in protein osmolyte interaction (Auton et al., 2006). In fact, in

these cases we can often usefully think about a protein–water surface tension that

is much diVerent from that of the air–water interface and is instead determined by

the protein’s amino acid composition.

Osmolytes that are completely excluded from inaccessible cavities act purely

through osmotic stress. Particularly interesting are water molecules that are seques-

tered in pockets, grooves, or macromolecular cavities so that they are sterically

inaccessible to solutes. Here, the chemical nature or the size of a solute (beyond a

certain size) does not change its eVect on macromolecular stability; there is simply

an osmotic pressure acting on a sequestered volume of water. The osmotic pressure

can readily be measured (see Section III.A), and for low osmolyte concentration is

simply related to solution concentration by van’t HoV’s law P ¼ csRT . This

pressure is also related to water activity by

vWdP ¼ dmW ¼ RTd ln aW ð7Þ

An illuminating example of steric exclusion of the solutes from water-filled cavities

is the specific–nonspecific reaction of DNA-binding proteins, illustrated in Fig. 4

(top). (Competitive-binding reactions between diVerent DNA sequences are not

only more easily measured but also more relevant for probing recognition specific-

ity than free protein binding to its cognate sequence.)

DiVerences in the number of solute-excluding water molecules associated with

specific and nonspecific DNA–protein complexes can be measured from the

dependence of the relative free energy diVerence on water activity (or osmotic

pressure). The free energy diVerences between specific and nonspecific DNA

binding of the restriction endonuclease EcoRI scale linearly with changes in

osmolal concentration for each solute and translate using Eq. (4) into the diVer-
ence in number of waters retained by specific and nonspecific complexes. It has

been shown (Sidorova and Rau, 1996) that the nonspecific complexes of EcoRI

sequester about 110 water molecules more than the specific recognition sequence

complex (Fig. 4, bottom).

Remarkably, over a wide range of concentrations, the six solutes: glycine beta-

ine, sucrose, glycerol, triethylene glycol, glycine, and a-methylglucoside gave the

same diVerence in waters within 15% experimental error. The slight sensitivity of

this number of waters to the solute identity suggests that the contact area between

protein and DNA in a nonspecific complex delimits a structurally well-defined

volume of water sterically inaccessible to the six diVerent solutes used to set water
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activity. It also suggests that changes in solute exposed surface area between

nonspecific and specific complexes are small in comparison.

The information gained from this osmotic stress strategy agrees well with X-ray

structural data. The X-ray structure of the EcoRI–DNA-specific complex

(Rosenberg, 1991) shows that the interface of this complex is essentially dry, so

that the measured 110 waters are most likely located at the protein–DNA interface

of the nonspecific complex. And while the structure for the nonspecific complex of
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Fig. 4 Top panel: Schematic representation of water exclusion from DNA–protein complexes. The

protein is shown as a globular shape with two lobes that represent domains (helices) that specifically

interact with DNA bases. Bulk solution (water and solute) is shown in dark gray. The light gray regions
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dependence of free energy diVerence between specific and nonspecific EcoRI–DNA complexes is shown

for six solutes. The slope of the fitted line translates using Eq. (4) into �110 extra water molecules

sequestered in the nonspecific versus specific complex, see text for details. Figure courtesy of Nina

Sidorova and Don Rau.
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EcoRI is unavailable, X-ray structures for both specific and noncognate complexes

of a closely related restriction endonuclease BamHI have been solved (Newman

et al., 1995; Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000). Unlike the extensive, direct protein–

DNA contacts seen at the interface of the specific complex, the nonspecific

BamHI–DNA complex shows a distinct gap between the protein and DNA

major groove surfaces that is large enough to accommodate about 150 water

molecules.

Squeezing water out of the noncognate complexes. It should be possible, in

principle, to remove sequestered waters by applying high enough osmotic pressure.

It has been shown (Sidorova and Rau, 2004) that though complexes between

EcoRI and ‘‘star’’ DNA sequences (with only one wrong base pair in the recogni-

tion sequence) sequester the same amount of water as completely nonspecific

complex at low osmotic pressures, this water can be squeezed out from

‘‘star’’ complexes (but not from nonspecific one) at high enough osmotic pressure.

The pressure–volume work done to remove water from the noncognate complexes

is balanced by the resulting unfavorable interactions and conformational changes

in the complex.

C. Protein Solubility

Protein precipitation and crystallization: Not as easy as predicting protein

stability. Dissolved proteins can coexist with many diVerent kinds of undissolved
phases. Most common is the amorphous precipitate, which lacks periodic

structure. But proteins may also form crystals, and these can be of diVerent
symmetries. The amount of osmolyte present within such precipitated protein

states is not usually known. This makes it more diYcult to predict protein solubility

in osmolytes than to predict protein stability in solution. In fact, not even the

average exposure of each chemical group to solution in the precipitate is known.

This section, therefore, serves more as a qualitative discussion of precipitation.

Variation of solution composition is the most versatile approach to protein solubi-

lization. The solubility of chemical compounds depends both on their chemical

nature and on the composition of the solution in which they are dissolved. One way

to modulate protein solubility is, therefore, by mutation. A mutagenesis-based

approach is generally too cumbersome, however, and has to rely mostly on

empirical approaches on a per protein basis (Schein, 1993). Alternatively, cosolutes

can serve to alter solubility. Theories are available to quantify both salt- and

osmolyte-dependent protein solubility (Arakawa and TimasheV, 1985; Shulgin
and Ruckenstein, 2005b). Osmolytes are particularly attractive candidates for

solubility enhancement, because transfer free energy data for several osmolytes

have been measured. This allows one to qualitatively predict native state solubility

from the high-resolution structure of each protein (Bolen, 2004).

Osmolytes are useful stabilizers, precipitants, solubilizers, or denaturants depend-

ing on the balance between side chain/osmolyte versus backbone/osmolyte interac-

tions.We have seen (Section II.A) that the denaturant urea interacts favorably with
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both the peptide backbone and the amino acid side chains. Demonstrating Le

Chatelier’s principle, proteins in urea solution react by preferring a state with

increased surface exposure, namely the denatured state. Moreover, urea normally

solubilizes proteins (Bolen, 2004), because dissolved proteins expose more surface

than precipitated proteins. Being both a denaturant and a solubilizer, guanidine

hydrochloride (GdnHCl) acts in a similar fashion. And yet the problem with using

such strong denaturants as solubilizers is obvious: they also denature proteins.

A good alternative to GdnHCl is arginine (that contains a guanidyl group),

which solubilizes proteins without strongly denaturing them (Arakawa and

Tsumoto, 2003). Among the net-neutral osmolytes, proline is very useful for

solubilization due to the balance between its favorable interaction with the side

chains and its unfavorable interaction with the backbone (Auton and Bolen, 2005).

The backbone, therefore, counters the potentially destabilizing eVect of the favor-
able interaction with the amino acid side chains, while these interactions with the

side chains improve the protein solubility.

Protein stabilizers also tend to be precipitants. This is due to the overcompensa-

tion of the favorable (solubilizing and destabilizing) interactions between osmolyte

and side chains by the unfavorable (precipitating and stabilizing) interactions

between osmolyte and peptide backbone (Auton and Bolen, 2005; Bolen, 2004).

The precipitating eVects of stabilizing osmolytes can be partially overcome by using

a mixture of the stabilizer with a solubilizer like proline that does not denature the

protein (Kumar et al., 2001).

Mixtures of osmolytes may act better than the sum of their individual eVects.
Mixing diVerent kind of osmolytes may be helpful not only when combining a

stabilizer with a solubilizer but also in solubilization itself. Mixtures of arginine

and glutamic acid have been found to provide better solubilization than the sum

eVect of each component individually (Golovanov et al., 2004). Similarly, mixtures

of TMAO and trehalose can be more eYcient in refolding proteins than expected

from a simple additive eVect (BomhoV et al., 2006).

pH AVects both protein solubility and osmolyte character. The charge of

osmolytes is of great importance for their interactions with proteins. Titrating a

protonateable group on an osmolyte molecule can even turn a stabilizer into a

denaturant, as in the case of TMAO (Granata et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2005). pH is

also well known to alter protein solubility. This holds for both the native and the

denatured state (Pace et al., 2004; Shaw et al., 2001). The denatured state can be

more than 100-fold less soluble than the native state. Preventing the protein from

unfolding is therefore another way to achieve protein solubilization. Incidentally,

the solubility of the denatured state seems to be less dependent on pH than the

native state (Pace et al., 2004).

Salts have long been known to alter protein solubility. Protein solubility in salt

solutions was qualitatively investigated already two centuries ago in Hofmeister’s

laboratory (Hofmeister, 1888; Lewith, 1888). Setschenow also made quantitative

solubility studies at a similar time (Setschenow, 1889, 1892), though not on

proteins. Concepts developed in these laboratories, namely the Hofmeister series
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and Setschenow coeYcients, are milestones in the understanding of protein

solubility (Arakawa and TimasheV, 1985). Early on, experimental data were

viewed in light of these concepts (Green, 1931a,b, 1932; Green et al., 1935;

Sörensen, 1925). We return to discuss some of these points in Section IV.C.

Osmolytes added to the growth medium can improve cellular protein solubility.

Beneficial eVects of osmolytes are, of course, not limited to the listed in vitro

examples. Accumulation of osmolytes is a ubiquitous strategy of all organisms to

cope with diVerent kind of stress. Recently, proline was demonstrated to be useful

for preventing intracellular aggregation of a protein that is prone to precipitation

(Ignatova and Gierasch, 2006).

D. Stressing Assemblies: DNA, Lipids, and Other Macromolecules

Osmolytes can be used to stress macromolecular assemblies. By exclusion from

interacting macromolecular surfaces, osmolytes can push macromolecules

together. This push impacts the structure and stability not only of single macro-

molecules, such as proteins, but also of larger molecular aggregates such as DNA

assemblies and multilamellar lipid vesicles. If solute exclusion is strong enough,

practically no osmolyte (e.g., bulky polyethylene glycol polymer) penetrates into

the macromolecular aggregate. At the same time, the stress it exerts (osmotic

pressure) is easily measured in the bulk solution (see Section III.A). This forms

the basis for a simple yet powerful method for measuring forces between macro-

molecules: the osmotic stress strategy (Parsegian et al., 1986, 1995; Rand and

Parsegian, 1992).

Osmotic stress is used to measure forces acting between macromolecules. The idea

is simple (Fig. 5). To a solution of assembling, ordered macromolecules (or ones

that can order under osmotic pressure) add osmolytes that are strongly excluded.

Typically a polymer such as PEG or high-molecular weight dextran is used. Let the

supramolecular aggregate form and reach equilibrium with the aqueous osmolyte

solution. Then, use diVracting X-rays that bounce oV the macromolecular aggre-

gate to report on the spacing between macromolecules at that exerted osmotic stress.

When repeated formanydiVerent osmotic stresses, the result is an ‘‘equation of state’’

for the macromolecular aggregate, like the one shown for DNA in solution, Fig. 6.

The osmotic stress strategy is a convenient way to limit the hydration of the

macromolecular assembly, while knowing the free energy cost (or simply: the

work) needed to keep the assembly at that spacing. This work of eliminating

waters from the assembly (the area under the pressure vs water volume curve) is

performed against the forces that act between the macromolecules themselves.

Ultimately, all eVective forces between macromolecules are probed, even if not

directly related to the hydration or solvation of the macromolecules (Kozlov et al.,

1994; Leikin et al., 1991; Podgornik et al., 1994; Rand et al., 1990).

Osmotic stress can be used to probe the interaction of small solutes with macro-

molecules. What if solutes are not entirely excluded from the macromolecular

aggregates? Penetration of solute will change the balance of forces acting between
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Polymer (osmolyte) 
solution

Incident X-ray beam

Scattered
beam

Diffraction pattern

Fig. 5 Measuring forces using the osmotic stress strategy involves bathing macromolecular assemblies

(lipid multilayers in the figure) in solutions containing cosolutes that are highly excluded from the inside

of the aggregate, such as the neutral polymer polyethylene glycol. Water is drawn from the aggregate

until equilibrium is reached. Then, X-rays are shone through the sample to inform on the (average)

spacing between macromolecules at a specific osmolyte concentration. The osmotic pressure for

the same solute concentration can be readily measured using an osmometer, to give the force versus

separation curve for the aggregate. Osmotic pressure data for many osmolytes useful in these experi-

ments are given at http://lpsb.nichd.nih.gov.
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Fig. 6 Measured intermolecular force as a function of interaxial separation for DNA in simple salt

solutions (0.25 MNaCl) that contain increasing concentrations (2,8, and 12 mM) of the trivalent cation

Co(NH4)6
þ3. For each polyvalent ions concentration, osmotic pressure is exerted by PEG polymer

added to solution, and the spacing is measured using X-rays. (Rau and Parsegian, 1992; Gelbart et al.,

2000) Figure courtesy of V. A. Parsegian.
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the macromolecules. Watching how solutes aVect the balance of forces in the

aggregate provides a way to determine the partitioning of those solutes around

macromolecules. Use large, strongly excluded solutes to press against the

assembly, while letting the small osmolytes or other solutes to permeate and

equilibrate with the aggregate. The excess pressure that is exerted by the small

osmolyte reflects its preferential hydration. For example, DNA condensed with

spermidine shows a strong shift in pressure versus DNA interaxial separation when

MPD or 2-propanol is added to solutions already stressed by PEG. The pressure

imposed by PEG that is needed to reach a certain DNA interaxial spacing is

reduced in the presence of alcohol, indicating the alcohol’s strong exclusion. Incon-

trast, glycerol shows little eVect on these curves, indicating that it has a preferential

interaction close to zero (Hultgren and Rau, 2004; Stanley and Rau, 2006).

Similarly, the eVect of salts on neutral lipid bilayers has been interrogated using

this strategy: push against membranes when small solute (salt) is also present in

solution. Remarkably, while salts are found to be preferentially excluded from

interacting membranes the amount that does penetrate also concomitantly

weakens the attractive van der Waals attraction between bilayers, resulting in a

widening in the spacing between lipid bilayers, as shown in Fig. 7 (Petrache et al.,

2005, 2006).

Finally, the ability to measure spacings between macromolecules in osmotically

stressed solutions allows one to evaluate the changes in the number of preferen-

tially interacting solutes at that spacing. We return to this point in Section IV to

show that these kinds of interactions are important while interrogating lipid-based

vehicles for drug delivery.
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Fig. 7 Salt eVect on lipid membranes measured by the osmotic stress strategy. At similar osmotic

pressures, neutral lipid bilayers are more swollen in bromide than in chloride salts (Petrache et al., 2006).

Each symbol in the plot shows the experimental value of the osmotic pressure Posm that was fixed for

each unoriented multilamellar lipid (DLPC) sample with a known amount of polymer (PEG), versus the

water spacing a that was determined for that sample by X-rays. The lines show the fits to these data from

a model relating the force acting between bilayers to hydration, membrane fluctuations, and van der

Waals forces. All data were taken at 25 �C. Figure courtesy of Horia Petrache.
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III. Experimental Methods

Using osmolytes to control structure and stability of macromolecules is a

strategy that accepts many tactics. In fact, your favorite experimental method

can also probably be used to gain information on the action of osmolytes on

macromolecules. The method might be useful in detecting changes in macromolec-

ular state, structure, conformation, or degree of association due to osmolytes

addition. And it might probe details of osmolytes and macromolecular solvation,

as well as inform on preferential interactions and on partitioning of osmolytes

between bulk and macromolecular surfaces. Far from presenting a comprehensive

tutorial, we discuss only a few techniques here to show the strategy; hopefully these

will encourage the readers to follow their own tactics.

A. Osmometry

Water activity is an important physical property in biology. Cellular volume

regulation is a major issue for the survival of living organisms. Distribution and

redistribution of water plays a major role in this regulation and the concomitant

movement of water dictated by its chemical activity. By knowing the water activity

that directs this water flow, we can also derive solvation information, as is

described in Section IV.

Several methods are available for measuring water activity. The dependence of

water activity on the concentration of additives can be measured through the

solution colligative properties: freezing point, boiling point, osmotic pressure,

vapor pressure, and so on. Here we focus on the vapor pressure as measured

through vapor pressure osmometry (VPO) or dew point depression. This

method is much faster, though less precise, than isopiestic distillation, which is

the gold standard for the measurement of the water activity as a function of

additives. In all of the listed methods, precise preparation of the solutions is of

utmost importance. For this reason, it is best to use the molal concentration scale

(moles per kilogram of water) as explained below.

Osmolalities and osmotic coeYcients. The output of VPO is the osmolality of the

solution, which is defined as

Osm ¼ � ln aW

MW=1000
ð8Þ

where aW is the water activity andMW is the molecular weight of water (18 g/mol),

and 1000 is the conversion factor between moles per kilogram and moles per gram.

The corresponding osmotic coeYcient is

f ¼ Osm

m
ð9Þ

where m is the total molality.
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Based on this definition it is clear that osmolality is just a measure of the

chemical activity of water, or of the (overall) osmotic pressure in solution,

Osm ¼ P/RT. Alternatively, one could state that osmolality is the hypothetical

concentration of an ideal solute in an aqueous solution that has the same water

activity as the sample. Osmolality is an overall eVective solute concentration within

this interpretation; a handy, but questionable point of view (Rösgen et al., 2004a)

because the definition of what is an ‘‘ideal solution’’ depends on the chosen

standard state, concentration scale, and so on. Keeping this caveat in mind, we

see that the osmotic coeYcient is the relative deviation of the osmolality from ideal

behavior (given in this case by the molal concentration).

Output data: osmotic coeYcients and preferential interaction parameters. There is

a host of diVerently defined preferential interaction parameters (Anderson et al.,

2002). These are useful for understanding the response of macromolecules to the

presence of high concentrations of additives. Here we focus on the preferential

interaction parameter that is most directly related to VPO, namely to the response

of the chemical activity of water on increasing concentrations of cosolutes

@ ln aW
@mO

� �
T ;p;mP

¼ � 1

mW

@Osm

@mO

� �
T ;p;mP

ð10Þ

where mO is the molality of osmolyte and mW the molality of water (55.5 mol/kg).

The preferential interaction parameter GmO can be obtained from two sets of

VPO measurements in the presence (mP molal) and absence of protein (Courtenay

et al., 2000):

GmO � mO

mP

1� @Osm

@mO

� �
p;T ;mP

=
@Osm

@mO

� �
p;T ;mP¼0

" #
ð11Þ

However, the slope of the osmolality with osmolyte molality (Eq. 10) is also very

useful for obtaining more detailed solvation information, as is discussed in Section

IV.B.

Calibration issues. Based on our experience with the Wescor Vapro 5520 Vapor

Pressure Osmometer, we have several recommendations on the use of VPO. The

instrument is calibrated using NaCl standard solutions of osmolalities 100, 290,

and 1000 mOsm. Unfortunately, the manufacturer programmed the instrument to

use freezing point depression data to calculate the calibration curve from these

data (Courtenay et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2003). Data that are valid at room

temperature (or better: operating temperature) would have been the proper choice.

Such data can be obtained elsewhere (Archer, 1992; Clarke and Glew, 1985) to

recalculate corrected osmolalities from the instrument reading. Otherwise, the

data may become inconsistent (Kiyosawa, 2003) because of the temperature

dependence of osmotic coeYcients (Winzor, 2004), and thus the manufacturer’s

calibration cannot be trusted (expect deviations in excess of 5% if you work at

room temperature). Still, it is useful to first collect the data employing the
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manufacture’s calibration solutions and procedure, because it is impossible to get

around using the calibration that is integrated in the instrument’s firmware. The

obtained results can then be converted using a proper calibration. In principle, it is

suYcient to recalculate the real osmolalities from the instrument output as

suggested previously (Courtenay et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2003). As best practice,

we recommend to determine experimentally an appropriate polynomial for con-

verting the instrument output. This can be done by occasionally measuring an

NaCl dilution series over the range of 100–3100 mOsm and calculate the calibra-

tion polynomial from a plot of the real osmolality versus the instrument reading.

The osmotic coeYcient of NaCl at 25 �C is (Archer, 1992)

1� A
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
1þ 1:2

ffiffiffiffi
m

p þQm expð�2
ffiffiffiffi
m

p Þ þ Bmþ Cm2 þDm3 þ Em4

whereA¼ 0.3915,B¼ 7.5480865� 10�2,C¼ 2.8737876� 10�3,D¼�3.4537166�
10�4, E ¼ 1.7442782� 10�5, and Q ¼ 0.3035192.

Because of the sensitivity of the measurement to temperature fluctuations it is

also highly recommended to frequently check the reproducibility of osmometer

readings during every few samples using some well-defined solution (e.g., the

supplied calibration solutions). This is also helpful for determining whether lint

got attached to the sensor, which distorts the results. Both eVects—temperature

drift of the instrument and contaminated sensor—lead to systematic deviations of

the reading from the expected value.

Adsorption artifacts are possible, but avoidable. For the VPO measurement the

sample is pipetted onto a filter paper that slides into the instrument. It was noted

that interactions between solution components and the filter paper could distort

the data (Hardegree and Emmerich, 1990). This eVect apparently depends on the

chemical nature of the dissolved substance. We observed systematic deviations

between VPO measured osmotic coeYcients and literature data for urea, but not

sucrose, or NaCl. These observations are also consistent with independently

measured data, in which small, but systematic deviations between measurements

and literature values occur (Hong et al., 2004). Whether such deviations are

acceptable depends in part on the desired accuracy. To circumvent this problem

we recommend incubating the filter paper in the solution, to bring the paper into

osmotic equilibrium with solution. The wet paper is removed from the solution to

be inserted into the instrument. Before insertion, the wet paper is drained through

surface tension by bringing it shortly into contact with the surface of the sample

solution. The resulting data is of higher accuracy than the data obtained using the

manufacturer’s protocol. This accuracy, however, comes at the price of lower

precision due to the ill-determined total amount of sample.

Solutions for osmometry are best prepared by weight. The most direct source of

error and uncertainties in osmometry comes from the process of solution prepara-

tion. Although the molar concentration scale is very popular in biochemistry, its

usage has some disadvantages in the precision and accuracy of solution
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preparation. This is because of the two following reasons: (1) solution densities

depend on temperature and (2) volume measurements are usually less accurate

than weight measurements that are used in mass-based concentration scales.

Accordingly, using molal concentrations (moles per kilogram of water) is an

advantage, because these concentrations do not depend on temperature, and

accurate balances can be used for solution preparation.

VPO allows to measure changes in the preferential hydration of interacting macro-

molecules. By measuring the changes in solution osmolality due to addition of

macromolecules, it is possible to determine the extent to which a macromolecule

preferentially takes up water from the bathing solution, that is, water unavailable

to small ‘‘excluded’’ osmolytes. This is nothing but the preferential interaction of

osmolytes with that macromolecule (Courtenay et al., 2000, 2001; Harries et al.,

2005). Think of the naively idealized case, where every solute macromolecule is

surrounded by some number of cosolute-excluding waters. The addition of macro-

molecules to the solute will leave only part of those waters available for dissolution

of any other cosolute. Accordingly, the variation of change in solution osmolality

following addition of a small amount of (macromolecular) solute to solution is

related to the number of excluding waters per molecule. And if the number of

osmolyte-excluding waters remains constant, the slope of the osmolality variation

with osmolyte concentration (at a constant macromolecular concentration) turns

out to be constant too.

Once again, due to the link between solute and water chemical potential imposed

by the Gibbs–Duhem relation, we can also follow the excess/deficit number of

osmolyte rather than the corresponding number of waters (Anderson et al., 2002;

Parsegian, 2002). However, it is the number of excluding waters that seems to

remain constant in many examples over a wide range of concentrations.

As an example, consider the cyclodextrin/adamanthane (CD/AD) complex dis-

cussed in Section II.B. For this particular measurement, we used a methylated

derivative of CD, mCD. Once we evaluate the number of excluding waters from

the constant slopes of osmotic pressure changes with solution concentration, it is

also possible to derive diVerences in hydration (preferential hydration) between the

complexed and uncomplexed molecules. These results from VPO match those

derived from calorimetry, as shown in Fig. 8. The correspondence in numbers

obtained from both ITC and osmometry confirms that both approaches indeed

probe the release of osmolytes-excluding waters.

B. Calorimetry

Through the partition function, calorimetry yields information on osmolyte action.

Calorimetry is a versatile tool that can be highly informative. It is one of the few

methods that allows direct access to thermodynamic properties, such as enthalpies,

heat capacities, expansivities, and volume changes (see also Chapter 5 on DSC by

Spink and Chapter 4 on ITC by Freyer and Lewis, respectively, this volume). These
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properties are, from a statistical mechanics point of view, derivatives of the

partition function with regard to temperature and pressure. This allows us access

to the most fundamental function in thermodynamics, the partition function itself.

In the present context of osmolyte eVects on macromolecules, knowing the parti-

tion function allows us to calculate how biochemical reactions respond to the

presence of osmolytes under various conditions (diVerent temperatures, pressures,

and solution conditions).

Calorimetric measurements are useful for investigating both biochemical reactions

and the properties of each molecular species. We discuss several calorimetric

techniques in the following. All these methods are helpful to gain information

not only on transitions and reactions between macromolecules but also on

the individual molecules themselves. While biochemistry often focuses on the

resulting interaction between macromolecules, it is particularly important to fol-

low changes in individual molecular species because at highly concentrated solu-

tion conditions the physical properties of each kind of molecule by itself can vary in

diVerent ways, ultimately impacting macromolecular interactions. The solvation

information extracted from calorimetry indicates how biomolecules react to the

presence of osmolytes. Such detailed information is, however, only necessary if a

very comprehensive understanding of the eVects of osmolytes is desired. Often, it is

suYcient to learn what are the overall eVects of cosolutes on biochemical reactions.

These eVects are witnessed in the routinely determined dependence of aYnities

(pKd) and thermal stabilities (Tm) on osmolyte concentration.
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Titrations: Isothermal titration calorimetry. While isothermal titration calorime-

try (ITC) is normally used to investigate specific (or more simply ‘‘strong’’) binding

(pKd values or aYnities), it is also capable of yielding data on nonspecific interac-

tion, namely solvation. The most straightforward example is the dependence of

ligand-binding aYnities on osmolyte concentration, as shown in Fig. 3; see also

(Harries et al., 2005; Morar et al., 2001; Xavier et al., 1997). The slope of the

aYnity as a function of osmolyte concentration yields solvation information, as

explained in Sections II.B , III.A, and IV.B. The ITC can also be used to measure

the interaction between molecules by determining enthalpies of dissolution (Zou

et al., 2002). More details on technical aspects of ITC can be found in Chapter 4 by

Freyer and Lewis, this volume.

Thermal scans: DiVerential scanning calorimetry. DiVerential scanning calorim-

etry (DSC) has major advantages over other techniques that determine thermal

stability. First, the macromolecular melting curve has a peak shape, which allows

one to determine the melting temperature Tm more precisely than is possible in the

normal sigmoidally shaped transition curves. Another advantage is that in addi-

tion to the van’t HoV enthalpy DHvH (derived from the cooperativity of the

transition) the peak area yields the calorimetric enthalpy DHcal. Comparison of

DHvH with DHcal is a good test for the validity of the thermodynamic model used

for the data evaluation, for example, the assumption of a two-state transition,

assumptions about the oligomeric state of the protein.

Finally, DSC is unique because it measures absolute heat capacities Cps, which

are beneficial for several reasons. On the one hand, absolute heat capacities contain

information on the temperature dependence of chemical activities, that is, on the

temperature dependence of solvation properties (Harned and Owen, 1943). On the

other hand, absolute heat capacities can be used as a measure of the compactness

of the denatured state (Häckel et al., 2000). The denatured state does contribute to

protein stability—just as much as does the native state (Auton and Bolen, 2004,

2005; Baskakov and Bolen, 1998). For this reason, the denatured state has been of

interest for as long as protein folding has been studied (Goldenberg, 2003; Kohn

et al., 2004; Lapanje and Tanford, 1967; Nozaki and Tanford, 1967; Tanford et al.,

1967a,b; TiVany and Krimm, 1973; Tran and Pappu, 2006; Tran et al., 2005).

Moreover, the compactness of the denatured state is a measure of its interaction

with osmolytes (Qu et al., 1998).

The most common measure for protein––osmolyte interaction used in DSC

experiments is the dependence of the protein stability Tm on osmolyte concentra-

tion, which yields preferential interaction parameters (Kovrigin and Potekhin,

1997; Plaza del Pino and Sanchez-Ruiz, 1995; Poklar et al., 1999), or the

m-value. This last procedure is closely related to the phase diagram method,

which is described in Section III.F. More details about DSC are found elsewhere

in this volume (see Chapter 5 by Spink, this volume).

Heat-volume coupling: Pressure perturbation calorimetry (PPC). Pressure per-

turbation calorimetry (PPC) measures expansivities as a function of temperature

(Lin et al., 2002). Both absolute expansivities ap
* and information on the following
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transition parameters of macromolecules can be obtained. These transition para-

meters are again the thermal melting temperature Tm and the transition enthalpy

DHvH (the cooperativity of the transition). In addition, the volume change

DV upon unfolding can be determined from the area of the transition peak through

integration (Lin et al., 2002) or by curve fitting (Rösgen and Hinz, 2000).

Expansivities have been used in model-dependent approaches for deriving sol-

vation information from thermodynamic data (Batchelor et al., 2004; Chalikian,

2001). Because of uncertainties regarding the validity of such approaches

(Batchelor et al., 2004; Kauzmann, 1976), we recommend a diVerent approach
for quantitative studies that is based on first principles and is discussed in Section

IV.B (Kirkwood–BuV theory). In any case, volumetric data are very useful for

understanding the molecular solvation properties that govern the concentration-

dependent solution thermodynamics (Kirkwood and BuV, 1951).
Combined techniques: Pressure modulated DSC. A recent development in calori-

metric instrumentation allows regular DSCmeasurements (yielding heat capacities

Cp) to be combined with pressure modulation (yielding expansivities ap
*) (Boehm

et al., 2006; Rösgen and Hinz, 2006). This method allows a simultaneous measure-

ment of all mechano-thermal properties that can be measured by DSC and PPC

alone. While the MicrocalÒ instrumentation (VP-DSC) is optimized for PPC, it

appears that among commercially available instruments pressure modulated DSC

(PMDSC) is possible only with the setup by Calorimetry Science CorporationÒ

(N-DSC III).

Special requirements in osmolyte solutions’ calorimetry.

1. Avoiding bubbles. Osmolyte solutions can be quite viscous at high concentra-

tions. This makes solution degassing particularly diYcult, because small bubbles of

gas do not readily surface and can remain trapped in solution. Such bubbles have

diVerent eVects in the diVerent types of calorimetry. In ITC, the baseline becomes

unstable and noisy in the presence of bubbles that swirl around in the solution.

In DSC, the contribution to the signal of even minute bubbles can easily exceed

that of the sample macromolecule. A decrease in sample viscosity with increasing

temperature can facilitate escape of the bubble from the sample chamber, which

leads to sudden jumps in the signal. In pressure-dependent techniques, such as PPC

and PMDSC, the expansivity of bubbles is so large compared to the liquid that the

signal of the bubble swamps that of the liquid.

2. Degassing. There are three strategies of degassing: sonication, saturation, and

vacuum. Sonication helps to remove residual air bubbles that are diYcult to

remove from the solution. Saturation of the solutions with Argon might be useful,

because the solubility of Argon in water increases with temperature. Air, in

contrast, becomes less soluble as the temperature increases, and this can lead to

bubble formation because typical storage temperatures of solutions of biologicals

are lower than experimental temperatures. Such bubble formation can also be

avoided by vacuum degassing. Because of the potentially high viscosity of

osmolyte solutions, special precautions have to be followed. The vacuum has to
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be mild in order to avoid formation of foam, or splashing of the sample. Manual

degassing in a syringe oVers best control over nucleation of bubbles (tapping) and

rapid adjustment of vacuum strength (adjustment of piston position).

3. Decomposition. Some osmolytes tend to decompose and/or react with other

biomolecules. In many experimental methods, there would be no notable eVect
originating from a small fraction of decomposing molecules. In calorimetry,

however, the heat of such reactions can significantly contribute to the signal.

Urea tends to decompose in solution, even more so at elevated temperatures

(Shaw and Brodeaux, 1955). TMAO may lose its oxygen during storage, evacua-

tion, light exposure, and heating. The decomposition products of either of these

osmolytes can lead to chemical modification of the sample (Volkin et al., 1997), for

example, through carbamylation (Stark et al., 1960), oxidation, or glycation in the

presence of urea, TMAO, or reducing sugars, respectively. In the case of urea some

protection is possible by choice of buVer (Lin et al., 2004). The only way to protect

macromolecules from oxidation by TMAO is through minimization of exposure.

Protection against glycation is done in nature by the use of amino acids, especially

taurine, which can scavenge free aldehydes, such as reducing sugars (Ogasawara

et al., 1993). It is questionable, though, whether reacting all reducing sugars with

amino acids is a real solution to the problem, because this completely alters the

chemical composition of the solution. The best recommendation therefore is to

reduce the time of exposure by using only those protein solutions to which

osmolytes have been added directly before the experiment.

4. Matching solutions. Normally, sample concentrations in bio-calorimetry are

small compared to the concentration of the osmolyte cosolute. Therefore, it is very

important to exactly match all solutions (including sample and reference) with

regard to the cosolute concentrations. Otherwise large contributions of heats of

dilution and/or heat capacities of the osmolytes to the signal could distort the

results.

5. Filling the calorimeter. Coin-shaped calorimetric cells are not easily filled with

a viscous solution. It is therefore recommended to purchase calorimeters with

helical cells, if solutions of high viscosity are to be investigated frequently by

DSC. Both major providers of high-sensitivity bio-calorimeters oVer instruments

with this setup (Calorimetry Science CorporationÒ N-DSC series, and MicrocalÒ

Capillary DSC).

C. Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy informs onmolecular details of solvation, binding, and macromolecular

conformations. Several spectroscopic methods, including nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR), circular dichroism (CD), and IR spectra, are helpful in determining the

state and conformations of macromolecules. The spectroscopic data can thus aid in

determining the eVect of solutes on the relative stability of diVerent macromolecular

states (changes in equilibrium constants) due to solute addition.
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Spectroscopic methods, however, not only shed light on osmolytes’ eVect on
macromolecule structure and stability but also report on the way cosolutes interact

and restructure water, as well as on changes in water ordering at the macromolec-

ular interface. Furthermore, the same spectroscopic information can sometimes be

used to directly indicate changes in solute binding to macromolecules.

Vibrational spectroscopy helps to determine changes in solvation environments.

Because osmolytes interact with water in the bulk and at macromolecular inter-

faces and are preferentially included or excluded, structural information on coso-

lute solvation properties is vital to complete our understanding of their action.

In particular, information can be obtained on molecular dynamics and motions,

such as vibrational states and hydrogen bonding properties, in addition to macro-

molecular conformational changes (Goldbeck et al., 2001; Royer et al., 1996).

Raman and IR spectroscopies are useful in providing information on water

structuring around solutes, because they report on water’s vibrational modes,

and these modes in turn are sensitive to subtle changes in hydrogen bonding

interactions between water molecules at diVerent molecular environments. For

example, using an FTIR microscope it has been possible to examine small regions

of biological samples of collagen (Mertz and Leikin, 2004). Frequency shifts that

correspond to signature of solute in bulk water could be related to changes in

hydration (hydrogen bonding) environments close to macromolecules. At the same

time, the IR spectrum can be used to measure bonding properties, so that it is

possible to obtain the adsorption curves for solute in macromolecular assemblies

or molecules, as well as information on structural (conformational) changes in the

protein.

Another kind of spectroscopy, vibronic sideband luminescence spectroscopy

(VLBSL) has been used to probe both the identity of molecules in the first

solvation shells around a Gd(III) ion (replacing calcium ions binding to proteins)

and properties of hydrogen bonding in the ions’ immediate environment (Navati

et al., 2004; Roche et al., 2006). The Gd reporter can be used together with protein

in the presence of diVerent osmolytes to probe the changes in hydration properties

of the macromolecules due solute.

In another study, vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy has been successfully

used to probe the solvation of an ionic surfactant (SDS and DTAC) at an oil

(CCl4)/water interface (Scatena and Richmond, 2004). Because of the presence of

surfactant, the vibrational spectrum of interfacial water changes dramatically.

These interacting water molecules show preferential water reorientation around

the solvated surfactant, and a weaker hydrogen bonding interaction than in bulk

water.

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy gives direct evidence of preferential interaction.

Proteins are preferentially hydrated in protecting osmolytes, while in aqueous

denaturant solutions the cosolute preferentially interacts with protein. Dielectric

relaxation measurements were used to directly demonstrate that RNase A is

preferentially hydrated in glycerol solutions (Betting et al., 2001). The protein

was found to be bathed in a ‘‘bag’’ of water that allowed for a tumbling motion
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that is as quick as in pure water. Also, changes in mobility of components of the

bulk solution were demonstrated when urea and glycerol were used as osmolytes

(Abou-Aiad et al., 1997; Betting et al., 2001).

UV–VIS absorbance and fluorescence spectroscopy allows to detect changes in the

environment of reporter groups. Aromatic amino acid residues are the typical

groups observed in UV–VIS absorbance and fluorescence experiments. Changes

in solvent-exposure of such reporter groups can be used to track protein confor-

mational changes, because their extinction coeYcients and fluorescence properties

depend on the physical properties of their environment. In most cases, only protein

unfolding results in exposure changes that are large enough to be observed spec-

troscopically. Such changes can also be followed by UV spectroscopically in the

case of DNA denaturation. Circular dichroism spectroscopy allows investigation

of protein secondary structures because the conformational environment of

peptide groups biases their preference to absorb either right- or left-spin photons.

Some special requirements for osmolyte samples in spectroscopy.

Fluorescence: Osmolytes often contain small quantities of impurities that can

interfere with fluorescence measurements. Such impurities that absorb in the

UV–VIS range can usually be removed by adding activated charcoal to the

osmolyte solution, stirring for 30 min, and filtering the solution using a

micrometer-pore filter on a vacuum flask. Filtration is fastest when charcoal pellets

rather than powder is used. In addition, the solution can be cleared from charged

compounds by adding mixed-bed ion exchange resin to the solution. The exact

amount of resin that is needed depends on its capacity for binding ions. In the

worst-case example, commercial TMAO, recrystallization might be necessary. This

can be done from water directly after synthesis (Russo et al., 2003), or—in severe

cases—from acetonitrile (dissolve 1 part of TMAO in 2 parts of acetonitrile at 70 �C
and recrystallize on ice). TMAO is colorless and odorless. The yellow color and fishy

smell of commercial TMAO clearly indicates the necessity of further purification.

CD: Far-UV circular dichroism (CD) can become problematic in osmolyte

solutions. This is because of the usually high absorbance of most osmolytes in

the far-UV range. Working at higher wavelengths might help in these cases, if

feasible. As long as the protein is soluble enough, the best solution to the problem

of high absorption by the osmolytes is to use a cuvette with a shorter path length

along with a protein concentration that is increased in proportion. For solubility

issues, see Section II.B in this chapter. Also, if the purpose is not to purely

investigate eVects of one specific osmolyte, osmolytes that have weaker CD absor-

bance in the UV can be chosen, such as many polyols and the synthetic polymer

PEG, so that higher osmolyte concentrations can be used.

D. Ion Channels as Probes

Currents through ion channels report on protein states and their interactions with

cosolutes. Because of their ability to open and close, ion channels form gateways

for transport through lipid bilayers. As an example, consider a ridiculously simple
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channel with only two states: one is open and conductive while the other closed,

collapsed, dry, and nonconducting. Solute that is preferentially excluded from

waters that hydrate this channel’s cavity will tip the balance in favor of a closed,

dehydrated channel state. Such channels could, therefore, be an ideal testing

ground to study solute exclusion as a source of osmotic stress (Bezrukov and

Vodyanoy, 1993; Parsegian, 2002; Vodyanoy et al., 1993; Zimmerberg and

Parsegian, 1986).

Observing ion channels allows several unique opportunities. First, the open

versus closed state of ion channels can be determined from watching the flow of

ion current through the channel (open) versus times of no current (closed). The

current reports, however, not only on the equilibrium constant for channel ‘‘gat-

ing’’ but also, by the channels’ relative conductance, on the actual extent of

cosolute (say polymer) exclusion from the channel. Finally the salt, whose current

through the channel is the probe of exclusion and equilibrium, can itself act as an

osmotic stressor too.

Testing solute exclusion from channels. How complete is a solutes’ exclusion?

A solute, such as a bulky polymer, might be completely excluded from the chan-

nel’s interior due to prohibitive confinement that would lower its conformational

entropy in the channel lumen. In this case, the free energy associated with keeping

water pure inside the channel would increase. With direct analogy to the binding of

EcoRI to DNA (Section II.B), higher osmotic pressure favors the closed state

where many waters are released and given up to the bulk by the work of

ðvopen � vclosedÞ �P. In contrast, we can expect that smaller solutes will be able

to repartition to some extent into a channel’s lumen.

This size-dependent exclusion is most elegantly demonstrated by comparing the

eVect of a solution of PEG exerts on the open versus closed state of a channel at a

particular osmotic stress for diVerent sized PEG polymers (Fig. 9). Beyond a

certain size, polymers are strongly excluded from the channel’s lumen, as long as

the cost of entering the channel (conformational entropy) is prohibitively high.

Sometimes, the polymer can still be packed into the channel if its bulk concentra-

tion is so high that it becomes easier to allow polymer in than to suck water out of

the channel.

E. Scattering Techniques

In ordered arrays, scattering can inform on molecular distances. When macro-

molecules aggregate into ordered assemblies they diVract, as shown in Section II.D

for multilamellar lipid vesicles. The diVraction patterns provide information on the

structure of the macromolecular aggregate and dimensions of the repeating unit

cell. This information allows determination of an equation of state for the macro-

molecular aggregate: curves of the chemical potential (of solute or solvent) versus

intermolecular spacing (Parsegian et al., 1986).

If a solute that is strongly excluded from the macromolecular aggregate is used,

it is possible to probe inclusion and exclusion of another osmolyte in solution and
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its partitioning between the bulk water and the macromolecular phase. Scattering

of X-rays, neutron beams, and visible light informs not only on mesoscopic order

but also on conformational and structural changes at the molecular level.

For dispersed macromolecules in solution, scattering probes macromolecular size

and shape. Explicitly, radii of gyration for proteins and other biological polymers

can be determined from small angle X-ray scattering or from neutron scattering.

This is important information because it links the thermodynamic properties, such

as preferential cosolute interaction with protein backbone and the macromolecular

structure, say native versus denatured state and the extent of change in a protein’s

configuration due to solute addition. Most often, the radius of gyration is derived

from the so-called Guinier plot of log scattering intensity versus the scattering

angle y in terms of k2, where k ¼ 4P
l siny. The slope of this plot is related to the

radius of gyration. In this way, it has been possible to determine that diVerent
proteins not only respond to osmolytes such as glycerol, urea, and GdnHCl

through preferential interactions, but that they also select for diVerent conforma-

tional states under stressed conditions (states that are more or less compact)

(Barteri et al., 1996; Garcia et al., 2001; Kohn et al., 2004; Segel et al., 1998).

Here too, preferential interactions not only change stability of native states of

proteins but also select for particular conformations that previously had a higher

free energy relative to other conformations.
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Fig. 9 Changes in alamethicin channel closing activity dDG∘due to the presence of polymers of

diVerent molecular weight track the osomolyte’s (PEG polymer) preferential exclusion. All measure-

ments were made at 4.5 atm of osmotic pressure. As exclusion becomes stronger, the osmotic eVect

(withdrawing water from the channel, preferring the closed state) is stronger, too. The channel’s closing

free energy is evaluated from the ratio of times the channel is closed and open. Exclusion is evaluated

from relative conductance of channels in PEG solution versus in solutions with no PEG (Bezrukov and

Vodyanoy, 1993; Parsegian, 2002; Vodyanoy et al., 1993). Figure courtesy of Sergey Bezrukov.
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In addition, each scattering method reports on the electron or neutron densities

(for X-ray and neutron diVraction) or the index of refraction (in light scattering).

This information can be used to determine the number of excluding waters and

solute around macromolecules (together with additional information from other

methods such as densitometry or ultracentrifugation). Preferential interaction

parameters can also be derived from scattering profiles through the structure factor

(Ebel et al., 2000).

F. Phase Diagram Method

Phase diagrams can be used as visual aids for understanding reaction networks.

Biochemical systems can be quite complex, and each of the participating proteins

can be in dozens of diVerently active states. These states can be distinguished by,

for example, conformation, protonation of crucial sites, bound ligands. Under-

standing such complex systems can be greatly facilitated by visual aids.

Figure 10 shows as an example of three states that occur in a protein–ligand–

osmolyte–water system. The graph is a phase diagram (Ferreon et al., 2007;

Rösgen and Hinz, 2003), in which the three states are separated by 50% population

lines (phase separation lines). Phase diagrams of mesoscopic systems, such as

proteins, have been used for decades (Hawley, 1971; Heremans, 1982; Suzuki,

1960; Zipp and Kauzmann, 1973), and they are governed by the same principles

as the classical phase diagrams of macroscopic systems. It is important to recognize

that protein transitions can be properly described as phase transitions (Finkelstein

and Galzitskaya, 2004), because this opens up the use of the power of phase

diagrams to explore properties of protein reaction networks.
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Fig. 10 Phase diagram of RNase A in the presence of specific ligand (CMP) and osmolyte (urea). The

bold lines indicate 50% population size of one state each, as labeled. In the white areas one state

predominates (>50%), in the gray area none of the three states reaches a 50% population fraction.

The cross indicates the point of equal population of all listed protein states. Squares: Ligand pKs measured

by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC); circles: midpoint concentrations of urea-induced unfolding,

observed spectrophotometrically (Ferreon et al., 2007). (See Plate no. 21 in the Color Plate Section.)
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The response of reaction networks to the presence of osmolytes can be evaluated

using the phase diagram method. The phase diagram method is appropriate for

exploring both specific binding and nonspecific (solvation) interaction. As pointed

out earlier (Section II.A),m-values are the most common and practical measure for

such solvation eVects. The m-values can be directly read from a phase diagram

(Fig. 10) in the following way (Ferreon et al., 2007). We consider the binding of

specific ligand to a protein. The native, liganded state of the protein is populated

under conditions given by the lower left area in Fig. 10, bordered by one of the bold

50% phase separation lines. The line of 50% bound state can be measured in terms

of ligand (un)binding pK values (squares in Fig. 10), which equal �log10(Kdiss),

where Kdiss is the dissociation constant. Since the m-value is the slope of

�RT log10(Kdiss) versus cO, m can be directly obtained from the slope of the

phase separation line times RT ln10.

Alternatively, the m-value could also be read from other data that are a measure

of the shift in DG, such as thermal melting temperatures (Kovrigin and Potekhin,

1997; Plaza del Pino and Sanchez-Ruiz, 1995; Poklar et al., 1999). m-values can be

determined within a large range of temperatures, because they normally either

depend on temperature only slightly (Felitsky et al., 2004) or not at all (Giletto and

Pace, 1999; Henkels et al., 2001). Larger temperature dependencies seem to be

more rare (Henkels and Oas, 2005).

Incidentally, the m-value of the binding reaction shown in Fig. 10 is not

constant, as can be seen from the curvature of the left branch of the phase diagram.

This is not the common case, as pointed out in Section II: m-values are usually

constant. The current example shows that this constancy is not a strict law.

Reasons for such deviation could be significant interaction between ligand and

osmolyte (Ferreon et al., 2007).

m-values in concentrated, nonideal solutions are analogous to stoichiometries in

ideal solutions. The procedure of reading the m-value from the phase diagram

(Ferreon et al., 2007; Fukada et al., 1983; Kidokoro et al., 1990; Schellman,

1975) has its analogue in the determination of binding stoichiometries from slopes

of phase separation lines (Rösgen and Hinz, 2003). Actually, the m-value can be

interpreted as being based on a number of osmolyte molecules that are additionally

attached to the protein after the transition (change in preferential interaction upon

folding). This number is, however, corrected for the fact that in a crowded solution

the presence of osmolyte means absence of water, and absence of water corre-

sponds to presence of osmolyte. This idea is known as Schellman’s exchange

concept (Schellman, 1994). A more rigorous approach to m-values is provided by

Kirkwood–BuV theory, which is discussed below (Section IV.B). Especially in

those cases in which water is accumulated around a macromolecule to a higher

degree than the osmolyte, the classical idea of binding would lead to a negative

number of bound osmolytes (osmolytes exclusion, and preferential hydration),

because the water is present in excess at the macromolecular surface. This demon-

strates that at high concentration of additives it can be counterintuitive to think in
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terms of simple stoichiometries of bound osmolytes. The water has to be taken into

account explicitly under such conditions (Tanford, 1969).

Phase diagrams allow extraction of all pertinent thermodynamic information and

the number of coupled reactions and their stoichiometries. In addition to stoichio-

metries and m-values, many additional thermodynamic properties can be derived

from the phase diagram. Generally, slopes of phase separation lines yield ratios of

cooperativity parameters of the transition, such as enthalpy changes DH, volume

changes DV, or stoichiometries DN. These cooperativity parameters are extensive

properties, which have the conjugate intensive properties temperature T,

pressure p, and chemical potentials m, respectively. Using the notation b ¼ 1/RT,

g ¼ pb, and a ¼ �mb, for the intensive properties we can formulate a generalized

linkage relation (Rösgen and Hinz, 2003)

@l2
@l1

� �
¼ �DA1

DA2

ð12Þ

which represents the slope of any of the phase separation lines in a phase diagram.

The DAs are any of the cooperativity parameters (DN,DH, and DV) given above,

and the ls are any of the matching a, b, or g, respectively. Because the phase

separation lines are defined by experiments that yield one of the DAs (such as in

thermal unfolding, pressure denaturation, or titration experiments), the other DA
can be directly obtained from Eq. (12). In case of m-values, the linkage relation

becomes

@cO
@l1

� �
¼ � DA1

m=RT
ð13Þ

where cO is the osmolyte concentration. Further quantitative details on the phase-

diagram method can be found in Rösgen and Hinz (2003) and Ferreon et al.

(2007).

The phase diagram reveals the existence of states that are not directly probed.

Sudden changes in the slopes in the phase diagram, such as seen around the gray

area in Fig. 10, are indicative of the occurrence of additional states of the macro-

molecule. The gray ‘‘triple area,’’ corresponding to a triple point in a classical

phase diagram, contains a cross as a label in its center. This cross marks the

position of both the midpoint urea concentration of protein unfolding and

the pK value of ligand dissociation at that urea concentration. Following the

phase separation line for the denatured state (rightmost bold line) from top to

bottom, we note a sudden change in slope at the triple area, where ligand binding

occurs. Equally, we note a similar breakpoint following the phase separation line

for the ligand-bound state (lowest bold line) from left to right. This breakpoint is

due to the denaturation of the unbound protein. We therefore realize that knowing
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one phase separation line reveals the existence of states that were not directly

measured.

High-throughput analysis allows investigation of complex multidimensional phase

diagrams. In the example given (Fig. 10) there are three protein states and only two

added molecules. Phase diagrams of such simplicity have already been applied in

high-throughput analysis in drug design (Todd and Salemme, 2003) and biochem-

istry (Kervinen et al., 2006; Matulis et al., 2005). Instead of investigating a

multitude of diVerent two-dimensional phase diagrams as in the two given

examples of high-throughput research, the investigation of multidimensional

phase diagrams is made feasible by use of the phase-diagram method. While the

former application is more typical for drug screening, the latter application would

be of high utility in formulation development (Tsai et al., 1993) or in the investiga-

tion of complex mixtures that model the cytosol. It is the large number of compo-

nents that can occur both in drug formulations and in the cytosol that makes the

phase diagram multidimensional. Each additional component adds another

dimension. This multidimensionality requires high-throughput methods: If

10 points are sampled in each dimension, then investigating a protein in a renal

osmolyte mixture containing five components (Kwon et al., 1996) may require

100,000 experiments, for instance.

The phase diagrammethod allows for a streamlined evaluation of quantitative high-

throughput data through eYcient data reduction. Each experimental data point in a

phase diagram corresponds to a set of data that follow a transition. In order to

define such a transition property, dozens to hundreds of data points must be

collected. Evaluation of these data yields at least one midpoint parameter (such

as pKs, Tm, or c1/2) and a cooperativity parameter (DN, DH, m, and so on) as a

function of temperature, concentration, pressure, or some other intensive property.

Thismeans that per point in the phase diagramwe get a data reduction of one to two

orders of magnitude, by expressing the (dozens to hundreds points of) raw data in

terms of two parameters, while preserving the pertinent information content.

Plotting these parameters in a phase diagram then directly yieldsmore cooperativity

parameters that further reduce the amount of data. This is because a phase separa-

tion line usually has to be composed of about 10 or more points to be well defined,

and these points are again expressed in terms of one or two parameters.

In the given example of a five-osmolyte system about 15 parameters will eventually

be needed: Fivem-values, and 10 potential cross-correlations between thesem-values.

Higher-order cross-correlations are probably not required, because these would

correspond to third-order terms in the Taylor expansion of the Gibbs free energy.

Independently of these considerations the main message is clear: globally fitting

100 � 100,000 data points is close to hopeless. This is due to both the huge amount

of data and the diYculty in having a good initial guess for all fitting parameters.

Without such good guesses the fit will almost certainly end up trapped in a

suboptimum. The phase-diagram method, in contrast, allows evaluation of smaller

sets of data separately and systematic derivation of all parameters in a sequential

manner.
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IV. Solvation Information

Having discussed experimental systems, as well as strategies for investigating

them, we now turn to the question how to interpret the results in terms of their

fundamental physical background. For this purpose, we first discuss thermody-

namically nonideal behavior in crowded osmolyte solutions (Section IV.A). Then

we use this information in discussing solvation properties of biomolecules and how

these properties relate to the resulting behavior (Section IV.B). Finally, we explore

some of the impacts of electrostatic interaction on macromolecular properties

(Section IV.C).

A. Activity CoeYcients

Thermodynamically ideal versus nonideal behavior. Much of biochemistry in

nature happens under crowded and thermodynamically highly nonideal solution

conditions, as present in concentrated osmolyte solutions. Under such conditions,

we cannot assume that the chemical activities of all molecular species are simple

linear functions of their concentrations and that they are independent of each

other. Activity coeYcients are a quantitative measure for this deviation from ideal

solution conditions. There are many ways to define what ‘‘ideal conditions’’ are,

but for our purposes the definition based on the molar concentration scale is the

most useful (Rösgen et al., 2004a): the chemical activity of a solute behaves in a

thermodynamically ideal manner, if the activity is proportional to the solute’s

molar concentration (moles per liter of solution).

Molar activity coeYcients can be easily calculated. Recently, a theory of solution

was developed (Rösgen et al., 2004a,b) that captures the high-concentration

behavior of osmolytes in a rigorous, but simple and easily applicable way. The

activity coeYcients of about half of the osmolytes as a function of their molar

concentration cO are well fit by the first-order activity coeYcient equation

gc ¼
1

1� cO=c1
ð14Þ

the others follow the second-order activity coeYcient equation

gc ¼
g2=ð2cOÞ
2� cO=c2

�ð1� cO=c1Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� cO=c1Þ2 þ 4cO

g2
ð2� cO=c2Þ

s" #
ð15Þ

The parameters c1, c2, and g2 are given for each osmolyte in Table I (Rösgen et al.,

2005). For the purpose of calculating solvation information by Kirkwood–BuV
theory in Section IV.B, we will also need the slope of the chemical activity

aO ¼ cOgc with regard to the osmolyte concentration:
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@ ln aO
@ ln cO

� �
p;T

¼ � 1

1þ 2aO=g2
þ 2þ aO=c1

1þ aO=c1 þ a2O=ðc2g2Þ
� ��1

ð16Þ

Conversion between diVerent concentration scales is straightforward. The volume-

basedmolar concentration scale is very popular in biochemistry and is also themost

useful scale for quantifying solution’s nonideality (Rösgen et al., 2004a, 2005).

However, the mass-based molal concentration scale is more precise for solution

preparation. Therefore, it is sometimes desirable to be able to convert between

diVerent concentration scales. This is usually done using the following equation

c ¼ mr
1þmMr=1000

ð17Þ

where c is the molar concentration (moles per liter of solution), m the molal

concentration (moles per kilogram of water), r the solution density, Mr the

molar mass, and the factor of 1000 comes from the conversion of grams to

kilograms.

The solution density is, however, not always known. The recent theory of

osmolyte solutions (Rösgen et al., 2004a) oVers a solution for this problem.

Since osmolyte partial volumes depend little on osmolyte concentration, the

Table I
Parameters for the Calculation of Osmolyte Chemical Activities (Eqs. 14 and 15) and
Concentration Scale Conversion (Eq. 18)

g2 mol/l c1 mol/l 2c2 mol/l cmax mol/l

Highest

c mol/l

Xylose – 7.6 – 10.16 2.6

Glucose – 6.28 – 8.670 4

Fucose – 4.89 – 9.05 1.9

Glactose 790 8.27 cmax 8.99 2.5

Rhamnose – 4.4 – 9.07 1.2

Mannose – 7.04 – 8.54 3.5

Maltose – 3.135 – 4.27 1.8

RaYnose – 1.523 – 2.46 0.22

Sucrose 70.4 2.466 cmax 4.617 2.6

Glycerol 19 4.8 cmax 13.69 7.1

Mannitol – 7.35 – 8.173 1.1

meso-Erythritol – 9.3 – 11.88 3.8

Sorbitol – 6.475 – 8.17 4.8

Urea 21.6 20.3 cmax 22.03 10.1

Glycine 3.765 3.260 cmax 21.41 2.8

Alanine – 14.40 – 16.07 1.7

Proline 120.5 5.38 cmax 12.52 4.5

Sarcosine – 8.68 – 16.29 5.1

Glycine betaine 16.88 1.97 cmax 10.72 3.4
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molar and molal concentrations of osmolytes can be converted to a good approxi-

mation using the density of the pure osmolyte (1/cmax):

cO � mOrW
1þmOrW=cmax

; mO � cO=rW
1� cO=cmax

ð18Þ

where rW is the density of pure water. The parameter cmax is given in Table I for

many osmolytes. These equations are only recommended for aqueous solutions of

osmolytes without net charge.

Activity coeYcients are important for understanding the thermodynamic and

kinetic behavior of the solution, and of in vivo processes. In this section, we have

shown how to calculate activity coeYcients of osmolytes. Such coeYcients are of

utmost importance in concentrated solutions of biomolecules. Both kinetic and

rate equations are based on knowledge of the chemical activities of the participat-

ing compounds. Under dilute and ideal conditions, it is permissible to replace the

chemical activities in those equations by concentrations. This is, however, no

longer valid under the crowded and nonideal conditions that are so typical for

in vivo biochemical settings, making activity coeYcients of utmost importance in

biochemistry. In addition, knowledge of chemical activities reveals information on

molecular processes in solution, as we discuss now.

B. Kirkwood–BuV Approach

In this section, we show how measured macroscopic properties of solution can

be used to derive microscopic structural information. Such information is very

useful for understanding the molecular origin of the observed macroscopic

behavior.

Kirkwood–BuV theory relates thermodynamics to the structure of the solution. The

solution behavior of biomolecules is normally characterized on the basis of their

average thermodynamic or kinetic properties. In order to obtain an understanding

of the principles that cause the specific behavior of each molecule, the microscopic

details of the molecular behavior must be studied. Kirkwood and BuV (1951)

showed that the overall thermodynamic properties of a solution can be derived

from these molecular details. Conversely, knowledge of appropriate thermody-

namic parameters allows one to deduce microscopic features of the solution

(Ben-Naim, 1977).

What do we mean by ‘‘structure of a solution?’’ The number of ways to define

‘‘structure of a solution,’’ ‘‘water structure,’’ or ‘‘hydration structure’’ is limited

only by imagination. It is therefore critical to define these terms in a way that is

appropriate for the task at hand. In diVerent contexts diVerent definitions might be

useful. Here, we aim toward capturing solution equilibrium thermodynamics in

terms of the structure of the solution. In this context, radial distribution functions

are the proper measure of solution structure (Kirkwood and BuV, 1951).
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Crystal structures and the structure of solution are defined in a similar manner.The

structure of a solution is expressed in essentially the same way as done in X-ray

crystallography. The relative position of molecules (such as proteins) in a crystal is

given by angle-dependent distance distributions. In a crystal, the positions of all

molecules in the lattice are fixed, and thus the angle dependence of the distances is

constant. In contrast, the tumbling and diVusion of molecules in solution averages

out this angle dependence, while considering the positions of the centers of mass of

the molecules. As a consequence, the structure of a solution is given by radial

distribution functions that are angle independent.

The overall correlations between molecules determine the concentration-dependent

thermodynamics of the solution. Radial distribution functions are normalized with

respect to the bulk solution density, that is, a value of unity indicates no deviation

from bulk density, while values lower or higher than unity indicate a local deficit or

excess, respectively, relative to bulk density. Figure 11 shows an example of such

distribution function gij between particles of type i and j. The overall correlationGij

between two kinds of particles is then given by integrating all deviations from bulk

distribution over the volume

Gij ¼
ð
ðgij � 1ÞdV ð19Þ
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in a model liquid system with Lennard–Jones potential. Functions shown for packing fractions are 15, 25,

35, and 45%. (1) At distances closer than the sum of the two radii (contact distance), steric exclusion

operates. (2) At intermediate distances, there are strongly concentration-dependent solvation features,
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Kirkwood–BuV integrals (Eq. 19) as a function of the packing fraction. Note the slope and sign changes

with respect to packing fraction (Rösgen et al., 2005). (See Plate no. 22 in the Color Plate Section.)
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These overall correlations Gij are also called Kirkwood–BuV integrals, and they

are a measure of the excess or deficit of one kind of molecule around another kind

of molecule—relative to the bulk. It is the set of all Gij that determines much of the

thermodynamic behavior of the solution.

Osmolyte behavior can be classified according to the structure of the solution.

We have already mentioned in Section IV.A that osmolytes follow the peculiar

first- or second-order behavior, that is, their partition function depends linearly, or

in a weakly quadratic manner, on osmolyte chemical activity (Rösgen et al.,

2004a). This finding can be translated into structural features of solution with

the help of the Kirkwood–BuV theory. This is done by combining the Kirkwood–

BuV expression (Kirkwood and BuV, 1951).

@ ln aO
@ ln cO

� �
¼ 1

cO
þ GWO � GOO

1� ðGWO � GOOÞcO ð20Þ

with Eqs. (14) and (15). Here, aO and cO are chemical activity and molarity of the

osmolyte, and GWO and GOO are its hydration and self-solvation. It turns out that

the diVerence between osmolyte hydration GWO and self-solvation GOO essentially

does not depend on concentration (Rösgen et al., 2005). This is, incidentally, a

property that most likely makes these molecules useful osmolytes, because organ-

isms can upregulate or downregulate the cosolute concentration without facing

any harmful sudden changes or discontinuities in their solvation behavior. There

are, however, certain diVerences between protecting osmolytes and denaturants.

While the diVerence (GWO � GOO) is large in the case of protecting osmolytes, it

tends to be close to zero for denaturants (Rösgen et al., 2005).

Changes in protein solvation upon unfolding mirror the bulk osmolyte solvation.

Given that protein folding m-values for net-neutral osmolytes are normally con-

stants, it is possible to derive general statements on protein solvation behavior

from Kirkwood–BuV theory. The balance between protein hydration GPW and

protein ‘‘osmolation’’ GPO (solvation by osmolyte) changes upon unfolding by

D(GPW � GPO). This solvation change directly relates to the m-value in a solution

of dilute protein:

m

RT
¼ DðGPW � GPOÞ

1� ðGWO � GOOÞcO ¼ DðGPW � GPOÞ @ ln aO
@ ln cO

� �
ð21Þ

Since the derivative in this equation is known from the Eqs. (16) and (14) and the

table in Section IV.A, the change of D(GPW � GPO) with osmolyte concentration

can be directly calculated (Rösgen et al., 2005).

DðGPW � GPOÞ ¼ m

RT

@ ln aO
@ ln cO

� ��
ð22Þ
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Dividing this equation by the constant ratio m/RT gives the relative change of

D(GPW�GPO) with osmolyte concentration. Figure 12 shows this general behavior

of D(GPW � GPO) for several osmolytes. Because aO is the only component that

makes the denaturational solvation change concentration dependent, and aO of

osmolytes can be grouped into stabilizing and destabilizing osmolytes (Rösgen

et al., 2004a), we see a grouping by osmolyte type also in Fig. 12. Stabilizing

osmolytes tends to have a strong concentration-dependent protein solvation

behavior, while for urea D(GPW � GPO) is nearly constant in comparison. The

only exception to this trend is glycine.

Separately deriving protein hydration and osmolation is made possible by inverse

Kirkwood–BuV theory. Biophysical chemists assumed for a long time that it is

impossible to separate preferential interaction parameters into contributions from

water and from osmolyte (Schellman, 1994; TimasheV, 1992). But, in fact this is

possible using Ben-Naim’s inverse Kirkwood–BuV theory (Ben-Naim, 1977, 1988).

The expressions for protein hydration and osmolation change upon unfolding

DðGPOÞ ¼ �DVP � ð1� fOÞ
m=RT

ð@ ln aO=@ ln cOÞ ð23Þ

DðGPWÞ ¼ �DVP þ fO

m=RT

ð@ ln aO=@ ln cOÞ ð24Þ

have been discussed previously (Rösgen et al., 2005, 2007), and here we use these

equations to point out characteristic diVerences between osmolyte eVects on

protein folding and protein ligand binding. The volume change upon protein
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Fig. 12 Relative change of DðGPW � GPOÞ as a function of osmolyte concentration for several

osmolytes. Note that all protecting osmolytes (except glycine) have a very strongly concentration-

dependent protein solvation behavior, while with increasing concentration of the denaturant urea the

solvation does not change much (Rösgen et al., 2005).
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unfolding DVP and the volume fraction of the osmolyte fO ¼ cOvO play a promi-

nent role in this discussion; vO is the partial volume of the osmolyte. The partial

volumes contain several contributions, including steric exclusion and density

changes of the solution.

Water eVects can occur because of changes in the size of cavities inaccessible to

osmolytes. We have seen in Section II.B that there are binding reactions in which

hydration is responsible for the observed eVects, independently of the choice of a

specific osmolyte. This could be due to several eVects, with two extreme cases being

D(GPO)� 0 or D(GPW)� 0. First, according to Eq. (23) independence of the type of

osmolyte could mean that D(GPO) � 0, which implies that the volumetric contri-

bution (�DVP) determines the m-value. In this case, the volume change upon

transition from nonspecific to specific binding in the given example of EcoRI

(Sidorova and Rau, 1996) would have to be in the order of 1.6 l/mol (the

m-value is about 1 kcal/mol M). This corresponds to about 4% of the volume of

EcoRI, which is likely too large. The more likely explanation neglects volume

changes and considers the change only in cavity size (or more accurately, the

solute-excluding volume) between protein and DNA. This is the interpretation

that is usually used along with the osmotic stress analysis (Parsegian et al., 2000).

Closure of a cavity corresponds to a transfer of a volume element from inside the

protein–DNA complex to its outside. If the cavity is inaccessible to osmolyte, then

D(GPW) is close to zero, and D(GPO) is positive. In this situation the process

mechanistically involves only the release of water, but energetically, only interac-

tions that exclude osmolytes from the protein are responsible for the added

contribution to the free energy.

Preferential interaction expressed in terms of Kirkwood–BuV integrals. We

already saw how m-values can be represented by Kirkwood–BuV integrals

(Eq. 21), and we have mentioned in Section II that m-values can be expressed in

terms of preferential interaction parameters. It is therefore no surprise that the latter

can readily be expressed by Kirkwood–BuV integrals. This holds for both preferen-

tial solvation by osmolyte Gm3 ¼ �cOðGPW � GPOÞ and preferential hydration

Gm1 ¼ �cWðGPO � GPWÞ, both valid at low protein concentration. Note that the

two relations Nexcess
W ¼ cWðGPO � GPWÞ and Nexcess

O ¼ cOðGPW � GPOÞ hold, too.

Therefore, the change in preferential hydration upon binding discussed in Section

II.B corresponds to Eq. (22) multiplied by a factor of minus water concentration.

Kirkwood–BuV theory of biomolecules becomes increasingly popular. While our

main focus in this section was the stability of proteins in osmolyte solutions,

Kirkwood–BuV theory can be–and has been–used diVerently. We now list some

important and currently active research on protein Kirkwood–BuV theory. Smith

et al. research Kirkwood–BuV theory and perform computer simulation, as well as

study general thermodynamic protein properties (Smith, 2004a,b, 2005, 2006b;

Smith et al., 2002; Weerasinghe and Smith, 2003a, 2003b, 2004). Preferential

interaction parameters are investigated by Seishi Shimizu (Shimizu, 2004;

Shimizu and Boon, 2004; Shimizu and Matubayasi, 2006; Shimizu and Smith,

2004), Michael Schurr (Schurr et al., 2005), and Shulgin and Ruckenstein (Shulgin
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and Ruckenstein, 2005a, 2006). The latter are also interested in protein solubility in

the context of Kirkwood–BuV theory (Shulgin and Ruckenstein, 2005b).

C. Charged Osmolytes

Salts are special osmolytes. Beyond the range of possible ways that net-neutral

osmolytes can interact with water and macromolecules, salts pose special challenges.

Long-ranged electrostatic interactions act between salt ions and charged groups on

many macromolecules, together with other ion-specific interactions such as van der

Waals forces. A further complication is that ions cannot diVuse too far from their

counterions in solution before electrostatic forces become prohibitively large.

The combined eVect of these features result in some unique properties for salts as

osmolytes, as we shall now discuss.

Electrostatic ion binding and screening of macromolecules. Most biological

macromolecules, including DNA, proteins, and lipid bilayers, are charged on

their surfaces. And oppositely charged counterions favorably interact with these

surface charges, in addition to any other preferential interaction they may show

toward neutral macromolecular surfaces. Charged macromolecules are therefore

intimately associated with their counterions in salt solutions. The counterions, in

turn, are sometimes referred to as ‘‘condensed.’’

In the presence of low or moderate concentrations of salt, counterions generally

act to screen the electrostatic field generated by charged groups on the macro-

molecules surface in an entirely electrostatic eVect that is unrelated to possible

additional nonelectrostatic interactions (Linderström-Lang, 1924; Stigter and Dill,

1990; Tanford and Kirkwood, 1957). In such cases, salt eVects depend mainly on

the ionic strength (see also Chapter 27 by Whitten et al., this volume).

Counterion release is an important mechanism for macromolecular binding.When

twomacromolecules of (at least locally) opposite signs interact so that they are able

to fully neutralize one another, the previously condensed counterions can be

released, gaining entropy in solution. This mechanism for association has been

called ‘‘counterion release’’ (Record et al., 1978). We can determine the involve-

ment of released ions in the process from the linear dependence of the association

free energy with the log of salt activity in solution (rather than with the activity

itself, as in Fig. 13). The slope here translates into the thermodynamic extent of

association (release of preferentially bound ions): ð@ lnK=@ ln a�Þ ¼ DNsalt

(Anderson and Record, 1995; Record et al., 1978). This number of ions will depend

on the sum of all preferential forces, electrostatic and nonelectrostatic, that cause

ions to preferentially partition near the macromolecules. Often, however, when

charges on apposed macromolecules fit well, counterion release can be directly

traced to the gain in ions’ translational entropy, while the change in direct

(coulomb) electrostatic energy is small.

The number of released ions can be measured by conductivity. When the associat-

ing macromolecules form a phase that can easily be separated from the bulk

solution, it is possible to directly assess the number of released ions into solution
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by measuring the change in the conductivity in the supernatant. For example,

DNA and cationic lipids have been used extensively as nonviral vehicles for gene

delivery in vivo and in vitro (Podgornik et al., 2004). When DNA and lipids are

mixed in solution, aggregates form spontaneously, and for some DNA and lipid

rations precipitates form in solution, see Fig. 14. These aggregates show order well

defined when interrogated by X-rays. In addition, the conductivity of the superna-

tant once aggregates are formed can easily be measured. In this way, it has been

possible to determine that upon complexation of DNA and positively charged

cationic lipids to form macroscopic aggregates, virtually all counterions are re-

leased into solution (Wagner et al., 2000).

Salts as osmotic stressors and the Hofmeister series (or ‘‘why we add salt to

pasta’’). Just as preferentially excluded net-neutral osmolytes force macromole-

cules together, salts too often induce aggregation and stronger association, even

between macromolecules that bare no net charge. Onsager and Samaras (1934)

showed that salt should be preferentially excluded from macromolecular surfaces.

They argued that salt ions approaching a region of low dielectric have to pay in

solvation energy (Born self-energy) due to lack of ‘‘responsive’’ polarizable mate-

rial (water!) in its vicinity in that part of space occupied by the (typically more

‘‘oily’’) macromolecule. This ion exclusion is known to induce protein precipita-

tion (salting-out), as well as aggregation of other macromolecules (Collins and

Washabaugh, 1985). It is also likely to be the reason brine is called for when

making pasta: to prevent starch from dissolving in the boiling water to form a

pasty mess. (Besides this physicist’s explanation, the biologist may reason that

a-amylase in the saliva requires chloride for its action. Not to mention the role salt
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Fig. 13 Dependence of binding constant on monovalent ion concentration for the interaction of the

peptide KWK4-NH2 with poly(U) with diVerent salts. Linearity points to a release of ca. 4.5 ions upon

binding (Mascotti and Lohman, 1990). Copyright: PNAS.
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has on taste!) The predicted exclusion, however, does not show the right tempera-

ture dependence, suggesting that additional forces may also be involved in ion

exclusion.

To complicate matters, early on it was realized that diVerent salts seem to

promote aggregation (salting-out) to widely diVerent extents, likely due to addi-

tional ion-specific interactions. Hofmeister and coworkers were first to observe

that the extent of protein precipitation by an ion followed a ranking that was

surprisingly insensitive to the type of macromolecule he used (Hofmeister, 1888;

Lewith, 1888). This ‘‘Hofmeister series’’ is particularly robust for anions and seems

to correlate well with ion polarizability (or size). For example, the halide ions

ranked by salting-out propensity: F�> Cl� > Br�> I� (Collins andWashabaugh,

1985; Hofmeister, 1888; Kunz et al., 2004).

Several forces contribute to the extent of ion exclusion. Several diVerent forces
probably act to cause diVerent extents of ion exclusion at macromolecular

interfaces. First, ions generally order in the Hofmeister sense according to their

polarizability. This possibly implicates dipole (water) to induced-dipole (ion)

interactions between salt and water that is structured at the interface diVerently
than in the bulk. The more polarizable the ion, the more it will be drawn to ordered

waters at the macromolecular interface. This added attraction results in a contri-

bution to the ion’s preferential interaction, making it a worse salting-out agent.

Moreover, ions might interact with macromolecules and membranes through

dispersion forces, because of the diVerence in refractive index between water and

protein, or lipid. Specific interactions of salt ions with protein side chains also

change their preferential interaction. Finally, we recall that preferential interac-

tions are measured relative to those interactions in the bulk solution. DiVerent ions
are dissolved to diVerent extents in bulk water according to their ‘‘structure

making’’ (strongly hydrated ions or ‘‘kosmotropes’’) or ‘‘structure braking’’

(weakly hydrated ions or ‘‘chaotropes’’) properties (Vlachy et al., 2004). Ions

that are strongly hydrated will tend to be more excluded from macromolecular

surfaces due to their favorable interactions with water in the bulk.

Cationic liposomes Negatively charged DNA Lipoplexes

Fig. 14 Schematic of DNA and lipid complexation to form DNA–lipid complexes (or lipoplexes).

The main driving force for complexation is the release of all excess counterions (not needed for complex

neutralization) to maximize entropy. The released ions can be detected in solution by conductivity

measurements, indicating that the release of ions in the process is indeed complete (Harries et al., 1998;

Wagner et al., 2000). (See Plate no. 23 in the Color Plate Section.)
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But what about the nature of the macromolecules themselves? While for

net-neutral osmolytes the nature of the macromolecular surfaces seems to be of

great importance, the Hofmeister series seems to be robust irrespective of many

types of macromolecular processes involving diVerent interfaces. These include

protein denaturation and stabilization, dimerization, aggregation, and protein

ligand interactions.

Salts at macromolecular interfaces sometimes behave as if they are at the air–water

interface. In search of a molecular mechanism for the action of small solutes on

large macromolecules, Sinanoglu and Abdulnur (1965) suggested that osmolytes

might act through the same forces that also cause their exclusion from an air–water

interface. This interface is the most simple to consider, because the ‘‘macromole-

cule’’ involved is simply air, and water structuring at this interface is due to water’s

ordering properties and the intrinsic asymmetry involved in the interface alone.

Remarkably, salts (and even more specifically, anions) seem to be a particularly

good example of solutes that indeed act at macromolecular interfaces just as

they would at an air–water interface. The comparison is most striking when

interacting neutral macromolecular interfaces are considered, as in the example

of interacting cyclodextrin and adamantane measured by ITC (see Section II.B).

While the specific complexation free energy is much diVerent for solutions of

diVerent salts at some specific concentrations, the eVect on binding for diVerent
salts at a particular air–water surface tension is virtually the same, so that the

change in binding free energy dDGo ¼ Dg 	DS is simply related to the change in

solutions air–water interfacial tension through an aVected surface area upon

complexation DS. This allows us to think of a macromolecular interface that is

buried, as determined from the slope of Fig. 15 to be ca. 200 Å2.

Building on the same principles, the Record laboratory has recently provided a

model that captures surface tension in salt solutions based on a model that was

previously employed to describe protein solvation (Pegram andRecord, 2006).While

it is clear that similar principles apply to both kinds of interfacial tensions at the

protein–solution and the solution–air interface, it is important to keep in mind that

in case of organic osmolytes the two interfacial tensions are very diVerent in magni-

tude, and even in sign (Auton et al., 2006). The surface tension at the air–water

interface is therefore not a good predictor for m-values for such organic osmolytes.

V. Prospects

The largely neglected eVect of cellular solutes on biological processes has recently

been recognized. The control of interaction between macromolecules can be

achieved not only by compounds that associate strongly with macromolecules

but also by abundant small molecules that interact nonspecifically. This realization

allows us to use these osmolytes to direct reactions in the test tube as well as in

real life. It may also help us understand the basis of certain pathologies in vivo. All

these can be achieved by understanding the basis of osmolyte–macromolecule

interactions in aqueous environments.
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Abstract

The method of least squares is probably the most powerful data analysis tool

available to scientists. Toward a fuller appreciation of that power, this work begins

with an elementary review of statistics fundamentals, and then progressively

increases in sophistication as the coverage is extended to the theory and practice

of linear and nonlinear least squares. The results are illustrated in application to

data analysis problems important in the life sciences.

The review of fundamentals includes the role of sampling and its connection to

probability distributions, the Central Limit Theorem, and the importance of finite

variance. Linear least squares are presented using matrix notation, and the signifi-

cance of the key probability distributions—Gaussian, chi-square, and t—is illu-

strated with Monte Carlo calculations. The meaning of correlation is discussed,

including its role in the propagation of error. When the data themselves are

correlated, special methods are needed for the fitting, as they are also when fitting

with constraints. Nonlinear fitting gives rise to nonnormal parameter distribu-

tions, but the 10% Rule of Thumb suggests that such problems will be insignificant

when the parameter is suYciently well determined. Illustrations include calibration

with linear and nonlinear response functions, the dangers inherent in fitting

inverted data (e.g., Lineweaver–Burk equation), an analysis of the reliability of

the van’t HoV analysis, the problem of correlated data in the Guggenheim

method, and the optimization of isothermal titration calorimetry procedures

using the variance-covariance matrix for experiment design. The work concludes

with illustrations on assessing and presenting results.

I. Introduction

The title of this chapter can be interpreted in at least three diVerent ways:

(1) statistics at a very elementary level, (2) statistics used erroneously, and (3) an

epithet! The contents are intended to deal with all three, in that the presentation

will indeed begin at a basic level and will progress far enough to include examples

of the misuse of statistics in data analysis situations common in biophysics.

Hopefully, through an appreciation of such illustrations, the reader will find the

need for the third sense greatly alleviated!
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The focus of the work is toward a better overall appreciation of what is

arguably the most powerful tool in the data analyst’s bag: the method of least

squares (LS). The pedagogical emphasis will be on linear least squares (LLS), but

I will also address nonlinear methods in enough detail to illustrate what properties

change and in what ways, on going from linear to nonlinear least squares (NLS).

The following chapter in this volume (Chapter 24 by Johnson) deals more specifi-

cally with nonlinear methods; and many other chapters utilize NLS in the

treatment of specific data analysis problems.

I claim nothing in the way of original statistical development, but I will try to

point out aspects of statistical data analysis that I think are under- or misutilized by

physical scientists. For the basics in the theory of probability and statistics and their

application to data analysis, I have found the early textbooks byMood andGraybill

(1963) and Parratt (1961) quite instructive. The monograph by Deming (1964;

originally published in 1938) constitutes a landmark in the development of nonlinear

methods; its title also represents a view I have come to take with respect to the fitting

of data—namely, the adjustment of data to a model. This view seems to contrast

subtly with that of many workers, who prefer to think in terms of fitting models to

data. The work by Deming predates computers and does not use matrix notation.

The latter is developed and used masterfully in the book by Hamilton (1964).

A book published a few years later by Bevington (1969) does not use matrix notation

but places heavy emphasis on computational implementation and includes computer

routines (FORTRAN) for handling both linear and nonlinear problems, including

for the latter a routine that utilizes the Marquardt algorithm (1963), which remains

today the default method for handling nonlinear fitting problems. Bevington’s book

has been an instructional mainstay for a generation of physical scientists; it has also

appeared in an updated form (Bevington and Robinson, 2002). Computational

methods are the heart of the Numerical Recipes books by Press et al. (1986), who

use matrix methods for LS and provide algorithms (in several computer languages).

These authors also discuss the use of Monte Carlo (MC) methods, particularly for

assessing the confidence limits on parameter estimates. However, I have also found

MC methods more generally instructive on the meaning of LS, for which purpose

I owe a debt of gratitude to Albritton et al. (1976), who pioneered the use of such

methods in the analysis of spectroscopic data.

The aforementioned MC methods feature prominently in a recent pedagogical

work by me (Tellinghuisen, 2005a), which has evolved into an oral presentation.

Accordingly, here I will maintain that ‘‘oral’’ sense through use of PowerPoint-

type figures that compactly summarize key results. I will start by reviewing basic

concepts and terminology concerning probability distributions and sampling

estimates thereof. I will extend these to linear and then NLS, with attention to

problems concerning weighing of data, correlated fitting, error propagation, and

presentation of results. The key points will be illustrated with specific reference to

common linearization methods (e.g., linear log analysis of exponential decay data,

Lineweaver–Burk analysis of enzyme kinetics data) and to linear and nonlinear

calibration. I will also address what I think is a neglected use of LS, in experiment
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design, illustrated through application to the method of isothermal titration

calorimetry (ITC; see also Chapter 4 by Freyer and Lewis, this volume), where

such techniques have yielded a 10- to-100-fold enhancement in precision and

throughput over ‘‘standard’’ experimental procedures.

II. Statistics of Data: The 10-Min Review

A. Sampling: Location and Dispersion Indices

From a statistical standpoint, every physical measurement constitutes a sampling

estimate of some property, the true value of which is known only to God.We seek to

obtain more reliable estimates through repeated measurements. The sampling pro-

cess can be viewed as an attempt to characterize the unknown probability distribu-

tion of the targeted property in the given experiment. To that end, at least two

statistical parameters are desired—one to locate the property, another to character-

ize its spread. Among the common location indices are the mean, the median, the

mode, and the root-mean-square (rms) value; common dispersion indices are the

standard deviation, the mean deviation, and the range. Of these the mean and

the standard deviation are most closely related to the method of LS. In fact, the

sampling mean is a minimum-variance estimator, hence constitutes a LS estimator.

A minimum-variance estimator is also amaximum eYciency estimator, which means

that in an important sense, it is the ‘‘best.’’ Inmultiparameter LS fits, each parameter

behaves like a mean in a single-parameter fit to determine a constant (the mean!).

Accordingly, the present treatment will consider only these ‘‘best’’ statistics.

These key sampling statistics and their relations to the true quantities are

summarized in Fig. 1. The accuracy of an estimate relates to the closeness of �x to

m; precision is a measure of the smallness of sx and s�x. We increase the precision of

the estimated mean by increasing the number of measurements n. If xi is an

unbiased estimator of m, we can also hope to increase the accuracy through

repeated measurement because �x ! m as n ! 1. Sometimes a mean is biased for

finite n but still converges on m as n ! 1. Such an estimator is called consistent.

If bias persists in the limit of infinite n, the estimator is inconsistent.

Note especially that the sampling dispersion parameter that characterizes single

measurements is sx while that for the entire set of measurements is s�x. The former

might be the focus of a new analytical method, but if the goal of the experiment is the

estimation of m, the proper dispersion index is s�x, which correctly reflects the eVort
put into the experiment (through n). Accordingly, for example, a new method that

reduces sx by a factor of 5 is 25 times as eYcient as its reference, since it would take

25 measurements with the old method to yield a similarly small dispersion.

B. Probability Distributions

Some key probability distributions for statistical data analysis are summarized

in Fig. 2. The uniform distribution applies for simple random number generators

(see below). The normal distribution is at the heart of most data analysis and is
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typically assumed rather than verified. However, there are many cases where this

assumption must be quite good; when it is not, the consequences for the analysis

range from insignificant to catastrophic. The Poisson distribution is not treated

explicitly here; however, many instruments detect by counting (e.g., electrons,

photons); and it is useful to recognize that such measurements contain built-in

precision estimates, since counting is a Poisson process. The other two distribu-

tions play the indicated roles and will be discussed further below. The final note in

Fig. 2 is important and useful, and it serves to define for future use the quantity

The fundamentals

Sampling Theory

Mean

Variance

Standard deviation

Standard error (standard deviation in the mean)

x = x  = x      m =
1

1

n

n−1

Σ xi

n

i = 1

Σ
n

i = 1

∫
xmax

xmin

∫
xmax

xmin

xP(x)dx

s2
x = =d2

i
(di = xi  − x) s2

x (x − m)2P(x)dx

sx

sx

sx

sx

√n √n

−

−

=

Fig. 1 Summary of most important statistics in sampling and their theoretical counterparts. Although

the symbols are mostly clear from their context, n represents the number of data points in a set, and d is
called the residual. The values xmin and xmax represent the range over which the probability distribution

P(x) is defined.

Probability distributions

Uniform: 

Normal: 

Poisson: 

Chi-square (c2):

t-distribution:

Note:

P(x) = constant (a ≤ x ≤ b); 0 otherwise

PG(m,s;x) 1
exp

s√2p
−

(x − m)2

2s 2
=

Governs counting s 2= m (= No. of counts)

Sampling estimates of variances

Confidence limits for sampling
estimates of parameters

Poisson, c2, and t-distributions become
Gaussian in the limit of large m (Poisson)
or n (degrees of freedom, n – p)

Fig. 2 Key statistical probability distributions relevant to data analysis.
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called degrees of freedom (dof), symbolized by n and obtained by subtracting the

number of adjustable parameters p from the number of data points n.

The main purpose of dispersion indices is to establish confidence limits on the

estimates. It is useful to recall that when the normal distribution holds, 68.3% of

unbiased estimates should fall within �s of m, and 95.4% within �2s. Probability
distributions are normalized to unity, so it is equivalent to note, for example, that

the definite integral of PG(x) from m � s to m þ s is 0.683.

C. A Simple MC Experiment

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate some of these points through a simple computational

experiment—generating and binning random numbers on a computer. [Many of

the results illustrated here and below were obtained using the KaleidaGraph

program (Synergy Software), which is representative of a number of programs

designed for data analysis and presentation (Tellinghuisen, 2000a).] From Fig. 3

we obtain 0.5023 for the mean of 104 estimates. This is close to the theoretical

value, but is it close enough? Since it is within one standard error (0.00287), it is a

reasonable result. The variance and standard deviation are also close to their

expected values. Are they close enough? We can answer this question, too, by

using an underappreciated result: Because sampling estimates of variances follow

the w2 distribution (vida infra), they have an inherent relative variance of 2/n, hence

The uniform distribution

The basis of computer random number generators

Default range 0 < x < 1, giving m = 1/2 and s2 = 1/12

Check by generating 10,000 random deviates

Bin into 10 equal bins and examine statistics (summary from KaleidaGraph program)

Minimum 9.36e-05

Maximum 0.99998742

Sum 5022.7734

Points 10000

Mean 0.50227734

Median 0.50219405

RMS 0.57845803

Std. Deviation 0.28694843

Variance 0.082339402

Std. Error 0.0028694843

Skewness         −0.0081906446

Kurtosis            −1.1866255
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Fig. 3 An MC experiment on the uniform distribution.
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relative standard deviation of (2/n)1/2. From error propagation (more below),

the relative standard deviation in sx is 1/(2n)
1/2. Here n ¼ 104 � 1, so these relative

errors amount to 1.41% and 0.71%; and we see that s2x and sx are both within one

standard deviation of their expected values.

The point of the binning is developed in Fig. 4, where results for 104 and 102

samples are compared. The binning operation is basically a counting experiment,

so the bin count is well approximated by the Poisson error, as indicated. In both

cases, two of the 10 bins lie outside the bracketed region, which is reasonably close

to the expected result. Note also that while the absolute uncertainty is 10 times

larger for the larger count, the relative uncertainty is 10 times smaller. It is further

noteworthy that we used the Poisson result to estimate s for each bin count, but

then used the Gaussian approximation to interpret it (Fig. 2). The latter approxi-

mation is very good for the higher bin count (1000) but a bit of a stretch for the

lower (10).

D. The Central Limit Theorem

It is instructive to extend this experiment to averages of several random deviates.

Figure 5 shows the results of 104 samples of averages of 2 and 3, and the sum of 12.

The theoretical distribution in the first case is triangular while that in the second is

piecewise quadratic. The distributions narrow with increasing number averaged, as

the variance drops by the same factor (1/24 for average of 2, 1/36 for 3).

Continuing, the average of 12 would have s ¼ 1/12, but I have chosen to depict

the sum of 12 in this case because it has a particularly simple result—a variance and

standard deviation of unity. More importantly, by the time 12 uniform deviates

have been summed, the distribution is quite close to normal, illustrating the very

Binning statistics

Compare results for
N = 104 and 102

Recall s ≈ √n (Poisson)

Thus about 2/3 of bin
counts should fall
within ±s (32,3.2) of
the expected values
(Gaussian approx.)

1040
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980

960
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Fig. 4 Statistics of binning.
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important Central Limit Theorem, which reads in part: Sums and averages of

samples are distributed normally in the limit of an infinite number of samples, as

long as the parent distribution has finite variance. In this case, 12 is adequately

close to infinite; and the sum of 12 uniform deviates can be used as a quick way to

generate experimental ‘‘noise’’ of unit standard deviation in synthesizing computer

‘‘data’’.

The result shown in the third histogram in Fig. 5—that summing has yielded an

essentially normal distribution from very nonnormal data—is both remarkable

and important. Many instruments log data by digitizing an analog signal and often

do so by averaging many conversions. As long as the raw signal is suYciently noisy

(not limited by the digitizer least count), such averaged data are likely to be

reasonably normal, thanks to the Central Limit Theorem, and irrespective of the

unknown true distribution for measuring single values. Instruments that count

generally follow Poisson statistics, as already noted; and as long as the count is
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Fig. 5 The eVect of averaging: MC results for uniform random deviates averaged 2 and 3 at a time, and summed 12 at a

time.
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reasonably large (say,>25), the Poisson distributionwill approximate theGaussian

(Fig. 2). Thus in these situations, concerns about nonnormal data are misplaced.

E. The Importance of Finite Variance

From the foregoing statements, it is easy to imagine that all experimental data

have finite variance, hence become normal with averaging. Thus, it is useful to

examine cases where the assumption of finite variance does not hold. One proba-

bility distribution of particular importance in spectroscopy is the Lorentzian

distribution:

PLðm;G; xÞ ¼ G=ð2pÞ
ðx� mÞ2 þ ðG=2Þ2 ð1Þ

This distribution is integrable, hence normalizable; therefore one can establish

confidence ranges for it. However, it is easy to verify that it does not have finite

variance. Accordingly, all the fundamental tenets of the method of LS, discussed

below, fail when the data happen to be Lorentzian (Tellinghuisen, 2005a). This

does not say anything about the ability to fit data to a Lorentzian lineshape; and

I know of no actual cases where the inherent data noise is Lorentzian. Presumably

any measurement instrument would anyway yield a clipped (finite tails) Lorentzian

distribution; and then the Central Limit Theorem would apply.

A case of more concern is the common practice of inverting data in order to

obtain a straight-line presentation for the sake of analysis. This is still widely done

in the analysis of fluorescence quenching data (Stern–Volmer plot), enzyme kinet-

ics (Lineweaver–Burk equation), adsorption, and in many methods for estimating

binding constants. If the raw data are normal, then the distribution for their

reciprocals has infinite variance (Tellinghuisen, 2000b). How significant this is

depends on the relative precision of the data, which can be illustrated through

another simple MC experiment: Add random, normal error to a constant; then

calculate, bin, and do statistics on its reciprocal (Tellinghuisen, 2000c). Results

from such computations are presented in Table I and illustrated (in part) in Fig. 6.

The results in the second and third columns in Table I are well behaved, and one

can readily verify their statistical reasonableness, using methods like those dis-

cussed in connection with Figs. 3 and 4. The results in columns three and four seem

well behaved up to sA ¼ 0.2; but with further increase to sA ¼ 0.35, the sampling

statistics for A�1 become divergent—another consequence of the Central Limit

Theorem. Put simply, without finite variance, sampling can at best succeed in only

an asymptotic sense. The problem arises from the sampling of those few values far

enough in the small-A wings to reach zero and below. These values are so rare for

sA � 0.20 (e.g., 3 in 107 < 0 for sA ¼ 0.20) that they very rarely crop up in just

105 samples. Presumably, increasing the sample size to �109 would yield similar
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problems for sA ¼ 0.20 . . . and by the same token, decreasing it to �50 for

sA ¼ 0.35 would yield many apparently successful MC runs (since the probability

for A < 0 is 0.0021 for sA ¼ 0.35). These considerations also illustrate the meaning

of asymptotic success in this sampling situation. Clearly, reciprocation will give no

obvious problems when the data are precise to 10% or better—a result that will be

used later to state a ‘‘10% rule of thumb’’ in NLS. However, the bias from such

nonnormal data can still be significant, as may be appreciated from the values in

the last column of Table I.

Table I
MC Statistics of A ¼ 1 and Its Reciprocala,b

sA hAi hA2i � hAi2 c hA�1i hA�2i � hA�1i2 c hA�1itrued

0.05 0.99996 2.491 � 10�3 1.00255 2.542 � 10�3 1.00252

0.10 0.99992 9.965 � 10�3 1.01036 1.083 � 10�2 1.01032

0.15 0.99988 2.242 � 10�2 1.02425 2.745 � 10�2 1.02422

0.20 0.99984 3.986 � 10�2 1.04629 6.447 � 10�2 1.04623

0.20 1.00116 3.997 � 10�2 1.04473 5.997 � 10�2 1.04623

0.35 0.99961 1.220 � 10�1 1.14868 1.367 � 102 1.20093

0.35 1.00202 1.224 � 10�1 1.15218 2.569 � 102 1.20093

0.35 0.99972 1.221 � 10�1 0.89179 1.158 � 104 1.20093

0.35 1.00107 1.222 � 10�1 1.05755 3.191 � 103 1.20093

aThis is Table I from Tellinghuisen (2000c). Each value represents results from 105 samples, with

random normally distributed error of specified sA on A.
bSame seed used for first four sA values, to illustrate the eVects of scaling for a given set of unit-

variance normal deviates.
cThe sampling estimates of the variances (derivable from the equation for s2x in Fig. 1).
dObtained by numerical integration.
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Fig. 6 Histogrammed results of 105 MC estimates of a constantA¼ 1 and its reciprocal, with random

normal error of sA ¼ 0.35 superimposed on A. The fitted curves are a Gaussian and its theoretical

counterpart for the inverted data. [Adapted with permission from Tellinghuisen (2000c); # 2000,

American Chemical Society.]
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Figure 6 illustrates the eVects of inversion on the data distribution. As we shall

see, distributions like that shown here for A�1 are a tip-oV for the occurrence of

reciprocal behavior even when it is not obvious that it should be occurring, as in

parameters derived from a NLS fit.

Another common data transformation is logarithmic conversion of exponential

data with no background, often used to analyze first-order kinetics data and to

extract thermodynamics and kinetics parameters from temperature dependence of

rate and equilibrium constants. That such conversion is a problem is evident to

anyone who has ever recorded decay data at long time, where the noise is large

enough to produce negative values. In the log transformation, such values must

simply be discarded, and with this proviso, log conversion preserves finite variance

in the transformed variate; however, there is bias, as should be evident from the

need to discard just the too-small values in the extreme. [I have illustrated this

point numerically for the van’t HoV (vH) analysis of the T-dependence of the

equilibrium constant K�(T) (Tellinghuisen, 2004a).] As is discussed below, the

remedy for both data transformation problems is to just skip the transformation

and analyze the raw data by NLS.

III. Linear Least Squares—Theory

A. Tenets: Demands and Payback

I turn now to the primary target of this work, the method of LS. Although by far

the greatest utility of LS is in the virtually unlimited ways it can be implemented in

application to nonlinear problems, its principles can best be stated and clarified in

its original linear form. I will start by stating the main principles and then will

illustrate these throughMC computational experiments like those just described in

connection with the data inversion problem.

Figure 7 states the main conditions on and results to be expected from LLS, and

Fig. 8 provides clarification. When any of the requirements for the method is not

satisfied, some but not necessarily all of the guarantees for the results may not

hold. For example, the LS method is sometimes disparaged as requiring normal

data while actual data are of unknown distribution. This criticism is flawed, as LLS

requires only that the data be of finite variance. However, translating parameter

standard errors into confidence limits becomes problematic if the data are not

normal because then the parameter estimates are also nonnormal. As another

example, neglect of weights for unbiased, normal heteroscedastic data (noncon-

stant si) yields parameter estimates that remain normally distributed and unbiased

but not of minimum variance.

The role of the w2- and t-distributions (Fig. 7) will be clarified below.
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B. The LLS Solution: Matrix Notation

The requirement of a linear fit model does not mean, as is often falsely assumed, a

straight-line relationship between the independent and dependent variables, as

should be clear from the first example in Fig. 8. Nor does such a relationship ensure

that the problem is linear (e.g., themodel y¼ 1/aþ b2x is nonlinear, as is the simpler

secondmodel in Fig. 8). Rather, the relation between variables and parametersmust

be linear in the parameters. In matrix form, this means it can be expressed as

y ¼ Xbþ d ð2Þ

Linear least squares: Principles

We assume that all statistical uncertainty resides in a single dependent variable
y. There are one or more independent variables (x, u, ...) and one or more
adjustable parameters (a, b, ...). The fit model must be linear in the latter.

The LLS solution minimizes the quantity S =∑ widi
2, where wi represents the

weight for the ith point and d i  = yi  − ycalc,i.

If the data are independent and unbiased, with random error of finite variance,
then the LLS parameter estimates will be unbiased and of minimum variance,
provided the data are weighted as si

−2.

If the data structure {xi} and the data errors si are known, then the parameter
standard errors are exactly predictable from the variance-covariance matrix V.

If further, the statistical  data error is normally distributed, then the LLS
parameter estimates will be normally distributed about their true values.

Under these conditions, the quantity S is distributed as a scaled c2 variate
Further the a posteriori-assessed parameter residuals are t-distributed.

Fig. 7 Fundamental principles of LLS.

Linear least squares: Explanation of principles

A linear model: y = ax + b/x2 + c ln(3u) + d

A nonlinear model: y = 1/a  (recall statistics of 1/A)

Independent and random: What we assumed about our random
              number generator in the Monte Carlo experiments.

Independent variables: 

Independent variables: 

x and u
y

none

True result; e.g., A but not A−1 in Table I.

Minimum variance:  The stated goal of LS. Must minimize
             S  with wi  ∝ 1/s2

i .  Then parameter estimates will be 
             minimum variance.

y
a

a, b, c, d
Dependent variable:

Dependent variable:

Adjustable parameters:

Adjustable parameter:

Unbiased:

Fig. 8 Clarification of LLS basic principles.
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which can best be clarified through an example. Take a 5-point data set (n¼ 5) and

the first model in Fig. 8. Then this equation reads

y1
y2
y3
y4
y5

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA ¼

x1 x�2
1 lnð3u1Þ 1

x2 x�2
2 lnð3u2Þ 1

x3 x�2
3 lnð3u3Þ 1

x4 x�2
4 lnð3u4Þ 1

x5 x�2
5 lnð3u5Þ 1

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

a

b

c

d

0
BB@

1
CCAþ

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA ð3Þ

y and d are column vectors containing the nmeasured y values and the fit residuals,

respectively; b is a column vector containing the 4 (¼p) adjustable parameters, and

the matrix X contains the information about the dependent variables (all known

and error free). The product Xb yields ycalc, and in this case the occurrence of 5

data points means n ¼ n � p ¼ 1 dof for the fit.

Minimization of the sum of weighted, squared residuals S with respect to each of

the adjustable parameters leads XTto the LLS equations,

XT WXb � Ab ¼ XT Wy ð4Þ

where XT is the transpose of X, and the square (n � n) weight matrix W here is

diagonal, with n elements Wii ¼ wi. The solution reads

b ¼ A�1XT Wy ð5Þ

where A�1 is the inverse of A (the matrix of the normal equations). Knowledge of

the parameters permits calculation of the residuals d from Eq. (2) and thence of S,
which in matrix form is

S ¼ dT W d ð6Þ

C. Parameter Uncertainties: The Variance-Covariance Matrix

These days few data analysts would ever have to actually implement these

equations, as the many available data analysis programs do so automatically

after the data have been entered and the fit model specified. However, it is still

important to understand them because of the all-important connection between

the matrix A and the variance-covariance matrix V of the parameters:

V / A�1 ð7Þ
The parameter variances are the diagonal elements of the symmetric matrix V,

and the covariances are the oV-diagonal elements. But what is the proportionality

constant? The answer is twofold, and the distinction is important for a proper

understanding of the theory of LS and for correct use of many programs.
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First, let us assume we know the data error si absolutely. Then, taking wi ¼ s�2
i

and the proportionality constant as unity, we have what I have called the a priori V

(reflecting the a priori knowledge of the si),

Vprior ¼ A�1 ð8Þ
This equation is exact, and it applies most directly to MC computations on an LS

fit model, where we have the luxury of specifying the si. Vprior is completely known

before any measurements (y) have been taken, since the X matrix contains just the

specified values of the independent variables. This means that Vprior can be used in

experiment design: By adjusting the structure of the data set, one can optimize the

determination of selected parameters by minimizing their variances.

The second answer is the one more commonly used by data analysts; it assumes

ignorance about the scale of the data error, which is then estimated from the fit

itself. Note that wemust know si to within a constant scale factor, or the fit will not

return minimum-variance estimates of the parameters. However, this knowledge

can often be obtained from an understanding of the nature of the measurement,

with adjustment for any data conversions through proper use of error propagation

(see below). We suppose the relation between the true data error and our estimate

thereof is si ¼ r si, and we take the weights as wi ¼ s�2
i . Then the quantity

s2y ¼
S post
n

ð9Þ

is known as the estimated variance for data of unit weight (wi ¼ si ¼ 1). And the

corresponding a posteriori V becomes

Vpost ¼ s2yA
�1 ð10Þ

The estimated parameter variances are now uncertain outcomes of the analysis,

and their uncertainty aVects the confidences for the parameters.

The widespread use of unweighted LLS falls in the a posteriori category, with

wi ¼ si ¼ 1, hence s2y ¼ S post=n. The tacit assumption behind such fitting is the

presence of constant data error. If the data error is not truly constant, unweighted

fitting will not return minimum-variance estimates of the parameters. However, if

the range of the data error is small, say less than a factor of 3 over the data set, the

neglect of weights is not likely to result in much loss of parameter precision.

Note that the parameter estimates are unaVected by a scale change in the si,
since such a factor cancels out of Eqs. (4) and (5). This is why wi / s�2

i suYces in

Fig. 8. On the other hand, the elements of Vprior scale with the data variance and

also with 1/n. The latter, for example, means that the parameter standard errors

(V
1=2
ii ) go as n�1/2, all other things being equal. Thus, they are to be interpreted in

the same manner as the standard deviation in the mean in the case of a simple

average, as previously mentioned.

Those commercial data analysis programs that provide parameter errors do not

always make clear which choice—prior or post—applies when the weighted option
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is chosen. (All such programs useVpost for unweighted fitting.) For example, recent

versions of the KaleidaGraph program use Vprior in weighted fits to user-defined

functions, meaning that if the a posteriori estimates are desired, the user must

scale the stated parameter errors by the factor (S/n)1/2. For the Origin program

(OriginLab), the default is prior, but the user may check a box to convert to post.

D. Uncertainties in Variances: The Chi-Square Distribution

The sum of weighted squared residuals in Eq. (9) has been designated as Spost to
distinguish it from the Sprior that results from the use of a priori weights. If the data

error is normal, Sprior is distributed as w2, which has mean n and variance 2n.
Or equivalently, Sprior/n is distributed as the reduced w2 (w2n), with mean unity and

variance 2/n (as mentioned above), and which follows the probability distribution,

PðzÞdz ¼ C zðn�2Þ=2 expð�nz=2Þdz ð11Þ
where z ¼ w2n and C is a normalization constant. From the assumed relation

between si and si, Spost ¼ r2Sprior, which means that Spost is distributed as a scaled

w2 variate. By taking the statistical average value for Sprior, we can solve for r and

then specify the data error for all points. We find that r is the dimensionless form of

sy. This value is still subject to the uncertainty inherent in w2. All of the a posteriori-

estimated parameter variances are subject to the same uncertainty. Reiterating a

point made earlier in connection with Figs. 3 and 4, the statistical properties of w2n
mean that it takes 200 dof to estimate variances with a relative standard deviation of

10%. From error propagation (below), the parameter standard errors are a factor of

2 more precise than the variances; hence they require 50 dof for 10% precision.

E. Confidence Limits on Estimated Parameters: The t-Distribution

When the data error is normal and of known magnitude, the parameter esti-

mates are distributed normally with variances given byVprior. Confidence limits are

then straightforwardly obtained from the appropriate tables of integratedGaussians

(e.g., appendix of Bevington and Robinson, 2002). However, when the parameter

errorsmust be estimated a posteriori, their uncertainty increases the uncertainty in the

parameters and requires the t-distribution for confidence limits. To be specific, let all

the previous conditions, including normal data error, apply, and let sa be the esti-

mated standard deviation for the parameter a (e.g., sa ¼ V
1=2
post;11). Then the quantity

(aest – atrue)/sa follows the t-distribution for n dof

PtðtÞ ¼ C
0 ð1þ t2=nÞ�ðnþ1Þ=2 ð12Þ

with C0 another normalizing constant. For small n the t-distribution is narrower in

the peak than the Gaussian distribution, with more extensive tails. However Pt(t)

converges on the unit-variance normal distribution in the limit of large n, making

the distinction between the two distributions unimportant for large data sets.
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There is a useful relation between the parameters and w2: If a single adjustable

parameter is increased or decreased by its true s and removed from the fit, and the

remaining parameters are then refitted, w2 increases by unity. Alternatively in the a

posteriori treatment, altering a parameter by �s increases S by the factor (nþ1)/n.
If the change is �2s(�2s), these changes become Dw2 ¼ 4 and a factor of (nþ4)/n
for S (Bevington and Robinson, 2002). This behavior can be used to estimate the

parameter uncertainties in nonlinear fits, where Eqs. (8) and (10) do not hold

rigorously (Press et al., 1986). It is also the reason why in ad hoc fitting (e.g.,

using polynomials to obtain smooth empirical representations of data), one is

justified in setting to zero any parameter that is smaller in magnitude than its

standard error, since such a change results in a smaller s2y for the fit.

F. Correlation

The oV-diagonal elements of V are the covariances; they are seldom zero, which

means that the LS parameter estimates are generally correlated. The correlation

matrix C is obtained from V through

Cij ¼ Vij

ðViiVjjÞ1=2
ð13Þ

and yields elements that range between�1 and 1. Values close to these limits imply

that the two parameters in question are very highly correlated whileCij¼ 0 signifies

no correlation.

There is some confusion in the literature about the role of correlation on the

confidence limits of the parameters. Eachof the parameters in a linear fit is distributed

normally about its true value, with sbi ¼ V
1=2
ii , irrespective of its correlation with the

other parameters. The correlation comes into play only when we ask for joint

confidence intervals of two or more parameters, in which case the confidence

bands become ellipsoids in two or more dimensions. Equation (13) is exact for

both versions of V, since the unknown scale factor r cancels out.

Of course it is true that high correlation reflects a mutual indeterminacy of two

parameters. Thus, if one of these can be obtained by other means and then frozen

in the fit, the other will be fitted with much higher precision.

G. Correlated Data

From the above, we have seen that the parameter estimates produced by an LS

fit are practically always correlated. One of our fundamental assumptions for LLS

was that the data were independent, hence not correlated (Fig. 7). Independent

means that the random error in one measurement is in no way aVected by that in

another, and it is usually a reasonable assumption for raw data. But what if it is

not? This occurs, for example, when the raw data are ‘‘precooked’’ for the purpose

of analysis, in such a way that given raw points contribute to more than one point
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used in the analysis. Prime contenders for this oVense are methods in which the raw

data are subtracted or added, and the results are then fitted. As a specific example

of the latter, the Guggenheim method was devised long ago to handle exponential

data with a background, with the latter removed by subtracting points separated

by a specified time interval (Tellinghuisen, 2003a).

A second case of correlated data arises when subsets of data are individually

fitted, providing multiple parameters that are subsequently submitted to a com-

bined or global analysis. Since the ‘‘data’’ for the global fit are themselves the

output of an earlier fit, they are inherently correlated.

There is a simple answer to this problem: All the LS formalism derived above

still applies, except that the weight matrix W now has nonzero oV-diagonal
elements. This does mean that the treatment of correlated data is beyond the

capabilities of most data analysis programs, since they are not designed to handle

such complexity in W. It also means the analyst must understand the correlation

well enough to determine the elements of W. However, the experimental situation

often makes the latter determination straightforward, and programming languages

and mathematical programs like Mathematica and MathCad can be used to solve

the LS equations when this situation arises. In many cases an easier solution is just

to devise a fit of the original raw data rather than use the model that requires the

manipulated or prefitted data.

H. Fitting with Constraints

Sometimes one desires to limit the values the parameters can attain through

some expression known to relate them. The simplest such case was mentioned in

Section III.F: If a parameter is well known from other work, it can be frozen in the

fit. A straightforward extension of this idea is the case where the parameters

are known to sum to a constant. This condition can be accommodated by defining

the last parameter as the constant minus the sum of the others. Note that in both of

these examples the constraint is satisfied exactly, as opposed to cases where some

condition or relation is just given heavy weight in the fit.

It is harder to incorporate exact constraints that are complex in nature, or

multiple constraints that must be satisfied simultaneously. A standard method

for doing so is Lagrange’s method of undetermined multipliers (Tellinghuisen,

2003c). Often the constraints are such as to require iterative solution, putting

constrained fitting in the category of NLS (below). However, I will include the

topic here for completeness.

Recall that the LS equations are obtained by minimizing Swith respect to each of

the adjustable parameters b. Suppose there are k constraints, expressed in the form

Gk(b)¼ 0. We subtract ak(@Gk/@bj) from each equation, for each constraint, where

ak is the Lagrange multiplier for the kth constraint. For example, if there are two

constraints, G1¼ 0 and G2¼ 0, the equation for the jth parameter is obtained from
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@S

@bj
� a1

@G1

@bj
� a2

@G2

@bj
¼ 0 ð14Þ

Procedurally, the equations Gk(b) ¼ 0 are solved for the constraints a, and the

latter are then employed in the solution of Eq. (14). As already noted, this process

is normally an iterative one. As constrained fitting will not be illustrated below, the

interested reader is referred to an earlier paper for details, including expressing

Eq. (14) in matrix form (Ashmore and Tellinghuisen, 1986).

I. Error Propagation

Errors in functions f of uncertain variables are often estimated using the text-

book error propagation formula

s2f ¼
X @f

@bi

� �2

sb2i ð15Þ

However, this expression assumes that the independent variables are truly

independent, or uncorrelated. As was just noted, that assumption rarely holds

when the variables are the adjustable parameters from an LS fit, and one must

use the full expression (Tellinghuisen, 2001)

s2f ¼ gT Vg ð16Þ

in which the elements of g are gi¼ @f/@bi. Equation (16) is exact for linear functions

f of normal variates. In many cases Eq. (16) can be bypassed and the desired s2f can
be calculated by simply redefining the fit so that f is one of the adjustable para-

meters—a procedure that can be shown to be identical to use of Eq. (16).

Equation (15) does suYce in one important situation: when single variables are

transformed mathematically. For example, I have already mentioned the use of

reciprocation and logarithmic conversion. If z¼ 1/y, sz¼ sy/y
2; and when z¼ ln y,

sz ¼ sy/y. Of course, these simple results say nothing about the changes in the

probability distributions associated with these transformations (Tellinghuisen,

2000b).

J. Systematic Error

Everything said so far about experimental error concerns the random statistical

error that aZicts all measurements. Yet often these errors are not the only ones . . .
or even the most significant, which is the reason for the important distinction

between precision and accuracy stated earlier. The standard approach for system-

atic error is to eliminate it to the extent possible. For example, calibration is an

attempt to do this, usually by substituting a series of samples thought to be
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identical to the unknown in every way except that the targeted property is known

and varied in a controlled manner. In the end we can never be sure we have

eliminated all sources of systematic error, so it behooves us to retain some humility

in stating our confidence in our results.

An instructive example is the value of Planck’s constant h, which went from

6.626 176(36) � 10�34 J sec in the 1973 adjustment of the fundamental constants

to 6.626 076(4) � 10�34 J sec in 1986 (Cohen and Taylor, 1986). Both values are of

course quite precise for most purposes; but the 1973 result was high by almost 3s73,
attributed in 1986 to the deletion of two measurements that seemed discrepant at

the time.

One type of systematic error I do address is that associated with the analysis

itself—bias. We have already seen how bias can occur when data are transformed,

and we will see below examples of bias and inconsistency that result from LLS fits

of such data as well as from NLS fits of normal data. The Monte Carlo method

provides a straightforward way to investigate and quantify such bias.

IV. Linear Least Squares—Monte Carlo Illustrations

A. The Straight Line with Constant Error

The MC calculations provide an eye-opening appreciation of the often eye-

glazing terminology and properties covered in Section III. The theory presupposes

the existence of a ‘‘true’’ function linear in the adjustable parameters b, onto the

dependent variable of which is superimposed random error. The MC computa-

tions repetitively replicate this model. By examining the results of many such

replications, we either confirm the stated properties or discover the extent to

which they fail to hold when one or more of the tenets are violated in the model.

For the latter, here I have taken the standard straight-line relation. Its properties

and the MC procedures are summarized in Fig. 9. This model has been used

previously for similar purposes (Tellinghuisen, 2000b,c; 2005a), where more details

about the MC computational procedures may be found.

Monte carlo case study: y = a + bx

True a =1 and b = 5; 5 xi values =1.1, 3.3, 5.5, 8.3, 12

For constant s = 0.5, sa = 0.41860 and sb = 0.058588

Add random Gaussian error of s = 0.5 to each true yi

Solve LS equations for a and b; compute S , sa, and sb

Repeat procedure 105 times; accumulate statistics on
parameters and S ; histogram values

Compare results with predictions

Fig. 9 Summary of procedures for MC test of 5-point linear model.
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Figure 10 displays histograms of the estimated intercept a, as obtained using the

5-point model with uniformly distributed error and normal error (both having

s ¼ 0.5), and normal error for 20 points, with 4 points taken at each of the

5 xi values (to preserve the structure of the model). The N5 and N20 results

are as expected, with the latter showing a sa half that of the former, illustrating

the n�1/2 dependence. The U5 results do not follow the Gaussian curve. On the

other hand, the sampling statistics (not shown) confirm that these results are still

unbiased and minimum-variance (Tellinghuisen, 2005a).

Figure 11 shows the same results, but histogrammed as the t-variate. Note that

here sa is calculated anew for each data set using Vpost. The N5 and N20 results

follow the expected t-distribution for their respective n, but the U5 results do not.

Figure 12 illustrates the quantity S/n, with fitted w2n curves [Eq. (11)] included for the

normal data. Again the U5 data do not follow this distribution, confirming that

normal error is a requirement for all three distributions.

Suppose we doubled the data error for the N20 computations. The results in

Fig. 10 would then follow the current curve for N5, but the plots in Figs. 11 and 12

would be unchanged. Alternatively we might consider preaveraging each set of 4

points and then fitting. As long as we weight each averaged value equally, the

results in Fig. 10 would be identical; and those in Figs. 11 and 12 would now follow

the n ¼ 3 curves. This result has an important practical implication: such preaver-

aging results in a loss in precision for the estimated parameter variances, so if the

common a posteriori mode is used, preaveraging should be avoided. Suppose that

instead of weighting each averaged value equally, we weighted in accord with the

sampling statistics for each average. Then none of the results would agree, and the

estimates would no longer be minimum variance (Tellinghuisen, 1996). This result
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Fig. 10 Histogrammed results for intercept, from 105 MC data sets generated using 5 points with

uniformlydistributed error (U5) andnormal error (N5), and20points havingnormal error (N20).Thefits

for normal error employed the expected value for sa fromFig. 9 for 5 points, half that value for 20 points.

[Used with permission from Tellinghuisen (2005a);# 2005, Division of Chemical Education, Inc.]
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emphasizes the need for valid a priori information about the data error in assigning

weights.

In all of these examples, the data are unbiased. We can examine the eVect of data
bias by using data inversion, as in Table I. We start by generating preliminary true

data zi ¼ 1/yi. To maintain consistency, we add to each such zi random normal

error of magnitude sz ¼ sy/y
2 [Eq. (15)]; then we fit the resulting yi ¼ 1/zi. The

results (Fig. 13) confirm that biased data yield biased parameter estimates. Since

the data are also no longer normal, neither are the parameter distributions, though

they appear to be close to normal. Actually, these inverted data also violate the
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Fig. 11 Histogrammed results for quantity (a � 1)/sa. Symbols as in Fig. 10. Curves are fits to

t-distribution [Eq. (12)] for n ¼ 3 (5 points) and 18. [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen

(2005a); # 2005, Division of Chemical Education, Inc.]
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Fig. 12 Histogrammed results for S/n, labeled as in Fig. 10. Curves are fits to reduced w2 distribution
for n ¼ 3 (5 points) and 18. [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen (2005a); # 2005, Division of

Chemical Education, Inc.]
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requirement of finite variance; however, here most data are relatively precise, so

their inherent infinite variance gives no obvious problem. In fact, though biased,

these estimates remain essentially minimum variance (in the asymptotic sense

of these 105-point data sets).
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Fig. 13 Histogrammed results for biased data. The binning argument Z is the parameter residual

divided by its true s for 5 points. The biases are þ23s and �15s for a and b, respectively, where the

metric is theMC standard error, for example, sa=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
105

p
for a. [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen

(2005a); # 2005, Division of Chemical Education, Inc.]
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Fig. 14 Contour diagram of two-dimensional histogram of results for a and b from 105 MC repli-

cates. The binning interval is s/4 in each parameter. [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen (2005a);

# 2005, Division of Chemical Education, Inc.]
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The interparameter correlation can be examined through a two-dimensional

histogram, shown as a contour diagram in Fig. 14. For this 2-parameter model,

the correlation is directly dependent on the sum Swixi that occurs in the oV-
diagonal positions in A; its numerical value is C12 ¼ �0.8454. By redefining the

fit function as y¼ a0 þ b(x� x0) and then taking x0 as the average of the 5 xi values,

we obtain a statistically equivalent model with zero correlation between a0 and b. a0
is also then the value of the fit function at x0, and its statistical error is the error in

the fit function there. With this redefined fit, we can use the simpler error propaga-

tion expression of Eq. (15) to obtain errors in functions of a0 and b, since these

parameters are uncorrelated.

Extending the above considerations, if we repeat the fit for a range of diVerent x0
values, we will obtain a range of a0 values and their errors. In this fashion we can

generate the error band on the fit function, andwe will find that sa0 has its minimum

value at x0 ¼ �x. This treatment constitutes an example of redefining the fit function

to obtain directly the error in a function without using error propagation [Eq. (16)].

From this it is also clear that the meaning of sf in Eq. (16) is the same as that

for any parameter sb: Under the usual assumptions for the data, if values of f

are computed from each set of fitted parameters, the results will be distributed

normally about the true f with the indicated standard error.

B. The Straight Line with Proportional Error: Neglect of Weights

Leaving aside the weights that arise when data are transformed (e.g., from

reciprocation), the common extremes for data error are constant error, just con-

sidered, and proportional error, si / yi (Ingle and Crouch, 1988). (Counting error

is intermediate, si ¼ ffiffiffiffi
yi

p
:) Constant error dominates in the small-signal limit, and

proportional error often rules for large signal. I consider here the proportional

error extreme and ask what is the eVect of neglecting weights. I stay with the

5-point model of Fig. 9 but take the error to be 4% of the true yi. This means the

data error spans about an order of magnitude and the weights about two orders—a

reasonable intermediate of actual cases, where the y data often span less than an

order of magnitude in range, but sometimes much more. For this model the exact

parameter errors are sa ¼ 0.33606 and sb ¼ 0.13551.

Figure 15 shows the results for the intercept, with and without weighting. The

top part confirms that the distribution remains unbiased and normal when weights

are neglected; but the estimates are no longer minimum variance, with sa having
increased by a factor 2.5. This is a loss of eYciency by more than a factor of 6,

meaning six times as many measurements would be needed to match the precision

obtained with proper weighting. The bottom frame shows that the t-distribution is

invalid when weights are neglected. Similarly S/n (not shown) is not w2n-distributed
when the weights are neglected.

Of course the user would not have the benefit of 105 replicates to assess the

parameter error, rather would use the Vpost-based sa and sb. From the MC

statistics, the latter predictions are sa ¼ 1.121 and sb ¼ 0.157, as compared with
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the MC sampling statistics (e.g., Fig. 15A) of 0.842 and 0.209, respectively. These

results show that Vpost can ‘‘lie’’ either optimistically or pessimistically, though in

this case the magnitude of the error is small compared with the inherent statistical

uncertainty in these a posteriori standard errors (1=
ffiffiffi
6

p
relative error).

As a variation on this theme, suppose we have data of constant absolute error in

y but wish to enhance somehow our determination of the relatively uncertain

intercept a. Recognizing the importance of the small-x points, we naively elect to

weight our data as x�1. Unfortunately, as the old saying goes, ‘‘You cannot fool

Mother Nature.’’ MC computations show that this manipulation actually

increases the statistical error in a by 18%, while the Vpost-based sa is optimistic

by a factor of 2, deceiving us into thinking we are doing much better than we are.

In summary, these examples show that minimum-variance estimates of the

parameters are achieved only when the data are weighted as their inverse variance.

In the absence of proper weighting, the a posteriori estimates of the parameter

errors are unreliable. This might seem to confront us with a quandary, since it is

not possible to know the data error absolutely. Fortunately, even approximate
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Fig. 15 Histogrammed results for 105 MC estimates of the intercept for proportional error, si ¼ 0.04

yi, with proper weighting (open points) and with neglect of weights. In (A) the fitted curves are

Gaussians with s ¼ 0.3356(8) (open points) and 0.843(2). [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen

(2005a); # 2005, Division of Chemical Education, Inc.]
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knowledge of the data error structure usually suYces to produce near-minimum-

variance parameter estimates. In this regard, there are methods in which one can

simultaneously estimate the data error and the parameters, for suitably large data

sets (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). Also, while the use of x�1 weighting above

represents an improper attempt to improve the precision of a, the adjustment of

the {xi} to incorporate more small-x values would be a legitimate use of V in

experiment design.

V. Nonlinear Least Squares

A. When Is It Nonlinear and What Then?

If the adjustable parameters appear in the fit model in any way that cannot be

expressed in the form of Eq. (2), the fitting problem becomes nonlinear. I have

already given simple examples, but this category covers most of the data analysis

problems in physical science, including especially those already alluded to that can

be manipulated into the linear form through redefinition of the variables. As has

been mentioned and will be dealt with further below, such redefinition is usually

statistically inferior to the nonlinear analysis of the raw data.

In addition to the cases where the fit model is nonlinear in the parameters, there

are two other situations where the problem becomes nonlinear: (1) when more than

one variable is considered uncertain and (2) when weights are estimated at the

adjusted values of the variables. To clarify the latter, consider the case of propor-

tional error in the straight-line example above. In the MC context, the computa-

tionalist can compute the weights from the true yi. However, the data analyst

would not know the latter and so would normally assess the weights using the

measured yi. But these are inherently wrong, so a statistically better approach is to

compute the weights from the calculated values of yi. Since the latter are not known

at the outset, the analysis becomes nonlinear and must proceed in an iterative

fashion.

Figure 16 summarizes the main practical consequences of the jump from linear

to nonlinear LS. Although the new problems seem daunting, in practice they

are seldom more than minor inconveniences, as I have attempted to reassure the

reader. Many data analysis packages make it trivially easy for the user to define

and carry out an NLS fit; in fact it is often preferable to work in the ‘‘user-defined’’

mode for all fits, linear and nonlinear. For example, in the KaleidaGraph program,

this is the only way to get the parameter error estimates.

B. Computational Methods

The solution of theNLS problem is fundamentally one of successive adjustment of

the parameters in the search for aminimumvalue of S. There aremany computational

approaches for carrying out such optimizations (Bevington, 1969; Press et al., 1986).
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I will confine my attention to the one that best preserves the analogy with LLS,

which happens to give identical formal definitions of the V matrices. This is

referred to as the linearization method by Bevington (1969), and the inverse

Hessian approach by Press et al. (1986).

Since the solution requires iteration, one must start with a set of initial values

b0 of the parameters. SuYciently near the minimum in S, one can evaluate small

corrections to b0 using

XTWXDb � ADb ¼ XTW d ð17Þ

leading to improved values

b1 ¼ b0 þ Db ð18Þ
Here the elements of the matrix X are Xij ¼ (@Fi/@bj), evaluated at xi using the

current values b0 of the parameters. The function F expresses the relations among

the variables and parameters in such a way that a perfect fit yields Fi ¼ 0. For the

commonly occurring case where y can be expressed as an explicit function of x, it

takes the form

Fi ¼ ycalcðxiÞ � yi ¼ �di ð19Þ

which serves also to define the elements of d in Eq. (17). The weight matrixW is as

before, including cases where there are oV-diagonal elements (correlated fitting).

1.   Standard methods yield formally similar equations for b, but now these 
      must be solved interatively.

2.   Unfortunately, there is no guarantee of solution.

So, give it up?

Nonlinear least squares: What’s new?

Problem 4 is rarely serious when the V-based parameter error is less than 10%
of the magnitude of the parameter — the 10% Rule of Thumb.

Problems 2 and 3 are seldom serious. Methods like the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm make nonconvergence a rare event, and generally the analyst can
easily distinguish convergence on subsidiary minima from the desired physical
solution.

No! Most interesting problems are inherently nonlinear, and modern data
analysis packages make using NLS as easy as writing the functional relation
connecting the data and the adjustable parameters.

4.   Even when the data are normal and properly weighted, the parameter
      distributions are generally non-Gaussian and biased, so the predictions
      from the V matrix no longer hold.

3.   For solutions, there is no guarantee of absoulte minimum S.

Fig. 16 Summary of key diVerences between nonlinear and linear LS.
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For a linear fit, starting with b0 ¼ 0, these relations yield for b1 equations

identical to Eqs. (4) and (5) for b. In the more general case where y cannot be

written explicitly in terms of the other variables, these equations still hold, but with

d in Eq. (17) replaced by �F0, where the subscript indicates that the Fi values are

calculated using the current values b0 of the parameters.

The previous definitions of the V matrices [Eqs. (8–10)] remain valid, as already

noted. However, there is an important diVerence: Now A and V can depend on not

just the x-structure of the data but also y and b. For the purpose of MC computa-

tions and experiment design, it is useful to define the ‘‘exact nonlinear Vprior.’’ This

quantity is obtained using exactly fitting data for the model in question but is

generally not exact in the sense of the guarantees of LLS.

The utility of Eq. (17) is couched in the term ‘‘suYciently near the minimum

in S.’’ In practice many nonlinear fits converge from quite far away from the

minimum, but there is no way to better state this proviso. The essence of the

Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is the recognition that a gradient search for

the minimum in S is more stable but less eYcient, and that the diagonal elements

of A are proportional to the required gradients. A compromise is obtained by

scaling the diagonal elements ofA by a factor (1þ l). Then, if the computation leads

to higher S, l is increased (usually by a factor 10) and the computation repeated until

S decreases. Near a minimum in S, l is progressively decreased until its eVect is
negligible.Withpackagedprograms it canbe important todemandhard convergence,

to ensure that l is small enough to yield validV.

The partial derivatives that constitute the elements of X are usually approxi-

mated numerically, by finite diVerence. For this purpose programs normally take a

set fractional change in the parameter. This can sometimes lead to problems for

parameters that are very precise in a relative sense. For example, if a Gaussian

spectral line with width 0.1 cm�1 is centered at n0 ¼ 40,000 cm�1 (250 nm), finite

diVerence derivatives using part-in-104 changes in n0 will fail miserably. Such

problems can be eliminated by defining the adjustable parameter as a small

additive correction to a large constant [e.g., instead of n0 ¼ a, n0 ¼ 40,000 þ a,

with a the adjustable parameter; see Tellinghuisen (2000a)].

C. The 10% Rule of Thumb

As is noted in Fig. 16, even with proper weighting of unbiased, normal data,

there is no guarantee of normality for the distribution of estimated parameters in

NLS; in fact, the parameters in a nonlinear fit are generally nonnormal. On the

other hand, from MC computations on a large number of common nonlinear

problems, I have found that such nonnormality is often not a serious limitation to

establishing reliable confidence limits for the parameters (Tellinghuisen, 2000b,

2003b). As a guide to the reliability of the V-based parameter errors, I have

formulated the 10% Rule of Thumb: If the parameter standard error is less than

1/10 of the magnitude of the parameter, the ‘‘normal’’ interpretation of the error

will suYce to peg the confidence range within 10%. More precisely, nonnormal
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distributions are typically asymmetric, so the confidence limits for typical specified

confidences (e.g., 68%, 90%, or 95%) are asymmetrically disposed about the mean.

If the parameter is precise to better than 10%, the asymmetry in the confidence

limits is likely to be less than 10%.

A primary cause of nonnormality in NLS is reciprocal behavior, of the type

illustrated in Table I and Fig. 6. For example, in the study of binding constants,

one can choose to fit to either of two constants, the association constant Ka or its

reciprocal Kd. If the data render these constants with large uncertainty, then one

may be nearly normal while the other is radically nonnormal and may even exhibit

divergence in MC sampling (Tellinghuisen, 2000b).

I have observed only a few clear violations of this 10% rule, most notably in a

study of the direct fitting of optical spectra with an 8-parameter model

(Tellinghuisen, 2004b). In cases where problems are suspected, the MC method

can be used to quantify the properties of the nonnormal distributions.

VI. Applications and Illustrations

A. Univariate Calibration: Beyond the Straight Line

Analytical chemists have a near religious devotion to the straight line in calibra-

tion. I have speculated that this stems from the fact that application of Eq. (16) to

straight-line calibration yields a quotable expression for the uncertainty in the

result . . . and that no comparably simple formal results exist for calibration

relations other than linear. However, viewed as a numerical problem, the compu-

tation of the uncertainty is straightforward and simple for any calibration relation-

ship. Since nature is inherently not linear when pushed to high precision and large

ranges of the calibration independent variable, such numerical approaches to

calibration deserve more attention.

In classical univariate straight-line calibration, the usual assumptions behind

LLS are made for the n calibration data points, and the common default assump-

tion is constant data uncertainty s. The calibration data are fitted to y ¼ a þ bx,

where the response y is the measured quantity and the independent variable

represents the controlled quantity (e.g., concentration, pressure, fractional abun-

dance). The unknown x0 is calculated from its response y0 using x0 ¼ (y0 � a)/b.

The standard error in x0 is a sum of contributions from the uncertainty in y0 and the

(correlated) uncertainty in a and b from the fit; the textbook expressionwidely used to

compute this error is (Miller, 1991)

s2x0 ¼
s2

b2

1

m
þ 1

n
þ ðy0 � �yÞ2
b2
Pðxi � �xÞ2

" #
ð20Þ

where m is the number of measurements averaged to obtain y0. If the slope b is

relatively imprecise, small correction terms are needed in Eq. (20) (Draper and
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Smith, 1998). For heteroscedastic data, weighted regression is appropriate; the

standard error in x0 is then computed from a modified form of Eq. (20) in which

weighted averages replace averages, with weights wi included in the summation.

By all the properties of LLS, y0, a, and b are normal variates; but because of the

occurrence of b in the denominator of its defining equation, x0 is not only non-

normal but also of infinite variance. Of course this has not prevented generations of

analytical chemists from using it successfully, and the reason is again that as long as b

is reasonably precise (say better than 10%), the variance of Eq. (20) is asymptotically

well defined.

In a radically diVerent approach to calibration, I have defined the fit model as

nonlinear, with y0 included as the (n þ 1)th y-value in the data set, and x0 added as

the third adjustable parameter (Tellinghuisen, 2000d). The y0 value is fitted exactly

to the equation defining x0, and the result of Eq. (20) is returned automatically, as a

numerical outcome of the fit (and hence requiring no additional work). But the real

beauty of this approach is its ease of implementation using packaged data analysis

programs, and its trivial extension to heteroscedastic data and complex calibration

functions (Tellinghuisen, 2005b).

From a fundamental standpoint, the new calibration algorithm is interesting in

demonstrating that nonlinear fit models can contain some adjustable parameters

that are perfectly normal—namely, all adjustable parameters other than x0 in a

linear calibration model (including all coeYcients in a fit to a polynomial, e.g.).

The appearance of s in Eq. (20) shows that this expression is based on Vprior. Yet

most calibration work employs the a posteriori approach, treating each calibration

data set in isolation. For ‘‘one-shot’’ determinations this is appropriate. In that

case the s in Eq. (20) should be replaced by its estimate sy; and the t-distribution

should be used to establish confidence limits. Since calibration is often bottle-

necked on sample preparation, the number of calibration points n may be small,

translating into large uncertainties due to the (2n)�1/2 uncertainty inherent from the

properties of w2. At the other extreme, we have routine work involving day-to-day

repetition of similar procedures. I have argued that in such cases the accumulated

information about the data error can make it well enough known to justify using

the prior approach, in which case each day’s calibration fit can be subjected to a

w2 test and rejected and repeated if found wanting (Tellinghuisen, 2005b).

B. ‘‘Going Straight’’ . . . by Shunning the Straight Line

As I noted earlier, the fitting of data reciprocals to straight-line relationships is a

widespread practice, used in the analysis of binding data (including adsorption),

fluorescence quenching (Stern–Volmer plot), and enzyme kinetics (Lineweaver–

Burk plot). To demonstrate that this can be a poor procedure, I illustrate here the

simple case of data having constant, normal error and following the relationship,

y ¼ (a þ bx)�1. Accordingly, the reciprocal, z ¼ 1/y, should fit a straight line. If the

error in y is constant (s), that in z (from error propagation) is s/y2 ¼ sz2. Without

knowing s, we can still assign relative sz values from just our knowledge of the
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transformation; and these suYce for calculating the weights in the straight-line fit of

z. However, in the computations we do not know the true y, somust calculate these sz
values using either the observed yi or the calculated values from the fit. The latter

approach requires iterative estimation of the weights, which cannot be done auto-

matically with the data analysis programs I know. It can be done by ‘‘manual’’

iteration; but most workers would not do this, so here I have used ‘‘observed’’

weighting.

Fits of 23 synthetic data points to both the direct nonlinear model and the

straight-line relation are illustrated in Fig. 17. In the unweighted fit to the nonline-

ar model, the intercept is high by 1.1s and the slope low by 0.9s. On the other

hand, the linearized fit returns an intercept high by 4s and a slope low by 5s. Let us
attempt to improve the situation by doubling the number of data points. The

results from two such tries (not shown, but employing new random normal

deviates for y) yield from the linear fit an intercept high by 5.4s and 3.5s, and a

slope low by 7.3s and 6.1s. The nonlinear analysis of the same data yields intercept

estimates oV by þ1.2s and –0.1s, and slopes oV by �1.1s and �0.8s.
The behavior of the linear analysis in this example is the hallmark of inconsis-

tency: As the number of data points increases, the precision of the determination

increases, and the fit ‘‘locks in’’ on a result that is wrong by any statistical

consistency test. That point occurs already with just 23 points in this example.

Increasing the number of data points often makes matters worse rather than better.

Here the inconsistency results from the nonnormality inherent in the transformed

data. Nonlinear fits are not free from inconsistency, but in the cases I have

examined, such problems are much less significant, making the nonlinear fit of

the raw data preferable to the linear fit of the transformed data.
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Fig. 17 LS fits of synthetic data normal in y with s ¼ 0.01 to the true model y ¼ (a þ bx)�1 and their

reciprocals z ¼ 1/y to the straight line. The true values of a and b are 1 and 5, respectively. The

unweighted fit to the nonlinear model yields a ¼ 1.72(65) and b ¼ 4.65(41). The weighted linear fit

yields a ¼ 2.94(49) and b ¼ 3.59(28) (a posteriori errors).
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The second common data transformation is logarithmic conversion, used to

facilitate analysis of first-order kinetics data in the absence of a background. This

transformation does not lead to infinite variance, and in my experience has fewer

drawbacks than does the inversion transformation. Also, when z ¼ ln y, sz ¼ sy/y;
thus, when the raw data have proportional error, the transformed data have

constant error and the fit becomes an unweighted one, removing the ambiguity

about how to actually assess the weights. The direct nonlinear fit remains preferred

when the data error is constant and when the transformed model is also nonlinear,

as from a background contribution.

C. Error Propagation: How Good Is a vH Analysis?

Chemical binding and complexation are of interest in many fields of study (see

Chapter 1 by Garbett and Chaires of Section I, this volume). Almost all methods

used to study binding (Connors, 1987) yield directly only estimates of the binding

equilibrium constant K�(T). This suYces to obtain DG� for the process, but the

other key thermodynamic properties—DH�, DS�, and DC
�
P—must be obtained

from the temperature dependence of K�, in what is known as a vH analysis.

In diVerential form, the vH relation reads

@ lnK�

@T

� �
P

¼ DH�

RT2
ð21Þ

With adoption of the form

DH� ¼ aþ bðT � T0Þ þ cðT � T0Þ2 ð22Þ

Eq. (21) can be integrated to yield

R lnK
� ¼ R lnK

�
0 þ A

1

T0

� 1

T

� �
þ B ln

T

T0

� �
þ cðT � T0Þ ð23Þ

where

A ¼ a� bT0 þ cT2
0 and B ¼ b� 2cT0 ð24Þ

Thus, by fitting to Eq. (23), one can estimate the desired quantities, since at

T¼ T0, DH� ¼ a, DCP
� ¼ b, and d DCP

�/dT¼ 2c. Of course there is nothing special

about the choice here of T0, so by repeating the fit for a range of T0, one obtains a

set of statistically identical fits; and if the adjustable parameters are defined as a, b,

c, and K
�
0, the statistical errors on these parameters, taken as functions of T0,

constitute the error bands on the determination. Identical results could be obtained

from the results at a single T0, using the full expression for error propagation in
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Eq. (16). However, the variable-T0 approach is directly available to anyone who

knows how to use a data analysis program, while implementing Eq. (16) can

require some programming. This example thus constitutes another where error

propagation can be accomplished through a judicious definition of the fit model.

Note especially that all of the statistical errors in question here are themselves

functions of T, with the exception of the highest order term in Eq. (22)—c as

written, or b if c is not determined.

The vH analysis is normally done with an unweighted fit to Eq. (23). I have noted

recently that this approach is tantamount to an assumption of constant relative

error in K�(T) (from error propagation, above), and that with this assumption:

(1) the LS fit is linear and (2) the errors in all quantities depend only on the percent

error in K� and on the T-structure of the data set (Tellinghuisen, 2006). Since the

parameter errors scale with the data error, results for a single percent error fully

characterize the parameter error. (This is true only for proportional data error.)

Results for 4% error in K�(T) are illustrated in Fig. 18, for two diVerent data
structures. The extension of the range by 5� on both ends significantly increases the

precisionof the analysis.Notealso thediVerencebetween thepropagateddata error in
K� and the fit error in Fig. 18A: The smaller errors for the latter reflect the averaging

eVect of fittingmultiple points to amodel. Part (B) shows that the naively propagated

error forDH� is only somewhat larger than the correct results; however, this compari-

son would be less favorable if the parameters and errors at either t limit were chosen

in place of the central 25� values. The analysis also shows that dDC
�
P=dT is not

statistically defined unless it is larger than 23 cal mol�1 K�2 for 7 points or 9 cal

mol�1 K�2 for 9 points. Dropping c from the fit model makes the other parameters

more precise, and also makes DC
�
P and its error both independent of T.

The error inDG� can be obtained from the fit error inK
�
0 using sDG� ¼�RT0sK�/K�

[obtained by applying Eq. (15) to DG
� ¼ RT lnK0]. Alternatively, R lnK

�
0 can be

replaced in the fit model [Eq. (23)] by �DG�/T0 to yield DG�(T0) and its error

directly from the fit. In a further variation, DG� can be replaced by DH� – TDS� to
yield directly DS� and its error. However, because DG� is so much more precise

than DH�, the error in TDS� is practically identical to that in DH� and need not be

calculated separately.

D. Correlated Fitting: The Guggenheim Method

Guggenheim (1926) suggested a method for analyzing first-order kinetics data

when the desired exponential information is superimposed on a background:

Record data for a number of early times ti and then also for a set of later times

displaced by a constant interval t. Then subtract corresponding values (at ti and

ti þ t) to eliminate the background, and estimate the rate constant from the slope

of a logarithmic plot of the absolute diVerences versus ti. Although modern

computational methods have long since rendered such graphical methods obsolete,

the Guggenheim method still features in the teaching curriculum and even

occasionally in research applications.
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As formulated by Guggenheim, this method actually does not have a correlation

problem, but as it sometimes is implemented, it does. As we will see below, the

diVerence hinges on whether any data points are used more than once to obtain the

diVerences (Tellinghuisen, 2003a). We represent the raw data by y as before, and

the computed diVerences by z. For simplicity we assume the data are recorded at a

constant time interval Dt. Let the diVerences be obtained by subtracting points
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Fig. 18 Van’t HoV statistical error in DG�, DH�, and DCP
� from 4% error in K

�(T), for 7 evenly

spaced T values between 10 and 40 �C (squares) and 9 values between 5 and 45 �C (round). The points

and broken line at top in part (A) show the directly computed error from the 4% error inK
�. The dashed

curves and open points in (B) show the naively propagated error, as computed using Eq. (15) with

the parameter errors at 25 �C. [Adapted from Tellinghuisen (2006); # 2006, with permission from

Elsevier.]
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separated by kDt, that is, zi ¼ yi � yi þ k. The relation between z and y can thus be

expressed in matrix form as

z ¼ Ly ð25Þ

in which L containsm rows and n columns (with the number of z valuesm necessari-

ly less than the number of y values n). The nonzero elements of L are Lii ¼ 1 and

Li,i þ k ¼ �1. The variance-covariance matrix Vy of the y values is diagonal by

assumption, with elementsði; iÞ ¼ dyi2. Accordingly, the variance-covariance matrix

for the z values is

Vz ¼ LVyL
T ð26Þ

and the weight matrix for the Guggenheim fit is Wz ¼ V�1
z (Tellinghuisen, 2001).

It is easy to show that the diagonal elements of the m � m matrix Vz are

(syi2 þ syi þ k2), that is, the result from error propagation for subtraction of two

random variates. Moreover, if k 	 m, all oV-diagonal elements in Vz are zero and

there is no correlation problem. This condition (also stated as k	 n/2) occurs when

none of the original y values is used more than once, from which it is clear that the

correlation arises from such multiple use of individual data points, not from

subtraction. This makes sense because the diVerence of two random variates is

itself a random variate, of exactly predictable variance in the case of normal

variates (Mood and Graybill, 1963).

Although the use of a W matrix having oV-diagonal elements is beyond the

capabilities of the data analysis programs with which I am acquainted, it is easy to

handle with programming languages and mathematical programs. However, the

main result for present purposes is that achieved in the preceding paragraph, so the

reader interested in further details is referred to the original paper (Tellinghuisen,

2003a). It is worth mentioning one additional result: The best the Guggenheim

method can do is match the results from a direct NLS fit of all data, and then only

when the correlated fit is done for k ¼ 1 (giving m ¼ n� 1). The moral is actually a

general one: With minor, specialized exceptions, no amount of data premanipulation

can beat a direct fit of all the raw data.

E. Experiment Design Using the V Matrix: ITC

The one method of studying chemical binding that directly yields estimates of

both K� and DH� (hence also DG� and DS�) at a single temperature is ITC (see also

Chapter 4 by Freyer and Lewis of Section I, this volume). The experiment involves

sequential injection of one reactant (titrant) into a cell containing the other

(titrate), producing a titration curve of heat q versus extent of reaction. The

shape of this curve is closely related to the K value, while its scale is proportional

to DH�. Under favorable circumstances, both primary quantities can be obtained

with very good precision (relative standard errors of 1%). The analysis involves
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NLS fitting, with most workers using the software provided by the manufacturers

of the instruments.

In performing an ITC experiment, the operator has control over a number of

experimental parameters, including concentrations of titrate and titrant, and the

number and volume of the injections. Since each experiments can take several

hours, and since workers often need to process multiple samples over a range of

temperature, it is of interest to optimize the choice of parameters to increase

throughput and eYciency. Such an optimization can be seen as an eVort to

minimize the diagonal elements of the Vprior matrix, and constitutes an example

of V-based experiment design.

In early considerations of this problem for the simplest case of 1:1 binding,

M þ X ⇄ MX, I made several useful observations (Tellinghuisen, 2003b): (1) the

experimental error could be dominated by uncertainty in the delivered volume of

titrant rather than from the estimation of the heat for each injection; (2) if so, the

analysis could require a weighted, correlated LS fit; (3) if q-estimation error dom-

inates,high precision is favored by fewer injections, not more. The last of these is

especially important, as it would mean simultaneous enhancement of throughput

and precision. These results are somewhat surprising, so it is instructive to see how

they arise.

Consider first the last of these, which seems to fly in the face of the standard

expectation that precision improves as n1/2. In this experiment there is a fixed total

amount of ‘‘signal’’ (reaction heat), as dictated by the amount of reagent in the cell

at the outset. Increasing the number of injections just subdivides this heat into

smaller pieces, so if the uncertainty in each measurement is constant, the relative

error goes up in proportion to the number of injections n. This more than oVsets
the statistical benefit of averaging, and the result is a precision that declines as n1/2.

The significance of titrant volume error depends on the injection volume v. With

the assumption of constant volume error, the relative error increases with decreasing

v. Further, since Dq/q ¼ Dv/v, and since the fit of q to the ITC model should employ

weights proportional to (Dq)�2, we see that volume error dictates weighting in

proportion to q�2. But that assumes that the titrant volume has independent,

random error. In fact, the titrant is delivered by a stepping-motor-driven syringe,

and it is at least as reasonable to assume that it is the stopping position of the syringe

after each motion that is subject to independent, random error. In that case the

delivered volume v becomes the diVerence between two such random deviates; and

since each stopping position is involved in two delivered volumes—as the end point

of one and the start of the next—we have a correlation problem. Interestingly, it

turns out that when this model is correct and the proper correlated fit is used to

analyze the data, the precision actually increases with the number of injections!

The above considerations were limited by lack of experimental information

about the data error. Recently (Tellinghuisen, 2005c), I was able to get such

information through an application of the method of Generalized Least Squares

to a body of data for the complexation of Ba2þ with 18-crown 6-ether (Mizoue and

Tellinghuisen, 2004). In this method the variance function for the data is estimated
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along with the fit parameters (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). For the range of titrant

volumes covered in the experiments (v > 6 ml for most data), the error was

dominated by a constant term, but with an additional term proportional to q,

which was not recognized in the earlier work. An error term proportional to q/v

was also statistically defined. However, the possible role of correlated volume error

will require more data for smaller v, where this term is relatively more important.

Armed with reliable information about the data error, I return to the optimiza-

tion problem and consider experiments over a wide range of K� and DH�. The key
parameters for such considerations are c � K[M]0 and h � DH�[M]0, where c

determines the shape of the titration curve and h the scale. Figure 19 illustrates

some results for the relative errors in determining K and DH. From a range

of calculations of this sort, I have arrived at the choice of m ¼ 10 injections (m is

used here to avoid confusion with the other use of n in ITC for the stoichiometry
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Fig. 19 Relative standard errors in K (A) and DH�, as functions of the range of titration Rm and the

number of injections m, for c ¼ 0.1 and h ¼ 10 cal/liter. [Fig. 2 from Tellinghuisen (2005d)] [Used with

permission from Tellinghuisen (2005d); # 2005, American Chemical Society.]
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parameter), and the following empirical equation for adjusting the stoichiometry

range of the titration (Tellinghuisen, 2005d):

Rm ¼ 6:4

c0:2
þ 13

c
ð27Þ

The quantity Rm is the ratio of total titrant to total titrate after the last injection of

titrant. These results are particularly important for the small-c regime, where very

significant increases in precision are achieved by titrating to much greater excesses

of titrant than is commonly done.

In the analysis of ITC data, a third parameter is normally included in addition to

K and DH�. It is a stoichiometry parameter (usually represented by n), and is

typically determined with higher precision than either of the other two. Figure 20

shows the precision to be expected from the recommended procedure, for each of

the three parameters. At small c, n and DH� are very highly correlated. If either can
be fixed by other methods (e.g., n from confident knowledge of the reaction

stoichiometry and solution concentrations), the other can be determined with

much greater precision. This is an example of the eVects of correlation noted

earlier.

In this case there is a second eVect of the high correlation between n and DH� at
small c: It can lead to slow convergence or even divergence in the solution of the

NLS equations. MC results generated for this model reveal that the source of the

problem is unanticipated reciprocal behavior in DH� (Fig. 21). When the adjus-

table parameter in the NLS algorithm is changed to the reciprocal of DH� (which
is nearly normal), all convergence problems disappear—a dramatic illustration of

the role of the (usually unknown) probability distributions of adjustable para-

meters in NLS.
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recomputed after fixing n ¼ 1 (dashed curves). [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen (2005d);
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F. Wrapping Up: Assessing and Presenting Results

Consider the following two sets of results, reported in an ACS journal for a

determination of a thermodynamic property under conditions where the two

values in each set could reasonably be expected to be the same:

Set1 Set2

35:7� 0:7 61:4� 0:9
43:8� 0:5 69:5� 0:6

ð28Þ

In both cases the discrepancy is so much greater than either of the estimated

standard errors (from NLS fits) as to indicate something is wrong. On seeing

results like these, the analyst should at least be reluctant to quote them without

further checks. Unfortunately, with complex multistep experiments it is not

unusual for the results from single runs to suggest much greater precision than is

borne out in repeated experiments.

As another example, consider a recent study of interlaboratory consistency in

measuring a given reaction by ITC (Myszka et al., 2003). Figure 22 shows the

results from 14 independent determinations of DH, along with a weighted average

line (obtained by forcing KaleidaGraph to fit a line of zero slope). Most of the

error bars are smaller than the displayed points and are thus clearly optimistic

(taken as a set), as we would expect the error bars on about 10 points to intersect

the average line. The huge value of w2 (cf its expected value of 13) is another

indicator of optimistic errors, as is the Vprior-based standard error for a. The a

posteriori error is more conservative in this case and hence more realistic; we get it
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Fig. 21 Histogrammed results for DH�
and its reciprocal, from a MC run of 104 data sets having

K ¼ 0.1 mM�1, [M]0 ¼ 1 mM, DH� ¼ 10 kcal/mol, m ¼ 10, Rm ¼ 140, v ¼ 20 ml, and data error

exaggerated by a factor of 3. The argument Z is the displacement from the true value in units of the

nominal standard errors, which are 33.9% of the value in both cases. The curve shown for the reciprocal is

a fitted Gaussian having displacement and width insignificantly diVerent from the true values of 0 and 1,

respectively, and yielding w2 ¼ 25.4 (27 fitted points). [Used with permission from Tellinghuisen (2005d);

# 2005, American Chemical Society.]
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by multiplying by (w2/13)1/2, obtaining 0.2283. Alternatively, we might conclude

that none of the estimated errors is to be trusted and just take an unweighted

average, in which case we obtain 10.3636 � 0.6768. The reason for the threefold

increase is the granting of equal weight to several of the more remote values, which

had large error bars and hence were downweighted in the weighted average.

The reason for such large discrepancies between single-experiment and ensemble

statistics is either grossly flawed estimation of the errors in the individual LS fits, or

unrecognized systematic error. The latter can still be largely randomized over sets

of results to yield values like those displayed in Fig. 22. As a rough check on such

eVects, it is always wise to repeat at least several of the experiments under condi-

tions where the same values are expected. In the case of the two sets of values in

Eq. (28), a more reasonable error to quote might be half the separation of the two

values.

Continuing with the data in Fig. 22, we might next consider rejecting some

values. If we have any faith in the individual reported errors, we would have

multiple candidates for rejection. Alternatively, the unweighted average returns

sy¼ 2.53, and point 8 is thus found to be low by more than 2.4 standard deviations,

enough to reject it by some tests.

Assuming we accept the ensemble of results in Fig. 22, how should we report the

average? Clearly the prior standard error is wildly optimistic, so we must discard it.

The post estimates of sa have percent standard errors of �20% [(2 � 13)�1/2]. If we

believe that the errors quoted for the individual values remain valid in a relative

sense, we would report the weighted average. Rounding the post error to 0.2 would

give a value precise to only �25% (since a quoted value of 2 means a true value

between 1.5 and 2.5), so we opt for additional precision and finally quote our result

as 11.20(23), where the notation immediately makes it clear which digits in the
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Fig. 22 The estimation of DH by ITC for a specified reaction, as carried out in 14 diVerent

laboratories. Error bars represent 1s and are often smaller that the size of the displayed point. The

enclosed box gives the results from a weighted average done with the KaleidaGraph program.
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result are uncertain. Alternatively, if we prefer the unweighted average, we quote it

as 10.4(7) (since the 1-digit error now has precision better than 20%).

Although the rounding of the reported values with the aid of their standard

errors is appropriate here, there are cases where it is not. For example, when highly

precise data are fitted with empirical functions like polynomials, where one goal of

the fit is the smooth representation of the data for subsequent computations, the

parameters are often highly correlated. Then rounding leads to gross loss of

accuracy if not done properly. As one extreme example, consider a test data set

provided by NIST (2001), called Filip.dat. When fitted with a 10th order polyno-

mial, these 82 data points yield S¼ 7.96� 10�4; however, after the parameters have

been rounded using guidelines like those in the preceding paragraph, S exceeds 109

(de Levie, 2006)! The rounding can be accomplished, but it requires care. One

approach is a sequential process of rounding and freezing one or several para-

meters and then refitting the remaining ones (Tellinghuisen, 1989). Usually it is safe

to round a parameter to within 0.1 � 0.3 of its standard error, and the refitting

gives a direct indication of any loss of precision, permitting the analyst to go back

and add another digit if necessary. (In this process, each successive parameter

typically requires more digits, as its refitted standard error is always less than in the

previous cycle.)

VII. Summary

The method of LS is arguably the most powerful data analysis tool available to

scientists. Its proper use is greatly enhanced by an understanding of just what the

results mean, particularly the all-important dispersion parameters that are used to

tell the world how good the results are. In this work I have started with an

elementary review of fundamental concepts and terminology and have progres-

sively increased the level of complexity to eventually cover some topics that are

used only very rarely in the most sophisticated of data treatments. TheMCmethod

is a great asset toward understanding what it all means, and I have used it freely

throughout this chapter. The reader thirsting after still more should be able to

slake that thirst in my many cited references. Enjoy, and may your error bars be

comprehensible!
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Abstract

This chapter provides an overview of the techniques involved in ‘‘fitting equations

to experimental data’’ with a particular emphasis on the what can be learned with

these techniques, what are the requirements of the experimental data for these

techniques, and what are the underlying assumptions of these techniques. The layout

of this chapter is to start with a set of experimental data, and then walk the reader

through the analysis of this set of data. The rigorous mathematical methods are

referenced but not presented in detail.

I. Introduction

This chapter addresses the often asked question, ‘‘What is the best equation that

describes this data?’’ As written, this question is actually ill-posed because

the meaning of ‘‘the best equation’’ is not clear. As will be seen below, it implies

the best function form (i.e., the type of mathematical equation) and it also
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implies the best parameters (i.e., coeYcients) of that equation. While these are

interrelated, they have very distinct meanings.

As an example to help clarify this point, consider a simulated ligand-binding

experiment where the amount bound is a function of the ligand concentration, as

shown in Table I. This could represent the binding of a hormone to a receptor, or

the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin, or any other binding experiment of interest.

The mathematical and statistical concepts presented in this chapter do not depend

on the actual biochemical system being studied or even that a ligand binding

system is being studied, with the exception of the specific binding equations.

Furthermore, the methods are independent of the concentration units and, as a

consequence, the units of the test data set are arbitrary.

The data shown in Table I is plotted as the open squares in Fig. 1 along with

calculated curves based on two possible ‘‘best equations’’ that might describe this

data. The dashed line appears to describe the data and is the fifth degree polynomial:

Y ðXÞ ¼�0:002633þ 0:199246X � 0:097234X2

�0:051963X 3 þ 0:056020X 4 � 0:012065X 5 ð1Þ

where Y(X ) corresponds to the predicted amount bound at a concentration of X.

This appears, at least visually, to provide a reasonable description of this data

within the range of the data. Note that the coeYcient of the fifth order term is

Table I
Simulated Data Used for the Examples

Bound, Yi � si Free ligand

concentration, Xi

0.0008 � 0.0020 0.0

0.0145 � 0.0020 0.1

0.0269 � 0.0020 0.2

0.0476 � 0.0020 0.3

0.0612 � 0.0020 0.4

0.0735 � 0.0020 0.5

0.0793 � 0.0025 0.6

0.0834 � 0.0025 0.7

0.0839 � 0.0025 0.8

0.0877 � 0.0025 0.9

0.0901 � 0.0025 1.0

0.0886 � 0.0025 1.1

0.0931 � 0.0030 1.2

0.1006 � 0.0030 1.3

0.0942 � 0.0030 1.4

0.0925 � 0.0030 1.5

0.0977 � 0.0030 1.6

0.0926 � 0.0030 1.7

0.0977 � 0.0035 1.8
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negative, and as a consequence this fifth degree polynomial will be negative at

much higher ligand concentrations. This is clearly a physically impossible result!

But, is it the ‘‘best equation that describes this data’’? To answer this we need a

measure to compare diVerent fits of the same data to determine which provides the

best description of the data. Themost commonly used, and abused, measure of how

well an equation describes a set of data is the weighted sum-of-squared-residuals

(WSSR) (which is proportional to the sample variance-of-fit, s2):

WSSR ¼
X
i

YðXiÞ � Yi

si

� �2

¼
X
i

R2
i ð2Þ

s2 ¼ WSSR

NDF
¼ WSSR

n� nf
ð3Þ

where Ri is the residual for the ith data point; Y(Xi) corresponds to the calculated

value of the amount bound [as in Eq. (1)]; Xi, Yi, and si are the ith observed data

value (as is given in Table I); and NDF is the number of degrees of freedom which

is normally evaluated as the number of data points, n, minus the number of

parameters being estimated, nf. The consequences of a large and/or variable

experimental measurement errors are corrected for by including the estimated

uncertainties, si, in Eq. (2). Equation (3) does not have a � 1 in the denominator

because the mean of the residuals has not been calculated; it is assumed to be zero.

In mathematical jargon Eq. (2) is the L2 norm. These values are always positive

and a lower value generally corresponds to a better description of the data.

The WSSR ¼ 32.68084 for the dashed line in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 The simulated data example found in Table I and two possible ‘‘best fit’’ equations to describe

the data points. The dashed line is given by Eq. (1) and the solid line is given by Eq. (4).
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The mathematical form for the alternative description of the data shown as the

solid line in Fig. 1 is:

YðXÞ ¼ 0:05þ
X
i

ðYi � 0:05Þe�1=2ððX�XiÞ=0:008Þ2 ð4Þ

Visually this contrived (i.e., arbitrary) functional form appears to be a terrible

description of this data, but the corresponding WSSR is exactly zero. It passes

precisely through every data points! Thus, if ‘‘best equation’’ is defined as the

lowest WSSR, then the solid line in Fig. 1 [i.e., Eq. (4)] is the best description of

the data that can be obtained. In addition, if a 19th degree polynomial (n� 1 degree

where n is the number of data points) is used, then the corresponding WSSR is also

exactly zero. It also will pass precisely through every data point. There are actually

an infinite number of diVerent mathematical forms that yield a WSSR of zero

for this, or any other, set of data! These forms cannot be the best description of

this binding data because we have some knowledge of the mathematical form

of the binding equations and neither of these are consistent with those forms

[e.g., Eq. (5) for a single binding site and Eq. (6) for two binding sites per receptor]

(Johnson and Straume, 2000):

�YðXÞ¼ KaX

1þ KaX
ð5Þ

�YðX Þ¼ 1

2

K1X þ 2K2X2

1þ K1X þ K2X2
¼ 1

2

10logK1X þ 2� 10logK2X 2

1þ 10logK1Xþ 10logK2X2
ð6Þ

where �YðXÞ is the fraction of binding sites occupied; Ka is the single site model

association (i.e., binding) constant; K1 and K2 are the binding constants to the sites

of the two-site model; and X is the free, or unbound, concentration of the ligand.

Equations (5) and (6) are written in terms of the stoichiometric, or macroscopic,

association constants and not the site, or microscopic, constants.

Also, the exact choice of model parameters is of great importance. For example,

Eq. (6) is written in two algebraically equivalent forms, one in terms of the binding

constants and the other in terms of the base 10 logarithms of the binding constants.

The preferable form of Eq. (6) is the second form (on the right) logarithmic terms

because it constrains the equilibrium constants to have only positive values. Ten

raised to the power of the logarithm of the equilibrium constant, log K, will always

be positive even though log K can have any real value positive or negative.

Consequently, the left form of Eq. (6) allows physically meaningless negative

values of the equilibrium constants which the right form (involving the logarithms)

does not allow.

Neither Eq. (1) nor Eq. (4) provides any information about the nature of the

ligand binding process. The problem with these equations is that they are not based
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on a hypothesis about the underlying biochemical processes. A general conclusion

is that arbitrary models (i.e., models that are not hypothesis driven) will not provide

the desired information.

The answer to our initial question, ‘‘What is the best equation that describes this

data?’’ is actually answered by two other questions:

What do you want to learn from the data?

What are the properties of the data?

The answers to these two additional questions will uniquely determine the mathe-

matical form of the equations required to fit the data [e.g., Eqs. (1), (4)–(6)]. If we

have a well-defined hypothesis about the biochemical mechanism being described

by the data then the hypothesis can be transformed into the desired mathematical

form (i.e., the appropriate fitting equation). The hypothesis can then be tested by

assessing how well the equation can describe the experimental data. The forms of

the equations that were used in the above examples were arbitrarily chosen to

describe the data instead of to describe the hypotheses about the data. It is the

answer to the second question that determines how to evaluate the best model

parameters for a specific model and set of data.

II. Formulate a Hypothesis-Based Mathematical Model

The first step is to derive a mathematical model which is based on the hypothesis

about the nature of the biochemical processes that are being measured by the

experimental observations. For the present ligand binding example, we assume

that the data is represented by either a single binding site model, as in Eq. (5), or a

two binding site model, as in Eq. (6). The nature of the data in Table I, however, is

not directly compatible with Eqs. (5) and (6). The amount bound (i.e., the dependent

variable) is in terms of fractional saturation in the equations and is in concentration

units in the data. Consequently, the model equation must be transformed to match

the data, as in the following equation:

Y ðXÞ ¼ A �YðXÞ ð7Þ

where the fitting function isY(X ) is related to the fractional saturation by a multipli-

cative constant, A. This multiplicative constant is related to the concentration of the

binding protein (e.g., receptor or hemoglobin), and possibly the design of the instru-

mentation that is utilized for the measurements. For the present example, A will be

estimated in the fit because it is an unknown constant, or at least it is a constant that is

not known to an infinite precision.

There is always the alternative of scaling the data to match the form of the

equation but this is usually not a good idea. For this present example, this scaling

would involve dividing each of the bound concentrations by the saturating amount
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bound at an infinite ligand concentration (i.e., the independent variable). This

limiting value is not known a priori, however. It must be estimated from the data

and as a consequence will have an associated uncertainty. For the present example,

the experimental uncertainties that are always superimposed on the experimental

data can be described by a Normal (i.e., Gaussian or bell shaped) distribution.

Specifically, if the particular data points were independently measured a near

infinite number of the times, the distribution of observed values could be repre-

sented as a Gaussian distribution. If the data that include uncertainties are divided

by a limiting value that also includes uncertainties, then the resulting ratios (i.e., �Y )

will have an uncertainty that is not a Gaussian. The sum or diVerence of two

Gaussiandistributions is aGaussiandistribution.However, the ratio of twoGaussian

distributions is a Cauchy distribution, not a Gaussian distribution! As will be

discussed below, aGaussian form of the distribution of these uncertainties is critically

important in determining how the parameters of the model will be determined. In

addition, any systematic errors in the evaluation of the limiting value will be propa-

gated into the resulting ratios and it is always a poor idea to introduce systematic

errors. Normally the only justifiable reason to perform a transformation of the data is

to convert a non-Gaussian distribution of uncertainties into a Gaussian distribution

of uncertainties (Abbott and Gutgesell, 1994; Acton, 1959).

Forthepresentexample, theparametersofboththeone-sitemodel, thecombination

ofEqs. (5) and (7), and the two-sitemodel, the combination of Eqs. (6) and (7), will be

estimated by fitting the model to the data. These procedures do not fit the data to the

model, they fit the model to the data!

Note that the independent variable, Xi, of the present example is the free, or

unbound, ligand concentration. This is consistent with experimental protocols

where the ligand concentration is directly measured, such as oxygen binding to

hemoglobin where the free oxygen concentration can be measured with an oxygen

electrode. However, when the binding of a hormone to its receptor is measured

with a competition experiment, the resulting independent variable is the total, not

the free, hormone concentration. In a competition experiment a small amount of

radioactively labeled ligand is initially bound to the receptor and then is titrated

with an excess of unlabeled ligand, thus providing a competition between the

labeled and unlabeled ligand for the binding sites, and an independent variable

which is the sum of the total concentration of labeled and unlabeled ligands.

Equations (5) and (6) do not apply to the competitive hormone binding case

because they are formulated in terms of the free concentration of the ligand and

not the total concentration. The solution is to substitute the free concentration

with the total concentration minus the calculated amount bound. Equation (8)

presents the single-site binding equation in terms of the total concentration, Xt:

Y ðXtÞ ¼ A
KaðXt � YðXtÞÞ

1þ KaðXt � YðXtÞÞ ð8Þ
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Equation (8) is a transcendental equation [i.e., Y(Xt) occurs on both sides of the

equal sign and as a consequence is somewhat more diYcult, but not impossible, to

calculate (Johnson and Frasier, 1984, 1985)].

The alternative of simply calculating the observed free concentration as the

observed total minus observed bound concentrations is problematic. The observed

bound concentration will have a significant experimental uncertainty and as a

consequence the calculated free concentration will also have a significant uncer-

tainty. As will be discussed below, the common parameter estimation procedures

do not allow an independent variable (i.e., the free concentration) that contains

significant errors. Thus, this alternative approach will yield a simpler function

form for the fit [i.e., Eq. (5) instead of Eq. (8)], but it will also preclude the use of

the most common methods of actually performing the fit.

The two take-home lessons from this section are that (1) the mathematical models

must be hypothesis based and (2) the data should only be ‘‘transformed’’ if it will

make the measurement uncertainties more consistent with a Gaussian distribution

(Abbott and Gutgesell, 1994).

III. Determining the Optimal Parameters of the Model

Once the mathematical form for the mathematical model (i.e., the fitting function)

has been determined, the next step is to find the optimal parameters (i.e., coeYcients)

of the model. Conceptually, this simply involves trying diVerent combinations of the

parameters until the optimal values have been determined. But, what is meant by

optimal?Themost commondefinition of optimal is the least-square parameter values

which correspond to the lowest WSSR, shown in Eq. (2). However, other definitions

are also usedwhich yield diVerent results. For example, another definition of optimal

is L1 norm where the sum of the absolute values of the residuals, the Ri in Eq. (2), is

minimized:

L1 ¼
X
i

YðXiÞ � Yi

si

����
���� ¼

X
i

jRij ð9Þ

Yet another definition of optimal is the min–max norm. For the min–max norm,

the parameters are adjusted until the largest value of the residuals,Ri, is minimized.

It is the property of the data, and more specifically the experimental uncertainties

contained within the data, that determines the proper choice of least squares, versus

L1, versus min–max optimization, versus whatever.

Table II presents several permutations of results for the analysis of the data in

Table I. The various combinations include the choice of fitting equations, weighted

versus unweighted analysis (discussed in detail below), and either least squares or

L1 optimization. The calculated curves for the least-squares optimizations of A

and Ka in the one-site model [Eqs. (5) and (7)] and A, K1, and K2 in the two-site

model [Eqs. (6) and (7)] are presented in Fig. 2. But, how do we determine which of
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these parameter estimations provide the best description of the data? It is not simply

the one which corresponds to the lowest WSSR because that criterion predicts

either the 19th degree polynomial or the contrived Eq. (4), both of which corre-

spond to an exact zero for the WSSR, both of which are arbitrary and contrived

equations, and both of which provide essentially no information of the binding

Table II
Parameter Estimates Based UponDifferent Fitting Equations, Optimization Norms, and
Weighting Schemes

Optimization Equations Norm A K1 or Ka K2

LS Fifth degree poly 32.6808

Exact 4 0.0

Exact 19th Degree poly 0.0

LS 5 and 7 101.6051 0.1301 2.0720

LS 6 and 7 19.9977 0.1012 0.4611 9.9712

LS, unweighted 6 and 7 21.5875 0.1016 0.5032 9.9010

LS 8 87.5728 0.1241 2.6930

L1 5 and 7 33.1078 0.1222 2.5089

L1 6 and 7 15.4942 0.1020 0.6832 9.7946

L1, unweighted 6 and 7 15.8463 0.1008 0.3327 9.8742

L1 8 30.3504 0.1189 3.1282

Note: That the unweighted parameter estimations were performed with a constant uncertainty of

0.0025. The LS parameter estimations were performed by minimizing the sum-of-squared-residuals [i.e.,

the norm given by Eq. (2)] and the L1 parameter estimations were performed by minimizing the sum-of-

absolute-values [i.e., the norm given by Eq. (9)]. The calculations in terms of Eq. (8) assumed that the

ligand concentration given in Table I was actually the total ligand concentration, instead of the free

ligand concentration.
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Fig. 2 The analysis of the data presented in Table I with either a one-component binding isotherm

[dashed line and Eqs. (5) and (7)], or a two-component binding isotherm [solid line and Eqs. (6) and (7)].

Both were fit by a least-squares optimization procedure and used the weighting factors shown in Table I.
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process being investigated. Hence, the answer to this question is provided by the

properties of the experimental data and the properties of themeasurement errors (i.e.,

experimental uncertainties) that are always present within every set of experimental

observations. For example, the data presented in Table I is in terms of the free ligand

concentration, not the total ligand concentration, and thus Eq. (8) is not appropriate

for the analysis. Similarly, since the uncertainties of the observations are not constant

(i.e., in statistical jargon they are heteroscedastic), it is not appropriate to accept the

unweighted parameter estimations.

The objective is to find the parameter values with the highest probability of being

correct, that is, it is the maximum-likelihood results that are desired. To accomplish

this, we will write an equation for the probability as a function of the parameter

values and then maximize this function to obtain the maximum-likelihood parame-

ter values. Specifically, the probability of the parameter values based on the ith data

point is given by the following equation:

PiðYðXiÞ; parameters;Xi;Yi; siÞ ¼ Qe�1=2ððYi�Y ðXiÞÞ=siÞ2 ð10Þ

where Q is a proportionality constant. The probability in Eq. (10) is a function of

the form of the fitting equation, the parameter values, and the specific data point.

The validity of this equation is based on several assumptions, specifically:

1. All of the measurement errors are contained in the dependent, Yi, values.

2. These experimental uncertainties can be approximated by a Gaussian

distribution.

3. The null hypothesis is that the fitting function, Y(Xi), is correct.

4. The measured uncertainties are not correlated.

Most experimental protocols can be manipulated such that most, if not all, of the

measurement uncertainties are present with the dependent variables (i.e., along the

Y-axis). In addition, the central limit theorem of calculus implies that the distribu-

tion of experimental uncertainties is likely to be eitherNormal (i.e., Gaussian or bell

shaped) or Log Normal. Note that Log Normal distributions can be converted to

Normal distribution with a logarithmic transformation. Thus, the first three

assumptions are very reasonable.

The forth assumption is required to combine the probabilities based on the

individual data points, Eq. (10), into the overall probability, P (parameters,

data), for the entire set of n data points:

Pðparameters; dataÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1

PiðY ðXiÞ; parameters;Xi;Yi; siÞ

¼ Qn
Yn
i¼1

e�1=2ððYi�YðXiÞÞ=siÞ2
ð11Þ
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Since the product of the exponentials is equal to the exponential of the sum, this

overall probability can also be written as in the following equation:

Pðparameters; dataÞ ¼ Qne
�1=2

Xn

i¼1
ðYi � Y ðXiÞÞ=sið Þ2 ð12Þ

Finally, Eq. (12) implies that if the above assumptions are valid then the overall

probability is a maximum when the summation in the negative exponential is at a

minimum. This summation is the WSSR, shown in Eq. (2). Consequently, if the

assumptions are valid and appropriate then the least-squares approach will pro-

vide the maximum-likelihood set of parameter values (Johnson and Frasier, 1985).

Conversely, if the data are consistent with this set of reasonable assumptions then

any method of analysis that results in answers which are diVerent from those

obtained by least squares will produce results that have less than the maximum

likelihood of being correct. Thus, for most cases the least-squares method is the

method of choice. This is the reason that Fig. 2 contains only the calculated curve

corresponding to the weighted least-squares fit of both the combination of Eqs. (5)

and (7) (i.e., the model with one binding site), and the combination of Eqs. (6) and

(7) (i.e., the two-site model) to the data values.

By now it should be clear that a set of data is more than a set of observations

(i.e., Y or dependent variables) as a function of some experimental condition (i.e.,

X, or independent variables). The data always includes experimental measurement

uncertainties. An integral part of the data is a determination of how accurately

the values were measured. Thus, the measured second data point in Table I

is Y ¼ 0.0145 � 0.0020 at X ¼ 0.1, not just Y ¼ 0.0145 at X ¼ 0.1. It is

this determination of the measurement uncertainties that provides the relative

weighting factors for the data points [i.e., the si in Table I and Eqs. (2), (3), and (12)].

Least-squares calculations are commonly grouped into two categories, either

linear or nonlinear least squares. In reality, linear least squares are simply a special

case of the more general nonlinear least-squares approach. This chapter concen-

trates on the nonlinear category and makes note of some of the diVerences when
they occur. The rigorous mathematical distinction between a linear and a nonline-

ar least-squares fit is related to the form of a fitting function. Specifically, if the

second and higher order derivatives of the fitting function with respect to the

parameters being estimated are all equal to zero, then the fit is a linear fit. If any

of these derivatives are not equal to zero then it is a nonlinear fit.

A linear least-squares fit does not imply that a straight line is being fit to the

experimental data. For example, fitting polynomials containing a single indepen-

dent variable [e.g., Eq. (1)] of any order is a linear process. A Fourier transform

with a constant base period or frequency is equivalent to a linear fit. However, if

the period or frequency is simultaneously being estimated by the fitting procedure,

then the Fourier analysis will be a nonlinear fit. Fitting to the sum of exponentials
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with known constant half-lives and/or rate constants is a linear process. Similarly,

if the half-lives and/or rate constants are also being estimated by the fitting

procedure then the exponential analysis is a nonlinear process.

There are many divergent numerical algorithms which will adjust the parameter

values to obtain a minimum of the WSSR, or in other words perform a weighted

nonlinear least-squares (WNLLS) fit of an equation to a set of data (Johnson and

Frasier, 1985). These include the damped Gauss–Newton, the Marquardt–

Levenberg, and the Nelder–Mead algorithms. When correctly implemented all of

these algorithms will yield equivalent results.

No simple solution of the least-squares fitting procedure exists for nonlinear

fitting equations. Equations (7) and (8) cannot be fit to a set of data by plugging the

values of X, Y, and s into equations to find the binding constants. WNLLS fits of

equations to data are performed by successive approximation methods. Given an

initial set of answers, the WNLLS procedures will provide a better set of answers.

The algorithm is repeated starting with this better set of answers iteratively until

the answers do not change to within a small convergence limit (e.g., one part in a

million). Consequently, WNLLS software usually requires that the user enter

initial starting values for the answers. Furthermore, realistic values for these initial

estimates should be utilized. The damped Gauss–Newton, the Marquardt–

Levenberg, and the Nelder–Mead algorithms have diVerent rates of convergence
and diVerent tolerances to unrealistic initial values. But they all perform better

when they are started near the desired answers.

Whenfitting to linearmodels (thosewith second and higher order derivatives equal

to zero), the iterative procedure requires only a single iteration and will be extremely

tolerant of poor initial values. For example, the equations for the fitting polynomial

found in most statistics textbooks can be derived by applying the Gauss–Newton

WNNLS algorithm for one iteration and with initial parameter estimates of zero.

Fourier transforms equations can also be derived in the same manner.

IV. Distinguishing Between Multiple Mathematical Models

Table II presents 11 distinct analyses of this data, but several of these are not

applicable. The first three do not apply because the mathematical models are

arbitrary, that is, not hypothesis based. The sixth does not apply because the

data has a variable measurement uncertainty and this analysis method assumes a

constant uncertainty, that is, an unweighted analysis. The seventh does not apply

because the independent variable for this data set is the free concentration, not the

total concentration. The last four do not apply because they correspond to a

minimization of the L1 Norm instead of the preferred (see above) Least-Squares

Norm, L2. Figure 2 presents the optimal fits for the remaining one-site and two-site

ligand binding models to the data shown in Table I. The question at hand is does

either, or both, of the two remaining analyses that are shown in Fig. 2 provide a
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statistically invalid description of this data. This would allow the invalid ones to be

eliminated from further consideration. The question at hand is not whether either, or

both, of the two remaining analyses that are shown in Fig. 2 provide a statistically

valid description of this data? You can never prove a hypothesis, you can only

disprove a hypothesis!

The traditional approach is to compare the WSSRs, and the analysis with the

lowest WSSR is presumed to provide the best description. However, it should be

recalled that there are an infinite number of function forms, such as in Fig. 1, that will

provide aWSSRof zero.While zero is as low as possible and thus ‘‘as good as you can

get,’’ the fit based on Eq. (4) clearly does not do a good job of describing the data. Of

course, neither Eq. (4) nor the 19th degree polynomial are hypothesis-based models.

Some would assume that surely the WSSR of 101.6 from Eqs. (5) and (7)

(Table II, line 4) is certainly much worse than the WSSR of 20.0 from Eqs. (6)

and (7) (Table II, line 5). This is true but a probability level cannot be provided

(i.e., a P value of 0.05) to indicate that line 5 is better than line 4. A comparison of

the two variance-of-fits simply cannot be evaluated with an F statistic because the

residuals (i.e., the weighted diVerences between the fitted function and the experi-

mental data points) are not independent (i.e., orthogonal) of each other.

In mathematical terms, Cochran’s Theorem does not apply for these nonlinear

functional forms. Thus, the apparent variance-of-fit cannot be separated into two

independent components where one is due to the addition of the second binding

site and the other being the intrinsic experimental measurement errors found

within the data. Other approaches are needed to assist in diVerentiating the two

analyses presented in Fig. 2.

Recall that the null hypothesis for these analyses was that the fitting equations

were correct. If this and the other assumptions about the nature of the experimen-

tal measurement errors contained within the data are correct then the residuals

(the weighted diVerences between the fitted curves and the data points) should

be random with a Gaussian, or bell-shaped, distribution with a mean of zero.

Furthermore, if the magnitudes of the weighting factors (1/si) are correct then

this distribution should have a variance of one. No consideration of the shape of

the distribution of the residuals is taken into account when using only theWSSR or

s2 as a measure of goodness-of-fit.

The simplest approach to distinguish the two analyses is simply to plot the

weighted residuals as a function of the independent variable and/or the dependent

variable. Such a plot is shown in Fig. 3. The upper panel is a plot of the weighted

residuals for the one-site model as a function of the ligand concentration and the

lower panel is the corresponding graph for the two-site model. The null hypothesis

(i.e., the particular fitting equation being correct) can be ruled out if the residuals

are obviously not random. This is presumably the case for the upper panel of

Fig. 3, but no probability level can be assigned simply by visual inspection.

There are numerous statistical tests to assign a probability that the distribution

of residuals is not normally distributed with a mean of zero (Straume and Johnson,

1992). Each of these tests evaluate diVerent aspects of the distribution of residuals
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and provide a probability level that the distribution is not normally distributed.

For the present example we will examine Autocorrelation and the Runs Test.

The existence of trends in residuals with respect to either the independent (i.e.,

experimental) or dependent (i.e., the experimental observable) variables suggests

that some systematic behavior is present in the data that is not accounted for by the

analytical model. Trends in residuals will often manifest themselves by causing too

few runs (sequences of consecutive residual values of the same sign) or, in cases

where negative serial correlation occurs, by causing too many runs. A convenient

way to assess quantitatively this quality of a distribution of residuals is to perform

a Runs Test. The method involves calculating the expected number of runs given

the total number of residuals as well as an estimate of variance in this expected

number of runs. The expected number of runs, R, may be calculated from the

total number of positive and negative valued residuals, np and nn, as:

R ¼ 2npnn

np þ nn
þ 1 ð13Þ

The corresponding variance of the expected number of runs is given in the follow-

ing equation:

s2R ¼ 2npnnð2npnn � np � nnÞ
ðnp þ nnÞ2ðnp þ nn � 1Þ ð14Þ
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Fig. 3 The residuals from the analyses presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the ligand concentration.

The upper panel corresponds to the one-site model analysis and the lower panel is for the two-site

analysis.
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A quantitative comparison is then made between the expected number of runs, R,

and the observed number of runs, nR, by calculating an estimate for the standard

normal deviate as:

Z ¼ nR � R� 0:5

sR
ð15Þ

If np and nn are both greater than�10 thenZwill be distributed approximately as a

standard normal deviate. In other words, the calculated value ofZ is the number of

standard deviations that the observed number of runs is from the expected number

of runs for a randomly distributed set of residuals of the total number being

considered. The value of 0.5 is a continuity correction to account for biases

introduced by approximating a discrete distribution with a continuous one. This

correction is þ0.5 when testing for too few runs and is �0.5 when testing for too

many runs. The test is therefore estimating the probability that the number of runs

observed is diVerent from that expected from randomly distributed residuals.

The greater the value of Z, the greater the likelihood that there exists some form

of correlation in the residuals relative to the particular variable being considered.

The Runs Test is not dependent on the magnitude of the residuals and thus it can

be used with either weighted or unweighted residuals.

The application of the Runs Test to the current analysis example is presented in

Table III. For both the one-site and the two-site analyses the observed number of

runs is less than the expected number of runs, thus the appropriate Z score and

probability level is for too few runs. For the one-site model the Z ¼ 2.068 which

corresponds to a one-sided probability level of about 0.02 that there are enough

runs. By comparison, for the two-site model Z ¼ 0.6501 and a probability level of

0.26 that there are enough runs. Based on the Runs Test, the data and/or the

assumptions about the data are not consistent with the one-site model and are

consistent with the two-site model.

It is important to note the phrasing here. The Runs Test does not validate the

two-site model, it simply says that the data and/or assumptions about the data are

not consistent with the one-site model. Remember that the justification for using

least-squares minimization and testing for Gaussian distributed residuals is that all

of the measurement errors contained within the data are in the amount bound and

that they are normally distributed with a mean of zero. If these assumptions are not

valid then neither are the conclusions of any test of the normality of the residuals

(e.g., the Runs Test and the autocorrelation analysis given below).

Table III
Runs Test

One site Two site

Observed 6 9

Expected 11.0 � 2.2 10.9 � 2.2

Z 2.068 0.6501

Probability 0.9807 0.7422
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Experimental data will sometimes exhibit serial correlations. These serial correla-

tionsarisewhentherandomuncertaintiessuperimposedontheexperimentaldata tend

to have values related to the uncertainties of other data points that are close in the

independent variable, in this case the ligand concentration. For example, if theweight

of a test animal is being measured once a month and the data are expressed as a

weight gain per month, negative serial correlation may be expected because of the

subtraction. This negative serial correlation is expected because a positive experimen-

talerror inanestimatedweightgainfor1month(e.g.,anoverestimate)wouldcause the

weightgain for thenextmonth tobe systematically incorrect (e.g., anunderestimated).

A basic assumption of parameter-estimation procedures is that the experimental

data points are independent observations. Therefore, if the weighted diVerences
between experimental data points and the fitted function (the residuals) exhibit

such a serial correlation, then either the observations are not independent or

the mathematical model did not correctly describe the experimental data. Thus,

the serial correlation of the residuals for adjacent and nearby points provides a

measure of the quality of the fit.

The autocorrelation function provides a simple method to quantify this serial

correlation for a series of diVerent lags, k. The lag refers to the number of data

points between the observations for a particular autocorrelation. For a series of N

observations, Yi, with a mean value of m, the autocorrelation function is defined as

the ratio of two autocovariance functions:

bk ¼
ŝk
ŝ0

ð16Þ

The autocovariance function is:

ŝk ¼ 1

n

Xn�k

i¼1

ðYi � mÞðYiþk � mÞ ð17Þ

for k ¼ 0, 1, 2, ..., K. In these equations, K is a maximal lag less than n. Typically K

is less than n/2. The autocorrelation function has a range between �1 and þ1. The

null hypothesis here is that the autocorrelation is equal to zero for a normally

distributed random process. Note that the autocorrelation function for a zero lag is

equal to 1 by definition. The expected variance of the autocorrelation coeYcient of a

random process with independent, identically distributed random (i.e., normal)

errors is:

varðbkÞ ¼
n� k

nðnþ 2Þ ð18Þ

where the mean, m, is assumed to be zero. This variance of the autocorrelation

coeYcient is used to test the null hypothesis that the autocorrelation is equal to zero.

If the autocorrelation is not equal to zero then serial correlation exists in the residuals.
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The autocorrelations are actually a series of statistical tests, one for each value

of k. Autocorrelations are commonly presented graphically or in tabular form as a

function of k. This allows an investigator to easily compare the autocorrelation at a

large series of lags k with the corresponding associated standard errors (square

root of the variance) to decide if any significant autocorrelations exist.

Table IV presents an autocorrelation analysis for the residuals from the current

analyses based on the one-site and two-site model examples. The autocorrelation is

dependent on the magnitude of the residuals. Thus, it is calculated from the

weighted residuals. For the one-site model the residual at k¼ 1 is very significantly

nonzero with a P> 0.002. Note that the maximum lag in this example is 5 so this is

a case with five repeated tests or measures. Consequently, the P> 0.002 is not quite

as significant as it might appear due to the existence of the repeated measures.

However, as long as the data is consistent with the above assumptions, then the

one-site model can clearly be eliminated based on the probability level for the

observed autocorrelation at k ¼ 1.

The maximum lag, K, for the autocorrelation analysis was set to 5 for this

specific analysis for two reasons. One is that trends in the residuals will usually

appear within the very low numbered lags. The other reason is that this specific

example only has 20 data points. In general, the goodness-of-fit test is based on the

distribution properties of the residuals of the fit and requires a large number of

residuals, and thus data points. This specific example, with only 20 data points, is

at the low limit of applicability for these, and most other, statistical tests.

The Runs Test and autocorrelation examples presented here are illustrations of

the general class of goodness-of-fit tests that are based on the expected Gaussian

distribution of the residuals of the fit (Straume and Johnson, 1992).

V. Estimate the Precision of the Model Parameters

Up to this point, we have reached three conclusions about the analysis of the

current data set (Table I). The first that least-squares procedures which provide the

maximum-likelihood estimate of the parameter values, are based on the properties of

the measurement uncertainties that are contained within the data. The second is that

Table IV
Autocorrelation Analysis

One-site model Two-site model

K bk P k bk P

1 0.5974 � 0.2078 0.0020 1 �0.1191 � 0.2078 0.2833

2 0.1538 � 0.2023 0.2235 2 �0.2961 � 0.2023 0.0716

3 �0.0788 � 0.1966 0.3442 3 �0.0558 � 0.1966 0.3883

4 �0.2376 � 0.1907 0.1064 4 �0.1568 � 0.1907 0.2055

5 �0.2236 � 0.1846 0.1130 5 �0.0951 � 0.1846 0.3032
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the hypothesis based one-site binding model, the combination of Eqs. (5) and (7), is

not consistent with the data. The third is that the hypothesis based two-site binding

model, the combination of Eqs. (6) and (7), is consistent with the data. There are

surelymany other hypothesis-driven bindingmodels that are consistent with the data

so the two-site model cannot be proven. All that can be concluded is that the

combination of Eqs. (6) and (7) is consistent with the data.

Now that the two-site mathematical model and its concomitant hypothesis have

been found to be consistent with the data, estimates of the precision of this model’s

parameters can be evaluated. Nonlinear models require an iterative solution to

evaluate the parameter values and as a consequence an exact method to evaluate

the precision of the model parameters does not exist. However, for linear models a

simple set of noniterative equations to evaluate the parameter values can be

derived and an exact solution for the precision of these parameter values also

exists, that is, the Asymptotic Standard Errors (ASE). This linear solution is exact

in the limit of a large number of data points and when no parameter correlation

exists (see below), hence the title ASE.

Most available nonlinear fitting software packages report the ASE as if they were

the actual precision of the determined nonlinear parameters. This can be very

deceiving and problematic because for nonlinear models and/or in the presence of

parameter correlation (see below) the ASE will commonly underestimate the mag-

nitude of the parameter uncertainties, and as a consequence lead the investigator

to overestimate the significance of results and thus reach incorrect conclusions.

ASE should not be used for nonlinear models!However, they are commonly used and

their basis will be described here.

The reason that the ASE are reported is that they are very easy to calculate. The

most common nonlinear least-squares minimization procedures perform the cal-

culations required to evaluate the ASE in order to accomplish the parameter

estimation. As will be seen below, the more accurate procedures can require orders

of magnitude more computer time than was required for the original least-squares

parameter estimate. But, thankfully computers are getting very fast.

The ASE are based on the ‘‘information matrix’’ that is evaluated during the

parameter minimization process. The minimization procedures that are based on

the Gauss–Newton procedure (Johnson and Faunt, 1992; Johnson and Frasier,

1985; Straume and Johnson, 1992), all evaluate a matrix, H, of partial derivatives

where the jk elements of this matrix are the sum, over each of the i data points, of

the products of weighted partial derivatives of the fitting function with respect to

the parameters being estimated. Specifically,

Hjk ¼
Xn
i¼1

1

si

@Fðparameters;XiÞ
@parameterj

" #"
1

si

@Fðparameters;XiÞ
@parameterk

#
ð19Þ

where F (parameters, Xi) is the fitting function evaluated at the ith data point and

parameters with a subscript refers to a specific parameter being estimated. The

‘‘information matrix’’ is the inverse of this H matrix. The Gauss–Newton
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minimization algorithm employs this matrix in order to find the direction and

magnitude to change the parameters that will decrease the overall WSSR. Once the

Gauss–Newton procedure has converged, the ASE estimates of the precision for

the jth estimated parameter is evaluated from this same matrix as the square root

of jth diagonal element of the inverse of H times the variance-of-fit, s2 in Eq. (3):

ASEj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2ðH�1Þjj

q
ð20Þ

As noted above, the ASE commonly underestimate the actual uncertainty of the

estimated parameters. This is in part because they ignore the oV-diagonal elements

of the information matrix. One of the previous chapters in this volume speculates

that the ASE are acceptable as long as they are less than 10% of the parameter

values (Tellinghuisen, 2006). This should be considered only as a rule of thumb

because there are many exceptions where this is not the case.

There are several bettermethods to evaluate the precision of estimated parameters,

such as joint confidence intervals, support plane methods, Monte-Carlo methods,

and bootstrap methods (Johnson and Faunt, 1992; Johnson and Frasier, 1985;

Straume and Johnson, 1992). In the present chapter, the ASE will be contrasted

with the bootstrap techniques.

Probably the best method is to use the Bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993)

approach as it has the fewest assumptions. Unfortunately, this method is seldom

used because of the substantial amounts of computer time required. The first step

of the bootstrap procedure is to fit the hypothesis-based equation to the data. This

fit produces a noise-free fitted curve calculated from the optimal values and a table

of residuals, the weighted diVerences between the data points and the fitted curve.

These values are used to create a series of surrogate data sets consisting of the

noise-free fitted curve calculated from the optimal values with added randomized

experimental noise. The noise is generated by repeatedly randomly selecting resi-

duals from original table of residuals and adding them to the surrogate data sets in

a random order. It is important to note that once a residual has been selected from

the table it is not actually removed from the table. This is called sampling with

replacement. As a consequence, for any specific surrogate data set some specific

residuals will be used more than once while others will not be used at all. The fitting

equation is then fit to each of the generated surrogate data sets. The fits to these

surrogate data sets provide a series of estimated values for each of the esti-

mated parameters that are used to create a probability distribution for each of

the parameters. The confidence regions corresponding to any desired probability

are then determined from these probability distributions.

This implementationof theBootstrap isverysimilar toaMonte-Carloanalysis.The

diVerence is themethod utilized to create the simulated experimental uncertainties for

the surrogate data sets. The Bootstrap uses sampling with replacement from the

observed table of residuals while Monte-Carlo approach uses Gaussian distributed

pseudo random numbers that are generated tomatch the sample variance-of-fit.
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Table V presents this comparison. In this case the parameters that are being

estimated are A, log K1, and log K2. The binding constants are thus constrained to

only positive values by estimating the logarithms of the binding constants. In this

case 10,000 surrogate data sets were generated. Thus, the bootstrap analysis

required approximately 10,000 times as much computer time as the original

least-squares parameter estimation.

One of the most noteworthy aspects of Table V is that the confidence regions for

the fitted parameters are symmetrical when evaluated by the ASE method and

they are asymmetrical when evaluated by the Bootstrap method. In Table V the

confidence regions correspond to �1 SEM.

For linear models it can be analytically demonstrated that the confidence regions

will be symmetrical, and since the ASE is a linear approximation, it predicts that

they are symmetrical. However, this proof is not valid for nonlinear models where

it is common for the confidence intervals to be asymmetrical. This is even more

obvious in Table VI where the analysis was performed on only the first 10 data

points in Table I. Figure 4 presents the complete probability distribution for logK1

based on the bootstrap analysis of the first 10 data points in Table I. Clearly, this

probability distribution is skewed asymmetrically as is expected for nonlinear

fitting models. This is contradictory to the prediction of the linear ASE method.

The horizontal error bar at the top of this figure corresponds to the optimal value

of log K1 and to the �1 SD asymmetrical confidence region.

Table V
Comparison of Parameter Uncertainties Estimation Methods Based Upon The Data
Shown in Table I

ASE Bootstrap

A 0.1012 (�3.1%) 0.1012 (�1.5%, þ2.4%)

log K1 �0.3362 (�95.7%) �0.3362 (�210%, þ85%)

K1 0.4611 (�52%, þ110%) 0.4611 (�80%, þ93%)

log K2 0.9987 (�3.8%) 0.9987 (�3.2%, þ2.8%)

K2 9.9712 (�8.4%, þ9.2%) 9.9712 (�7.0%, þ6.6%)

Table VI
Comparison of Parameter Uncertainties Estimation Methods Based Upon the First
Ten Data Points Shown in Table I

ASE Bootstrap

A 0.1028 (�8.5%) 0.1028 (�3.6%, þ6.2%)

log K1 �0.2662 (�293.2%) �0.2662 (�377.3%, þ114.9%)

K1 0.5420 (�83.4%, þ502.%) 0.5420 (�90.1%, þ102.3%)

log K2 0.9827 (�10.4%) 0.9827 (�7.0%, þ5.2%)

K2 9.6090 (�20.4%, þ25.5%) 9.6090 (�14.7%, þ12.5%)
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The same expected asymmetrical confidence regions are also observed for the

other two estimated parameters, as are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In this case the

asymmetrical confidence regions are observed even though the ASE for log K2

(Table VI and Fig. 5) and A (Table VI and Fig. 6) fall within the ‘‘10% rule’’ that

has been proposed (Tellinghuisen, 2006).

A recapitulation of this section is that (1) ASE will commonly underestimate the

actual parameter uncertainties and (2) that for nonlinear equations, the actual

confidence regions of the estimated parameters are expected to be asymmetrical.

VI. Cross-Correlation of the Estimated Parameters

Apparent parameter correlation is almost always present when multiple para-

meters are simultaneously estimated by any parameter estimation procedure. The

correlation is a consequence of fitting a complex equation to a small number of data

points that span a limited range of the independent variables. Please note that

parameter correlation is also typically present when fitting simple linear equations

such as a straight line. These parameter correlations are not necessarily telling us

anything about the underlying chemistry or physiology. It is important to be aware of

the magnitude of these parameter correlations because they are closely related to the

diYculties that are encountered by any data fitting procedure. A larger correlation

will result in an analysis that is computationally more complex or impossible.

The cross-correlation coeYcient, CCjk, between the jth and kth estimated param-

eters are evaluated from the elements of the inverse of theHmatrix [Eq. (19)] that was

o
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Fig. 4 Probability distribution from the bootstrap analysis presented in Table VI. The horizontal

error bar corresponds to the optimal value and the �1 SD confidence region for the parameter.
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already evaluated by the Gauss–Newton least-squares parameter estimation proce-

dure. Remember, this is the linear approximation.

CCjk ¼
ðH�1Þjkffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðH�1ÞjjðH�1Þkk
q j 6¼ k ð21Þ
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Fig. 6 Probability distribution from the bootstrap analysis presented in Table VI. The horizontal

error bar corresponds to the optimal value and the �1 SD confidence region for the parameter.
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Fig. 5 Probability distribution from the bootstrap analysis presented in Table VI. The horizontal

error bar corresponds to the optimal value and the �1 SD confidence region for the parameter.
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These cross-correlation have a range of�1 with the optimal being zero. As the cross-

correlation approachesþ1 or�1 the fitting procedure will become increasinglymore

diYcult and the results questionable because the H matrix is becoming nearly

singular and cannot easily be inverted. For practical purposes, if the magnitudes of

the cross-correlation coeYcients are less than approximately�0.97 the least-squares

procedure can usually function adequately. However, the �0.97 should not be

considered as an absolute threshold with everything acceptable below �0.97 and

everything unacceptable outside of this range. All fitting procedures get progressively

worse as the magnitude of the cross-correlations increase toward 1. If equal to �1,

the matrix will be singular and the parameter estimation procedures will fail.

Table VII presents the cross-correlation coeYcients when Eqs. (6) and (7) were

fit to all of the data (i.e., the parameter estimation shown in Table V) and to only

the first 10 data points (i.e., the parameter estimation shown in Table VI). Clearly,

as the number of data points and the range of the independent variable

(i.e., the ligand concentration) decreases, the cross-correlation coeYcients rapidly

approach the limiting value of �1. If only the first 8 data points are used then the

cross-correlation between A and log K2 is �0.990, and so on.

The simulated data set analyses that were performed for the evaluation of

the parameter precision by the bootstrap method can also be used to visualize

the cross-correlation between the estimated parameters. The bootstrap procedure

creates thousands of sets of simulated surrogate data series and then analyzes each

to obtain thousands of sets of parameter values that are estimates of the actual

parameter values. These are tabulated to obtain the confidence regions and proba-

bility distributions of the estimated parameters (e.g., Figs. 4–6). Figure 7 is a plot

of 1000 pairs of A and log K2 obtained from the bootstrap evaluation of the

confidence intervals when fitting to only the first 10 data points. In Fig. 7 the

pairs of values appear to fall along a line that is not coincident with the parameter

axes, indicating that these two parameters are highly correlated. If the parameters

were not correlated then the points would appear to be aligned with the axes.

In some cases, the cross-correlation between the parameters can be minimized,

or eliminated, by a careful choice for the form of the fitting equation. As an

example, consider a straight line, Y(X) ¼ a þ bX, fit to the first 10 data points in

Table I. The resulting least-squares estimated values are: a¼ 0.0095 and b¼ 0.1044

with a CCab ¼ �0.8221. In this case, the cross-correlation between the parameters

can be changed by altering the form of the fitting equation. For example, by

altering the form of the straight line from Y(X) ¼ a þ bX to Y(X) ¼ a þ b(X � b),

Table VII
Alteration of the Cross-correlation Coefficients Caused By Limiting the Data Set

CC All data First 10 points

A and log K1 0.844 0.956

A and log K2 �0.762 �0.974

log K1 and log K2 �0.774 �0.923
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where b ¼ 0.3995 the weighted average value of X, the least-squares estimated

parameters for this later case are, a ¼ 0.5122 and b ¼ 0.1044 and the cross-

correlation coeYcient is exactly zero. This is actually the identical line as in the

previous fit, however, the intercept is now at X ¼ b instead of X ¼ 0.

VII. Uniqueness of the Parameters

For linear fitting equations it can be algebraically demonstrated that only a

single set of model parameters exist that correspond to a minimum least squares.

However, this cannot be demonstrated for nonlinear fitting equations and thus it is

possible that multiple sets of parameters which corresponding to a minimum in the

WSSRmight exist. Unfortunately, the existence of multiple minima for the analysis

of a data set cannot be demonstrated with the data set presented in Table I.

One method to test for multiple minima is to start the iterative nonlinear fitting

procedure at many diVerent initial starting sets of values. If the iterative proce-

dure always converges to the same set of answers then you can have some

assurance that multiple minima do not occur. However, this approach does not

guarantee that multiple minima do not exist.

Figure 8 presents a simulated time series that demonstrates multiple minima

when analyzed as a sign wave with a single harmonic. When a cosine wave with an

unknown period, Eq. (22), is fit to this data the resulting values will depend on the

initial starting values where the least-squares algorithm was initiated:

Y ðXÞ ¼ Aþ B cos
2pðtime� fÞ

L

� �
ð22Þ
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Fig. 7 Bootstrap analysis of the correlation between parameter values.
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Four parameters are being simultaneously estimated, A, B, L, and f. This is a

nonlinear analysis because the period, L, is being simultaneously estimated with

the other three parameters. If the initialization value of L, the period, is near 120

the least-squares algorithm will converge to the 120-min period (the long dashed

line in Fig. 8). However, if it is initially near 239 it will converge to 239 period (the

short dashed line in Fig. 8). The least-squares algorithms are not guaranteed to find

the lowest variance-of-fit, only to find a minimum variance-of-fit.

In the example shown in Fig. 8 there are actually four periods that correspond to

a minimum in the variance-of-fit, specifically L ¼ 82, 120, 162, or 239 min. The

ones at 82 and 162 min are very shallow minima, but they are minima and some

algorithms will find them. Remember that the variance-of-fit is not a good measure

of goodness-of-fit so it is not a good idea to specify that the minimum at 120 min is

better that the one at 239 min because its variance-of-fit is lower.

The potential for multiple minima always exists when fitting to nonlinear

equations but, unfortunately, no method exists that will guarantee locating all of

these minima. It is, however, common for some of the multiple minima to have

parameter values that are physically unrealistic. For example, a negative molecular

weight has no physical meaning. If multiple physically meaningful minima are

found then they must all be described when you report your results.

VIII. Conclusions

This chapter discusses WNLLS parameter estimations methods for the analysis

of experimental data. A Bootstrap method is presented as the optimal approach

for the evaluation the precision of the least-squares estimated parameter values.
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Fig. 8 An example of least-squares parameter estimation exhibiting multiple minima. Upper panel:

The sold curve represents the data points, the long dashed lines is a cosine wave with a period of

�120 min, and the short dashed line corresponds to a cosine wave with a period of �240 min. Lower

panel: The percent of the variance remaining after a cosine wave of the specific period is fit to the data.
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Goodness-of-fit, parameter cross-correlation, and uniqueness of parameter values

were also discussed.
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Abstract

In this chapter, we provide the basic information required to understand the

central concepts in the modeling and simulation of complex biochemical processes.

We underline the fact that most biochemical processes involve sequences of inter-

actions between distinct entities (molecules, molecular assemblies), and also stress

that models must adhere to the laws of thermodynamics. Therefore, we discuss the

principles of mass-action reaction kinetics, the dynamics of equilibrium and steady

state, and enzyme kinetics, and explain how to assess transition probabilities and

reactant lifetime distributions for first-order reactions. Stochastic simulation of

reaction systems in well-stirred containers is introduced using a relatively simple,

phenomenological model of microtubule dynamic instability in vitro. We demon-

strate that deterministic simulation [by numerical integration of coupled ordinary

diVerential equations (ODE)] produces trajectories that would be observed if the

results of many rounds of stochastic simulation of the same system were averaged.

In Section V, we highlight several practical issues with regard to the assessment of

parameter values. We draw some attention to the development of a standard

format for model storage and exchange, and provide a list of selected software

tools that may facilitate the model building process, and can be used to simulate

the modeled systems.

I. Introduction

A biological cell is a highly dynamic environment. It takes up energy and uses it

to create complex molecules, and to control their interactions, assembly, and

destruction. Even structures that were once thought to be relatively stable and

inert, such as interphase DNA, or cell walls and membranes, are continuously

being remodeled, repaired, and eventually, bit by bit, entirely replaced with new

material. All of these processes happen in a highly coordinated fashion. ‘‘Output’’

molecules of particular processes function as ‘‘input’’ to other processes––acting as

fuel, signals, or information, and the input–output chains frequently fork, con-

verge, interlace, and form cycles. Even when the machinery and workings of a

particular process or pathway have been studied in great detail, it is usually very

diYcult, if not impossible, to understand intuitively the timing and interrelation-

ship of the component steps and to make predictions about the ways in which the

whole system will react.

To aid in understanding of such complex systems, one may construct ‘‘working

models’’ in which all components that are thought to be important to the func-

tioning of the whole are represented, and act and interact in a manner that

resembles the original. The model can then be made to ‘‘simulate’’ the real system.

If the behavior of the model resembles that of the real system, one may, at least
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temporarily, assume that the model is a reasonable representation of reality, and

begin to make predictions by studying the responses of the model to changes in

input, or changes in the structure of the model itself. If the predictions from the

model are not borne out by the behavior of the real system, it will be necessary to

reassess the model, or at least parts of it.

Model building is a somewhat subjective pursuit, and its success depends to

some extent on the knowledge, experience, and intuition of the modeler. The

models themselves can take many forms, and there are no rules that dictate the

use of any particular medium: for example, a very informative working model of

the UK economy was once implemented using hydraulic devices (pipes, valves, and

pumps) and water (Swade, 1995). Such an analogue computing device could,

in principle, very well be used to model metabolic flows in cells, or physiological

processes in whole organisms. The advent of systems biology, which is linked to the

spectacular advances in high-throughput technology of the last decade, has kin-

dled an interest in the functioning and dynamics of complex biochemical systems

among experts in dynamical systems from diVerent fields, such as mathematics and

electronic engineering. When modeling techniques from fields, such as electronics,

are applied to biochemical systems, they tend be accompanied by their own

suggestive jargon (‘‘circuit,’’ ‘‘switch,’’ ‘‘design pattern’’). While nontraditional

modeling has its place and can certainly lead to new insights, it may also cause

confusion as to cause and eVect, or actor and role, and lead to erroneous conclu-

sions. The novice modeler is advised to always bear in mind that models of

biochemical processes should first and foremost adhere to the laws of thermody-

namics, and that role and function are merely labels that do not imply anything

more than what is explicitly expressed in the model.

In this chapter we shall, therefore, concentrate on modeling and simulation of

biochemical processes in the conventional way in which the models describe the

chemical reaction kinetics of the system, are expressed in mathematical terms, and

are made to run on digital computers.

II. Rationale

Model building and testing––conjecture and attempted refutation––form the

basis of all research in the natural sciences. Biochemical reaction systems are, in

general, far too complex to allow predictions about their behavior solely on the

basis of mental arithmetic or intuition. The title of this chapter may suggest a focus

on large systems with many participants and many interactions, but in fact small

systems, encompassing only two or three reactions and as few participants, may

already exhibit behavior that is far too complex to be understood intuitively.

Larger systems are just that––larger––but the same ground rules apply. We believe

that it is of utmost importance that modelers understand what these ground rules

are, and try to picture biochemical processes as interactions between individual
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molecules or assemblies that are associated with particular kinetic constants and

aYnities.

Although modeling solely in these terms ignores important questions related to

structure and function, it is important to remember that the values of rate con-

stants, which are assessed experimentally on the basis of models built on the

premises outlined in this chapter, may give important clues about the molecular

characteristics of the reactants. In addition, rate constants also provide informa-

tion that allows prediction of, for instance, the amount of time individual species

will remain as part of a particular complex, which, in turn, may have important

consequences for the behavior of the whole system.

III. Modeling

Because this volume is dedicated to techniques and tools that are used to study

biochemical processes in vitro, we shall focus on the modeling and simulation of

reactions in ‘‘well-stirred containers.’’ In a well-stirred container, all conditions––

temperature, pH, and concentrations––are homogeneous throughout. Cells, of

course, do not fall into this category, and modeling of processes that occur in vivo

may have to take account of gradients and other local conditions. This introduces

many more parameters and degrees of freedom into a model, and turns simulation

of the system into a much more complicated task (see, for instance, Andrews and

Bray, 2004; Kruse and Elf, 2006; Meyers et al., 2006). Local conditions may have a

dramatic eVect on the overall dynamics of a system; they do not, however, change

its basic chemistry.

A. Running Example

In this chapter, we shall illustrate the most important concepts in modeling

and simulation using the phenomenon of microtubule dynamic instability as a

running example. Microtubules are long, hollow cylinders constructed from the

tubulin ab-heterodimer. The a subunit of the dimer contains nonexchangeably

bound GTP; whereas the b subunit can contain GTP (Tu-GTP), GDP (Tu-GDP),

or be nucleotide free (Tu). Following addition of Tu-GTP to a growing microtu-

bule, the GTP is hydrolyzed to GDP and, as a result, Tu-GDP is the major

component of microtubules.

In 1984, Michison and Kischner first reported that ‘‘microtubules in vitro

coexist in growing and shrinking populations which interconvert rather infre-

quently,’’ and proposed that ‘‘this dynamic instability is a general property of

microtubules.’’ Horio and Hotani (1986) were the first to observe experimentally

that single microtubules were indeed either in a slowly growing state (slow tubulin

dimer addition) or in a rapidly shortening or shrinking state (rapid tubulin dimer

loss). Shrinking microtubules were occasionally ‘‘rescued,’’ and became growing

ones, whereas ‘‘catastrophe’’ sometimes befell growing microtubules, whereupon
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they entered the shortening state. State interconversion was infrequent, and

appeared to happen randomly. Although the two ends, ‘‘plus’’ and ‘‘minus,’’ of

the microtubules could be distinguished by their dynamics (plus-ends were much

more dynamic than minus-ends), both ends appeared to behave in essentially the

same way.

Horio and Hotani were able to determine values for the growth, shrinkage, and

interconversion rates, and we shall use these original data to calculate the parame-

ter values required to perform the simulations. Under the conditions used in their

study, the plus-ends of shrinking microtubules were found to shorten for an

average of 18 sec, before they were rescued, and lost about 2.4 mm in length

over that period. Occurrences in which microtubules shrunk to zero length, and

disappeared completely, were not counted. Microtubules have 1625 subunits

per micrometer, so that 2.4 mm corresponds to 3900 (tubulin dimer) subunits.

This means that they were shrinking at a rate of about 220 subunits per second.

Growing microtubules continued to grow for an average of approximately

three minutes, during which they gained about 1.8 mm: a growth rate of about

16 subunits per second.

These values were, of course, obtained under certain conditions, using a partic-

ular tubulin preparation, and similar measurements, probably more accurate, and

under much wider sets of conditions, have been carried out over the years. Ideas

about the origins and consequences of this behavior have been extensively

discussed in the literature. Here, however, we will simply use a model that describes

the phenomenon itself––rather than its origin––which reproduces the above obser-

vations, and is capable of predicting the overall behavior of microtubules under

diVerent conditions.

B. From Cartoons to Dynamic Model Diagrams

Descriptions of biochemical processes are often accompanied by cartoons in

which aspects of their organization and behavior are illustrated. Such cartoons

may show the molecules that participate in the process, their function, their

chemistry, their interactions, the assemblies that they form, the dynamics of

these assemblies, the cellular compartments in which the process occurs, and so

on. Although cartoons can be very helpful in conveying ideas, they are, by and

large, unsuitable as a basis for a quantitative description, not so much because they

are not associated with numbers or equations, but mainly because the use of

symbols is ambiguous. In Fig. 1A, the concept of microtubule dynamic instability

(see Section III.A) is illustrated using a cartoon.

Three diVerent diagram types can be used as the basis for a quantitative dynamic

model, and these are also illustrated in Fig. 1. These dynamic model diagrams also

contain boxes and arrows, just like cartoons, but here the use of symbols is

unequivocal: they have an exact interpretation, and an equivalent mathematical

representation. Such diagrams leave out all information that is irrelevant to the

modeled dynamics, and therefore seldom show all of the ideas that are expressed in
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a typical cartoon. The three diVerent diagram types are described below. Although

the interpretation of dynamic model diagrams must be unambiguous, boxes and

arrows denote diVerent entities in these three diVerent contexts.

1. Data-Flow Diagrams

In data-flow diagrams (Fig. 1C), boxes represent processes, and arrows may be

seen as channels that shunt material or data from process to process. Electronic

circuits are often represented as data-flow diagrams, and attempts have been made

Tu-GTP Tu-GDP

G→G G→S S→G S→S

G S

Tu-GTP Tu-GDP

3

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tu-GTP

SG

Tu-GDP

3 Tu-GTP

“Catastrophe”

“Rescue”
G-end

(Net growth)

S-end
(Rapid shrinkage)

A C

D

E

Gn + Tu-GTP → Gn+1

Gn → Sn

Sn → Sn-1 + Tu-GDP
Sn + 3 Tu-GTP → Gn+3

B

Fig. 1 Diagrams depicting microtubule dynamic instability: (A) cartoon, (B) chemical reaction

scheme, (C) data-flow or process diagram, (D) state-transition diagram, (E) Petri-net diagram. The

use of boxes, arrows, and other symbols in the cartoon (A) is ambiguous. Textual symbols in the

equivalent chemical reaction scheme (B) and state-transition diagram (D) represent chemical or physical

states; the arrows represent reactions. The arrows may be associated with rate equations, which express

the dependence of the reaction rate on the concentrations of the reaction participants. The boxes in the

data-flow diagram (C) represent processes (transformation of input into output); the arrows symbolize

data such as concentrations of particular molecules or complexes. The small circles at the edges of

the boxes indicate whether the data are input (filled circles) or output (open circles) to the processes.

Each process is associated with a transfer function, which describes how its input is transformed into its

output. In the Petri-net notation (E) ellipses and boxes represent states and reactions, respectively. The

arrows indicate the function of the states in the reaction (reactant or product), and have a weight (here

shown as a number next to the arrow) which relate to the stoichiometry of the associated reactants or

products.
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to depict and model particular biochemical reaction networks (suggestively labeled

‘‘control circuits’’) in the similar way (e.g., Gilman and Arkin, 2002). Obviously,

a box is a box and does not carry any information about the dynamics of

input–output transformation that occurs ‘‘inside.’’ In electronic diagrams, these

boxes therefore have a certain shape, or carry a label that indicates which input–

output relation, or ‘‘transfer function,’’ should be used to describe its behavior.

Such diagrams are particularly useful for a hierarchical description of complex

systems in which the components have well-defined modes of operation and

distinct functions. In that case, the description of a particular type of box can be

used over and over, in the same way that particular types of electronic components

can be used in diVerent circuits.

2. State-Transition Diagrams

Chemical reaction schemes, written in the classical way (Fig. 1B), are easily

transformed into state-transition diagrams (Fig. 1D). In this approach, the boxes

(or symbols) and arrows are interpreted diVerently. In the dissociation reaction

S ! S þ Tu-GDP, for instance, in which Tu-GDP dissociates from S, a shrinking

microtubule end, the symbols S and Tu-GDP represent biochemical species,

or more precisely, potential states of biochemical species (species can be molecules,

ions, complexes, macromolecular assemblies, etc.). The arrow represents a

reaction––a physical or chemical state transition.

3. Hybrid Diagrams

The hybrid Petri-net1 notation combines aspects of the data-flow and state-

transition diagramming styles (Fig. 1E). It is equivalent to the standard chemical

reaction notation (Fig. 1B) except that reactions and states are both represented

explicitly as boxes and circles, respectively. The arrows that connect them indicate

which states carry a reaction’s input––its reactants––and output, the reaction

products. The arrows have weights that represent the stoichiometry of the reac-

tants and products in the reaction: in the reaction S þ 3Tu-GTP! G, the weights

of the arrows that connect the input states S and Tu-GTP to the reaction box are

1 and 3, respectively, and that of the arrow that connects G is 1. A state has a

population, formed by the number of ‘‘items’’ (i.e., molecules, complexes, assem-

blies) that are currently in that state. If there are not too many in a particular state,

individual items may be depicted as small black circles inside the circle that

represents the state.

1 Named after its inventor, C.A. Petri; also called Place/Transition graphs. Petri-nets are used

generally to model event sequences in concurrent processes. Here, we shall use some of the more

evocative Petri-net terminology (transition, firing) but will avoid expressions that may lead to confusion

(place, token).
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C. Compartments

Each state is, by definition, restricted to a particular compartment. Thus, a

molecular species that is present in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus has items in

both the ‘‘cytoplasmic’’ and ‘‘nucleic’’ states, and movement of items from one

compartment to another is modeled as a reaction. Concentrations are calculated

from the number of items nX in a particular state X and the volume VX of the

compartment associated with that state:

½X� ¼ nX

NAVX

ð1Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number (6.022 � 1023). Here, we shall focus on reactions

that take place in vitro, where there is usually just one compartment, with a

constant volume, but it should be kept in mind that this is not necessarily the

case. Ample consideration should be given to the eVect of volume on concentra-

tions and rate constants when introducing more than one compartment or variable

volumes into a model.

D. Events and State Transitions

State-transition diagrams and Petri nets form the basis for ‘‘discrete event

modeling.’’ Discrete event modeling is used to examine how externally applied

changes percolate through a system over time––not only in chemical kinetics, but

also for instance in control engineering, operations management, and many other

fields. An event is defined as something that happens instantaneously. The state

transitions that are associated with chemical reactions (including biochemical

ones) are usually modeled as events, because the time it takes for molecular species

to change state is generally very short in comparison with the amount of time they

spend being in a particular state.

Upon a state-transition event, reactant populations lose items, while product

populations gain new items. The numbers of items lost and gained in an event

are given by the weights of the arrows that connect the input and output states to

the reaction box. We will refer to the occurrence of a state-transition event and the

associated movement of items as the ‘‘firing’’ of the reaction. If the population of

any of the input nodes to a transition is insuYcient––that is, smaller than the

weight of the connecting arc––the reaction can not fire and therefore will not occur.

However, if the population of all input states is suYciently high, a reaction will fire

sooner or later. In Section III.F, we shall explain how the transition firing proba-

bility relates to the chemical rate constants that are associated with the transitions.

However, before we can do that, we first need to discuss the basic concepts of

chemical reaction kinetics and thermodynamics in well-stirred containers, which

are central to the rest of the argument.
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E. Reaction Kinetics

1. Basic Chemical Kinetics

In a chemical reaction, reactants are consumed, and products formed. The

‘‘instantaneous reaction rate’’ expressed as the quantity of reactant consumed or

product formed per unit of time, depends on the concentrations of the reactants

and on other factors, such as temperature.

Almost all chemical reactions have either one or two reactants. Unimolecular reac-

tions, reactionswith a single reactant, such as dissociations or isomerizations, appear to

occur spontaneously, without the involvement of other molecules, and are associated

with first-order rate constants, which have units of frequency (sec�1, min�1, etc.).

To calculate the instantaneous rate of a unimolecular reaction, the rate constant

associated with the reaction, kI (the subscript I is used here to indicate that the rate

constant is first order), is multiplied by the number of items in the reactant state,

nX, or with the reactant’s concentration, [X]:

vnX ¼ dnX

dt
¼ �kInX ð2Þ

v½X� ¼ dX

dt
¼ �kI½X� ð3Þ

Note that vnX ¼ v[X]NAV, where V is the volume of the compartment or container

in which the reaction takes place.

Bimolecular reactions have two reactants, which must collide to react. The

frequency with which one molecule of the first reactant undergoes collisions with

molecules of the second reactant increases with the concentration of the second

reactant. The number of collisions, and therefore the reaction rate, decreases when

the volume increases and the number of reactant molecules remains the same.

Bimolecular reactions are associated with second-order rate constants (here indi-

cated with the subscript II), which have units of frequency per unit of concentration

(e.g., M�1 sec�1 ¼ L·mol�1 sec�1), and always include the volume. The instanta-

neous rate for a bimolecular reaction is calculated by multiplying the number, nX, or

concentration [X] of one reactant, with the concentration [Y] of the other:

vnX ¼ dnX

dt
¼ �kIInX½Y� ¼ �kII

nXnY

NAV
ð4Þ

v½X� ¼ dnX

dt
¼ �kII½X�½Y� ð5Þ

Association reactions, such as cofactor binding or dimer formation, are examples

of bimolecular reactions. Note that the rates at which X and Y disappear are

the same.
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If the population of state Y is much larger––say, 1000 times––than that of state

X, the number of items in Y will not change significantly, even when the reaction

goes to completion (1000 � 1 is still 99.9% of 1000). When such conditions apply,

the highest reactant concentration is often taken to be constant, and incorporated

in the rate constant of the reaction. The resulting product of the second-order rate

constant for the reaction and the concentration of the most abundant reactant has

units of frequency, and is referred to as a pseudo-first-order rate constant:

v½X� ¼ �kII½X�½Y� � �kIIY0½X� ¼ �kI
0½X� ð6Þ

Here the pseudo-first-order rate constant kI0 ¼ kIIY0, where Y0 is the concentration

of Y at the start of the reaction.

If the reaction is a dimerization (2X!X2), two items disappear from the X-state

each time the reaction fires. A molecule of X cannot form a dimer with itself, and

therefore has nX � 1 other molecules of X to choose from:

vnX ¼ dnx

dt
¼ 2kII

nXðnX � 1Þ
NAV

ð7Þ

but because nX � 1 � nX for nX � 1:

v½X� ¼ d½X�
dt

¼ �2kII½X�2 ð8Þ

Reactions of a higher order,2 in which more than two concentrations are multi-

plied with a rate constant to calculate the rate, also exist. Although these seldom

involve the simultaneous encounter of more than two reactants, they are frequently

used as an approximation of the real kinetics of a more complex process. We shall

use the rescue reaction, S þ 3Tu-GTP ! G, as an example of a higher order

reaction. The fact that its reaction rate is calculated as v[S] ¼ d[S]/dt ¼ �kIV[S]

[Tu-GTP]3 does not mean that three Tu-GTPs must collide and bind simultaneously

with a shrinking microtubule to turn it into a growing one. This form is merely

used to approximate the kinetics of a much more complex mechanism.3 Reactions

of order zero, in which the reaction rate is independent of any concentration, also

occur (at least conceptually, see Section III.E.3), and have rate equations of the

form v[X] ¼ d[X]/dt ¼ �k0, where k0 is a zero-order rate constant with units of

concentration per unit of time.

2 A reaction’s molecularity is related to its stoichiometry, whereas its order is determined by the

number of reactant concentrations that is taken into account to calculate the overall reaction rate, and is

a kinetic concept; see Cornish-Bowden (1995) for a full explanation.
3 In fact neither the stoichiometry nor the order of the rescue reaction follows from Horio and

Hotani’s data; a higher order dependency was used to explain the oscillations in the microtubule mass

observed under conditions of extremely fast growth (Bayley et al., 1989).
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Irrespective of the reaction type, rates are expressed in number of items, mol, or

concentration units per unit of time [e.g., sec�1, mol·sec�1, or M�sec�1 where

M (molar) ¼ mol�L�1]. The reaction firing frequency, or flux, J, is related to the

rate at which its reactant X disappears as:

J ¼ � vnX

sX
ð9Þ

where sX is the number of items that are removed from the population of X when

the reaction fires once (equal to the stoichiometry of reactant X). The general

expression for the dependence of the reaction firing frequency on the reactant

concentrations in a chemical reaction is:

J ¼ k�NAV
Yn
i¼1

½Ri�Si ð10Þ

Here n is the total number of diVerent reactants, k is the rate constant, and [Ri] and

Si the concentration and stoichiometry of reactant Ri. This dependence is also

known as the ‘‘law of mass action.’’

Instantaneous rates and firing frequencies represent the current state of the

system, and may be calculated at any time during a reaction. In general, reactant

concentrations are not constant. They may change during the course of a reaction

because a reaction is out of equilibrium (see below, Section III.E.2), because an

experimenter changes them in some way, for instance by increasing the volume, or

because they are added or removed by coupled processes.

2. Equilibrium and Steady State

Most biochemical reactions are reversible and therefore tend toward an equilib-

rium state, where the forward rate equals the reverse rate, and the average concen-

tration of each participant remains constant. The rate constants for the individual

forward and reverse reactions reflect the free energy of activation for the reaction,

DG‡, the minimum free energy the reactants must have to reach the transition state

(which must be crossed to form products). Rate constants are proportional to

T·exp[�DG‡/RT], where R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute

temperature. The thermodynamic equilibrium constant, K, which is equal to the

quotient of the rate constants kF and kR for the forward and reverse reactions,

is related to the overall diVerence in free energy DG0 between the reactant and

product states (under defined standard conditions, indicated by the superscript 0):

K ¼ e�DG�=RT ð11Þ
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which follows from

kF

kR
¼ e�ðDG	

F
�DG	

R
Þ ð12Þ

where the indices F and R refer to the forward and reverse reactions. If the forward

and reverse reactions are of the same order, as in a reversible isomerization, the

equilibrium constant is dimensionless. If the forward reaction is an association,

and the reverse one a dissociation then, K, often referred to as an equilibrium

association constant, indicated as Ka, has units of reciprocal concentration.

Conversely, if the forward reaction is a dissociation and the reverse one an asso-

ciation, the equilibrium constant has units of concentration, and is called an

equilibrium dissociation constant, and indicated as Kd. A high Ka indicates that

the aYnity is high; a high Kd indicates the opposite. The actual amount of complex

formed depends, of course, on the concentrations of the participants. Note that

equilibrium association and dissociation constants should not be confused with

second- and first-order rate constants for association and dissociation processes,

which are sometimes called association and dissociation rate constants.

It is important to appreciate that equilibrium is a dynamic state where the

forward and reverse reactions fire at rates that are determined by the equilibrium

concentrations of the participants. When an equilibrium is ‘‘perturbed,’’ because

the concentration of any of its participants change (for instance, because the

experimenter adds some more), or because the equilibrium constant alters (for

instance, as a result of a change in temperature), the forward and reverse rate are

no longer equal. As a result, there will be a net flow of material, from reactants to

products or vice versa, until a new equilibrium is reached. The process by which a

system moves toward a new equilibrium position following a perturbation is called

relaxation. Relaxation processes proceed at an overall rate that is, in reversible

single-step reactions, determined by the sum of the forward and reverse reaction

rates, irrespective of the actual direction of the flow. The larger the rates, the

faster the relaxation, and the more rapidly the new equilibrium is reached. Thus,

two diVerent reversible reactions may have the same equilibrium constant, but

very diVerent relaxation rates. The relaxation characteristics of more complex

systems depend on the rates of all reactions that are involved in coupled equilibria

(further discussed in Chapter 15 by Eccleston et al., this volume).

Equilibrium is a state that is often encountered in vitro, but hardly ever in vivo,

where most reaction products are consumed by other reactions. When a reversible

reaction, or a sequence of reversible reactions, is provided with a constant influx

of reactants and eZux of products, the reaction will generally reach a ‘‘steady’’

state in which there is a net flux of material, which is constant, but not zero

(in which case the reaction would be at equilibrium). Steady-state conditions

may be perturbed because influx or eZux rates, or one or more reaction rate

constants change. The response rate––the rate at which the system adapts to the
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new conditions––depends, again, on both the forward and reverse reaction rates,

with more dynamic systems having faster response times. Furthermore, the diVer-
ence between steady state and equilibrium concentrations of the participants in

the reaction depends on the ratio of the response rate to the influx and eZux rates:

the faster the response, the closer the system can get to equilibrium.

3. Enzyme Kinetics

Enzyme catalyzed reactions are chemical reactions, and subject to the laws of

thermodynamics. Therefore, they are modeled in exactly the same way as other

chemical reaction systems, as combinations of association, isomerization, and

dissociation events, with the appropriate kinetics. However, in vitro studies of

enzymic reactions are often carried out under conditions where the response rate

of the enzyme subsystem4 is fast with respect to the rate at which the concentrations

of its reactants change. Under such conditions, the enzyme will operate close to

steady state. The steady-state distribution of enzyme species depends on the

enzyme’s mechanism, on the values of the rate constants, and on the concentrations

of the reactants, but not on time, and not on the total enzyme concentration. The

rate at which the reaction product is formed depends on the absolute concentrations

of one or more enzyme species, and can be calculated from the distribution of

enzyme species and the total enzyme concentration. The steady-state rate equation

for a particular enzyme mechanism––sometimes called the kinetic law––describes

the steady-state rate of reactant consumption or product formation in terms of

kinetic constants, and enzyme and reactant concentrations. A derivation of the rate

equation for the Henri–Michaelis–Menten mechanism can be found in any bio-

chemistry textbook. The steady-state rate equation for this mechanism, E þ S ,
ES!EþP,whereE is the enzyme, S is its substrate (reactant), andP is its product, is

v½P� ¼ d½P�
dt

¼ k2e0
½ES�
e0

¼ k2e0
½S�

ððk�1 þ k2Þ=k1Þ þ ½S� ð13Þ

where k1 and k�1 are the second-order forward, and first-order reverse rate

constants for reactant binding to and dissociation from the enzyme, and k2 com-

bines the transformation of S into P and the dissociation of P from the enzyme into

a single first-order rate constant. As e0 is the total enzyme concentration, [ES]/e0 is

the fraction of the enzyme that is in the ES state, and has a dimensionless value

between 0 and 1. The denominator (k�1þ k2)/k1 forms theMichaelis constant,KM,

and the product k2e0 is the maximum rate,Vmax, at which the reaction can proceed.

Steady-state rate equations can be derived for any enzyme mechanism, irrevers-

ible or reversible, with any number of reactants, products, or modifiers (see below).

Techniques that facilitate the derivation of steady-state rate equations, notably

4 The enzyme subsystem includes all enzyme species: free enzyme, enzyme-substrate, enzyme-

product, and other complexes, but not unbound reactants or products.
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the King and Altman method, are outlined in many monographs on enzyme

kinetics (e.g., Cornish-Bowden, 2001), and some present the expressions for a

large number of mechanisms (particularly Segel, 1975). Steady-state rate equations

are all of the form

v½P� ¼ d½P�
dt

¼ k� e0 � ’ ð14Þ

The apparent first-order rate constant k is a combination of rate constants,

whereas ’, the fraction of enzyme species that determine the overall product

formation rate, is a combination of rate constants, and reactant, product, and

modifier concentrations. The precise forms of k and ’ depend on the enzyme

mechanism. Rate equations for reversible reactions are of the form v ¼ vF �
vR ¼ e0(kF’F � kR’R), where the indices F and R refer to the appropriate

expressions for the forward and reverse reactions.

When an enzyme with Michaelis–Menten kinetics is operating under conditions

where [S] is much smaller than KM, the rate of the overall reaction S ! P is

proportional to [S] (provided, of course, that e0 is constant), and the reaction

behaves as a first-order reaction, with k2e0/KM, which has units of frequency, as

its rate constant. When [S] is much larger than KM, however, [ES]/e0 is very close to

one, and the enzyme is ‘‘saturated.’’ In this regime, the reaction S ! P proceeds at

a constant rate, independent of [S], and the kinetics look like those of a zero-order

reaction. Reactions catalyzed by enzymes whose mechanism is more complex

often exhibit a similar dependence of their apparent kinetic order on reactant

concentration.

4. Beyond Mass Action

Enzyme catalyzed reactions may be described as sets of coupled reactions with

mass-action kinetics in which the basic reactions each have their own (mass action)

rate equation. However, the Henri–Michaelis–Menten scheme can be reduced

simply to S ! P, with Eq. (13) (v ¼ Vmax[S]/(Km þ [S]), provided steady-state

conditions apply) describing the dependence of its rate on the reactant concentra-

tion [S], and the same holds for more complex mechanisms. In general, any

equation that describes the dependence of the rate at which reactants are consumed

(or products appear) on concentrations of the reactants may be used to calculate

the reaction firing frequency. However, when derived rate equations are used, it is

very important to be aware of the assumptions that were made during their

derivation, and of any restrictions to their validity.

Derived equations may also describe the dependence of the rate on components

that are not consumed in the reaction, or on other conditions. Such components or

conditions function as rate modifiers. Modifiers may form one to one complexes

with reactants or products, or act in other fixed proportions, but are not associated
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with the stoichiometry of the reaction (as they are neither consumed, nor pro-

duced). In Eqs. (13) and (14), for instance, the value of e0, the total enzyme

concentration, determines the overall reaction rate, but E is neither a reactant,

nor a product in the S ! P reaction. Therefore E functions as a modifier in this

reaction. Modifiers that decrease the reaction rate may be called inhibitors or

repressors, and those that increase the rate may be activators, stimulators,

catalysts, promoters, etc. Under diVerent conditions, modifiers may have diVerent,
even opposite, eVects, and it is important to recognize that labels, such as inhibitor

or catalyst, do not imply a mechanism of action. The modifier concept is particu-

larly useful in systems in which the concentration of the modifier is variable:

coupled futile cycle systems, such as MAPK cascades, are often simplified using

steady-state rate equations with variable enzyme concentrations (as in, for

instance, Markevich et al., 2004).

F. Timing of Events in Chemical Reactions

1. Transition Probabilities

Although it is not possible to predict exactly when any individual molecule will

undergo a chemical reaction, the likelihood that it will do so within the next second

(or minute, or year) can be calculated. To illustrate this point, we use the example of

the dissociation of the Tu-GDP complex (Tu-GDP ! Tu þ GDP). If there is no

reverse reaction (for instance, because Tu or GDP are removed rapidly via other

processes), the rate at which the number of items in the Tu-GDP state, n, changes is

dn/dt ¼ �k � n [Eq. (2)]. This is an example of an ordinary5 diVerential equation
(ODE), which describes the relation between n (which is a function of time) and its

derivative with respect to t. This particular ODE has an ‘‘analytical’’ solution, an

algebraic equation that explicitly describes the dependence of n on t. The analytical

solution is n¼C� e�kt, whereC is an arbitrary constant. If the number of items in the

Tu-GDP state is n0 at t¼ 0, thenC¼ n0, and the dependence of n on t can be written

as n¼ n0� e�kt. Thus, the fraction of items still in the Tu-GDP state at time t is equal

to n/n0¼ e�kt. Conversely, the fraction that has already reacted is 1 – n/n0¼ 1 – e�kt.

The dissociation rate constant k for Tu-GDP has been measured to be about

0.09 sec�1 (at 298 K, Engelborghs and Eccleston, 1982). If there were 106 Tu-GDP

complexes at t ¼ 0, one second later there would have been about 0.914 � 106, or

91.4% remaining, that is, 8.6% of the initial population would have dissociated.

Thus, the probability that any individual item present in the Tu-GDP state at t ¼ 0

will disappear from that state within one second is 0.086, or 8.6%.

Essentially the same holds for bimolecular reactions under pseudo-first-order

conditions. The (second-order) association rate constant for the reaction TuþGTP

!Tu-GTPwas estimated to be 2.2� 106M�1 sec�1 (Brylawski and Caplow, 1983).

5 An ‘‘ordinary’’ differential equation contains the derivative of a function to a single variable.

Partial differential equations (PDEs) involve functions that are dependent on more than one variable

(e.g., time and position).
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If 106 items are initially in the nucleotide-free Tu state, and there are 109 GTP

molecules, all in a volume of 1 pl (i.e., [GTP] ¼ 1.66 mM), the pseudo-first-order

rate constant k0 is 2.2� 106� 1.66� 10–3¼ 3.6� 103 sec�1, which can substitute for

k in the above equations. In the absence of a reverse reaction, the probability that

any particular item has disappeared from the Tu state onemillisecond after the start

of the reaction is then calculated to be 97%.

2. Lifetime Distributions

As noted above, the general expression for the probability P that a particular

item that was in the reactant state of a first-order reaction at t0 has disappeared

from that state at a given time t is:

P ¼ 1� e�kðt�t0Þ ð15Þ

On the basis of the above example for Tu-GDP dissociation, we can calculate the

number of items that stay in the Tu-GDP state for longer than 2 sec, but shorter

than 3 sec, in other words, items that have lifetimes between 2 and 3 sec. At t¼ 2 sec,

16.5% will have already reacted, and have therefore spent less than 2 sec as

Tu-GDP. At t ¼ 3 sec, 23.7% will have reacted. Therefore, 7.2% have lifetimes

between 2 and 3 sec. Similar calculations can be carried out for other intervals––

0–1 sec: 8.6%, 1–2 sec: 7.9%, and so on, and the results may be plotted as a

histogram that shows the fraction of items with lifetimes within certain intervals.

Furthermore, it will be possible to calculate the average lifetime of an item in the

Tu-GDP state, and the standard deviation on this average.

It turns out that this distribution of lifetimes, also called the probability density

function, f, follows the first derivative of the expression for the probability P that, at

time t, an item has disappeared from the state it was in at time t0, that is, Eq. (15):

f ¼ dP

dt
¼ k� e�kt ð16Þ

The expression for P in Eq. (15) is called the cumulative distribution function for the

probability density function in Eq. (16). The type of distribution expressed in

Eq. (16) is called an exponential distribution. If the lifetimes are exponentially

distributed, the average lifetime, hti, as well as its standard deviation, s(t) are
known to be equal to the reciprocal of the rate constant hti ¼ s(t) ¼ 1/k. Thus, the

value of a first-order rate constant––and the same holds for a pseudo-first-order

one––predicts how long it will be, on average, before a reaction occurs. Therefore,

the complex Tu-GDP in the example will exist for an average of 11 sec (
11 sec,

because s(t) ¼ hti) after it has been formed.

It is diYcult, or impossible, to derive an algebraic expression for P for higher

order reactions, or for reaction sequences. However, the equation f ¼ dP/dt is

generally true, also for lifetime distributions with diVerent shapes (for instance, the
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well-known Gaussian or normal distribution). If the probability density function is

known or can be measured, the above relationship [Eq. (16)] may be used to

calculate the cumulative distribution function.

IV. Simulation

To simulate the behavior of a biochemical reaction system, at least three pieces

of information must be provided:

1. A model that describes the structure of the system (states and compartments,

reactions, the connections between states and reactions, and the connection

weights)

2. Rate equations for all reactions (expressions defining the rates at which the

reactions fire, given a certain input) and values for the associated parameters

3. The initial state of the system (the population of each state and the volume(s)

of the compartments in which the reactions take place).

Once the necessary data have been provided, time series––state populations

recorded over time––can be generated computationally. In stochastic simulations,

a random number generator is used to produce possible time courses, or trajec-

tories, of individual items. Because of the randomness in the timing of individual

events, individual stochastic simulation rounds have diVerent outcomes, even if the

initial conditions are exactly the same in each round. By contrast, deterministic

simulations always give the same result for the same set of initial conditions.

Deterministic simulations usually yield trajectories that are equal to the average

of many rounds of stochastic simulation of the same system, given identical initial

conditions.

A. Stochastic Methods: The Behavior of Individual Entities

We shall illustrate the principles of stochastic simulation using models for

microtubule dynamic instability (see Section III.A) that increase in complexity as

we introduce new concepts. In all of these models, the dissociation of a tubulin

subunit from a shrinking end, Sn ! Sn�1 þ Tu-GDP, and the transition from a

growing to a shrinking end, Gn ! Sn, where n indicates the number of subunits

in the microtubule, will be modeled as first-order processes, with rate constants

kSS ¼ 220 and kGS ¼ 0.0056 sec�1, respectively. The binding of Tu-GTP to

a growing end, Gn þ Tu-GTP ! Gnþ1, and the rescue of a shrinking end,

Sn þ 3Tu-GTP ! Gnþ3, will initially be modeled as pseudo-first-order processes,

with rate constants k0
GG of 16 sec�1 and k0

SG ¼ 0:056 sec�1. The values for kGS and

k0
SG are derived from the average lifetimes of the growing and shrinking states,

htGi¼ 180 sec, and htSi ¼ 18 sec, using the relationship k¼ 1/hti, and assuming that

the lifetimes observed by Horio and Hotani (1986) were exponentially distributed.
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In the next stage, we shall model the association reactions as higher order

processes (second and fourth order, respectively). To derive the values of the

second- and fourth-order rate constants from the values of their pseudo-first-

order counterparts, we need to know at which Tu-GTP concentration they were

obtained. We shall assume that it was about 10 mM. If kGG�[Tu-GTP] ¼ 16, and

kSG�[Tu-GTP]3 ¼ 0.056 sec�1 at [Tu-GTP] ¼ 10 mM, then kGG ¼ 1.6 � 106 M�1

sec�1, and kSG ¼ 5.6 � 1013 M�3 sec�1.

To keep the models simple, we will assume that there is no subunit dissociation

in the growth phase, or binding in a shrinking phase, and that Tu-GDP is not able

to bind to either type of microtubule end. Furthermore, we shall disregard the fact

that microtubule growth and shrinkage are probably associated with more than

two rate constants, and that catastrophe and rescue are much more complex

processes. These conditions need to be relaxed in more complex models (see

Janulevicius et al., 2006; Martin et al., 1993) but the principles of the simulation

remain the same.

1. The Behavior of a Single Item

First, we shall concentrate on the behavior of a single microtubule end under

pseudo-first-order growth and rescue conditions (i.e., at a constant Tu-GTP concen-

tration, for instance, because a GTP regenerating system is used). To start a simula-

tion, the initial state––G or S––of the system must be chosen. Here, we arbitrarily

choose that the end is in the G state, and set the total simulated time tsim to 0.

One of two things will happen to a growing microtubule end: it may gain another

subunit and remain in the growing state or it may change state and become a

shrinking end. Either possibility has a finite (i.e., nonzero) chance of happening.

To decide which of these two events will happen on this occasion, and when, we

simply ‘‘draw straws,’’ but make the odds reflect the very diVerent probabilities for
the two transitions. To do this, one random number between 0 and 1 is generated

for each possible event (r1 for Gn ! Gnþ1, and r2 for Gn ! Sn), and used to

calculate the time at which each of the events would happen. This is done by

substituting r1 or r2 for P, and k0
GG or kGS for k in Eq. (15):

r1 ¼ 1� e�k0
GG

ðt�t0Þ; r2 ¼ 1� e�k 0
GSðt�t0Þ

and solving for Dt ¼ t � t0 in both cases:

Dt1 ¼ �lnð1� r1Þ
k0
GG

for the Gn ! Gnþ1 reaction

Dt1 ¼ �lnð1� r2Þ
kGS

for the Gn ! Sn reaction

If this process was to be repeated many times, and r1 and r2 plotted against Dt, the
cumulative distribution functions [Eq. (15)] for the two reactions would emerge.
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The reaction with the smallest Dt is then selected as the one that will occur, the

other is ignored. Suppose, for example, that the values for r1 and r2 were 0.44313

and 0.17621, then Dt1 and Dt2 would be 0.036 and 34.6 sec, and the continued

growth reaction would be selected. The transition that is most likely to occur is, of

course, always the one with the largest rate constant, that is, Gn ! Gnþ1 and this

is why the microtubule will continue to grow for a long time. However, there is

a 0.0056/16 � 100% ¼ 0.04% chance that Dt2 will be smaller than Dt1, and that the

Gn ! Sn transition will be selected. For example, had r1 and r2 been 0.99927 and

0.00024, Dt1 and Dt2 would have been 0.451 and 0.043 sec, and the catastrophe

reaction would have been selected.

Having decided which reaction will occur (Gn ! Gnþ1 in this case), the simula-

tion is updated by increasing the simulation time tsim by the selected Dt (Dt1 in this

case) and letting the associated reaction fire at the new tsim. The microtubule

remains in the same state (G) but increases in length by one subunit.

To continue the simulation, this whole process must be repeated. If, as here, the

microtubule remains in the growing state then k0
GG or kGS are again used to

evaluate newly drawn values of r1 and r2 for selecting the next step. However,

had the Gn ! Sn transition ‘‘won,’’ then the microtubule would have switched

states and the next event would be either shortening (Sn ! Sn�1) or rescue (Sn !
Gnþ3) and kSS or k

0
SG would be used in choosing between them. The simulation is

continued in this way until a preset end time is exceeded.

Figure 2 shows a typical simulated time course––a trajectory––of the microtu-

bule end. It is clear from this figure that the spread in the lengths of both the

growth and shrinkage periods is large, but that the latter are, on average, much

shorter than the former. The close-up of a G! S transition in which the individual

events are resolved shows that the average time interval between two subunit addi-

tions to a growing end is also much larger than that between two subunit dissocia-

tions from a shrinking end. The histogram shows that these intervals (lifetimes) are

indeed exponentially distributed, with measured averages of 0.064 (
0.065) and

0.0044 (
0.0043) sec. The average growth and shrinkage rate constants that are

calculated from these lifetimes are 15.6 and 227 sec, very close indeed to the 16 and

220 that were used as input.

To illustrate the simulation of higher order reactions, we shall now model

Tu-GTP binding to a growing microtubule end as a second-order process

(Gn þ Tu-GTP ! Gnþ1), and rescue of a shrinking end as a fourth-order process

(Snþ3 þ 3Tu-GTP ! Gnþ3). Initially we will, again, be looking at the behavior of

a single microtubule end. We shall start the simulation with 50 mM Tu-GTP in a

volume of 0.01 pl, that is, with about 3 � 105 molecules, with the microtubule end

(whose concentration is 0.17 nM) in the growing state.

In this model, one molecule of Tu-GTP is removed from the reaction volume by

each Tu-GTP association event, and three molecules are used for the rescue reac-

tion. As GTP is hydrolyzed after incorporation of Tu-GTP in the growing micro-

tubule, and not regenerated, the Tu-GTP concentration is variable. However, in

stochastic simulations, the state of the system does not change between two
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successive events, and is reassessed after each event. Therefore, exactly the

same method of drawing a random number for each reaction with a finite firing

probability, and calculating the associated Dt values, can be applied to decide

which reaction will occur next, and when. However, rather than using constant
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Fig. 2 Dynamic instability of a single microtubule end with growth, shrinkage, and state interconver-

sion modeled as first-order processes, that is, under conditions in which [Tu-GTP] is constant (for

instance, because an enzymic GTP regenerating system is used). (A) Petri-net diagram of the model. The

numbers are the values for the first-order rate constants associated with the reactions. The small filled

circle inside the larger open circle indicates the situation at the start of the simulation: one item (i.e., a

microtubule end) in state G. (B) Trajectory of the length changes of the microtubule end during one

stochastic simulation round of 5000 sec. (C) Close-up of the events (crosses) close to one S ! G

state transition. Note that the dissociation events in the shrinking phase are more closely spaced than

the association events in the growing phase. This is borne out by the average duration of intervals

between successive events in the S-phase, 0.0044 
 0.0043 sec, and in the G-phase, 0.064 
 0.065 sec. In

both cases, the distribution of the intervals observed in the simulation is exponential, as shown in the

histograms in (D) and (E). The solid lines represent the lifetime distributions according to Eq. (16), with

kSS ¼ 220 (D) and kGG 16 (E) sec�1.
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pseudo-first-order rate constants to assess the Dt values, the values for

k0
GG ¼ kGG½Tu-GTP� and k0

SG ¼ kSG½Tu-GTP�3 are reassessed each time a mole-

cule of Tu-GTP disappears from the reaction volume. Thus, under the initial

conditions of the simulation, when [Tu-GTP] is 50 mM, k0
GG is 1.6 � 106 �

50 � 10–6 ¼ 80 sec�1, and k0
SG is 5.6 � 1013 � (50 � 10–6)3 ¼ 7 sec�1. When,

after some 2.4 � 105 association events, only 10 mMTu-GTP is left, these rates are

(as expected at 10 mM Tu-GTP, see the earlier description) 16 and 0.056 sec�1.

Figure 3 shows a typical trajectory, and it can be clearly seen that the end

grows more and more slowly, whereas the shrinking episodes increase in length

as [Tu-GTP] decreases. The combined result is a dramatic disassembly when

[Tu-GTP] decreases below about 10 mM.

2. Modeling the Behavior of Multiple Items

To model the individual behavior of more than one microtubule end, we simply

create asmany copies of theGS elements as necessary, where aGS element consists of

aG and an S state that are connected viaG! S and S!G reactions in the sameway

as in thepreviousmodel.However,Tu-GTP is supplied to these elements fromasingle
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model, one Tu-GTP item is consumed by each association event in the growth phase, and one Tu-GDP

item is produced per dissociation event during shrinkage. However, Tu-GTP is not regenerated, so that

[Tu-GTP] decreases, and [Tu-GDP] increases during the simulation (concentrations indicated on the

right axis). In the first 90 min of the simulation, any shrinking microtubules are rapidly rescued (at a rate

of kSG·[Tu-GTP]3), and the microtubule gains about 140 mm in length (left axis). As [Tu-GTP] decreases,

the growth rate (kGG·[Tu-GTP]), as well as the rescue rate decrease, resulting in the saw-tooth trajec-

tories that are observed for microbubules under (near) steady-state conditions. When [Tu-GTP] falls

below a certain critical concentration, (�10 mM), subunit loss during the increasingly long periods of

shrinkage outweighs the slower and slower gain during the growths phases, and the polymerized state is

no longer permanently sustained.
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pool, as shown in the 3-microtubule model in Fig. 4. It is now necessary to set

the initial state of each individual element, and in the example we have chosen to

start the simulation with all three growing. The initial Tu-GTP concentration is,

again, 50 mM.

In the previous models, there were always two reactions to choose from; now

there are six, two for each microtubule end. The simulation principle remains the

same: a random number is drawn for each of the six possible reactions, and the

reaction that produces the smallest Dt is selected. Figure 4 shows the three trajec-

tories that result. Note that the Tu-GTP pool is exhausted three times more quickly

than in the example with a single microtubule (Fig. 3).

If the individual microtubule end trajectories are of no particular interest, it is

also possible to just use a single GS element, as in the model in Fig. 3, but simply

distribute the required number of items––three in this example––over the states in
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Fig. 4 Behavior of three microtubule ends, modeled as three diVerent GS elements, each containing

one item (A, B), or as one GS element containing three independent items (C, D). At the start of the

simulations, all items (i.e., microtubule ends) are in aG state, and [Tu-GTP]¼ 50 mM(300,000molecules

in a volume of 0.01 pl). (A, C) Petri-net diagrams, indicating the state of the models at the start of the

simulation; (B, D) microtubule length change and [Tu-GTP] trajectories observed in one simulation

roundover about 4000 sec. Because there are now threemicrotubule ends in both simulations, rather than

one, Tu-GTP is consumed three times faster than in the simulation shown in Fig. 3, and the individual

microtubules gainmaximally about 45 mm in length before the critical Tu-GTP concentration is reached.

Each microtubule is modelled as a single, distinguishable element in model (A), their individual paths in

one stochastic simulation round are recorded and depicted in (B). Multiple items in a single state are

simply counted, not individually identified, and the trajectory obtained in one stochastic simulation

round (D, black lines) is therefore the sum of three trajectories (note the scale of the left axis). The gray

lines in (D) are the trajectories for [Tu-GTP] (almost indistinguishable from the black line) and the total

microtubule length, obtained by numerical integration (deterministic simulation) of the model in (C).
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the GS element. Here, we have again placed all three items in the G state, and

started the simulation with 50 mM Tu-GTP.

With all threemicrotubules growing, the probability that one of themwill acquire

a new subunit within the next second is, of course, three times as large as that for a

single growing microtubule. Thus, the value of k0
GG is now calculated as 3� kGG�

[Tu-GTP]. Likewise, the chance that any one of the items will change state is also

three times that of a single microtubule under the same conditions. The simulation

is, again, carried out along the same lines: two random numbers are chosen for the

two possible reactions (GGandGS), and used to calculate values forDt, whereupon
the smallest value and its associated reaction are selected. However, rather than

using kGG � [Tu-GTP] and kSG, the firing frequencies [Eq. (10)], JGG ¼ 3� kGG �
[Tu-GTP] and JGS ¼ 3 � kGS are used to substitute k in Eq. (15).

If all microtubules continue growing, the distribution of items over the two

states will remain the same (i.e., all three items in the G state); if the selected reac-

tion is GS, however, one item will move to the S state. If that happens, all four

reactions (SS, SG, GS, and GG) may occur in the next step, because all reaction

firing frequencies now have finite values (JGG ¼ 2 � kGG � [Tu-GTP], JGS ¼ 2 �
kGS, JSG ¼ 1 � kSG[GTP]3, and JSS ¼ 1 � kSS). In that case, random numbers are

drawn for all possible reactions, and the appropriate firing frequencies are used to

substitute k in Eq. (15). The simulation is continued further as outlined above.

Multiple items in one state do not have individual identities, and it is, therefore,

not possible to follow the trajectory of a single microtubule end in this way.

Instead, the distribution of items over the two states is recorded, and the resulting

trajectory, also shown in Fig. 4, is the sum of the individual trajectories.

3. Recipe for Performing Stochastic Simulations

Thus, the standard procedure for the stochastic simulation of a chemical reac-

tion system comprises the following steps:

1. Choose a start time t0 and end time tend. Set the number of items in each of the

states to their values at t0, and the simulation time tsim to t0

2. Calculate the firing frequency Ji for each reaction i

3. For each transition i for which Ji > 0, draw a random number ri (0 � ri < 1)

from a uniform distribution,6 and compute the time ti at which it will fire:

ti ¼ tsim þ�lnð1� rÞ
Ji

ð17Þ

4. Select the reaction R for which ti is smallest as the one that will occur next

5. Set tsim to the smallest value of ti and let R proceed

6. Repeat from (2), until tsim exceeds tend.

6 Be aware that random number generators may limit the time resolution: if, for instance, r is drawn

from a sequence of 8-bit integers, the smallest finite value obtainable is 2�8.
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This procedure is at the heart of the algorithm for exact stochastic simulation of

coupled chemical reactions known as Gillespie’s direct method (Bortz et al., 1975;

Gillespie, 1977).

4. Speeding up Stochastic Simulations

Stochastic simulations are inherently slow, because each event is taken into

consideration, and often multiple calculations must be carried out to decide on

the timing of the next event. It is sometimes possible to increase the eYciency of the

calculations without losing the intrinsic precision of this type of simulation. Below

we have given a short description of some of the methods that have been proposed.

However, these methods have either extra computational overhead or reduced

precision. If one’s interest is in the behavior of a single or a few items in a limited

number of states, and a choice of a few transitions at any one time (e.g., a micro-

tubule end), the simplest method in which a random number is drawn for each

transition with a finite firing frequency may well be the most eYcient.

1. The original algorithm proposed by Gillespie (1977) required the drawing of

only two random numbers per step, rather than one for each reaction. The first

random number is used to establish at what time any reaction will fire, and the

second one to decide which reaction this will be. It involves the firing frequencies

J for each reaction, and the overhead consists of dividing this sum into sectors

proportional to the individual firing frequencies.

2. If the firing probability of reaction A is unaVected by the firing of reaction B,

values for ti that are calculated for A are not invalidated by the firing of B. In the

‘‘Next Reaction Method,’’ proposed by Gibson and Bruck [who also coined the

label ‘‘First Reaction’’ method for the Gillespie algorithm, Gibson and Bruck,

(2000)], all valid values for ti are kept in a priority queue, together with a reference

to their associated reactions, which are fired at the appropriate times. The queue

needs to be maintained and adjusted after each firing, but if the degree of indepen-

dence in the system is high (i.e., there are many reactions whose firing frequency is

not aVected by the firing of many other reactions), this method can be much more

eYcient than the First Reaction Method.

3. Tau-leaping (Gillespie, 2001) is an approximate method in which the simula-

tion time is advanced by a preselected ‘‘leap’’ interval in which one or more

transitions are likely to fire significantly more often than once. The actual number

of firings is chosen, again, on the basis of a random number. If the length of the leap

interval is chosen so that the total flux in the system is predicted to change by a

negligible amount over this period, this techniquemay result in a greater simulation

speed, at the cost of some of the accuracy of the First and Next Reaction methods.

4. We have so far only considered transitions that represent simple mass-action

processes, whose firing frequency J, under given constant input conditions, is

independent of time. However, to save on computation time, a transition may be

defined to represent a sequence or combination of separate steps. In this case, its
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reactants may have a lifetime expectancy that changes as they get older, and the

cumulative distribution function has a form that is diVerent from Eq. (3). If

the shape of the cumulative distribution function can somehow be assessed,7 the

procedure outlined in Section IV.A.3 can be followed. An example is given in

Gibson and Bruck (2000) and the method is explained in greater detail in Schilstra

and Martin (2006).

B. Deterministic Methods: The Average Behavior of Many Entities

The behavior of the three microtubule ends in the example in Section IV.A.2

illustrates the point that the trajectories of individual entities often deviate signifi-

cantly from the average paths of many, but, nonetheless, that such an average does

exist, and that its time course is determined by the structure and parameter values

of the systems, and by the initial conditions. The average path may be assessed by

repeating the stochastic simulation many times, or by the simultaneous inclusion

of many particles in a single simulation, but the computational cost of such

simulations tends to be very high, and may often be prohibitive.

1. Numerical Integration of Ordinary DiVerential Equations

There is a much faster and more eYcient way of assessing average trajectories:

numerical integration of the system of coupled ordinary diVerential equations
(ODEs) that describe how the number of items in each state changes over time.

To set up such a system of equations, the expressions for flux of items into and out

of each state are combined to give the overall rate at which the number of items in

that state changes. Reactions that add items to a particular state make a positive

contribution, and reactions that remove items make a negative one. Thus, the over-

all change d(nS) in the number of items in state S (nS) over a very small time interval

dt is equal to:

dðnSÞ
dt

¼ �vSS þ vSS � vSG þ vGS

¼ �sSSGJSG þ sSGSJGS

¼ �1� kSG � nS � ½Tu�GTP�3 þ 1� kGS � nG

Here, vSG, JSG, and kSG are the rate at which items are removed from S by the

S ! G reaction, the firing frequency of this reaction and the reaction’s rate

constant, respectively. The number of items in the G and Tu-GTP states are nG
and nTu-GTP, and sSSG and sSGS represent the stoichiometry of S in the S ! G, and

7 For instance by numerical integration of Eq. (2) in which k is a function of time; further discussion

of this subject is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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G! S reactions (both 1). Note that –vSS and vSS cancel (as the number of items in

S stays the same when the S ! S reaction fires), and that the rate d(nS)/dt is

expressed as number of items per unit of time. The rate at which the number

of items in S (and in the other states) changes may also be written in terms of

concentration: d[S]/dt ¼ �kSG[S][Tu-GTP]3 þ kGS[G].

The full model used in Section IV.A.2 corresponds to the following system of

coupled8 ODEs:

d½G�
dt

¼ �kGS½G� þ kSG½S�½Tu-GTP�3

d½S�
dt

¼ kGS½G� � kSG½S�½Tu-GTP�3

d½Tu-GTP�
dt

¼ �kGG½G�½Tu-GTP� � 3kSG½S�½Tu-GTP�3

d½Tu-GDP�
dt

¼ kSS½S�

There is no analytical solution (an expression that describes the concentrations

as a function of time) to this and most other coupled ODE systems. However, if an

initial set of concentrations is provided, it is possible to create a numerical solution.

In the simplest implementation, a time step Dt is chosen over which none of

the concentrations are expected to change by more than a certain very small

percentage. The concentration changes over Dt are calculated by multiplying the

expressions for the rate by the time interval. For example

D½G� ¼ ½G�tþDt � ½G�t � ð�kGS½G�t þ kSG½S�t½Tu-GTP�3t ÞDt

where the subscripts t and t þ Dt indicate current concentration, and predicted

concentration after the time step Dt, respectively. The new concentrations are then

calculated by adding these changes to their (known) present values:

½G�tþDt � ½G�t þ ð�kGS½G�t þ kSG½S�t½Tu-GTP�3t ÞDt

This is done for all equations in the set, and the process is repeated until a preset

end time or other end point, such as a certain concentration level, is reached. This

accumulation process is called numerical integration.

Smaller time steps result in smaller relative changes, and in more accurate

solutions, but also in an increased total simulation time. With time steps approach-

ing zero, the trajectories obtained with this method will approach the paths that

8 They are coupled because the variables in the left-hand-side of the equations return in the

right-hand-side of other equations in the same system.
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would result from averaging an infinite number of stochastic simulations of the

same system (under the same initial conditions). If the time steps taken are too

large, the solution will not only lose accuracy but may also become unstable. In an

unstable solution, the calculated values typically oscillate wildly with amplitudes

that increase with every new time step.

2. Algorithms

Many algorithms have been developed to improve the accuracy, stability, and

eYciency of numerical solutions to coupled ODE systems. The procedure outlined

above, which is the oldest, simplest, but least eYcient and stable, is known as Euler’s

method. The popular Runge–Kutta method is an example of a so-called higher

order algorithm in which information from several substeps is used to match

a Taylor expansion of order greater than one to create a more accurate estimate.

So-called multistep, or predictor–corrector algorithms, such as the Adams–Bash-

ford method, estimate the size of the changes on the basis of more than one

previously computed step (Press et al., 1989).

The above algorithms are examples of forward or explicit methods. In backward

or implicit methods, such as the backward Euler algorithm, equations must be

solved that express the estimates of the concentrations at tþ Dt as a function of the

current concentrations. To obtain estimates for [G]tþDt, [S]tþDt, and [Tu-GTP]tþDt,

for example, the set of simultaneous equations that describe the current concen-

trations in terms of their expected values, such as

½G�t � ½G�tþDt þ ð�kGS½G�tþDt þ kSG½S�tþDt½Tu-GTP�3t þDtÞDt

must be solved.

Apart from the backward Euler algorithm, there are implicit methods that use

Taylor expansion series, predictor–corrector methods, or a combination to im-

prove the accuracy of the estimates. Frequently used implicit algorithms are those

formulated by Adams–Moulton and Gear (1971).

Implicit methods are of special interest to modelers of biochemical systems,

because they tend to produce the most eYcient stable solutions of so-called stiV
systems of diVerential equations. A system is stiV when the concentrations of its

various components change on very diVerent time scales. In enzyme catalyzed

reactions, for example, the concentrations of the various enzyme species may reach

steady state in milliseconds, whereas substrate and product concentrations may

take minutes or longer to respond. Explicit algorithms must take very small time

steps to keep track of the fast reactions, even when the concentrations of their

participants are hardly changing. In implicit algorithms, the computation is much

less sensitive to these fast reactions, and as a result much larger time steps can be

taken. Because implicit methods usually require the solution of a set of nonlinear

algebraic equations, they are more diYcult to implement, and computationally

more expensive than explicit methods. However, for certain systems, the saving in
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computational time can be significant because they require far fewer steps to

produce a stable and accurate solution.

Most computer programs that are designed solve systems of coupled ODEs use,

in addition to one or more of the above algorithms, methods that control the size

of the time step, adapting it to an optimal value on the basis of estimates of its

accuracy at the current stage of the simulation. Optimizing the step size also has a

certain computational cost, but, again, may have improved overall eYciency.

Some also adaptively control the order of the method (broadly speaking, the

higher the order, the more substeps or previous steps are taken into account),

and some packages even provide an option to automatically choose the most

eYcient algorithm.

3. Recipe for Performing Deterministic Simulations

Thus, the standard procedure for the stochastic simulation of a chemical

reaction system comprises the following steps:

1. Combine the expressions for influx and eZux into ODEs that describe how

the population of each state changes, given the overall state (i.e., the population of

all states) of the system

2. Choose a start time t0 and end time tend. Set the concentrations or number of

items in each of the states to their initial values, and set the current simulation time,

tsim to t0

3. Based on the expressions for the population change in each state, and given

the state of the system at tsim, estimate the population of the states after a certain

finite time interval Dt, using an appropriate algorithm, desired accuracy, and

advanced features such as adaptive step size control

4. Set the population of all states to their estimated values for tsim þ Dt, and set

tsim itself to tsim þ Dt
5. Repeat from (3), until tsim þ Dt exceeds tend.

Even though there is a choice of computational tools that will carry out numeri-

cal integration, it is relatively easy to use a spreadsheet program to numerically

solve a simple ODE (such as dn/dt ¼ k � n) with the forward Euler method.

We recommend this as a starting point because it helps in developing a sound

understanding of the underlying processes, and enables one to assess the influence

of step size, and so on.

C. Comparison of Stochastic and Deterministic Simulation

Figure 4 also shows the average microtubule end behavior and Tu-GTP concen-

tration obtained by numerical solution of the ODE system for the simple model

used here. Because the system has a high degree of dependence, and because

many events occur over the simulated period, the stochastic simulations are
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computationally very intensive, particularly when they are used to obtain an

average time course. Numerical integration is generally a much more eYcient

procedure for calculating average trajectories. However, the improved eYciency

comes at the price of losing all information about the behavior of individual enti-

ties, especially about the level of dispersion, the deviation of individual trajectories

from the average.

V. Modeling and Simulation in Practice

A. Modeling

Modeling is sometimes said to be art rather than science. Although there is

ongoing research into automated model building, in practice creating a model is

done ‘‘by hand,’’ on the basis of a combination of intuition and experience. There

are no hard and fast rules that can be applied to the process of model building,

but there are certain issues, particularly with regard to the assessment of param-

eter values, that modelers of biochemical reaction systems need to take into

consideration, and these are addressed in Section V.A.1.

There are, however, quite a few software tools that facilitate the building of

biochemical reaction networks by providing the option to enter networks as sets

of states, reactions, compartments, rate equations and associated functions, param-

eter and initial values, and allowing the user to use, modify, and store these data.

A relatively new development, discussed in Section V.A.2 , is the specification of a

standard format for storage and exchange of biochemical reaction networkmodels.

1. Obtaining and Assessing Parameter Values

The numbers used in the examples in this chapter were taken from reports that

describe in detail how, and under which conditions, the experiments that yielded

these values were carried out, and which assumptions and equations were used to

extract the values from the observed data. Extracting values from data often

involves a significant amount of model construction and data fitting, and the

assumptions that were made along the way may restrict the application of the

results. When setting up a quantitative model of a system it is, therefore, crucial to

be aware of the origin of the parameters that are obtained from the literature.

Furthermore, parameter values may have been obtained under conditions that

were diVerent from those simulated in the models, and in other cases the available

data may not contain any information about parameters that are required in the

simulation. Therefore, it is often necessary to guess the values of certain param-

eters, and diVerent sets of values may be tried to find the combination that ‘‘fits’’

the observations best. Parameter optimization is the subject of another chapter in

this volume, but here we need to make the following point. Large and complex

systems require large numbers of parameters to be estimated, and it is highly likely
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that, for a given model, many combinations of parameters will describe the system

equally satisfactorily. Therefore, it is advisable not to be overambitious, keep the

number of unknowns as small as possible, and try to assess how much changes in

individual parameters influence the overall behavior of the model system. It is also

important to remember that the behavior of any particular model may be relatively

or even totally insensitive to the value of particular parameters.

a. Limits to Rate Constants
As noted above, it will frequently be necessary to guess the values of particular

rate constants. There are no lower limits for rate constants and although essentially

any value is possible the rate constants for slow steps must be selected with the

required overall system response time in mind. In contrast, both first- and second-

order rate constants have well-defined upper limits. The fastest reactions in bio-

chemistry, energy, photon, electron, and proton transfer between well-positioned

donors and acceptors, happen on femtosecond to nanosecond time scales and have

rate constants of the order of 1013 to 107 sec�1 (Zewail, 2003). All other processes

are highly likely to proceed more slowly. Bimolecular reaction rates are limited by

the diVusion rate of the reactants, and therefore depend on the viscosity of the

medium. The maximum value for a second-order rate constant in water at 25 �C is

estimated to be of the order of 109 M�1 sec�1 (Atkins, 1994).

b. Overall Free Energy Conservation in Chains of Reversible Reactions
The equilibrium constant for a reversible reaction is determined by the free

energy diVerence between the reactants and products. If two or more reversible

reactions occur in sequence, the overall energy diVerence between the states at

the two ends of the sequence is obtained by addition of the free energy diVerences
for each of the individual steps. This sum corresponds in turn to an overall

equilibrium constant, which is the product of the equilibrium constants for the

individual steps:

DG�
1 þ DG�

2 þ DG�
3 þ � � � þ DG�

n ¼ �RT � ln½K1 � K2 � K3 � � � � � Kn�:

There are frequently two or more possible paths that lead from one end of the

sequence to the other. For example, a ternary complex of a protein P and its

ligands X and Y, P-X-Y, may be formed through two pathways, which, together

with the associated free energy changes and equilibrium association constants, are

indicated in Scheme 1. Because the free energy change must be independent of

the pathway, DG�
1 þ DG�

2 must be equal to DG�
3 þ DG�

4, so that K1 � K2 must be

equal to K3 � K4. Therefore, if any three of these constants are known then the

fourth can be calculated. Two things should be noted. First, if the binding of X

to P increases the aYnity of P for Y (K2 > K3), then binding of Y to P must also

increase the aYnity of P for X (K4 > K1). Second, K1 � K2 can only be not equal to

K3 � K4, if there is a continuous flux of material through the system. A model may
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include many cycles of this type and careful attention must be given to ensure that

all of constants used obey the appropriate relationship.

2. Standard Formats for Model Exchange and Storage

There are many software tools, proprietary or freely available, high or low level,

than can be used to simulate biochemical reaction systems (SectionV.B.3). Improved

versions of existing tools and completely new ones are being released regularly,

whereas others are no longer updated or maintained, and may become unusable.

Obviously, all these programs allow their users to store the networks that have been

created, together with parameter values, an initial (or current) state, and sometimes

with simulation or other instructions. The file with the stored data can then be read

into the same program at a later time, to be reused in new simulations, amended, and

so on. Because each program has its own storage format, models that have been built

using one tool cannot, in general, be read by another. This may become a problem

when a tool ceases to function on the user’s computer (for instance, after an

operating system update) or when the user wants to use particular functions oVered
by another tool. Moreover, users may wish to store their models in a publicly

accessible repository, so that they can be inspected and analyzed by others.

Attempts to create a standardized storage format have probably been under-

taken several times, but two particular formats have recently become established

and accepted as standards. CellML, the Cell Markup Language (Cuellar et al.,

2003; Lloyd et al., 2004), is the oldest and has the widest scope of the two. SBML,

the Systems BiologyMarkup Language (Hucka et al., 2003, 2004), however, has the

widest application base, with currently over a hundred tools supporting its format

in one way or another. CellML and SBML are XML-based, which means that they

adhere to a standard document format.9 Both have their own rules for naming

and defining states, reactions, compartments, and parameters, but use the same

rules for expressing the associated math.10 The CellML and SBML formats are

text-based, and may be understood and written by humans, but are designed to be

written, read, and interpreted primarily by machines. Further information is

9 Specified in the XML (eXtended Markup Language) schema.
10 Using MathML, the Mathematics Markup Language (XML-based).
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found on the Web sites dedicated to these formats (CellML, 2006; SBML, 2006),

and examples of stored models in the CellML repository (CellML Model

Repository, 2006) and in the BioModels database (Le Novere et al., 2006).

B. Simulation

Simulation, as opposed to modeling, is a mechanical process that lends itself

very well to automation. In fact, simulation, even of relatively simple systems,

would hardly be possible without computers.

1. Numerical Solution of ODEs

Today it is hardly ever necessary to write computer programs that implement

algorithms for numerical solution of systems of coupled ODEs, such as the ones

mentioned in Section IV.B.2. Sophisticated, well-tested software libraries are

available (often freely), often packaged with routines that automatically select an

appropriate algorithm, estimate simulation parameters such as accuracy and initial

step size, and return the simulation results as lists of equidistant time points. It is

still necessary to address the routines in these libraries in an appropriate program-

ming language (see Section V.B.3), but, again, there are many software tools in

which this has already been done. These tools oVer an environment in which a user

can enter ODEs or reaction networks in algebraic or graphical form, set parameter

and initial values, perform simulations, and specify a desired form for the output.

Examples are listed in Section V.B.3.

2. Stochastic Simulation

There are several tools that have been designed to perform general stochastic

simulation of biochemical reaction networks (see Section V.B.3 for examples).

However, the aim of a stochastic simulation may be to study the dynamics of

relatively complex molecular assemblies that have important structural character-

istics or other features that are not easily expressed in a standard way (e.g., see

Chen and Hill, 1985; Duke, 1999; Janulevicius et al., 2006; Martin et al., 1993;

Schilstra and Martin, 2006; VanBuren et al., 2005). In this case, it is often easiest,

sometimes essential, to use a high-level programming language to specify the

system and its interactions, and to produce a purpose-built simulator. Fortunately,

implementation of the recipe outlined in Section IV.A.3 is extremely simple;

specification of the rest of the model may present a greater challenge.

3. Selected Simulation Tools

It is impossible to give an exhaustive list of software tools for simulation of

biochemical reaction systems, and the selection presented here, which has been

compiled partly on the basis of the software tools listed on the SBML Web site,

may inadvertently have omitted some important or popular ones.
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Simulations may be performed on the basis of a system specification in a

compiled or interpreted high-level computer language, such as C/Cþþ, Fortran,

Java, Lisp, Perl, Python, or Visual Basic. There are software libraries that contain

implementations of multiple ODE solvers (e.g., SUNDIALS, Hindmarsh et al.,

2005), which can be addressed from one or more of these languages. LibSBML

(Bornstein, 2006) is a software library that assists software developers in the

reading, writing, and validation of the SBML format, and has bindings to all of

the above languages except Fortran and Visual Basic.

Mathematica, MATLAB, Maple (all proprietary), and R (free) are examples of

high-level mathematics and statistics packages that can be used to solve ODEs, or

to perform stochastic simulations. MathSBML (free, Shapiro et al., 2004) is a

Mathematica package, and SBMLToolbox (Keating et al., 2006) and SBToolbox

(Schmidt and Jirstrand, 2006) are free MATLAB toolboxes that can read,

write, and apply the SBML format to build, store, use, and analyze models of

biochemical reaction networks.

XPP (free, Ermentrout, 2002), Berkeley Madonna (Macey and Oster, 2001),

Dymola (Dynasim, 2006), and ModelMaker (ModelKinetix, 2006) (all proprie-

tary) are tools designed to facilitate the study of various types of dynamical

systems, and can be applied to model, simulate, and analyze biochemical networks

in various ways.

CellDesigner (Funahashi et al., 2003; Kitano et al., 2005), DBSolve (Goryanin

et al., 1999), Dizzy (Ramsey et al., 2005), E-Cell (Takahashi et al., 2003), Gepasi/

COPASI (Mendes, 1997; Mendes and Kummer, 2006), Jarnac/JDesigner (Sauro,

2000), Promot/DIVA (Ginkel et al., 2003), PySces (Olivier et al., 2005), and

Virtual Cell (Slepchenko et al., 2003) are freely available tools that have been

designed specifically for modeling and simulation of biochemical or reaction

networks or physiological systems. Most execute deterministic simulation meth-

ods but Dizzy uses stochastic techniques, and COPASI implements both. All of

these allow the user to enter a network as a collection of states, reactions, and

reaction mechanisms, and automatically build the appropriate structures that are

required for simulation. Several also allow direct entry of the ODEs. Some

have user interfaces that allow the entry of models in graphical form; many

provide extra tools to analyze aspects of the network structure and dynamic

properties.

4. Selected Further Reading

All biochemistry textbooks (e.g., Berg et al., 2000) have sections dedicated to the

basics of thermodynamics and enzyme kinetics, whereas more specialized mono-

graphs present more comprehensive theoretical and practical background infor-

mation (Cornish-Bowden, 2001; Fell, 1997). Textbooks on physical chemistry

(Atkins, 1994) contain more theory on chemical reaction kinetics and thermody-

namics than most people will ever need. Information on various algorithms that is

reasonably accessible to nonspecialists is found in (Press et al., 1989), and also on
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several internet sites [e.g., Wikipedia (Wikipedia contributors, 2006), Mathworld

(Weisstein, 2006)]. General theory on modeling and simulation is found in (Zeigler

et al., 2000), and on the use of diagrams in (Rumbaugh et al., 1991). Last, but not

least, several books have appeared recently which deal specifically with dynamic

modeling in a biological context (Ellner and Guckenheimer, 2006; Szalasi et al.,

2006; Wilkinson, 2006).

VI. Concluding Remarks

We hope that we have provided the basic information required to understand

the most important concepts in modeling and simulation. More information can be

obtained from the recommended books and other literature. However, by far, the

best way to develop further understanding is to set up a model of your favorite

system, and try to simulate its behavior.Youmight be surprised atwhat you discover.
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Abstract

An understanding of intermolecular interactions is essential for insight into how

cells develop, operate, communicate, and control their activities. Such interactions

include several components: contributions from linear, angular, and torsional
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forces in covalent bonds, van der waals forces, as well as electrostatics. Among the

various components of molecular interactions, electrostatics are of special impor-

tance because of their long range and their influence on polar or charged mole-

cules, including water, aqueous ions, and amino or nucleic acids, which are some of

the primary components of living systems. Electrostatics, therefore, play impor-

tant roles in determining the structure, motion, and function of a wide range of

biological molecules. This chapter presents a brief overview of electrostatic inter-

actions in cellular systems, with a particular focus on how computational tools can

be used to investigate these types of interactions.

I. Introduction

Intermolecular interactions are essential for nearly every cellular activity. The

forces that underlie these interactions include van der Waals dispersion and

repulsion, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatics. Electrostatic forces are especially

important in biological systems because most biomolecules are charged or polar.

For example, nucleic acids contain long strings of negative charges while proteins

are generally zwitterionic with a wide variety of amino acids that make up a

complex charge distribution. Even the solvent environment in which the larger

molecules interact is full of polar water and an assortment of simple ions. There-

fore, insight into the most fundamental biomolecular processes requires a basic

understanding of electrostatics. This chapter first presents a brief overview of

electrostatics in biological systems, followed by a discussion of several different

models that can simplify the analysis of electrostatics, and concludes with specific

applications of computational electrostatics models for biological systems.

II. Electrostatics in Cellular Systems

Electrostatic interactions are ubiquitous for any system of charged or polar

molecules, such as biomolecules in their aqueous environment. For example,

proteins are made up of 20 types of amino acids, 11 of which are charged or

polar in neutral solution. Nucleic acids contain long stretches of negative charges

from the phosphate groups in nucleotides. Finally, sugars and related glycosami-

noglycans can possess some of the highest charge densities of any biomolecules

because of the presence of numerous negative functionalities, including carboxyl-

ate and sulfate groups. We will focus on a few specific examples of electrostatic

interactions in cellular systems: biomolecule–ion, biomolecule–ligand, and

biomolecule–biomolecule interactions. Each of these interactions will be discussed

in more detail in the following sections.
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A. Biomolecule–Ion Interactions

In cellular settings, biomolecules are immersed in solution along with water,

ions, and numerous other small molecules and macromolecules. Ions influence

biomolecular processes and interactions in several diVerent ways, including long-

range screening, site-specific ion binding, and preferential hydration eVects.
Long-range screening is a phenomenon in which the strength of electrostatic inter-

actions within and between biomolecules is reduced by the presence of aqueous ions.

This is a nonspecific ion eVect and is described well, at low salt charge and

concentration, by the Debye–Hückel theory (Debye and Hückel, 1923) and the

related implicit solvent models described in Section III.B. In site-specific ion binding,

ions interact with biomolecules by binding to specific sites in a manner similar to

ligand binding (see Section II.B; Draper et al., 2005). Preferential hydration or

Hofmeister eVects are species-specific competitions between ions and water for

binding to nonspecific sites on biomolecules (Boström et al., 2006; Collins, 2006;

Hofmeister, 1888). This competition is between weak biomolecule–solvent and

biomolecule–ion interactions and therefore observed only at very high salt concen-

trations (Anderson and Record, 2004; Eisenberg, 1976). A similar eVect involves
competition between ionic species around charged biomolecules (Moore and

Lohman, 1994; Reuter et al., 2005). Note that, although these eVects can be impor-

tant, preferential hydration and ion–ion competition are not routinely considered in

simulations, mainly because of limitations in current computational methodology.

While there is active work in improving the theoretical and computational treatment

of these eVects (Boström et al., 2003, 2006; Broering and Bommarius, 2005; Shimizu,

2004; Shimizu and Smith, 2004; Zhou, 2005), they are currently beyond the scope of

this chapter.

Ion-induced RNA folding (Cech and Bass, 1986; Dahm and Uhlenbeck, 1991;

Draper et al., 2005; Misra and Draper, 2000, 2001; Römer and Hach, 1975; Stein

and Crothers, 1976) provides an excellent example of many of the ion–biomolecule

interactions discussed above. RNA folding in the absence of salt is quite unfavor-

able due to a number of negative charges along its phosphodiester backbone.

Bringing these negative charges together into a compact structure introduces a

large energetic barrier to RNA folding. Positive ions promote folding by reducing

the repulsion between these negative charges. However, some ions are more

eVective than others; for example, millimolar concentrations of Mg2þcan stabilize

RNA tertiary structures that are only marginally stable in solution with a high

concentration of monovalent cations, such as Naþor Kþ(Cole et al., 1972; Romer

and Hach, 1975; Stein and Crothers, 1976). Accurately modeling the ion–RNA

interactions is essential to explain this phenomenon. A major obstacle in modeling

ion–RNA interactions is the presence of numerous diVerent ion environments

(Draper et al., 2005). Each environment is dominated by diVerent types of

ion–biomolecule interactions described above and requires diVerent approaches
to evaluating the energies. For example, experimental results for Mg2þeVects on
tRNAPhe folding can be modeled successfully while only considering long-range
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screening eVects (Misra and Draper, 2000). However, the diVusive Mg2þ ion

description provided by this model is not suYcient to describe the folding of a

58-nt rRNA fragment. Instead, one Mg2þ ion must be explicitly included at

a specific binding site (Misra and Draper, 2001). A comprehensive theoretical

framework of ion–RNA interactions that accounts for the overall ion dependence

of RNA folding is the aim of current RNA folding studies (Draper et al., 2005).

B. Biomolecule–Ligand and –Biomolecule Interactions

Biomolecule–substrate recognition is central to nearly all biomolecular processes,

including signal transduction, enzyme cooperativity, and metabolic regulation.

The bimolecular binding process, from a kinetic perspective, can be reduced to two

steps: diVusional association to form an initial encounter complex and nondiVu-
sional rearrangement to form the fully bound complex. The diVusional association
places an upper limit on the overall binding rate; so-called ‘‘perfect’’ enzymes

operate at this diVusion-limited rate. Electrostatic forces have an important influ-

ence on biomolecular diVusional association: their long-range nature enables them
to attract the substrate to its binding partner and orient the substrate properly

for binding (Gabdoulline and Wade, 2002). It has been established that for many

biomolecular complexes, electrostatic interactions can significantly aVect bimolecular

association rates (Law et al., 2006). For example, by using Brownian dynamics (BD)

simulations (Ermak and McCammon, 1978; Northrup et al., 1984; Section IV.F)

to calculate diVusional association rates, Gabdoulline and Wade demonstrated that

for fast-associating protein pairs, electrostatic interactions enhance association and

are the dominant forces determining the rate of diVusional association (Gabdoulline

andWade, 2001; Radic et al., 1997). Using related methods, Sept et al. demonstrated

the role of electrostatic interactions in determining the rates and polarity of actin

polymerization (Sept and McCammon, 2001; Sept et al., 1999).

Electrostatic interactions also play an important role in determining the

thermodynamics of binding, that is, binding aYnity (Chong et al., 1998; Norel

et al., 2001; Novotny and Sharp, 1992; Rauch et al., 2002; Schreiber and Fersht,

1993, 1995; Sheinerman et al., 2000; Zhu and Karlin, 1996). Substrate binding

allows the formation of (potentially) favorable charge–charge interactions between

the substrate and the target, as well as stabilizing specific salt bridges and hydrogen

bonds (Chong et al., 1998; Schreiber and Fersht, 1993, 1995). However, at the same

time, charges on the molecular binding surface must shed their bound water in

order to allow close binding. This loss of water, or desolvation, is generally

energetically unfavorable and oVsets the favorable interactions formed on binding.

The binding aYnities, from an electrostatic point of view, are determined by the

balance of these two energetic contributions (del Álamo and Mateu, 2005; Lee

and Tidor, 2001; Russell et al., 2004; Sheinerman and Honig, 2002; Xu et al., 1997).

Systematic studies of protein pairs, such as barnase and barstar (Dong et al.,

2003; Frisch et al., 1997; Schreiber and Fersht, 1993, 1995), and fasciculin-2
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(Radic et al., 1997), as well as protein kinase A and balanol (Wong et al., 2001),

have shown that charged and polar residues at the protein–protein interfaces play

important roles in binding energetics. Similarly, Sept et al. (2003) have demon-

strated an important role for electrostatics in determining microtubule structure

and stability. Finally, Wang et al. (2004) have demonstrated that nonspecific

electrostatic interactions can provide a driving force for recruitment of proteins

to intracellular membranes, an important step in signal transduction.

However, despite the role of electrostatics in protein–protein interactions, it is

important to realize that the total interaction is also strongly influenced by shape

complementarity at the protein–protein interface as well as by nonpolar contribu-

tions to oVset the penalties of desolvation (Janin and Chothia, 1990; Lo Conte

et al., 1999; Ma et al., 2003; Vasker, 2004).

III. Models for Biomolecular Solvation and Electrostatics

As described above, computer simulations can provide atomic-scale information

on energetic and dynamic contributions to biomolecular structure and interac-

tions. However, the capabilities of computer simulations are limited by the accu-

racy of the underlying models describing atomic interactions and also by the

computational expense of adequately exploring all the relevant conformations of

the biomolecule and surrounding water and ion. Therefore, most models of bio-

molecular solvation and electrostatics make a trade-oV between these opposing

considerations of atomic accuracy and computational expense.

A variety of computational methods have been developed for studying electro-

static interactions in biomolecular systems. Popular methods for understanding

electrostatic interactions in these systems can be loosely classified into two cate-

gories (see Fig. 1): explicit solvent methods (Burkert and Allinger, 1982; Horn

et al., 2004; Jorgensen et al., 1983; Ponder and Case, 2003; Sagui and Darden,

1999), which treat the solvent in full atomic detail, and implicit solvent methods

(Baker, 2005b; Baker et al., 2006; Davis and McCammon, 1990b; Honig and

Nicholls, 1995; Roux, 2001; Roux and Simonson, 1999), which represent the

solvent through its average eVect on solute.

A. Explicit Solvent Methods

Explicit solvent methods oVer a very detailed description of biomolecular solva-

tion. In explicit solvent methods, interactions between mobile ions, solvent, and

solute atoms are typically described by molecular mechanics force fields (Ponder

and Case, 2003; Wang et al., 2001b), which use classical approximations of

quantum mechanical energies to describe the Coulombic (electrostatic), van der

Waals, and covalent (bond, angle) interactions. Explicit solvent methods have the

obvious advantage of oVering the full details of solvent–solute and solvent–solvent

interactions. These details can aVect some aspects of biomolecular interactions.
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For example, the explicit representation of solvent structure can qualitatively

change the detailed features of protein side chain interactions (Masunov and

Lazaridis, 2003). Similarly, Yu et al. have demonstrated the importance of includ-

ing first shells of solvation to correctly describe the interaction of salt bridges in

solution (Yu et al., 2004).

However, the explicit solvent methods are computationally expensive. In order

to extract meaningful thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, all the numerous

conformations of biomolecules, as well as the solvent and ions, must be explored.

The extra degrees of freedom associated with the explicit solvent and ions dramat-

ically increase the computational cost of explicit solvent methods and limit the

temporal and spatial scales of biomolecular simulations.

B. Implicit Solvent Methods

Implicit solvent methods have become popular alternatives to the computation-

ally expensive explicit solvent approaches although they have a lower accuracy

(Baker, 2005b; Baker et al., 2006; Davis and McCammon, 1990b; Gilson, 2000;

Honig and Nicholls, 1995; Roux, 2001). In implicit solvent methods, the molecules

of interest are treated explicitly while the solvent is represented by its average eVect
on the solute (Roux and Simonson, 1999). Solute–solvent interactions are

described by solvation energies; that is, the free energy of transferring the solute

from a vacuum to the solvent environment of interest (e.g., water at a certain ionic

strength). This process is shown in more detail in Fig. 2. The process consists of

three steps: (1) solute charges are gradually reduced to zero in vacuum, (2) the

uncharged solute is inserted into the solvent, and (3) solute charges are gradually

Fig. 1 A schematic comparison of implicit and explicit solvent models. (A) In the implicit solvent

model, a low dielectric solute is surrounded by a continuum of high dielectric solvent. (B) In the explicit

solvent model, solvent is represented by discrete water molecules.
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increased back to their normal values in the solvent. The free energy change in step (2)

is called the nonpolar solvation energy. The sum of the energies associated with

steps (1) and (3) is called the ‘‘charging’’ or polar solvation energy and represents

the solvent’s eVect on the solute charging process. In general, polar and nonpolar

solvation terms act in opposing directions; nonpolar solvation favors compact

structures with small areas and volumes, while polar solvation favors maximum

solvent exposure for all polar groups in the solute.

1. Nonpolar Solvation

One popular approximation for the nonpolar solvation free energy assumes a

linear dependence between the nonpolar solvation energy, G
nonpolar
solv , and the

solvent-accessible surface area (SASA), A (Chothia, 1974; Eisenberg, 1976;

Fig. 2 A thermodynamic cycle illustrating the biomolecular solvation process. The steps are

(1) uncharging the biomolecule in vacuum, (2) transferring the uncharged biomolecule from vacuum

to solvent, and (3) charging the biomolecule back to its normal value in solvent. The nonpolar solvation

free energy is the free energy change in step (2). The polar solvation free energy is the sum of the free

energy changes in steps (1) and (3).
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Massova and Kollman, 2000; Sharp et al., 1991; Spolar et al., 1989; Swanson et al.,

2004; Wesson and Eisenberg, 1992):

G
nonpolar
solv ¼ g �A ð1Þ

where g is a ‘‘surface tension’’ which is typically chosen to reproduce the nonpolar

solvation free energy of alkanes (Sharp et al., 1991; Simonson and Brunger, 1994;

SitkoV et al., 1994b) or model side chain analogues (Eisenberg and McLachlan,

1986; Wesson and Eisenberg, 1992). The surface tension parameter may assume a

single global value used for all atom types or diVerent values may be assigned to

each diVerent type of atom. Although SASA methods have enjoyed surprising

success, they are also subject to several caveats, including widely varying choices of

surface tension parameter (Chothia, 1974; Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986;

Elcock et al., 2001; Sharp et al., 1991; SitkoV et al., 1994a) as well as inaccurate

descriptions of the detailed aspects of nonpolar solvation energy (Gallicchio and

Levy, 2004), peptide conformations (Su and Gallicchio, 2004), and protein nonpo-

lar solvation forces (Wagoner and Baker, 2004). Some of these problems have been

fixed by new models which include the small but important attractive van der

Waals interactions between solvent and solute (Gallicchio and Levy, 2004;

Gallicchio et al., 2000, 2002; Wagoner and Baker, 2006) as well as repulsive

solvent-accessible volume terms (Wagoner and Baker, 2006).

2. Polar Solvation

Implicit solvent methods have been used to study polar solvation and electro-

statics for over 80 years, starting with work by Born on ion solvation (1920),

Linderström-Lang (1924) and Tanford and Kirkwood (1957) on protein titration,

Manning on ion distributions surrounding nucleic acids (1978), Flanagan et al.

(1981) on the pH dependence of hemoglobin dimer assembly, and Warwicker and

Watson (1982) on the electrostatic potential of realistic protein geometries.

Although they can be considerably diVerent in their details and implementation,

implicit solvent models generally treat the solvent as a high dielectric continuum,

the aqueous ions as a diVuse cloud of charge, and the solute as a fixed array of

point charges that are embedded in a lower dielectric continuum. Despite the

limitations of these assumptions, implicit solvent models often give a good

coarse-grained description of solvation energetics and have enjoyed widespread

use over recent years.

Regardless of the particular type of implicit solvent model, the behavior of

electrostatic interactions is generally determined by a few basic properties of the

system, illustrated in Fig. 3: the charges, radii, and ‘‘dielectric constant’’ of the

solute; the charges and radii of aqueous ionic species; and the radii and dielectric

constant of the solvent. The relationship of these specific parameters to solvation

energies and forces will be described in more detail in Sections III.C and III.D.
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C. Poisson–Boltzmann Methods

The Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) equation is a popular continuum description of

electrostatics for the biomolecular system. Although there are a number of ways to

derive the PB equation based on statistical mechanics (Holm et al., 2001), the

simplest derivation begins with Poisson’s equation (Bockris and Reddy, 1998;

Jackson, 1975) (in SI units),

�r�eð0xÞrfð0xÞ ¼ rð0xÞ ð2Þ
the basic equation for describing the electrostatic potential fð0xÞ at point 0x gener-

ated by a charge distribution rð0xÞ in an environment with a dielectric permittivity

coeYcient eð0xÞ (Jackson, 1975; Landau et al., 1982).

The coeYcient eð0xÞ is given by 0x where e0 ¼ 8:8542� 10�12 C2=Nm2 is the

electrostatic permittivity of vacuum and erð0xÞ is the dielectric coeYcient or the

relative electrostatic permittivity. The dielectric coeYcient erð0xÞ describes the

local polarizability of the material: that is, the generation of local dipole densities

in response to the applied fields and changes in charge. The functional form of

this coeYcient depends on the shape of the biomolecule; erð0xÞ assumes lower

values of 2–20 in the biomolecular interior and higher values of �80, the value for

Fig. 3 Description of the terms in the Poisson–Boltzmann equation: (A) the dielectric permittivity

coeYcient eð0xÞ is much smaller inside the biomolecule than outside the biomolecule, with a rapid change

in value across the solvent-accessible biomolecular surface, (B) the ion-accessibility parameter k2ð0xÞ is
proportional to the bulk ionic strength outside the ion-accessible biomolecular surface, and (C) the

biomolecular charge distribution is defined as the collection of point charges located at the center of

each atom.
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water at room temperature, in solvent-accessible regions. The distinction between

biomolecular ‘‘interior’’ and ‘‘exterior’’ used to assign dielectric coeYcients is

imprecise; as a result, a variety of diVerent definitions for the biomolecular

surface and dielectric coeYcient have been developed (Connolly, 1985; Grant

et al., 2001; Im et al., 1998; Lee and Richards, 1971; Warwicker and Watson,

1982).

In order to continue the derivation of the PB equation, we assume the charge

distribution rð0xÞ includes two contributions: the solute charges rfð0xÞ and

the aqueous ‘‘mobile’’ ions rmð0xÞ. The solute charge distribution is generally

described by a collection of N point charges located at each solute atom’s

position 0xi and scaled by that atom’s charge Qi; that is, the solute charge distribu-

tion is the summation of a set of delta functions rf ð0xÞ ¼
X

i
Qidð0x � 0xiÞ. Neglect-

ing explicit interactions between the aqueous ions (Holm et al., 2001), the

mobile charges are modeled as a continuous ‘‘charge cloud’’ described by a

Boltzmann distribution (McQuarrie, 2000). For m ion species with charges

qj, bulk concentrations cj, and steric potential Vjð0xÞ (a potential that pre-

vents biomolecule–ion overlap), the mobile ion charge distribution is

rmð0xÞ ¼
Xm

j
cjqj exp½�qjfð0xÞ=kBT � Vjð0xÞ=kBT �, where kB is Boltzmann’s con-

stant and T is the absolute temperature. Combining both the solute and ion charge

distributions with the Poisson equation, Eq. (2), gives the full PB equation:

�r�eð0xÞrfð0xÞ¼
XN
i¼1

Qidð0x� 0xiÞþ
Xm
j¼1

cjqj exp½�qjfð0xÞ=kBT�Vjð0xÞ=kBT � ð3Þ

A common simplification is that the exponential term exp½�qjfð0xÞ=kBT � can be

approximated by the linear term in its Taylor series expansion �qjfð0xÞ=kBT for

jqjfð0xÞ=kBT j � 1. With this linearization and by assuming the steric occlusions

are the same for all ion species (Vj ¼ V for all j), Eq. (3) reduces to the linearized

PB equation:

�r�eð0xÞrfð0xÞ þ eð0xÞk2ð0xÞfð0xÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

Qidð0x � 0xiÞ ð4Þ

where k2ð0xÞ, related to a modified inverse Debye–Hückel screening length (Debye

and Hückel, 1923), is given by

k2ð0xÞ ¼ exp
�Vð0xÞ
kBT

� �
� 2Ie2c
kBTeð0xÞ ð5Þ

where I ¼ 1=2
Xm

j
cjq

2
j =e

2
c is the ionic strength and ec is the unit electric charge.

Once the PB equation is solved, the electrostatic potential is known for the entire

system. Given this potential, the electrostatic free energy can be evaluated by a
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variety of integral formulations (Gilson, 1995; Micu et al., 1997; Sharp and Honig,

1990). The simplest, for the linearized PB equation, is

Gel ¼ 1

2

XN
i¼1

Qifð0xiÞ ð6Þ

It is also possible to diVerentiate integral formulations of the electrostatic energy

with respect to atomic position to obtain the electrostatic or polar solvation force

on each atom (Gilson et al., 1993; Im et al., 1998).

Analytical solutions of the PB equation are not available for biomolecules with

realistic shapes and charge distributions. Numerical methods for solving the PB

equation were first introduced by Warwicker and Watson (1982) to obtain the

electrostatic potential at the active site of an enzyme. The most common numerical

techniques for solving the PB equation are based on discretization of the domain of

interest into small regions. Those methods include finite diVerence (Baker et al.,

2001; Davis and McCammon, 1989; Holst and Saied, 1993, 1995; Nicholls and

Honig, 1991), finite element (Baker et al., 2000, 2001; Cortis and Friesner, 1997a,b;

Dyshlovenko, 2002; Holst et al., 2000), and boundary element methods (Allison

and Huber, 1995; Bordner and Huber, 2003; Boschitsch and Fenley, 2004; JuVer
et al., 1991; Zauhar and Morgan, 1988), all of which continue to be developed to

further improve the accuracy and eYciency of electrostatics calculations in the

numerous biomolecular applications described below. The major software

packages that can be used to solve the PB equation are listed in Table I. Many

of these packages are also used for visualization of the electrostatic potential

around biomolecules. Such visualization can provide insight into biomolecular

function and highlight regions of potential interest. Figure 4 shows examples of the

visualization of electrostatic potential calculated with Adaptive Poisson-Boltz-

mann solver (APBS) (Baker et al., 2001) and visualized with Visual Molecular

Dynamics (VMD) (Humphrey et al., 1996).

Table I
Major PB Equation Solver

Software package URL

APBS (Baker et al., 2001) http://apbs.sf.net/

Delphi (Rocchia et al., 2001) http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/delphi/

MEAD (Bashford, 1997) http://www.scripps.edu/mb/bashford/

ZAP (Grant et al., 2001) http://www.eyesopen.com/products/toolkits/zap.html

UHBD (Madura et al., 1995) http://mccammon.ucsd.edu/uhbd.html

Jaguar (Cortis and Friesner, 1997a,b) http://www.schrodinger.com/

CHARMM (MacKerell et al., 1998) http://yuri.harvard.edu

Amber (Luo et al., 2002) http://amber.scripps.edu
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D. Simpler Models

In addition to the PB methods, simpler approximate models have also been

constructed for continuum electrostatics, including distance-dependent dielectric

functions (Leach, 2001; MacKerell and Nilsson, 2001), analytic continuum meth-

ods (Schaeler and Karplus, 1996), and generalized Born (GB) models (Bashford

and Case, 2000; Dominy and Brooks, 1999; Onufriev et al., 2002; Osapay et al.,

1996; Still et al., 1990). Among these simpler methods, GB is currently the most

popular. The GB model was introduced by Still et al. in 1990 and subsequently

refined by several other researchers (Bashford and Case, 2000; Dominy and

Brooks, 1999; Onufriev et al., 2002; Osapay et al., 1996). The model shares the

same continuum representation of the solvent as the Poisson or PB theories.

Fig. 4 Examples of the visualization of the balanol electrostatic potential in the binding site of protein

kinase A as calculated by APBS (Baker et al., 2001) and visualized with VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996).

(See Plate no. 25 in the Color Plate Section.)
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However, the GB model is based on the analytical solvation energy obtained from

the solution of the Poisson equation for a simple sphere (Born, 1920). The biomo-

lecular electrostatic solvation free energy is approximated by a modified form of

the analytical solvation energy for a sphere (Still et al., 1990):

DGel
solv ffi � 1

2
1� 1

esol

� �X
i;j

QiQj

f GB
ij

ð7Þ

where the self terms as i ¼ j, f GB
ij , are the ‘‘eVective Born radii’’ and the cross terms

as i 6¼ j, f GB
ij , are the eVective interaction distances. The most common form of f GB

ij

(Still et al., 1990) is

f GB
ij ¼ r2ij þ RiRj exp

�r2ij

4RiRj

 !" #1=2
ð8Þ

where Ri are the eVective radii of the atoms and rij are the distance between atoms i

and j. EYciently and accurately calculating the eVective radii is essential for GB

methods. ‘‘Perfect’’ GB radii, which reproduce atom i’s self-energy obtained by

solving the Poisson equation for the biomolecule–solvent system with only atom i

charged, have demonstrated the ability to accurately follow the results of more

detailed models such as PB (Onufriev et al., 2002). However using such ‘‘perfect’’

radii does not directly provide any computational advantage over solving the

Poisson equation. In the absence of perfect radii for every biomolecular conforma-

tion, GB methods fail to capture some aspects of molecular structure included in

more detailed models, such as the PB equation. Nonetheless, GB methods have

become increasingly popular because of their computational eYciency.

E. Limitations of Implicit Solvent Methods

Although implicit solvent methods oVer simpler descriptions of the system and

greater computational eYciency, it is important to recall that these reductions of

complexity and eVort are obtained at the cost of substantial simplification of the

description of the solvent. In particular, implicit solvent methods are capable of

describing only nonspecific interactions between solvent and solute. In general,

explicit solvent methods should be used wherever the detailed interactions between

solvent and solute are important, such as solvent finite size eVects in ion channels

(Nonner et al., 2001), strong solvent–solute interactions (Bhattacharrya et al.,

2003), strong solvent coordination of ionic species (Figueirido et al., 1994; Yu

et al., 2004), and saturation of solvent polarization near a membrane (Lin et al.,

2002). Similarly, as mentioned earlier in the context of RNA–ion interactions,

implicit descriptions of mobile ions can also become questionable in some cases,

such as high ion valency or strong solvent coordination, specific ion–solute
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interactions, and high local ion densities (Holm et al., 2001), where the ions

interact with each other or with the solute directly.

IV. Applications

In the previous section, we discussed the basic concepts behind the computa-

tional tools that can be used to simulate electrostatic interactions in cellular

systems. In this section, we will illustrate the use of these methods, especially PB

methods, to deal with the various biomolecular problems.

A. Solvation Free Energy

As mentioned in Section III.B, the solvation free energy is the free energy of

transferring a solute from a uniform dielectric continuum (a constant dielectric) to

an inhomogeneous medium (a low dielectric solute surrounded by a high dielectric

solvent), which is often divided into two terms: a nonpolar term and a polar term.

The nonpolar term is usually estimated using either SASAor the improvedmethods

discussed in Section III.B.1. For the polar term, as shown in Fig. 5, two PB

calculations are usually performed: (1) calculating the biomolecular electrostatic

free energy, G
ð1Þ
el , in a homogeneous medium with a constant dielectric equal to the

solute’s dielectric coeYcient and (2) calculating the biomolecular electrostatic free

energy, G
ð2Þ
el , in the inhomogeneous medium of interest, for example, a protein in

aqueousmedium. The polar contribution to the solvation free energy is then given by

DGpolar
solv ¼ G

ð2Þ
el � G

ð1Þ
el ð9Þ

Fig. 5 Schematic of a polar solvation free energy calculation; in the initial state, the dielectric

coeYcient is a constant throughout the entire system and equal to the solute’s dielectric coeYcient; in

the final state, the dielectric coeYcient is inhomogeneous and smaller in the solute than in the bulk

solvent.
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Additionally, solving the PB equation twice helps to cancel the numerical

artifacts which arise from the discretization used in finite diVerence and finite

element methods; that is, it reduces the grid size dependence. Although, in most

cases, polar solvation free energy alone is not suYcient to explain the biological

phenomenon, it is the foundation for the other, more complex, electrostatic

calculations described below.

B. Electrostatic Free Energy

The total electrostatic free energy can be easily obtained from the polar solva-

tion free energy by adding the electrostatic free energy of the biomolecule in a

homogeneous medium with a constant dielectric equal to the solute’s dielectric

coeYcient using Coulomb’s law:

Gel ¼ DGpolar
solv þ Gcoul ð10Þ

where

Gcoul ¼
X
i;j

1

4pe0ep
�QiQj

rij
ð11Þ

where rij is the distance between chargeQi andQj and ep is the dielectric coeYcient of

the solute. The resulting electrostatic free energies are the basis for nearly all

applications of continuum electrostatics methods to biomolecular systems.

As a specific example, such electrostatic free energy calculations have been used

to study the electrostatic sequestration of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate

(PIP2) by membrane-adsorbed basic peptides (Wang et al., 2004). PIP2 is a

very important lipid in the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane (Cantley,

2002; De Camilli et al., 1996; Irvine, 2002; Martin, 2001; McLaughlin et al., 2002;

Payrastre et al., 2001; Raucher et al., 2000; Toker, 1998; Yin and Janmey, 2003)

with a net charge of –4e on the lipid head group. By calculating the electrostatic

free energy of laterally sequestering a PIP2 lipid from a region of ‘‘bulk’’ membrane

to a region in the vicinity of a membrane-absorbed basic peptide, Wang et al

demonstrated that nonspecific electrostatic interactions provide a driving force

for the lateral sequestration of PIP2 by membrane-adsorbed basic peptides (Rauch

et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2001a, 2002, 2004). Such lateral sequestration of PIP2

is thought to contribute to the regulation of PIP2 function by controlling its

accessibility to other proteins (Laux et al., 2000; McLaughlin et al., 2002).

C. Folding Free Energies

Biomolecular native (folded) structure is very important for proper performance

of their biological functions. However, accurately determining the mechanism by

which electrostatic interactions aVect the stability of bimolecular native structure is
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still a challenging experimental and computational question. The electrostatic

contribution to the biomolecular folding stability is usually defined as the diVer-
ence in electrostatic free energy between folded (Gel

folded) and unfolded (Gel
unfolded)

states:

DGel
folding ¼ Gel

folded � Gel
unfolded ð12Þ

If DGel
folding < 0, from the electrostatic point of view, the folded structure is more

stable than the unfolded structure. If DGel
folding reduces in response to a mutation,

that is, if DDGel
folding ¼ DGel;m

folding � DGel;w
folding < 0, this mutation makes the folded

protein more stable. This method has been widely used to study electrostatic

contribution to protein folding stabilities through mutations that involve charged

or polar residues. For example, Bacillus caldolyticus cold shock protein (Bc-Csp) is

a thermophilic protein that diVers from B. subtilis cold shock protein B (Bs-CspB),

its mesophilic homologue, in 11 of its 66 residues (Delbruck et al., 2001; Mueller

et al., 2000). Through mutational studies, which reduced the sequence diVerences
between these two protein molecules, both experimental (Delbruck et al., 2001;

Mueller et al., 2000; Pace, 2000; Perl et al., 2000; Perl and Schmid, 2001) and PB

calculations (Zhou and Dong, 2003) demonstrated that the diVerence in stability of

these two proteins arises mostly from the interactions among the three residues:

Arg 3, Glu 46, and Leu 66 in Bc-Csp, as compared with Glu 3, Ala 46, and Glu 66

in Bs-CspB. The removal of the repulsion between Glu 3 and Glu 66 and the

creation of a favorable salt bridge between Arg 3 and Glu 46 are the main

reasons that Bc-Csp is more stable than Bs-CspB at higher temperatures. More-

over, the excellent agreement between PB calculations and experimental data

(the correlation coeYcient is 0.98) implies that electrostatic interactions dominate

the thermostability of thermophilic proteins (Zhou and Dong, 2003).

D. Binding Free Energies

The binding of biomolecules is fundamental to cellular activity. The simplest

type of binding energy calculations are performed on the biomolecular complex

assuming a rigid conformation; that is, without any conformational changes on

binding, which is clearly not realistic, but often provides useful initial estimates for

relative biomolecular binding aYnities. Figure 6 illustrates the procedure to calcu-

late the polar contribution to the binding free energy, DGel
binding, which is given by

DGel
binding ¼ Gel

complex � ðGel
mol1 þ Gel

mol2Þ
¼ ½DGsolv

complex � ðDGsolv
mol1 þ DGsolv

mol2Þ� þ ½Gcoul
complex � ðGcoul

mol1 þ Gcoul
mol2Þ�

¼ DDGsolv
binding þ DGcoul

binding

ð13Þ
where DDGsolv

binding ¼ DGsolv
complex � ðDGsolv

mol1 þ DGsolv
mol2Þ is the polar solvation free ener-

gy change on binding with the DGsolv
i values calculated according to Eq. (9) above.
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The quantity DGcoul
binding ¼ Gcoul

complex � ðGcoul
mol1 þ Gcoul

mol2Þ is the Coulombic free energy

change on binding with the DGcoul
i values calculated according to Eq. (11) above.

For the more general situation in which biomolecules experience conformational

changes during the binding process, MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA methods

(Kollman et al., 2000; Swanson et al., 2004) are commonly used to calculate

the binding free energy. The nature of these methods can be best understood

through their acronym: MM stands for the molecular mechanics force fields

used to calculate the intramolecular and direct intermolecular contributions to

binding free energies; PB and GB refer to the implicit solvent methods used

to calculate the electrostatic contributions, and SA stands for SASA methods

used to calculate the nonpolar contributions to binding free energies.

Binding free energy calculations using continuum solvation models have been

successfully performed on many diVerent biomolecular complexes (Dong et al.,

2003; Eisenberg and McLachlan, 1986; Green and Tidor, 2005; Massova and

Kollman, 2000; Misra et al., 1998; Murray et al., 1997; Sept et al., 1999, 2003;

Wang et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2001). As specific examples, binding free energy

calculations have been performed to investigate the roles of charged residues

at the interface of barnase (an extracellular ribonuclease) and barstar (a protein

inhibitor), which have been a popular test case for both computational

+

+

−ΔGmol1
solv ΔGcomplex

solv

ΔGbinding
coul

ΔGbinding
el

−ΔGmol2
solv

Fig. 6 Thermodynamic cycle illustrating the standard procedure for calculating the electrostatic

contribution to the binding free energy of a complex with rigid body. The steps are as follows:

(1) transfer the isolated molecule from a inhomogeneous dielectric into a homogeneous dielectric, the

free energy change is �ðDGsolv
mol1 þ DGsolv

mol2Þ; (2) form the complex from isolated molecules in a homoge-

neous dielectric, the free energy change is DGcoul
binding, (3) transfer the complex from the homogeneous

dielectric into the inhomogeneous dielectric, the free energy change is DGsolv
complex.
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(Dong et al., 2003; Gabdoulline and Wade, 1997, 1998, 2001; Lee and Tidor, 2001;

Sheinerman and Honig, 2002; Spaar and Helms, 2005; Spaar et al., 2006; Wang

and Wade, 2003) and experimental studies of protein–protein interactions (Frisch

et al., 1997; Schreiber and Fersht, 1993, 1995). In particular, PB calculations

(Dong et al., 2003) successfully reproduced the experimental result (Frisch et al.,

1997; Schreiber and Fersht, 1993, 1995) that cross-interface salt bridges and

hydrogen bonds dominate the binding aYnities of barnase and barstar (Dong

et al., 2003).

E. pKa Calculations

The presence of ionizable sites, which can exchange protons with their environ-

ment, produces pH-dependent phenomena in proteins and has a significant influ-

ence on the protein’s function. The correct prediction of protein titration states is

important for the analysis of enzyme mechanisms, protein stability, and molecular

recognition. As mentioned earlier, eVorts have been underway for more than 80

years (Alexov, 2003; Antosiewicz et al., 1996b; Bastyns et al., 1996; Fitch et al.,

2002; Georgescu et al., 2002; Jensen et al., 2005; Krieger et al., 2006; Li et al., 2002,

2004; Linderström-Lang, 1924; Luo et al., 1998; Nielsen and McCammon, 2003;

Nielsen and Vriend, 2001) to correctly predict protein titration states and under-

stand the determinants of pKas for amino acids in protein environments (see

chapter 26 by Whitten et al., this volume).

The free energy change, DG, for protonation of a single ionizable site at a given

pH may be written as (Linderström-Lang, 1924; Tanford and Kirkwood, 1957)

DG ¼ Gel
protonated � Gel

deprotonated ¼ ðkBT ln10ÞðpH� pKaÞ ð14Þ

where pKa ¼ �log10Ka and Ka ¼ ½Hþ�½A��=½HA� is the equilibrium constant for

the dissociation of proton Hþ and its conjugate site A�; kB is Boltzmann’s con-

stant; and T is the absolute temperature. A widely used assumption in pKa predic-

tions is that any pKa diVerences of an ionizable site when located in a protein

versus in a model compound are solely determined by the diVerence in the electro-

static free energy required to protonate that site in the protein versus the model

compound. Thus, the pKaof the single ionizable site in protein is given by

pKa ¼ pK0 � DDG=ðkBT ln10Þ ð15Þ

where DDG ¼ DGprotein � DGmodel and pK0 is the pKa of the isolated ionizable site

in the model compound. In general, proteins have multiple ionizable sites and the

protonation energetics of these diVerent sites are coupled, as discussed below.

Single-site pKa predictions have successfully reproduced measured pKas for diVer-
ent residues in several diVerent proteins (Dong and Zhou, 2002; Dong et al., 2003)
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and therefore have some predictive power. However, a more complete treatment of

ionizable residues in proteins considers the coupling between all the ionizable sites.

There are a number of techniques for treating such coupling (Antosiewicz et al.,

1996a,b; Bashford, 2004; Beroza et al., 1991; Tanford and Roxby, 1972), and

thereby determining the complete titration state of the protein. Unfortunately,

such methods are complex and are beyond the scope of the current discussion.

F. Biomolecular Association Rates

BD calculations are popular methods to simulate the relative diVusional motion

between two solute particles and thereby estimate the rate of diVusion-controlled
binding between two molecules (Ermak and McCammon, 1978; Northrup et al.,

1984).Given the importance of electrostatic interactions in biomolecular association,

BD simulations are usually combined with continuum electrostatic calculations to

provide the most accurate estimates of diVusion-limited encounter rates (Allison and

McCammon, 1985; Davis and McCammon, 1990a; Gabdoulline and Wade, 2001,

2002; Ilin et al., 1995; Madura et al., 1995; Sept et al., 1999). Such calculations have

been used in numerous diVusional encounter rate calculations, including simulations

of small molecule interactions with enzymes (Allison and McCammon, 1985; Davis

et al., 1991; Elcock et al., 1996; Luty et al., 1993; Madura and McCammon, 1989;

Radic et al., 1997; Sines et al., 1992; Tan et al., 1993; Tara et al., 1998), simulations of

protein–protein encounter (Elcock et al., 1999, 2001; Gabdoulline and Wade, 1997,

2001; Sept et al., 1999; Spaar et al., 2006), as well as functional assessment of

diVerences in protein electrostatics (Livesay et al., 2003).

V. Conclusion and Future Directions

Computer simulation is becoming an increasingly routine way to help with drug

discovery or other applications requiring a detailed understanding of molecular

interactions. A correct understanding of the energetic interactions within and

between biomolecules is essential for such simulations. Among the various con-

tributions to these energies, electrostatic interactions are of special importance

because of their long range and strength. In this chapter, we have covered some of

the computational methods that are currently available to model the electrostatic

interactions in biomolecular systems, ranging from highly detailed explicit solvent

methods to simpler PB and GB methods. There are several reviews available on all

of these methods which provide a more in-depth discussion of the diVerent solva-
tion approaches. The reviews of Ponder and Case (2003) as well as the texts of

Becker et al. (2001), Leach (2001), and Schlick (2002) provide excellent back-

ground on explicit solvent methods. There also are several reviews available for

implicit solvent methods (see Baker, 2005a; Bashford and Case, 2000; Honig and

Nicholls, 1995; Roux and Simonson, 1999; Simonson, 2003), including a particularly

thorough treatment by Lamm (2003), a discussion of current PB limitations by
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Baker (2005b), and an up-to-date discussion of current challenges for GB methods

byFeig andBrooks (2004). For additional background andmore in-depth discussion

of the principles and limitations of continuum electrostatics, interested readers

should see the general volume by Jackson (1975) and Landau et al. (1982), the

electrochemistry text of Bockris et al. (1998), the colloid theory treatise by Verwey

and Overbeek (1999), or the excellent collection of condensed matter electrostatics

articles assembled by Holm et al. (2001).
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Abstract

Detailed description of the structural and physical basis of allostery, coopera-

tivity, and other manifestations of long-range communication between binding

sites in proteins remains elusive. Here we describe an ensemble-based structural-

thermodynamic model capable of treating explicitly the coupling between ligand

binding reactions, local fluctuations in structure, and global conformational tran-

sitions. The Hþ binding reactions of staphylococcal nuclease and the eVects of pH
on its stability were used to illustrate the properties of proteins that can be

described quantitatively with this model. Each microstate in the native ensemble

was modeled to have dual structural character; some regions were treated as folded

and retained the same atomic geometry as in the crystallographic structure while

other regions were treated thermodynamically as if they were unfolded. Two sets of

pKa values were used to describe the aYnity of each Hþ binding site. One set,

calculated with a standard continuum electrostatics method, describes Hþ binding

to sites in folded parts of the protein. A second set of pKa values, obtained from

model compounds in water, was used to describe Hþ binding to sites in unfolded

regions. An empirical free energy function, parameterized to reproduce folding

thermodynamics measured by diVerential scanning calorimetry, was used to calcu-

late the probability of each microstate. The eVects of pH on the distribution

of microstates were determined by the Hþ binding properties of each microstate.

The validity of the calculations was established by comparison with a number of

diVerent experimental observables.

I. Introduction

The ability of many proteins to couple structural rearrangements to the binding

or release of ligands and cofactors is central to their biological function. This

coupling is the basis of allostery, cooperativity, and of most energy transduction

processes. Previous attempts to understand the physical basis of ligand-linked

structural transitions have focused on large-scale cooperative transitions between

diVerent macroscopic states. This is epitomized by the T to R transition used to

describe the energetics of ligand binding to hemoglobin (Wyman, 1964). In the

prevailing, classical view of cooperativity, a fixed number of conformational states

are considered, each with a diVerent aYnity for ligands. The diVerential ligand
binding properties of the states can be used to describe ligand-driven conforma-

tional transitions rigorously. The problem with these models is that they contribute

no mechanistic insight into the structural determinants of allostery, cooperativity,

and all other manifestations of communication between distant sites in proteins.

Hydrogen exchange and relaxation experiments based on NMR spectroscopy

demonstrate that proteins are continuously undergoing small-scale conformation-

al fluctuations that involve more or less independent movements of the diVerent
structural regions of the protein (Englander, 2000; and references within). An
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immediate consequence of these fluctuations is that each macroscopic state of a

protein is best described as an ensemble of many interconverting microstates.

Despite this observation, little is known about the structural and thermodynamic

character of the local fluctuations, how they govern the energetics and other

solution properties of proteins, how they are coupled to larger-scale fluctuations

of proteins, or of their relationship to structural cooperativity, allostery, energy

transduction, and biological function in general. Here we use the proton (Hþ)
binding properties of proteins to demonstrate the capabilities of an ensemble

model that addresses these issues quantitatively.

Hþ binding reactions of proteins are ideally suited for studying the coupling

between ligand binding equilibria, microscopic fluctuations, and macroscopic

conformational transitions for several reasons: (1) Global Hþ binding reactions

can be measured for proteins with potentiometric methods (Nozaki and Tanford,

1967b; Roxby and Tanford, 1971). (2) Hþ binding reactions can also be measured

for individual sites by NMR spectroscopy (Alexandrescu et al., 1988; Oliveberg

et al., 1995; Tan et al., 1995). (3) The aYnity for Hþ at each titratable site is related

to the electrostatic potential, which can be calculated with continuum methods

based on classical electrostatics theory. The molecular determinants of pKa

values of the titratable groups in proteins are relatively well understood, and the

changes in pKa can be related to changes in structure (Antosiewicz et al., 1994,

1996; Honig and Nicholls, 1995; Yang and Honig, 1993, 1994). (4) Hþ binding

reactions are exquisitely sensitive to the microenvironment of the Hþ binding sites.

In general, the pKa of ionizable groups in ordered and disordered parts of proteins

tend to be very diVerent. Therefore, each Hþ binding site acts as a probe of local

and global stability and conformation. (5) Hþ binding is coupled to the global

unfolding of proteins. The pH dependence of stability and the acid unfolding

profile of a protein reflect net diVerential Hþ binding between native and nonnative

conformers. Because of these properties, Hþ binding reactions can be used to

relate site-specific ligand binding, local fluctuations, and global structural transi-

tions. To this end, a structural thermodynamic model of proteins is needed that can

describe the population of microstates of a protein and the eVects of pH on the

distribution of microstates of the ensemble.

According to the ergodic hypothesis, the time-averaged behavior of a single

protein molecule is equivalent to the instantaneous average of a large ensemble

of protein molecules (Hill, 1960). Local conformational fluctuations about the

folded protein result in an ensemble of microstates. The observed solution behavior

of the ensemble is the energy-weighted contribution of all conformational micro-

states that are populated under a condition specified by pressure, temperature, pH,

and other physical environmental variables. The measured value of any extensive

physical property, hai, is given by the sum of the individual contributions of all the

micostates that comprise the native state ensemble

hai ¼
X
i

ai � Pi ð1Þ
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where ai is the extensive physical property of state i and Pi the probability of state i.

Under equilibrium solution conditions, the probability of populating any micro-

state i is given by

Pi ¼ Ki

Q
: ð2Þ

The statistical weight, Ki, is defined as the relative Gibbs free energy, DGi, of

each microstate (Ki ¼ e�DGiRT , where R is the gas constant and T is absolute

temperature). The partition function, Q, is defined as the sum of the statistical

weights of all microstates in the ensemble (Q ¼ P
Ki).

The central problem with ensemble-based calculations is with the treatment of

the ensemble. In our model, the ensemble of states was generated with a structure-

based algorithm known as COREX (Hilser and Freire, 1996). In this algorithm,

the native state of a protein is treated as an ensemble representing the diVerent
conformers of the protein. The set of microstates that constitute the ensemble are

generated from a high-resolution crystal structure. They diVer in the extent and

location of regions that retain the native fold and that are treated thermodynami-

cally as if they were unfolded. In this chapter, we show how the ensemble model

has been modified to account for the eVects of ligands on the conformational

ensemble. The results of the calculations suggest that this model will contribute

novel insight about how conformational fluctuations are reflected in solution

properties of protein.

To test the ability of the model to describe the protein ensemble accurately, the

original COREX algorithm was used initially to describe site-specific hydrogen

exchange data measured by NMR spectroscopy (Hilser, 2001; Hilser and Freire,

1996, 1997; Hilser et al., 1997, 1998). Previous studies have shown that COREX

calculations successfully reproduce a variety of other solution properties as well

(Babu et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006; Pan et al., 2000; Pometun et al., 2006; Whitten

et al., 2005, 2006; Wooll et al., 2000). The success of the prior calculations suggests

that contributions from the small conformational excursions that occur even under

native conditions can dominate the solution properties of proteins. Interest in

expanding the algorithm to account for pH-dependent processes in proteins was

driven partly by the wealth of interesting biological processes that are governed

physiologically by changes in pH and by the need to explain the structural and

physical bases of these eVects. Many proteins have evolved to harness small

diVerences in pH to trigger physiologically important conformational changes.

The cellular traYcking of hematopoietins (French et al., 1995; Sarkar et al., 2002,

2003), the regulation of oxygen aYnity by hemoglobin (Ackers, 1998), the activa-

tion of many bacterial toxins (Ren et al., 1999), and key steps in the infectivity

cycles of viruses as diverse as polio (Hogle, 2002), influenza (Baker and Agard,

1994; Bullough et al., 1994; Gamblin et al., 2004), and HIV (Ehrlich et al., 2001)
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are all examples of physiologically relevant processes where function is regulated

through pH-triggered structural transitions. Another reason that the model was

expanded to account for the eVects of ligands (i.e., Hþ) on the distribution of

microstates in the ensemble was the possibility it oVered to account quantitatively

for the consequences of structural fluctuations on electrostatic properties of proteins.

There are several structure-based, continuum electrostatics methods for calcula-

tion of pKa values and Hþ binding energetics of proteins (Antosiewicz et al., 1994,

1996; Honig and Nicholls, 1995; Yang and Honig, 1993, 1994). These methods,

based on classical electrostatic theory and statistical thermodynamics, have been

invaluable for dissecting the factors that determine the pKa values of proteins. It is

well established that they are not yet useful to describe Hþ-driven conformational

transitions of proteins (Fitch et al., 2006) and that the central failure of these

algorithms is related to their inability to describe quantitatively the manner

in which structural dynamics contribute to the Hþ binding properties of proteins.

Past studies have shown that continuum calculations can yield pKa values consis-

tent with those measured experimentally under solution conditions or in cases

in which local conformational reorganization is not an important determinant

of the Hþ binding reaction (Antosiewicz et al., 1994, 1996; Honig and Nicholls,

1995; Yang and Honig, 1993, 1994). The formalism described ahead aVords a

novel way of accounting for dynamic eVects in Hþ binding reactions without

having to study the dynamics proper. Instead, the focus is on realistic and quanti-

tative descriptions of the eVects of Hþ on the distribution of microstates in the

protein ensemble.

II. The EVect of pH on the Conformational Ensemble

A. Thermodynamic Model of the Conformational Ensemble

Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase) was selected for these studies because the

experimental thermodynamics of acid unfolding and the energetics of ionization

of its titratable residues have been characterized previously (Fitch et al., 2006;

Garcı́a-Moreno et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2002a,b; Meeker et al., 1996; Whitten, 1999;

Whitten and Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000). The crystallographic structure of SNase

(1stn.pdb; Hynes and Fox, 1991) was used as a template to generate computation-

ally a conformational ensemble using the COREX algorithm (Hilser and Freire,

1996). The COREX algorithm generates a large number of diVerent conformers

through the combinatorial unfolding of a set of predefined folding units (Hilser

and Freire, 1996, 1997; Hilser et al., 1997, 1998, 2001). Overlay of the folding units

on the protein is independent of secondary structure content and includes all

possible combinations of one or more folding units applied to the protein struc-

ture. By means of a register shift in the boundaries of the folding units, an
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exhaustive enumeration of partially unfolded states is achieved. In the calculations

with SNase, a folding unit size of eight residues was used. The ensemble

thus generated consists of 1,179,629 partially folded microstates. Each microstate

has some regions that are folded and some regions that are treated thermodynami-

cally as if they were unfolded. The folded regions retain the conformation of

the native state, whereas the unfolded regions are treated structurally and

thermodynamically as unfolded polypeptides (see Fig. 1A).
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Fig. 1 The SNase conformational ensemble as calculated by the COREX algorithm. (A) Shown is a

sample of 12 (out of more than 106) of the more probable conformational states. Ensemble states

displayed on the left were chosen among those that retained most of the native structure, whereas

those on the right were chosen among the mostly unfolded states. Segments of SNase colored red

indicate regions of protein that would be folded; regions colored yellow would be unfolded. To illustrate

the concept that the unfolded segments freely sample accessible conformational space, these regions

were modeled in the figure as multiple flexible loops. (B) Natural logarithm of the calculated residue

stability constants, kf, for SNase. The locations of the secondary structural elements are as indicated.

(C) Ensemble-averaged or ‘‘single-molecule’’ representation of the residue stability constants projected

onto the native structure of SNase. Residues shown in red are calculated as stable, whereas residues

shown in yellow are calculated to have the least stability. If a single molecule were to be observed over a

suYcient period of time, regions colored yellow would be observed to fluctuate to a greater extent than

those colored red. All molecular diagrams in this chapter were made using the program PyMol

(DeLano, 2002). (See Plate no. 26 in the Color Plate Section.)
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To describe the ensemble quantitatively it is necessary to identify the microstates

that are populated under any given set of conditions. This requires the calculation

of the relative Gibbs free energy for each microstate i of the ensemble DGi. The DGi

values were calculated with empirical functions that reproduce folding thermody-

namic parameters measured with diVerential scanning calorimetry (DCpi, DHi, and

DSi) through parameterization based on solvent accessible surface areas (Baldwin,

1986; D’Aquino et al., 1996; Gómez et al., 1995; Hebermann and Murphy, 1996;

Lee et al., 1994; Luque et al., 1996; Murphy and Freire, 1992; Murphy et al., 1992;

Xie and Freire, 1994). The values calculated for DGiwere substituted into Eq. (2) to

calculate the probability of each microstate and consequently, the conformational

partition function. Figure 1A represents some of the more probable conformation-

al microstates calculated for SNase by the COREX algorithm. For illustrative

purposes, microstates in this figure were purposely selected among those that were

either mostly folded or mostly unfolded.

The propensity of any region in a protein to undergo structural fluctuations can

be determined from the microstate probabilities [Eq. (2)]. Defined as the residue

stability constant, kf, the local stability of each residue for the native fold is

calculated as the ratio of the summed probabilities of all microstates in the

ensemble in which a particular residue j is in a folded conformation, Pf, j, to the

summed probability of all microstates in which residue j is in an unfolded (or

nonfolded) conformation, Pnf, j

kf; j ¼ Pf; j

Pnf; j
ð3Þ

The residue stability constants for SNase are shown in Fig. 1B. High stability

constants identify residues that are folded in the majority of the most probable

microstates, whereas lower stability constants identify residues that are unfolded in

many of those microstates. In SNase, most residues with higher stability constants

are located in b-strands 3–6 and in the a-helices. Lower stability constants are found
in residues in b-strands 1 and 2, and, most dramatically, the loop connecting

b-strand 4 to a-helix 1. It has been shown previously, with SNase and many other

proteins, that the regional distribution of stability throughout a protein structure

determined from Eq. (3) correlates well with experimental hydrogen-deuterium

exchange data (Hilser, 2001; Hilser and Freire, 1996, 1997; Hilser et al., 1997, 1998).

A ‘‘single-molecule’’ representation of the ensemble of SNase is shown in

Fig. 1C. In this figure, the native structure is color coded according to the proba-

bility of finding any particular residue in the native fold. Regions colored in red are

calculated to be the most stable ones (i.e., these residues possess the highest

stability constants) and, if it were possible to view a single molecule of SNase

over a long period of time, these residues would be the ones that would fluctu-

ate the least. In contrast, residues colored in yellow would be observed to fluctuate

(i.e., unfold) most often.
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B. pH Modulation of the Conformational Ensemble

The theory of linked functions explains that the eVect of increasing concentra-

tion of ligand is to stabilize those states of the ensemble which have greater aYnity

for that ligand (Wyman, 1948, 1964). In terms of the eVects of pH on the ensemble,

a decrease in solution pH will stabilize those microstates with net higher pKa values

because the Hþ binding sites can bind Hþ. Conversely, an increase in solution

pH will stabilize the states with net lower pKa values. This is the eVect that we
aim to reproduce by introducing Hþ binding terms explicitly into the ensemble

calculations.

To account for the eVects of pH on the equilibrium distribution of microstates in

the ensemble, it is necessary to treat the Hþ binding properties of ionizable groups

with two diVerent sets of pKa values. One set describes the Hþ binding properties

of the ionizable groups in structured, native-like regions of any ensemble state.

For purposes of our calculations, the pKa values in this set were estimated using

continuum electrostatic methods based on the finite diVerence (FD) solution of the

linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Antosiewicz et al., 1994, 1996). Details of

FD calculations with SNase using the University of Houston Brownian Dynamics

package for these specific calculations have been presented elsewhere (Fitch et al.,

2002). The pKa values calculated with this method are provided in Table I (pKa,FD).

A second set of pKa values was used to describe the titration of sites that were in

unfolded parts of the protein. This second set consisted of the pKa values measured

experimentally in model compounds in water (Matthew et al., 1985; Schaefer et al.,

1998) and are also listed in Table I (pKa,nf).

For each state of the ensemble, titratable residues in unfolded regions were

assigned the model compound pKa values (pKa,nf). Similarly, the ionizable groups

in the N- and C-terminal regions of the protein, which are not resolved in any

known crystal structure of SNase, were assigned pKa,nf values. Titratable groups in

folded regions were assigned pKa values based on the solvent accessibility of the

titratable atoms. This was done to correct for the case in which a residue may reside

in a folded region, however, due to the unfolding of segments of the protein that

pack against the titratable site, the ionizable group is exposed to solvent. To apply

this correction term in an entirely general manner, a cutoV threshold was deter-

mined by comparison of calculated and measured Hþ binding curves for the entire

protein (see Fig. 2B. The Hþ binding curve of the ensemble is

hZðpHÞi ¼
X
i

ZðpHÞi � PðpHÞi ð4Þ

where Z(pH)i is the number of Hþ bound to microstate i as a function of pH.

P (pH)i is the pH-dependent probability of each microstate determined by adding

the binding polynomial (Wyman and Gill, 1990) to Eq. (2)

PðpHÞi ¼
Q

jð1þ 10ðpKa;i;j�pHÞÞKiP
i

�Q
jð1þ 10ðpKa;i;j�pHÞÞKi

� ð5Þ
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Table I
pKa Values of the Titratable Groups of SNase Used in the Ensemble Based Numerical Calculations

Residue pKWT
a;FD pKPHS

a;FD pKa,nfa pKa,GdnHClb pKWT
a;FD pKPHS

a;FD pKa,nfa pKa,GdnHClb

N terminus 7.40* 7.40* 7.40 7.60 Lys-5 10.40* 10.40* 10.40 10.60

C terminus 3.50* 3.50* 3.50 3.40 Lys-6 10.44 10.40* 10.40 10.60

Lys-9 11.94 12.24 10.40 10.60

Glu-10 2.57 4.10 4.50 4.38 Lys-16 9.97 10.10 10.40 10.60

Glu-43 5.09 4.83 4.50 4.38 Lys-24 10.24 9.80 10.40 10.60

Glu-52 2.13 2.61 4.50 4.38 Lys-28 11.00 11.02 10.40 10.60

Glu-57 3.67 3.76 4.50 4.38 Lys-45 11.55 11.56 10.40 10.60

Glu-67 2.89 2.85 4.50 4.38 Lys-48 10.56 10.37 10.40 10.60

Glu-73 3.70 3.82 4.50 4.38 Lys-49 11.35 11.37 10.40 10.60

Glu-75 1.29 3.13 4.50 4.38 Lys-53 11.77 10.90 10.40 10.60

Glu-101 2.25 2.80 4.50 4.38 Lys-63 11.48 11.20 10.40 10.60

Glu-122 2.85 2.58 4.50 4.38 Lys-64 10.77 10.28 10.40 10.60

Glu-129 1.21 2.47 4.50 4.38 Lys-70 10.66 10.35 10.40 10.60

Glu-135 3.30 2.85 4.50 4.38 Lys-71 10.78 11.77 10.40 10.60

Glu-142 4.50* 4.50* 4.50 4.38 Lys-78 10.52 11.34 10.40 10.60

Lys-84 11.54 11.42 10.40 10.60

Asp-19 2.47 2.39 4.00 3.88 Lys-97 11.06 10.88 10.40 10.60

Asp-21 0.52 1.27 4.00 3.88 Lys-110 11.05 11.98 10.40 10.60

Asp-40 2.08 1.98 4.00 3.88 Lys-116 10.98 10.99 10.40 10.60

Asp-77 2.36 2.38 4.00 3.88 Lys-127 10.18 10.19 10.40 10.60

Asp-83 1.33 0.91 4.00 3.88 Lys-133 11.71 11.17 10.40 10.60

Asp-95 2.50 1.60 4.00 3.88 Lys-134 10.25 10.32 10.40 10.60

Asp-143 4.00 4.00* 4.00 3.88 Lys-136 10.67 10.82 10.40 10.60

Asp-146 4.00 4.00* 4.00 3.88

Arg-35 16.32 17.10 12.00 12.50

His-8 6.35 6.47 6.50 6.83 Arg-81 13.61 14.23 12.00 12.50

His-46 5.43 5.93 6.50 6.83 Arg-87 14.58 14.44 12.00 12.50

His-121 5.18 5.83 6.50 6.83 Arg-105 13.80 13.60 12.00 12.50

His-124 5.96 -ALA- 6.50 6.83 Arg-126 14.00 13.95 12.00 12.50

9.80

Tyr-27 12.44 13.36 10.00 9.80 Tyr-93 14.71 13.12 10.00 9.80

Tyr-54 9.56 10.13 10.00 9.80 Tyr-113 9.66 9.74 10.00 9.80

Tyr-85 8.28 8.73 10.00 9.80 Tyr-115 10.18 9.10 10.00

Tyr-91 13.44 14.05 10.00 9.80

apKa,nf values based on solvent exposed model compounds (Schaefer et al., 1998; Matthew et al., 1985).
bpKa,GdnHCl values based on solvent exposed model compounds in 6-M GdnHCl (Whitten and Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000; Roxby and Tanford, 1971; Nozaki

and Tanford, 1967a).

pKa,FD values were calculated by finite diVerence solution of the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation performed on the crystallographic structures of

WT and PHS SNase (Fitch et al., 2002).
*Residue is not observed in crystallographic structure.
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Fig. 2 Model used to set the pH-linked contribution to stability of the SNase ensemble. (A) Determi-

nation of the state-specific pKa values for the individual titratable groups. As is Fig. 1, segments of

SNase colored red indicate regions of protein that would be folded; regions colored yellow would be

unfolded and are drawn in this figure as multiple flexible loops. Using aspartic residue 21 (D21, shown in

gray) as an example, the SNase ensemble can be divided into three distinct subensembles based on the

pKa value given to D21. In all states of the first subensemble, D21 is both folded and protected from

solvent and, per the model, titrates with the pKa,FD value listed in Table I. In the second subensemble,

D21 remains in a folded region, however, due to unfolding of segments of SNase that pack against the

side chain of D21, the titratable atoms of D21 are exposed to solvent. In these states, D21 titrates with

the same pKa as fully exposed model compounds (pKa,nf of Table I). In states of the third subensemble,

D21 is unfolded and exposed to solvent. In these states, D21 also titrates with the same pKa as fully

exposed model compounds. (B) The eVect of diVerent exposure thresholds on the Dn values calculated
for the ensemble. Shown by the solid line is the experimental diVerence in Hþ binding, Dn, between
native and denatured (6-M GdnHCl) WT SNase measured by continuous potentiometric techniques

(Whitten and Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000). The ensemble Dn calculated with a threshold value of 0.31 applied

to all residues except His (where 0.45 was used) is given by the line of small closely spaced dashes. The

ensemble Dn curves calculated for a series of other threshold values (0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0) applied to

all titratable groups (no distinctionmade for the His) are shown as indicated in the plot. (C) The eVect of

using diVerent sets of native pKa values on the calculated ensemble Dn. Shown by the solid line is the

experimental Dn between native and denatured (6-M GdnHCl) WT SNase (Whitten and Garcı́a-

Moreno, 2000). The ensemble Dn calculated using the pKa,FD values given in Table I is represented by
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where pKa,i, j is the pKa value of residue j in microstate i. The pKa assignment rules

are shown schematically in Fig. 2A.

Solvent accessible surface area calculations were performed on each titratable

atom using the Lee and Richards algorithm (Lee and Richards, 1971). The solvent

accessible surface area of the atom was normalized by the surface area for the atom

type in models of fully exposed groups. If the normalized accessibility was greater

than a threshold value the atom was considered to be fully solvent exposed and it

was assigned a pKa,nf value. Otherwise, the atom was considered to be protected

and it was assigned a pKa,FD value. For the calculations presented here, the

threshold percentage was set at 0.31 for all titratable atom types except His

residues, which were set at 0.45. The solvent accessibilities of the OE1 and OE2

atoms were averaged for Glu residues, the OD1 and OD2 atomic solvent accessi-

bilities were averaged for Asp, and the NH1 and NH2 solvent accessibilities were

averaged for Arg residues. The solvent accessibility of the NE2 atom was used for

His, the NZ for Lys, and the OH for Tyr. There are no Cys residues in SNase.

A separate threshold was determined for His to eliminate possible bias due to the

fact that its titratable atom resides within a ring structure whereas the titratable

atoms of all other residues do not.

The eVect of altering the pKa,FD values on the ensemble simulation is shown in

Fig. 2C. These data demonstrate that the calculated titration behavior of the

SNase ensemble is not very sensitive to the absolute value of the pKa,FD values.

In the case of SNase, the most important factor determining the outcome of the

calculations was whether the pKa value was depressed or elevated in the native

state. Thus, at least for the case of SNase, fine-tuning of the energy functions

employed by the calculation of pKa,FD values (Fitch et al., 2006), or how these

values are applied to the ensemble, do not aVect the results of the calculations.

This will not necessarily be the case for all proteins.

III. Results and Discussion

A. pH Dependence of the Ensemble of SNase

The calculated Hþ titration properties of the SNase ensemble can be

seen in Fig. 3A. For comparison to the experimental titration (Whitten and

Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000), the calculated pH-dependent diVerences in Hþ

binding (Dn) between the ensemble and a fully unfolded state in 6-M GdnHCl

the dashed black line. The series of red dashed lines were calculated using native pKa values for Glu and

Asp residues depressed by 1–3 pH units relative to the intrinsic pKa of Glu (4.5) and Asp (4.0). The series

of blue dashed lines were calculated using native pKa values for Glu and Asp elevated by 1–2 pH units

relative to the intrinsic pKa of Glu and Asp. For each calculated curve in this plot, all His, Lys, Arg, and

Tyr residues were given the pKa,FD values listed in Table I for their native pKa. There are no Cys residues

in WT SNase. (See Plate no. 27 in the Color Plate Section.)
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(Nozaki and Tanford, 1967a; Roxby and Tanford, 1971) are also shown. The

diVerence binding curve calculated for a ‘‘static’’ model, which considers the

high-resolution structure of SNase as the only contributing species to the native
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Fig. 3 Hþ binding properties of theWT SNase ensemble. (A) The calculated diVerence in Hþ binding,

Dn, between GdnHCl unfolded SNase (pKa,GdnHCl of Table I) and the ensemble is shown by the solid

line. The dashed line is the experimental Dn (Whitten and Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000). The line marked

‘‘Static Model’’ is the diVerence between the GdnHCl unfolded state and a fully folded and fully

protected state represented by the pKa,FD values. (B) Hþ titration of residues Glu-52 and Glu-129 as

determined by the pKa,FD values are shown by the black dashed lines. The black solid lines represent the

titration of these two residues in the SNase ensemble. Titration as determined by the pKa,nf value of Glu

is given by the red dashed line. (C) Experimental unfolding of WT SNase (solid circles) as monitored by

pH titration of the intrinsic fluorescence of Trp-140 (Whitten and Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000). The lines

overlaid on the experimental data represent the calculated unfolding of the SNase ensemble as deter-

mined by <Fraction Native> ¼ P
Fraction Nativei � P(pH)i. The Fraction Native value of each state i

was calculated as the number of residues in folded segments divided by the total number of residues

observed in the high-resolution structure.
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state titration, and in which all ionizable groups titrate with pKa,FD values is also

provided. These data illustrate how the thermodynamic character of the ensemble

shifts from one in which the Hþ binding properties are similar but not identical to

those of the fully folded state at near-neutral pH values to one with Hþ binding

behavior identical to those of a fully unfolded state in the extreme acid range of

pH. This shift is evidenced by the calculated diVerence binding curve reaching zero
at pH values that are low, yet well above the native state pKa values (pKa,FD) of

many of the carboxylic residues listed in Table I. The transition to the unfolded

state is highly cooperative and occurs within a small range of pH, �1 pH unit.

Furthermore, all titratable residues protonate in the ensemble at pH values either

greater than or identical to the pH at the midpoint of the unfolding transition

(pHmid � 3.7). The titratable residues do not all reside in the same region, but are

distributed throughout the protein structure, consistent with a global unfolding

induced by acid.

The agreement between the Hþ binding curve calculated with the ensemble-

based method and the experimental curve suggests that Hþ binding reactions are

tightly coupled to local fluctuations under native conditions. To appreciate the

significance of this agreement, note that in contrast, the Hþ uptake on acid

unfolding that was calculated from electrostatic considerations alone, using the

pKa,FD values calculated with the FD methods applied to the static crystal struc-

ture of the fully native state, overestimates significantly the number of Hþ that are

bound on acid unfolding (Fig. 3A). Obviously, static models are not meant to

capture large-scale structural transitions. However, note the diVerence in Hþ bind-

ing between the ensemble and the static structure at pH values above 4, prior to any

acid-induced global unfolding. This diVerence reflects contributions from fluctua-

tions of the native state to the pH-dependent stability of SNase. Using Wyman’s

theory of linked functions applied to Hþ binding (Wyman and Gill, 1990),

DGðpHÞ ¼ �RT

ð
DnðpHÞ@pH; ð6Þ

the energetic separation between the ensemble and the static, fully folded structure

is significant, equivalent to 5 kcal/mol as the pH is lowered from 7 to 4 (data not

shown).

The Hþ titration curves in Fig. 3B illustrate how the ensemble-modulated

Hþ binding curves are quite diVerent from those calculated directly with pKa,FD

values. The titration of Glu-52 in the ensemble demonstrates the consequences of

local unfolding under native conditions on the apparent pKa of a residue. Glu-52

resides in the loop that connects b-strand 4 to a-helix 1, which is predicted to be

unfolded in most of the highly probable microstates of the ensemble (see Fig. 1).

Because Glu-52 is unfolded in most of the highly probable states, this residue

titrates in the ensemble with the same pKa value of a model compound in water.

In contrast, its calculated pKa,FD is 2.1, consistent with strong attractive electrosta-

tic interactions in the native state. The electrostatic calculations with the static
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structure identify Glu-52 as a group that would contribute to the acid unfolding

energetics of SNase by binding Hþ on unfolding. In contrast, in the ensemble-

modulated calculations its Hþ binding properties are the same as in a fully

unfolded state, suggesting that this Glu residue does not contribute to the

pH-dependent stability and acid unfolding of SNase.

Even residues predicted by the ensemble-based calculations to be active in acid

unfolding (i.e., those that bind Hþ on unfolding) can have distinctly diVerent
titration behavior in the ensemble-modulated calculations than in the calculations

with the static structure. This is shown in Fig. 3B by the Hþ titration of Glu-129.

Protonation of Glu-129 is coupled to the highly cooperative acid-induced unfold-

ing of SNase. This suggests that the actual pH in which titration of Glu-129 occurs

is dependent more on global energetics rather than local electrostatic descriptors

of protein structure.

The modulating influence of pH on the probabilities of each microstate is

illustrated further in Fig. 3C, where the relative extent of folding for the ensemble

is given for a range of acidic pH values. A global and highly cooperative transi-

tion is predicted by the ensemble calculations. This represents the unfolding of

SNase at low pH. The midpoint of the acid induced transition predicted with

the ensemble calculations agrees quantitatively with midpoint of the transition

observed experimentally. There is also agreement between the calculated and the

observed steepness of the transition, which is related to the cooperativity and to

the net number of Hþ bound preferentially by the acid unfolded state relative to the

native state.

B. Microscopic Origins of the pH Dependence of Stability

The diVerence between the experimental Hþ binding curve and the curve calcu-

lated for the static structure of SNase suggests that many carboxylic groups that

according to the FD calculations have depressed pKa values in the native state

(pKa,FD) instead titrate with normal pKa comparable to those of model compounds

(pKa,nf). These groups should not contribute to the overall pH-dependent stability

or to the acid unfolding process. The titration of Glu-52 in the ensemble, discussed

above, is an example. To more fully investigate the residue-specific contributions

to the pH-dependent stability of an ensemble, we introduce a thermodynamic

descriptor for each titratable residue, the residue-specific protection constant, kp.
From a statistical standpoint, the protection constant for any residue j can be

defined as the ratio of the summed probability of all states in which the titratable

atom(s) for residue j is protected from solvent [i.e., the exposure percentage for

the titratable atom(s) of residue j is below the cutoV threshold] to the sum of the

probabilities of all states in which the titratable atom(s) for residue j is exposed.

The definition can be expressed in terms of the folding probabilities

kp; j ¼ Pf; j � Pf;exposed; j

Pnf; j þ Pf;exposed; j
; ð7Þ
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where Pf,exposed is the summed probability of all states in which residue j is

folded, but exposed to solvent. Figure 4A provides the kp values calculated for

the residues of SNase. As can be seen, only a subset of all carboxyl groups that are

calculated to have depressed pKa,FD also possess high kp values. These residues

are Glu-10, Asp-19, Asp-21, Glu-75, Asp-77, Asp-83, Asp-95, Glu-101, Glu-129,

and Glu-135. The ensemble calculations identified these carboxylic groups as the

ones likely to contribute significantly to acid unfolding—their Hþ titrations

are thermodynamically coupled to global unfolding.

Residues with high kp are not clustered in any obvious way (Fig. 4C). This

suggests that the pH-dependent stability of this protein is not generated through a

network of linked intramolecular electrostatic interactions. Instead, the common

characteristic of the carboxylic groups that are predicted to govern the acid

denaturation is that they are all in folded regions of the protein in the majority

of the highly probable states under native conditions. Experimental verification of

the carboxylic groups responsible for the acid-induced unfolding of wild-type

(WT) SNase was presented elsewhere (Whitten et al., 2005) and is shown to be

consistent with the above calculations.

C. Application to a Hyperstable Variant of Nuclease

To test further the ability of the ensemble model to reproduce the acid unfolding

transition of proteins, calculations were also performed with the PHS hyperstable

variant of SNase containing the substitutions P117G H124L S128A. The crystal

structures of the WT and the PHS mutant are essentially identical, particularly in
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regions where the substituted residues are found; the rmsd between the structures

is 0.7 Å. At pH 7, the stability of the PHS variant measured with GdnHCl

denaturation monitored with intrinsic fluorescence was �3 kcal/mol more stable

than the WT protein (Whitten, 1999). The midpoint of the acid unfolding transi-

tion (pHmid � 2.9) is 0.8 pH units lower than the midpoint of the WT protein

(Whitten, 1999). The pKa,FD values of all titratable groups of PHS were generated

in an identical manner as was performed on the WT, and the same threshold

percentage for discriminating between nonexposed and exposed titratable atoms

(e.g., 0.31 for all titratable atoms except for those in His where 0.45 was used) were

applied to the individual ensemble states (Table I).

The calculated and experimental Hþ titration properties of the PHS ensemble are

shown in Fig. 5A. There is reasonable agreement between calculated and experi-

mental curves—the ensemble calculations reproduce correctly the depressed pH

midpoint of acid unfolding. Similar to what was observed in the calculations with

the WT protein, these data show a distinct shift in the thermodynamic character of

the ensemble fromHþ binding properties similar to those of the fully folded protein

at near-neutral pH values to Hþ binding behavior identical to that of fully unfolded

protein at low pH. Likewise, the calculated, diVerence Hþ binding curve reaches

zero at a pH that is low, yet above the pKa,FD values of many of the carboxylic

residues. The transition to the unfolded state is highly cooperative, occurring

within a small range of pH and is consistent with a global unfolding induced by

acid. The acid-induced denaturation of PHS, as observed by monitoring the pH

dependence of the relative extent of folding in the ensemble, can also be seen in the

figure. Again, a highly cooperative transition is observed that represents global

unfolding. Comparison to the experimentally observed acid unfolding transition

suggests that the ensemble calculations reproduce quantitatively the pH at which

acid denaturation occurs as well as the cooperativity of the unfolding transition.

Figure 5B shows the kp values [Eq. (7)] calculated for the residues of PHS SNase.

The behavior in the hyperstable variant is comparable to the WT; only a subset of

the carboxyl groups that are calculated to have depressed pKa,FD also have high

kp values. The residues are Glu-10, Asp-19, Asp-21, Asp-40, Glu-75, Asp-77,

Asp-83, Asp-95, Glu-129, and Glu-135. Likewise, the ensemble calculations pre-

dict that these carboxylic groups contribute significantly to acid unfolding because

their Hþ titrations are thermodynamically coupled to global unfolding.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

The ensemble model that accounts for the eVects of pH on the distribution of

microstates in the ensemble reproduces the midpoint of the acid-induced unfolding

of WT SNase and the PHS hyperstable variant. The ensemble model also repro-

duces the cooperativity of the acid unfolding transition and identifies a subset of

carboxylic groups that contribute to the energetics of acid unfolding by coupling of

Hþ binding to the global transition (Whitten et al., 2005). More significantly, the
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ensemble model also identifies a second set of carboxylic groups that do not

participate in the acid unfolding transition because they titrate with normal pKa

values as a result of their being in parts of the protein that are unfolded in the

majority of the microstates of the ensemble. The success of the ensemble-based

calculations has several fundamental implications. First, it validates the treatment

of native state fluctuations in proteins in terms of local order/disorder transitions.

Second, they corroborate the validity of the empirical, parameterized energy
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function used to calculate the free energy of each microstate in the ensemble.

Third, they demonstrate that it is possible to account for the eVects of local

dynamics on Hþ binding reactions, without having to study dynamics proper.

These simulations aVord a way of improving the predictive power of continuum

based electrostatic calculations by accounting for the heterogeneity of pKa values

among ensemble states.

The COREX algorithm makes two assumptions to enumerate the conforma-

tional ensemble: (1) all residual structure is native-like and (2) all unfolded regions

are thermodynamically equivalent to unfolded polypeptides. These assumptions

are simplistic, but several observations support their validity. First, nonnative

nuclear overhauser enhancements (NOEs) are rarely observed in NMR spectros-

copy experiments (Englander, 2000; and references within). This implies that the

structured portions of the dominant nonnative states are native-like. Second, the

COREX calculations reproduce diVerent solution properties, such as hydrogen-

deuterium exchange protection factors (Hilser, 2001; Hilser and Freire, 1996, 1997;

Hilser et al., 1997, 1998), site-site communication (Liu et al., 2006; Pan et al., 2000),

denaturant independent hydrogen-deuterium exchange (Wooll et al., 2000), and

noncooperative cold denaturation (Babu et al., 2004; Pometun et al., 2006;

Whitten et al., 2006). This suggests that the local unfolding model is indeed a

valid thermodynamic approximation when considering regional fluctuations in

proteins. The hierarchy of microstates calculated with the ensemble model would

not reproduce solution properties of proteins if the conformational ensemble

diVered significantly in its thermodynamic character. In the specific example of

ligand-driven conformational transitions illustrated with the present calculations,

each individual ligand binding site is modeled as having one of two possible pKa

values. The pH-dependent properties of the ensemble emerge as a result of both the

intrinsic stability of each microstate as well as the net diVerence in pKa for all

titratable groups in each microstate. The ability of this algorithm to reproduce

quantitatively the net number of Hþ bound on acid unfolding for both WT and

PHS SNase (see Figs. 3A and 5A) suggests that conformational fluctuations in

proteins can be thermodynamically modeled as local unfolding events involving

small groups of residues.

It should be noted that the pH-dependent stability of SNase is a somewhat

special case, which makes it ideally suited to address the role of local conforma-

tional fluctuations in the titration of a protein. The acid unfolding of SNase is one

of the most cooperative that has been observed. Furthermore, previous experimen-

tal data have shown that the acid denaturation of SNase is driven not by

Hþ binding of the native state, but by preferential Hþ binding to the unfolded state

(Whitten and Garcı́a-Moreno, 2000). This is exactly the type of case that would not

be amenable to a ‘‘native-centric’’ method for describing the Hþ binding. On the

other hand, an ensemble-based description that specifically includes the contribution

of unfolded states should reproduce the experimental data to a much higher degree.

This conclusion is supported by the calculations shown in Fig. 3A, which demon-

strate an apparent discrepancy between the electrostatics-based calculations
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performed on the high-resolution structure and the experimentally measured poten-

tiometric titration. SNase is a highly basic protein with a þ10 charge at neutral pH.

The fact that 16 of the 17 structurally resolved carboxylic groups have depressed pKa,

FD values is not a subtle problemwith the FD calculations used to estimate these pKa

values (Fitch et al., 2006). The data in Fig. 2C demonstrate that the discrepancy

between experiment and theory in theHþ binding curves cannot be corrected by fine-

tuning the pKa calculations. Instead it requires a cutoV threshold that somewhat

arbitrarily normalizes the native pKa values ofmany titratable groups. The ensemble-

based calculations presented in this chapter convey a method to reconcile the high-

resolution structure and experimental potentiometric titration data to the FD calcu-

lations. In this respect, the method presented here complements existing FD

approaches because it provides a framework for unifying electrostatic theory with

statistical thermodynamics of conformational fluctuations.
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Abstract

Molecular modeling techniques have truly come of age in recent decades, and

here we cover several of the most commonly used techniques, namely molecular

dynamics, Brownian dynamics, and molecular docking. In each case, we explain

the physical basis and limitations of the various techniques and then illustrate their

application to various problems related to the cytoskeleton. This set of studies

covers a relatively wide range of examples and is comprehensive enough to clearly

see how these techniques could be applied to other systems. Finally, we cover
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several related methodologies that expand on these basic techniques to allow for

more detailed and specific simulation and analysis.

I. Introduction

Molecular modeling techniques have truly come of age in the past two to three

decades. The reasons for this are twofold: first, there has been an explosive growth

in the available structural data for proteins, not only from X-ray crystallography

but also from NMR and electron microscopy studies. Second, accompanying this

growth in the area of structural biology have come significant advances in both

computational techniques and hardware. As computers continue to increase in

speed and capability, this allows us to perform both larger (i.e., more atoms) and

longer simulations. The purpose of this chapter is to outline the basic physics

behind each of these simulation methods and illustrates their application in the

published literature. It should be pointed out that all of these techniques have a

wide range of applications in the physical, chemical, and biological literature;

however, we will be restricting our coverage to those studies that focus on some

aspect of the cytoskeleton since that is our primary area of interest and research.

Despite this somewhat narrow perspective, the range of studies covered still illus-

trates the usefulness of these methods and should allow the reader to understand

their application in other settings.

II. Simulation Methods

In order to understand how and when various simulation methods can prop-

erly be applied, it is truly necessary to understand the physics and assumptions

behind each of the techniques. Below we outline the basic ideas underlying each

methodology, as well as the applicability and limitations of their results.

A. Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) is one of the most widely employed methodologies

and is now starting its fourth decade of use (McCammon et al., 1976, 1977). The

basis of the MD technique is the molecular mechanics force field that describes the

interaction of atoms within a biomolecule, between biomolecules, and between

biomolecules and water molecules, ions, and so on. There are many force fields in

existence; however, they can all generally be considered as the sum of bonded and

nonbonded interactions. Bonded interactions include a bond stretching term

(a change in the covalent bond between two atoms), an angle bending term

(every angle between three successive atoms), and a torsional term (rotation

about the central bond for all groups of four covalently bound atoms). Although

these terms could be treated very accurately using quantum mechanics, they are
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often modeled as harmonic springs (E ¼ 1/2 kx2) since perturbations about some

equilibrium point are typically very small, and the use of eVective potentials makes

calculations much faster and easier. The nonbonded interactions include electro-

static and van der Waals interactions that are captured using well-established

concepts such as Coulomb’s law and a Lennard–Jones potential. Putting all

these terms together gives us the full form of the potential that can be written as

U ¼
X
bonds

kbðb� boÞ2 þ
X
angles

kyðy� yoÞ2

þ
X

diherdrals

Að1� cosðnt� fÞÞ þ
X

charges

qiqj

erij
þ
X
atoms

C12

r12ij
� C6

r6ij

 !

In this equation, the first three terms represent the bond, angle, and torsion

terms while the last two represent the electrostatic and van derWaals contributions

(Fig. 1). Because of the many degrees of freedom, there is not a single, correct

set of parameters for such a force field, and there are a handful of ‘‘standard’’

force fields used for most simulations (Brooks et al., 1983; Duan et al., 2003;

Lindahl et al., 2001; Nelson et al., 1996; Ren and Ponder, 2003). Having an explicit

form for the potential, we can now calculate the force that each atom experiences

by taking the negative of the gradient of U (i.e., F ¼ �rU). Since we know the

force on each of the atoms, we simply integrate Newton’s law (F ¼ ma) and solve

for the position of each atom as a function of time. This equation of motion is a

second-order diVerential equation, and therefore we are required to provide

the 0th derivative (positions) and the first derivative (velocities) for the initial

structure. The positions are nothing more than the starting crystal structure

(or other atomically detailed structure), and the velocities are calculated from a

Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution for the appropriate temperature at which we are

simulating.

Fig. 1 A cartoon depiction of the bonded and nonbonded interactions within a biomolecule. All

groups of atoms connected by three or fewer covalent bonds have bonded interactions consisting of

bond, angle, and torsion terms. Atoms separated by three or more covalent bonds have nonbonded

interactions based on electrostatic and van der Waals interactions.
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Whatmakes theMD technique particularly appealing is how closely it mimics the

experimental situation. Apart from the protein or biomolecule of interest, the

system is fully solvated, typically in water, has a particular concentration of

salt and counterions, and the simulation is conducted at a specific temperature

and pressure/volume. In truth, these factors make MD much closer to an experi-

mental method than a theoretical one, but that is a debate better left for another

chapter.

B. Brownian Dynamics

Brownian dynamics (BD) operates in a diVerent time regimen from MD. In

the case of MD, we are forced to take 1–2 fsec time steps in order to

accurately integrate the equations of motion. This typically limits the overall

simulation time to nanoseconds or 10s of nanoseconds, except in the case of

very small systems or very large, parallel computers. As the name implies, BD

functions in the domain of Brownian motion where we can ignore inertia and

assume that the system is overdamped (low Reynolds number). The simplest

equation describing BD is a first-order diVerence equation (Ermak and

McCammon, 1978)

Dx ¼ DDt
kBT

F þ DS

In this equation, Dx is the displacement over the time step Dt, D is the diVusion
constant, kBT is the thermal energy (Boltzmann’s constant multiplied by the

temperature), F is force acting on the particle/molecule, and DS is the stochastic

force having the properties that hSi ¼ 0 and hS2i ¼ 2DDt where h:::i denotes the
average of the function. Since the solvent is treated implicitly, this stochastic term

captures interaction of the molecule with the water, and in the absence of any

outside force F, one would simply recover free diVusion. Solution of this equation

is relatively straightforward since it is a diVerence equation and not a diVerential
equation. Further, since we are operating in the overdamped regimen, we are able

to take large time steps (in the 1–50 psec range), and since the force terms typically

have a simple functional form, we can easily simulate phenomena occurring on the

millisecond or even the second timescale.

One of the typical applications of BD is in the area of biomolecular diVusion
and simulation of association reactions. Based on some of the early work on

diVusion from Smoluchowski, Northrup et al. (1984) were able to derive a

simple method for determining the bimolecular association rate for two molecules

from a series of BD simulations. This method has been commonly used to

determine the eVect of mutation or the influence of ionic strength on the associa-

tion rate of two proteins, and several such studies will be covered in later sections

(Fig. 2).
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C. Molecular Docking

The third technique that we will discuss, molecular docking, is concerned with

predicting the bound structure of two or more biomolecules. The molecules may be

proteins, peptides, or other small ligands or drugs, and as such these techniques

are widely used in academic and commercial research to aid in the design and

characterization of drugs and inhibitors. The docking problem consists of two

parts: a search of conformational space and the ability to ‘‘score’’ a given binding

conformation. All docking programs have these two components in common;

however, the way in which they solve each of these problems is quite diVerent
(Ewing et al., 2001; Friesner et al., 2004; Kramer et al., 1999a; Morris et al., 1998;

Verdonk et al., 2003). The conformational space search does not just involve the

six relative degrees of freedom between the two binding partners (three transla-

tional and three rotational degrees of freedom), but also includes any internal

degrees of freedom such as bond rotations or side-chain reorientations in a protein.

Given the high dimensionality of the resulting conformational space, an exhaustive

search of all available docking conformations or poses is not feasible. Instead,

programs will often employ search techniques like Monte Carlo or genetic algo-

rithms to help in the search process. Once we have a method that can quickly

generate a large number of poses, we need to evaluate these diVerent binding

predictions using a scoring function. In most cases, the scoring function attempts

to closely approximate the binding free energy using a first-principles or

semiempirical-based force field (similar to those used in MD, as discussed

above). These scoring functions are often approximated and simplified to allow

for rapid evaluation since the determination of a single bound conformation

Fig. 2 An illustration of Brownian dynamics applied to biomolecular association. By comparing the

fraction of successful trajectories to those that escape, it is possible to calculate a biomolecular associa-

tion rate constant.
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between a drug and protein may involve scoring 106 to 1010 individual poses. As

such, accuracy is often sacrificed for speed, and rather than attempting to predict

the correct free energy, the focus is more often to predict the correct relative

binding free energy or relative ranking of two or more binding ligands. One

obvious problem in estimating a true free energy is that we do fairly well with

the enthalpic contribution, but the entropic part is much more diYcult to assess.

For small molecules, an empirical formula that gives a fixed entropic penalty for

each rotatable bond generally works quite well, but Chapter 1 by Garbett and

Chaires (this volume) discusses this issue in more detail.

The extension of this work to the problem of protein–protein docking is one of

the significant challenges currently faced in the simulation community. The prob-

lem in this case is not the accuracy of the force field or estimation of the binding

free energies, but is tied to the many conformational degrees of freedom that must

be searched for a protein as compared to a much smaller ligand. There has been

progress made by many groups (Chen et al., 2003; Dominguez et al., 2003; Ritchie,

2003), but these eVorts are far from ‘‘turnkey’’ solutions and require extensive

analysis and interpretation of the results.

III. Applications of Molecular Modeling

As stated in the Introduction, there is wide and varied application of the

above-mentioned techniques. Given our group’s research focus on the cytoskeleton,

we will concentrate on applications to actin and actin filaments, tubulin and

microtubules, and other associated proteins such as myosin and kinesin. These

examples cover a wide enough range that extension to other systems should

hopefully be obvious to the reader. We unfortunately do not have the space to

provide adequate background on the biology relating to each of these problems,

but this should be easily obtainable by referring to the referenced publications or

any good cell biology text.

A. Molecular Dynamics Applications

Since MD involves integrating an equation of motion that describes the move-

ment of each atom in a protein (as well as the surrounding water, ions, and so on),

it is logical to try and use MD to simulate a large-scale kinetic event such

as opening and closing of an active site. Although this is possible in principle,

it is often not practical since such dynamic events often occur on time scales

longer than the simulation can achieve. Instead, MD is much better applied to

smaller/faster phenomena such as local fluctuations in structure, rearrangement of

side chains on mutation or drug binding, or the interaction of small ligands such as

ions, peptides, or drugs with a protein. Following are several examples of MD

simulations applied to actin, tubulin, myosin, and gelsolin.
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It has long been postulated that the DNase-I binding loop of actin undergoes a

loop-to-helix conformational change on ATP hydrolysis. Using MD simulations

combined with coarse-grained analysis, Chu and Voth (2005) conducted studies on

the eVect of the nucleotide state on the DNase-I loop conformation in actin

monomers, trimers, and a short actin filament. On the basis of several long-time

scale simulations, it was found that the helical conformation of the DNase-I loop

weakened the intermonomer interactions within the actin filament and thus

resulted in a shortened and more disordered filament in the ADP state. More

extensive studies have recently been carried out to examine other nucleotide-

dependent eVects in the actin monomer (Zheng et al., 2007). In this study,

monomeric actin was simulated in the ATP, ADP-Pi, and ADP states, with all

simulations lasting at least 50 nsec. It was found that the structure of the DNase-I

loop was a strong function of the nucleotide, and further that additional loops in

the nucleotide-binding cleft and the hydrophobic cleft were also dependent on the

nucleotide state. Most notably, it was found that these secondary structure

changes could be observed during the course of the simulation. In a simulation

starting with the ADP structure but with ATP into the binding pocket, the

DNase-I loop remained a helix for 15–20 nsec but then switched to a coil

conformation and remained there for remainder of the simulation (50 nsec in this

case).

There have been several interesting MD studies on myosin and the interaction

between myosin and actin. Liu et al. (2006) investigated the binding energetics and

interaction properties of myosin to actin by means of MD simulations of myosin

complexed with two nucleotide-free actin monomers (based on a cryo-EM struc-

ture). By allowing the system to reorganize and equilibrate, they were able to

identify several key points of interaction, several of which matched well with

mutagenesis and other experimental results. Kawakubo et al. (2005) studied the

signal transmission of ATPase pocket via MD simulations and principal compo-

nent analysis. From analyzing a 1-nsec MD simulation and monitoring the move-

ments of relevant residues, they suggested that conformational changes in the

nucleotide-binding pocket resulted in slowly varying collective motions of the

atoms surrounding the actin-binding site and the junction with the neck region.

This suggested that a signal following ATP hydrolysis could be transmitted from

the nucleotide-binding site to the motor domain in about 150 psec. Similar simula-

tions were conducted to analyze the structural factors aVecting back door Pi release

in myosin (Lawson et al., 2004). Here it was concluded that the conformational

change between the upper and lower 50-kDa subdomains is the key factor for the

Pi to leave via the back door. Water could flux through the back door to attack the

g-phosphate of ATP bound at the binding site to facilitate the hydrolysis of ATP,

but never through the main (front) door. The MD simulation suggested that the

Pi–protein interaction resulted in a narrowing of the back door and thereby

prevented the passage of Pi. These factors were suggested to be the structural

basis for Pi release being the rate-limiting step in myosin ATPase in the absence

of actin. Finally, Li and Cui (2004) carried out the studies of the energetics and
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mechanism of ATP hydrolysis in myosin by means of MD simulations and

quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) reaction pathway calcula-

tions. QM/MM calculations are a hybrid method of simulation in which a small

region (say 10–100 atoms in an active site) is treated using full quantum detail, and

this region is embedded in a larger domain that is treated using a molecular

mechanics description (i.e., this domain is the rest of the protein). In this study,

the QM/MM calculations indicated that hydrolysis pathway with Ser 326 serving

as the relaying group is preferred, supporting the fact that this residue is absolutely

conserved. Their results showed consistency with the fact that the prehydrolysis

conformation of the motor domain is not able to catalyze ATP hydrolysis, and

some conformational change may be necessary for hydrolysis to occur. Finally, the

salt bridge between Arg 238 and Glu 459 was shown to be key for the stability of

ATP, the breakage of which would disrupt the inline water structure in the ATP-

binding site making the hydrolysis much less energetically favorable. QM/MM

simulations represent a significant advance in the simulation field since they allow

one to study dynamics in bonded interactions (such as catalysis or hydrolysis) or

charge states (polarization or changes in protonation states). As these techniques

become more refined, they will allow completely new classes of problems to

be explored.

Gelsolin is another actin-associated protein that binds at the barbed ends of

actin filaments and is regulated by Ca2þ. To understand the influence of calcium on

such process, Liepina et al. (2003) performed MD simulations of both the

S2 domain and the whole gelsolin protein to investigate the dynamics at diVerent
concentrations of Ca2þ. From these MD simulations, high mobility of the

S2 domain was detected, and the stability of this domain was determined to be a

strong factor of the Ca2þ concentration. It was suggested that the high flexibility of

the S2 domain could be ascribed to its involvement in actin and PIP2 binding and

that this feature makes gelsolin a good candidate to enter the interface between two

actin domains and fulfill its cleaving function.

One extension of the standard MD method is steered molecular dynamics

(SMD) where instead of letting the system fluctuate at equilibrium, it is guided

along a particular reaction pathway, thereby facilitating large-scale conformational

charges in the short-time scale of regular MD. It should be stressed that such

a simulation is not at equilibrium, and given a large enough force, almost any

transition would be possible; however, the method is useful for exploring transi-

tions between states. Wriggers and Schulten (1999) applied SMD to actin system to

investigate the mechanism of Pi release. It was revealed that the breaking of the

electrostatic interactions of Pi with the divalent cation is the time-limiting step in Pi

release. The pathway for release and specific interactions with diVerent amino

acids along the release path were elucidated, and the influence of specific factors,

such as the protonation state of His73, was estimated.

As pointed out at the start of this section, the application of MD is much better

suited to phenomena that involve relatively small and/or fast processes. Although

not an absolute restriction, the examples covered here were consistent with this
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limit, focusing on changes in secondary structure (DNase-I loop in actin), the

eVects of nucleotide hydrolysis (ATP hydrolysis in actin and myosin), or the

interaction of Ca2þ or Pi with a protein (applied to myosin, gelsolin, and actin).

As computational power continues to grow, the accurate simulation of larger

system for longer times is becoming increasingly possible, but the statistical

significance of any result will need to be carefully measured and evaluated.

B. Brownian Dynamics Applications

Brownian dynamics is a tool well suited for studying the binding kinetics and

interactions between macromolecules, as well as the identification of critical resi-

dues that may contribute to binding. One such example was the study of actin

polymerization and the role of electrostatic interactions in determining the bimo-

lecular association rate. Sept et al. (1999) performed BD simulations to characterize

the polymerization rates at both the barbed and the pointed ends of the actin

filament. These simulations revealed that electrostatic interactions were the basis

for the diVerence in barbed and pointed end association rates. They were also able

to demonstrate that polymerization at the barbed end was diVusion limited,

as observed by experiment, but that binding at the slow-growing pointed end

was limited by an electrostatic barrier and not simply by diVusion. This study was

subsequently extended to look at the process of actin filament nucleation. In order

to determine the pathway of actin filament nucleation, a more extensive set of

BD simulations and free energy calculations were carried out to identify the kinetic

pathway of spontaneous actin filament nucleation (Sept and McCammon, 2001).

The full characterization of the nucleation and polymerization kinetics was

achieved by computing association rates from the BD simulations as well as the

equilibrium constants from the free-energy calculations, thus allowing the individ-

ual dissociation rates to be determined. Based on these simulations, the critical

nucleation step was the formation of the longitudinal dimer, and the trimer was

found to be the critical nucleus size.

Actin monomers and filaments also play an important role in modulating glyco-

lytic enzymes such as glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate-dehydrogenase (GAPDH),

aldolase, and triose phosphate isomerase (TIM). Ouporov et al. (1999) investigated

the interactions between aldolase and G-/F-actin with BD simulations. These

simulations revealed two unique complexes between aldolase and G- or F-actin.

In the first complex, predominantly present in G-actin, the positively charged

grooves of aldolase surface bind to subdomain 4 of actin. In the second, found in

both G- and F-actin, these same portions of aldolase bound to the negative region

subdomain 1 of actin via electrostatic interactions. To further address the nature of

these interactions, Lowe et al. (2002, 2003) carried out additional BD simulations

of these enzymes with F-actin. Here, they found that the interaction of TIM

with F-actin was the weakest among the three enzymes and lacked a unique

binding mode, in agreement with experimental observations. Their analysis

of the interactions of enzyme dimers with F-actin supported the hypothesis that
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the quaternary structure and positive surface charges are the key for electrostatic

attractions. Waingeh et al. (2004) conducted BD simulations of several GAPDH

mutants with F-actin (Ouporov et al., 2001). These simulations provided further

support for the hypothesis that the interaction of GAPDH and F-actin is

electrostatic in nature and that a basic surface patch formed by the four lysines

(residues 24, 69, 110, and 114) is critical for GAPDH binding to F-actin. They

likewise found that the quaternary structures of both GAPDH and F-actin were

required for their interaction, a finding supported by the observations that subunit

pair interactions (two subunits fromGAPDH and two adjacent ones from F-actin)

are more favorable than single subunit interactions.

BD simulations are very complementary studies to the more detailed results

from MD simulations. As illustrated by the examples covered here, the BD

technique is very useful for identifying residues that are important for a particular

interaction, determining the potential points of contact between two or more

proteins, and using both sets of information allows one to elucidate limits on the

protein complexes and quaternary structures that may be formed. When used in

conjunction with experimental studies, BD simulations can oVer significant insight
into the eVects of mutagenesis or other protein modifications on biomolecular

interactions.

C. Ligand–Protein and Protein–Protein Docking

Molecular docking has been recognized as an eYcient and robust tool to

determine the conformation of the complex structure given available structures

of the components. The predicted interface residues, relative positions, and orien-

tations for the constituent molecules provide detailed information for future

mutagenesis and other experimental studies.

Antimitotic agents that target tubulin and microtubules have been of great

interest in the treatment of many diseases, most notably cancer. One such class

of agents are the depsipeptides cryptophycin, dolastatin, hemiasterlin, and pho-

mopsin. To understand the structural basis for the interactions of these molecules

with tubulin, Mitra and Sept (2004) carried out the MD simulations and docking

studies on these systems. For the docking, multiple snapshots of the macromole-

cule were extracted from MD simulations to allow for some degree of backbone

and side-chain flexibility. A single, common site on b-tubulin was identified for five

diVerent peptides: cryptophycin 1, cryptophycin 52, dolastatin 10, hemiasterlin,

and phomopsin A. This site was located next to the exchangeable GTP site on

b-tubulin and agreed well with mutagenesis results from a number of studies.

Another drug that targets tubulin and disrupts microtubules is colchicine. The

colchicine-binding site has been located at the interface between a-tubulin and

b-tubulin by X-ray crystallography, but to characterize this binding site in more

detail, Farce et al. (2004) carried out docking studies of several colchicines-site

compounds. The potentially bioactive conformation of each docking compound

was determined, and the relative binding free energies were correlated with the
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apparent activities. This allowed for further generation of novel drug analogues

through the use of QSAR analysis (see Section IV.A) and is a model of how many

such studies are carried out in pharmaceutical research.

Apart from the treatment of cancer, several classes of microtubule inhibitors

have been developed to selectively target microtubules in protozoan parasites.

Mitra and Sept (2004) again combined MD simulations with molecular docking

studies to investigate the interaction of dinitroanilines with a-tubulin (Morrissette

et al., 2004). These studies were able to identify a single, consensus binding

site on tubulin and explained the basis of how these compounds disrupt micro-

tubules. Just as with the colchicine studies mentioned above, the comparison of

multiple dinitroaniline analogues provides specific details about the atomic-level

interactions, and such information will be applied in a series of future drug

development studies.

Apart from tubulin targeting drugs, there are also a number of proteins that

interact with tubulin monomers and promote the formation of the tubulin hetero-

dimer. To understand the mechanism and structural basis for such a process,

You et al. (2004) built a model complex of Rbl2-b-tubulin using a combination

of molecular docking and site-directed mutagenesis (Rbl2 is a homologue of

cofactor A). The docking of Rbl2 to both a-tubulin and b-tubulin indicated that

Rbl2 binds preferentially to b-tubulin, and based on the docking model, several

key contact residues were identified. Subsequent mutagenesis of these contact

residues supported the docking model, and the binding site of Rbl2 on b-tubulin
was revealed to partially overlap with that of a-tubulin to b-tubulin, indicating
competition between these two binding partners.

In a very interesting study, fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) was used

in conjunction with docking simulations to study the interaction of myosin with the

actin filament. Root et al. (2002) carried out the docking of myosin subfragment-1

with actin using constraints from FRET data in both pre- and post-powerstroke

states. In post-powerstroke conformation, corresponding to the ADP state of

myosin, the FRET and docking data clearly showed that subfragment-1 existed in

at least two orientations. However, for the pre-powerstroke state, FRET was

combinedwith chemical cross-linking data, resulting in a single, predicted orientation

of the neck region. This study suggested that the largermovement of the light chain of

myosin, together with the twisting and rotation of the catalytic domain, induced a 30�

tilt between the pre- and postpowerstroke states during the weak-to-strong-binding

transition.

There have been several recent studies where docking simulations were

combined with mutagenesis studies to determine the structural basis of capping

protein regulation. The first study involved myotrophin, a protein that binds to

capping protein and inhibits its interaction with the barbed end of the actin

filament (Bhattacharya et al., 2006). In this case, MD simulations were combined

with protein–protein docking simulations to determine the conformation of the

protein complex. By using a series of myotrophin mutants as well as studies with

capping protein fragments, the authors were able to place experimental constraints
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on the docking data and refine the results into a clear prediction of the structure

for the bound complex. The next study focused on the interaction of PIP2 with

capping protein (Kim et al., 2006). In this case, docking simulations of PIP2

and capping protein were able to direct mutagenesis studies that ultimately con-

firmed the predicted binding site and provided important details on the interaction

between capping protein and the actin filament.

Docking studies are one of the most widely used molecular modeling techniques,

in part because of their basic utility in determining the molecular details of protein

and drug interactions, but also because having detailed structural knowledge

about a biomolecular interaction gives one insight into the role that this interaction

plays in a larger context (i.e., systems biology) or potentially how one might wish

to disrupt this interaction in the course of treating a disease. The examples covered

in this section cover many of these aspects, and given the interest and practical

nature of this type of research, it is likely to be a major area of development in the

coming years.

IV. Related Methodologies

The molecular modeling techniques described thus far represent some of the

most basic applications; however, there are a multitude of related methodologies

that expand on these basic techniques to allow for more detailed or specialized

simulation and analysis. Below we outline but a few of these examples.

A. QSAR and CoMFA

With abundant biochemical data of small compounds available, approaches

such as comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and quantitative

structure–activity relationship (QSAR) are commonly used to correlate chemical

properties with biological activities by comparing structural similarities and diVer-
ences of active and inactive compounds and then deriving a collection of predictive

information such as a pharmacophore. A pharmacophore is the collection of

molecular details that defines the essential features responsible for a drug’s

biological activity. The concept of a common pharmacophore, as well as the

chemical and structural information carried therein, has been a significant aid in

reaching the goal of receptor-based drug design. Below are several examples

illustrating the application of QSAR analysis and CoMFA.

Returning once again to microtubule targeting drugs, there are a series of

interesting studies that have been performed. Cunningham et al. (2005) reported

CoMFA, HQSAR (Hologram QSAR, a two-dimensional computational tech-

nique), and molecular docking studies of butitaxel analogues with b-tubulin. It
was indicated that the result from CoMFA agrees with those from HQSAR in

terms of predictive potential. The overall correlation between the docking energy
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and experimentally determined activity of the compounds was produced consis-

tently by both CoMFA and HQSAR.

Nguyen et al. (2005) derived a common pharmacophore model for a set of

colchicine site inhibitors. Using the X-ray tubulin–colchicine complex structure

(PDB id: 1SA0) as template, the common binding mode and pharmacophore were

derived from docking studies of these colchicine site compounds, which were then

tested via MD simulations. There were seven pharmacophore points predicted,

consisting of three hydrogen bond acceptors, one hydrogen bond donor, two

hydrophobic centers, and one planar group. These seven sites appeared to be

bisected by two planes tilted at �45� into nearly equal halves, and the biplanar

architecture was conserved in all binding modes.

The epothilones are another class of compounds that bind to b-tubulin and

inhibit cell division by stabilizing microtubules (similar to paclitaxel). Lee and

Briggs (2001) presented three-dimensional QSAR studies on epothilones with

CoMFAmethod, where 166 epothiloneMT-inhibiting analogues and their depoly-

merization inhibition properties were used for the analysis. In this case, QSAR

analysis identified three pharmacophore elements, two of which were compatible

with the previously reported model, and one novel feature required for the accurate

description of the activities of the 166 epothilone training-set molecules.

Although the use of QSAR and CoMFA methods can give very credible results,

they are only as reliable as the experimental data on which the analysis is based.

He et al. (2000) also presented a pharmacophore model for paclitaxel and epothi-

lones. Paclitaxel and four analogues were used as the training test, among which

the 2-m-azido baccatin III compound lacks the C-13 side chain that was thought to

be necessary for bioactivity. Since this compound exhibited normal activity as

compared to taxol, it demonstrated that the C-13 side chain was not strictly

required for biological activity. Based on their results, it was suggested that

paclitaxel binds to b-tubulin with three major contacts: the taxane ring near the

M-loop, the C-2 benzoyl ring next to His227 and Asps224, and the C-13 benza-

mido group within the N-terminal 1–31 residues of b-tubulin. In a similar study,

epothilone conformations were generated from high-temperature MD simulations

and then used in analysis of atom–atom distances resulting in a pharmacophore

prediction (Giannakakou et al., 2000). This work concluded that baccatin is

necessary for tubulin binding and might serve as the scaVold holding functional

groups. The three studies outlined above all developed pharmacophore models for

paclitaxel, but reached somewhat divergent conclusions. As pointed out by Day

(2000), more chemical and biological data will be required to further test

these hypotheses.

B. Electrostatics Based Approaches

Microtubules perform a variety of functions in cells through their polymerization

dynamics, however they also play an important structural role, and electro-

statics has been shown to be a key factor in the quaternary structure of the
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microtubule. In one study, Baker et al. (2001) carried out large-scale computations

on the electrostatics potential of a microtubule. These calculations showed inter-

esting diVerences between the plus and minus ends of the polymer and gave hints

about the interaction of microtubules with proteins (such as kinesin) and drugs

such as paclitaxel. In subsequent work, Sept et al. (2003) elucidated the physical

basis for the observed helical structure of microtubule, and described the electro-

static interactions in microtubule. These calculations found that longitudinal

bonds in the microtubule lattice were �7 kcal/mol stronger than the inter-

protofilament interactions, and predicted the existence of two lattice conforma-

tions (experimentally known as the A and B lattices). Such electrostatic

methods mesh very well with more detailed, molecular-level modeling, and more

information on these methods is given in Chapter 26 by Dong et al., this volume.

C. Normal Mode Analysis

Normal mode analysis has served as an eYcient and popular technique to

identify functionally relevant dynamics represented by low-frequency motions

and correlations. The method is based on decomposing the full motion of a

biomolecule into a set of independent motions or modes that range from large

amplitude/low-frequency modes to small amplitude/high-frequency motions.

The small/fast motions are typically ignored and only the top large-scale modes

are considered, since these are thought to represent the dominant dynamics of the

protein. Zheng and Brooks (2005) investigated the dynamics correlations in

the myosin motor domain utilizing normal mode analysis of an elastic network

model, where the protein structure is represented by Ca-atoms connected to each

other with harmonic springs. Through normal mode analysis, the ‘‘hinge residues’’

were identified and found to match well with amino acids pinpointed through

experimental means. The dominant normal mode showed significant conforma-

tional changes in the nucleotide-binding pocket, and their analysis supported the

negative correlation between the opening and closing of actin-binding site with the

opening and closing of the nucleotide-binding pocket.

It has also been postulated that the mechanical movement of myosin along an

actin filament involves direct conformational change within the cross bridge

between myosin and the filament. Navizet et al. (2004) investigated the flexibility

of myosin and the structural basis of this conformational change. Three crystal

structures of the myosin head were used for the analysis within a coarse-grained

elastic network model. An anisotropic network model, where all a-carbon fluctua-

tions were treated anisotropically reflecting the directions of movement of each

residue, was used to compute residue fluctuations, and the analysis of flexibility

identified several rigid structural blocks. Analysis of these results revealed flexibility

at the motor domain-filament interface, and the degree of this movement was

shown to depend on the state of the nucleotide in the binding pocket.
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Using an elastic-network model, Zheng et al. (2003) examined the structure–

function relationships for three families of motor proteins: kinesin, myosin, and

F1-ATPase. For myosin and F1-ATPase, the normal mode analysis of this net-

work model suggested that the measured conformational change from crystal

structures could be well characterized by only one or two dominant modes, while

for kinesin, multiple modes were required. It was suggested that there may be two

diVerent mechanisms by which myosin and kinesin induce large-scale changes in

the nucleotide-binding pocket. In the case of myosin, the global motions generated

by the dominant normal modes were independent of the fine structural details in

the nucleotide-binding pocket; however for kinesin, structural changes in the

binding pocket did not produce global motions that matched well with the ones

observed in crystal structures.

V. Conclusions

The field of computational biology has seen significant advances in the past

decades, and as we see further increases in both the available computational power

and the number of active researchers, it is an area sure to see significant growth in

the future. Hopefully, the unique role that simulation plays in biochemistry, cell

biology, and biophysics has been clearly demonstrated here. As pointed out earlier,

these techniques are much closer to experimental methods than theoretical con-

structions, and when coupled with compatible experimental studies, they can be

extremely powerful research tools. Although very limited in their scope, the themes

and methods presented here encompass a significant fraction of the computational

literature and should allow for further reading and exploration. Armed with this

basic knowledge, there are several next steps that could be followed. In our

opinion, the text by Leach (2001) is one of the most accessible and comprehensive

texts in the field, but there are many others to choose from, including Allen and

Tildesley (1989), Field (1999), Frenkel and Smit (2002), and Schlick (2002). In

addition to these resources, nearly every university and major meeting or confer-

ence has a healthy contingent of computational biologists, and talking with these

individuals is the best way to discover howmolecular simulation could impact your

particular area of research.
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Abstract

Mathematical modeling has become increasingly important in many areas of

biology during the past two decades, and the area of cell migration and motility

has seen significant contributions from awide range ofmodeling approaches. In this

chapter, we cover examples from the broad range of work in this area, emphasizing

themodels’ biological significance and the relationships between them.We focus on

three specific areas: cell protrusion, cell adhesion, and retraction/whole-cell models.

At the end of this chapter, we provide our perspective on issues that future models

and experiments should consider in order to advance the boundaries of this field.
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I. Introduction

The process of cell migration is essential in development, in diVerentiation, and
in the physiological response to disease. It has been an intensive area of experi-

mental study for many decades, and in recent years it has also become a frequent

target for modeling. Initial models were very rudimentary since our knowledge

about the basis of this phenomenon was sparse, but as cell biology has become

more quantitative and has provided more detailed data, the sophistication of

these models has grown concomitantly. The desire for a comprehensive model of

cell migration has naturally been fueled by a desire to better understand the inner

workings of the cell, but it has also partly resulted from an influx of mathemati-

cians, engineers, and physicists (like us) into the field of cellular biophysics. Thus

many of the models that have been developed have their roots in materials science,

mechanical engineering, or condensed matter physics. Such models make perfect

sense to researchers in these fields, but to the average biologist, they are often

obtuse and incomprehensible. Our objective in this chapter is to broadly cover the

range of models that have been developed, explaining generally their physical

basis, their capabilities, and their relationship to other models. For reasons of

space and stamina, we cannot cover all possible models, but we will attempt to

include representatives from all classes of models. We will cover three principal

areas: cell protrusion, cell adhesion, and retraction, and then treat whole-cell

models that include all of these phenomena. In Section V, we elaborate a bit

more on other less developed areas of modeling and give our outlook for what

future models and experiments need to consider.

At the outset, it is useful to emphasize the usefulness of mathematical models

within the cell motility community and cell biology in general. Simple mathemati-

cal explanations that can explain a certain class of observed phenomena are

appealing for several reasons. These models can not only reproduce particular

behaviors or responses of cells but also allow one to work through the diVerent
outcomes of competing hypotheses to see which one(s) are consistent with experi-

mental data. Beyond comparing the outcomes resulting from diVerent assump-

tions, these models can also make (concrete) predictions that can be tested by

further experiments. As our knowledge and understanding of cellular biochemistry

grows, future models should be able to capture more complicated behaviors such

as the eVect of pharmacological or other therapeutic intervention on cell behavior.

II. Cell Protrusion

A. Single-Filament Modeling

The key molecular-scale event underlying actin-based cell migration is the

generation of force by the polymerization of actin filaments against an obstacle,

which could be the cell membrane, a vesicle, or an intracellular pathogen such as
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Listeria monocytogenes. Modeling of single-filament growth can identify plausible

mechanisms for force generation, predict the stall force, and establish the depen-

dence of the velocity on opposing force. The papers discussed below, using a

variety of mathematical methods, have reached the conclusion that filament

growth by passive monomer diVusion, in which fluctuations of the obstacle or

filament tip make room for new monomer addition, is a viable route to filament

growth. This mechanism can generate forces up to a few piconewtons (pN) per

filament. Studies including attractive filament–obstacle interactions indicate that

even if the filament is attached to the obstacle, there can be enough room for new

monomers to add to the filament tip; in fact, the presence of a filament-tip complex

can actually speed up the polymerization process under some circumstances. If the

coupling to the obstacle causes ATP hydrolysis to be coupled to polymerization,

forces of up to 10 pN per filament can be generated.

A landmark paper (Peskin et al., 1993) considered a fixed, rigid actin filament

polymerizing in perpendicular orientation against a hard, motile obstacle subjected

to an external force F, as shown in Fig. 1. The obstacle moves according to both

random forces from the environment and the external force. New subunits add by

passive diVusion of monomers, but only if the filament–obstacle separation

exceeds the step size a per added monomer, taken to be 2.7 nm. Provided this

condition is satisfied, the addition rate to the filament tip is the same as for a free

filament tip. This model was solved by calculating the time evolution of the

probability distribution P(x,t) for the obstacle position, according to an equation

of the form:

@P

@t
¼ D

@2P

@x2
þ FD

kT

@P

@x
þ a½Pðxþ a;tÞ �Hðx� aÞPðx;tÞ�

þ b½Hðx� aÞPðx� a;tÞ � Pðx;tÞ�

where x is the position of the obstacle measured relative to the filament tip,D is the

obstacle’s diVusion constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, a is

the barbed-end on-rate, a ¼ 2.7 nm is the step size per added monomer, b is the

barbed-end oV-rate, andH(x � a) is a mathematical step function whose value is 1

if x > a and 0 otherwise. On the right-hand side of this equation, the first term

Brownian motion

Fig. 1 Illustration of actin polymerization against an obstacle (reproduced by permission of Scot Kuo

http://www.jhu.edu/cmml).
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describes the rate of change of P due to diVusion of the obstacle, the second term

comes from the directed motion of the obstacle due to the force, and the remaining

terms describe jumps in the position of the obstacle relative to the tip due to

polymerization or depolymerization at the tip.

If the free-monomer concentration is high enough, growth takes place by a

‘‘Brownian-ratchet’’ mechanism in which a monomer that is added during an

obstacle excursion from the filament tip prevents it from returning to its previous

position. Increasing force F suppresses obstacle fluctuations and thus slows growth.

If the condition a � D/a2 holds, the mathematical form of the force–velocity

relation is very simple (see Fig. 2):

V / exp
�F

F0

� �
� b

Here, F0 ¼ kT/a ¼ 1.5 pN is the characteristic force scale over which the growth

velocity decreases, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature. As seen in

Fig. 2, single filaments can provide eVective propulsion against opposing forces

only up to a few piconewtons. This finding is consistent with a general result of

statistical mechanics (Hill, 1987) relating the ratio of the on- and oV-rates to the

external force. Including depolymerization gives a stall force (at which polymeri-

zation precisely balances depolymerization) of (kT/a)ln(G/Gc), where G is the free-

monomer concentration and Gc is the barbed-end critical concentration.

Subsequent modeling (Mogilner and Oster, 1996) extended this analysis to treat

flexible filaments in orientations at an angle y relative to the perpendicular. It was

found that filament bending could supply fluctuations that, like those of the
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Fig. 2 The exponential force–velocity relationship based on the Brownian-ratchet model of Peskin

et al. (1993).
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obstacle, temporarily open up room to let new monomers in. The mathematical

form of the force–velocity relation remains the same, except that the characteristic

force scale becomes kT/a cos(y). Thus filaments oriented at nonperpendicular

incidence can, in principle, generate higher forces than perpendicular ones. How-

ever, the increase in force is not likely to exceed about 50% because filaments far

from perpendicular will bend away from the obstacle. It should be noted that even

at perpendicular incidence, the maximum force that can be generated is limited by

filament buckling, which occurs at a force of p2kTLp/4L
2 (Landau et al., 1986)

where L is the filament length and Lp is the persistence length; for L ¼ 0.3 mm, the

buckling force is 2 pN.

These mathematical treatments of single-filament growth have been tested by

Brownian-dynamics simulations in which the positions of all the subunits in a

single growing filament, as well as the obstacle position, are stored over time

(Carlsson, 2000). Simulations such as these test the importance of simplifying

approximations made by the Brownian-ratchet model, for example, the assump-

tion that when the obstacle-tip distance exceeds a the growth rate becomes that of a

free filament. The simulations treated a single free monomer approaching a fluc-

tuating filament tip moving in two dimensions. The obstacle velocity was obtained

by tracking the obstacle position over time, and numerous simulation runs were

performed at each opposing force to obtain statistical accuracy. Simple mathemati-

cal forms were assumed for the interaction forces between filament subunits, the

obstacle, and the free monomer. The actin subunits in the filament moved accord-

ing to a law of motion including both random motion and motion due to deter-

ministic forces. The simulations confirmed the exponential force–velocity relation

found by the Brownian-ratchet model in most cases. A closely related simulation

treated growth of a three-dimensional (3D) filament using simplified Monte Carlo

dynamics, with the monomer addition treated according to a rate law based on the

distance between the filament tip and the obstacle rather than by explicit motion of

the incoming monomer (Burroughs and Marenduzzo, 2005). These simulations

confirmed the Brownian-ratchet prediction for hard-wall type force fields. For

softer force fields and obstacles with very small diVusion constants, they found

that the velocity could significantly exceed the Brownian-ratchet result. However,

because the steric repulsion between the actin filament and the obstacle against

which it pushes is likely to be short ranged, it is unlikely that its behavior occurs in

actin-based force generation. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, the force–

velocity relation for a free-actin filament impinging on an obstacle is well described

by the Brownian-ratchet analysis.

An extension of these types of models to include attachments between the

filament tip and the obstacle is motivated by several studies that have shown that

at least some actin filaments propelling intracellular pathogens and bead analogues

are attached to the obstacle, and the observation that formins can stay attached to

filament barbed ends while still allowing their growth (Higgs, 2005). Mathematical

models including the attachments can establish what additional mechanisms may

be active in force generation when filaments are attached, and evaluate the
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resulting changes in the force–velocity relation. These models may also be relevant

to lamellipodial protrusion since several intracellular proteins are known to link

actin filaments to cell membranes. Dickinson, Purich, and collaborators have devel-

oped the ‘‘actoclampin motor’’ model (Dickinson and Purich, 2002) in which a

filament attached to a protein or protein complex on an obstacle can exert a

pushing force. Motivated by suggestions (Upadhyaya et al., 2003), which have

not been subsequently verified, that individual filaments can generate forces of up

to 10 pN, they assumed that the energy of ATP hydrolysis assists the force

generation process. They treated several variations (Dickinson et al., 2002, 2004,

2005) of the following extension of the Brownian-ratchet model to attached fila-

ments. First, an actin filament’s ATP-containing terminal subunit binds to a

surface protein on the obstacle, presumably on the filament side. Second, a free

monomer attaches to the filament. Finally, ATP hydrolysis on the first subunit

reduces its aYnity for the surface protein, and the obstacle translocates so that the

surface protein binds to the new (still ATP-containing) subunit, and the cycle starts

anew. This model was analyzed by a methodology similar to that used in the

Brownian-ratchet analysis. The results suggest that attached filaments can elongate

at rates comparable to observed cell protrusion velocities if monomer diVusion is

not strongly inhibited by the obstacle–filament interaction and the opposing force

does not exceed a critical force of about 10 pN per filament tip. The critical force is

much greater than in the Brownian-ratchet model because the free energy of ATP

hydrolysis is coupled to the elongation process. The shape of the force–velocity

relation is also very diVerent from that in the Brownian-ratchet model. It is nearly

constant up to the critical force and then drops rapidly to zero. The attached-

filament growth mechanism can also explain the right-handed trajectories seen in

Listeria motion (Zeile et al., 2005). If the filament is attached to the bacterial

surface, the twist in the actin filament leads to torsional stresses that can be released

by helical motion of the bacterium, provided that the pitch of the filaments

changes in such a way as to account for the bacterium’s rotation. The viability

of attached-filament growth mechanisms has recently been demonstrated by

Brownian-dynamics simulations based on an assumed force field between the

actin filament and a surface or membrane protein (Zhu and Carlsson, 2007).

Closely related to the actoclampin model are two recent models of the growth of

actin filaments specifically aimed at formin-capped barbed ends. These models

have not included an obstacle explicitly, but could straightforwardly be extended

to do so if the formins were attached to a cell membrane. The models diVer in their

details, but both assume the existence of at least two conformations of the formin-

barbed end complex. One of these conformations is open enough to allow the entry

of new actin monomers; monomer addition switches the complex to its closed

state. Thermal fluctuations cause transitions to the open state after a certain

waiting time. A model based on three conformations (Shemesh et al., 2005c) has

shown that the ‘‘rotation paradox’’ arising in simpler leaky-cap models can be

circumvented. In this paradox, the rotation of the tip-bound formin resulting from

the helicity of the actin filament leads to supercoiling if the orientation of the
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formin is fixed, but such supercoiling is not observed. The three-configuration

model circumvents the formin rotation by including a hypothetical ‘‘slip step’’ in

which the filament tip changes its orientation relative to the formin. An extension

(Vavylonis et al., 2006) of the leaky-cap model to include the extended nature of

the FH1 formin domain, and the eVects of profilin, has shown that formin capping

can actually lead to extension rates faster than those of uncapped actin filaments,

consistent with experimental results.

There are few experimental tests of the predictions made by the single-filament

models. The flexibility of actin filaments makes a measurement of the force–

velocity relation very diYcult. However, experiments with microtubules are possi-

ble, and they have found an exponential decay of the velocity with opposing force.

Explaining the coeYcient of the decay is harder than for actin because of the many

strands in the microtubule (Mogilner and Oster, 1999). Rough estimates of the

overall magnitude of forces exerted by actin polymerization based on knowledge of

the membrane tension and the number of filaments at the cell membrane suggest

about 1 pN per filament (Abraham et al., 1999). An estimate of the maximum force

exerted by polymerization of formin-capped actin filaments has been obtained in

experiments in which the pointed end is bound via a myosin to a substrate and the

barbed end is bound to the substrate via a formin (Kovar and Pollard, 2004).

Observation of filament buckling suggested forces of up to 1.3 pN, but the resolution

of the experiments was insuYcient to establish whether larger forces were exerted.

Unfortunately, these measurements are consistent with all of the theoretical models

proposed so far and cannot discriminate between them.

B. Many-Filament Modeling

Mathematical models that treat the simultaneous polymerization of many actin

filaments aim to include the eVects of filament–filament interactions on the actin gel’s

structure and force generation properties, while still providing suYcient molecular

detail that the eVects of actin-binding proteins can be included. In this way, they

can serve as a bridge between molecular-level rate constants and the larger-scale

behavior of the system. Several types of interaction eVects should impact actin-

based cell migration significantly. For example, steric interactions between fila-

ments could block growth at high densities, or attractive interactions could result

in transitions from network to bundled structures. Filament branching is a type of

interaction since the very existence of a daughter filament depends on the mother

filament, and their positions are locked relative to each other. Furthermore,

growing filaments consume free monomers and thereby slow down the growth of

other filaments. In addition, the motion of the obstacle can mediate indirect

interactions between filaments. For example, the obstacle motion induced by one

filament can change the force exerted on the tip of another filament and thereby

change its polymerization rate; the motion can also aVect the Arp2/3 complex-

induced branching of other filaments since branching likely occurs only in the
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region near the obstacle where Arp2/3 complex can be activated by proteins such

as ActA.

The problems that have received the most attention with many-filament model-

ing are the propulsion of intracellular pathogens, lamellipodial protrusion, and

filopodial protrusion. The mathematical methodologies either evaluate the ener-

getics of particular many-filament configurations or treat the dynamics of growth,

branching, and other related processes in the growth of actin gels. The studies have

shown that several aspects of protrusion, including the actin network structure,

can be reproduced using only a small number of established biochemical processes;

more complex aspects of migration, such as persistent motion of cytoplasts and the

stepping motion of Listeria, can also be obtained if the model parameters are

chosen appropriately. The modeling studies have also explained the typical num-

ber of filaments found in filopodia and the average distance between them. The

predictions made by these theories are usually strongly dependent on the underly-

ing assumptions. Thus comparison of theory and experiment can be used to

discriminate between competing models of migration. Such predictions include

the force–velocity relation of intracellular pathogens and the correlation of filopo-

dium length with membrane stiVness, the lamellipodial protrusion rate, and other

key cellular properties.

The earliest many-filament calculations treating migration (van Oudenaarden

and Theriot, 1999) were aimed at understanding the symmetry-breaking phenom-

enon of small ActA-coated beads: these develop directional motion in a migration

medium despite being spherically symmetric. The calculations did not attempt to

include a realistic structure for the actin gel, but rather simulated a finite collection of

filaments initially uniformly distributed around the bead. The filaments were fixed

relative to a background that could correspond to the actin gel; the barbed ends of

the filaments were oriented toward the bead ‘‘by hand,’’ and only the repulsive

interaction between the bead and the filaments was included. Monomers were

added to filament ends stochastically, with the addition rate depending strongly

on the distance from the filament to the bead. The bead moved in response to the

forces from the filaments, with the result that a motion of the bead in a certain

direction was amplified because the growth rate of the filaments being impinged on

was reduced, while that of the filaments on the opposite side was enhanced.

Subsequent studies (van der Gucht et al., 2005) have shown that tearing of the

actin gel is a crucial component of the symmetry-breaking process, but the earlier

simulations suggested a mechanism that could enhance the eVect.
Several subsequent models have treated the growth of branched actin networks,

propelling either an obstacle such as Listeria or a cell membrane at the leading edge

of a lamellipodium. In these models, network growth is simulated directly on a

computer, with all filament subunit positions stored explicitly. Carlsson (2001)

treated a hard cubic obstacle propelled by the growth of an actin network. The

molecular-level processes included in the model were barbed-end growth, pointed-

end depolymerization, branch formation, debranching, barbed-end capping, and

barbed-end uncapping. The actin filaments and branch points were treated as rigid;
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the actin tail was regarded as fixed, while the obstacle moved according to a

combination of deterministic repulsive forces from the filament and random thermal

forces. New branches were formed only very near the obstacle, and the branching

was assumed to be completely autocatalytic in the sense that new branches formed

only on existing filaments. The model accurately reproduced the network structures

seen in electron micrographs. The assumption of completely autocatalytic branch-

ing led to a predicted growth velocity essentially independent of opposing force.

The experimentally observed force–velocity relations will be discussed in the next

section. Alberts and Odell (2004) used a more detailed approach taking into

account filament–obstacle attachments, the spatial variation of the actin concen-

tration, and hydrolysis of the actin-bound nucleotide. A close-up of the interface

between the Listeria actin tail and the bacterium obtained in this fashion is

shown in Fig. 3. The structure for the simulated actin tail is realistic, and the

simulations also produced an intermittent motion behavior. Atilgan et al. (2005)

studied a branched actin network growing against a membrane in a model lamelli-

podium. Their 3D model included a curved front edge with flat top and bottom

ATP-actin

ADP-Pi-actin

Arp2/3

ADF/Cofilin

Capping protein

ActA
(with elastic link)

ADP-actin

L. monocytogenes surface

Fig. 3 Depiction of the Listeria motility model of Alberts and Odell (reproduced by permission of

Jonathan Alberts). (See Plate no. 30 in the Color Plate Section.)
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boundaries. They found that a network structure consistent with experiment could

be obtained only if it was assumed that the orientation of individual Arp2/3

complex molecules relative to the membrane normal is limited during branching

events. Using elasticity-based calculations, they argued that the receptors respon-

sible for recruiting Arp2/3 activators to the membrane are preferentially targeted at

the curved front edge of the plasma membrane, explaining their localization at the

leading edge.

Work aimed at understanding filopodial protrusion has focused on calculation

of the mechanical properties of filopodia, the monomer concentration profile along

the filopodium, and the interactions between filopodia. The key mechanics issue

is that single filaments will buckle at small forces, but bundling can greatly enhance

their mechanical rigidity. Two recent calculations have shown that for filopodia of

the length of microns, at least 10 filaments need to be bundled to avoid buckling in

response to the elastic force of the membrane opposing polymerization. The length

of filopodia can also be limited by the need for free monomers to diVuse to the

filopodium tip. Mogilner and Rubinstein (2005) found that for filopodia contain-

ing more than 30 filaments, monomer diVusion becomes the rate-limiting factor in

filopodium growth. They made specific predictions regarding the filopodium

length, for example, that there is an optimal number of filaments for achieving

long filopodia, that longer filopodia should result from faster lamellipodial protru-

sion, and that for thin filopodia decreasing membrane stiVness should increase the

filopodium length. Atilgan et al. (2006), working with the model shown in Fig. 4,

found that the protrusion velocity is enhanced by the thermal fluctuations of the

membrane and is sensitive to the spatial arrangement of the filaments; they also

made predictions for the force–velocity relation of filopodia for diVerent assump-

tions about the membrane properties. Both of these studies found that filopodia

can merge with each other. This limits the proximity of adjacent filopodia

because filopodia that approach too close to each other will merge unless they are

prevented from moving. Kruse and Sekimoto (2002) treated the eVects of interfila-
ment interactions mediated by molecular motors on the growth of fingerlike protru-

sions such as filopodia. They found that if actin filaments are aligned with their

barbed ends pointing away from the cell body, and some of the filaments are

attached to a substrate while others are free to move, the free filaments will move

in the barbed-end direction. This could lead to the extension of filopodia-like

structures.

C. Continuum Modeling

In continuum modeling approaches, the actin gel is described not in terms of

individual filaments, but rather by coarse-grained properties such as the total

number of filaments in contact with the membrane, or the spatially varying density

of actin. Such methods treat molecular-level events in an averaged fashion, but are

more powerful than the filament-based methods in that they provide predictions

for larger systems over longer times. Calculations using continuum modeling
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methods aim to relate experimentally accessible properties, such as the force–

velocity relation for beads and pathogens and the shape of a lamellipod, to the

macroscopic properties of the actin gel and the average properties of the individual

filaments.

Like the many-filament studies described above, the continuum approaches

have focused on intracellular pathogen propulsion as well as lamellipodial and

filopodial protrusion. The complexity of the models varies greatly. Some charac-

terize the actin gel by using as few as two numbers, others treat the spatially

varying density of actin and actin-binding proteins, and some have treated the

angle-dependent distribution of filaments. The predictions made by these models

include the force–velocity relation for pathogen propulsion, properties of the actin

gel such as its thickness and spatial density distribution, the protrusion velocity for

lamellipodial extension, the elastic and diVusion properties of the membrane as

influenced by cell motion, and the distributions of filament lengths and orientations.

All of these quantities are experimentally observable.

Intensive study has been devoted to the study of Listeria propulsion, and related

biomimetic experiments based on beads, using continuum methods. A calculation
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Fig. 4 Illustration of filopodia growth from actin bundles from Atilgan et al. (2006) (reproduced by

permission of Sean Sun).
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of the force–velocity relation for Listeria (Mogilner and Oster, 2003b) assumed

that the pushing force is supplied by filaments whose tips move freely, and

these oppose a frictional force resulting from filaments tethered to the obstacle.

Rate equations for the densities of free and tethered filaments were set up to treat the

eVects of nucleation of attached filaments at the obstacle, dissociation of these

attached filaments, and capping of the resulting free filaments so that they became

irrelevant for propulsion. Amodel of this simplicity cannot include the distribution

of filament velocities that result from the spread of filament orientations, or lateral

elastic forces from the gel, but it allows exploration of a plausible hypothesis

regarding the eVects of filament attachments. The predicted force–velocity relation

for Listeria displays an initial rapid drop, followed by a slower decay.

More elaborate methods have treated the inhomogeneous elastic forces exerted

by the actin gel on an intracellular pathogen or biomimetic bead. The basic idea of

these studies is that actin polymerization does not directly lead to motion, but

rather to a buildup of stress in the actin gel surrounding the bacterium, which drives

the motion. The mathematical analysis is based on the elastic equilibrium of the

actin gel, which leads to elastic propulsion forces that are countered by frictional

forces between the gel and the bacterium and external forces acting on the bacterium.

In the simplest geometry, an actin gel growing on a spherical bead designed as a

biomimetic analogue of the bacterium, one finds (Noireaux et al., 2000) that as a

layer of actin freshly grown at the bead surface is pushed away from the surface, it

stretches and, much like an expanding balloon, exerts an inward pressure on the

portion of the actin gel inside it. This pressure is transferred to the bead–gel interface.

Measurement of the thickness of the gel, in combination with estimates of the elastic

modulus of the gel, allows one to evaluate the elastic stress and thus the pressure

on the bead; if one further has an estimate of the number of filaments exerting forces

on the bead surface, one can evaluate the force exerted per filament. Values as high

as 10 pN have been reported, but in the absence of quantitativemeasures of the input

parameters, these must be regarded as ‘‘ballpark’’ estimates.

Extension of this theory to the motion of Listeria and ActA-coated beads has led

to a model (Gerbal et al., 2000; Marcy et al., 2004) in which the motile driving force

results from release of the elastic stress in the actin gel as the obstacle moves. The

bulk of the driving force comes not from pushing forces due to the filaments

directly behind the obstacle, but rather from the squeezing forces generated by

the filaments on the sides of the obstacle. This approach emphasizes several factors

other than single-filament eVects that can slow the motion of the obstacle as an

opposing force is applied. For example, even if the rate of addition of new subunits

to the gel at the actin surface remains constant, the obstacle will slow down because

the tail becomes wider due to the opposing force, so the distance added per subunit

becomes smaller. Furthermore, the gel thickness on the bacterium side drops with

increasing velocity, which leads to a drop in propulsion force. This analysis

predicts a force–velocity relation of the form that has a rapid initial decay for

small forces, but a more rapid decay for larger forces. It was successfully fitted to

experimental data for WASp-coated beads where the force was generated by
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micromanipulation. In certain ranges of parameters, the elastic theory predicts a

‘‘hopping’’ motion (Bernheim-Groswasser et al., 2005), which is displayed by

certain mutants of Listeria and, in some circumstances, beads coated with the

VCA fragment of WASp. The elastic theory also accounts for the symmetry-

breaking phenomenon of VCA-coated beads mentioned above. A recent multi-

scale approach has incorporated Brownian dynamics-based single-filament force–

velocity relations into a continuum model containing some of the eVects described
by the elastic theory. This model obtains a force–velocity relation for beads having

a form similar to that obtained by the elastic theory (Zhu and Carlsson, 2007).

A highly simplified elastic model (Lee et al., 2005) focuses on the dependence of

the density of force exerted by the actin network on the position over the surface of

a moving bead. The force density is treated by a rate equation including both linear

and nonlinear terms. The key ingredient in the model is a positive-feedback term

that causes the force density behind the bead to grow if it moves forward. This type

of term could result from eVects of the form discussed by van Oudenaarden and

Theriot (1999), where the growth of filaments behind the bead is accelerated

because their opposing force is reduced by the forward motion of the bead. The

model displays a symmetry-breaking transition to persistent motion at a critical

value of the positive-feedback parameter that is inversely proportional to the drag

coeYcient of the bead. The velocity is predicted to vanish as the positive feedback

decreases to its critical value. In certain ranges of parameters, the model was found

to have two steady states, one with a stationary bead and one with a moving bead.

This could lead to ‘‘hopping’’ motion alternating between these two states, but at

present it is not possible to evaluate the model parameters accurately enough to

establish whether this eVect corresponds to experiments.

With regard to lamellipodial protrusion, the most intensively studied case is that

of fish keratocytes, which can essentially be viewed as one large lamellipodium.

The cells glide with a steady motion, and their speed correlates well with the growth

rate of actin filaments. The steady-state behavior of a uniformly protruding

lamellipod has been studied using a model (Mogilner and Edelstein-Keshet,

2002) based on the densities of barbed and pointed ends, and free and complexed

actin. Processes treated by the model include polymerization, depolymerization,

diVusion, barbed-end generation by branching, debranching, capping of barbed

ends, and actin complex formation and dissociation. The polymerization rate was

based on the Brownian-ratchet result given above. The model equations were

solved using a combination of numerical solution and analytic theory. It was

found that as a function of increasing barbed-end density, the protrusion velocity

initially increases because the opposing force per barbed end drops. At higher

values of the barbed-end density, the velocity reaches a maximum and then

decreases because the large rate of free-actin consumption at the front of the cell

reduces the free-actin density, which in turn reduces the polymerization rate. There

is thus an optimal density of barbed ends for achieving maximal velocity, which is

proportional to the opposing force. The maximal velocity depends inversely on the

membrane resistance. A subsequent study (Dawes et al., 2006) treated the spatial
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distribution of barbed ends, polymerized actin, and Arp2/3 complex as a function

of distance from the leading edge of a 1D lamellipod, using three diVerent assump-

tions about the process by which Arp2/3 complex generates new barbed ends:

spontaneous nucleation, tip branching, and side branching. Comparison of observed

spatial profiles of barbed-end density with the theoretical predictions revealed the

best fit for side branching. There have been fewer studies in more realistic geome-

tries, but Grimm et al. (2003) treated a limited range of processes in the context of a

2D lamellipodium model where the actin density varied along the cell front. It was

found that the actin density was highest at the center of the lamellipodium, and that

the enhancement is greater for high capping rates. The enhancement is qualitatively

consistent with experimental results.

Althoughmost modeling of lamellipodial protrusion has focused on the dynamics

of actin and actin-binding proteins, a recent study has treated the spatial distribu-

tion of the phosphoinositides, the associated kinases/phosphatases, and small

GTPases that regulate actin polymerization in response to external signals

(Dawes and Edelstein-Keshet, 2007). Using a plausible set of reaction equations

in combination with diVusion terms, it was found that the regulatory proteins and

small molecules have diVerent characteristic functions: the GTPases function as

spatial switches, while phosphoinositides filter noise and define front versus back.

The model suggested explanations for several experimental observations, including

defects in gradient detection in mutants lacking Cdc42, and proper directed motion

in mutants lacking PTEN.

Recently, the interplay between actin propulsion forces and contractility has

been treated in a simple model of lamellipodial protrusion that views the actin gel

as an active viscoelastic medium (Kruse et al., 2006). (We describe this work here,

rather than in the section below on whole-cell models, because the main focus is on

protrusion.) The term ‘‘active’’ means that the constitutive relation for the gel

contains terms not present in typical ‘‘passive’’ materials, including a contribution

to the deformation rate in the absence of external stresses, proportional to the

myosin activity. Calculation of the spatially varying deformation rate of the actin

gel yielded a lamellipodium profile similar to those observed experimentally. The

forces exerted by the substrate on the actin gel were found to change sign a few

microns in from the leading edge. This led to a transition from retrograde flow

at the leading edge to anterograde flow farther back in the lamellipodium, in

agreement with experimental observations based on speckle microscopy.

The relationship between actin polymerization and the deformation of the

membrane has been treated in a recent study by Gov and Gopinathan (2006).

They focused on the spontaneous membrane curvature associated with polymeri-

zation activators such as Cdc42 and PIP2 in the membrane. The motion of these

activators was treated by using a model of noise-assisted biased diVusion, where
the biasing force comes from the attraction of the activators to regions of mem-

brane curvature; the curvature of the membrane (motion in the direction perpen-

dicular to the plane of the membrane) was treated as a competition between the
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elastic restoring force tending to straighten the membrane and a term depending

on the density of activators, which favored membrane bending. Depending on the

properties assumed for the activators, the membrane displayed either wavelike

behavior, corresponding tomembrane ruZing and actin waves, or unstable behavior

leading to the formation of filopodia. The predictions of this model are consistent

with several types of experimental data, including the changes in the membrane

diVusion coeYcient induced by cell motion, and increases in the fluidity of the

membrane in the front part of cells moving in shear flow.

A more detailed type of continuum theory is obtained when not only the density

of actin and related proteins but also the orientation and/or length distribution

functions of actin filaments are treated. The orientation distribution function gives

the density of filaments at a certain place pointing in a particular direction, and the

length distribution does the same for filaments of a particular length. These proper-

ties have been treated in bulk geometries (Carlsson, 2005; Edelstein-Keshet, 1998)

where the spatial variation is absent, but we focus on calculations treating the

spatial variation. These have used a 1D geometry appropriate for a flat lamellipod

or pathogen propulsion; the spatial variation is in the direction perpendicular to the

membrane or the surface of the pathogen. The length distribution of filaments in

a lamellipod has been treated in a model (Edelstein-Keshet and Ermentrout, 2001)

that includes the motion of filament tips due to polymerization/depolymerization,

and severing; the populations of filaments capped and uncapped at their barbed

ends were treated separately. The calculated distributions indicated that the tips of

longer filaments tended to be closer to the membrane. By appropriate choice of the

parameters in the model, a qualitative agreement was obtained with the measured

distribution of polymerized actin as a function of distance from the membrane.

The filament orientation distribution has been treated in a model (Maly and

Borisy, 2001) focusing on the number of filaments in the immediate vicinity

(the ‘‘active zone’’) of a pathogen or biomimetic bead moving at a fixed velocity.

This model treated Arp2/3-induced branching, which creates a new filament at an

angle of 70 degrees relative to the ‘‘mother’’ filament, and capping, which was

assumed to remove a filament from the active zone. It was shown that over a certain

range of velocities, the filament orientation distribution has a two-peaked structure,

with the peaks at roughly �35 degrees. This is consistent with experiments on

Xenopus keratocytes. An extension of this model (Carlsson, 2003) treated the flow

of slower filaments out of the active zone as a function of their angle. This allowed

the calculation of the obstacle velocity by the application of a steady-state condition

for the number of filaments in the active region. The results confirmed those of

earlier filament-based simulations: the obstacle velocity is independent of opposing

force if all new filaments are created via autocatalytic branching. If the new fila-

ments arise by de novo nucleation, independent of existing filaments, the velocity

decays exponentially with opposing force as in the Brownian-ratchet model.

The main experimentally accessible property that has been treated by both

continuum theories and many-filament theories is the force–velocity relation for
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Listeria and biomimetic beads. The most complete data obtained so far are for

plastic beads whose motion was slowed by direct physical contact using a cantilever

(Marcy et al., 2004). As Fig. 5 shows, the velocity dropped by about a factor of 2 at

an opposing force of 1 pN, and subsequently decreased more slowly. This experi-

ment could also probe negative (pulling) forces, which were found to speed up the

motion. The overall shape of the force–velocity curve under opposing force is

similar to that obtained by both the elastic stress and tethered-ratchet theories,

although a fit to the data has been done only with the elastic stress theory. The latter

theory also fit the negative-force part of the force–velocity relation. The drop-oV of

the velocity with opposing force is inconsistent with the completely autocatalytic

model assumed in the many-filament simulations. However, the slowness of the

decay of the velocity at high opposing forces could indicate that the number of

filaments is increasing under opposing force as in the autocatalytic model.

III. Cell Adhesion and Retraction

As evidenced by the previous section, there has been a significant amount of

theoretical work on phenomena at the leading edge of a motile cell. This topic

holds a powerful natural appeal since the leading edge is one of the principal sites

of assembly and dynamics, and it is almost universally true that the more dynamic

a process is, the more interest there is in describing its behavior. However, the

mechanisms involved in formation of adhesions to the substrate and retraction of

the rear of the cell are equally important and deserve the same amount of attention.

Without contraction, retraction, and recycling of assembled filaments, bundles,
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and networks at the rear of the cell, assembly at the leading edge would be limited

by the shortage of actin and other proteins, and the mechanical forces imposed by

the cell membrane would prevent movement.

Because contraction of the rear of a cell requires adhesion at the front, we treat

these two phenomena together. Two primary classes of mathematical treatments

have been developed to describe cell adhesion and retraction. The first class

involves contractile bundles, stress fibers, and other myosin-based mechanisms.

The second class could be termed nonmyosin based and centers around contract-

ing gels such as those observed in nematode sperm. Details and examples from

both of these classes are given below.

A. Myosin-Based Retraction

Actomyosin contraction has been studied extensively in both muscle and non-

muscle cells, but here we focus on nonmuscle cells. In these cells, myosin II is

clearly localized to the rear of the cell and has been implicated in retraction of the

trailing edge of the cell as well as breaking or removal of focal adhesions. One of

the first models to treat the interaction and contraction of actin filaments mediated

by myosin treated both parallel and antiparallel filaments using rate equations for

their spatially dependent concentrations (Kruse and Julicher, 2000). In this formu-

lation, the myosins were not explicitly treated, but their eVect was captured in the

fluxes by having parallel filaments move in the same direction and antiparallel

filaments move in opposite directions. Despite the simplicity of this model, it is able

to capture a wide range of behaviors in terms of filament distributions and tension

profiles. This simple, 1D model has since been extended to 2D arrays where

filaments can now interact at any angle. By adding an additional dimension, a

completely new range of phenomena emerge from such a model, including orien-

tationally polarized phases that are obtained based on the filament and/or myosin

density (Ahmadi et al., 2005; Kruse et al., 2004, 2005; Liverpool and Marchetti,

2003). The range of structures and bundle arrangements from both of these models

look very reminiscent of those seen in in vitro experiments as well as what is

observed in live cells.

As mentioned above, contractile bundles or stress fibers cannot provide work or

movement without a mechanism for adhering to the underlying substrate. The

formation of focal adhesions and the mechanical interactions between cells and

their environment is a very active field of study (for a recent review, see Vogel and

Sheetz, 2006). With the emergence of signaling pathways associated with the

formation of focal adhesions, several groups have developed detailed mathemati-

cal and thermodynamic models to describe their formation and regulation.

Bershadsky et al. (2006) have done extensive experimental and modeling work

on focal adhesions (Shemesh et al., 2005a,b). Their experiments have attempted to

define the wide range of proteins that aVect focal adhesion behavior (Dia1, Rho,

etc.), and their model describing focal adhesion mechanosensitivity and dynamics

is essentially protein self-assembly under control of elastic stresses (see Fig. 6).
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The underlying premise is that forces applied to a filament have a direct eVect on its

polymerization, and based on the balance of forces and the distribution and

densities of focal adhesions (those that are applying force and those that are acting

as anchors), the authors find four possible modes of behavior. Two of these

regimes represent unrestricted polymerization or depolymerization, but the other

two modes can give rise to steady-state filament lengths. Changes in the applied

force and/or force distribution can cause the cell to switch between the regimes

in a well-defined fashion, and the next steps will be to experimentally test the

predictions of this model.

The previous model exemplifies the usefulness of such simple, physically based

models since the authors demonstrate how this mathematical treatment can be

applied equally well to the polymerization of an actin filament with processive

capping by a formin, discussed above, as it can to the formation of focal adhesions

(Shemesh et al., 2005a). One final model explicitly models the interaction between
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Fig. 6 The model of Shemesh et al. (2005a,b) depicting (A) polymerization, (B) application of force

and accumulation of stresses within the filament, and (C) release of internal stresses by insertion of

additional monomers at the end of the filament (reproduced by permission of Michael Kozlov).
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the stress fibers and the integrins, where the integrins may be either free in the

membrane or bound to the underlying substrate (Novak et al., 2004). The authors

find that focal adhesions tend to relocate to the periphery of the cell, moving with

the diVusion constant of the integrin, and concentrating in regions with the highest

boundary curvature. This observation agrees well with experimental results and

appears to result from the fact that stress fibers in the center of the cell are

organized randomly so that the forces tend to cancel out. Focal adhesions at the

cell edge are forced to be more ordered and therefore, their net force is higher and

directed toward the interior of the cell. More work integrating such models of

myosin contraction with focal adhesion formation will be required to advance our

understanding of retraction and contractility, and how these functions relate to the

assembly and dynamics at the leading edge of the cell.

B. Non-Myosin-Based Contractility

Although most motile cells use myosin-based retraction at the rear of the cell,

this is not the only mechanism for generating contraction. Sperm of the nematode

Ascaris suum represent a simple, motile system that is based on major sperm

protein (MSP) rather than actin (Miao et al., 2003). MSP is analogous to actin

in that it assembles into filaments that form a gel, but the filaments are nonpolar.

What is most intriguing about this system is that there are no associated motor

proteins, but instead contraction occurs by a structural transition of the MSP gel.

TheMSP filaments can bundle via hydrophobic and electrostatic forces. Models of

this process suggest that bundling at the leading edge of the cell extends the

filaments, thereby storing elastic energy within the bundle while providing a

protrusive force (Bottino et al., 2002; Wolgemuth et al., 2004, 2005). At the rear

of the cell, when these bundles are dissociated, the stored elastic energy is released,

resulting in contraction. The model of Bottino et al. (2002) is one of the more

complete treatments. Apart from simply capturing adhesion and retraction, the

authors also consider polymerization, protrusion, and depolymerization, resulting

in a very complete description of the motile process. More discussion of this model

appears in Section IV.

Although the actomyosin system is thought to be the driving contractile force

behind translocation of the cell body, myosin II null Dicyostelium discoideum cells

still exhibit migration (De Lozanne and Spudich, 1987; Knecht and Loomis, 1987),

suggesting that nonmyosin contraction may also play a role in cells other than

nematode sperm. Wolgemuth (2005) developed a simple model involving stick-slip

adhesion with some contractile stress generating mechanism that is able to produce

periodic lamellipodial contractions. Although he admits the contractile force

needed to produce this behavior could come from myosin, it is not strictly required

and could result from depolymerization of the actin gel.

In summary, models of cell retraction and focal adhesion formation, although

not as developed as those for actin branching and assembly, have shown significant
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progress in recent years. This field has shown less progress than protrusion studies,

partly because the requirement of motor proteins in most cases increases the

complexity of the process, and partly because there are fewer model organisms

(such as Listeria) and fewer biomimetic systems (such as protein-coated beads)

available. As more experimental details become clear and our expanding abilities

to tailor materials nanostructure allow the development of more biomimetic

systems, the models will certainly expand to include more explicit parameters

and, when combined with the assembly models for the leading edge of the cell,

they should allow more complete modeling of the entire cell.

IV. Whole-Cell Models

To this point, we have largely discussed piecewise and reductionist models of cell

migration that treat only one or two parts of the moving cell, while ignoring large

portions of the system. The reason for such models is perfectly obvious: compli-

cated models require more data for parameterization, and the predictions arising

from such models are often less clear than those from more simple, physically

based models. The modelers are not the only ones striving for simplicity—the goal of

many experiments also is to dissect the cell into its smallest functional parts. Despite

the complexities of whole-cell modeling, significant eVorts have been directed at

describing entire cells using a wide range of modeling techniques. In this section, we

will describe some of these models.

Although strictly not whole cells, a simpler version of the many-filament models

described in Section II has been used to treat the persistent motion of cytoplasts—

cell fragments containing the basics of the migration apparatus but having no

genetic material (Sambeth and Baumgaertner, 2001). This model included poly-

merization, depolymerization, and branching, but no barbed-end capping. The

branching was autocatalytic, and the results of the simulations suggested that the

autocatalytic nature of the branching itself provides a positive-feedback mecha-

nism by which the cell can spontaneously break its symmetry and remain in a

persistent state of directed motion. Subsequent extensions of these studies included

spontaneous nucleation processes (Satyanarayana and Baumgaertner, 2004) and

argued that the stop-and-go motions sometimes displayed by cells can be attributed

to a competition between branching nucleation and spontaneous nucleation.

When considering the whole cell, the battery of migration models is as varied as

the number of diVerent cell types; however just as cells share many of the same

characteristics, so do the available models. For the most part, whole-cell models

consider dynamical and/or mechanical phenomena. Dynamic events certainly

include explicit molecular-scale processes such as the polymerization of actin,

but they may also be processes that have a far less concrete physical basis, such

as the change in stability of a focal adhesion due to force, or the eVect of pH on actin

bundle formation. Similarly, cell mechanics may be treated explicitly using our

knowledge of filament and membrane mechanics, or it may be included in a
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phenomenological manner. An example of the latter is the paper by Alt and Dembo

(1999) that treats the motion of ameboid cells. They treat the cell as a two-phase

fluid: a filament phase that describes the actin–myosin network and a solvent phase

that contains the unpolymerized actin monomers. The two phases are reactive (i.e.,

actin can polymerize to form filaments) and viscous, and the filament phase can

store contractile energy and interact with the underlying substrate. Although this

model is very coarse-grained, it can reproduce a variety of cell migration behaviors,

including periodic ruZe formation, cycles of protrusion and retraction, and cen-

tripetal flow of the cytoplasm. A similar model from Gracheva and Othmer (2004)

again uses a continuum approximation with a viscoelastic cell that interacts with a

viscous substrate and a viscoelastic cytosol that gives rise to passive stresses, due to

elastic and viscous forces, as well as active stresses due to actin polymerization and/

or myosin contraction. This model, like the one from Alt and Dembo, can repro-

duce a wide variety of observed phenomena, including the 1D movement of a

fibroblast and descriptions of cell deformation, traction forces, and cell speed that

agree with experimental findings.

A more detailed class of whole-cell models explicitly treats the formation and

interaction of filaments. One of the most comprehensive models is the fish kerato-

cyte from the Mogilner lab (Rubinstein et al., 2005). This 2D model combines

several submodels involving protrusion at the leading edge, the mechanics of the

actin network in the lamellipodium, contraction at the rear of the cell, and transport

of actin on the boundary of the lamellipodium. Although the mathematics of this

model is somewhat complicated, the premises on which the mathematics is based

are very clearly spelled out in seven assumptions (see Rubinstein et al., 2005, for

details). These assumptions include not only intuitive ideas such as ‘‘the protrusion

rate is locally normal to the leading edge and proportional to the local concentra-

tion of G-actin,’’ but also the supposition that ‘‘there exists a constant critical low

F-actin density at which the actin network collapses into the actin-myosin bundle,

determining the rear edge of the lamellipodium.’’ The experimental evidence

supporting each of the seven assumptions is variable; however, by solving the

resulting set of equations, the implications of these various hypotheses can easily

be tested. This is the true strength of such models and serves as an excellent

example for the rest of the modeling community.

The keratocyte model just discussed is in fact very similar to the model devel-

oped by Bottino et al. (2002) to describe the crawling of nematode sperm. Instead

of relying on actin filaments, this system is based on the polymerization of MSP;

however, the physics (and mathematics) describing this process is nearly identical

to the keratocyte case. Figure 7 shows some details of their model. The top two

portions of the figure depict the 1D and 2D representations of their model. Each

black dot represents a mass of cytoskeleton contained in the surrounding polygon,

and these nodes are connected by the finite elements shown in Fig. 7C. These finite

elements are more than ‘‘standard’’ viscoelastic materials (i.e., a spring and dash-

pot in parallel), in that they also have the ability to store elastic energy in the tensile

element represented by t. Exactly what cellular component or process would
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correspond to such an element is not clear; however, this unique property of MSP

gels is thought to allow this system to produce migration without the need for any

motor proteins. Just as with the keratocyte model, this model can be tested

and compared with experimental data, and it shows good agreement with many

features such as the shape and velocity of the moving cell.

The eVects of the small GTPases Cdc42, Rac, and Rho have recently been

included in a 2D whole-cell analysis (Maree et al., 2006) based on the ‘‘cellular

Potts model,’’ which takes the stochastic aspects of the cell boundary motion into

account. This model treats the spatially varying concentrations of the GTPases,

Arp2/3 complex, and densities of barbed ends and filaments pointing in six diVer-
ent directions (as an approximation to the continuous distribution of the filament

orientations). Implementation of the model gives realistic cell shapes for kerato-

cytes, and correct speeds for biologically reasonable parameter values. In addition,
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persistent motion is obtained after an initial stimulus, even after the stimulus is

removed.

V. Summary and Future Outlook

A major diYculty in modeling cell migration is our incomplete understanding

of the underlying interactions and associated kinetics and thermodynamics.

Although many diVerent proteins are involved in cell migration, the concentra-

tions/activities, associated kinetic rate constants, and the dependence of these rate

constants on experimental conditions are in general not known. The interactions

of the actin cytoskeleton with the substrate and the membrane are particularly

unclear. This state of aVairs has the unfortunate consequence that while it is often
possible to adjust the parameters in a model to match a physical observation, it is

very hard to establish conclusively that the observation is actually due to the eVects
considered in the model. For many of the phenomena related to cell migration,

there are several competing explanations. For example, the slowing of actin-

propelled obstacles in response to opposing force can be explained either in terms

of elastic eVects or in terms of the slowing of polymerization at the obstacle–

filament interface. In this and many other cases, we are still unable to determine

unambiguouslywhich (if any) of the existing theories is correct.Given this situation,

theoretical eVorts can take several routes. One is to explore the possible modes of

organization and action of the cytoskeleton—varying parameters over a wide range

of values to see what behaviors are possible, and which aspects of the behavior are

robust to changes in parameter values and model assumptions. Another is to focus

onbiomimeticmigration analogues,where the number of unknown interactions can

be limited. Finally, one can usemodels that treat only themost important variables,

using Occam’s razor to discriminate between diVerent models that capture the

essence of the observed phenomena.

There are several aspects of cell migration that should receive more attention

by the modeling community. There has been a strong focus on modeling lamelli-

podial protrusion, but it has been shown that cells can migrate without lamellipo-

dia (Gupton et al., 2005; Vidali et al., 2006). In such cases, the migration

mechanism is not established, but it may involve either filaments stiVened by

tropomyosin coating or actin filaments cross-linked by myosin II. The microscopic

mechanisms underlying retraction also need more attention. Retraction often

involves myosins, but there are also non-myosin-based retraction mechanisms

(Mogilner and Oster, 2003a) that need to be explored in more detail. The coupling

of protrusion and retraction (Small and Resch, 2005) is another area that could

benefit from enhanced modeling activity. Finally, the cell migration modeling

community should expand its horizons to treat migration in three dimensions.

Placing a cell in a 3D environment instead of on a flat substrate could markedly

change the behavior of the cell, and recent 3D imaging methods (Friedl, 2004) are

beginning to provide data that motivates 3D modeling.
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instrumentation and optical systems, 150–158

absorbance optical system, 152–153

fluorescence optical system, 155–157

interference optical system, 153–155

strengths and weaknesses, 152

for protein–protein interactions

measurements, 35, 38–40

for protein’s assembly state measurement, 31

for quantitative analysis of macromolecules in

solution, 144

sample preparation for, 160–161

sample requirements for, 158–159

sedimentation coefficient modeling, 406–407

sedimentation or diffusion coefficients

evaluation, 380

sedimentation equilibrium, 147, 162, 168–175

data analysis, 171–173

instrument operation and data

collection, 168–170

monitoring approach to

equilibrium, 170–170

sedimentation velocity, 146–147, 161–168,

173–175

data analysis, 165–168

instrument operation and data

collection, 161–164

maximum rotor speeds for, 164

theory, 146–147

workflow for, 174–175

8-Anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid (ANS) in

dimethyl sulfoxide

absorption and emission spectrum of, 225–226
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Anisotropic network model. see Molecular

modeling techniques, normal mode analysis

Anisotropy and polarization, 245–246

Anthracycline antibiotics, binding properties, 7

APCI. see Atmospheric pressure chemical

ionization

Applications and illustrations. see also Statistics;

Statistics of data

assessing and presenting results, 776–778

experiment design, V matrix and ITC, 772–776

Guggenheim method, correlated

fitting, 770–772

shunning straight line, 767–769

univariate calibration, beyond straight

line, 766–767

vH analysis, 769–770

Archetypal neutron scattering camera, 388

Argininamide–aptamer system, low binding

affinity of, 15

Ascaris suum, 929

Assembly state of proteins, in transcription

regulation, 30–31

Association free energy changes, 690, 721. see also

Osmolytes

Asymptotic Standard Errors (ASE), 797–798

Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization, 572

AtoB, FORTRAN source code

atomic coordinates usage, 334

de novo HMB generation, 335

and HBM construction, 332

and lysozyme bead model generation,

335–337

Atomic coordinate model, 406

Atomic element radius, 352

ATPase pocket, signal transmission. see

Molecular modeling, applications of

AUC. see Applying analytical ultracentrifugation

Autocorrelation analysis. see Nonlinear least-

squares fitting method, models for

Autocovariance function. see Nonlinear least-

squares fitting method, models for

Automatic titrators, 301–302

Aviv automated titrator, 301

B

Bacillus caldolyticus, 858

cold shock protein (Bc-Csp), 858

Bacterio-opsin gene

scanning mutagenesis of, 488

site-directed mutagenesis of, 487

Bacteriorhodopsin

alpha-helical transmembrane

segments, 481

hydrophobic interactions, effect of, 492

amino acid–chromophore

interactions in, 482

amino acid mutation, effect on functional

mechanisms of, 491

bacterio-opsin gene of, 487

ground-state absorbance red shift of, 493

intermediate-states of, 483

as membrane protein model system, 481, 491

photosynthetic activity of, 492

proton binding and release, effect of, 492

proton-pumping mechanism in, 483

deprotonation and reprotonation

phases, 498–499

mutants, effect on, 493

protonation state of, 491

purple membrane (PM) formation, 482

retinal and chromophore binding-pocket

amino acids, interaction between, 491

structural models of, 483

22-Base DNA hairpin

baseline and sample scan for, 120

cumulative melting enthalpy for, 137–138

DNA forms fraction in melting of, 135

DSC scan, 121

thermal unfolding transition for, 119–120

Bathochromic shift, 218, 220

BD simulations. see Brownian dynamics

simulations

Bead-shell model generation, 361–362

Beamline X-28C, 594. see also Footprinting

Beckman Coulter XLI analytical

ultracentrifuge, 150–151

Beer–Lambert law, 152, 214–215, 217

BHT. see Butylated hydroxytoluene

Binding

constants and thermodynamics, 5–7

experiments execution and analysis, 4

free energy change, 6

interactions, 3–4

isotherms properties, 7–10

parameters, 5–6

Biochemical processes in vitro. see Modeling

and simulation

Biochemical reaction system, simulation for

deterministic methods, average behavior of

many entities

algorithms, 833–834

ordinary differential equations, numerical

integration of, 831–833
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recipe for performing simulations, 834

stochastic and deterministic simulation,

comparison of, 834–835

stochastic simulations, behavior of individual

entities

of multiple items, 827–829

recipe for performing simulations, 829–830

of single item, 824–827

speeding up simulations, 830–831

Biomacromolecules thermodynamic properties,

DSC application to, 115–116

Biomolecular electrostatics

applications of, 856–861

binding free energies, 858–860

biomolecular association rates, 861

electrostatic free energy, 857

folding free energies, 857–858

pKa calculations, 860–861

solvation free energy, 856–857

cellular systems in

biomolecule–ion interactions, 845–846

biomolecule–ligand and –biomolecule

interactions, 846–847

models for biomolecular solvation

and, 847–856

explicit solvent methods, 847–848

implicit solvent methods, 848–851

limitations of implicit solvent

methods, 855–856

Poisson–Boltzmann methods, 851–854

simpler approximate models, 854–855

Biomolecular folding stability, 858

Biomolecular systems

models for electrostatic interactions

(see Biomolecular electrostatics)

Biomolecule(s)

interactions

characteristics of, 54

SPR biosensor method for detection of, 53

ion interactions

Debye–Huckel theory and Hofmeister

effects, 845

ion-induced RNA folding, 845–846

Kirkwood–Buff theory of, 720

Biopolymer binding interactions

thermodynamics, 85–88

ITC use in, 80–81

Biosensors, for rapid reactions, 462

Biosensor-SPR methods. see Surface plasmon

resonance (SPR) biosensor method

50-biotin-labeled DNA hairpins, structure of, 70

bop gene. see bacterio-opsin gene

Bound detergent accounting, in SE

experiments, 187–188

Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), 676

bR. see Bacteriorhodopsin

Bradford assay, 253

Bradford’s analyses, 268

bR intermediate-state conformations

protonation–deprotonation reactions, 492

bR mutants, homologous expression, 495

Bronian dynamics simulations, 369

Brownian dynamics (BD), 896

BROWNRIG, advanced hydrodynamic

calculation program

Brownian trajectory computation, 369

B. subtilis, 858

cold shock protein B (Bs-CspB), 858

�-tubulin, 905

Buffer and neutron transmission, 392–393

Butylated hydroxytoluene, 546

C

Caged compounds, 456

Calorimetric measurements, 80

Calorimetry

combined techniques, 704

commercial availability, 85

differential scanning calorimetry, 11, 13, 16–17

heat change measurement, 82–83

heat conduction calorimeter, 83

isothermal titration calorimetry, 14–17

and differential scanning, 703

ligand/macromolecule mixing

techniques, 83–85

batch method, 84

flow method, 85

titration method, 84–85

power compensation instrument, 83–84

Pressure perturbation calorimetry

(PPC), 703–704

requirements in osmolyte solutions

for, 704–705

temperature change instrument, 83

theory and operation, 82–85

Capillary mixer, 454

Carboxyrhodamine (Rh6G). see Fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP),

fluorophores

Catabolite repressor protein (CRP), 26

combinatorial control of transcription in

E. coli, 45–47

cytidine binding to CytR, 46
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Catabolite repressor protein (CRP), (cont. )

cytidine-mediated induction mechanism, 47

DNA as modulator of transcription

regulation, 47

protein–protein interactions in, 47

site-specific DNA binding, 46

proteins at deoP2 transcription regulatory

region, 45

CD detection. see circular dichroism detection

Cell adhesion and retraction

myosin-based retraction, 927–929

elastic stresses, role of, 928–929

non-myosin-based contractility, 929–930

Cell migration, 912

Cell protrusion

continuum modeling, 920–926

Brownian dynamics-based single-filament

force– velocity relations, 923

force–velocity relation for plastic

beads, 926

polymerization activators, Cdc42 and PIP2

in, 924

steady-state behavior of uniformly

protruding lamellipod, 923

many-filament modeling, 917–920

filament–filament and steric interactions, 917

filopodia growth from actin bundles, 920, 921

Listeria motility model, 919–920

mathematical methodologies in, 918

symmetry-breaking phenomenon,

ActA-coated beads, 918

single-filament modeling, 912–917

actoclampin motor model, 916

Brownian-dynamics simulations, 915

Brownian-ratchet mechanism, 914–916, 925

leaky-cap model, 917

Cellular retinol-binding protein (CRBP), 637

Cellular screen, development of, 488

Cellular systems, electrostatics in

biomolecule–ion interactions, 845–846

biomolecule–ligand and–biomolecule

interactions, 846–847

Chaotropes, 723

Charged osmolytes. see also Osmolytes

air–water interface, 724

counterion release and measurement by

conductivity, 721–722

electrostatic ion binding and screening of

macromolecules, 721

ion exclusion, 723

salts as osmotic stressors and Hofmeister

series, 722–723

Chemical denaturation methods, 297

automatic titrators and, 301

denaturant concentration, effect of, 298

and experiments, 282–284

mass-action, 305

protein stability, 310

secondary structure loss transition

monitoring, 311

sigmoidal plots, 298

Chemical reactions. see Modeling and simulation

Chromium oxalate (CROX), 629

Chromophores, 214–216, 218, 224, 232, 264–265

Chromophoric probe, 460

Circular dichroism (CD), 639, 649, 707

and spectra, 15

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy

applications, 265

complex formation study, 280

detecting altered conformation, 278–282

equilibrium dissociation constants

determination, 286–290

protein stability study, 282–286

recombinant native proteins structural

analysis, 280–282

secondary structure content of

proteins, 276–278

solution conditions study, 278–280

characteristics, 272–276

far-UV spectra of proteins, 273–275

near-UV spectra of proteins, 272–274

nucleic acid conformation, 275–276

data collection, 269–271

response time, 270

spectral bandwidth, 270

temperature control, 270–271

wavelength range, 269–270

data processing, 271–272

instrumentation, 266–267

care and calibration, 266–267

sample concentration determination,

268–269

sample preparation, 267–268

Circular dichroism detection, signal-to-noise

ratios of, 456
13C-labeled metabolites, TOCSY

analysis, 560–561

Classical linked-enzyme assays, 462

Colchicine, 903

Comparative molecular field analysis

(CoMFA), 904–905

Competition dialysis assay, 19–20

Competition experiments
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protein and ligand reactions, 468

and relaxation measurements, 469

Concentration determination, by absorption

spectroscopy, 217–218

Conducting solution temperature, 455

Conformational ensemble, effect of pH on

pH modulation, 878–881

thermodynamic model of, 875–877

Conservation equations, 451

Constrained scattering modeling

and ab initio scattering approaches, 404–406

antibody structural modeling, 411–413

CR2, membrane glycoprotein, 410–411

flow diagram of, 401

for immunoglobulin A (IgA), 410

instrumental corrections, requirement of, 402

modeling using atomic structure, 400

multidomain protein

conformations, libraries of, 403

secretory component (SC) of IgA,

414–416

and sphere models, 407

type 1, 403–409

type 2, 410–411

type 3, 411–414

type N, 414–416

using GENDIA and HYDRO software, 406

using HYDRO and HYDROPRO, modeling

programs, 407

Continuous flow, 454

Continuous wave (CW), 634

Convex constraint analysis (CCA), 277

Cooperative DNA unfolding, modeling using

DSC, 129–134

Cooperative melting, 123–124

COREX algorithm, ensemble-based calculations

of proteins, 874, 875, 888

Correlation spectroscopy, 552, 578

COSY. see Correlation spectroscopy

COSY and TOCSY experiment for metabolites

identification, 552

Coulomb’s law, 857, 895

Coumarin, 236

Counterion condensation theory, 530–531

Counting statistics and sample X-ray

transmission, 391

Cryo-EM micrographs, 431

Cryo-EM techniques

marcromolecular and cellular complexes

3-D reconstruction of, 428–429

micrographs, contrast of, 431

microtubules and microtubule-kinesin motor

head complexes, 427

and microtubule-tau complexes, 434

motor domains, 429–430

signal-to-noise ratio, 431

tau and tubulin, interaction sites between, 436

vitrification, 428

C14SB

analysis OmpF trimer stability in, 200–202

density-matching point for, 191–192

CTD. see C-terminal domain

CTD binding of gp32, calculation of free

energy, 535

CTD release from the gp32 binding, measured

probability, 536

C-terminal domain, 522, 531–538

Cumulative distribution function. see Chemical

reactions

CW EPR, in distance measurements, 650–652

interspin distance measurements on

biomolecules, 651–652

Cysteine mutation, oligonucleotides for, 488

Cytidine binding to CytR, 46

Cytidine-mediated induction, 47

Cytoskeleton, simulation methods

brownian dynamics, 896–897

molecular docking, 897–898

molecular dynamics, 894–896

Cytotoxicity, MTT assay for, 223

D

2D area detectors, 386

Daunorubicin, binding properties, 7

DB818–DNA interaction, sensorgrams to

evaluate kinetics of, 73–74

DB818 hairpin structure, 70

Dead time, instruments, 452, 453

Debye–Huckel screening length, 852

Debye–Huckel theory. see Biomolecular

electrostatics, biomolecule-ion interactions

Decylsulfonylfluoride (DSF), 197–198

Degassing, 704, 705. see also Calorimetry

Degrees of freedom (Dof), 744

Denaturants

commercial preparation of, issues

related to, 311

concentration and protein structure, 298

concentration determination of, 313

contaminants, effect of, 311

denaturant–protein interaction, 305
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Denaturants (cont. )

folding free energy, effect on, 304

and m-value of proteins, 318

and protein conformational transition, 305

and protein interaction, 305

solution preparation of, 311

urea and guanidine hydrochloride, 298, 311

Denaturation curves and thermodynamic

parameters, 307

de novo bead model generation

with AtoB, 337–338

Density increment, measurement and use in SE

experiments, 186–187

Density-matching

point for C14SB, 191–192

strategy in SE experiments, 188–189

Detergent micelles, SE experiment in presence of

buoyant molecular weight, 185–186

strategies for bound cosolvent, 186–189

density increment approach, 186–187

density-matching strategy, 188–189

explicit accounting for bound

detergent, 187–188

2-D experiment in NMR strategy, 547–549, 552

1-D experiments, fractional enrichment on

recycle time, 563–564

DHB. see 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid

40,6-Diamindino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), 236

Dicyostelium discoideum, 929

Difference spectrum

hydrazone formation reaction, 220–222

thiocolchicine binding to tubulin, 219–220

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 11, 13,

16–17, 282, 703

applications of, 116–117

curves, 115–116

to determine thermodynamic

properties, 115–116

DNA unfolding modeling, 126–139

cooperative unfolding, 129–134

Freire-Biltonen deconvolution, 126–128

melting oligomeric hairpins, 135–139

experimental protocols and preliminary data

analysis, 119–126

guide for calculations from DSC data, 131

instrumentation for, 117–119

scan of

22-base DNA hairpin, 121

poly(dAdT).poly(dTdA), 124

poly(dGdC).poly(dCdG), 124

in stability studies, 116

to study protein and nucleic acid, 116

Diffraction pattern

2-D crystal and visible, 431

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, 572

2, 20- Dimethylsilapentane-5-sulfonate, 550–551

Dimethyl sulfoxide, 430

2,4-Dinitrophenyl acetate, 457

Dinitrophenylhydrazine, 547

Diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH), 631

Displacement experiments, 467

fluorescent and nonfluorescent ligands

in, 467–468

rapid mixing in, 468

Distance distribution function analysis

curve fitting, 398

macromolecule maximum assumed dimension

calculations, 399

DM-nitrophen, 456

DMSO. see dimethyl sulfoxide

DNA

binding by PR-B, 49–50

force–extension measurement, 520–521

force-induced melting experiments, 524

melting force for gp32, 528

as modulator of transcription regulation, 47

overstretching, 521

stretching advantages, 522

stretching and relaxation curves, 525–526

stretching measurements, 537

DNA forms fraction

in melting of 22-base DNA hairpin, 135

in melting of He12, 135

for poly(dAdT), 133–134

for poly(dGdC), 130, 132

DNA interactions with T4 gp32

background, 522–524

quantifying protein interaction, 525–528

single DNA molecules destabilization,

524–525

T4 Gene 32 binding to ssDNA, 529–531

DNA–lipid complexes (lipoplexes), 723

DNA–protein interactions, 535

DNA restriction enzymes and cloning sites, 487

DNase-I binding loop of actin, 899

DNaseI footprinting, 44

DNA unfolding modeling using DSC, 126–139

cooperative unfolding, 129–134

Freire-Biltonen deconvolution, 126–128

melting oligomeric hairpins, 135–139

D85N:Cysteine mutants

absorbance properties of, 509

absorbance spectra of, 490

mutational phenotype screening of, 501
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pH-dependent spectral transition, effect

on, 508

D22, neutron scattering camera

beam collimation, 387

Q range, accessibility of, 393

sample-detector distances in, 387

2-D NMR and isotope editing, 552

determination of isotopic distribution, 560–562

isotope-editing techniques, 553–560

isotopomer quantification, 562–566

D85N mutant, bR mutant, 487

amino acid substitution in, 494

aspartic acid 85 replacement, 493

cell paste reflectance spectra of, 507

F(6) and G(7) helical movements in, 500

ground-state transitions, 496, 498

pumping mechanism and, 496

reflectance spectroscopic screening of, 502,

504–506

in spectral states isolation, 490, 496

visible absorbance properties of, 493

x-ray diffraction of, 506

D96N mutants, bR mutants, 487

amino acid substitution in, 494

aspartic acid 96 replacement, 493

cell paste reflectance spectra, 507

photochemical analysis of, 495

proton activity of, 496

proton transfer reactions and, 495–496

in spectral states isolation, 490

visible absorbance properties of, 493

x-ray diffraction of, 506

DNPA. see 2,4-dinitrophenyl acetate

DNPH. see Dinitrophenylhydrazine

Docking simulations. see Molecular modeling,

applications of

Double-stranded DNA, 518, 520–522, 524–527,

529–530, 535, 537

Doxorubicin, binding properties, 7

2-D proton correlation experiment of metabolite

analysis, 559

Drug design process, 7

Drug–DNA interaction, 116

Drug–protein interaction, 116

dsDNA. see Double-stranded DNA

and ssDNA stretching

absence and presence of protein, 524–525

to ssDNA, transition, 521

DSS. see 2, 20- Dimethylsilapentane-5-sulfonate

Dual beam optical tweezers instrument, 519–521

Dynamic light scattering (DLS), 175, 182,

662–664

E

E. coli CytR-CRP system

combinatorial control of transcription

in, 45–47

cytidine binding to CytR, 46

cytidine-mediated induction mechanism, 47

DNA as modulator of transcription

regulation, 47

protein–protein interactions in, 47

site-specific DNA binding, 46

E. coli gal regulatory system, 26

E. coli strain, 486

Elastic-network model. see Molecular modeling

techniques, normal mode analysis

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), 617

detection, absorption of microwave

photons, 621

EPR-determined distance measurements, 650

EPR machine setup, 620

power saturation, 636–653

signal amplitude, 630

spectra containing multiple motional

components, 625

spectra of spin-labeled CM15, 645

spectrum in slow motional regime, 627

variation in EPR signal height, 643

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay, 244

Electrostatic interactions

affect bimolecular association rates, 846

basic properties of solute for, 850

of biomolecules in aqueous environment, 844

computational tools for simulation, 856

in thermostability of thermophilic proteins, 858

Electrostatic potential

at active site of an enzyme, 853

equation for, 851

of realistic protein geometries, 850

visualization of, 854

Electrostatic regulation of DNA binding,

model, 532

Electrostatics based approaches, 905–906

Elemental analysis of metabolomics, 574–575

Emission monochromator, 230

Emission spectra

of 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid in

dimethyl sulfoxide, 225–226

of fluorophores, 225, 234

measurement by fluorescence

spectroscopy, 229–230, 234

Endogenous fluorophores, 225

Endothermic process, 80

Enthalpy, 6, 80
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Entropy, 6

conformational, 708

ions’ translational, 721

Enzyme activity, calorimetric studies of, 81

Enzyme-catalyzed reactions kinetics, ITC use

in, 80

Epothilones, role in cell division, 905

Equilibrium association constants, 451

Equilibrium binding constant, 4

Equilibrium constant, 8

Equilibrium dialysis, for small ligand binding

interactions, 31–33

Equilibrium dissociation constants

determination by CD spectroscopy, 286–290

direct methods, 286–290

concentration range, 287–289

titration mode, 287

wavelength selection, 287

indirect methods, 289–290

Equilibrium two-state and protein folding

transitions, 302

Ergodic hypothesis. see Proteins, ligand-linked

structural transitions in

ESRF. see European Synchrotron Radiation

Facility

Ethidium displacement assays, 16–18

Ethidium–DNA complex, 17

Eukaryotic regulatory transcription proteins, 31

European Synchrotron Radiation

Facility, 382–384, 394–395

Excitation monochromator, 230

Excitation spectra

of fluorophores, 225

measurement by fluorescence spectroscopy, 230

Excitation wavelength and Raman scattering

peaks, 459

Exogenous fluorophores, 225

Exothermic process, 80

Extinction coefficient. see Absorption coeffcient

Extrinsic fluorophores, 225

Extrinsic probes

chromophoric probe, 460

resonance energy transfer in, 462

protein affinity, 461

protein and ligand binding, 460

F

Fenton–Haber–Weiss reaction. see Footprinting,

hydroxyl radical, probe in

Ferric enterobactin receptor ( FepA), application

of SDSL, 648–649. see also SDSL EPR

spectroscopy

FID. see Free Induction Decay

Filter binding shift assay, 244

Fingerprints, 549

Finite element model. see Whole-cell model

First- and second-order activity coefficient

equation. see Osmolytes, in solvation

properties of biomolecules

First-order reactions

equilibrium constant, 448

rate constants, 448, 449

Flash photolysis, rapid biological processes

studies, 456

Flow (or rapid mixing) techniques, 448

continuous Flow, 454

mixing chambers, 452

quenched flow, 453–454

stopped flow, 453

for two-step mechanisms, 471

Flow tube imaging and charge-coupled device

(CCD) camera

Flow tubes and flow rates, reactants

solutions, 453–454

Fluorescein, 155, 236

Fluorescein-based dyes, 250

Fluorescein-colchicine (FC), 674

Fluorescence

and absorbance, optical detection, 455, 456

anisotropy, 35–37, 41, 227–228

fluorescent ligand binding, 462

anisotropy technique, 35–37, 41, 227–228

experimental design and

performance, 251–260

competition experiments, 259–260

controls, 258–259

data analysis, 256–258

data collection, 255

excitation and emission

parameters, 254–255

polarizer calibration and G-factor, 253

reagents, 251–253

temperature control, 254

experimental setup for

measurement, 248–250

to monitor protein–DNA

interactions, 243–244, 254–260

advantages and disadvantages of, 247–248

and polarization, 245–246

technique, 244–245

environmental effects, 234–236

lifetime, 226–228

mechanism, 223–224

plate readers, 228

polarization, 228
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quenching, 233–234

resonance energy transfer, 236–239

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), 36,

660–676

applications of

in binding assays, 673–674

to detect conformational changes, 674

as diagnostic or quality control tool, 676

to monitor polymerization, 675

to quantify translational diffusion, 672–673

experimental setups, 666–668

fluorescence emission, calculation, 663–664

fluorophores, 668–669

sample preparation, 668

sample labeling and practical

informations, 669–671

Stokes–Einstein relation, 665

translational diffusion, 664–665

expression of correlation function, 665

Fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy

(FCCS), 671–672

interaction of NtrC protein, 676

in monitoring kinetics of cleavage by restriction

endonucleases, 676

Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy

(FLIM) technique, 227

Fluorescence measurement, requirements in, 458

Fluorescence methods, for binding interactions

measurements in

protein-DNA interactions, 41–42

protein–nucleic acid binding, 41–42

protein–protein interactions, 36–37

small ligand binding, 33

Fluorescence optical system, 144, 151–152,

155–157

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP), 232, 662–663

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer

(FRET), 183, 236–239

Fluorescence spectroscopy, 223–239

absorption versus fluorescence, 229, 234

emission spectra measurement, 229–230, 234

environmental effects, 234–236

excitation spectra measurement, 230

experimental problems, 230–233

inner filter effect, 230–232

light scattering, 233

photobleaching, 232–233

secondary absorption effect, 232

fluorescence mechanism, 223–224

fluorescence quenching, 233–234

fluorescence resonance energy

transfer, 236–239

fluorophores, 225–228

absorption spectra, 234

emission spectra, 225, 234

environment of, 235–236

environment sensitive fluorophores, 236

excitation spectra, 225

fluorescence anisotropy, 227–228

fluorescence lifetime, 226–227

quantum yield, 227

Stokes’ shift, 225–226

spectrophotometers, 228

Fluorescent lifetimes, 226–227, 245

Fluorescent probes, thiol or amine groups, 460

Fluorescent resonance energy transfer

(FRET), 903

Fluorophores, 225–228, 244, 249–251, 255

absorption spectra, 234

emission spectra, 225, 234

environment of, 235–236

environment sensitive fluorophores, 236

excitation spectra, 225

quantum yield, 227

Folding free energies

denaturant concentration, effect of, 304

thermodynamic parameters, effect of, 308

Folding probabilities, 884

Footprinting

characteristics of, 591

and electrophoretic mobility shift assays

for protein-DNA binding interactions

measurements, 42–44

hydroxyl radical, probe in, 592–593

millisecond resolution time-resolved studies,

hydroxyl radicals for

fast fenton footprinting, 595

synchrotron radiolysis, 594

UV laser photolysis of H2O2, 595

nucleic acid hydroxyl radicals, 593

protein hydroxyl radicals, 593–594

quantitative, 592

Forster distance, 236–237

Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET), 35

FORTRAN source code, 332

spatial limits in, for geometrical shape, 341

Fourier deconvolution of dipolar-coupled

spectra, 652. see also CW EPR in distance

measurements

Fourier-filtered image, profilaments

back-Fourier transform of, 429

layer-line patterns in, 430

visible reflections, 435

Fourier transform, 579

Free energy change, 6
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Free energy conservation. see also Modeling and

simulation, biological process

in chains of reversible reactions, 836–837

Free Induction Decay, 578

Freire-Biltonen deconvolution, DNA unfolding

model, 126–128

FT. see Fourier Transform

G

GalR protein, 26

Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry

(GC-MS), 546, 567–568, 570–571,

573–574, 578

Gaussian convolution model. see Pulse EPR, in

distance measurements

Gauss–Newton algorithms. see Nonlinear least-

squares fitting method, models for

GDC. see Glu decarboxylase

GDH. see Glu dehydrogenase

Gel filtration chromatography, 182

Gelsolin, actin-associated protein, 900

Generalized Born (GB) models. see Biomolecular

electrostatics, simpler approximate models

Gene regulatory complexes, quantitative

studies of, 30

Gibbs adsorption isotherm. see Osmolytes, on

processes involving macromolecules

Gibbs–Duhem relation, for water and solute.

see Osmolytes, on processes involving

macromolecules

Gibbs equation, 6

Gibbs free energy change, 111

Global analysis and kinetic transient

studies, 475

Glucose, HSQC spectra, 555

Glu decarboxylase and dehydrogenase, 557

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate-dehydrogenase

(GAPDH), 901

gp32. see T4 gene 32 protein

GpA protein, 206–208

GPCRs. see G protein-coupled receptors

gp32, proteolytic fragments, 523

G protein-coupled receptors

activation of, 481

biological activity, regulation of, 480

G–protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), 650

Green fluorescent protein (GFP), 155. see

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP)

Guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl), 694

Guinier analysis

distance distribution function calculations, 399

for multidomain protein scattering

modeling, 402–403

radius of gyration and forward scattered

intensity, 396–398

scattering curve fitting, 396

Guinier plot. see Osmolytes, experimental

methods on macromolecules

H

Half-life, 449, 455

Halobacterium salinarum strains, 481

culture of, 488

L33 cells, absorption spectra of, 505

mutagenization of, 492

HBM. see Hydrodynamic bead modeling

HBM construction programs

AtoB, FORTRAN source code, 332–335

MAKEPIXB and HYDROPIX, 340–342

PDB2AT, PDB2AM, and

MAP2GRID, 339–340

SOMO and ASAB1, 343–348

He12

baseline and sample scan for, 120

DNA forms fraction in melting of, 135

Helical reconstruction methods,

microtubule-motor complex, 430

discrete layer line spacing, 431

ice-embedded plain microtubules, 434

nanometer resolution, 431

tilt-series reconstruction, 430

Hepatoma upregulated protein

folding pattern, 437

microtubule stabilization, 437

tubulin sheet formation, induction of, 438

Hess’ law, 13, 16

Heternonuclear multiple bond correlation, 547,

549, 552–553

Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum

Coherence, 553, 579

Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence, 547,

549, 552–553, 555–558, 560, 579

HighChem’s Mass Frontier, 570

High-flux sources, 383–384

High-performance liquid chromatography, 549,

567, 580

High-resolution surface shadowing, heavy

metal-shadowed specimens

carbon layer, 431

coating materials, 431

for flexible and filamentous structures, 441
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Midilab preparation chamber, 432

Ta/W metal shadowing, 432

protofilaments, outer structure of, 437

tubulin sheet geometry, 438

tubulin sheets, 435

High-throughput thermodynamics, 18–20

High-vacuum/cryo-transfer system, 432

High-voltage capacitor discharge, 455

HIV-1 protease inhibitors, 7

HMBC. see Heternonuclear multiple bond

correlation

HMQC. see Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum

Coherence

HMQC-TOCSY role in metabolomics

analyses, 579

Hoechst 33258

binding isotherms and Scatchard plot, 72

sensorgrams for, 71

structure of, 70

Hofmeister series

for anions and ion polarizability, 723

in protein solubility, 694–695

Hologram QSAR, two-dimensional

computational technique, 904

Hormone binding, 49

HPLC. see High-performance liquid

chromatography

HSQC. see Heteronuclear Single Quantum

Coherence

HSQC-TOCSY of normal myocytes, 557

HU protein, 26

HURP. see Hepatoma upregulated protein

Hydrazone formation reaction, difference

spectrum for, 220–222

Hydrodynamic bead modeling, 328

hydrodynamic calculations, 353–366

hydrodynamic hydration, 349–353

macromolecule, representation of, 330

model construction

AtoB, 332

de novo HMB generation, 332, 335

model visualization in

RasMol, RAZ, and VisualBeads, 348–349

Hydrodynamic calculation programs

HYDRO and, 353–357

HYDROMIC, 362

HYDRONMR, 365–366

HYDROPRO, 357–361

HYDROSUB, 361–362

SOLPRO, 361

SUPCW and SUPCWIN, 362, 364

Hydrodynamic hydration

dynamic hydration model, 350

hydration distribution programs, 353

second virial coeffcient and, 351

sedimentation coefficient and, 349

in ultralow resolution HBM

of globular particles, 352

Hydrodynamic interaction tensors, 330

and overlapping beads, 331

HYDRO, hydrodynamic calculation program

hydrodynamic and related parameters,

computation of, 353

for rigid HBMs, 353–354

HYDROMIC, hydrodynamic calculation

program

primary hydrodynamic model

construction, 364

solution parameters, computation of, 362

HYDRONMR, hydrodynamic calculation

program

NMR relaxation time computation, 365

for proteins and nucleic acids, 367

HYDROPRO, hydrodynamic computation

program

PHP construction and hydrodynamic

parameter computation, 357

for small-to-moderate-sized atomic coordinate

protein structure, 357–358

HYDROSUB, hydrodynamic calculation

program

bead-shell models, generation of, 361

solution parameters, computation of, 362

Hydroxyl radical footprinting time-progress

curves

fast fenton footprinting, protocol, 598–602

experiment in quench-flow mixer, 600

KinTekÒ control program, 599

solutions preparation, 601

hydroxyl radical production,

measurements, 597–598

autoradiogram, cleavage products of

RNA, 599

solutions for sample syringes, 597

reagents and solutions, 595–596

RNase contamination, 596

Hyperchromic shifts, 218

Hypochromic shifts, 218, 220

I

ICP-MS elemental detector system in

proteomics, 575
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ICR. see Ion Cyclotron Resonance

ICR-MS, 568, 580

ID02 beamline optics

components of, 384

detector design of, 386

layout of, 385

Q range, accessibility of, 393

IgA. see Immunoglobulin A

IgA secretory component (SC) modeling

and constrained modeling, 415–416

D1-D3 and D4-D5 fragments, 414

ILL. see Institut Laue Langevin

Immunoglobulin A constrained modeling, 410

Implicit solvent methods, biomolecular solvation.

see also Biomolecular electrostatics

nonpolar solvation, 849–850

polar solvation, 850–851

process of, 848–849

thermodynamic cycle for, 849

Individual nucleotide time-progress curves

analysis by inspection, 606

kinetic modeling, 608–611

winning kinetic model topology and flux

analysis, 610–611

time-progress curve clustering, 606–608

Individual site binding methods

for protein-DNA binding interactions

measurements, 42–44

Inner filter effect, in fluorescence

spectroscopy, 230–232

Institut Laue Langevin, 382–383, 386–388

Instrument settings, optical methods

emission detection, 458–459

lamp selection, 458

noise reduction, 459

slit widths, 458

time constant selection, 459

Interference optical system, 144, 151–155,

184–185

Intrinsic fluorophores, 225

Intrinsic probes and optical signal, 460

Ion channels. see also Osmolytes

in protein states and interactions with

cosolutes, 707–708

testing solute exclusion from channels, 708

Ion Cyclotron Resonance, 568, 580

Ionic surfactants, 706. see also Spectroscopy

Ion-induced RNA folding, 844–845

Ion–RNA interactions, 845–846

irMS. see Isotope ratio MS

Isoperibol calorimeter measuring cell, 83

Isoperibol titration calorimeter, 81

Isosbestic point, 457

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), 14–17,

701–703, 704, 710, 724

for binding interactions measurements in

protein-DNA interactions, 40–41

protein–protein interactions, 37–38

small ligand binding, 31, 33

kinetic experiment, 100–111

continuous method, 103–105

data analysis, 107–109

interpretation of results, 110

models, 109

planning, 103–105, 110

reaction rate and heat rate theory, 100–103

single injection method, 103

thermodynamic experiment, 85–100, 111

data analysis, 92–95

error analysis, 96–99

models, 95–96

Monte Carlo analysis, 96–99

planning, 88

running, 88–92

theory, 85–88

uses of, 80–81

Isotopomer analysis, application of MS, 566–568

concentration determination, 570–571

elemental analysis, 574–575

isotope inventory, 576–577

isotope ratio MS, 575–576

isotopomer analysis, 572–574

phospholipids and lipid metabolites

analysis, 572

polar metabolites analysis, 571–572

structure identification, 568–570

Isotopomer analysis, application of NMR

concentration determination, 549–550

detection sensitivity, 551–552

metabolite structure elucidation by

NMR, 547–549

reference compounds, 550–551

unknown metabolites structure, 549

Isotopomer analysis in metabolomics

amino acid role, 574

materials used, 544–547

Isotopomers, 543

distributions measurement, 544

Isotropic resolution, 431

J

Jablonski diagram, 224, 235

Joule heating devices, 455
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K

KaleidaGraph program. see Linear least squares

theory, variance-covariance matrix

Keratocyte model. see Whole-cell model

Kinesin

antiparallel protofilament

arrangement, 435, 438

axial protofilament contact stablization, 434

binding efficiency of, 435, 438

diffraction pattern of, 429

as marker of outer protofilament

surface, 438

and microtubule complexation, 427

15-protofilament microtubule

codecoration, 429–430

tau and, 437

Tea2p motor activity, 439

tubulin protofilaments and, 435

tubulin sheet decoration, 433

Kinetic ITC experiment, 100–111

continuous method, 103–105

data analysis, 107–109

interpretation of results, 110

models, 109

planning, 103–105, 110

reaction rate and heat rate theory, 100–103

running, 105–107

collection of raw data, 106–107

correcting raw data, 107

solution preparation and

handling, 105–106

single injection method, 103

Kinetics of enzyme-catalyzed reactions,

ITC use in, 80

Kinetic transient analysis

curve fitting, 459

fluorescence spectra collection, 459

and global analysis, 475

principal component analysis, application

of, 475

variance determination, 474

Kirkwood–Buff approach. see also Osmolytes

changes in protein solvation, 718–719

in classification of osmolyte behavior, 718

concentration-dependent

thermodynamics, 717–718

crystal structures and structure

of solution, 717

protein hydration and

osmolation, 719–720

Kosmotropes, 723

KscA protein, 182

L

Labile metabolites extraction, 546–547

Lamm equation, 146–147, 167

Lamp selection, 458

Laser heating devices, 455

Lavoisier ice calorimeter, 82–83

LC-APCI-MS detection, 547

LC-MS analysis of MS, 567–568

Le Chatelier’s principle, 10, 688. see also Protein

Solubility

Lennard–Jones potential, 717, 895

Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. see Nonlinear

least squares

Levenberg–Marquardt method, 137–138

Ligand-DNA binding, 12–16

Ligand–protein docking, 902

Ligand–receptor interactions, 8

in absence of optical signal, 16–18

evaluation by absorption

spectroscopy, 218–221

Light scattering method, 31, 35

Light scattering problem, in fluorescence

spectroscopy, 233

Linear extrapolation method (LEM), 684, 686

Linear least squares (LLS), 741

Linear least squares, Monte Carlo presentation.

see also Statistics

straight line with constant

error, 757–761

straight line with proportional error, neglect of

weights, 761–763

Linear least squares theory. see also Statistics

Chi-Square distribution, 753

correlated data, 754–755

correlation, 754

error propagation, 756

fitting with constraints, 755–756

LLS solution, matrix notation, 750–751

principles and clarification of, 750

systematic error, 756–757

t-distribution, 753–754

tenets, demands and payback, 749–750

variance-covariance matrix, 751–753

Listeria monocytogenes, 913

Lorentzian distribution. see Statistics of data,

finite variance

Lowry’s analyses, 268

L-tyrosine, absorption spectra of, 219

Lysozyme bead model generation

with AtoB, 335–337

and HYDROPRO, 358

with SOMO and ASAB1, 344–348
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M

Macromolecule

sedimentation coefficient of, 329

Macromolecule solution conformation

advanced hydrodynamic calculation programs

for, 340–344

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) 544.

see also Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

Major sperm protein (MSP), 929

MAKEPIXB program

ASCII file generation, 342

hydrodynamic parameter computation, 341

output file, 342

shell-bead model, 340

volume element scanning, 342

MALDI. see Matrix-assisted laser desorption

ionization

Mal3p, Schizosaccharomyces pombe EB1

homologue

codecoration with kinesin motor domains,

436, 439

density of, on microtubules, 439

globular domains of, 436

microtubule growth initiation and

maintenance, 439

microtubule lattice seam stablization, 436

selective microtubule lattice seam binding, 439

MAP2GRID program, cubic grid and hexagonal

grid algorithms encoding, 340

MAP-microtubule complexes

3-D analysis of, 436, 439

helical reconstructions of, 430

MAPs. see Microtubule-associated proteins

Marquardt– Levenberg algorithms. seeNonlinear

least-squares fitting method, models for

Mass spectrometry (MS), 541–547, 549,

569–578, 580

advantages, 566–567

concentration determination

techniques, 570–571

structure identification in application,

568–570

type determination, 567–568

Mass-tagging technique, 571

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization, 547,

567–569, 572, 580

Maxwell– Boltzmann distribution, 895

McGhee’s equation, 12, 14

Melting oligomeric hairpins, DNA unfolding

model, 135–139

Membrane depth, applications of SDSL

methods in

changes in local structure in protein

bacteriorhodopsin, measurement in, 640

FepA and depth parameter vs. residue

number, 640–641

Membrane protein distributions, 184

Membrane protein model system, 481

Membrane proteins SE experiments, 183–189

in presence of detergent micelles, 185–189

buoyant molecular weight, 185–186

strategies for bound cosolvent, 186–189

Metabolic heat measurement, 82

Metabolic precursors role in isotopomer-based

metabolomics, 544

Metabolites, 1JCH values, 554

Metabolite structure elucidation by

NMR, 547–549

Metabolomic analysis

extraction, 544–545

HCCH-TOCSY, 559–560
1H-X HSQC and HMQC, 553–556
1H-X HSQC and TOCSY, 556–559

sample preparation for, 545–547

Metabolomics, definition, 542

Metal chelators, quenchers, 453

Michaelis-Menton kinetics model, 108–109

Michaelis-Menton rate equation, 102

Microplate reader

spectrophotometers, 222–223

Microscopic order–macroscopic disorder

(MOMD), 628

Microtubule-associated proteins, 428

hepatoma upregulated protein, 437

kinesins, interaction with, 428

Microtubule-binding site

�–tubulin, 434

kinesin motor, 435

Microtubule inhibitors, 903

Microtubule-kinesin motor domain complexes

and Tau, 437

Bessel order of, 429

Microtubules

chemical reaction, state-transition and hybrid

Petri-net, 813

under depolymerizing conditions, 437

dynamic instability and quantitative dynamic

model, 810–812, 823, 826–827

epothilones and �-tubulin role in stabilizing

microtubules

intrinsic instability and tubulin, 434

kinesin motor domains, codecoration

with, 436, 439

Mal3p, decoration with, 435, 438
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and microtubule-kinesin motor head

complexes, 427, 437

protofilaments, 426

Schizosaccharomyces pombe EB1 homologue

Mal3, binding with, 436

tau and kinesin motor domains, codecoration

with, 434

tubular structures, 426

Midilab preparation chamber

sample transfer, 432

Ta/W metal shadowing, 432

Missense mutations

amino acid substitutions, 319

and surface binding sites, 320

Mixing chambers, 452

Mixing efficiency, 457

Model construction, 332

AtoB, 332

de novo bead model, 337–338

de novo HMB construction, 332, 335

lysozyme bead model, 335–337

PDB2AT, PDB2AM, and

MAP2GRID, 339–340

running mean method, 339–340

Modeling and simulation, biological process

chemical reactions, timing of

events in, 821–823

lifetime distributions, 822–823

transition probabilities, 821–822

compartment, events and state transitions, 814

microtubule dynamic instability

model diagrams, 811–813

running example, 810–811

practices of

numerical solution of ODEs, 838

obtaining and assessing parameter

values, 835–837

selected simulation tools, 838–839

standard formats for model exchange and

storage, 837–838

stochastic simulation, 838

reaction kinetics, 815–821

Model visualization

molecular graphics software for, 348–349

Molar activity coefficients, 714. see also

Osmolytes

Molecular docking, 897, 902, 904

Molecular dynamics (MD), 894

Molecular modeling, applications of

brownian dynamics, 901–902

aldolase and G-/F-actin,

interactions, 901–902

determining bimolecular association

rate, 901

ligand–protein and protein–protein

docking, 902–904

antimitotic molecules interaction with

tubulin, 902

�-tubulin’ site for peptides, studies

on, 902–903

interaction of dinitroanilines with

�-tubulin, 903

PIP2 with capping protein, interaction, 904

Rbl2 to�-tubulin and �-tubulin, docking

of, 903

molecular dynamics, 898–901

ATP hydrolysis in myosin and gelsolin,

studies, 900

binding energetics and interaction properties

of myosin to actin, 899

DNase-I loop in actin, effect of nucleotide

state on, 899

SMD to actin system for mechanism of Pi

release, 900

Molecular modeling techniques

applications of, 894–904

electrostatics based approaches, 905–906

normal mode analysis, 906

motor proteins study by elastic-network

model, 907

in myosin motor domain and hinge residues

study, 906

QSAR and CoMFA, 904–905

epothilones, QSAR studies and

pharmacophore model for, 905

simulation methods, 894

Molecular motors

binding patterns of, 438

kinesins and dyneins, 425

size and shape of, 439

Molecular weight cutoff, 546

Molecular weight moment determination

method, 171–172

Molecule–macromolecule interactions, 4

Monte Carlo (MC), 741

analysis, in thermodynamic ITC

experiment, 96–100

MTT assay, for cytotoxicity, 223

Multidomain protein scattering

modeling, 402–403

MULTIHYDRO and MULTIHYDRO,

advanced hydrodynamic programs

single rigid bead model, conformation of, 367

Multistep mechanisms, 474
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Mutational phenotype screening, 501

m-values

calculation from protein structure, 687

from chemical nature of protein surface, 685

in concentrated, nonideal solutions, 711

Kirkwood–Buff theory for, 711

of protein, interaction strength, 318

MWCO. see Molecular weight cutoff

Myosin and actin, interaction, 899

Myosin ATPase, 899

Myosin-based retraction. see also Cell adhesion

and retraction

orientationally polarized phases and 2D

arrays, 927

polymerization of actin filament, 928–929

N

N-acetyl tryptophanamide, 457

NanoES, 568–569, 572, 574

NATA. see N-acetyl tryptophanamide

National Institute for Standards and

Technology, 570

Native and denatured baselines, 314

Nelder–Mead algorithms. see Nonlinear least-

squares fitting method, models for

Neomycin free amine, 17

Neomycin sulfate, 17

Netropsin, binding to poly(dA)-poly(dT), 12–14

Neuroexcitatory amino acids, 456

Neutron data collection

background runs, 395

neutron transmission measurements, 395–396

sample and buffer runs, 396

Neutron flux, 387, 390

Neutron scattering, 378

in buffers, 392–393

camera D22 and D11, 386–388

features of, 381–382

high beam fluxes, advantages of, 378

Neutron solution scattering camera, LOQ

instrumentation of, 388–389

monochromatization, 388

neutron flux and, 390

sample dialysis and, 391

sample preparation for, 391–393

scattering curve measurement, 390
15N-1H HSQC-TOCSY rice coleoptiles, 558

Nickel (II) ethylenediaminediacetate

(NiEDDA), 629

NIST. see National Institute for Standards and

Technology

Nitrophenyl-EGTA, 456

NMM and coralyne binding

preferences, 19–20

NMR metabolite profiling,

limitations, 566

NMR techniques role in unknown metabolites

elucidation, 549

NOE. see Nuclear overhauser enhancement

NOESY. see Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement

Spectroscopy

Nonlinear least squares. see also Statistics

computational methods, 763–765

rule of thumb, 765–766

Nonlinear least squares (NLS/ NLLS), 34–35, 39,

42, 44, 171–172, 741

hypothesis-based mathematical

model, 785–787

one-site and two-site model, equation

for, 786

single-site binding equation for

concentration, 786–787

multiple mathematical models,

distinguishing between, 791–796

autocorrelation and runs test, 793–796

null hypothesis, 792

optimal parameters of model, determination

of, 787–791

equation, overall probability for entire set

of data, 789–790

least-squares calculations and linear

least-squares fit, 790

parameters uniqueness

test for multiple minima, 803–804

precision of model parameters, estimation

of, 796–799

Asymptotic Standard Errors

(ASE), 797

Bootstrap approach and Monte-Carlo

analysis, 798–799

Gauss–Newton minimization

algorithm, 797–798, 801

noise-free fitted curve, 798

weighted sum-of-squared-residuals

(WSSR), measurement, 783–784

Nonlinear least-squares fitting method,

models for best fit equations for data

points, 782–784

estimated parameters, cross-correlation

of, 799–802

Bootstrap analysis of correlation,

parameter values, 802, 803

cross-correlation coefficient, 801–802
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optimal parameters of model,

determination of

fitting equation, parameter values, and

specific data point, 789

Fourier analysis and divergent numerical

algorithms for, 790–791

Non-myosin-based contractility. see also Cell

adhesion and retraction

MSP filaments, study in, 929

nanostructure, development of biomimetic

systems, 930

Non-NMR-observable isotope, 574

Normal mode analysis, 906–907

Notch ankyrin domain

coupling of modules, 322

interdomain interaction in, 321

point substitutions in, 321

and WWE modules, 321

NTD. see N-terminal domain

N-terminal domain, 523

Nuclear hormone receptors

system, 48–49

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 264,

541–553, 559, 562–570, 572, 574, 576–577,

579–580, 624, 662, 705

Nuclear overhauser enhancements

(NOEs), 550–551, 580, 888

Nuclear overhauser enhancement

spectroscopy, 547, 552, 580

Nucleic acid–lipid structures

interaction, 116

O

Omics, 542

OMPLA Q94A preparation, 190, 204–205

Optical detection modes, 456

Optical signal monitoring, 453

Optical tweezers role in single DNA molecule

stretching, 519–521

Oregon green fluorophores, 251

Organic osmolytes. see Osmolytes

Osmolalities, 698–700, 725

Osmolytes

classes of, 681

experimental methods on macromolecules

calorimetry, 701–705

ion channels, 707–708

osmometry, 698–701

phase diagram method, 710–713

scattering techniques, 708–710

spectroscopy, 705–707

organic osmolytes vs. salts, 681

on processes involving macromolecules

DNA, lipids, and other

macromolecules, 695–697

ligand binding and molecular

association, 687–693

protein folding, 683–687

protein solubility, 693–695

in solvation properties of biomolecules, 714

activity coefficients, 714–716

charged osmolytes, 721–724

Kirkwood–Buff approach, 716–721

uses of, 682

Osmometry

adsorption artifacts, 700

calibration, 699–700

osmotic coefficients and preferential

interaction parameters, 699

for preferential hydration of interacting

macromolecules, 701

process of solution preparation, 701

vapor pressure osmometry (VPO), 698

Osmophobic effect in protein folding, 685, 686

Osmotic coefficients, 698–700

Osmotic stress, 681–682, 691, 695, 708

strategy

in hydration of macromolecular

assembly, 695

measuring forces using, 696

salt effect on lipid membranes measurement

by, 697

Outer membrane phospholipase A

(OMPLA), 189, 206–208

dimerization energetics analysis, 195–200

monomeric in absence of cofactors, 196–197

in reversible monomer–dimer equilibrium

reaction, 197–200

SE experiments

conditions for, 193

expression and purification of, 190–191

OMPLA Q94A preparation, 190

Outer membrane protein F (OmpF), 182,

206–208

SE experiments

condition for, 193–194

expression and purification, 190–191

folding vesicle preparation for, 191

SV experiments on, 194–195, 202–206

trimer stability in C14SB

analysis, 200–202

Overlapping oligonucleotides, reconstruction

of, 488
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P

Paired helical filaments, 433

para-nitroaniline, 572

Paromomycin sulfate, 17

PB equation, software packages for, 853. see also

Biomolecular electrostatics

PB equation solver, 853

pBR322 DNA plasmid, DSC melting profile

for, 125

PCA. see Perchloric acid

PCR. see Polymerase chain reaction

PDB. see Protein Data Bank

PDB2AM, model generation program, 339–340

PDB2AT, model generation program, 339–340

Peptides, applications of SDSL methods in

depth measurements and structure of

peptide, 646–648

periodicity in depths for �-helical

peptide, 647

peptide-membrane partition

coefficients, 644–646

fraction of bound peptide and molar

partition coefficient, 645

TOAC spin label integration, 646

Perchloric acid, 545–546, 557–558

Perfluorinated octylsulfonylfluoride

(pOSF), 197–199

Perturbation kinetics, 455

Pharmacophore, 904

Phase diagram method. see also Osmolytes

existence of states of macromolecule, 712–713

investigation of complex multidimensional

phase, 713

m-value from phase diagram, 711–712

quantitative high-throughput data through

efficient data reduction, 713–714

response of reaction networks to presence of

osmolytes, 711

in thermodynamic information, coupled

reactions and stoichiometries, 712

visual aids for reaction networks, 710
31P-1H correlation experiment for NMR

spectra, 553

PHFs. see Paired helical filaments

pH indicator, 457–458, 461

Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate

(PIP2), 857

Phospholipids and lipid metabolites,

analysis, 572

Phosphorescence, 224

Photobleaching, in fluorescence

spectroscopy, 232–233

Photodiode detector role in optical tweezers

instrument, 520

Photolabile caged compound, 456

Photomultipliers

emission detection, 458

gain, 464

polarizers, 462

Photon-counting fluorometers, 250

Photon counting histogram (PCH), 661

PHP. see Primary hydrodynamic particle

PHS SNase. see Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase)

Phycoerythrin. see Fluorescence recovery after

photobleaching (FRAP)

Pi–protein interaction. see Molecular modeling,

applications of

Plant metabolite, MSn ion tree, 569

PM. see Purple membrane

PNA. see para-nitroaniline

Point substitutions and protein folding, 321

Poisson–Boltzmann (PB), 851

Poisson equation, 852

Polar metabolites, analysis, 571–572

poly(dAdT)

DNA forms fraction for, 133–134

melting transition for, 133

poly(dAdT).poly(dTdA), DSC scan of, 124

poly(dA)-poly(dT), 17

binding to netropsin, 12–14

DSC thermograms for, 13

poly(dA)-poly(rU), 17

poly(dGdC)

DNA forms fraction for, 130, 132

melting transition for, 133

poly(dGdC).poly(dCdG), DSC scan of, 124

poly(dG)-poly(dC), 17

Polymerase chain reaction, 487

Polymeric DNA molecule stretching, 522

Polymerization buffer, 430

poly(rA)-poly(rU), 17

Polytopic membrane protein, 482

Power compensation ITC, 84

Pressure-jump method, 455

Primary hydrodynamic particle, 357

Progesterone receptor system, 44, 48–49

progesterone (PG)-mediated activation of, 48

Protein binding

nucleic acid binding, fluorescence approaches

to, 41–42

Protein data bank, 379–400, 403–404, 416–417

Protein denaturation, 529

Protein, DNA, and lipid concentration

determination, 393
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Protein-DNA interactions, 4, 11–12, 17

binding interactions measurements tools

fluorescence methods, 41–42

footprinting and electrophoretic mobility

shift assays, 42–44

individual site binding methods, 42–44

isothermal titration calorimetry, 40–41

fluorescence anisotropy for, 243–244, 247–248,

254–260

Protein domain boundaries idenfication, 319

Protein folding, 296. see also Osmolytes

chemical denaturation and, 297

data analysis, equilibrium and kinetic

protein, 686–687

denaturant concentration, effect of, 298

equilibration and reversibility of, 300

equilibrium two-state scheme, 302–303

spectroscopic tests of, 310

free energy of, 302–303

denaturant chemical potential and, 305

denaturant concentration, effect of, 304–305

missense mutations, effect on, 319

m-values, chemical nature of protein

surface, 685

osmolytes, altering protein folding kinetics, 686

osmolytes, modulating protein stability, 683

osmophobic effect, 685–686

pH changes, 683–684

point substitutions, effect of, 320

thermodynamic parameters of, 314

Protein homo oligomerization measurements, 38

Protein interactions

applications of SDSL methods in

protein–ligand interactions, 643–644

protein–protein interactions, 642–643

and ligand interaction, 5, 11

and lipid interaction, 116

and nucleic acid interaction, 116

protein-protein interactions, 4, 25, 847, 860

binding interactions measurements tools

analytical ultracentrifugation, 38–40

fluorescence methods, 36–37

isothermal titration calorimetry, 37–38

in CytR–CRP system, 47

Protein oligomerization. see Protein interactions

Protein Pin1 flexibility computation

BD trajectory modeling, 369–370

target peptide modeling, 370

Protein–protein docking, 898

Protein–protein docking simulations, 903

Protein–RNA interactions, 4

Proteins, ligand-linked structural transitions in

conformational ensemble, effect of pH on

pH modulation of conformational

ensemble, 877–881

thermodynamic model of, 875–877

COREX algorithm, 874

assumptions, conformational ensemble

enumeration, 888

SNase conformational ensemble

calculation, 876

differential ligand binding properties, 872

Hþ binding reactions of proteins, study of, 873

Hþ (pH) driven conformational

transitions, 874–875

hyperstable variant of nuclease, 885–886

NMR spectroscopy in, 872–873

pH dependence of stability, microscopic origins

of, 884–885

PHS SNase ensemble, Hþ binding properties

of, 887

SNase-ensemble, pH dependence of, 881–884

WT SNase (wild type SNase)

ensemble, Hþ binding properties of, 882

titratable residues, 885

Protein solubility. see also Osmolytes

denaturant urea interaction, 693–694

pH affects in, 694

proline as osmolyte, 695

protein precipitation and crystallization, 693

salts’ role in, 694–695

variation of solution composition role in, 693

Protein(s), role in

DNA force-induced melting experiments, 524

effect on DNA stability, 522

salt dependent binding to ssDNA, 523

Protein stability

and domain boundaries identification, 319

folding free enegry and m-value, correlation

between, 317

interdomain interaction identification, 321

missense mutations, effect on, 319

thermodynamic parameters and sigmoidal

plot, 298, 300

Protein stability study, by CD

spectroscopy, 282–286

chemical denaturation, 282–284

thermal unfolding experiments, 284–286

unfolding intermediates, 286

Protofilaments, 426

A-lattice and B-lattice interaction, 427, 439

antiparallel nature of, 435, 438

helical structures, 428

kinesin and tau, interaction with, 434
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Proton-pumping mechanism, 483

vectoral proton transfer, 499

Pseudo-first-order conditions, 451

Pulsed flow mode, 454

Pulse electron–electron double resonance

(DEER or pELDOR), 635, 653

Pulse EPR, in distance measurements, 652–653

structure of cdb3, 653

Purple membrane,

bR trimer assemling, 482

in H. salinarum, 502

spectral phenotypes of, 507

wild-type bR in, 505

Q

Quantitative binding information, strategy for

obtaining, 4–5

Quantitative structure–activity relationship

(QSAR), 904–905

Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics

(QM/MM), 900

Quantum yield, of fluorophores, 227

Quenched-flow instrument, temporal calibration

of, 457

Quenched-flow method, 453

pulsed flow mode, 454

Quench-flow run control. see Hydroxyl radical

footprinting time-progress curves

Quenching agents, 156, 453

R

Radiolysis of water, 594

Raman scattering, 459

Random mutagenesis, bR, 484, 492

Rapid mixing techniques. see Flow techniques

RasMol and RAZ, model visualization

programs, 348–349

RasMol, molecular graphics software, 348

Rationale, 543–544

Rayleigh interferometer, 151, 153

Rayleigh scattering, 458–459

Rayuela and rigid body modeling, 369

Reaction kinetics. see also Modeling and

simulation

dimerization, zero and higher order

reactions, 816

enzyme kinetics, 819–820

equilibrium and steady state, 817–819

firing frequency, 817

mass-action kinetics, 820–821

pseudo-first-order rate constant, 816

rate of a unimolecular and bimolecular

reactions, 815

Receptor dimerization, 49

Receptor–ligand interaction, 4

Red shift, 218

Relaxation techniques, 448

advantages and disadvantages of, 469

flash photolysis, 456

pressure-jump method, 455

temperature-jump method, 455

for two-step mechanism, 473

Relaxation time � , 449

Resonance energy transfer (RET), 462.

see Fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (FRET)

Reversible binding reactions

association and dissociation, 451

dissociation rate constant, 464

rate constant determination, 463

Reynolds number, 896

Rhabdomyosarcoma cell extract

HCCH spectrum, 559

TOCSY spectrum, 561

Rhabdomyosarcoma cells

1-D 1H NMR spectrum of a TCA

extract, 562–563

isotopomers and MS patterns in

metabolites, 573

proton 1/T1 values, 550

Rhodamine-based dyes, 250–251

Rhodamine-X (ROX), 251–252, 258

Rhodopsin, model system for GPCRs. see CW

EPR, in distance measurements

ROESY. see Rotating frame Overhauser

Enhancement Spectroscopy

Rotating frame Overhauser Enhancement

Spectroscopy, 547, 552, 580

Running mean method, model

construction, 339–340

Runs test, 794. see also Nonlinear least-squares

fitting method, models for

S

Salt condition role in gp32 binding to ssDNA and

dsDNA, 529

Salt role in CTD, 533–534

Salt role in ligand binding to nucleic acids, 530
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Salts

in aggregation (salting-out), 723

on air–water interface, 691, 724

to alter protein solubility, 694

effect on lipid membranes, 697

interactions with cyclodextrin and

adamantane, 725

on neutral lipid bilayers, 697

as osmolytes, 682, 721

as osmotic stressors and Hofmeister series,

722

Sample-detector distances

and neutron scattering camera, 387–388

radially averaged intensities range, 394

and X-ray scattering, 385–386

Sample dialysis, 391

SAP. see Human serum amyloid P component

Saroff distribution of error, in thermodynamic

ITC experiment, 98, 100

Saturation transfer (ST), 622

Scanning mutagenesis, bop gene, 488

amino acid interaction(s), effect on, 509

charge–charge interactions and desolvation

effects, 499

conformational transitions of

reprotonation, 500

structural transitions, 500

Scatchard’s question, 18

Scattering and absorption, 216

Scattering experiments

diffraction pattern, 376

and multidomain proteins, 416

scattering curve, 377

schematic representations of, 377

sphere model construction

for neutron and X-ray curve modeling, 402

Scattering techniques. see also Osmolytes

for dispersed macromolecules, macromolecular

size and shape, 709–710

for molecular distances, 708–709

Schellman’s exchange concept. see Osmolytes,

experimental methods on macromolecules

SCR. see Short complement regulator

SDSL EPR spectroscopy

accessibility measurements

accessibilities, particular spin label to oxygen

and NiEDDA, 629–631

accessibility data plots, �-strand and

�-helical secondary structure, 632

depth calibration equation, 633

inverse concentration gradients of oxygen

and NiEDDA in lipid bilayer, 631–632

power saturation methodology, for

accessibility, 628–629, 631

power saturation parameter ( P1/2), 630–631

applications of

distance measurements, 650–653

membrane depth, 639–641

peptides, 644–648

protein interactions, 641–644

secondary structure, 636–639

unfolding and kinetics, 648–650

covalent attachment of spin label to cysteine

residue, 618–619

detection of absorption of microwave

photons, 621–622

distance measurements

DEER spin echo distance distribution

measurement, 635

effects of magnetic dipolar interactions and

spin–spin interaction, 634

modulation of time-dependent signal

intensity, 635–636

of nitroxides, 633–634

improvement of signal-to-noise ratio, 622

main components of EPR machine, 620–621

motion measurements

�-sheet proteins and T4L mutants, spin-label

motion, 624

�-carbon backbone for spin-label

mobility, 624

different rates of rotational motion, 623

inverse width and scaled mobility

parameter, 626–627

nitrogen isotropic hyperfine coupling

constant and factor, 628

nitroxide side chain covalently bonded to

cysteine residue, 624

nuclear spin state and rotational correlation

time, for spin label motion, 626

proteins influencing observed

spectrum, 623–624

rate and amplitude of motion influencing

spin-label mobility, 627

spin-label mobility in slow motional

regime, 627

three-line nitroxide EPR spectrum, 622

for nitroxide spin labels, 621

proteins or peptides, concentration range for

spin label, 620

sample volumes and loop-gap resonator

(LGR), 620

Secondary absorption effect, in fluorescence

spectroscopy, 232
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Secondary structure, applications of SDSL

methods in

�–Helix, 636–637

�-Strand, 637–638

local structural changes in protein, 639

Second-order reactions, 451

Sedimentation coeffcient, 146, 149–150, 165–167

Sedimentation coefficient modeling, 406–407

Sedimentation equilibrium (SE) experiments, 38,

40, 144–145, 147, 182–183

AUC analysis programs and utilities, 173

conditions

for OmpF, 193–194

for OMPLA, 193

denisity measurements, 195

density-matching point for C14SB, 191–192

on membrane protein dispersed in

C14SB, 193–194

conditions for OmpF, 193–194

conditions for OMPLA, 193

data fitting strategy, 194

of membrane proteins, 183–185

expression and purification of

OMPLA, 190–191

OmpF expression and purification, 190–191

OMPLA Q94A preparation, 190

vesicle preparation for OmpF folding, 191

OmpF trimer stability in C14SB

analysis, 200–202

OMPLA dimerization energetics

analysis, 195–200

in presence of detergent micelles, 185–189

buoyant molecular weight, 185–186

strategies for bound cosolvent, 186–189

using AUC, 147, 162, 168–175

data analysis, 171–173

instrument operation and data

collection, 168–170

monitoring approach to

equilibrium, 170–170

velocity measurements, 195

Sedimentation velocity (SV), 144–147, 182

AUC analysis programs and utilities, 173

experiments on OmpF, 194–195, 202–206

experiments using AUC, 146–147, 161–168,

173–175

data analysis, 165–168

instrument operation and data

collection, 161–164

maximum rotor speeds for, 164

Semi-Automated Footprinting Analysis

(SAFA), 602, 605

Setschenow coefficients, in protein solubility, 695

Shape models and sedimentation coefficients, 406

Short Complement Regulator (SCR)

SCR-1 and SCR-2 domains, 410–411

Silent restriction sites, codon, 487–488

Single DNA molecules

force-induced melting, 521–522

stretching, 519–521

Single stranded DNA, 518–525, 527, 529–532,

535–538

Singular value decomposition (SVD), 277–278

Site-directed mutagenesis, bop gene, 484, 487

and proton-binding sites, 494

Site-directed spin labeling (SDSL), 617, 678

Size exclusion chromatography, 31

Slit widths, 458

Slow reactions, lamp instabilities, 453

Small ligand binding interactions measurements

equilibrium dialysis method, 31–33

fluorescence techniques, 33

isothermal titration calorimetry, 31, 33

Snell’s law, 158

SOLPRO, hydrodynamic calculation program

for extending parameters, 362

time-dependent properties, computation

of, 361

Solution scattering

biological macromolecules, structure of,

376, 378

camera ID02, layout of, 385

diffraction pattern, 376

medium-resolution model production, 380

radially averaged intensities, Fourier transform

of, 377

sample preparation for, 391

scattering density, 378

Solvent-Accessible Surface Area (SASA),

849, 856

Solvent transfer models, 306

SOMO, HBM construction program

AtoB algorithm, 343

coordinate files and hydrodynamic

parameters, 343

medium-resolution HBM generation,

proteins, 342

output files from, 343

Spectroscopic ruler technique, 239

Spectroscopy

dielectric relaxation, 706

requirements for osmolyte samples in, 707

for solvation, binding, and macromolecular

conformation, 705
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UV–VIS absorbance and fluorescence, 707

vibrational and vibronic side band

luminescence spectroscopy, 706

Sphere models, for neutron and X-ray curve

modeling, 402

Spin–spin interactions. see Protein interactions

ssDNA. see Single stranded DNA

Stable isotopomer-based metabolomics, 543

Stable metabolites extraction, 545–546

Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase), 875

acid denaturation of, 888

acid unfolding energetics of, 884

calculation for residues of, 886

conformational ensemble, calculated by

COREX, 876

crystallographic structure of, 875

Hþ binding properties of, 887–888

kp values calculated for residues of, 885

pH dependence of ensemble of, 881–884

pH-dependent stability of, 883, 888

pH-linked contribution to stability, 880

PHS hyperstable variant of, 885

pKa values of titratable groups of, 879

residue stability constants for, 877

titratable residues in pH-linked stability

of, 885–886

titration behavior of, 881

Statistics

applications and presentation, 766–778

linear least squares

Monte Carlo illustrations, 757–763

theory, 749–757

nonlinear least squares, 763–766

statistics of data, 742–749

Statistics of data

central limit theorem, 745–747

finite variance, 747

MC experiment, uniform distribution, 744–745

probability distributions, 742–744

sampling, location and dispersion indices, 742

Steered molecular dynamics (SMD), 900

Stern–Volmer constant, 234

Stern–Volmer equation, 233

Stokes–Einstein relationship, 146

Stokes radius, 31

Stokes relationship, 148

Stokes shift, 458

Stokes’ shift, 225–226

Stopped-flow instrument, 458

Stopped-flow technique

mixing efficiency, 457

protein folding studies, 453

Storage ring, 384

Streptavidin sensor chips, 62–64

immobilization of nucleic acids on, 63–64

SUPCW/SUPCWIN, hydrodynamic calculation

program

hydrodynamic and related parameters

computation, 362–363

for rigid bead models, 363

stick or slip boundary conditions

computation, 363

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR), 4, 16, 35

biosensor method

additional cleaning methods, 60–61

components for, 55–56

data collection, 65–67

data processing, 67–68

detection of biomolecular interactions, 53

instrument preparation, 58–61

materials, chemicals, and solutions required

in, 58–59

preliminary cleaning and checking

baseline, 59–60

rationale of, 55–58

results and data analysis, 68–74

equilibrium analysis, 69–72

kinetic analysis, 72–74

running Desorb, 58

running Sanitize, 58

sample preparations, 64

sensor-chip surface preparation, 61–64

nucleic acids immobilization, 63–64

streptavidin immobilization, 62–63

sensorgram illustrating steps in, 56–57

signal and biosensor surfaces, 55–56

Surface tension, 850

Svedberg equation, 147–148

Synchrotron X-ray beam, 594. see also

Footprinting

Synchrotron X-ray cameras

2D area detectors, 386

data collection, 393

instrumental scattering curve distortions, 379

instrumentation of, 384

optimum sample thickness, 385

sample preparation for, 391–393

storage ring of, 384

T

Tandem cell method, 220–221

Tau proteins

axon growth and, 433
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Tau proteins (cont. )

domains of, 433

microtubule stabilization, 434, 437

protofilament cross-linking potential of, 437

protofilament linking, 434

TCA. see Trichloroacetic acid

Tea2p motor activity, 439

Temperature-jump devices, 455

Temperature-jump method, 455

heating pulse, rise time of, 458

relaxation time � determination, 464

Tether-in-a-cone model. see Pulse EPR, in

distance measurements

Tetrahymena ribozyme

autoradiogram of cleavage products, 603

P4-P6 domain of (see Footprinting, nucleic

acid hydroxyl radicals)

Tetrahymena thermophila, 596

2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-l-oxyl-3-methyl

methanethiosulfonate (MTSL), 618, 624

Tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl-4-amino-4-

carboxylic acid (TOAC), 646

Tetramethylrhodamine (TMR). see Fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

Tetramethylsilane, 550–551

T4 gene binding to DNA, model for salt

dependent regulation, 531–537

T4 gene 32 protein, 518–519, 522–525, 527–538

T4 gp32 and DNA interactions

background, 522–524

quantifying protein interaction, 525–528

single DNA molecules destabilization, 524–525

T4 Gene 32 binding to ssDNA, 529–531

Thermal denaturation methods, 10–13

Thermal unfolding experiments, 284–286

Thermodynamic ITC experiment

data analysis, 92–95

error analysis, 96–99

interpretation of results, 99

models, 95–96

Monte Carlo analysis, 96–100

planning, 88, 99

running, 88–92

correcting raw data, 90–91

data collection, 89–90

example, 91–92

solution preparation and handling, 88–89

Saroff distribution of error, 98, 100

theory, 85–88

Thermodynamic profile, 5–7, 13–14

Thermodynamics

binding constants and, 5–7

binding isotherms properties and, 7–10

of biopolymer binding interactions, 85–88

ITC use in, 80–81

high-throughput, 18–20

techniques to determine parameters, 14–16

differential scanning calorimetry, 16

isothermal titration calorimetry, 15–16

model-free ITC approach, 15

from thermal denaturation methods, 10–13

useful strategies, 14–16

Thermophilic proteins, 858

Thiocolchicine binding to tubulin, difference

spectrum for, 219–220

Tilt and rotate model, for activation of GPCRs.

see CW EPR, in distance measurements

Time constant. see Relaxation time �

Time-progress curve clustering. see also

Individual nucleotide time-progress curves

Cluster centroids, Kinfold algorithm, 609

Gap-statistic algorithm, 607

macromolecular structure, local changes

of, 607–608

Time-progress curves, data reduction and

production of

assembling nucleotides, 604

individual-site time-progress curves, generation

of, 605

quantitation of hydroxyl radicals, 602–603

Time-resolved fluorescence, 228

Titration calorimetry, 81

T4 lysozyme (T4L), 625, 636

best-fitting kinetic model for Mg2þmediated

folding of, 610

MTSL-labeled, 652

spin–spin interaction in, 651

TMS. see Tetramethylsilane

TOCSY. see Total correlation spectroscopy

Total correlation spectroscopy, 547, 549,

552–553, 556–561, 564–566, 579, 581

TOCSY experiment, metabolomites

analyses, 552

TOCSY spectra, accuracy of isotopomer

quantitation determination, 566

TOCSY spectrum of lactate standard, 564–565

Transcription regulation

binding interactions measurements, 30–44

assembly state of proteins of interest, 30–31

binding data analysis, 33–35

protein–DNA interactions, 40–44

protein–protein interactions, 35–40

small ligand binding, 31–33

multiple levels of linkage in, 27–30
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Transcription regulatory systems

biological applications, 50

DNA binding by PR-B, 49–50

E. coli deoP2 regulon, 44–49

CRP- CytR system, 44–47

nuclear hormone receptors system,

48–49

hormone binding, 49

multiple linked equilibria in, 44–50

receptor dimerization, 49

Transient kinetic experiments

ligand concentration and, 464

observed rate of reaction, kOBS, 463

pseudo-first-order conditions, 463

Transmembrane alpha-helical proteins, 480

Trichloroacetic acid, 544–546, 548, 550, 557,

559–564

Trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), 681, 687

Trimethylsilylpropionic acid, 550–551

Triose phosphate isomerase (TIM), 901

TSP. see Trimethylsilylpropionic acid

Tubulin oligomers and tau, 434

Tubulin polymerization. see Fluorescence

correlation spectroscopy (FCS),

applications of

Tubulin sheet formation, 438

Turbidity measurements, by absorption

spectroscopy, 221–222

Two-dimensional (2-D) crystalline arrays,

428, 430, 440

Two-step mechanisms

flow methods for

equilibrium dissociation constants and

bimolecular step, 472

isomerization and binding steps in, 470

kinetic phases in, 471

isomerization and binding steps in, 470

relaxation methods for, 473

Type 3 modeling

Factor H (FH), complement regulatory

protein, 413–414

IgD antibody structure, 411–413

Type 2 modeling and membrane

glycoprotein, 410–411

Type 1 modeling and oligomeric proteins,

403

AmiC, amide sensor protein, 409

C3d , oligomerization of, 407

and distance distribution function analysis,

408

human serum amyloid P component,

408–409

U

Unimolecular processes, 448

Urea and guanidine hydrochloride, 298

deionizing resin treatment, effect of,

311, 313

UV-Visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy. see

Absorption spectroscopy

UV-Vis spectrophotometer, 215

V

van der Waals interactions, 895

van Holde–Weischet approach, 167

van’t Hoff enthalpy, 6, 120, 122, 132–133,

135, 139

van’t Hoff equation, 13–14

van’t Hoff’s law, 691

Van’t Hoff statistical error. see Applications and

illustrations, vH analysis

Vapor pressure osmometry (VPO), 698

Vibronic sideband luminescence spectroscopy

(VLBSL), 706

VisualBeads, model visualization program,

349

Vitrification, 428

W

Warburg effect, 545

Water structuring around solutes. see also

Osmolytes, in solvation properties of

biomolecules

Raman and IR spectroscopies in, 706

Wavelength shifts, 218

Weighted nonlinear least-squares

(WNLLS), 791–792

Weighted sum-of-squared-residuals (WSSR), 783,

788, 790

Whole-cell models

GTPases Cdc42, Rac, and Rho, effect of,

932

treats formation and interaction of

filaments, 930–932

WT SNase. see Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase)

WT SNase ensemble

Hþ binding properties of, 882–883

measurement by continuous potentiometric

techniques, 880

Wyman linkage. see Osmolytes, on processes

involving macromolecules

Wyman’s theory, for Hþ binding, 883
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X

Xenon arc lamps, emission bands of, 458

XhoI restriction site, pENDS bop vector, 487

X-ray and neutron beam time,

383–384, 390–391

X-ray and neutron scattering

curve evaluation, macromolecule, 401

X-ray crystallography, 264

and macromolecular structure, 380

X-ray data collection

Q range determination, 394

radiation damage and exposure time

minimization, 394–395

samples and buffers, scattering measurements

on, 395

X-ray flux, 384

X-ray scattering, 378

beam time, 383–384

counting statistics and, 381, 386

features of, 380–381

high-flux sources, advantages of, 379

instrumental scattering curve

distortions, 379

sample-detector distance and, 385

single contrast measurement, 381

small-angle and ultra-low angle, 384
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